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Dedication 
~~· 

To live for a time next to great minds is the best kind of education. 
- Jolin Budtan, 1875-1940 

This book is dedicated with love to my grandfather, Dr. Max Gerson, his wife 
Gretchen Gerson, and my mother, Charlotte Gerson (Straus). I knew my 
grandfather, not as a medical genius or a beleaguered innovator in the world 
of human health, but as "Opa," the German familial term for "Grampa." He 
was a gentle, quiet man who was only partly present in my world, spending 
most of his time and energy in expanding his knowledge and helping his 
patients. He left most of the details of day-to-day life to his wife, Gretchen 
(later, Margaret), who raised their three daughters and several grand
children, packed up and moved their household repeatedly and often 
alone, and managed their home and finances. 

No one person has had more influence on my life than my mother, 
Charlotte Gerson (Straus), whose qualities I describe as combining the best 
of Billy Graham's fiery evangelism, Ralph Nader's stem caution and June 
Cleaver's warm, solid and loving motherhood. She bas kept her father's 
work alive for the past 30 years by doing the daily work in the trenches with 
the doctors and patients. She is the most powerful human being I have ever 
met, bar none, continuously helping others overcome diseases that stump 

• 
medical science-and all the while going head-to-head with the American 
Medical Association and winning by her solid integrity. She has provided 
me with a granite foundation that has supported me for my entire life. I 
owe her more than I can ever hope to repay. 

. --------
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Foreword 
, .. ~t 

D r. Max Gerson's life story deserves to be told. He was a pioneer physician of 
dietary therapy for chronic diseases such as tuberculosis and cancer, recog

nizing the value of good nutrition in enabling the healing process and maintaining 
good health. He was also what one might classify as a health ecologist, a practition
er of environmental medicine, concerned about the adverse effects of modem tech
nology upon the natural world and the human body. And he was possibly the first 
truly holistic physician to practice in the United States, in the time just before holis
tic medicine became the watchword for a new medical philosophy that addressed 
the whole person, integrating body, mind and spirit. Gerson called his own approach 
to medicine "totality"- originally known as Ganzlidt in his homeland, Germany . 

• 

Many alternative or complementary practitioners now employ fac~ts of the 
Gerson's dietary and detoxifying therapies, often without recognition of their 
source, yet a large body of scientific literature published in the 1920s and 1930s con
firms Gerson's pioneering work in diet therapy - work that might have been rec
ognized with a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine had the political situation 
gone very differently in his native Germany prior to World War ll under Nazi rule 
... or had the American medical profession, after this German-Jew fled Nazi perse
cution to the United States in the mid 1930s, been more open to investigating the 
methods and results of his treatment of cancer and other intractable, degenerative 
diseases. Few if any references to Gerson's name and work can be found in 
American medical literature after 1946, unless they are defamatory. 

The sheer immensity of Dr. Gerson's achievements is staggering. He was able 
to prevent and cure, not simply arrest or slow, a wide range of degenerative dis
eases, including the top four killers in the United States-heart attack, cancer, stroke 
and diabetes - which together account for between two and three million deaths 
annually. Dr. Gerson also had remarkable success in treating rheumatoid arthritis, mu1-
tiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy, multiple chemical sensitivity and other immune sys
tem-connected or toxin-associated disorders. He did this without the financial or acad
emic support of any university, government, institute or laboratory-working alone, 
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while treating patients and maintaining a practice-though for brief periods of time, 
small private foundations did provide limited support. Yet Dr. Gerson's name remains 
unmentionable in medical literature, even as his principles regarding the importance 
of diet as prevention of and therapy for a wide variety of diseases are becoming accept
ed as standard medical thinking. His emphasis for health maintenance on sticking to a 
saltless, low-fat, largely vegetarian diet with ample fresh fruits and vegetables and 
whole-grain products, with no (or much restricted) stimulating or alcoholic drinks, no 
longer seems threatening to the establishment, but for over 6o years, the medical, phar
maceutical and governmental health authorities in the United States and abroad have 
seemingly done their utmost to maintain a total blackout on Gerson's therapies. Clinics 
have been shut down and physicians expelled from practice when they began to use 
the Gerson's therapeutic methods, specifically as a cure for cancer. 

Max Gerson and Albert Einstein were born at opposite ends of Germany only 
two years apart. Both ended their lives in the United States of America, having been 
hounded from Nazi Germany by the anti-Semitic prejudices of the times. Einstein, 
working alone, formulated his Theory of Relativity and revolutionized physics, but 
he searched in vain for his holy grail, the grand unifying field theory in physics . . 
Within his chosen profession of medicine, Max Gerson searched for the underlying 
principles that connected the seemingly disparate causes and effects of good and ill 
health. Early in his career, almost by accident, Gerson discovered a portion of a tan
talizing, unifying theory of human immunity and well-being. He then developed the 
concept of "totality in medidne"- the holism of today- by continuously, for the 
rest of his days, testing out and proving its efficacy on his patients. Both men pro
posed ideas that were so radical, yet simple in their bases, that other scientists could 
not readily accept them. Like Einstein, Gerson was attacked by many of his col
leagues. But Einstein's reputation grew so great that he is considered the most 
famous and influential scientist of the 2oth century, whereas Max Gerson's name is 
scarcely known. 

This biography is a labor of love. Dr. Max Gerson was my grandfather; in fact, he 
ushered me into the world. When my mother, Charlotte Gerson, first proposed the 
project to me, I was rather hesitant to take it on. My reluctance did not stem from 
the fact that I had never written a book before; after all, there is a first time for every
thing. Also, I had written many types of documents in the past: some technical, stem
ming from my work as a computer systems analyst, and some reflecting my under
standing of the Gerson Therapy gained from a lifetime of absorbing it-sometimes 
by osmosis, sometimes by intent. 

I was not hesitant either about the subject itself. On the contrary, Dr. Max 
Gerson's life story is intertwined with some of the greatest and most dramatic hap
penings of the 2oth century. My misgivings instead stemmed from the immensely 
tragic nature of Gerson's journey, due mostly to his persecution by colleagues in the 
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medical profession. As a child, I had personally witnessed or heard about enough of 
the incidents to know how painful it would be for me to revisit them in detail. I was 
not mistaken. The deeper into the story I delved, the angrier and more depressed I 
became at the incredible behavior of the medical profession when confronted by a 
true healer. Whether it was by overt conspiracy or petty jealousy, the result was the 
same. Max Gerson was prevented from giving to the world his message of a pow
erful curative technique. 

When I set out to resurrect the important lifework of Dr. Max Gerson for pub· 
lie viewing, I also wanted to reveal some of the "underside" of standard medical prac
tice, particularly when it is directed by an entrenched orthodox medical establish
ment that seeks to retain power and absolute control over its physician members. 
Some organizations- most notably the Medical Society of the County of New York, 
the American Medical Association, the Congressional Office of Technology Assess
ment (OTA) and the National Cancer Institute - still will not release their volumi· 
nous records regarding Dr. Gerson's results, even after 50 years. Any records that 
remain will have to be uncovered in the future by other people with more resources 
and political power than I could muster. 

The medical establishment should by now recognize and publicize that diet and 
health are intimately connected, for better or for worse. In other words, what we eat 
and drink - always taking into full account the conditions of our food and water 
sources, which may be contaminated or poisoned - is going to make us healthy or 
unhealthy. This being so, it should often be possible to reverse the course of a patient's 
illness, and even totally cure it, by using a therapeutic diet and detoxification tactics. 
Which is what Max Gerson did, and did with extraordinary success, again and again 
in his medical practice. 

Though the pain of researching and recounting the attacks on Gerson was more 
than I anticipated, the rewards of examining the accomplishments of th.is truly good, 
decent and honorable healer have been far greater than I ever expected. 

If I have done my job, I trust that you will feel inspired by Dr. Gerson's exem· 
plary life and his experiential medical wisdom - and therefore be motivated to 
improve your own health by using the techniques so dearly set forth by him over 6o 
years ago. If this book about Dr. Gerson can save so much as one human life from 
affliction by an incurable disease, my own efforts to tell his life story and describe the 
value of his therapies will be worthwhile. 

In writing this book, I relied on a host of resources. My late grandmother, Gretchen 
(Margaret) Rose Gerson, after her husband's death in 1959, wrote a memoir of his for· 
mative years in Germany and his medical career. Calling it "Max Gerson, a Life 
Without Fear," she mostly focused on his medical practice following their marriage 
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in 1916. The basic sequence and many of the incidents recounted in my biography are 
based on this 100-page typescript. Originally written in German, the manuscript was 
translated into English years ago by my sister, Margaret Straus Dego. As Gretchen 
Gerson had no experience in the art and craft of biography, names and dates were 
often omitted. These have been filled in by painstaking research. And since she 
wrote it in her later years, some of the dates and circumstances long past may have 
been imperfectly preserved in her memory. She also stopped her writing effort some
what short of the end of Gerson's life, since the chronicle of the medical profession's 
attacks and sabotage became too painful for her to relive. 

More of Max Gerson's history was passed on verbally when Mrs. Gerson told her 
children about their father's early years, or recalled for her grandchildren various sto
ries about life with her husband in Germany, Austria, France and England-and then, 
for over 20 years, in the United States. Occasionally, too, when I was young, my grand
father would rec~unt incidents of his past, but also of his present, including news of 
his current patients' progress. 

. Many incidents related in this biography were gleaned from my mother's mem-
ories and her files, backed up as often as was possible by using her own words and by 
researching historical documents in her possession or obtained elsewhere. A large 
number and variety of unpublished manuscripts, often written by Dr. Gerson in 
rough-draft form and incomplete, handwritten or typed, now on crumbling paper, 
were located in Charlotte Gerson's "archives" concerning her father's lifework. 
Photographs and other visual materials are also there. Most fortunately, the originals 
of many of Max's letters to his close friend Professor Henry Schaefer-Simmern had 
been returned to the Gerson family in the distant past; ·ather letters of Gerson's were 
there in carbon-copy or retyped form. Originals of Albert Schweitzer's letters to 
Gerson are also extant-good evidence of their excellent rapport. 

My mother most obligingly has translated from the German various paragraphs 
in her father's correspondence, lectures and published papers that she or else I, in 
my less perfect German, had identified as probably useful to the book. Mining old 
correspondence documenting the medical and political atrocities perpetrated by 
Dr. Gerson's detractors was an often painful yet inspiring process for us both. 
Charlotte would lay down one or another document she was translating, sigh, and 
say, "Poor Daddy." But we both persevered, because Dr. Gerson's insights into health 
and disease belong to all of humanity. 

My mother also contributed earlier in another way to my own knowledge of 
the Gerson Therapy, which came to me in an experiential, "hands-on" way. She was 
instrumental in my starting in 1997 a Gerson clinic in Arizona- a state that is less 
antagonistic toward the use of alternative medicine in treating various degenerative 
diseases, including cancer, than is California, or for that matter most other states. 
Unfortunately, problems with the facility building's landlord forced the closing of 
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the promising clinic 15 months after it opened. Also, to assist my mother, at several 
times in the past I participated in public relations and educational efforts at the 
Gerson Institute, which Charlotte Gerson founded in 1970 and with which at times 
she is still associated as a consultant. 

Dr. Gerson's granddaughter, Suzanne Oberlander Brandt, happily contributed 
some of her memories of life with the Gersons in New York. Thanks, also, to Dr. 
Gerson's niece, Mrs. Inge Levin Schneider, who was willing to recount her family's 
experiences on the SS St. Louis, and their subsequent internment in Holland and the 
concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen. It cannot have been pleasant to exhume those 
long buried memories, but she courageously did so in order that they might be accu
rately presented in the book. 

Several of Dr. Gerson's former patients - Bill Schickel, Eddie Braun and Gail 
Allen Bogue (who tell their own stories here)- spoke with me at length about their 
illnesses and recoveries from incurable cancer, as well as their interactions with Dr. 
Gerson. Their living voices, transcribed from audiotaped interviews, offer invaluable 
evidence of Max Gerson's skill as a true healer. I can only wish that the readers of 
this book could directly witness, as both my mother and I have done since our early 
childhoods, the great many people with cancer and other supposedly incurable or 
fatal diseases who were returned to good health by Dr. Max Gerson ... or have'been 
later by others following his exacting therapeutic guidelines either as practitioners 
or as patients. 

To add a sense of immediacy to Max Gerson's story, I occasionally dramatized 
some scenes in his life, especially in his early years, basing these stories and conver
sations on ones often recounted within the Gerson family or originally told by my 
grandmother in her memoir. Elsewhere I have done my utmost to stick to a literal 
portrayal of the significant events in Dr. Gerson's professional and personal life, rely
ing on documentary evidence wherever possible, and often using quotations from 
letters, articles, lectures, unpublished manuscripts and audiotaped interviews. 

In providing this documentation, I have quoted extensively from Max Gerson's 
own book, A canw Tf1aapy: Results of Fifty Cas~s. I have used excerpts and cited refer
ences from the biography by S.J. Haught, first published in 1962: C!Jmmd for Curing 
Canca: Tlil Am~rican Experimct of Dr. Max Gason. There are lengthy passages cited from 
Dr. Patricia S. Ward's extraordinary evaluation of the Gerson Therapy, written after 
she researched it under contract with the U.S. Congressional Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA). I also quoted from the text of documents reprinted in the bio· 
graphical novel on the theme of Dr. Gerson's life, Doctor Max, by Giuliano Dego. 
Passages have been extracted from Ferdinand Sauerbruch's autobiography, Master 
Surgwn, about his clinical work with Gerson in the 1920s; from John Gunther's Death Be 
Not Proud, pertaining to Dr. Gerson's treatment of his teen-age son Johnny in 1946-1947; 
and from editorials and articles in the Journal of the American Medical Association OAMA) . 
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If inaccuracies have crept into my interpretation of any of the data, the 
fault is mine alone. If readers wish to take issue with the strong opinions that I 
occasionally express which derive from my deep knowledge of the American 
medical establishment's mistreatment of my grandfather, Dr. Max Gerson, they 
are, of course, free to do so. 

Among those people who assisted with this book were several friends from my 
youth who have helped me in some material way. Gitta Block-Erwig of Hanover, 
Germany and Anneliese Schutte Irmer of Berlin, Germany, assisted me with my 
research, and Eve Fielding Franconeri of Forest Hills, New York, has tended Dr. 
Gerson's grave out of respect and caring for his family. Rhena Schweitzer Miller gen· 
erously helped with her recollections concerning her father's contacts with Dr. 
Gerson. Dr. Bernard Jensen kindly recalled for me his experiences with Max and 
Gretchen Gerson at his health ranch in Escondido, California, in the late 1950s. 

Among the librarians and libraries that provided assistance of many kinds: 
Donna Arrowood, document-retrieval specialist, was able to locate and obtain for 
me copies of most of the papers that Max Gerson wrote ·over his long career- quite 
a_ task, considering the age of the publications. Nikki, the Herbal Education assistant 
at the American Botanical Council in Austin, Texas, provided the Latin name for 
tausend-guldenkraut, the medical herb that probably saved Max Gerson's life when 
he was deathly ill from typhus in childhood. Julie Herrada, Assistant Curator of the 
Labadie Collection, Special Collections Library at the University of Michigan, who 
was particularly helpful and encouraging, enabled me to acquire almost unavailable 
literature. Several research librarians at the University of California at Berkeley, 
Stanford University and the University of Chicago generously supplied me with facts 

• 
and resources or pointed me in the right direction. The reference librarians at the 
Carmel and Carmel Valley public libraries helped me locate and borrow reference 
volumes from all over the United States. 

I am also pleased to acknowledge that I made ample use of a relatively new and 
very powerful research tool, the Worldwide Web. This amazing collection of infor
mation enabled me to find information censored by other media, and also allowed 
me rapid communications with the people who could help me ferret out the under
lying documentation to which it pointed. 

My deepest thanks go to Barbara Marinacci, who began as my editor but evolved 
into a trusted, precise and exacting co-author. Barbara is an accomplished writer and 
researcher in her own right - having published a number of books, including 0 
Wondrous Singer! An Introduction to Walt W(titman, California's Spanisli Piau-Names, and Linus 
Pauling in His Own Words. She was perfect for this work because of the extensive knowl
edge of nutritional medicine gained during her years of involvement with the Linus 
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Pauling Institute. If I, in my first attempt at biography, got vague or omitted things, 
Barbara insisted on facts, dates, documents, publications and precision. She also 
added many of the historical contexts that would have informed or affected Gerson's 
life and times. 

I would especially like to thank my wife, Sally, for her support in my effort. It 
wasn't easy for her when I made the transition from computer systems analyst to 
hospital founder to biographer, but she has provided me with unstinting love and 
sustenance during the entire time, bearing the burden with good cheer and faith in 
the future. 

Above all, I am extremely grateful to my mother, Charlotte Gerson, for her con· 
stant encouragement, not only in the writing task itself but also in the considerable 
investigations in a number of different areas connected with her father's work. She 
has spent the best part of the past 30 years ensuring that Max Gerson's unique 
dietary and detoxification regimen is not relegated to the dustbin of medical-cure 
anomalies. She has kept the Gerson Therapy alive by founding a series of treatment 
centers in Mexico where this admittedly stringent treatment has been practiced 
daily for over 25 years. The T in Therapy is capitalized because the specific term is 
now a registered trademark. 

Charlotte Gerson has sent thousands of people, given up for dead by their allo· 
pathic physicians, back into the world to live in health, and to inform their own 
friends and acquaintances of the power of the Gerson Therapy. She has trained the 
physicians, monitored the food preparation, and worked tirelessly to maintain the 
high standards of quality and integrity that mark the provision of the Gerson 
Therapy. It is important for patients to be aware that various practitioners and clin· 
ics that claim to use the Gerson Therapy may not, in fact, be certified providers or cen· 
ters; therefore they may fail to employ faithfully the therapeutic techniques origi· 
nated by Max Gerson, which have been slightly altered in the last 40 years in accor· 
dance with new knowledge and materials. 

For readers interested in the certified Gerson Therapy, please contact the 
Cancer Research Wellness Network, Carmel, California (831-625-3565) or the Gerson 
Institute, San Diego, California (888·4·GERSON). 

Howard Straus 
Carmel, California 
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Introduction 
~~· 

Thank God for physicians who are intelligent, curious, determined- and suf
fering from an illness or symptoms for which medicine has no remedy. Dr. 

Max Gerson was afflicted with migraine headaches, did not know how to prevent 
them, nor how to deal with them. Since he could get no help from his medical col
leagues, he had to develop his own treatment program. He discovered that his 
headaches were food related: when he followed a special diet, his headaches no 
longer occurred. 

Dr. Gerson became noted for his expertise in treating migraine. Gradually his 
interest in the therapeutic potential of this diet expaJ?.ded to tuberculosis, for which 
there was also no treatment at that time. He observed that some of his patients with 
tuberculosis on the same or similar diet recovered. Gerson's work marked a new way 
of dealing with a very common untreatable disease, but the medical establishment 
found this to be threatening, as had been the discovery a century or more earlier by 
Sir Thomas Sydenham that one got better results in treating small pox if the fever is 
lowered. The ancient and honorable treatment for small pox had been to increase 
the fever, but this, according to Sydenham, also increased the death rate. ·For his ther
apy, Sydenham was challenged to a duel. Dr. Gerson, as far as I can tell, was not, but 
reaction to his dietary treatment was no less threatening to his career, if not his life. 

The fact that many of Gerson's tubercular patients recovered was not accept
ed. His colleagues refused to see anything new in his dietary therapy, and when 
pressed they would fall back on the old trick of declaring that the disease being 
treated was not tuberculosis (the diagnosis was wrong) or that the recoveries were 
really not true recoveries. I have faced this same problem for 40 years since I began 
to claim that schizophrenic patients can become normal if their diet is supplement
ed by vitamin B-3 (niacin) and vitamin C. Dr. Gerson was subject to every dirty trick 
in the book employed by the establishment when one paradigm defends itself 
against change. Even today the idea that nutrition can play a role in the treatment 
of infectious disease is generally frowned upon by orthodox medicine. Steeled by 
this kind of opposition and inspired by some early successes, Dr. Gerson began to 
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look into cancer. He found that a nutritional regimen consisting of certain foods pre· 
pared in a special way has value in the treatment of cancer, and eventually devel
oped what is still known as the Gerson therapy. This includes a diet of fresh vegeta· 
bles and fruits, coffee enemas and nutrient supplements such as niacin. Dr. Gerson 
should have been awarded the Nobel Prize for introducing this entirely new con· 
cept into medicine. 

By this time in his career, the Holocaust was on the horizon, and Dr. Gerson and 
his family had to flee to Austria, from there to France and England, and finally to 
New York. In New York he found personal freedom, but unfortunately' did not find 
any more freedom for his medical views about cancer. He was subjected to the same 
tactics he had to face in Europe, and even though he became well known for the 
results he was obtaining, the opposition continued. After he died his daughter 
Charlotte maintained the progr(jli) at a clinic in Mexico. 

This biography should be required reading for every medical student so that they 
will know that the history of medicine progresses through the conflict of ideas. One 
paradigm becomes established and gives way to new knowledge, not without a strug· 
gle. Dr. Gerson's dietary and detoxification ideas are now well established -
although the establishment will certainly not acknowledge this. Almost all the com· 
plementary treatments for cancer of which I am aware use elements of Gerson's 
work. Significantly, since the nutrients have become more readily available, they can 
now be used in larger amounts and greater variety than was possible for Dr. Gerson. 

Max Gerson was a brilliant, dedicated, innovative medical sdentist willing to 
set aside prejudice and an old paradigm to follow where his observations and good 
instincts led him. Through his work he brought nutrition and diet back into medi· 
cine. Nutrition is now recognized as important both in the cause and treatment of 
diseases like cancer. 

In the Bible, it is written that it took Moses 40 years to march the Israelites from 
Egypt to Israel. A good walker can do this in two weeks. But Moses needed time for 
two generations of men and women to die. They were born into and raised in slav
ery. He needed young men and women raised in freedom who could take over the 
promised land. By now, we have lost several generations of medical men and 
women enslaved by the old paradigms of the medical schools. We are ready for the 
new generation to come forth and carry on the course blazed by Dr. Max Gerson. 

- Dr. A.hram Hoffer, MD 
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Boyliood in Wongrowitz 
(1881-1899) . . 

The Tale of a Worm . 
. 

Y oung Max Gerson crouched down to inspect closely the pot~to crop on either 
side of .the pathway because, his grandrriother h9.d~Jold him that,she ~anted to 

see whether-the crop could be improved. this ye~ by addi~g ~Q:¥e--'new fertilizer. 
. - ~ . -· . -~..;.:· -·- . -

''They are saying that it does much better thail .. nature," she·h~.d explained to Max. 
"But I wonder about that." On. the left side of the path, th~Jee,~lpgtatoes were du~ 
into the soil with manure, wood ashes, rotted leaves anci p.lan!·st~ms, as .theyalways 
had been. On the other side, the farm manager had•r~~ehtij.'aiP~nded the soil by 
adding a dry' chemical fertilize~. In the late .19th century,.,especially in Germany, 
indusu:ial chemists were claimfng that by condensing;~nd pa.ckaging vast-quantities . 
of severaLmine.rals deemed important to plant growth, th~y could make the soil · ·. 
more productive and crops more-abundant, ~ven healthier. Soon nobody would go 
hungry anymore,. anywh~re . on ,earth. And no crop W9S more basic to the German 
diet than the'.potatb. Few meals wtre ever served that did not .contain the, white 
tuoer i9 ?tieast on~ roFm;\nhe'ther'bakeci, fried o~ boiled, w9.91e or in pie~es, in pan-

- . ~ - :• . ::; . ·. . ·. . 
.cakes, s;liao, soup:di:!inplings, bread. · : . · :_ ·~ ..... 
y,' · Mai.·6oticed ·tfte green stell1s and leaves emergfh~ from · cli~ planted tuber·. 
'eyes'-.th~t had sproute9 belowb~sview underground;· but so~m hi~ gaze shjfted, · 
longer· fo.cused gn: the-little poi:~~ciplants. ;He was watc):ling a curioqs phenomenon: .•• . 
All along 'the Curt pathway, hordes of'~arth~ogns wriggled ilong·,_ c;:ro~sing on~ •. 

• ' • ~ c • • • 0 • • • • 

to go·to. the other. They wer~·heading towa_td.tfie uqtreated plot _qf ground"on the 
left~ app·arendy fleeing:the s.oil thit had peei:J.artificiallyJertilized:.: .: _ :_. ·· ·. 
>. N.tix ·pjck~d up a worin and watchedirincb 'acr9ss ' liis:~palrn.'.-.The ':moist, . . . . 
~~qted :body' lo.o'ked vulperab}e in its .pinky nakedn~ss~ almost lik'e .lfi~- own. 'sltiri: •. 
When tpe Wprmeame-t;the. ~dg~; he lowered: his hail.d and Ief itfaU g~'ntly so_ i:h~t ··. 

. • . . ' "' . _ _,_ . _, . . . . .. , . . ~--· . . ~ - ·. 

it eould rejoip'its ~orppaniori§ on .their exod~~- Sorpething :rn,.. t:hcise 'cp~mic~Is, must · 
be·bothering::or.even ·hurting the .. worills, M:a.X speci.ila~ecUwhat might people . 

·. ·: . . - '... · ·-~ .·.- .... . ·' .. •-. . .· . . :-·::.-~, .>~. -~;'' ·'C·' ' ·..... .::....,.· :- • 
"· .-:: . .-.. -: . ~ . .,;; -~;-:' ... . 



themselves feel if chemicals like these were put down all around them, in places 
where they were living? Well, maybe they could just move away, as the worms were 
doing. But what would happen if people were to eat the potatoes raised on these 
chemicals? · 

His grandmother's agricultural experiments with chemical fertilizers seemed to 
prompt Max to do the same. Besides growing potatoes and other vegetable cash crops, 
Max's grandmother kept extensive fruit and flower gardens. Max was especially 
entranced with her flowers. He began experimenting with different species, growing 
them in different mixtures of natural fertilizers, soil types, and light exposures. Day by 
day he gained insight into the relationships between plants and the nutrients they 
derived from the soil, people and the plants and animals they ate as food. 

With his curiosity and respect for all living things, young Max Gerson seemed 
destined for a career as a biomedical researcher and physician. Many years later, 
when he had been practicing medicine for half a century - all the while attentive 
to the adverse effects on human health created by overuse of the soil in agriculture 
and misuse of manmade chemicals in growing food - he would invoke that image 
of the earthworm fleeing from the toxic soil while discussing the medical effects of 
the environment in his book, A CaJtcer Tfierapy. . 

' . . . ! • 

The damage that moderl} civilization brings jnto our lives begins witq 'the soil, 
where artificial fertilization leads to the displacement of mineral contents and 
changes in the flora of microbes combined with the exodus of the earthworms. 
Consequently, frequent erosion of arable land takes place. These changes bring 
about, at the beginning, an irritation of the plants; later they causetheir degen
eration. Spraying with poisonous substances (insecticides) increases the poisons 
in the soil, and these poisons are transferred to plants and fruits. 

We must conclude from these and many other observations that the soil 
and all that grows in it is not something distant from us but must be regarded as 
our external metaEolism, which produces the basic substances foi: our intemalmei:ab· 
olism. Therefore, the soil must be cared for properly and must not be depleted 
or poisoned; otherwise, these changes will result in serious degenerative diseases, 
rapidly increasing in animals and human beings. (A cancer Tfierapy, pp. 14-15) 

Max Gerson's interest in what has become known as environmental medicine and 
dietary therapy was abiding. 



Family Life 

M ax Gerson had been born into a large and prosperous Jewish family on 
October 18, 1881, in Wongrowitz, in northeastern Germany. The town lay 

about 100 miles south of the Baltic Sea and around so miles north-northeast of the 
city of Posen. (The region is now part of Poland. The town is called Wagrowiec; the 
city, Poznan.) Through the centuries, political control over the entire Posen region 
had often changed, as did other shifting borders within much of Eastern Europe. In 
1795, after Polish patriot Tadeusz Kosciuszko's unsuccessful rebellion against 
Catherine the Great of Russia, this territory had been divided up among Russia, 
Prussia and Austria. In 1872 Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, in the effort to integrate 
the Prussian-held Posen area into his visionary plan for a modern Germany, ordered 
the 'Germanization' of all government-spons()red functions. At the time of Max's 
birth, P()sen province had been annexed into.the recently founded German Reich. 
Although .. the general population, chiefly -Polish in ancestry, retained its own dis· 
tinctive language and culture, officials, teachers.and schoolchildren were expected 
to speak German. Within the Gerson .family itself, Gen:nan was spoken. It is proba· 
ble that both sides of Max Gerson's ancestry originally came from the west, possi· 
bly from the Berlin area in Prussia, and migrated to the east where there were fewer 
social restrictions and greater economic opp-ortunities: Max Gerson· always consid· 
ered that he had been borri in Germany, not Poland. Not until1919, following World 
War I and the Treaty of Versailles, did Poland renew its existence as a independent 

. . 
nation. · 

As a young boy, Max spent much of the time at his grandmother's house, which 
was close to his parents' home. The widowed Hannchen Abraham had told Max's 
mother - her daughter Ulricke - that she liked to have the boy with her as a com· 
panion. He was bright, inquisitive, helpful. Max customarily stayed· on weekqays . 
with his grandmother, but he always went home on the weekends; to spend Friday . 
evening and Saturday with his parents and siblings so that he could take part in the _.· .. 
formal family meal a~. sundown on Friday and ·then attend next day's Shabbat ser· · 
vices at the ·synagogue. · ·. 

Though she had other grandchildren, Frau Abraham felt particularly fond of 
Max, who reminded her of her recently deceased husband, Nathan. Max's . 
also noticed his resemblance to her father, which at times seemed uncanny. Max· · 
was her third child. Over the years Ulricke Gerson would give birth to nine children. 
altogether. But somehow none of the others ever seemed quite as special to her as 
this middle child. Though he normally seemed so healthy, he would urgently need · ... 
her devoted and protective care. 

Since Max hadn't been long out of infancy when his maternal grandfather died, .·. ·. 
any traits he showed of his maternal grandfather's character must su,rely have been 
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inherited. Throughout Max's childhood, fond yet humorous stories about Grossvater 
Nathan were often told within the family, giving him a legendary sort of afterlife. 
Both Max and Nathan possessed some rather special qualities: a keen and original 
intelligence; a fixed focus on matters of particular interest, causing them to be 
absent-minded; a gentle, generous concern for the welfare of others; and an overall 
"other-worldliness" that was inattentive to the usual human propensities toward 
materialistic gain, status and power over others. 

Before his untimely death in the mid 188os, Nathan Abraham had been a suc
cessful grain merchant in the eastern German province of Posen. He had traveled 
around among large locallcindowners to negotiate purchases of wheat, rye and flax. 
As a middleman, he then resold them in bulk to wholesalers and commercial flour 
mills in various cities in the area, while his wife handled the smaller sales to local 
retail shops. 

This energetic German-Jewish businessman had another side, a humanitarian 
one known particularly to family members and neighbors. Nathan ·Abraham, famil
iar with the ethical teachings of the Torah and the Thlmud, followed the time-hon
ored Jewish tradition of providing hospitality and charity to strangers and travelers. 
For instance, after the Friday .evening services at the synagogue, two or three trav
eling artisans or poor students might be invited home for a succulent Shabbat meal. 
Welcomed as honored guests,. these visitors would be placed at the head of the 
table, and there Nathan entertained them lavishly. Occasionally, guests admired his 
fashionable clothes, warm coat or fine hat. Promptly their host would invite them 
to come around next morning to pick up the item, for it was now theirs. Nathan's 
wife Hannchen, a practical woman, would scold him afterwards for giving away 
good clothing that he had scarcely worn, but she could never halt this habit, for it 
obviously gave him pleasure. Nathan Abraham also purchased gifts for his wife and 
children. On one occasion, he brought home a large box of brand-new shoes, to be 
distributed among the children. But as soon as Hannchen and the children began 
sorting through them, they noticed a small problem: Nathan had brought them only 
left shoes. 

Max's father, Bernhardt Gerson, was an enterprising merchant, as both his 
father and father-in-law had been. He conducted a large retail business. He also 
owned and operated a mill, which did not grind grains as flour mills did, but instead 
pressed them so as to extract oils. The pulverized residue of the process, press cakes 
or solid mash, provided nutritious foods for livestock, so were much in demand. 

Bernhardt Gerson's press chiefly produced rapeseed oil from rape or Brassica 
napus, a plant in the mustard family widely grown in Europe in the 19th century as 
forage for pigs and sheep. The oil extracted from the mature seeds (often combined 
With turnips) could be used as a lubricant, as lamp oil, or as cooking oil. Some time 
later this oil was considered dangerous if ingested in large quantities, as it contained 
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a toxin, erucic acid. In the latter part of the 2oth century a variety of rape plant with 
less erucic acid was cultivated in Canada, and a new process was devised for pro
cessing oil from its seeds. To differentiate this cultivar from the ill-reputed rape, the 
plant was called canola. Although canola oil is now often and widely declared to be 
the most healthful of all vegetable oils because of its monounsaturated fatty acids, 
some researchers and nutritionists still pronounce it unsuitable for human con
sumption, especially when frequently used in foods. 

Gerson's mill could press other seeds as well. Among them were flaxseeds, 
which yielded linseed oil. For centuries flax had been grown in Europe for the thick, 
dry stem which was processed into a thread that was then woven into linen cloth. 
Flaxseed oil also had multiple uses: as a shiny, protective coating for wood products; 
as a components in such industrial products as paint, varnish, printing ink and 
linoleum; as a medicinal substance soothing to skin and mucus membranes; and even 
in cooking. Linseed or flax oil is increasingly regarded as healthful oil. Flaxseeds, too, 
are known to have dietary value from many beneficial phytochemical and fibrous 
properties, if rendered digestible. 

In his early schoolboy years, Max enjoyed watching the seed pressing process. 
His mother knew that if she could not locate him at mealtime, he most likely would 
be found at his father's mill nearby, so would send one of his older siblings to sum
mon him. His fascination with the whole process of extracting valuable essences 
from plant foods by applying strong pressure, not by grinding or whirling them, 
would be reawakened later on, when as a physician he developed his special dietary 
therapy that relied on drinking various juices and ingesting flax oil. 

Since most employees at Herr Gerson's oil press were drawn from the local 
working-class population, they usually spoke their native Polish among themselves 
and with their employer. By spending much of his free time at his father's mill, Max 

• • 
learned to speak Polish fluently. His ability to learn languages would be important 
during his years as an emigrant. 

Jewish Heritage 

M ax Gerson's identity as a German Jew would shape both his personal and pro
fessional lives, for better and for worse. He was afforded excellent opportu

nities in education and access to a professional career and a marriage partner. But as 
a European Jew, he was also subject to major social disruptions and displacements. 
Although Max Gerson survived the Holocaust, his medical achievements were con· 
stricted by his religion and culture 

Max's parents took the practice of their Jewish faith seriously. Friday evenings 
were always celebrated as true holy days in the Gerson household. Ulricke Gerson, 
a kindly, capable and intelligent woman, took special p<iins to set a beautiful and -
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festive table for a generous meal, doubtless following her own parents' custom. 
Every Saturday morning the whole family would attend the early Shabbat service. 
Then Bernhardt returned home with his three boys - Gustav, Max and Siegfried 
_ to recite Hebrew prayers and read Bible stories. later, on afternoons when the 
weather was pleasant, the family would make the transition from holy day into hoi· 
iday by taking long walks in some beautiful oak forest at the edge of one of the 
region's many nearby rivers and lakes. In his childhood, Max learned to love being 
out in the natural world away from urban life. later, wherever he went, this pen· 
chant accompanied with him. 

In religious Jewish households, charity and hospitality are not simply desirable 
quallties; they are considered mitzvafi - duty. Ulricke prepared food and clothing for 
needy families at the approach of the Jewish High Holy Days, and dellvering the gift 
parcels became her children's responsibility. Ulricke also participated in the local 
Jewish community's sponsorship of promising children in families that could not 
afford to pay for their children's tuition and lived in outlying areas. The wealthier 
families in the congregation, including the Gersons, provided these children with 
food and shelter for one month at a time, while their school fees were paid out of 
community funds. Though Max's religious practice in attending Jewish services 
waned over the years, he always reflected his family's attitude toward taking care of 
those less fortunate than themselves. He was gentle and generous with others -
especially with his patients - often almost without regard for his own welfare. 

Scnooldays 

Like the other Jewish children in Wongrowitz, Max attended the Jewish primary 
school. The headmaster there had to be very strict, since he was expected to 

prepare his students thoroughly for their future education. Jewish families wanted 
their offspring to excel at the Gymnasium, the town's only secondary school, as one 
way to offset the community's, and in fact all of Europe's, enduring prejudice 
against Jews. When students neglected their elementary-school studies, parental 
disapproval and punishment by the teacher would be swift and certain. 

At the age of 10, Max went on to the Royal Gymnasium at Wongrowitz, where 
he and other classmates joined the other children in town being educated at the 
German equivalent of a combined middle and high school. Max began a long course 
of instruction that lasted seven years: the traditional classical studies based on latin, 
along with German literature, history, geography, mathematics and natural history 
(as a general introduction to science). Some attention was also given to music, with 
its rich German heritage. 

The children who had come from the Jewish primary school always ranked high 
in their Gymnasium classes, but discovered they were not liked by other students and 
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some instructors, who were Christians. The young goyim aimed taunts and insults at 
the young Jewish students, but their parents usually counseled them to ignore the 
ugly words and not to fight back. Instead, they were told to concentrate on doing 
superior work in school, so that they could graduate with honors and go on to a uni
versity. There they would gain the necessary knowledge for succeeding as adults in 
some highly respected profession or prosperous business, leaving far behind them the 
ignorant tormentors of their youth. 

As a child, Max himself seldom suffered persecution for being Jewish, though. 
Easygoing and likable, he even looked like a typical German or "Aryan" boy - tall, 
blue-eyed, with fair skin and light brown hair. It is possible that a few non-Jewish 
ancestors were in Max's genetic background. Also, the gene determining these 
striking, clear blue eyes somehow appears to be dominant rather than recessive 
among Gerson.descendants. Like many other highly educated and .often secular •• 
Jews, Max Gerson would locate his primary se!f;identification within his chosen pro
fession, believing himself entitled to equal status with ,colleagues-from all back
grounds. He would be shocked when any people without academic qualifications or · 
public respect would ' persecute him or anyone else- who happened to be born 
Jewish. 

At school Max had many friends, including the two sons of the Gymnasium's .· · 
headmaster. On many occasions, he and other boys would me~t after the school day . 
was over to play at ball games out in the field or to go rowing or swimming in a near
by lake, instead of headillg home to work on school assignments. He preferred the. 
age-old pursuits of healthy, high-spirited and risk-taking boys. In their mischief-mak
ing adventures they might filch fruit from a neighbor's garden or shoot small air pis- ··· 
tols at the small glass .bulbs that decorated walls and houses around town. This 1ac.t<:· 

of serious attention to school work didn't pose a problem for Max, since learning·) 
came easily to him. He had an acute merpory that was both vis'ual and auditory, 
he could often repeat verbatim a world history or geography lesson, whether it wi1;;~ 
something the teacher had said an hour before or information given in a book 
had read earlier. He .did well on tests and maintained high grades without u1u,.._,..~ 

effort. His remarkable memory would stay with him all his life. "He had a ~-'""·"v''" 
enal ·photographic memory,'~ his daughter and my mother Charlotte recalls. 
frequently he wrote papers giving the references largely from memory - LUVUJ'..f'J 

not page n:umbers and other such details." 
Max's Latin. teacher seemed to resent his student:s facility fodeaming 

working hard. The first year shortly before summer vacation begaQ, Max harldel:i ·i.J) 
yet another poorly prepared paper. The Latin teacher had reached the end of 
patience .. "I will see to it that you will not be promoted out· of this second-ve;ai: 
class," he vowed. It was a critical moment for Max, since a failure at this level would 
affect his ability to get into university or get a professional ·.job, and thus affect 

,. 
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entire future. However, instead of quaking at the threat, Max took it as a challenge. 
"We'll see about that,'' he retorted. 

For a German student to speak rebelliously or disrespectfully to a teacher was a 
major infraction, and now it was intensified by this teacher's own dislike of the 
offender. Max had made a dangerous enemy. The furious teacher put a black mark 
next to Max's name in the class register - quite a serious consequence. He then 
took his complaint against Max to the headmaster. 

Headmaster Glombik summoned Max into his office the next day. He knew 
Max was an intelligent and reliable student, though rather unmotivated and 'under
achieving'. This cheerful and good-natured boy was also a good friend of his own 
sons, so Glombik was quite fond of him. But now he was quite angry. "I am quite 
disagreeably surprised by your misbehavior, Max," he said. "This is quite unlike you. 
You are generally quite well behaved." 

"Yes, sir. I'm sorry. It is just very difficult for me to concentrate in that class." 
"You realize, of course, that poor marks in latin will affect your future educa

tional prospects. Your teacher has determined to hold you back and make sure you 
don't graduate on time. What do you propose to do now, young man?" 

"Sir, I promise you that I shall make up all my deficiencies in latin over the sum
mer vacation. I was supposed to go to the Baltic Sea to visit some relatives, but now 
I intend instead to spend the entire time studying latin. I guara11ta you that by the 
end of the summer, I will be completely proficient in the class work." 

"That is quite a promise, Max! I must carefully consider any action to be taken 
against you. But first I want to see whether you will keep your word and make up 
for your lack of application. You have a big job in front of you. Can you really spend 
the warm days of your summer vacation glued to a latin text? We'll just see, Max. 
Don't disappoint me again, or it will go very hard on you." 

Having thrown down the gauntlet, Max now made sure that he followed 
through on his pledge. During the summer break from school, he spent 10 to 12 

hours a day studying his latin. He began with the writings of the Roman historian 
Livy (Titus Livius), translating one page at a time from latin to German, then back 
into latin, then memorizing the entire page. At first, this work was extremely labo
rious, but the drills gradually improved his knowledge and ability until he could 
memorize two, then three pages at a single sitting. By the time he had translated 
two of Livy's books, he found that he had grown to enjoy this work. 

At the end of the summer holiday Max returned to class. When the latin 
teacher handed out the first written exercise, Max completed it perfectly. He 
turned in the second exercise, with identical results. His third exercise contained 
only one misplaced comma. Given his experience only a few months earlier with 
Max, the teacher suspected that Max was cheating, perhaps using some device to 
help him do the translations. To make sure that Max could actually do the work, he 
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made him do a translation from German to Latin, part of the day's lesson, in front 
of the class. 

Max had already studied the assignment thoroughly; he had gone considerably 
beyond what was required. So now he stood up and translated fluently, flawlessly, 
not stopping at the prescribed point, but continuing on. Although the Latin teacher 
was astonished, he said nothing. 

This maximum effort to perfect his Latin studies succeeded in raising the over
all caliber of Max's school performance. Headmaster Glombik customarily exhibit· 
ed three essays: the best essay, an average one and the worst example "from each 
class. He noted, with both surprise and great pleasure, that ever since the summer 
break, Max's work was consistently among the best in most subjects. Glombik con
gratulated him before the entire class, acknowledging his excellent and thorough 
work. He even saw to it that the black mark against Max's name was removed from 
the Latin dass register. As for.Max, the subject was now far more interesting than it · 
had been before he took up the challenge of excelling in Latin. 

While Max excelled in subjects where his near-photogra.phic memory served 
him well, his performance in mathematics was remarkable. Max always. found learn· • . · · · 
ing systematic rules for problem solving to be grueling and tedious, and since he · 
could not rely on memorizing solutions to mathematical problems, he actually had · . 
to apply.himself. So instead of absorbing the standard mathematieal·formulas and · 
solutions taught in class and textbooks, Max invented his own methods of solving · 
any problems posed, often using equations and proofs not within the orthodox cur· 
riculurn. But Max's way with mathematics, including algebra and geometry, annoyed 
the mathematics teacher because he could not simply check the tests or hmne,Nork! 
done with the accepted methods familiar to him. Each time now he had to 
through Max's innovative, unconventional solutions to detennine whether rh<.., 

were correct They usually were. As he became angrier, he made the class ever 1uv1 

unpleasant for Max. 
Eventually, the situation in the math class. became so intolerable that Max de<:id: 

ed to leave the Gymnasium for a technical high school in Mitweida, Thuringen, uu1t.a;: 

dreds of miles away from home. Max's parents had already enrolled him in the othet 
school, and preparations were being made for the transfer so that Max could COJ:U 

plete elsewhere the final year of his secondary education, enabling him to aoJ:>lv·tc 
admission into a creditable German university. 

Then, just before the end of the academic year, the mathematics teacher 
sent to another schooL This move was much welcomed in the Gerson .home; 
now .Max could complete his education at the school in which he had begun; 
remaining at home until his graduation. The Gersons withdrew Max's. transfer app,IF 
cation. 

At the end of the Gymnasium's school year, all students scheduled to gradualte~ 
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were obligated to take qualifying examinations. The final exam in mathematics 
posed a type of problem Max had never encountered before. Nevertheless, he 
worked to solve it as best as he could, by using his understanding of the logic of 
mathematical equations. When the math teacher went to grade Max's exam paper, 
he was totally baffled by Max's response. He had never before seen a solution like 
this one. He simply couldn't tell whether or not it was correct. In desperation, he 
sent the paper to a mathematics professor in Berlin for evaluation. The professor 
returned the paper to the Gymnasium teacher a short time later. With it came an 
urgent note, saying: "The paper submitted by Max Gerson contains an entirely new 
and original solution to the given problem. The student is a mathematical genius, 
and must be encouraged to study mathematics." 

Max achieved the highest overall marks in his class in the qualifying exams. In 
recognition of his performance, the ~chool awarded him a beautiful book, Tfil History 
of Gmnan Litlralure. The book was inscribed by Headmaster Glombik: "By joint reso
lution of the committee, this book was purchased by the city of Wongrowitz, and 
awarded to the student Max Gerson in recognition of his steady application and 
good behavior." 

When Max returned home that day, he was overjoyed at being acknowledged 
for all his hard work. But nobody was there in the house to share his happy pride. So 
full was he of exuberant youth and energy, enhanced by a successful graduation from 
the Gymnasium, that he took two chairs, placed them back to back, and leaped over 
them. Unfortunately, despite his all his athleticism, Max was not a very good judge 
of indoor space and distance. His joyous bound carried his head and shoulders 
through the dosed window of the sitting room, which shattered into a thousand 
pieces and showered the courtyard below with broken glass. The noise brought other 
members of his family running. Fortunately, they found Max unscathed by his near 
defenestration, and all began to join in celebrating the new graduate's accom
plishments. 

Diabetes ef Typhus 

During these years at school, Max often delighted his mother by reading aloud 
to her as she worked on domestic tasks. He had a dear, strong voice and con

siderable dramatic flair, which he put to good effect when reciting poems or read
ing from plays and novels. During this time he developed a life-long fondness for the 
Writings of the brilliant German poet, novelist and dramatist Johann Wolfgang von 
Goethe. 

Max's friends loved to visit the Gerson home, where they always felt wel
comed. At times he brought them there so he could apply a valued skill: gently 
treating and bandaging up minor wounds they had sustained during some vigorous 
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and possibly perilous outdoor activity. Some of his peer-patients surely remarked 
that he would be a good doctor someday. After his own first encounter with being 
healed of a severe disease, Max must have begun giving serious consideration to 
pursuing this respectable profession. 

Normally there were few illnesses in the Gerson home. The main exception was 
Max's younger brother Siegfried, a handsome and gifted boy who suffered from 
childhood diabetes. In that period, little was known about what caused diabetes or 
how to control it through dietary restrictions. Nor was insulin available then to lower 
the harmful glucose buildup in blood and tissues. Eventually, this degenerative pan
creatic disease led to Siegfried's death in his early 2os, from infection. Max's own 
excellent health during childhood changed abruptly when he was 12 years old. 
Several months into the new school year at the Gymnasium, he came down with 
typhus, an acute infectious disease that often proves fatal. 

Caused by a bacterium, Rickettsia prowazekii, typhus is transmitted to people by 
lice and fleas. Because it tends to break out in congested places, typhus has also been 
called as jail, ship, hospital and camp fever. From the Middle Ages through the 19th 
century, epidemics were frequent in Europe -before the pestilent sources of infec
tion were identified and to a large degree eliminated. 1Jphus is now rare in devel
oped or industrialized nations because of adequate sanitation facilities and antibi
otics, but outbreaks still occur, especially in Asia and Africa, or whenever and wher
ever unsanitary conditions prevail, due to poverty, ignorance or some sudden nat- · 
ural or manmade disaster such as war. 

The main symptoms of typhus are high fever, severe gastrointestinal problems 
and red spots at various sites on the body. It lasts for several weeks. Survivors are apt 
to sustain serious debility and suffer depression. Young Max had a severe fever and 
no appetite at all. When the doctor visited the Gerson home, he said he could do ~ 
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little for him. Ulricke, urging her son to eat, saw that he could not keep down even · 
the lightest and tastiest of foods specially prepared for him. She knew that the out--
look for his recovery was poor, since his inability to take nourishment was seriously 
weakening him. She naturally refused to give up on this much-beloved son. Aft~~
Max had been Ill for some weeks, Ulricke became-desperate as she watched~ · 
waste away. She asked everyone she knew whether they could suggest remedies for 
nursing Max back to health. Eagerly, she tried many supposed curatives, but non¢ 
improved his condition. -

Then a friend told her to give him 'Iausend-Gilldenkraut tea. Herbalists f~iJj;u;, . 
with the wisdom of folk medicine often used Centaury (Cmtaurii ner6a) as an excel?' 
lent natural remedy for soothing the digestive tract and increasing the appetite; 
because it stimulated the gastric juices. Ulricke at once obtained the herb. 'Iaking it 
home, she steeped the dry leaves in boiling water to make a tea for her sick child~'"" 
Though Max found the drink quite bitter, he dutifully drank the potions that hi~-
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mother brought to him. The brew worked as promised, putting Max on the road to 

recovery. Though he had some months of missed school to make up for, that was a 
minor problem indeed compared to his near-terminal struggle with typhus. Since his 
mother regarded his recovery as due entirely to this herbal concoction, Max was fur· 
ther inclined to take a keen interest in plants, especially those with medicinal or 
nutritive properties. 

With Max's Gymnasium attendance ended, it was time now to make a definite 
decision as to the direction of his future education in some profession - to be under
taken, of course, within a well-regarded German university. A family council was 
called to discuss the matter. The elders naturally considered the letter from the math
ematics professor in Berlin, but no professors of mathematics on faculties in German 
universities were known to be Jewish. If Max went into that field, the highest post 
this youthful "mathematical genius" could ever hope to achieve would be as a 
Gymnasium math teacher. His family had higher ambitions for him than that. 

Max had long shown a strong and lively interest in nature, and he impressed 
family members and friends with his ability to explain most animal, mineral and veg
etable matter and phenomena in scientific terms. He was also a keen observer of 
details - an important asset in a physician. The pragmatically inclined family coun
cil unanimously declared that Max should study medicine, and Max, satisfied that 
this was a sensible and suitable choice, concurred in their decision. 

I 

To start his medical studies, Max Gerson enrolled at the University of Breslau. 
Then in the eastern part of Germany, the city of Breslau was on the Oder River, 
north of the Czech border. After World War II, the area was ceded to Poland is now 
the Polish city of Wroclaw. About 120 miles to the southwest of Wongrowitz, Breslau 
was far from home, but not so far that Max couldn't easily take a train ride home 
for special holidays and vacations. For the first time, though, he would be living on 
his own, away from the close-knit family that had provided him with a secure, happy 
childhood and instilled a strong set of moral values. 
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Physician in Training 
. (1899-l914) 

Medical Science in Gennciny 
. . 

A head of 18-year-old Max Gerson at the University of Breslau in 1899Jay the . 
prospect of acquiring a· superlative undergraduate education. Courses focus; 

ing on science subjects would be supplemented by a· curriculum enriched· by vari- •-·· 
ous cultural studies, intended to produce a well-rounded adult at.graduation 1uLtr.:~4 

years later. From that point he would go on .to intensive training for his future pre,~·, 

fession as a physician. · . ' · · 
At the end of the 19th century, Germany was· unquestionably the-world center; 

for advanced studies in science and technology. Geiman researchers, includ.i:n~ 
German-speaking ones from nearby nations, notably those in the Aus:tro··Hurlga.Jnal'). 
Empire, had pushed forward the frontiers of scientific knowledge, and ph)rsic.istsj 
chemists, biologists and medical researchersfrom around the world were drawn 
German universities and institutes. This research led to innumerable practical app_ 
cations that contributed to the overall progress of an industrialized so'ciety. Me:dic:~:] 
was only one human activity that benefited from ·this avid quest for lm<)WJeCII~f 
German medical research was unrivaled in its intensity in conducting me:thc)di<:a 
painstaking trials and replications of experiments. 

During the second half of the 19th century, great advances had been ma<1edJ 
medical science: surgery had been transformed by the introduction of ane:sthteJ>i~ 
along with the enforcement (against initial firm resistance) of antiseptic routines; · 
the germ theory of disease, initiated by discoveries in microbiology led by bacte11iolg 
gists Robert Koch and Louis Pasteur, had been accepted. Then in 1901 the Austrian 
physiologist Karl Landsteiner identified the four primary groups in human blood -. . ,e,. 

B, AB and 0-making blood transfusions possible during.surgery. Crucial, too, was 
attention given, particularly in Germany; to perfecting the microscope for close vie1m 
of microbes, blood, tissue, and cell structures, prepared on slides by using special stains~ 
freezing and fine .slidng. Diagnoses of health conditions becan1e increasingly mot 
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accurate as new instruments and laboratory tests monitored such important indicators 
as blood pressure, heart function, differential blood count, urinalysis. In 1896 Wilhelm 
Roentgen introduced the use of X-rays in detecting fractures and other health prob
lems, such as pulmonary tuberculosis, after noticing the ability of electrons emerging 
from the cathode of a vacuum tube to penetrate soft tissue in the body and thus 
enable bones and certain organs to be exposed for a special form of photography in 
roentgen plates. 

The glory days of German medicine stU! lingered at the tum of the century 
when Max Gerson entered his university years. Such stellar, multifaceted scientists 
as Paul Ehrlich (founding father of several new branches of medicine, including 
immunology) and Robert Koch were stU! hard at work. Medical men who earlier had 
studied and worked with eminent professors of research and clinical medicine, like 
Johannes Mueller, Carl Ludwig, Rudolf Virchow and Emil Fischer, were educating 
and inspiring a new generation of physicians. Medical students like Max Gerson 
now benefited from new knowledge in the disciplines of physiology, biochemistry, 
pathology, cell biology, microscopy, pharmacology, X-radiation, hematology, 
endocrinology, histology, immunology and nutritional science. 

The approach to the treatment of disease had changed, too. Rudolf Virchow, a 
Berlin-based professor of physiology and clinical medicine, as well as a liberal politi
cian (member of the legislature, or Reichstag, for some years) and amateur anthro
pologist, explained this change: "The subjects of therapy are not diseases but con
ditions; we are everywhere only concerned with changes in the conditions of life. 
Disease is nothing but life under altered conditions." As he practiced-medicine 
throughout his life, Max Gerson seems to have embodied that dictum as he sought 
to discover the optimal dietary conditions for maintaining health or regaining it 
when disease threatened a life. 

German medical students inclined toward specializing often selected the uni
versity where they wished to study by determining where certain leading professors 
in their chosen field of medicine taught, but they were encouraged to attend lec
tures or term courses given by professors at different medical faculties, so as to ben
efit from contact with the most knowledgeable teachers in various fields. Medical 
students like Max Gerson were inclined to move about, studying under a variety of 
notable teachers as they considered options for their futures, whether devoted 
mainly to research or its application in clinical practice. Max Gerson studied at four 
different universities. Besides being initially enrolled at the University of Breslau, at 
various times between the years 1901 and 1906, before and after obtaining a bac
calaureate degree, he also attended the University of Wli.rzburg, Berlin and 
F:eiburg. Not infrequently students would switch from an originally intended spe
Cialty as they became fascinated with some other promising medical areas for prac
tice or research or because of crucial experiences in their research or clinical work 
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-as Max Gerson would several times in his career. Some 40 to 50 years later, when 
Dr Max Gerson came under savage attack by the American medJcal establishment, 
it might well have been pointed out that his training, credentials and experience 
were far more thorough and impressive than those of most of his critics. 

Tfie Curse of MigraiHes 

E ver since his Gymnasium years, Max: had suffered from migraine headaches, 
which hit about once every four to six weeks. The migraines began with a 

painful, one-sided headache, then his eyelids would swell. Soon nausea, fever and 
vomiting set in. The pain and discomfort were often so great that Max simply could
n't function for two or three days at a time. All he could do was lie still in a dark 
room, just waiting for the illness to subside. Oddly, Max noticed that after each 
episode passed his head would clear and he could concentrate particularly well on 
his studies. 

After Max left Wongrowitz, the migraines grew steadily worse -perhaps because 
he was no longer eating his family's regular diet. When one summer vacation period ·· 
arrived, he decided to return to Wongrowitz for a visit. On the way homeward, he · 
spent a few days visiting relatives in Dresden. His aunt insisted upon treating him to . 
one of his favorite restaurant meals: lobster baked in mayonnaise. Not only did he eat . 
his own large portion, but his aunt gave her young visitor part of her own serving as --
well. Within a few hours, Max began to feel very ill-most unfortunate, because he 
had to leave for home the next day. By the time he got on the train, he was quite rnis· 
erable, feeling nauseated and weak for the entire trip. When he arrived home, he col· 
lapsed into bed with jaundice-a sure sign of liver inflammation. 

The lobster that Max had eaten at the restaurant in Dresden was apparently_ 
tainted, and he had a severe.case of seafood poisoning. Not much could be done fo.r 
him other than giving him plenty of rest and fluids. Me spent several weeks as a 
bedridden invalid under his mother's care before he finally recovered. The poison· 
ing episode, however, had the residual effect of damaging Max's liver, which prob- _ 
ably had already been weakened during his bout with typhus some years earlier. ~ 

This vital organ-the largest one in the body- was traditionally regarded ~ 
Europe, especially in France, as having enormous importance to health, so that that ilk 
nesses of various kinds had often been blamed on a 'weak liver'. During Gerson's med· 
ical training researchers and physicians were beginning to know much more about the . 
liver's critical role in health because of its amazingly numerous, complex and div~:rse, 

functions. Anatomists could demonstrate that the liver was clearly the first recipienf 
of the products of the digestive processes-nutrients of various kinds absorbed by the_ 
bloodstream through the walls of the intestines into capillaries and then transported-_ 
into the portal vein, finally to move through a network of spedalized cells wirllin the 
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Jobes of liver tissue. Gradually, too, it was being discovered that among the liver's most 
notable activities are regulating many aspects of metabolism throughout the body by 
making and storing glycogen, for future conversion into glucose or blood sugar to sup
ply body cells with fuel for growth and energy; accumulating fat-soluble vitamins A, D 
and E for later use; manufacturtng important enzymes, hormones and various "com
plement" factors in the humoral immune response, then deploying them as needed; 
processing and release of bile, through the gall bladder and into the small intestine, as a 
crudal aid in digesting dietary fats; and the crudal conversion of a great number of 
harmful chemical substances, which enter the bloodstream through ingestion, inhala
tion or skin contact, into neutral or less toxic substances so that they no longer threat
en serious illness, disease or death and then can be eliminated. 

After his bout with food poisoning and liver jaundice, Max was now probably 
even less able to ward off the periodic migraine attacks, for they seemed to come 
more often and severely than before. Having returned to his university studies, Max 
consulted his professors on several occasions about his headache problem-not as 
a student, but as a private patient. The professors were amazed at the extent of his 
medical knowledge, but could offer no help. Despite the eminence of Gennan med
icine, the cause- or various causes, as appears more probable - of migraines and 
the somewhat similar cluster headaches was a mystery, with medical science at i loss 
to cure the malady. Max was advised not to worry because migraines often disap
pear by themselves when you reach your mid-sos, but he remained optimistic that 
something could be done. He was not prepared to spend the next 35 years with 
these terrible headaches. 

Though much more is known now about the prevalence and painful effects of 
this mysterious neurovascular ailment, which may well have genetic origins and are 
often clearly allergy-connected, the basic problem of having dependable ways to 
eradicate, prevent or alleviate them remains. Some 40 million afflicted Americans 
take an average of 30-40 pills daily, specific to relieve pain or to induce vascular dila
tion or constriction. Some people may take over 100 pills as they try to combat the 
pain and nausea. Multiplying the estimated number of sufferers times the average 
number of pills ( 40 million x 30 ), one obtains the figure of 1.2 billion pills being con
sumed per day-a bonanza for the pharmaceutical companies. Steroid inhalants may 
also be used. The long-term effects of sustained high-dose consumption on migraine 
sufferers' liver and other organs, as well as on the immune, circulatory and nervous 
systems, is surely worthy of investigation. 

Extracurricular Life 

M ax's university years were not totally consumed by lecture and laboratory 
classes, by homework memorizing and by enduring periodic migraine attacks. 
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Max formed a number of close friendships with other medical students, especially 
during his time in Freiburg. Most of his friends loved music, as he did; one was a high· 
ly talented pianist. As his busy schedule permitted, Max often attended concerts and 
operas. And while studying at the University of Berlin, Max even helped to pay his 
tuition by contributing articles as a music critic to the Vossisclie Zeitu11g. 

Max frequently took hiking or skiing trips with his friends, depending on the ·· . . 
season. Through a set of mutual friends, Max met an elderly Russian couple who . 
were planning a trip to Merano, a beautiful Italian Alpine resort town only a few · 
miles across the Austrian border. Due to a health condition, the cou-ple felt uncom- . · 
fortable traveling without an expert medical attendant, so they invited Max to trav-. 
el with them. He happily accepted this offer of an all-expenses-paid vacation in a 
beautiful locale. 

In the clear, cold air of Merano, however, Max caught a serious case of pneu
monia, a life-.threatening·illness prior to the discovery and widespread availability~ ... ,, 
antibiotics -and other modem-medications used to conquer-infectious-bacterial dis>. 
eases. Max's inherently:strong constitution and his will to live may.havepn::JtectedJ 
him from the worst of the illness. Still, the examining physicians offered little hOt)e 

for his recovery. His mother, alerted to his condition~ boarded a train and hurried 
his bedside. As soon-as she could, she brought him home again, and there 
him for several weeks until he recovered. 

Now, on top of the typhus of his boyhood and the fish-poisoning ordeal, lV.ld.N 

immune system and liver together had received another challenging jolt. 
stresses doubtless made his body all the more vulnerable to whatever un<ierlvi 
condition caused his chronic migraine attacks . 

. 

. _ Medical Assistantships . 

Max· Gerson completed his formal medical education in 1906 at the 
of Freiburg, after which he spent a· clinical-training year in Hoechsc ' · 

Main, and then in Berlin, under the tutelage of Professor Albert Fraenkel, 
he served as an assistant physician. With his internship over in ·1907, Max accebte< 
a position as an assistant to Professor Fraenkel. Then he took his state me~dk 
examinations on June 29 and 30 of 1908, and afterwards was awarded his licc~nse'.tc:il~ 

practice medicine. 
Max now became a famulus - a resident medical assistant to a dbctor or pm1tt: 

sor at a hospital. For four-and-a-half years, young Dr Gerson would continue his prag 

tical clinical training in Berlin, at the Hospital in _Friederichshain: with Pro1tessorj,f 
Kroenig in internal medicine, -and with Professor Boruttau in physiological chem 
istry. He also spent a shorttime at the children's clinic-with Professor Finkelstein~ anc:r~ 
at the University of Breslau clinic with Professor Minkowski. 

. ·-· 
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When working with Professor Boruttau, Max learned a great deal about the lat· 
est techniques in laboratory testing of bodily fluids, most notably the components of 
blood and lymph, as well as the body's waste products: perspiration, urine and feces. 
This apprenticeship in physiological chemistry with Dr. Boruttau made an extremely 
valuable contribution to Max Gerson's future practice of medicine, when so often in 
determining a patient's overall health status and then delivering a diagnosis and prog· 
nosis he would rely on intricate laboratory assays of serum and plasma in blood, lym· 
phatic fluid, various tissues and excreta (particularly urine), along with X·rays and 
microscopic tissue studies. These would also offer baselines for judging the effects of 
treatment upon the hoped-for regression or the unfortunate progression of some dis· 
ease. But another valuable instructive connection almost certainly was made. 

As a physiologist mainly concerned with body chemistry, Professor Boruttau 
would have been fascinated with new evidence of the importance to health of 
nutrition - the foods that the body took in, digested and possibly stored away: The 
major nutrients, known to be protein (in the form of amino acids), carbohydrates 
and fats, were carried in the blood stream throughout the body, to fuel the metab· 
olism that supplied energy for movement, growth and reproduction. Undoubtedly, 
the professor communicated his nutritional information and interests to his protege. 

Furthermore, an array of restricted-diet experiments in various laboratories by 
now had determined that animals and humans absolutely required, for well-being 
and long-term survival, some as yet unidentified substances in food beyond the 
major nutrients and a few minerals now known to be important for their functions. 
In the late 189os, Christiaan Eijkman, a Dutch researcher in the East Indies, had 
proven that beriberi, a potentially fatal nervous disorder, was caused by removing 
something in the bran covering of brown rice while converting it to the more fash· 
ionable 'polished' or white form. The terrible scourge of scurvy, which for centuries 
had afflicted sailors and other people whose diet (as in wintertime) did not contain 
fresh fruits or vegetables, was now suspected to be due to some crucial yet mysteri· 
ous ingredient -and not an infectious agent that microbiologists insistently had 
searched for in spite of centuries of evidence indicating that eating certain plants pre· 
vented or cured scurvy. Rickets, or bone softening, was another disease that appeared 
to be due to some dietary deficiency . 

By 1906, as Max Gerson was just finishing medical school, the eminent British 
nutrition scientist Sir Frederick G. Hopkins had declared that it was impossible for 
animals to live on artificial food mixtures that contained a good balance of protein, 
carbohydrate and fat. It was apparent that this was because their bodies were 
designed to live on the tissues of plants or other animals, which contained some· 
thing other than these basic components of nutrition. He called them "accessory 
food factors." What substances they were, and how many, still had to be deter· 
mined, but evidence of their existence was already mounting. 
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In 1912 the Polish biochemist .Casimir Funk, transplanted to the United States, 
would give the name "vitamines" to these microconstituents of food, and the term 
stuck, in a slightly altered form. The three vitamins that prevented beriberi, scurvy 
and rickets were early ones among a growing list of vitamins or potential vitamins 
targeted for investigation; they became known eventually as thiamin or vitamin B,, 
ascorbic acid or vitamin C, and calciferol or vitamin D, respectively. When vitamins 
were discovered and their molecular structures were defined, they could be tracked 
in various foods and their presence quantified; eventually all would be synthesized · 
for conveni(!nt and low-cost use as supplements. · 
. This growing awareness in medicine of a new health condition classification, •· 

"deficiency diseases," initially considered vitamins, minerals and essential amino •. 
acids that could not be manufactured within the body but needed to be consumed . 
either in food or .in· the form of. dietary supplements. Only gradually would 
become evident that plant foods contained many hundreds. of other ingredien1ts~ 
such as enzymes and other beneficent biochemicals, that might he important as wel.l~ 
in maintaining health and even in curing dise(lse. Some researchers -certainly 
Max Gerson among them - would declare that their effective actions could 
remain viable under conditions other than their perfectly fresh and natural state. 

·Food Sensi~ivities ·and Dietary Cfianges · 
.. 

Through the long years of his intensive medical education" Max had searched 
vain for a solution to the terrible migraine pain he periodically experienced. 

a resident physician he had more opportunity to explore the resources of some· · 
the world's finest universities. Whenever possible, he headed for medical ibratrie~ 

to access and read whatever he could find there on the subject of migraines. I£ · · 
interesting paper was written in a language he did not understand, he had the paJ?·~ 
translated into German. 

After much fruitless research, Max came across an obscure reference h""' 

internist· in a 17th-century Italian medical text. The physician had recorded· 
patients had. told him that when they were caretul about what they ate;:,_..,., 
migraines were not so severe. This was the first piece of encouraging i"r 1tormati!\1! 
Max had found in all his research: Max then recalled, possibly with a start, 
own mother earlier had suggested that changing his diet in some way might - . 
stop the headaches from coming. Some members of her own family,·for at least 
generations, had suffered from migraines, and she knew that they,bad -
avoid certain foods, maintaining they were headache triggers. : . 

· Gerson decided to use his own body as an experimental subject. Not· 
ingly, Dr Boruttau in Berlin offered his cooperation, since he himself was very u"'~ 
ested in the subject of diet. The first progress Max made in his research project 
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noticing that when he used salt in his food, the migraine attacks seemed worse. It 
became obvious that the first food element he must avoid was salt. 'laking weekly 
blood and urine samples, he found that just before an attack his urine became quite 
clear and was noticeably lacking in waste products. After one or two days of a 
migraine, however, the urine became cloudy, thick and dark, and would have a very 
high sodium content, as if some of his tissue cells had been retaining an abnormal 
and detrimental amount of this mineral. Oddly, too, when the attack had passed, 
Max felt reborn, with his physical energy and mental faculties at peak condition, 
indicating that his body had just flushed out some harmful, even poisonous sub
stance. Was there something in sodium chloride (Nad), or table salt- the sodium 
or the chlorine, or both of them together - that his body could not tolerate in an 
excessive quantity? 

Max now began to experiment with radical changes to his dietary intake. For a 
while, he ate only meat and vegetables, without salt; then he substituted milk prod
ucts for meat. Later, he tried more and more raw plant foods and other modifica
tions. It was a long and tedious process, but the goal pursued, after all, was his own 
health and well-being. The total process of methodically undertaking what we now 
call an elimination diet took Max about two years, but at the end of that period of 
experimentation, he finally knew how to avoid his migraine attacks, but he occa
sionally was reminded of his vulnerability. He often visited some relatives who lived 
in Berlin. Always glad to see their young physician nephew, they entertained him 
handsomely. Knowing that potato salad with sausages was one of his favorite dishes, 
they would prepare it specially for him. On a visit to them after he had discovered 
how to keep himself migraine-free, he took a generous helping of the dish. The next 
morning, he awakened with a severe migraine. His body, no longer at all accustomed 
to this kind of food, couldn't handle it. His experience in testing foods on his own 
body now told him that if he was to remain free of migraines, he needed to elimi
nate potato salad with sausages from his diet. Since no culinary delight was worth 
the terrible suffering that followed a misstep, he did this easily. 

Dr Gerson did not know whether or not his body was peculiarly hypersensitive 
to specific chemical compounds in foods, such as the sodium chloride that was salt, 
that worsened when combined with the fat, as in the sausages; or perhaps he was 
actually allergic to various dietary substances, so that an immune response-about 
which little was known at that period-was initiated when the substance entered 
his bloodstream. Either way, there was a strong physiological reaction to the chemi
cal's presence in his blood and tissues, which then caused the intense, throbbing 
pain, inflammation and other unpleasant symptoms of a migraine attack. 

Max began considering that his body might be like a chemical barometer, pro
viding an early-warning system for detecting harmful ingredients in certain foods 
and condiments. If he was adversely affected by the substances that bothered him, 
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might not other people also be, without knowing it? Or perhaps other individuals 
would have their own distinctive hypersensitivities and allergies to factors not only in 
food but also in the external environment, that affected their digestion and subse· 
quent metabolism - and consequently their total well-being over time. If people had 
specific food intolerances, perhaps because they lacked certain digestive enzymes, 
yet they continued to eat these troublesome foods, they would surely become ill in 
some way. The longer they suffered such assaults on their bodies, the sicker they ·· 
were likely to become. At the same time, the foods that Max found had positive . 
value for him might possibly prove equally benefidal to other people. And so, there· .··· 
fore, might the special diet that he was gradually developing for his own needs. 

In this same time period, other medical researchers and nutritionists, in 
and the United States, were extending and expanding the earlier explorations 
'whole foods', such as umefined grains and fresh produce, but now by using scH~n,, 

tific research methodologies. Germany became a fertile groundfor avid prc>poneJnts: 
of a 'back to .nature' dietary regimen, and s·ome exceedingly nefarious poliitie<ll, 
ures were among its most·enthusiastic advocates. , 

Private Practice in Bnslau 

W ith the long period of his clinical and research training.completed,. in 
young Dr. Max Gerson settled in Breslau, where he had first entered 

German ·university system 14 years earlier. ·He rented a ground floor apartmteJ 
which doubled as a dwelling and convenient office space from which he could 
duct his practice. 

:The apartment came with a garden- a bonus in Max's estimation, recalling · 
pleasures and curiosity his grandmothers garden had inspired. He soon beg:ari~;t9iti' 
experiment. In his new plot he planted roses and imported Dutch tulips, sm<:~t 
was particularly fond of these flowers. ·He ·. paid two young boys to bring h~~~~ 
manure from the street to fertilize the roses bushes, and he cared for them 
ly. Before long, Max was experimenting with plants as a hobby, just as he had.uy•. 
as a boy. He attempted to influence their colors with'different combinations of:fe 
tilizers and light filters. From experience, Max discovered how far he nee~deq~ 
keep the filters from the buds and flowers so that they }¥ould not cause the surili~ 
to bum their delicate petals. Using various combinations of soil;.fertiliizet:s, 
to sunlight, .light filters and watering schedules, Max was able to produce 
stemmed roses of many different and unexpected hues. The most unusuai."':J .a.1 

had green blossoms with-red stems. and leaves. · 
One day, while taking one of his .vigorous, therapeutic walks in the moisC~ 

fragrant woods around Breslau, Gerson noticed a tiny movement near the oasc:·.l 
tree. On closer inspection, be found it -was -a baby squirrel with a broken 
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Evidently it had fallen out of its high nest, or failed to complete a trial leap from high 
branch to high branch. Max took the young animal home and nursed it back to 
health. The squirrel, having been raised by the gentle doctor, became quite tame. It 
would happily navel everywhere with Max, surprising his colleagues by peeping out 
of the pocket of his overcoat at odd times, begging for a peanut. Max named the 
squirrel "Bushy Semmelweiss": Busliy was for the shape and quality of his tail, and 
Semmdwtiss honored the memory of Dr. Ignaz Semmelweiss. The Hungarian medical 
researcher bad been literally hounded out of the profession in the middle of the past 
century because he had dared to suggest that surgeons should wash their hands and 
change their bloody aprons between the dissections of cadavers and their work in 
the delivery room with mothers and babies. Here was an early sign that Max recog
nized that any new ideas or unorthodox methods, especially those that merited 
serious consideration, were apt to be summartly rejected by hidebound traditional
ists protecting their own professional turf. Bushy's name served as a constant 
reminder to him not to reject innovations -whether someone else's methods or 
new theories of his own. In an oddly coincidental manner, Bushy Semmelweiss died 
in a fashion similar to his beleaguered namesake. Ignaz Semmelweiss had died of 
infection incurred from an accidental cut in the dissection room. Bushy died of an 
infection contracted from an accidental scratch on a sharp wire in his cage. : 

Dr Gerson took such small interest in discussing and reading about political mat· 
ters which did not directly pertain to medicine and health that probably it shocked 
him when the Great War-World War I-erupted in early August of 1914, as 
Germany began declaring war on several nations, and other nations declared war on 
Germany and Austria. For years, Max had been so engrossed in the process of 
becoming a doctor, then in acquiring advanced clinical training in several fields and 
finally setting up a practice of his own, that he had little time or reason to (ocus on 
the increasingly tense political and socioeconomic situation within Germany and 
elsewhere in Europe during the first decade and a half of the 2oth century. Later, this 
same absorption in his own medical practice and research work in the chaotic peri· 
od in Germany after the First World War would prevent him from paying sufficient 
heed to another far greater hazard to his career and life . 

For some decades Germany, and most especially its principal state, Prussia (for· 
merly a kingdom of its own), had stressed and indeed glorified the military's role in 
protecting the comparatively new nation's interests at home and abroad. Young 
men were often raised with the goal of entering and making noble careers in the 
~ilitary service, either on land or sea -or, as became possible in the new century's 
hrst two decades, in the air. Militaristic leaders were apt to take an active role in gov
ernmental policy making and administration. Germany had become an empire cen
tered in Prussia after various states were united through Chancellor Bismarck's 
antagonistic policies toward neighboring nations. In 1888 Kaiser· Wilhelm I's reign 
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passed to his even more aggressive grandson, Wilhelm 11, who was determined to 
make his nation the dominant world power. In its imperialistic activities Germany 
especially competed with near neighbors Great Britain and France by acquiring 
colonies in Africa and Asia, building a large naval force that prowled the high seas, 
promoting advantageous foreign trade and devdoping key state-supported indus
tries, particularly those involved with mining and machinery and chemical manu- · ·. 
facturing. · 

Germany's closest ally was with the Austro-Hungarian Empire just to the south. 
When the heir-apparent to the empire's throne, Archduke Francis Ferdinand, was 
assassinated in Sarajevo in June of 1914 by a Serbian nationalist, 
demanded extreme reparations, and when these were .refused, war was dec:lan~d 
against Serbia. Within a few weeks the Great War had begun between the Cejntr:ll 
Powers, in which Austria-Hungary and Germany were joined by the Thrkish Empir,e;; 
and the 'Allied' na~ions, Britain, France, Italy, Russia,. the Low Countries tBeilgium 
and Holland), and most of the Balkan nations: · •· 

In the Franco-Prussian War. of 1870-71 and other territorial struggles, Gernr.1t 
Jews had been recruited into the military service with .all other healthy young men 
They served loyally in Bismarck's victorious effort, but their rise to high rank as 
cers inevitably encountered difficulties. Although a degree of anti-Semitism !uu'"' 

in all fields of European human endeavor with the concern that .they might.eve:nt.t 
ally 'take over' if given high-ranking positions, this abiding fear was ess(~ntially 
defensive, envious recognition of the good results of Jewish culture's emphasis •· 
cohesion, education and professional success - which in tum was a survival .. 
to the centuries-long prejudice against Jews. As in its previous wars, Germany ... 
ing the First World War was scarcely reluctant to bring male 'jewish citizens into . 
fighting ranks. Also, when wars come, young doctors are scarcely permitted 
decline serving the urgent medical needs of their embattled nation. Almost iJPm 
diately after war was declared, Max Gerson was called up for military senrJ~ 
Physicians would be·needed to treat the battlefield casualties; so.me were alr~h;'€ 
corning from the war's Eastern Front, to the east and the south of Breslau, wht.ere~ 

action, immediate and heavy, for some while wem.mbstly . .in the Central Pm;v¢1 
favor. They had struck where their foes seemed most vulnerable. 

Before Dr Max Gerson left Breslau to take -up a proffered commission 11'1') ·!::. 

Army Medical Corps, he decided to keep his apartment, and arranged to ,u ....... .,., 

dener to tend his extraordinary flower garden during the quration of his 
duty. Doubtless, he hoped that the German and Austrian-Hungarian military · 
ers, their standing armies and navies and their recent recruits were well prepared;1;~r~~ 
combat. He also trusted that they knew well what they were doing in sta1tmg, 
this convoluted conflict with other European nations. He neither exJ>ec1:ed.:,.QQ. 
wanted to be long away from his recently launched. medical practice. 
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Military Doctor 
(1914-1918) 

Dr Forster's Military Hospital 
T A 7 hen Dr. Max Gerson reported for military duty, he was commissioned as a 
V V Hauptmann (Captain) in the German Army. Stationed in Oels (now Olesnica, 

Poland), some 20 miles east-northeast of Breslau, he initially worked at a military hos
pital that treated wounded or ailing soldiers from the war's Eastern Front, where the 
Central Powers had routed Russian troops at Thnnenberg and the Masurian Lakes. 
Afterwards, Max was transferred briefly to northern Italy. There the mounting com
bat was less conclusive, resulting in drawing Austrian military attention away from 
assisting the Germans in the Western Front, where the earlier assaults on the Allies 
were now stalling. 

After Dr. Gerson had been absent from Breslau for about a year and a half, 
Professor Dr. Ottfried Forster, a well-known neurosurgeon, requested his return to 
Breslau. Forster had first become acquainted with Max while he was attending the 
University of Breslau. lmpressed with what he knew now of the young doctor's abil
ities and wanting him as an assistant physician, Forster was highly placed enough in 
the military hierarchy to get his wish granted. Soon Gerson was on his way back to 
Breslau, to serve as a surgeon in the military hospital there under Dr. Forster's com
mand. And despite three attempts later by the military to transfer Max away from 
Breslau, Forster always got him reassigned to his surgery post in that city. 

Upon his return to his apartment in Breslau, Max was very perturbed to find his 
beautiful and unusual flower garden plundered by the gardener whom he had hired 
to tend it during his absence. As soon as his employer was gone, this putative care
taker, amazed at the unusual and colorful flowers that the young doctor had pro
duced, had cut all the flowers and sold them. Max was so disappointed that he 
never Went back to working in his garden, though he kept the apartment. Still, his 
personal experience with gardening and experimenting with different species and 
varieties of plants, nutrients, light conditions and other growing factors laid the basis 
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for his future interest in the science of agriculture. (In his later life, much as he loved . · 
to have plants around him, he would always much too busy with his urban medical . 
practice and research to devote time and energy to the hands-on gardening at which . 
he had once excelled. In the future, his novel experiments would largely be devised •. · 
and conducted on human beings, on patients -always with the intention of dis- _· 
covering better ways to improve their health, which he could do especially thrcmgi::L 
food plants and their nutrients. 

The military hospital in Breslau occupied buildings that prior to the war had ·. 
served as the seminary within the Catholic Faculty of Theology at the University __ ''""' 
Breslau, and therefore it bore the name Konvikt (conviction). Since tradition is ever ~ 
strong in Europe, the medical facility continued to use this old name. The nospit<ll..;# 
was large, containing soo beds, and Professor Forster required a staff of three traJine,q; 
senior assistant physicians. Each of the three senior doctors in tum had two 1 •• uuvL 

doctors as assistants. 
In his mid ~4os when the war broke out, Dr: Forster was of medium height, .~-.a.•;~; 

nervous and energetic, but his most prominent characteristic was ·a burning aull-111 
tion. Among this neurosurgeon's claims to fame was his having perfected a succes 
ful technique for suturing nerve tissue; It was an extremely useful surgical skill nn1:» 

with so many :frontline soldiers and sailors sustaining.serious wounds to their arn1s 
legs or backs. Because of Forster's special expertise; the Konvikt received only n(~ry~ 
injuries from the battlefront.· There was much work to be done, as the constant 
nage from the war's seesawing onslaughts and· retreats, using modem raJ:Iid·l:it 
weapons, heavy artillery shelling, land mines, even submarine attacks and aen~ 
bombardments, produced more than enough casualties to fill the hospital beds. 

Forster's nerve-suturing method consisted of two separate operations, eac:ht-E 
which normally. took several hours. In the first operation, the bones near the;,...;,., 
were exposed and serrated. The next day, the patient's nerve endings ~ould . . 
electrically tested. The assistant surgeons would hold the nerve endings 
their fingers, then sew together the separate ends with specially prepared · .h i~if§ 
which had to be ultra-fine and were collected from women. The operations o· l tt~ 

• 
lasted six to eight hours. When the operation was .successful, with proper vPot 

care the nerves grew together in about six months, so that the limb would bee:<:~!] 

responsive and mobile again. 
·Dr. Gerson's daily .duties at the military hospital in Breslau often left tiin&' 

other challenging medical work. Besides fulfilling his military duties as the chief 
rosurgeon at the Konvikt, Forster had a private clinic in Breslau where he perton~ 
operations, and he invited Gerson to be his assistant there as -well. The wc>i:kcia:y_, 
Charlottenhaus began at 6 a.m. Some of the cases at this clinic were injured -ancl.;:t!l! 
abled officers awaiting their discharge from war service. Dr. 'Lubke was one of · '!:~'II ' 
casualties. Partially buried by a bomb explosion, the young military doctor had spe~rl 
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two days praying to be exhumed. After he was finally rescued, his saviors found that 
one of his legs, damaged by the long burial, was almost unmovable. By the time he 
arrived at Charlottenhaus, Dr. Lubke had been shuffled from one military hospital to 
another. None had been able to treat him successfully, and the Konvikt had proved 

no better. 
Since Lubke's leg was still stiff and unusable, there was no alternative to releas-

ing the young doctor from military service. However, discharging a military officer 
from the German Army during wartime required considerable paperwork, since 
German bureaucracy was already notorious for being more tediously efficient than 
that of most other organizations in the world, military or otherwise. So there were 
signatures and certifications and copies to be obtained. Dr. Forster had to counter
sign the papers, as did Breslau's head physician. Requests for the discharge of an offi
cer then would be sent to the War High Command in Berlin. An officer still could 
only be released from war duties after Kaiser Wilhelm II himself bad affixed his sig
nature to the document. 

Dr. Forster, called away for two days to consult at a military hospital elsewhere, 
assigned Max the medical responsibility for the patient during his absence. Dr. 
Gerson examined Dr. LUbke at the earliest opportunity, though Lubke declared it 
unnecessary, since he would be going home the next day. But Gersdn insisted on 
doing some electrical tests on the leg first. Soon thereafter he came back to talk with 
the patient. "Dr. LUbke, I must report some interesting results from the nerve tests 
on your leg. Your leg appears totally normal. There is no functional problem with 
either the nerves or muscles." 

"But how can that be, Dr. Gerson? I can barely put my weight on it when stand-
ing. And you have seen how I need crutches to move about." 

"Nonetheless, the problem is not with the leg. Look at the test results, Lubke. 
You are a physician, you can see for yourself. The leg is fine." 

"Impossible! My leg is obviously crippled. You can't just suddenly tell me I'm 
fine and send me back to war." 

"Perhaps not, Dr. LUbke, but the test results are clear. If you wish to be a physician 
in civilian life, you cannot simply ignore facts that don't agree with your preconceived 
notions. Some people might even see this disability of yours as malingering." 

"Gerson, I am not faking this injury. It is real! Besides, I am to be discharged 
tomorrow." 

"Dr. Lubke, I am afraid I must insist on my diagnosis. If you fail to use a perfectly 
good leg and thus avoid your service obligation, I will be forced to make a notation 
to that effect in your permanent military record-and of course it will be consid
ered when you apply for your medical license. I will also write a letter to your father 
explaining my actions." Max knew from reading the patient's history that this latter 
remark would hit a sensitive nerve. 
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LUbke went pale. "Please, Dr. Gerson, don't write to my father. I can't afford to 
lose both my dream and my father's! He is a minor official in a small town, and he 
has scrimped and saved all his life to put me through university and medical school. 
It would destroy him if I couldn't work as a doctor." 

"Well, you can't be a doctor under false pretenses. So what is your decision, · 
LUbke?" 

"I will do my best now to try to use the leg, Dr. Gerson. But please let me have . 
some time. It has been unused for too long for me to just stand and walk normally.· .. 
Will you give me a while to work on it? I promise I will do everything I can." . 

"All right, LUbke. I'll give you a couple of days to get back on your feet. And I • 
won't write your father about this incident." 

The grateful Dr. Liibke immediately started working on getting his leg to 'u"·'-~ 
tion. 

When Dr. Forster returned to Breslau the following day, he inquired of Ge.rson; 
"Is Lubke ready for his release?" 

''No, sir. We've discovered that his leg is basically fine. He is walking about 
room without crutches, and will be totally recovered in a few days. I .have ·a1sap3 
proved his discharge." : 

Forster went white. "You~ve done w/iat? My God, are you mad, .. GeJrsorr?; 
Rushing out of the office, Forster bounded up the stairs, three at a time, and 
down the hall toward LUbke's room.·When he burst into the room, he was ast<)U)j'Q! 
ed to see Dr. Liibke tentatively.:but competently walking about the room wit:hotl;~,; 
the assistance of crutches. Dismayed, turning without saying a word, he sto1rrti~!a 
back to the office where he had left Gerson. 

"Do you realize what you have done, Gerson?" He was shouting by now. "I 
signed papers certifying that this man was crippled and unfit for military servicc:.1 
chief has countersigned the papers. The papers have been sent 'to Berlin, 
more senior officers have signed them. Now the request is on its way to be :~~?~ 
by the Kaiser himself. And you have just shown the whole affair to be a fraud. 
could disgrace the hospital and charges could be filed. It could end my can~er!· 
throw you out of here myself!" 

By this time, the other doctors had heard the commotion and joined Dr. -FCi,rsti 
and Dr. Gerson in the office. 

"What I have done, Dr. Forster," Max said calmly, . "is cure the patient;' 
retuma desperately needed military doctor to active duty. I am sorry if that is mot:>~ 

. . 
venient; but the truth is that the patient was not physically disabled;" 

Forster stopped for a-moment. With the damage already done; nothing tuit:lf~I 
could be accomplished by bluster or shouting. It was far· more important now •u .. ~o 

vage the situation by retrieving the paperwork. That meant intercepting the · 
charge request parcel in Berlin before it was presented-to·the Kaiser for his tin;aliz~ 

•. . . 
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signature. Forster sprang into action. After several urgent telephone calls, he deter
mined what should be done to stop the papers. He also informed his chief of the 
problem. He immediately dispatched a military doctor to Berlin to rescue the dis
charge papers from Army headquarters. Because this was highly irregular, it was only 
accomplished with great effort and innumerable explanations. Headquarters, oper
ating with Teutonic efficiency, had already passed the request up the line, and it was 
now ready to be sent to the Kaiser for his signature. Fortunately, the papers were halt
ed just in time, and the incident caused no further harm. 

This was the first time, but scarcely the last time, that Max Gerson experienced 
a conflict with colleagues over curing a patient. Healing someone whom the experts 
have already declared incurable has always been politically dangerous. Dr. Gerson, a 
healer by nature, could never properly grasp the reality of this concept, and his 
integrity would cause him tremendous difficulty over his long career. 

Tfie Case of tfie Leaky Spinal Fluid 

A surgical operation conducted by Dr. Forster that Dr. Gerson often assisted with 
involved the suturing of damaged or severed nerves in the spinal column. 

Unfortunately, this procedure almost invariably claimed the life of the patient, no 
matter how skillful the surgeon. 

Gerson's usual task of administering the anesthetic and monitoring respiration 
and pulse rates was not unduly demanding, so he could observe each operation in 
detall. Before the operation, the patient was stretched out level and face down on 
the operating table. When the spine was opened, the natural curve of the structure 
made the opening lower than the rest of the spinal column. Gerson was particular
ly struck by the slow and inexorable seeping away of spinal fluid during the opera
tion. Usually the patient would die, either during the operation or shortly thereafter, 
never having regalned consciousness after being administered the anesthesia. 

It occurred to Gerson that perhaps the loss of spinal fluid caused these deaths, 
and that it dralned out simply due to gravity. He wanted to suggest to Dr. Forster a 
way to modify the surgery so as to prevent the leakage: to elevate the patient's hips 
by tilting the operating table toward the head, not radically but just enough to make 
the opening into the spinal column higher than the rest of the structure. In this way, 
he reasoned, gravity would work to keep the vital spinal fluid wilfiin the spinal col
umn, rather than allow it to seep out. No matter what the outcome, it could not 
possibly be worse than the results Forster usually got. 
_ Max discussed his idea with his colleagues. They pointed out two drawbacks in 

his proposal. The first was minor, considering the potential benefit: the position for 
~perating would be more difficult and uncomfortable for surgeons. Max's associates 
Judged the second obstacle insurmountable. Dr. Forster had the reputation of being 
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dictatorial, domineering and arrogant. The other doctors repeatedly warned Gerson 
never to speak out, because suggesting any procedural change to the chief surgeon 
would only result in his immediate dismissal. Finally, his discomfort overcame his 
fear of Forster's wrath. He made the suggestion he had long been considering. 

Forster's response was nearly as negative as the other assistants had predicted
he reacted angrily. Forster summarily rejected Max's idea. Still, he did not dismiss · 
Gerson. And Max continued to watch the young war casualties die-unnecessarily, . 
he believed. The tragedy of this possibly avoidable loss of life impelled him to beg 
chief, again and again, to simply try the technique once, but Forster would not 
budge, and the soldiers kept dying. 

For some years Dr. Forster had been a Professor of Neurology at the Uniiversitv 
of Breslau, where his father also was a professor. He retained this teaching and 
research position during the war, while carrying on his clinical practice at the uw'"'' 
tary hospital and his private clinic. One day a young girl whom Forster had bee~n 
treating at the .clinic died ofa neurodegenerative disease. Since the case was a verv.: 
interesting one to the surgeon, he badly wanted the girl's brain for autopsy ex<Jtmi, 
nation and then preservation for research and instructional purposes at the 
sity. But the girl's family would not give him permission to extract the,bra.in. 

Forster's ambition would not be impeded, however. 'He-now asked Gerson 
another assistant doctor to go to the cemetery and, prior to the_qurial-service, tet~;t 
the girl's brain for-his purposes. This was quite a major request to put to any'". •u"' 

dinate, as .it placed the two junior physicians in legal and ethical peril. If am)~ 
hended in the act of virtual grave robbing, they could be imprisoned, cashiered tr.Qt 
the army and lose their medical licenses. 

Still, Forster was insistent, and he was their commander. So, on a (rigid win\!:~ 
night the two young doctors set-out·for the cemetery. The snow lay in high ur-~1 ... ,. 

An icy wind, blowing off the frozen Oder River, cut through their neavy army gr.@,1 
coats. The unauthorized entry took them longer than anticipated. The men 
not find the cemetery's entrance in the dark, so they. decided to climb over the·:sj 
foot high wall, though ill prepared for this activity. Besides wearing bulky clo1thgj 
they had.brought with them a lantern, a bag of surgical-equipment .and a cor1t.aif!~! 
for the extracted brain. Finally inside, they located the .mortuary, where the. voci: 
girl's body still lay in the coffin, awaiting burial the next day. In aco:)rdance·~-v~i.jj 
Professor Forster's plan, they compensated the night watchman generously;t0 
himself elsewhere, in a remote comer of the lot. Then the men got down to· 

grisly ta.sk. · 
It could have been a scene right out of Frankenstein. By the light of a tlickeri.Q 

lantern, the two junior doctors opened the girl's skt,ill, removed her brain and IHc:tl.;s:;~ 
it carefully in the special box. They quickly closed,UJ? the skull and sewed the- ~ .• .., 
shut so skillfully that the incision would not be noticed without close inspe<:tic,n'.1 
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It was well past midnight before they returned to the Konvikt, their mission 
accomplished. Professor Forster was exceedingly pleased with the results. The brain 

. in the box before rum would likely bear fruitful knowledge for both his research and 
reputation-always an important consideration for an ambitious surgeon. 

Gerson now saw a good chance to ask once more for a trial of his modification 
to the spinal cord procedure. This time, albeit reluctantly, Forster agreed to try the 
tilted operating table. Next time the surgical spine repair was attempted, Forster did 
it with the patient's pelvis raised above the level of his head, as Gerson had suggest· 
ed. For the first time, there was no post-operative coma. The patient survived-an 
extremely rare outcome. Before the procedure could be established as a standard, 
more operations were performed, with similar results. Patients now had a good 
chance to live after undergoing this risky operation. Forster greeted the repetition of 
the good results with excitement and praise. Naturally, the doctors who had begged 
Gerson not to speak of his innovation were amazed at the chief's reaction. The emi
nent surgeon was so happy, in fact, that he threw a lavish party in the best hotel in 
Breslau, where all the staff doctors drank and feasted in Gerson's honor, despite the 
desperate food shortages. Forster also published this successful new spinal-cord oper
ating procedure under his own name-standard procedure for professors, whether 
or not they themselves had participated in developing some new idea or method ini· 
tially proposed by some subordinate. 

As for Max Gerson, he was pleased that his suggested innovation was now sav
ing lives. 

An Arranged .Marriage 

T~e Gerson family over the years got increasingly concerned about Max's seem
mg lack of interest in getting married. Max's mother, Ulricke, was determined 

· to convince Max to marry and have children. She and Bernhardt now lived in Berlin 
With their youngest children. After the war began, they had moved to Germany's 
capital city from Wongrowitz, possibly to seek expert medical treatment for 
Bernhardt, who had a serious liver ailment. 

Ulricke, in her desire to find a suitable mate for Max, resorted to the time-bon· 
ored method of advertising, which she did in German-Jewish newspapers. One of the 
responses came from a family in Westphalia, an area in northwestern Germany about 
~oo miles west of Berlin. Gretchen Hope was the daughter of a prosperous merchant 
m the small town of Verl, which at the time had only about 300 inhabitants. Max 
Hope, her father, owned the general store, as well as land, cattle and horses. 

Gretchen's family had been able to provide her with an excellent education . . . ~:e had spent time. at a Swiss finishing school for young women, where she had 
. . amed the fmer pomts of keeping a beautiful home. She had also become fluent in 
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French and was an accomplished pianist. Then with her studies in Switzerland com
pleted and World War I not yet looming, she had been sent to live with relatives in . 
London so that she could learn to speak English. Knowledge of the two languages 
would serve her well, and her husband also, in her later life. 

On her return to her family home, Gretchen's prospects were slim for meeting 
any eligible young men locally, since the Hope family was the only Jewish family in · 
town. After the Great War broke out, all able-bodied young bachelors in the 
Westphalia region went into military service. So the Hopes answered the personal 
advertisement placed by Ulricke Gerson, and the two families soon mutually arranged 
for the two young people to meet in Veri. 

Gretchen's first impression of Max was highly favorable. Not only was he tall, 
about six feet, but he was slender and handsome as well, with intense blue eyes and a 
gentle demeanor. He wore the full uniform of a captain in the German Army, which in . 

that military-admiring period automatically claimed a status only slightly less than nobil
ity. The elegant and well-educated young lady was instantly impressed. Gretchen's _ 
admiration for men in dress uniform (with the notable exception of Germans leading· 
up to and during World War II) remained strong for the rest of her life. 

Max, in turn, ·saw a strong, attractive, intelligent- and talented young woman 
with exquisite manners and bearing, from a prosperous Jewish family. They became _ 
engaged on November 1, 1916, and married less than three weeks later in Veri, on · 
November 20. 

The Hope family faced a real challenge in arranging for the wedding feast, uuo;;;_ 

to stringent wartime food rationing. Living out in the countryside and having ample 
financial means made the problem of obtaining enough supplies for a banquet less 
arduous, however. Max Hope went around the neighborhood from farm to farm, 
purchasing what he could from his customers and neighbors. 

Most of Gretchen's relatives lived in Gutersloh, about 15 mih~s distant, or in me;~ 
city of Bielefeld, an additional15 miles away. A good number of people attended the 
reception, including family members of Max's. Ulricke, of course, was there for the 
happy event, but sadly without her husband, Bernhardt, who had died only fiv~ 
weeks earlier, shortly before Max's engagement to Gretchen. Dr. Gerson ha<t .. 
received a short leave from his medical duties, to enable him to get married. nm: 
their honeymoon could last only a few days, after which Max brought his young 
bride to the apartment in Breslau. 

Early on, Gretchen became aware that her husband did not share her admira· 
tion for uniforms and other military paraphernalia. Gerson's lack of attention to di · 
playing the various accoutrements of his rank as a captain actually became a cause· 
of daily consternation to his wife. The sword was a mandatory part of a German offi· 
cer's uniform, so Max was required to wear it wherever he went. Gretchen had to 
constantly remind him to buckle on his sword and sheath when he went off to WOJck" 
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at the hospital. But since she could not follow him around all day, he would often 
return home without his sword, having removed it at the Charlottenhaus clinic, the 

. r<onvikt or the home of one or another of his private patients. Their maid was then 
sent scurrying about Breslau to retrieve the sword that Dr. Gerson, absentminded 
and scarcely vainglorious, had abandoned somewhere. 

Wartime Diet Discovery 

T
he young couple had also started their domestic life together under trying culi
nary circumstances. The food supply had dwindled during the war as many 

German farmers enlisted and fertile land was transformed into battle zones along 
the French, Belgian, Russian and Italian borders. Severe rationing had been imposed, 
which grew much worse as food scarcities increased, so that even rationed goods 
were unobtainable. To make matters worse, the onset of an unusually cold winter 
had frozen the potato crop, so no spuds were available - a terrible blow to the 
Germans, who were accustomed to serving them at nearly every meal, where their 
high carbohydrate content supplied needed calories and a sense of fullness. 

As the Great War stretched on and on, the near-famished civilian population 
made do with amazing creativity. A housewife's industrious search would occasion
ally yield poor-quality meat, butter, eggs, lard and flour, but these prizes were the 
exception rather than the rule. Tobacco and alcohol were almost impossible to 
obtain. 'Horse beets'-giant turnips which when cooked had an unpleasant taste that 
children especially loathed-were substituted for potatoes, bread was stretched by 
adding sawdust, dried vegetables were mixed with sand to expand their bulk. 
Though this fare was barely palatable at best, people were near starving, especially in 
the winter months, and usually ate anything that might fill their bellies. 

Dr. Gerson was naturally aware that many medical experts in wartime Germany 
feared that the health of the general population would suffer because of most pea· 
pie's inability to get the quantities of animal protein and fat that seemed essential 
to their well-being. It was simply assumed that the habit of eating a high-fat diet orig
inated from necessity. To everyone's surprise-and certainly Max would take great 
note of this later-the population's overall health actually improved. Corpulent people, 
usually a fixture in beer-and Wurst-consuming Germany, were no longer the norm, 
and mortality rates declined sharply under the conditions of undernutrition. Not 
everybody became healthier, of course- the frail elderly and poor people already on 
the edge of starvation were apt to decline and die. 

Scientific observations and experiments on both animals and humans have 
~ome out this epidemiological phenomenon of improved health and extended 
:gevity in a population during a period of reduced food and caloric consumption. 

orld War II repeated the effect on a large scale. Experiments have demonstrated 
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that severe calorie restriction may actually triple immunNystem function, and the,£;;: 
elimination or extreme reduction of animal protein has a similar effect. Studies alsq; 
have shown that rats fed near-starvation diets live twice as long as well-fed mice. ·-·· 
additional health-conferring factor in wartime was the widespread consumption 
unrefined - whole grain, not bleached and processed-cereals and breads, urit·l-i 

much higher vitamin and mineral contents as well as fiber. 
Max Gerson realized another benefit during this food-deprivation period: 

migraine headaches, which occasionally afflicted him in spite of his careful att<~nt:lot¥ 
to diet, completely disappeared. This was a special blessing to a physician involved . 
painstaking neurosurgery, when a disruptive migraine attack would be wholly uu<l'-: 

ceptable, since operations often required hours of intensive, highly focused attent:iotrn 
· During those lean years of war-related food shortages, it was a major coup ~ ... w,~ 

housewife to .find some rare or tasty delicacy to break the monotony of wttate:v~ 
tasteless ersatz food could be found. One winter's day -in 1917, Gretchen: rouna:~1t."' 

bonanza: genuine ·sauerkraut, made from fresh cabbage. She eagerly brought 
home -to serVe to her ·hardworking new husband. She knew it would be a treat .+-.< '>'F 

him. Gretchen prepared the midday meal with joy, anticipating the pleasure thalt i. 
would give to Max. Knowing that be was always careful about salt consumption, """"~" 
first- rinsed the sauerkraut to remove most of the brine. The sauerkraut was · 
cious, she thought, with its taste doubtless enhanced by the rarity of the acquisitit 

When Max came home from the Konvikt, however, be looked utterly .. vh-:" ' 

ed and quite pale. He bad no appetite at all. But when be saw the eager ex~>ressf 
on his sweet bride's face, be sat down at the table, where Gretchen had set the
cious dish. When he took his first bite, be could scarcely swallow it. "Do you 
expect me to eat this, Gretchen?" 

"Why, Max, isn't it prepared the way you like -it?" 
• 

"Gretchen, surely you can taste it! It tastes like an old rusty barrel!" 
Gretchen was crushed. The sauerkraut bad tast.ed fine to her: She ~.au,I.J:! 

Max's dish, and it tasted no different. Max; who hadn't felt like eating 
up from the table and went to lie down for a while before returning to wo'1rk 
could not understand his fatigue.- Though be bad been involved in a long ope:r~'§ 
earlier in the day, be was quite used to these lengthy, intricate procedures, and 
normally did· not affect him this way. But today he could not shake the tiredn~~j; 

Depressed, weak and still unfed, Max returned to the hospital. There u ..... ~ • ., 
that the other doctors who had assisted at the operation that morning , ~'-· ·· 
plaining of the same symptoms as his: lack of appetite, a bad taste ·in their 11).0.~ 
unusual fatigue. :The reason was soon discovered. Before each operation, as au~ 
septicmeasure the part of the patient's body to be ·operated on would be sw~te 
with an iodine solution. That morning, the hospital pharmacist had provided an 
solution-that later was discovered to be much too concentrated. The cornbiJ:1ati0A1 
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iodine fumes and ether inhaled by the assisting physidans had given all of them iodine 

poisoning. 
It took several days for the worst of the symptoms to disappear, but some 

· degree of Joss of taste and smell remained with Max Gerson for the rest of his life. 

'llvo Sftocking Experiences 

During World War I. Dr. Gerson's duties as a military doctor continued to occu
PY most of his time. On one occasion, when ready to give a patient an injec

tion after an examination, Max requested that the nurse prepare a syringe contain
ing the desired medication. When he was about to insert the needle -into the 
patient's vein, he noticed that the fluid in the syringe was slightly pink instead of 
being colorless. Calling the nurse back, he told her to bring the bottle from which 
she had drawn the fluid. When he looked at the bottle, he was shocked to see that 
the bottle contained a strong disinfectant instead of the requested medication. Had 
Max not spotted the slight difference in color, the injection would have killed the 
patient, and Gerson's career as a doctor would have been over. But there were con
sequences: Gretchen noticed that within a week after the incident, her young hus
band had developed a white streak of harr over his forehead. 

In addition to working at Dr. Forster's own clinic on the side, Dr. Getson was 
occasionally invited to consult at another clinic in Breslau, which was operated by 
two of his colleagues. This well-equipped private clinic was a pleasant work envi
ronment. One day, as Gerson was assisting an associate in the X-ray room, making 
diagnostic roentgen plates of a patient's body, a poorly fastened high-voltage cable 
suddenly fell from the ceiling and landed dllectly on Gerson's bead. If he had sim
ply been standing on the wooden floor at the time, probably he would have only 
been affected by the blow itself, but, coincidentally and most unfortunately, he was 
standing on a metal chain. His body thus provided the path for the electricity to trav
el to the ground. 

The sudden jolt of thousands of volts of electricity knocked Max unconscious. 
He collapsed heavily onto the floor. To the great relief of his colleagues, they found 
that though he appeared to be dead, he was only unconscious, but then they saw 
that the metallic fillings in his teeth had actually melted. The other doctors quickly 
took Gerson to a room in the clinic and put him in a bed, where he lay unconscious 
for nearly 24 hours. When he regained consciousness, he was dazed and disorient
ed. It took a while longer for him to register the full extent of the damage done by 
the high voltage. He realized that he was almost completely paralyzed. 

~erson's knowledge of the nervous system, refined by his years of working with 
Dr. Forster, told him that the electrical shock had burned out circuits in his brain that 
affected motor control. He knew that he would probably be permanently paralyzed. 
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As Gerson lay there in his hospital bed, the horrifying vision of his future over: 
whelmed him. Unable to move much at all, of course he could no longer be a nh,rsb, 
cian, nor could he be a proper husband to his young and talented bride. Max ~...uu.tu 
not stand the prospect of this, and sank deeper and deeper into depression. The hos; 
pita! room was on the third floor of the clinic, and as soon as he could muster enough 
strength in his partly paralyzed arms, he dragged himself out of the hospital bed 
headed for the unlocked window. Before he could reach his goal and hurl himself 
and onto the courtyard below, a nurse passed by the doorway. With the alarm ra1~;ea: 
the staff nurses put Max back into. the bed and applied restraints. Exhausted 
from his electrocution and now from his attempted suicide, Max fell into a deep .,n,.., 
dreamless sleep. 

During the night, his body's healing system did its -silent and mysterious u,,.,,,.~ 

Awakening the next day, Max found that he could once again move all his · illlJ I 

almost as well as before. He could not understand his recovery.- he could only 
mise that he was the one in ten thousand individuals who had 'backup' cir<:uitcyij 
his .brain, nerve pathways that took over the task when the primary nerves wP.r-, 

destroyed or disabled. Delighted with his great good luck, Gerson went hon1e-a 
then back to work in a few days. 

And Max had much to live for- on August 8,-1917, Gretchen presented 
with his :first daughter, Johanna. · 

The End of the World War 
.· . 

I n the spring of 1918, the savage international conflict seemed. at last 
approaching an end. In the East, the Russians' withdrawal from combat 

the Bolshevik Revolution had encouraged the Central Powers to expand the:trit~ 
torial acquisitions, ·unwisely, drawing off more manpower in that direction. 
while, on the Western front, especially. after .the 1917 entry of the United Stat~~~~ 
the international conflict, Germany and Austria-Hungary were exl1au.stir1g 
troops in persistent combats and shipping blockades against the now 
tary and industrial resources of -the Allied nations. Citizens questioned the, 
of their nations' ruling class and demanded more political power; and -~~··-, 
rebellions mounted even among the military and government ranks. xJu.~.uy1; 
lapse of the Austrian-Hungarian and Turkish empires and Bulgaria in the surn~[~~~ 
1918 left Germany on its own. Knowing that Germany could no longer .sw_ st~~~~ 
war by itself, some of its leaders negotiated with U.S. President Woodrow 
who had been asked to arrange peace terms. Faced with the Allied dernarid~t,~ 
democratic government and the ultimatums-of advisors, Kaiser Willielm li abt li( 
ed the throne on November 9 and fled from Berlin to Holland. On November 
tilities were officially ended. 
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While realizing that his once powerful homeland was now vanquished, Max 
Gerson enjoyed an endearing domestic compensation. On October u, 1918, Gretchen 
bad presented him with another pretty little girl, Gertrude, who was named after 
Gretchen's sister. 

During his four years of service at the Konvik:t, Dr. Gerson had been promot
ed to the position of senior staff physician. He was also slated to receive the Iron 
cross, on white ribbon- a decoration that would acknowledge his valuable ser
vice to the nation during wartime. However, in the general chaos accompanying 
Germany's defeat, the arrangements needed for giving this promised ·award to Dr. 
Gerson were totally overlooked by the beleaguered bureaucracy. This omission 
was of far greater concern to Gretchen than to Max, who had never cared anyway 
for military baubles. He was a doctor, which was reward enough for him for his 
past work. What he really needed now was a plan for his future life as a civilian. 

I 

I 
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Medical Practice in Westplialia 
(1918-1922) 

Tlie Move to Bielefeld 

T he Great War had exhausted Germany and deeply wounded its pride. The 
nation would be more vulnerable than ever before to the agitations of political 

groups with extreme economic and social agendas, each diametrically opposed to 
the others and often incapable of any compromise. The newly declared Weimar 
Republic, headquartered in Berlin, had replaced the warmongering, imperialistic 
one and was trying to establish a full-fledged democracy in a land that still held feu
dal titles. 

After the Armistice was signed in November of 1918, the German Army began 
disbanding its medical staff. Dr. Forster was unhappy at the prospect of seeing Dr. 
Max Gerson leave the military hospital and his private clinic- and Breslau altc>gelth·:: 
er. Because he had developed a deep appreciation and respect for Gerson's insiighl:, ~ 

medical knowledge and skill, he often discussed cases with him when they were en 
route from one clinic to another. When it came time to discharge Max from milita.IY 
service, Forster urged him to continue working with him at the University of BreslatJ,; 
as well as at his own clinic. Although honored by the invitation, Max 
looked forward to breaking free from this noted neurosurgeon's inevitable dornin:a·' 
tion. Dr. Gerson gracefully declined, explaining that he had already decided to mmre: 
away and set up his civilian practice elsewhere. Because of his earlier training and 
years of clinical work with Forster, he qualified as a specialist in both internal me<D·. 
cine and neurology. 

Max never considered returning to his birthplace, Wongrowitz. That 
was being returned to the resurrected, newly independent Poland. Max's family 
longer lived there, since his now-widowed mother and most of his siblings had ~t>t•: 
tled in Berlin during the war. Gerson might have liked to join them in GeJrmaiDY' 
foremost city, where he had already spent several stimulating and productive veaJ~i 
first as a medical student and then as a resident physician. But as an inoJm110: 
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hysician without good connections he would encounter stiff competition in try· 
fng to set up a successful practice. With a wife and two small children depending 
n his support, he could take no such chance. He chose to relocate in the city of 

0 . 
Bielefeld, less than 20 miles northeast of the town of Veri, where Gretchen's large 
family still lived. 

Situated in the rich agricultural plain of northern Westphalia, Bielefeld seemed 
a good place for Max Gerson to start his full-time civilian practice anew. The city in 

1919 had about &s,ooo inhabitants. In the postwar period it was quickly reviving its 
earlier peacetime industries, such as producing sewing machines and bicycles, and 
weaving and manufacturing linens. 

The Gersons took over half of a big three-story house at Gutersloherstrasse 9B, 
which Max's father-in-Jaw had helped them purchase. Though it was a duplex, with 
another family renting the other half from them, the quarters were large enough to 
accommodate both Max's family and a separate office and waiting room on the first 
floor for his medical practice. 

Max's choice of location followed his lifelong preference for proximity to 
forests. Bielefeld was separated from its western suburb of Brackwede by a low ridge 
covered with dense ancient growths of large oak, linden, birch and several types of 
beech trees. The ridge had one gap, and through this narrow defile passed all rail, 
motor and foot traffic between the two communities. The Gersons' new residence 
was situated in this gap, near a pleasant, wooded neighborhood known as Bethel
a location favored by physicians and other professionals 

Directly behind the Gersons' new home, steep, winding paths led up through 
the woods to the ancient fortress of Sparrenburg, built to dominate traffic through 
the gap and repel any invaders. The thick forest (which still cloaks the ridge) is a rem· 
nant of the vast Teutoburger WaJd (forest) that once covered large portions of 
Germany; from it the population derived the name Teutons. (Three Roman Legions 
were annihilated in A.D. 9, probably near Osnabrock, about 50 miles northwest of 
Bielefeld. This event-the first time indigenous colonials anywhere had defeated 
Roman legionnaires -is so deeply imprinted in Germans' ethnic memories that no 
fewer than 44 cities today claim the site of the massacre,.) 

Dr Gerson did not encounter much medical competition in Bielefeld, for the 
dty had only two other neurologists, one being rather unpopular, and the other 
nearing retirement. His practice grew quickly and steadily, providing solid support 
for the young Gerson family, which included two-year-old Hanni and nearly one
year-old Trudy- the parents' nicknames for Johanna and Gertrude. 

· Gretchen was proving to be a good manager of the business side of Dr. Gerson's 
~ra~tice - always an essential role, it turned out. After marrying Max, she had 
b~~ced, Wi~h concern, his utter lack of interest in monetary matters. In Breslau, his 

mg routme for private patients and as a consultant reflected his disregard for 
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financial compensation-highly unusual among his fellow practitioners, who tend
ed to be sharp businessmen. After his secretary initially billed patients, if they did 
not get around to paying him, Gerson would not send out reminders. Many con• 
sultations never even found their way into his invoices. Some patients at least gave 
him gifts instead of payment: it was not unusual for him to receive carpets, paint
ings, cigarettes, cigars or other goods in barter for his services. Other patients were 
quite content never to receive a bill or reminder from him at all. As long as Max was 
a bachelor, this didn't matter much, especially after he began receiving a regular 
salary from the German Army, but Gretchen realized that if Max were ever to be 
able to support a family, the financial side of his doctoring would need to be rect~ 
fied. Although her husband was initially uncomfortable with the businesslike meth
ods she instituted in his medical work, he soon saw his patients were not insulted by 
being billed. After they moved to Bielefeld, Gretchen had good reason for continu
ing her attention to assuring a decent income. In the fall of 1921 she quietly informed 
her husband that she was again pregnant. Little Charlotte ("Lotte") arrived the fol
lowing March 27. Three daughters would complete the Gerson menage. 

Tlie Quadronal Story 

Despite Gretchen's vigilance, unscrupulous individuals and organizations some· 
times seriously abused Dr. Gerson's generosity. Most notable among them was 

a company that built a billion-dollar industry on his invention, then shut him out of 
any of the proceeds. 

Once well settled in Bielefeld, Dr. Gerson set into motion one of his pet pro
jects. During his medical military service in Breslau, he had often noted that some 
patients had a low tolerance for aspirin; others could not tolerate salicylic add at all, 
espedally in causing gastric distress. He had experimented with combinations 
medications that were better tolerated by most patients and actually seemed 
work better than straight aspirin in alleviating pain. He kept improving his formula· 
tion, and over the course of three years, added several minerals often low or even 
absent in the blood and tissue chemistry of sick bodies. 

Since the town's pharmacists, whose chemical stock varied widely in puqty a ...... , 

potency, mixed Gerson's concoction for him, the resultant medications ·-r:-lrmrea, 

more or less effective, depending on the pharmacist's stock and his precision. Occa·; 
sionally, the unreliably manufactured formula would do more harm than goqcl, rne.: 
same problem had bedeviled Max during his previous work with patients in ·Bt~~s!a1Ll• 

On an effort to solve this problem, Gerson arranged for a local chemical rna_ nul:aC•, 
turer, Hennig and Kipper, to create tablets made from his formula, to be ..... =·-.. 
Quadrona1. A small factory was established in 1919 in Brackwede, outside Bie1et(~1°~ 
to manufacture the remedy. Produced now with quality-controlled, cor1sis1te01 
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in redients and effectively marketed, these tablets proved so effective that they 
b;gan to replace aspirin -~s~ not just in Westpha}ja, but in much of Germany. Several 
other manufacturmg facilities were started elsewhere. 

In 1923, as Max's invented medication was heading toward a financial bonanza, 
Gerson met with August Stauch, a wealthy German rancher from South Africa. He 
then introduced Stauch to Hennig and Kipper. After buying into the company with 
a major investment, this entrepreneur renamed it ASTA·Werke (from his name, 
August STAuch). For an initial investment of 40o,ooo marks, plus already having con· 
tributed his formula to the enterprise, Dr. Gerson received 16.4% of the new com· 
pany's stock; additionally, his father-in-law, Max Hope, got an additional 4.5%. An 
agreement was struck to provide Gerson with a royalty that would escalate as the 
remedy's sales increased; it was scheduled to continue for at least 20 years. 

Later, when Gerson began to ask about the royalties he should be receiving 
based on profits from the skyrocketing international sales of the popular medica· 
tion, the company replied with legalistic arguments that claimed he was not keep
ing his part of the research-cooperation agreement; therefore, no royalties were due 
him. Dr. Gerson retained an attorney, who took up the fight with ASTA. He stayed 
with it for several years and proved how Gerson had indeed provided continuing sd· 
entific research. But the company chose to interpret this obligation to mean that 
Gerson was required to share with them aU his medical records-something no eth· 
ical physician would ever agree to. Thus ASTA seized upon Gerson's refusal as a pre· 
text to deny him any payments. 

In time, Max could see that ASTA was determined never to pay him anything, 
so abandoned the apparently fruitless legal battle. He never got any money out of 
his investment or for developing the product for the commercial distribution. 
Understandably, Gretchen was very bitter about the company's treatment of her 
husband, but Max, never much interested in business dealings, just let it go. He had 
more interesting medical projects to pursue. 

In December 1933, the government of Peru awarded a gold medal to ASTA for 
the development of their excellent medication, Quadronal. ASTA never bothered 
to inform Gerson of the prize; by then he was living in Vienna. In 1949, on the occa· 
sion of the 3oth Anniversary Jubilee of the factory, ASTA-Werke published a small 

.· celebratory pamphlet. On page 15, it says, "With the exception of Quadronal, all of 
~ our other manufactured preparations were of temporary importance and limited 

duration." And on page 31 it continues: "Only Quadronal remained until the spring 
- of 1929, when the second specialty, Quadronox, also by Dr. Gerson, came onto the 

~ene. We quickly resolved to cast all the ballast of the past overboard." Although 
- r. Gerson never received compensation for either preparation, for over 40 years 

~uadronal was the mainstay of the ASTA product line, remaining on the market in 
et!nany, South America and Asia until the late 198os. ASTA·Medica today has sales 
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of h billion annually, and is wholly owned by Degussa·Hws, one of Europe's larg;~~fi 
firms. Though they readily acknowledge Gerson's original contribution to their sgc~ 
cess, they never paid a penny to him or his family, nor honored his early owners}iJ 
of shares in the company. 

Healtfi Discoveries 

A fter he had settled down in Bielefeld, Max Gerson, by now in his late ·· · 
began to notice an occasional but rather consistent Writer's cramp in his rigj\t' 

hand whenever he wrote up his medical notes. He was concerned about the . · 
fearing that jt might indicate a brain tumor. He frequently traveled to medical · 
gresses and other gatherings, and on one occasion, at a congress in Koln (-...v!V)','i. 

arranged a consultation with Professor Ottfried Forster about these troubling cran 
His old medical· supervisor and mentor from Breslau examined Gerson, but 
nothing definitive to indicate any spedfic condition. He asked Gerson to keep' 
informed.· . . . . 

Once again, Gerson's attention to his sensitivities to .certain foods and ~P~~e_t 
facets of his immediate physical environment .served him well. He began to 
that this painful·condition was·worse on Mondays, following the family's 
Sunday visits to relatives in the country. The only different or.unusual thing 
did _there on weekends was to indulge his occasional smoking habit after meal: 
many of his colleagues, Max had taken up smoking cigars as a medical stucie 
part to mask the unpleasant odors of the cadaver-dissection room . .Then)n 
during the war, patients would sometimes pay him with tobacco products. B:ti~; 
siderate of his family and patients, he now refrained from smoking at his owii;t 
and office in Bielefeld. When it occurred to him that his weekend indlul!2:en1:e:r:Qj 
have something to do with this ·hand cramping, Gerson stopped smoki_ng 
The problem simply disappeared over the course of the next week. He corikl~ 
that his "writer's cramp': was, in fact, a symptom of nicotine poisoning. Heth~~.il 
pily reported·this fact to Forster, 

Max Gerson never again smoked, and began making a maximum ef£ort~ 
sua de both his patients and colleagues to refrain from smoking. He also insiist_eq 
his patients should rid themselves of the noxious habit, and in future years 
not permit smoking in any of his clinics or sanatoriums. Gerson was scarceLY 
in this early awareness of the health dangers in the pernicious habit. One 
dent public health campaigns launched later by the Nazis attempted to 
smoking. Adolf Hitler himself did not smoke- among various efforts of 
ing near-vegetarianism to maintain bodily purity. . .· 

Not surprisingly; because of his own adverse reactions to certain too1::IS'.a 
smoking, Dr. Gerson had begun to wonder how many health conditions 
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people might be due to defective diets, allergies or unusual sensitivities to particu
lar substances, whether natural or manmade, that were breathed in, ingested or 
came in contact with the skin. 

Neurologists were expected to be experts in analyzing and treating headaches. 
As a specialist in internal and nervous-system disorders, Dr. Gerson often received 
atients who complained of migraine headaches. He discovered that migraines 

~ere so common a complaint that he printed up the "migraine diet" that he him
self sedulously followed, and gave the small pamphlet to each patient with the mal
ady. Patients were advised to eat from the "required foods" list and to avoid the "for
bidden foods" list. Max knew that the diet would be difficult for Germans to main
tain, since much of their regular fare consisted of the fatty, highly spiced, smoked 
and salted meats found on the "forbidden" list; nor were they inclined to favor more 
vegetable fare than meat. Nonetheless, as a group, Germans- schooled in obedi
ence at home and school, and often in the armed services as well-usually heeded 
'doctor's orders'. Gerson even noticed with pleasant surprise that his Westphalian 
patients were more careful in following his instructions than his patients elsewhere 
in Germany. Years later he observed that Germans in general tended to be far more 
tractable than Americans in this way. Most of his patients stuck closely to his pre
scribed diet, with predictably good results. 

Gretchen Gerson later recalled the family's daily diet that had been devised by 
her husband in those early years (which would not differ much in later years, either): 
"Since after the war Max wished to continue testing foods on himself, all the fami
ly lived without salt or sharp spices, on raw fruits and vegetables, no animal fats and 
little meat, occasionally chicken or veal. Every new idea was first tried out in the 
family." 

Tfie Pension Examiner 
Durin~ the postwar period the German military pension administration was 

seeking a physician in northern Westphalia who could serve as an examiner to 
interview and examine veterans, especially ones from the Great War. All main
tained that they required pensions to sustain them because they had been wound
ed or otherwise claimed to be suffering physical or mental disabilities that made 
the~ incapable of holding jobs. Some were new applicants; others had received 
penslons for some years and their cases needed reviewing. 
G ~, The military administrators had frequently encountered references to Dr. Max 
n:on in official documents where his judgment and honesty were repeatedly con
d . · ed. When the government approached Dr Gerson, he agreed to perform this 
k~ty, for which he would be reasonably compensated. He would be sent the med- . 

'irecords of veterans who had been treated in one or more military and civilian 
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hospitals, as well as a preprinted postcard for each patient. After he had evaluated~ 
the records, he would send the patient the postcard with a time and date for an 
examination filled in. Depending on Gerson's total evaluation of the patient and his 
medical records, pensions could be increased, decreased or totally withdrawn. Some 
of the veterans wanted to have tattoos removed that had been applied during me 
war; Dr Gerson would inject hydrogen peroxide under the skin in that area, and 
time the dark design faded away. 

Psychology played a large role in this new line of work. Gerson found that 1u<4~ 
of the cases that were sent to him had been faking disability so that their pe11Sic1~_. 
could be increased or continued. In one case, a young man had a stiff leg and limpecL:r: 
badly as a result of a bullet wound that had long healed. The man, a teacher .,.,,.,., 
Catholic school in a village outside Bielefeld, was receiving a 50% disability pension. 
The priest, for whom the schoolteacher worked, had a large fruit orchard adjiDinJlng
the property of some of Gretchen's relatives. Since Max and Gretchen frequenfly 
spent weekends at their home, they were familiar with both the priest and _the 
young teacher. A few days before the teacher's scheduled physical examination, tne-" 
priest appeared in Dr. Gerson's Bielefeld office. He was very pleasant and stre:$S~•di 
his good relations with the Hope family, then he requested that Gerson, if he"'"' 
be so kind, could be a bit nearsighted with the young teacher, not examine him t-nr.·~ 

closely. He explained that the small village had no high school, that the pupils 
prepared in Latin, history and mathematics would otherwise have had to leave til~ 
village to attend a high school. Max's answer, of course, was polite but very firm; 
could not violate his code of ethics. The examination, which would be thorough., 
objective and complete, would have to determine the status of the young ma;p'$ 
pension. The priest left, disappointed in his mission. 

In fact, Max and Gretchen had been visiting their relatives next door to th~ 
priest just the prior weekend, and had seen the young man high in the bra13Ch1es 
a cherry tree, picking fruit for the Sunday meal. Gerson's physical examination later 
bore out the observation: the young man's muscle and ligament responses wer__e 
quite normal. He had been faking his disability for years. In his case, the pension was 
withdrawn completely. Max was sympathetic, but the priest and the teacher woUlG 
have to work out some other arrangement for the older students to complete tn~n; 
education. 

Another pensioner happened to be the owner of a large property. He hacno: 
his speech after a bomb explosion had buried him alive for almost two days, au."" 

the several years since the war ended, he had not regained it. He always had a .. ._ 
with him to help communicate. Dr Gerson, suspecting that the condition was P~~
ly due to nervous shock, but also partly faked, told him that during the examination 
he would need neither the nurse nor his writing pad. Much later, Mrs. Ger:sort 
recalled the examination: "The patient was worried and upset when the nurse was.. 
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sent out and the paper taken away. Max used hypnosis in this case. After the patient 
woke up from the hypnosis, he was completely confused. He was able to speak, 
although somewhat unclearly. The doctor could not demand that he speak well 
·again so suddenly. He soothed him and gave him a few days in which to become 
accustomed to speech once again. Max pointed out that it was important for him 
to oversee his estate himself, rather than letting his employees manage it. After the 
initial shock, he understood and agreed that he should for a short time still receive 
a 25 percent pension and that it would then be terminated." 

Yet another time, a middle-aged veteran was called for examination; his repeat· 
ed complaints had finally jarred the administration into action. The examination 
was needed to determine the course of his petition to receive a pension. He had 
been injured by a nearby shell explosion that killed several of his comrades, giving 
him such a nervous shock that his voice had been reduced to a whisper. Since the 
man had worked on a large farm and his training and experience prior to military 
service consisted of working with the horses, he was unable to earn a living- he 
needed a loud, clear voice for giving commands. Dr. Gerson's recommendation was 
instrumental in the veteran being awarded a 100% disability pension. 

For several years, Dr. Gerson carried out this extra responsibility of examining 
the government-pension applicants, though he realized that this activity was placing 
an additional burden on the normal activities in his practice. These had begun to 
include not only migraine patients but people with other conditions, who came 
from near and far to consult with a physician who often used special diets as his 
main form of treatment. 

TFie Diet Tfierapy Expands: Curing Lupus and More 

One of Dr Gerson's patients, the manager of a large legal practice, came to him 
for help with severe migraines. Tormented by these headaches, this patient 

often fell into deep depressions. He had consulted numerous other physicians with 
no noticeable relief. Since this affliction affected his practice, he feared he would 
lose his position and then be unable to support his large family. Admitting his 
despair, he confessed he would consider suicide if Dr. Gerson could not help him. 
Dr. Gerson gave him the "migraine diet" pamphlet, with his usual admonition: the 
results would be proportional to the patient's care in sticking to the strict diet. The 
desperate man was only too eager to comply precisely with his instructions. Dr. 
Gerson told him to return for follow-ups every two to three weeks for the next few 
months. 

Within two months, Dr. Gerson had no doubt that the man would achieve a 
positive outcome, as he saw that his patient was adhering closely to his recom· 
mended dietary regimen. Gradually but steadily the patient began improving, and 
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Gerson knew that he would soon be able to discharge him. After five months . 
treatment, the patient came to Gerson's offices for his last visit. 

"Well, Herr Muller, how are your headaches?" Max asked. 
"Completely cleared up, Doktor. I feel wonderful! I can't begin to tell you nmn 

grateful I am." 
"Excellent And the depression?" 
"Also gone. I am no longer worried about holding onto my position. In tact 

have more energy than I have had in a long time. But I also have a surprise for 
Dr. Gerson." 

"Ah? And what is that, Herr MUller? Has Frau Muller baked me one of · · 
famous and forbidden cakes?" 

1'Not at all, Herr Doktor. Look at this, if you will." He proceeded to uu'-'"~ 
buttons on his shirt, and soon stood before Gerson, bare to the waist. "Tell me 

" you see. . " 
Gerson examined him briefly. "Hmm. -It looks as if you have recently sutt~ 

bums over a large area on your chest ... here,- here and here. But the skin see~rii~ 
be healing nicely,. with a little inflarnmation·that will disappear as the scars 
Why do you consider this a surprise, Herr Muller?" , .. . 

"Doktor Gerson, the scars have nothing to do wi.th bums;·Until I staJrte<j3 
'migraine diet,' I also suffered from lupus. I thought ! would be cursed,.,; .. 
the rest of my life. But it has improved along with the migraines. What you a[~J 
ing at are the scars from my healed tuberculosis!"· 

Dr. Gerson was stunned. Skin tuberculosis, lupus vulgaris, was said to be cmnpJ~e.te 

incurable by any known medical treatment. Once patients had it, they wo1ulQ~ 
forever, and they often died from its effects as the disfiguring disease 
destroying facial structures and other external tissues;-it could even spreactte 
organs or bones. The :result was similar to leprosy, with ears, noses, che:eks:,)jt 
other features missing, and gaping holes in the remaining tissue. Indeed, 
name because it looked as if a wolf (lupus) had eaten a person's face. Its pn:se1Xt 
endangered other people, especially those living· in close proximity to ~§£:~1'2 
Caused by the tuberde bacillus, it is highly infectious, as is all tuberculosis in,ci:~q!@~~ 
spaces where people are living in poor nutritional and sanitary conditions. 
garis in the disease's medical name is the Latin word for "of the common PJ@ 

No, Max thought, it must surely be something else. "Herr Muller," ne.,:s.a 
recovering his composure, "you are mistaken. Lupus vulgaris is-never curable. :1. .. " ~~ 
certainly had some other ailment that you or some.inexperienced diagn<:>s'i;j¢j 
took for lupus." 

The patient beamed. "Ah, Herr Doktor, I thought you would say u-•" 
know well what other doctors have said about the disease. I have visited o,.,;-,Ji-ifitve.IIM' 

them Jor treatment, just as with the migraines. But none could help me~ · ··'·'·'-!' 

.· 
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eacbed down for his briefcase and opened it. "Here are the medical records from 
rears of treatment at the University Clinic at Koln." He handed him a thick package 
~£files, reports, tests and records of medications given. As Dr. Gerson inspected the 
medical records from this prestigious university clinic, he became more and more 
excited. There was no mistaking the diagnosis consistently given: lupus vulgaris. Just 
as his patient had said. 

This patient was not done yet. "During my long treatment for this disorder, I 
met a number of people who suffer from the same condition. I have told some 
other patients about my cure," he said. "Now they want you to treat them as well." 

"But I don't have any idea what I have done. I have never seen anything like this 
before! I couldn't possibly assure them of a favorable outcome in treatment." 

"Not necessary, Herr Doktor. They are all quite willing to release you from any 
responsibility for curing them. They just want you to try to do for them what you 
did for me. Three of my acquaintances are in your waiting room as we speak." 

Max Gerson was an internal medicine specialist, with particular knowledge of 
nerves. He knew he didn't know enough about lupus to speak with authority. But 
he resolved now to learn as much as he could about the disease. 
- The patients who initially came to Gerson to be treated for lupus were duly 
placed on his "migraine diet," even though some did not suffer from migraines. 
Gerson would not accept a fee from these patients, since they were, in essence, vol· 
untary experimental subjects. Nor did he feel confident that he could ameliorate, 
let alone eradicate, their supposedly incurable disease. But one after another healed 
in the next few months. The course of the healing became predictable, and Dr. 
Gerson gained confidence in this treatment. 

After some months of obtaining good clinical results, Max Gerson began plan· 
ning to write up his methodology and its surprisingly positive and permanent out· 
comes in an article, eventually to be submitted to a medical journal. He wanted to 
take his time, accruing as much material evidence as possible of rapid and perrna· 
nent healing, based on other physicians' diagnoses, test results and before-and-after 
photographs. Otherwise his patients' full recoveries would not be believed by the 
medical community. The prospective article would scarcely be Gerson's first publi· 
cation. His medical-school dissertation in 1907 had been on "The Influence of 
Artificial Hyperemia and Blood TI:ansfusions in the Treatment of Fractures in the Hip 
Jomt , w 'tt h f ' n en at a time w en trans usions were becoming far more possible and 
much safer now that the blood groups had been identified and compatibilities were 
e~tablished. In subsequent years, he had published other titles that showed his wide· 
~angtng interests: "Bromocol Poisoning" (1910), "Myasthenic Bulbar Paralysis" (1916), 
,~flex Hyperesthesia" (1918), "Paralysis Found in Diphtheria Carriers" (1919), 

tu ~ncerning the Etiology of Multiple Sclerosis" (1921), and the forthcoming "Consti· 
tiona} B · c · as1s tor Nervous Symptoms" (1924). More papers and books would come 
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from Max Gerson in future years, of course - though the total number wo1il~ 
undoubtedly have been far greater, and far more widely influential within the me( 
ical profession, had he been able to remain in Germany and continued to •• "'·"'· 
his native language. 

Dr. Gerson continued to treat migraine patients in the normal course of .· 
practice, though now he was also getting a number of patients with lupus vuladr 
Often he noticed that people with skin tuberculosis or migraines would on~s, 
other symptoms as well, like his first migraine-lupus patient. If the presenting · 
clition was lupus, it might have spread to other organs; or the lupus or '-'~~~jt:i~ 
migraine headaches might be accompanied by arthritis or some other co11ditfi 
seemingly wholly unconnected with them. And he and his patients were 
cheered and fascinated when the other ailments cleared up along with the umfS: 
headaches. 

One day a 32-year-old woman came to his office, looking very weak 
Saying that she suffered from severe migraines, Dr. Gerson treated her no 
ly than his other migraine patients. He gave her the · dietary rules to follow cUll"\:: 

her to return for checkups every two to three weeks. By now, he had great -~~ 
dence in the method, since it produced such regularly positive results. 
patient, however, did not respond nearly as favorably as his other patients 
fact, after nearly three months there. were no improvements in the tre<~u~h~ 
severity of the woman's migraine attacks. · , · 

Dr. Gerson had learned patience in his practice-as a physician. He kn~~Y.I 
each person's illness had its own timetable for recovery or, failing that, eve~nt1il'at 
tality. These differences were due to such factors as heredity, constitution, 
prior nutrition, current stress and history of traumas, including previous·· 
Medicine is not an exact science, but even considering individual variatitOJ.J'!t~• 
patients' responses, Gerson became concerned about this patient;s lack of 
Questioning the patient about her compliance with the dietary regime
explanation for an inability to improve-he found no problem there. LU.'-'

Westphalian patients, she followed his instructions very strictly. But atte!t.;tt 
inquiry, the patient told Dr. Gerson that some months before coming to · . 
had undergone surgery to remove a tubercular kidney. The resulting sca1r,t 
diagonally across her -abdomen, at first would not heal, and coJ1St<mtlY.4sr~ 
smelly, pussy ilischarge. :She noted, however, that under Dr. Gerson's dietar;i1!1 
the discharge had stopped completely, and then the· wound had vpr-r,Ff€ill:i€ 

healed. He was again ·.dumbfounded. Once more; a patient .had oreseilt~~ 
migraine headaches, for which he had treated her. And now her kidney ·a mt 

sis had cleared up, even before the migraines could be conquered! 
Max Gerson started thinking about wha~ might be happening to .his;;f:·. ~- g~ 

because of his unique approach to treating them. What he was witnessin1~~ 

·' 
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ainst all the principles he had learned in medical school and the conventional wis
~~m. He and the other future physicians had always been taught: one illness, one 
treatment- (In fact, that is the way in which orthodox, allopathic medicine is still 
being practiced.) Yet here, a particular dietary therapy was evidently not only cur
ing his patients' migraines, but also lupus vulgaris and even another form of tubercu
losis. Might it also work with tuberculosis infections elsewhere in the body? Sub
sequently, Dr. Gerson did indeed begin discovering that his diet could ameliorate 
not only tuberculosis in various other sites, such as the lungs and bones, but also con
ditions wholly different from these and each other-such as rheumatoid arthritis, 
diabetes, multiple sclerosis, cardiovascular and other degenerative diseases, whether 
caused by an infection or some other agent, known or unknown. 

Toward a Unified Concepi of Dietary and Environmental Healtfi 

Dr. Max Gerson certainly had witnessed firsthand the negative effects on his 
own health and well-being of his own habits, dietary and otherwise. He had 

discovered the need to limit or avoid certain ingredients in foods, such as salt and 
fats, and at the same time, he realized that he felt better when he ate far more veg-

.. etables, fruits and grains than meats. Besides finding a key to his health in the food 

. he ate, he had discovered that when he gave up smoking, his health improved. And 
his observations of patients suffering from similar problems had demonstrated that 

-,.. nutrition and the influences of the external world had a powerful effect on human 
well-being. A thought now was taking shape in Dr. Gerson's mind. Could the dis-

_-, eases really all stem from the same root? Could improper nutrition be exacerbating, 
even causing, such ailments? If so, what were the mechanisms involved? The 
attempt to understand the nature of the disease process would almost constantly 
occupy Gerson's mind during the 1920s as he became increasingly confident that 
that human health involved the integrity of the whole organism, not just the sup· 
pression of symptoms of malaise. 

:, The more Max Gerson considered food as a provider and restorer of health, the 
more questions he had. For example, he targeted for concern the effects on health 

,_ of~ diet largely consisting of foods that had been preserved- foods from plant and 
anunals prevented from spoiling so that they could be conveniently and safely con
~umed long after being harvested or slaughtered. The techniques of drying, smok

--:- ~g,-pickling in brine or vinegar, fermenting, being stored in cold places and being 
~ unmersed in alcohol had long histories in different cultures. Then in the 19th cen
~- tury came the commercial and home canning or bottling of fruits, vegetables and 
~en meats by subjecting them to sustained high heat in metal cans or glass con

. 
19

lners, as a way to kill the microbes that caused spoilage and food poisoning. In the 
208 

the robust international chemical industry, no longer distracted by having to 
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focus mostly on producing a variety of munitions and caustic or poisonous gases for 
use in the Great War, was creating and marketing more and more preservatives
special substances for adding to processed foods to retard or prevent spoilage and 
confer long duration, even something dose to immortality. But when canned foods 
were tested for nutritional value, they compared poorly with comparable fresh 
ones. Moreover, there was growing evidence that certain metals in the "tin cans" 
leached into the liquids within them and thence into the foods. They were harmful 
to ingest and became more so as the foods remained within these containers. u:aa 
used in soldering was particularly harmful, but there was also concern about cuu·· 

minum, oxidized iron and tin. 
\ 

Dr. Gerson was almost certain that all such preservative processes would invc1lv,..: 

a partial or even total destruction of enzymes, vitamins and other living mic:roc:6n-" 
stituents of foods-being identified at the time by nutritional biochemists in labO; 
ratories around the world- from long exposures to air and heat or from ch(~miie< 
additives, whether naturally occurring ones (including sodium chloride or salt) 
artificial ones, such as nitrates, nitrites and synthetic dyes, which could prove harrn 
ful, especially if ingested in quantities over time. Nutritionists were . 
that the nutritional value of plant foods could rapidly decline prior to eating> 
the nutritional value of preserved foods deteriorated-further while sitting 
shelves, retaining little if any of the substances important to health, except for 
minerals. Minerals were not destructible in the way that cells and molecules 
from recently living substances were; yet within these preserved food suttstance 
some might recombine in adverse chemical reactions. Dr. Gerson also kn~'# 
experiments were going on in fast-freezing some foods as a means of pres:d~rir 
them-and suspected that this method might not retain the value of tre~>ltJooc 
even though they might resemble them far more than dried or canned foo~s. 

Besides considering whether people were better off eatlflg prim~ 
instead of preserved foods, Max Gerson was acutely aware, as he always bad.bee 
of the important issue of what basic elements were in the soil where ' 
either for direct human consumption or as fodder for livestock. Did 
whether vegetables were grown in earth where beneficent bacteria that%~Oii11CI 
decaying matter and resident minerals into natural plant fertilizers bad dissipated 
been destroyed? What happened to the nutritional value of plant food w.fren 
soil was depleted of certain necessary minerals, whether they were chief ones 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (abbreviated as N-P-K), or trace mine],a:ls 
as copper, chromium and boron? What was the effect .of an unfavorable iril~~ru;nc 
in the critical acid/alkaline ratio created by soil additions and subtractions.~- ~ vhe 
growing particular crops with definite requirements on the pH scale? What toJl:il 
remained on foods coming from plants that had been grown in soil artificially·tf 
tilized or sprayed with pesticides? Ever since he had observed the effect ofartiJtiC 
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fertilizer on those earthworms ~.his grandmother Hannchen's garden, Max had 
been concerned that these add1t1ves would affect the life forces of the human 
beings. what might happen to the health of people who regularly eat foods with 

toxic residues? 
As Dr. Gerson wrestled with these complex questions, a unified answer began 

to take shape. He recognized that humans and animals have evolved over millions 
of years in such ways as to extract efficiently the necessary nutrients from the plants 
that grow around them. Food is the way in which minerals, vitamins and nutrients 
required for our health become available for sustenance. The more directly and 
purely we receive these materials from the Earth through its plant intermediaries, 
the more value the food will have to our bodies. But if we interfere with this natur
al process anywhere along the continuum, as modem civilization does, we do so at 
our peril. 

Max Gerson was not alone in this line of inquiry. During the early decades of 
the 2oth century, a growing number of scientists and physicians were conducting 
nutritional and epidemiological research, and sometimes theories and methods were 
tried out in clinical applications, as Gerson was doing. Always a voracious reader of 
medical journals, Max absorbed many ideas, right and wrong, from others. As refer
ences in his own papers and books would show later, work already being done by nutri
tional researchers-particularly by Max Oskar Bircher-Benner and E. Abderhalden in 
Germany, and by Frederick L. Hoffman in the United States-contributed to his own 
speculations and trial-and-error work with patients. Even the Nazis' much-admired nat
ural-foods and healthful-living proponent, the physician Erwin Leik, must have exer
dsed some influence on his early speculations. 
-.,, As he explored this theory, Max Gerson continued his practice, which was 
becoming quite large. He now had a reputation not only for being able to help 
migraine sufferers, but also for eradicating skin tuberculosis and possibly other forms 
of tuberculosis as well. His special dietary regimen often appeared to ameliorate 
other previously intractable conditions in patients who came to him -often initial
ly_ despairing of relief, let alone cure. Relying on both his own observations and 
r~search done by others, Dr. Gerson now asked his patients- virtually prescribed 
fo~ them-a daily intake of freshly pressed citrus juices along with meals that con
tained as many fresh vegetables and fruits as possible, along with whole grain cere
'!J products. Yet the sign outside Dr. Max Gerson's medical office still read "Internal 
~d Nerve Diseases." 
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Dietary Discoveri~s 
(1922-1924) . . 

Family Life 

B. y 1923, Dr. Max Gerson's reputation for. successfully healing many 
. fering from a variety of ailments, often mostly by having them change .-.. -

they ate, had grown in Westphalia. Not everyone was willing to comply · 
dietary regime without _questjon, however, as his daughter Charlotte renneral 
Often, when some local farmer would receive the dietary regimen, he 
startled at what he was required to do; · · •. . . 

/ Dr. Gerson, there is no meat in the.se meals!" 
"That is correct." 
"How can that be? Everyone.knows one cannot live without meat!:' . 
"Do you really believe that? Then I need to show you something." 
Max Gerson delighted in taking the two dozen steps to the side of rhP' 

building that contained both the family home and his medical office. 0. per1i,r.' 
leading into a outdoor yard, he would beckon to his young daughter 
triously in a sandbox with her companion, Willi. "Lottchen," he 
with Papa for a moment, please." . 

Little Lotte stopped her labors and ran up the steps to the house. ·Ha111q';i! 
Gerson returned to his office with his youngest daughter. The patient, . 
saw a sturdy, alert and glowing-if invariably smudged and sand-covered ..:..:_::.,_1 irl 

"This is my daughter, .Charlotte," Gerson said. "She has never eaten 
. ' 

you can see, is certainly not suffering because of it. Many children would 
ed to have the robust good health that she and her two older sisters emov. 'lt 
low my recommendations, you will also have much better health than v"" 

Both father and daughter took pleasure in these little 
provided them with some contact during the workday. 

May years later, Charlotte Gerson could still recall that home in Bielet<!Jg!) 
she spent her first eight years with her p.aren~s and two older sisters: 
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Each half of the building was three stories high, with a big entry hall lead
ing into the rooms. The two parts of this very large building were totally sepa
rate. There was a fence between our two gardens, and very rarely we would see 
our neighbors -a widow with three teen-aged boys who looked very large to 
me. While we were on friendly terms, we had almost no contact with them, 
socially or otherwise. 

on the Gerson side, to the left of the hall (as one entered the house), there 
was a large space which my father used as his office, with a huge desk and all 
kinds of medical equipment. Off to its side, next to the office, and with a door 
leading into the hall as well as into the office, was a much smaller waiting room, 
with the usual chairs lining the walls, small tables and reading material. 

Straight over from the entrance, in the hall next to the office and waiting 
room, was the entrance to a spacious dining /living room. The room opened to 
the left into the "music /sitting room," with armchairs and bookcases and my 
mother's large piano, a wedding present from her parents. It was a Bluethner 
-famous for excellent sound quality in the high range. My mother frequent
ly played the piano in the evenings, for the gathered family. I was usually found 
under the piano, occasionally, to her annoyance, playing with the foot pedals. 

The large dining table often held more than the family. For instance, I was a 
I ' 

very poor eater and even after ages four and five a nursemaid sat at the table 
specifically to make sure that I was eating. Also, since my father's practice was 
extremely busy, he had an assistant -Dr. I.epene, &om one of the Baltic States
who ate at the table with us. And occasionally there was Uncle Otto, my mother's 
brother, who was born with a half-sided paralysis and often needed assistance. This 

. table was very adequate to accommodate everybody comfortably. 
In the dining room were a loveseat sofa and a table that held one of the ear· 

liest radios, which looked like the famous trademark, "His Master's Voice," with 
. the large funnel-like speaker. It was very soft and difficult to hear. One of my 
~ earliest memories is of climbing up on a chair and softly whispering into the 

funnel, "A little louder, please!" 
Regularly, at about 2:30 or 3:00 p.m. my father would leave his office for a 

little break and come in to sit on the sofa. Then the cook would serve him a lit· 
tie weak tea and I would climb on his lap. He would dip the teaspoon into a lit
tle sugar, add some tea, and I would share the little teaspoonfuls of tea with him 

-during those breaks. 
J Further to the right of the dining/living room was an exit to a very large 
open porch, formed by the balcony above, which ran alongside the master bed
ro~m. Due to the poor climate in Bielefeld-similar to London, with frequent 
~ms and cool weather- our gym equipment was kept under that balcony in 

~ e open porch outside the living room. We had various rungs and swings 
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attached to the balcony above, and spent a good deal of time swinging, doi.ri:~ 
gym and playing there, even in bad weather. 

From there was an exit to the garden, a very large area running steeply 
the rest of the hill to the path which led to the Sparrenburg. In the garden·· 
had some flower beds and trees. Right off the porch was my favorite tree~~-' 
beautiful large lilac. It was uncanny, but every year that tree would burst;,'j. '"' 
bloom exactly on May 16th, so we could always pick some fresh new lilac:s!])i' 
Mother's birthday, May 17th. 

The last room downstairs was a very large kitchen. It had a gas stove, . 
and tables, but no refrigerator, since those appliances were not yet cornili 
place in homes. · 

The second floor held bedrooms, but also a large room devoted to an :~· ~l~ 
violet lamp .for irradiation ofu~ kids during the winter months. I remem 
sweet smell of ozone when lying on the comfortable couch. There was th~:v;;, 

large master bedroom, another 'large bedroom with three beds.for us 
.-a smaller room off our room where the·nursemaid slept. There were.thre~~ 

tional .rooms on the third floor, with slanted -ceilings from being under th~fl 
They were occupied by the maid, the cook and some storage items. 

. .. 
In ~heir leisure time, Max and Gretchen loved to take their three little 

long walks. Max esp~Cially e~joyed walking in the'woods with his family 
aft~moons-just as he had once done with his own parents. They trekke:d 
the hiliy areas in the wooded ridge line behind their home. Later, as the . ·· 
older, the family would hike in the forested mountains around Kassel, F~ij 

. ; " 

of their second home. The children always found these walks with their 
interesting. He would talk about such fascinating things as how and whx 
shed their leaves in the fall, or how the stomach produced acid nec:ess;arvi . .. . --~· 

tion. His illustrative stories and explanations of nature's ways had an 
notii: quality, Charlotte remembers. But their father was such a serious··, .. · K 

it never seemed appropriate for his daughters to have a pet ~arne . 
though he had pet names for all of them. They .all called him Vater, the . -,· . 

for Father. Curiously, only som·e years after his death did Charlotte begi)i.'-,tl 
and spe.aking of him as the more familiar and endearing Daddy. ; 

Often Max would read aloud from his favorite author for the ple<lSJ:!I: . ~ 

daughters, as Charlotte recalls: . . 
' Father owned a set of his favorite author Goethe's works, whichhe~r,~ 

his own .enjoyment. On Sunday evenings after supper, he often 
The book was always the same: Goethe's RtinecKe.Fuclis (Reynard the 
tifully bound volume of animal fables. Sometimes, as we grew older,·t· 1~~ 
cussed with the family his opinions of Faust. ·He stressed that in Part I Goc~tJ 
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to bring out the good of the human soul; but in the deeply philosophical Part II, 
the author was unable to get the good to triumph over the evil. This failure not 
only impressed my father deeply, but also depressed him more than a little. 

But much of the time, Max was busy reading articles and books connected with his 
medical practice, including the new studies on nutrition. This mental absorption 
had a perilous side: Gerson was often so engrossed in thought that he didn't always 
watch his surroundings carefully, as Charlotte recollects: 

one day he was walking toward the house, on the wide sidewalk of the 
Guetersloher Strasse, which had small manholes that usually were covered with 
heavy metal lids. Below each of them was a convenient entry for crushed coal; 
it would be run down a steel chute for an easy delivery directly into a basement. 
That particular day, the delivery was completed but the manhole cover had not 
yet been put back in place-and Max fell right through the hole. It wasn't large 
enough to let him drop all the way into the building's cellar, because his arms 

~and shoulders held him above the sidewalk. Nevertheless, he was badly hurt and 
could hardly make it home. He was then bedfast for a few days with an inflamed 

_;; sciatica. I was about four years old then. Having him at home in his bed like that 
was a very unusual occurrence. I would creep up to his bed and put my cool 

:-· hand on his forehead to help him. I think it may just have done some good. 

;- Charlotte's father normally used a bicycle to travel to his patients' homes, not 
without incident. The street in front of the Gersons' home in the Bielefeld suburb 
carried all the traffic from one side of the city to the other. Cars, trucks, bicycles and 
an electric streetcar all had to pass together through the gap in the ridge. One day, 
as Dr. Gerson was returning home from a patient's house on his bicycle along the 
crowded Gutersloher Strasse, he suddenly found himself caught between a flatbed 
tnick and a streetcar whose paths were converging. He could see that there was not 
go~g to be enough space for him and his bicycle between the two vehicles, nor 
coUld he extract his bicycle from the situation. Somehow, miraculously, he swung 
himself off his bicycle seat onto the flatbed truck just in time to see his bicycle 
~d~ced to scrap metal under the heavy wheels of the two vehicles. He completed 

s JOurney on the bed of the truck. 
ac - ~y the mid 1920s automobiles were coming into general use, and the family 
~qlllred a car, a "Wanderer" -a tan-colored four-door sedan with gray and tan uphol

~:ry, :or a ~irn~ ~ey had a chauffeur, who taught Gretchen how to drive. Although 
.~_: g t a dnver s license, she was always uneasy behind the wheel, so whenever she 
urove she in - d h tiriie ~ Siste . upon aving the chauffeur at her side. For Dr. Gerson to take the 
q _way from his work to learn how to drive, however, was completely out of the 
u~tion. Besides, as Gretchen well knew, he was probably too absorbed in his own 
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thoughts to be a safe driver. Eventually, the family automobile was dispensed unr.r 

The three little gjrls - Hanni, 1i:udy and Lotte - loved to spend time with 
grandparents in the countryside. Max Hope's general store was right in the cent 
of the little village of Verl, just beyond Gi.i.tersloh, and the girls enjoyed the cornin: 
and goings of the local farmers with their 'flocks' of children. And what child .· 
in the earlier years of the 2oth century has not spent fascinating hours in an UlL,-~ 
general store, pol.Qng around the many interesting and sometimes my:ste.r.io 
implements and goods available there? Outside were unlimited fields and pas1ru 
in which to roam and play. But not everything was idyllic th-ere. Before the 
universal vaccination of children for diphtheria, the children were prone ~c;j~ 
tracting this .highly infectious disease. If it is not recognized in time and nr"r..·~:>.:Y 

treated, dip theria can leave the victim blind in one or both eyes. 
During one of their extended vacation visits to their .grandparents' h".:'d; 

Veri, the two older,gjrls developed red streaming eyes, rur;my:noses and fev•er.,~rt 
ailment could well have been diagnosed as a .cold, but their parents Wl"lr~,~~ 
Hope home for the weekend, and when Max saw small scabs building up · 
daughters' noses, he .irnmediately took smears and sent·themoff to the · · 
versity .clinic in Gottingen. He was very concerned since one of the children! 
friends had only recently had his eyes' badly infected with diphtheria. By 
the local doctor recognized the nature of the disease and sent him to a spe:<St~l 
was too late - the child was blind in one eye. . 

Without waiting for the results to come back from the laboratory, r\'j?'~ ,,._, . .,. 

immediately gave his three girls anti-diphtheria injections. In two hoi.rrs, 
in their eyes and noses had gone down; by the next morning the fever . · 
too. Four days later, the results came back from the university: posittve 
ria. By then, the serum had done its job, and the children were almost no~:~l6 

Folf< Wisdom 
. 

Over the years Dr. Gerson had learned to listen carefully to his .. 
ing his ears and eyes open when worl.Qng as a clinical doctor, h~ ga1i~! 

invaluable ·insights ·as a medical researcher that could have never: come f·i i :>n 
worl.Qng in a laboratory. One day an elderly farm couple ·who came .in."t.t )~I~~ 
every month to sell their produce used the trip (lS a chance to con. stilt 
Gerson. The husband s~ughnreatment for a hard, red !~pus lesion .ci'n . ~kl 
Accordingly, Dr. Gerson wrote out a 'prescription' book for the J:Dan: the 
the prep~inted book contained pasic inform~tion, while the. second . . , ;~"'"'' 
to bestarilped_with changes an'd alterations in treatment and medic:at 
future visit. ,Patients customarily were told to return for examination·.every:t 
four weeks, bringing this book with them. 
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The elderly farmer returned to see Dr. Gerson each month for three months, 
but then without notice ceased coming. Then after three more months, he and his 
wife again appeared. 

"Where have you been, Mr. Kramer?" Max asked calmly yet rather sternly. 
"Well, Hm Doktor, I have to admit that after a while on this strange diet, I 

thought it wasn't working for me. So I wanted to give it up." 
''And yet you are here. What changed your mind?" 
"It was my wife, Helga," said the farmer. "She noticed something odd." 

"' The farmers elderly wife continued. "When my husband was 'last here, he was 
much better, but one month later, when he was supposed to return for another 
examination, the lupus on his cheek was all swollen and red, and looked worse. Then 
it improved again, and a month later, it got all red and swollen again. He was very 
discouraged, and wanted to stop the treatment. It is so difficult, and didn't seem to 
be helping." 

"What changed his mind?" 
"I noticed that his cheek had gotten very red and swollen for a few days, then 

it improved, and the healing proceeded for a month. The cycle happened again, 
" swelling and healing. I told him, 'If things follow nature, then you are having your 

paiod on your cheek!' So he decided to continue, and, you can see how much his face 
~ 

~-

has improved." Again, Max Gerson was reminded that people who lived 'on the land 
were sensitive to the cycles of earth, sun and moon, and often made shrewd obser· 
vations missed by more scientific minds or city dwellers. 

'The course of the farmer's healing was also of interest to Dr. Gerson. The heal-
ing did not proceed smoothly, always improving. Instead, the farmer experienced 
several weeks of healing, punctuated by apparent setbacks. This pattern recurred 
until the patient had totally recovered. Sensitized by his encounter with the elderly 
farmer's wife to this pattern, he began to see flare-ups in other patients as well, even· 
tually recognizing them as healing reactions, or "healing crises." When he could 
warn his patient about these crises or setbacks, the patient would accept them as 

- part of the healing process instead of thinking that the treatment was not working 
and becoming discouraged . 
. ·. Max Gerson took such folk wisdom seriously, as his wife remarked in her mem

Oir~ "Another example of the extent to which all life is dependent on cycles in nature 
~ was given to Max when he was visiting a friend of his, who was a mayor of a coastal 

~own. A boy rushed into the room and announced that a cow was calving. The mayor 
~9ked up on his chart and said the birth would take a while longer, for it was still two 
~ursbuntil ~gh tide. Research in other coastal towns and in official books confirmed 

0 servauon: humans and animals tended to be hom at flood tide." 
G Another time, the mother of a 14-year-old girl brought her sick daughter to Dr. 

erson. The girl had a severe case of lung tuberculosis, complete with fever, bad 
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coughing spells, night sweats and bloody expectoration. The mother insisted on 
continuing to care for her daughter at home and not sending her away to some 
impersonal clinic. Since the woman was not wealthy, Dr. Gerson knew it would be 
difficult for her to stick to the dietary regime because the fresh produce would be 
costly and also she could not afford to pay for assistance. Impressed with the 
woman's perseverance, he next visited the daughter at home. He felt very sad 
because the girl's disease was so far advanced that he saw no chance of survival. He 
told the girl's mother candidly that he had never seen anyone recover from tuber
culosis that serious. Why torment her with this strict diet? Why not just let her eat 
what she wanted until her inevitable death? 

The mother refused to take his advice. "Dr. Gerson, never give up on a patient 
while there is still life," she said, "I will not give up on my only daughter. I will fight 
for her life every minute of every day. If she dies, I will at least know it won't be 
because I didn't do everything in my power to help her live." 

To his amazement and great satisfaction, the girl recovered totally under her 
mother's diligent care. Never again would Dr. Gerson assume that a patient who 
carne to him was too far gone to survive. Often in years to come the woman's words 
rang in his ears: "Never give up on a patient while there is still life." And often 
advice was proven right by totally unexpected recoveries. 

One of Dr. Gerson's patients was a middle-aged factory foreman. His wife, whiDe 
provided his home care, found it nearly impossible to obtain the citrus fruits for 
juices that Dr. Gerson prescribed. There was no problem with availability: the stoJresi 
at the time were full of all the necessary foods. But in the galloping inflation tooc.t; 
prices were rising so quickly and so steeply that the man's wife could not afford 
buy these exotic fruits. She went to her doctor, desperate for some help. 

"Dr. Gerson, my Hermann is doing very well on your diet therapy. Please dol'!t't 
think that I am ungrateful. Nobody else could help him, and you 'could. But we ....... 
not rich people, and we simply can't afford oranges and lemons for all those iuic:e 
Hermann needs. I don't want to stop the therapy. Isn't there anything--else that 
would work?" · 

Gerson thought for only a moment. "You have a large garden, don't you?" 
"Yes, we do." 
"Good," said the doctor. "Carrots and apples are easy to grow and ·plentitUI 

Here is what you do. Thke carrots and apples, grate them into a large bowl tog,et:b! 
er, then put the pulp into a strong cloth, such as a piece of muslin. Wring-the dot 
so that the juice from the carrots and apples flows out. That will do the;trick, 
will be much less expensive .. .. and you can save the pulp that remains and)ury 
out in your garden, where it will do some good as compost." 

The woman followed Dr. Gerson's new juice recipe, and he, in tum, mon_ itore< 
the results closely. Interestingly enough, the carrot-apple juice proved much roo'~ 
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effective for the treatment of tuber_culosis than the previously prescribed citrus 
·uices -usually orange and grapefruit. From then on, Dr. Gerson used the carrot

- ~ pie juice recipe daily in the treatment of degenerative diseases, varying it with cit
r~s juice. Later would come other pressed-juice mixtures, as well as gradual 
improvements in electrical devices that assisted making them. Seeing how powerful 
the combination was in the maintenance and restoration of the immune system, he 
also introduced it into his family. 

Hard Times in Germany 

W hile Max Gerson was immersed in his medical career and family life, he had 
little time to pay much attention to the political ferment and economic crisis 

in Germany. After the "War to End All Wars" had finally been concluded with 
Germany's defeat, the victorious powers- notably France, Britain and the United 
States- imposed harsh punitive conditions on their defeated enemy in the Versailles 
'freaty of 1919. The most difficult problem for Germans was paying the ruinous war 

.. reparations established in 1921 by the Allied Reparation Commission. Germany was 
ordered to pay a total of 132 billion gold marks to its World War enemies, even though 
their patched-together Weimar government had no ability to do so. One evening Dr . 

. Gerson gave a succinct commentary to his family on the situation, blaming all the 
poverty, unhappiness and turmoil all around them in Germany on these ruinous repa

" rations demands. They were only political remarks Charlotte can recall his ever mak
-. ing when she was a young child. 
. The means Germany's political leaders chose to use in attempting to pay off the 
. monumental debt involved issuing additional currency for use as legal tender. 
'. Students of basic economics know that runaway inflation will inevitably result when 

a country prints money without increasing its gross national product, the total value 
{,of goods produced and labor utilized, and also creating a favorable trade balance 

With other nations - meanwhile failing to materially back up a portion at least of 
:; t~e declared values of any newly issued paper monies by storing additional interna
. ttonally valued precious-metal ingots in government-owned vaults that constitute its 
real treasury. The early 1920s became a terrible time for the average workers, who 

;~ __ might receive a wheelbarrow full of notes for their week's work. Hyperinflation was 
so rapid that salaried people learned to run to the stores and spend their earnings all 
on goods or services they needed, since by the next week, or even the next day, the 

= value Would fall drastically. Money ceased to have any worth. Some merchants 
:o~d not accept banknotes in payment for goods, and barter became standard eco

-~ 0~1c procedure. It cost millions, even billions of marks for the postage stamp to 
.: rnaU a single letter. Life savings were wiped out overnight. People who actually 
"" owed money, as in mortgages secured for solid purchases such as land and thriving 

~ 
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businesses, often had a great advantage over those who had stayed debt free, sim~el' 
their debts were now reduced to near nothing, ironically, people and businesses 
awed money to others could take advantage of the hyperinflation situation by pay 
off their original debts. Charlotte Gerson recalls how this strange economy attecte'.( 
her family: "My grandfather, Max Hope, owned the general store in Veri, along 
a good deal of land. He was very wealthy; and among other things also acted 
'banker', lending farmers money to buy seeds and other necessities. In one Ld~c:,.J: 

had loaned a farmer the princely sum of 2o,ooo Gold Marks, and had a note to 
it. Not too far into the inflation, the farmer came to the store and banded my gr(l!.lq, 
father an egg that was worth 2o,ooo marks that day. Thus he discharged his rlP~;"~ 
People with the means to do so invested in and held onto intrinsically 
ily portable wealth, such as jewelry made of precious metals and diaJmo11ds: 
among the population there was a plethora of unemployment and suffering/ 
citizens, many ofwhom had lost their sons in the war, committed suicide 
they had nothing to live on: inflation had made their pensions worthless: 

Germany had also been stripped of various territories the ambitious ,.,.,t;,., 
formerly taken over in eastern Europe, such as the province of Posen~ where" 
Gerson had grown up: Overseas colonies in Africa and Southeast Asia we:t~\ 
guished. German citizens for the most part lost faith in the Weimar Rermblt~t 
postWar, democratically elected central government, which was inc:reatsingl~"~= 
ened by feuding factions. Some looked toward the new Soviet Union's en<~~c~(i~ 
experiment in Marxist communism as a model to correct the country's det>Ii 
in both its economy and spirit. Others, most notably the Nazis -the: .~. ~~fj 
Socialist party promoted by Adolf Hitler (who was imprisoned in 1923 tor·an:a~f 
to overthrow the Bavaria's democratic leadership) - sought a totalitaria.Q3~cej 
over the populace even firmer than that of the autocratic Kaisers. There wad 1 
gence· of chauvinism-angry ethnic pride intent on overcoming the nat]?~\;~ 
iating defeat in the Great War. Eventually, the crushing peace treaty· mat": 
World War I, coupled with the bitter German resentment over it and the 
ration payments involved, was instrumental in supporting Hitler's detna~~og!'H 
incitement to violence, and the perhaps ineVitable progression into .. W<)l'ldl.;~ 

Like many of his colleagues, Dr. ·Gerson treated welfare ·patients du:r.i,fll 
years, but he was unlike some colleagues in their tendency to crowd as tuan > 

sible into their schedules, since the state did not pay .as much per pat:ientf:i.i~~i 
patients did. Max Gerson never differentiated between his welfare an(1';; 
patients. Each patient coming to hin1 received the same careful and thc>r6t1gB~ 
ination and treatment. But it could not continue that way indefinitely. 
bined workload of treating migraine and tuberculosis patients, 
applicants and conducting a large state-supported welfare practice wd" 

too much for Max. He was not getting time to pursue his real goal now: c0n 
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arch both theoretical and clinical, on the treatment of tuberculosis, encom-rese • 
assing not just lupus vulgaris but the disease when entrenched in other, interior parts 

~f the body. Although he did it rather reluctantly, Gerson withdrew now from both 
his pension and welfare work so that he could focus more on his unique dietary 
approach to treating tuberculosis. 

Tfie First Sanatorium 

D 
r. Gerson might sometimes have wondered why some people were more sus
ceptible to infection than others, why the bacillus lodged in some organs but 

not others, and under what conditions it would spread from one organ to another. 
But his research efforts were not concerned with the causes, course and spread of 
the disease, since these issues were already well documented. Instead, he wished to 

· pursue the successful eradication of tuberculosis in individual sufferers and to 
acquaint the entire medical profession of the tactics for doing so. He was convinced 
that perhaps the most important factor in his dietary regimen was the intake 
throughout the day of fresh fruit juices, the apple and carrot mixture added to 
squeezed orange and grapefruit juice. 

. Dr. Gerson emphasized that adherence was essential in the strict ·diets he 
assigned to his patients. Migraine headaches seemed to be caused mostly by the 
body's inability to handle certain foods, principally meats, and his migraine diet was 

._ therefore mostly vegetarian. Since in tuberculosis the body must deal with severe 
organ degeneration, the diet prescribed was even more severe in its ban on salt, its 
meat restrictions and its frequent intake of the juices. This tuberculosis diet, with 
modifications, was also used later for patients suffering various other diseases because 

~ it had turned out that these also responded favorably. The diets he prescribed were 
often difficult for patients and their families to follow, however. Apart from sheer 

_ expense, fresh produce was often not readily available (especially when out of sea
SQn), and dedicated or even adequate caretakers to shop for and prepare the daily or 
even hourly special foods, juices or medications were not at hand in most families. 
There was also the problem of compliance: some patients were inevitably tempted to 

~ eat or drink forbidden substances. Max Gerson was fully aware of how the require
~nts and restrictions in this regimen inevitably added extra stress within a house
~old where one family member was seriously ill. How much better it might be to 
~ve a special place where the intensive dietary treatment could go on, at least in 

_,., t e crucial beginning stages of intervening in disease progression. 
An hOne day a Pastor Vogelsang telephoned Dr. Gerson, wishing to meet with him. 

· our was set, and the pastor arrived. 
rn' "Dr. Gerson," the pastor began, "I have become aware of your nutritional treat

ent for various diseases from several of your patients who are also parishioners of 
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mine, and have been very impressed by what I have heard. My daughter Erika has long 
studied nutritional healing, including Mazdaznan's methods of food preparation." 

"Can you tell me something about this Mazdaznan diet?" Max asked, for he 
always wished to learn more about dietary prindples that might be similar to his 
own. 

"It is a wholly vegetarian food system that is connected with the religion of 
Zoroastrianism-the ancient Persian worship of Ahura Mazdao, the god of light, as 
the supreme being. It is possibly six or seven thousand years old. But I cannot give 
you many details about the diet. You'll need to ask Erika for them: She has heard 
about your therapy method and is extremely interested in it because of its similari· 
ty to the Mazdaznan diet." 

"Now, Reverend, how might I assist you?" 
"Actually, Doctor, I have come today to offer our assistance to you. We live in 

Herford, which as you may know is only 20 minutes from Bielefeld by train," Pastor 
Volgelsand explained. "We have quite a large house, but only the two of us live 
there. Erika has expressed a great desire to help you with your therapy while explor· 
ing nutritional healing on her own. From what my parishioners have said, we under· 
stand that your treatment, though very effective, is difficult to begin at home. 

"So here is our proposal: You could send patients to stay with us for the initial 
period of their treatment. Erika, who understands your food requirements and 
preparation methods, would fix all the meals. That way, the patients could eat food 
that is properly prepared while they learn how the therapy should be administered. 
Our house can easily accommodate a dozen patients at a time. My daughterjs quite 
enthusiastic about the idea." 

After a week of discussing the idea with Gretchen, Max came to the conclusion 
that the pastor's idea would be very helpful to patients. He called the pastor and 
gave him the go-ahead. · 

The pastor's idea turned out to be very popular with Dr. Gerson's patients. 
Those who could afford the moderate charge involved were very pleased to have 
place to go for a couple of weeks while they learned a new way of eating, w.hLI!f 

being cared for by the Vogelsangs. They then had a much better start when they 
returned home. Since Herford was so dose to Bielefeld, Dr. Gerson could -visit onc:c 
or twice a week and see all the patients. The house was always full; the situatic1D' 

seemed ideal. The cost for residency was surprisingly reasonable, as it would 
wherever Dr. Gerson established. sanatoriums in Europe and the United States. 
Gerson therapy normally does not require a lot of sophisticated, high,priced mec 
ical equipment when administered in a sanatorium: the main focus is what goes 
in the kitchen, where the food and juices are prepared. 

For about 10 months, the Vogelsangs cared for Gerson's patients, and all seern~ 
well. But it appeared that some physidans in Bielefeld who were envious of 
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Gerson's growing reputation and success, and increasingly angered by his unorthodox 
rnethods of treating patients by dietary means, which they considered bizarre and 
unacceptable, devised a scheme to strike out at him. One day a 'Health Commission' 
formed by city officials at the urging of local physidans appeared at the door of the 
Vogelsangs' home. They told the pastor that they had come to inspect the conditions 
of the home, to make sure that it was adequate for the housing of a dozen people at 
a time, and contained no health or safety violations. They fanned out, inspecting the 
kitchen, patient rooms and bathrooms, measuring the width of doorways, stairs and 
halls, looking for exits and other hazards. Not once did they inquire about the 
patients' health or medical progress. 

By the end of the inspection, the Commission had collected a few violations of 
the housing codes they were enforcing. But instead of giving the pastor a chance to 
correct the discrepancies, they prohibited any further use of the house .for the lodg
ing of Dr. Gerson's patients, over the strenuous objections of the patients them· 
selves. Six weeks later, at the end of the summer, the highly successful experiment 
was closed down, to the undisguised satisfaction of Gerson's Bielefeld 'colleagues'. 

Max Gerson's conflicts with the medical establishment were only just beginning. 
; 

• .. 
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Tfie Diet or Tuberculosis 
(1924-1927) 

((Diet Gerson" 

During his early years of practice in Bielefeld, Dr. Max Gerson had learned 
practice of healing.- true medicine, could not consist of a collection of spe:9.~~$ 

with distinctly separate domains- just as the human organism is not simply ill.P; """' , 

of an individual's body parts. Medical specialization tends to lead away from restiQ.lin 
total health because physicians are apt to focus on one particular disease symptom 
with the goal of eradicating its apparent single cause. This viewpoint is akin to ~m
ining a tree or a set of leaves and then deciding that one can now understand the com
position and function of an entire forest, though ignoring its complex totality. 

In this period Dr. Gerson also kept considering the nature of good he<lltll~Jnr.-:111 
living creatures - plants and animals, as well as human beings. He sensed thap'<{l 
life was somehow interconnected, and that changing some aspects of the emiitbJrt• 
ment, the living conditions, of one kind of creature might well affect the UI...<U~ 
others, whether at that time or in the distant future. 

Max Gerson was not a religious person in a traditional sense, but probaijly:;)J 
philosophic position contained an element of spirituality that was grounded 
natural world. As a scientist and physician he was already searching for a unifjlil~·· 
concept of wholeness. It was part of his deep nature as a true healer: a persoiJ,-qe~ 
icated to helping people get well or stay well. The groundwork may partly 
come from his upbringing within a closely knit family that instilled a deep , 
concern for others' welfare. To the end of his life, Dr. Gerson was a gentle, 
and unassuming man, whose clear blue eyes looked calmly out on the world' ~~~l 
him, confident that each day gave him new insights into both its intricate wo1rJ.9E 
and its wondrously comprehensive overall design. 

For Max Gerson the right approach to practicing medicine involved reg~~ill 
the human being as a whole unit who should be maintained in good heal~, 
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·bJe· however, if sickness did occur, symptoms indicated some probable sys· 
poSSI ' 

. weakness in the whole body. Thus Gerson's inclination as a healer was to rerniC 
. earch for ways to treat the total organism, not just address one or two of its many 
5 

arts. This viewpoint led to his developing a unique nutritional and biochemical 
; roach to curing various diseased conditions. It took a great step forward when 
h~phad early and remarkable success in treating different types of tuberculosis. But 
his pathway toward his real goal, alleviating as much human suffering around him 
as he could, was not going to be an easy one. . 

As was his nature, Max Gerson was unguarded in his enthusiasm for the possi· 
' bilities of this new dietary approach to treating different diseases; he seemingly 

expected his peers to respond accordingly, without suspicion, resentment, outrage 
or ridicule. He wanted to share his methods and ideas, but most of his peers want· 

. ed none of them. What business did Gerson have anyway, as an internist and neu· 
~ rologist, to be treating lupus vulgaris, a disease that clearly belonged in the domain of 
• dermatologists or to specialists who treated severe, often fatal infections like tuber· 

-- culosis? Some doctors simply wouldn't believe what Dr. Gerson was claiming about 
, some extraordinary successes with 'hopeless' patients. 

' . 
Soon, Dr Gerson noticed that his fellow physicians were not referring patients to 

_ · him. Dr. Gravemann, an ear, nose and throat specialist respected by Dr. Gerson as an 
· honest and ethical physician, explained that doctors in Bielefeld had threatened him 
with ostracism if he continued to refer patients to Gerson. He also disclosed how some 
physicians now ridiculed his treatment methods, calling him "Diet Gerson." Max was 

... " no longer invited to speak to the doctors' association in Bielefeld, though he often had 
- been in the past. The jealousy of these local physicians toward Max Gerson escalated 
.-;;J urther. Unable to strangle his practice by depriving him of referrals, they contrived 
. other ways to harass him, hoping that he would just pack up and leave. 

One ploy that his professional detractors used was the tax audit. If found guilty 
ofhiding his earnings, Max Gerson would be fined-and possibly might even lose 

- his license to practice medicine in their community. Many physicians took portions 
~ of their fees as cash payments, depending on what was convenient for the patient 
_ at the time. It was not very difficult to simply 'forget' to declare these payments to 

the tax collectors, since there was no paper trail for the money. From time to time, 
.::;-one or more of Gerson's enemies would assume that he was doing what some doc

~o;s did-hiding a substantial portion of his cash receipts. It was easy enough to 
10 

orrn the tax authorities that some doctor was hiding income from them. This 
. ., com pi · 1 

one amt a ways resulted in an audit, time-consuming and annoying at best, as any-
""' who has experienced one knows. 

f To subject Dr. Gerson to the maximum scrutiny and subsequent punishment by 
d~e and possible imprisonment, the resentful Bielefeld physicians complained 

trectly to the tax authorities in Berlin. In due course, a special auditor from Berlin 
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arrived in Bielefeld. Max provided him with a private room in which he could work'. 
undisturbed, and submitted his records and tax declarations for several of the pre-~ 
vious years. The auditor examined the documentation closely for two days, at the_ 
end of which he declared the books completely in order. He congratulated Gerson 
for his well-kept records -procedures that, of course, his wife had earlier initiated 
and still supervised. 

The other physicians had not banked upon the consequences to them of a stan
dard practice of taxing authorities. If an informant knows about illegal practiceSi 
committed by another, the authorities assume that he is probably hiding something, 
himself. They then also audit the informer. As soon as he had completed his worK' 
on Gerson's books, the auditor from Berlin turned his attention to the physicians 
who had signed the complaint against Gerson. He found discrepancies in most of 
the records he examined, and the informers had to pay substantial back taxes and 
penalties. And of course the physicians resented Gerson all the more. 

A Fortuitous Case 

One day a patient arrived at Dr. Gerson's office from Barmen, in the Rhineland. 
Afflicted with serious bone tuberculosis, Fritz Lang said he had long been 

patient of a prominent thoracic surgeon, Professor Ferdinand Sauerbruch, oe<:ause
of pulmonary tuberculosis. Sauerbruch had developed the pressure chamber for . 
doing lung surgery, an innovation that allowed the procedure to be performed with~ 
out being universally fatal. The Munich physician had been treating his lung condi
tion with a method that he was pioneering at the time. Sauerbruch's pneumotho-. ~ 
rax treatment used air pressure to first deflate, then inflate and dry out the lung ti · 
sue in an attempt to defeat the tuberculosis infection. But the treatment did not 

• 

cure Lang, and now the tuberculosis had spread to his right hip and femur. Dr~ 
Sauerbruch had given up on saving the patient's life, advising him that the only relief 
that he could offer was to remove the leg, though that would only be temporarily 
beneficial. The .man refused-preferring, he said, to die "with my leg on." He then_ 
had returned home to Barmen, weak, ill and expecting to die. 

By chance, Frau Lang heard of a Dr. Gerson in Bielefeld. She urged her husband 
to try the treatment. He was very reluctant to consult any more doctors, since he had 
such poor experiences with the ones he had seen in the past, but eventually he was; 

persuaded to visit Gerson. When Lang arrived in Bielefeld, he was in very poor con· 
clition. Dr. Gerson immediately put him into a local sanatorium to start his treatment 
WhUe he was there, his wife stayed with him, so she could ensure that the prescribe 
treatment would be exactly followed. She was aware that this therapy was her bus· 
band's last chance at survival, and wanted to give him the best care she possibly could. 

Slowly the patient regained his appetite, then his strength. As he recovered his~ 
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health. his appearance improved noticeably. They remained in Bielefeld for nearly two 
months, and the man's overall health constantly grew better. Then the couple 
returned home to Barmen, where they continued to follow Dr. Gerson's instructions. 
After a half·year of strict dietary treatment, it was dear that the patient was recover· 
ing. At first, he was able to get around using crutches, but later totally regained the 
use of his right leg. The ravages of the advanced tuberculosis left the right leg forever 
shorter than the left, but the man could return full time to his important work as a fac· 
tory owner. He stayed on Gerson's nutritional therapy for the rest of his life. 

The story of his recovery would be instrumental in furthering Gerson's career. In 

1924 one of Dr. Gerson's former patients, now a friend, happened to be taking the 
train from Munich to Davos, Switzerland, on business. He was telling his traveling 
companion about the patient of his doctor friend who had been dying of lung and 
bone tuberculosis. He said that the doctor had discussed the case of the man from . 
Barmen with him- telling him how, rather astonishingly, the strict dietary therapy 
he had prescribed had actually cured him. Moreover, the talkative traveler disclosed 
to his companion that this patient had earlier been treated by the eminent Professor 
Sauerbruch of Munich, one of the foremost surgeons in Europe. It was said that 
when he gave up on a patient, there was no chance for salvation by any other doc· 
tor. Yet this man was now alive, totally recovered, and running his factory again. As 
the two men talked animatedly about the patient's recovery, they did not notice that 
an elegantly dressed gentleman sitting across from them had been staring at them, 
dumbfounded, as their conversation unfolded. Eventually he could contain himself 
no longer. He jumped out of his seat, nearly cracking the foldaway table that held the 
men's teacups. The man balled his fist and pounded the small table. "Who is this doc· 
tor that you are talking about?" he demanded, exdtedly. "I must know his name!" 

"Why, it is Dr. Gerson, Max Gerson," the ex-patient replied. "He practices in 
Bielefeld, on Gutersloher Strasse. He has been practicing there for some years. But 
why are you so upset?" 

"I am agitated," said the man. "Allow me to introduce myself. I am the very 
same Professor Dr. Ferdinand Sauerbruch who could not save your factory-owner 
friend from his lung and bone tuberculosis, despite my great efforts. I told him that 
the best thing I could do to temporarily relieve his pain while he was dying would 
be to remove his leg. I was certain that would not make much difference, since the 
disease was progressing rapidly and would soon claim his life. Now, if what I have 
overheard is correct, you are saying that the man not only is still alive, but he is 
cured, and has been restored to complete health. I must know how he did that!" 

Dr. Max Gerson's name and address were duly recorded in Prof. Sauerbruch's 
notebook. As soon as Sauerbruch arrived in Davos, he fired off a long telegram to 
Gerson, asking if Gerson would be willing to come to Munich to speak at his clinic. 
Max and Gretchen discussed this proposal seriously. If he acceded to Sauerbruch's 
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invitation to Munich, Max would probably then be asked to introduce the treat
ment at the clinic there. This, in turn, would mean a change in the practice he had 
laboriously built up in Bielefeld, since the train trip took 20 hours in each direction. 
The added time traveling to Munich and working in a clinic there would leave him ~ 
with considerably less time and energy for his local patients. Nevertheless, Sauerbruch 
was a famous surgeon, and certainly the invitation to at least visit him in Munich _ 
could not be declined. Max cabled back that he would be honored to come, at Dr. 
Sauerbruch's convenience. 

Both Max and Gretchen were excited, if somewhat apprehensive, over the 
probability that Professor Sauerbruch would wish to collaborate with him on tuber
culosis treatment. That professional connection would doubtless raise Gerson's rep: 
utation with the medical community at large, and certainly also stop some of the-- · 
annoying tactics used by local physicians to harass him by constantly questioning h~ 
credibility. But when the Gersons shared the exdting news about Sauerbruch's inter:< 
est with an attorney friend, Robert cautioned Max sternly. "You have seen for youi : 
self how when a professor works with a student or researcher with lesser acaderni~ 
stature-or scientific credentials than himself, the results are published with the ..,~ ...... 
fessor's name on the paper. If you are lucky or Professor Sauerbruc~ feels ger1er1::lus, 
your name will be mentioned as a contributor. But you certainly won't be given the 
credit you deserve for your ideas." 

Robert now looked at Max sharply. "As I recall," he said, "that is what happened 
to you in Bres!au, with your crucial modification to Professor Forster's spinal cordC 
procedure. Forster published the paper describing the innovation under his own.""' 

~ 

name. Your name was not even mentioned. I would be willing to wager that yo_u 
will have the same experience with Sauerbruch." 

Max studied his old friend for a long moment before he replied. "I am not inter- . 
ested in who gets the credit for this idea," he said quietly. "I am only concerned tnat.;. 
it gets used by as many physicians as possible, since we have seen how much go9c:f 
it does for the patients." 

"I still think you should have some kind of written agreement with Sauerbruch, 
in which he guarantees that he will acknowledge your part in developing this thet'· 
apy. It is the only way to protect yourself and the work you have done from theft." 

"Mt, Robert," Max said, "Thank you for your concern. But-can't you see? -yoti 
are still thinking like a lawyer. I am a physician. My job is not to sequester credit, but 
to heal people who are dying and in pain. I refuse to keep this method to myself, no 
matter the reason. Pride, wealth, glory or fear would be good reasons to do as you sug:_. 
gest. I ask none of these for myself. Now, please, no more talk of contracts!" = _ 

Max Gerson focused on readying himself for the time when Professor Sauerbrum 
would summon him to Munich for a discussion of his nutritional approach to treatin& 
tuberculosis. 
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Dr. Sauerbrucfi and Dr. Gerson 

When M~x Gerson made his first trip to _Mun_ich to meet with Dr. Sauerbruch, 
in Apnl of 1924, Gretchen accompanied him on the long train ride, which 

lasted a full day and night. The two physicians, meeting at the Gersons' hotel, had 
an animated discussion that went on for several hours. Very interested in the highly 
positive results that Gerson had achieved with various diseases, especially in treating 
tuberculosis, he wanted to know how Max had developed these ideas. They 
exchanged ideas on ways of using nutritional therapy, in which Sauerbruch had 
already done some preliminary but as yet unproductive research. 

Sauerbruch had already arranged for Dr. Gerson to give an hour-long lecture 
next day to a hall full of physicians at the University of Munich. Max found, to his 
disappointment, that no question-and-answer period followed his -lecture. As 
Gretchen Gerson later recounted, "A discussion was not planned because up until 
then scientific investigation did not concern itself with questions of diet> considered 
beneath the dignity of the university level. After the lecture everyone left the room. 
Sauerbruch was very impressed and had a long discussion with Max the next day. 
He told him that the others held it against him to invite them to such a lecture." 
Apparently it was below the dignity of medical school professors to give any 
thought to matters of diet. Nutrition was simply not a subject worthy of scientific or 
clinical investigation. Furthermore, they would be asking themselves and.each other: 
"How could an individual unaffiliated with a university possibly come up with a cure 
for all these different degenerative diseases on his own, and just by using food- mo~e
over, having no government funding, no staff and no laboratory? "As Mrs. Gerson com
mented in her memoir, "Everything new in scientific knowledge that did not originate 
in the university is unpopular and fought as long as possible, until the establishment 
can take it over into its domain (Ignatius Servato, Copernicus, Columbus, Sernmelweis, 
Jenner, Paul Ehrlich, Pasteur, etc.)." Doubtless Gerson's experience in Munish illustrat
ed well how the entrenched "Old Guard" in universities and medical practice routine
ly dismissed the importance of dietary factors, including vitamins and other micronu
trients. 

Yet in Germany some rebels within the upper ranks, as well as members of the 
younger generation, were obviously far more open to moving research and clinical 
practice toward exploring and experimenting clinically with nutritional biochem
istry, among them Dr. Gerson's eminent Munich host, who was surprisingly dis
posed toward taking nutrition seriously. "Sauerbruch was a gifted man1the top sur
geon of his time in Europe," Mrs. Gerson remarked. "To a certain extent he had tried 
to influence his cases through changes in their nutrition, but had not got far with it. 
He was determined to research the problem further." 

Sauerbruch asked whether he might send two of his capable associates, 
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Professors Schmidt and Herrmannsdorfer, to Bielefeld, where Max would show 
them some of his cases- "all of course with the supporting evidence," Mrs. Gerson · 
specially noted, meaning detailed patient records, backed up by X-rays and labora
tory test results. Max Gerson readily agreed, though knowing that the professors' · 
investigative work would somewhat disrupt his own schedule in treating patients. 

After their arrival, Gerson gave part of each day to presenting recovered and 
recovering tuberculosis patients to them. They also saw evidence of Gerson's suc; 
cessful treatment of various conditions besides tuberculosis. He spent additional,u.,,_.,. 
in preparing the supporting documentation for the visiting dignitaries, some 
which they would take back to Munich. Whenever Gerson invited patients to be pre
sent for a demonstration, they happily obliged, as they were devoted to him - as 
was to them. During the rest of the day, while Max saw patients, he provided a roo1m~ 
where his visitors could work. Both made copious notes in thick black notebooks. 

After a week, the two professors returned to Munich. Together with Sauerbrucll 
they pored over the documents they had brought back. There was no question that' 
a number of patients had been cured, for the doctors had examined each one them:~i" 
selves, heard their stories and found them to be in good health. The do<:un1enttation 
which included evidence of tests and treatments given not only by Dr. Gerson • 
by any physicians preceding him, was complete and -convincing. It was evident 
them, to Sauerbruch and some of their associates that Gerson had indeed cure 
tuberculosis, as well as migraine and a scattering of other diseases. Sauerbruch wa~ 
eager to try the therapy on the patients in his tuberculosis ward. Not long after the 
professors had left Bielefeld, Gerson received another telegram from him: "PLEASE 
CONSIDER RETURNING TO MUNICH. I WOULD LIKE TO SET UP A CLINICAL 
EXPERIMENT USING YOUR DIET THERAPY. SAUERBRUCH." 

Gretchen, ever the practical wife, noted that there was no mention of payrme:rtt( 
for the tin1e or expense it would take Max to travel to and from Munich, and for u .. "' 

time lost in his practice and the fees he otherwise would have earned from patients. 
Nor was there any word about joint authorship of any articles that might result frori1 
a collaboration. What would protect her husband from not becoming known as die -
originator of the therapeutic diet he had laboriously devised over the years? _ 

Gretchen knew her husband well. He would not be concerned about protect
ing his own interests, both professionally and financially; instead, he would jusrbe:;.; 
interested in getting the results into practice -not who got the credit for it. So 
Gretchen spoke privately to their attorney friend again. This time, without asking~_ 
Max, Robert drew up a short but clear agreement regarding the procedures to be 
followed in any joint venture, including publication credit. Then he brought it _to, 
Gerson's office. - . 

"Max, Gretchen thought it would be best for me to clarify the issues of treat· 
ment and publication before you go charging off and give it all away to Sauerbrucfi. 
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So 1 have prepared a simple and straightforward agreement to ensure that your rights 
d " are protecte . 

"Robert, I thought we had discussed this matter before. No contracts, please." 
"Just read it over, Max. It is not complicated, and is fair to both parties." 
Max rook the document, which was ready for signing. It looked intimidating 

and formal, even cold, he thought. This was not the way to start a mutual and trust
ing relationship. He pushed the paper across his desk. 

"I appreciate your concern, Robert, and the time you have spent preparing this 
contract. But I cannot send this to Sauerbruch and still expect to work with him. I 
will send a letter myself, if that makes the two of you happy. But I will not send him 
this contract." 

Holding to his promise, Gerson wrote a gentle letter to Professor Sauerbruch, 
mildly suggesting that, should either of them wish to publish the results of their joint 
work in Munich, the paper should list both of them as authors. To Gretchen's dis
may, he did not mention the issue of being reimbursed for travel or time lost from 
his practice. Instead, Max said that he would arrive in Munich in two weeks to help 
start the clinic. And he did not request a reply. 

Gretchen, always a worrier, spent the next few days in great agitation. She was 
alarmed that her husband's stunning discoveries might now be wholly credited to 
someone else. By now, having seen what Gerson's fellow physicians were capable of 
doing-the day-to-day harassments from his Bielefeld colleagues were still occurring 
- Gretchen no longer believed in the goodness and generosity of human nature, par· 
ticularly with a discovery of this magnitude. She could not just sit by and watch 
Sauerbruch take advantage of her husband.Ten days before Max's departure, she 
secretly sent Sauerbruch a telegram: "KINDLY REQUEST YOUR ANSWER TO PRO· 
POSAL. GERSON." Then she waited . 

The day before he was scheduled to leave, Max breezed into the kitchen where 
Gretchen was preparing lunch. He was holding a telegram in his hand, and beaming 
broadly. "Look, Gretchen," he said, "I told you Sauerbruch would treat me fairly. I 
never requested a reply, yet he was good enough to send me this." He handed it over. 

She read: "FOR AN HONORABLE PERSON IT IS UNDERS1DOD THAT I SHALL 
ALSO HOLD TO YOUR PROPOSAL. SAUERBRUCH." 

Gretchen didn't tell Max about her subterfuge until two years later . 

Launching the. Clinical 'Trials 

P rof~ssor Sauerbruch and his two colleagues, Professor Schmidt and Privatdozent 
(assistant professor) Herrmannsdorfer, greeted Dr. Gerson in Munich, and 

together they sketched out a work plan. Afterward, Max Gerson, usually from the 
distance, helped decide on the many details for the clinical trial to be set up in 
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Munich basically under Dr. Sauerbruch's aegis. For instance, the ward would need .· 
to be renovated, the kitchen specially equipped to prepare the dietary therapy, suit· ·• · 
able staff hired and funds allocated. 

In the meantime, Drs. Sauerbruch and his two associates were working on final
izing the ambitious experiment to be conducted in Munich. He informed Dr. Gerson . 
that he had arranged for the Bavarian regional government to put a 6o-bed hospit<l.L 
pavilion at their disposal in a major effort to determine the value of Gerson's diet:ary, 
therapy in treating tuberculosis patients. Moreover, two wealthy philan.throp1istsj 
from Berlin, who were friends of Gerson's, had donated the financial means to runtQ, 
the initial experiment. The three Munich doctors had already selected a number 
tuberculosis cases from their university clinic who would be treated only with cu.'". 

Gerson .dietary thempy. Their progress, if any, could be compared with that 
patients-in similar conditions, past or present, who did not. undergo this speCial 
treatment. .. 

"We securely barred doors and . windows to prevent :escape;" SaLterl)rU< 
recalled of the. preparations in his autobiography. "A person who, over a long'"'""" 
od, is given food with no salt at all suffers from his situation." •. 

After going.to Munich to inspect the final setup for the experiment, Gerso1 
was shocked at the condition of the selected patients. A number of the patiegi~~ 
were clearly dying of their diseases. The remainder. were in such poor condition 
he had only witnessed such human wreckage jn photographs of extreme Ld;)li:;) 

medical textbooks. Not. one of the patients had been said by their previous phvi 
cians to have even the slightest chance of improvement. . ; 

After introducing Ger:son to the patients who would be taking part in 
Sauerbruch said to him privately, "Max, if you can bring about some slight imi)tg~ 
ment in even one of these cases, never mind healing them, I will believe yuutr .,c:;~f¥l 
word." · 

Encouraged at least by these low expectations, Gerson set.to work rhe 
thing he had to do was to ensure that the prop.er tone was set, not just tb~;sWJ 
patients, but for the staff as welL He was aware from his prior .. e: x:pe:rieJ;~.ce:,;\i 
tuberculosis patients that the attitudes of both patients and staff made a·difterei 
in the ability to heal disease. If patients believed .that.a cure could be effected,. 
would cooperate with the treatment and not spend thek time worrying. G.er~~ 
had already learned that the stress caused by fretting about the slow progress --·: ·· ..,,, 
of improvement itself generated toxic chemicals jn the body that could stop the I' ;,~~~ 
ing process. Patients had to believe.that they had a chancdor recovery. The '''"'';,t-;-; 
accomplish that was to convince the staffas well. If the:attending doctors auu .. u 

es went around with long faces reserved for facing the walking dead, the pat1et1~l 

would receive and amplify theirbeliefs. The same negative effect was cau:sed; 
course, by patients' distraught relatives and friends. ·· 
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Max Gerson knew well about the Bavarian patients' normal dietary preferences 
for meat, salt, sharp spices, beer and other distinctly damaging foods. He warned 
them in no uncertain terms that, though he was sure he could help them, they had 
to do their part by ensuring that there was no cheating with the food. Anyone 
caught smuggling food into the ward would be immediately discharged. 

Gerson stayed in Munich for the first 10 days to get things off to the right start, 
then returned to Bielefeld. After that, he traveled to Munich every three weeks, to 
make sure that things were being run as he wanted them to be. During the three 
months of the initial experiment in Munich, with much of his time and attention 
diverted elsewhere, Gerson neglected his Bielefeld practice. His colleagues, jealous of 
his close contact with the eminent Dr. Sauerbruch, soon found out the reason and 
began writing numerous letters to the surgeon, making negative comments about 
Gerson. Some of the letters were signed, others were anonymous. When Sauerbruch 
showed the critical letters to Gerson, they both had a good laugh. 

Dr. Gerson was very impressed with Sauerbruch's brilliant and incisive mind, 
with his ability to recognize the truth and even to admit his own shortcomings. 
Gerson considered Sauerbruch a genius, and always found it stimulating to exchange 
ideas with him. The admiration was dearly returned. On one of Max's visits, Prof. 
Sauerbruch showed him two of his newly published volumes on surgery. "Gerson, 

f 

with the success that your therapy has shown, my books are already i)bsolete," he 
remarked. 

One day, a telegram arrived in Bielefeld from ·Prof. Sauerbruch. "PLEASE. DO 
NOT OPEN MY LETTER OF YESTERDAY. LETTER FOLLOWS. SAUERBRUCH." 
Shortly, the reason for this cryptic and sur]?rising message became clear when Max 
received the letter mentioned and, of course, immediately read it. The progress 
observed while Gerson was last supervising the experiment in Munich had ceased, 
Sauerbruch reported. Some of the patients were experiencing relapses in their con· 
ditions. He and Herrmannsdorfer could find no explanation for the reversals, other 
than that the diet therapy might work only for a while, then fail. So he had regret· 
fully decided to give up the dietary tuberculosis ward, since it was showing no fur· 
ther positive results. 

In his autobiography, Master Surgeon, Sauerbruch later recounted the circum
stance so long ago that caused him to reverse his decision: 

That afternoon, a nurse called me to an emergency case: a patient had a 
severe post-operative hemorrhage. 

I hastened along corridors and down stairs and did what was necessary. 
Pensively, I was strolling back along the corridor near the lupus ward, when I saw 
a nurse, the fattest nurse in the building, carrying an enormous tray loaded with 
sausages, bowls of cream and jugs of beer. It was four o'clock in the afternoon, 
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hardly the time for such a feast in a hospital. In amazement, I stopped and asked 
her where on earth she was going with all that food. And then the whole story 
came out. 

"I couldn't bear it any longer, Herr GefteimraV' she explained. "Those poor · 
patients with skin TB. The stuff they are given-no one could eat it!" 

She was astonished when I dashed her tray to the ground. It was one of ~hA '' 

occasions when I completely lost my temper. 
Every day, at four o'clock, when no one was around, she had been takiing.: 

the patients a nice, appetizing, well-seasoned meal. 
I sent off a telegram to Dr. Gerson, asking him not to open the letter I 

written him. 
We were back at the beginning again, and from that moment we took 

extra precautions in guarding the lupus wing. In comparison,· a prison ,.,,...., 
have been a holiday camp. 

Soon, Dr. Gerson proved right Nearly all our patients recovered; their ~,....,.;;1;;. 

disappeared almost under our very eyes. , 
In this experiment involving 450 patients, only four could not be cured 

Dr. Gerson's saltless diet. 

Although the. clinical results were pub.Hshed .in medical literature, the recollf 
tions of the principal investigators differ slightly. Dr: Sauerbruch account of .~-~;;~ 
important clinical trial differs significantly from the account told by Mrs. Ge1·son 
her unpublished memoir. For instance, Sauerbruch indi~ated. that the only ·torrn!~5~ 
tul;>erculosis ur1der clinical study using the Gerson diet was lupusyul9aris. Yet in th~;.lf~ """''"""· 
erature published later describing the results of the experiment, it is clear thatu_, Lll 

types of tuberculosis were represented as well. The recovery of 446 of.450 vauq 

however, is not disputed. A 99"" % cure rate for patients deemed "t<';.rminaJ 
achieved in the joint experiment. Dr. Sauerbruch also told a different story':'"<-""" 

. . . . 

Gretchen and Max did about how he first heard about the Gerson's cure . . - ~ -

while taking a train ride. In his tale, the cured patient himself rode with him • 
. .- ' ' . 

vided the information directly, and according to this account, he had not be~n . • 
mer patient of Sauerbruch. . ' 

Several possible explanations can be proposed for various :·:·_-=·' ~ 
between the Gerson and Sauerbruch perspectives on.their relationship, 
imperfect recall of .events. Regardless of these questions, the central fact re;naJ!;~~ 
Dr. Gerson's dietary therapy cured patients. And this therapy needed to be.· 
municated to other physicians. 
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A Preliminary Publication 

No record has yet been found of the details behind Max Gerson's co-authorship 
with Dr. Sauerbruch and Dr. Hermannsdorfer of a scholarly paper in early 1926 

that in its English translation is called "Experiments Attempting to Influence Severe 
Forms of Tuberculosis through Dietetic neatment." The paper derives from a joint 
lecture delivered to a conference of surgeons and physicians in Munich, in which 
the three men in tum described their promising preliminary work in treating lupus 
and then several other forms of tuberculosis. The transcript of the.meeting was pub· 
lished by the Miincftener Medizinisdu Wocftenscftrift (Munich Medical Weekly), about two 
years after their association began . 

The paper is dominated by Dr. Hermannsdorfer's detailed account of his own 
modifications of the initial Gerson diet. Curiously, it emphasized the consumption 
of fats, dairy products and meats - which Gerson specifically ruled out in his own 
tuberculosis diet. Dr. Gerson's brief and modest contribution follows those of his 
Munich associates; he mentioned his intention to publish a paper about the diet in 
the near future, but it appears that either he did not do so or else the report 
appeared in an obscure, long-expired journal. The news of this intriguing dietary 
approach to treating lupus and other tuberculosis-cau'sed disorders ,soon spread 
through Germany's medical community and beyond following this firs/ publication, 
in related discussions and case presentations at other conferences. In 1927, several 
papers by other physicians were published about the diet, and from then on other 
papers followed, with Sauerbruch and Hermarinsdorfer publishing the first of their 

• 
own papers in 1929. 

As for Max Gerson himself, in the late 1920s he was more interested in the chal· 
lenge of applying his diet in treating patients suffering from a wide variety of ill· 
nesses than in actively pursuing a publication record of his own. 
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Publicity and Fame 
(1926;-1928) . 

. . 

Trying Gerson)s Tfierapy for TB in America 
.. 

I n the summer of 1927, a Dr. Edgar Mayer from the Trudeau Institute in 
Lake, New York, sent an inquiry to Dr. Gerson to see if he could visit hi.rf)cl!'\ . .. . . 

Bielefeld while he was touring many of the tuberculosis clinics in Europe, qn a . . . 
from Mr. AugustHecksher of New York, . investigating the .latest technigues u . .,..!f 

used to treat the disease. The Trudeau Institute, a well-known. clinic spe:ciaJizipj 
~ . . : 

the treatment of tubercUlosis, took great interest in learning about any new 
es to therapy. Dr. Mayer, who had already visited cfuucs in England; France . . . . . ' . 

Switzerland, had been told everywhere ,about the incredible results being a.< :lU~~"Ve< 

by the Gerson diet. He had even visited Sauerbruch's clinic in Munich, but no'<~. 
wished to speak with Max· c;erson himself. He would like a larger . 
than he had gotten at Munich so that he could actually study some tuberculosis 

Dr. Gerson invited numbers of patients to present themselves to Dr. Ma1l)!i.~ 
examination, and put a room at Mayer's disposal for examination and »lu~•r•,. 

patient records. Mayer had never seen such results in tuberculosis. The therap"l : 
especially interesting because it consisted of lifestyle changes, not tec:hn,ologyf. 
drugs. This was a radical concept for physicians in 1927. In the week before he _, ·•·· . 
return to the United States, Mayer asked Gerson if he could borrow an ex~)erJ~nl~€ 
diet-nurse to take with him to Saranac Lake for a few months. His r,.n,,,;~1r"r;;r~~; 
sense. Although the Gerson therapy is quite simple in its concept, it requires an "'71i"'"' 
rienced doctor to devise variations on the basic treatment for individual pai:ie.~ 

Particularly in a clinic setting, it requires a professional thoroughly versed in therooo: 
preparation to make sure that all the patients are getting the correct quant.titi,es 
properly prepared, high-quality foods and juices. Mayer promised that Gerson txm• 

have co-authorship of any publication that resulted from the experiment, and f>t~f.•n 
went so far as to offer Max a considerable sum of money if he would let the uu•~ 
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come to Saranac Lake. He also reassured Gerson that as soon as he saw some progress, 
he would want him to come over and supervise the treatment himself. 

The wife of a physician named Dr. Jungklaus, whom Dr. Gerson had been treat
ing for gall bladder disease, was available and willing to go in his stead. She was grate
ful for all the medical help he had given her and her husband. She was not only intel
ligent and reliable, but also well versed in the food preparation necessary for the 
Gerson therapy. When Mrs. Jungklaus volunteered to travel to the United States 
with Dr. Mayer to supervise the application of the therapy, Gerson agreed to allow 
the experiment to proceed. 

The ward at the Trudeau Institute in upstate New York that would be given 
over to the experiment with Gerson regimen had a capacity for about two dozen 
patients. When Mrs. Jungklaus arrived, she organized the ward and began the diet 
therapy with various additional mineral supplements, as Gerson had instructed Dr. 
Mayer. She reported to Gerson twice a week, usually by telegram. 

Gerson was initially encouraged by Mrs. Jungklaus' reports. With Dr. Mayer, she 
seemed to be taking excellent care of the patients, who were becoming quite 
dependent on her. Then the tone of her letters began to change. After four weeks 
of administering the therapy to the tuberculosis patients, her letters began to sound 
more and more depressed. Some clear progress had been shown in the ward, she 
said. That was not the problem. The experiment was doomed to failure for two 
chief reasons: the doctor's inattention and the reluctance of the kitchen staff to per
form their tasks. The kitchen staff had begun to balk at the sheer volume of food 
that needed to be purchased, stored, moved, cleaned, juiced, cooked and served. 
Eight ounces of fresh juice had to be prepared and served to each patient every 
hour. It was an enormous task. Each patient consumed between 15 and 20 pounds 
of fruits and vegetables every day. That meant over a ton of material needed to be 
procured and processed for 20 patients every week. Soon the kitchen staff refused 
to purchase enough fruits and vegetables to sustain the therapy, especially for the 
all-important juices. 

In addition, Dr. Mayer was hardly ever present. After nine weeks of the exper
iment, Mrs. Jungklaus reported that she wanted to come home, but she remained 
for the agreed-upon three-month period. 

In 1929, Dr. Mayer and a colleague, LN. Kugelmass, published a paper, "Basic 
'Vitamin' Feeding in Thberculosis," in the Jaumal of tfte Amaican Mali!al Association 
(93[24]:l&s6-1862, Dec. 14, 1929) describing the failure of the Gerson therapy in the 
Trudeau experiment. Contrary to the commitments that Mayer had given Gerson in 
Germany, neither did he give Gerson co-authorship credit, nor did he even tell Gerson 
that he had published the article. Some years later, when practicing in the United 
States, Dr. Gerson drafted a statement (which was never published) entitled "Dr. 
Mayer's Account of My Diet," in which he explained at least some probable reasons 
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for the poor results at the Trudeau Institute. It had become clear to him from reading 
Mayer's statements in a publication entitled Clittical Thhuwlosis, by a Dr. Goldberg, that 
Mayer had not well understood how the basic Gerson diet had to be modified for:. 
treating TB, and instead had seemingly followed Gerson's associates' instructions: " 

I hold that his diet instructions are very different from mine, and that t 
strongly object to their being referred to as the Gerson Diet. My program and
forbidden foods ... are based on predse scientific observations, in part also on 
clinical experience. ~s 

For instance, he writes in Clinical Thberculosis, p. 69, that my diet conta.ills__-
nuts, milk, puddings, white cheese, spices, alcohol, coffee. Not only are these 
foods "unnecessary" to my tuberculosis therapy, but they are also forbidden ... : 
[H]e refers in his false description to my article in the Mumdi Medical WuKiy2 

(Muenchner Medizinichen Wochenschrift), 1930, "Fundamental directions fo~ 
the Gerson diet." 

-
However, an exact description of the method is contained in my book, 

"Diaettherapie der Lungentuberkulose," Deuticke, Leipzig, 1934. The article 
from which he draws refers to migraine, chronic arthritis and certain other:; . 
chronic diseases, but nowhere to lung tuberculosis, although lupus is men
tioned. 

In no way have I recommended the special diet for tuberculosis as Dr: 
Mayer states. Such errors about-my various diets for spedal purposes are due to . 
the fact that I did not state in every case for which disease each diet should b~""' 
applied. At any rate, I prefer to explain some of Dr. Mayer's errors that way. 

My tuberculosis diet has been changed in the course of time through obser
vation and experience. Even recently I have been able to make improvements. 

But it is important that nothing in his article indicated that at. Saranac Lake_ 
he tested my tuberculosis diet in a somewhat changed form, as we had arranged,_: 
and to which purpose he took a trained diet nurse on my recommendation from 
Germany, employing her there. Apparently the diet he used was the Sauerbrucho 
Hemnannsdorfer diet, which is quite different from mine and with which I_ . 
not agree. 

In Germany it has been conceded that the Sauerbruch-Herrmannsdorf~r 
diet does not have as favorable results as my own diet .... 

In about 6oo treated tuberculosis cases I lost 42 cases. Probably 20 of these: 
deaths could have been avoided if the present improved treatment had been7 
applied. "!'' 

Mayers' report was brought to Dr. Gerson's attention in 1944 by Professor Irving 
Fisher of Yale University after Max had immigrated to the United States and wa( . 

practicing in New York City. Still considered one of America's foremost economist~~~~ · 
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Professor Fisher filled in the story behind Mayer's report. Apparently, when Mayer's 
experiment began producing impressive initial results, other tuberculosis physicians 
in the area who had been using the minimally helpful Finsen Ray became more than 
a little afraid for their own livelihoods. They threatened Dr. Mayer that if the exper
iment were not terminated, they would complain that his clinic was being run 
under unsanitary conditions, and thus shut down his entire operation. This had been 
the source of the mysterious and inexplicable reversal in the application of the ther
apy reported by Mrs. Jungklaus. And while the Gerson diet did receive praise in 
March 1929 when Clarence Emerson, M.D. reported in the Nwraska State Mldical 
Joumal that "results of [dietary] management in both operative and non-operative 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in [theY pavilion of the Sauerbruch clinic] and in 
the Lincoln General Hospital has been so favorable that further dissemination of the 
knowledge of this method of treating tuberculosis seems desirable," Mayer's 
adverse report in the most prominent American medical journal would have subse
quent adverse ramifications on Dr. Gerson's professional career. Although dietary 
approaches to treating tuberculosis had many medical advocates in Europe by the 
1930s, it was denied a foothold in America where the American Medical Association 
largely decided, for physicians' information and convenience, which therapeutic 
approaches to ameliorating disease were acceptable, and which ones were quite 
beyond the pale. 

European Renown 

I n the following years the Gerson diet was often referred to as the Gerson-Sauerbruch
Herrmannsdorfer diet ("GSH" for short, as it increasingly was being called), though 

sometimes one or two of their names were omitted, or the sequence was changed. 
After their initial work with Gerson, both Sauerbruch and Herrmannsdorfer modified 
the diet in various ways, as did other physicians and dietitians. By the early 1930s in 
Europe, the diet had become the standard treatment for lupus vu~aris, as well as other 
forms of tuberculosis. The proliferation of articles on these treatments began in 1927 and 
peaked in the mid 1930s. This diet became widely used for treating many other immune 
system impairments, and was also recommended as a regular dietary regimen for health 
maintenance. As Max Gerson later indicated, with considerable irony, even Adolf Hitler, 
a near-vegetarian, was said to be following the Gerson diet. 

Both Max and Gretchen Gerson loved the Alps. They escaped to them for vaca
tions as often as they could, usually leaving the three gi.rls behind with a trusted gov
erness. They would take long walks, enjoying the dean air and the long vistas punc
tuated by permanently snow-covered peaks. These were times of refreshment, regen
eration and reunion for them. As they usually did when on vacation, they had the 
Vosrtscfre Zeitung sent to them from Berlin. This newspaper had the highest national 
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reputation- speaking with an editorial authority akin to that of today's national ern-~ 
tion of the New York Times in the United States. One bright Alpine Sunday morning in 
1928, Gerson opened the paper to an unpleasant surprise. Large front-page headlineS 
proclaimed that the famous thoracic surgeon Professor Ferdinand Sauerbruch had pre- "'~ 

sented a sizable number of cured tuberculosis patients in a crowded room in Berlin. The -
demonstration was so successful and the research so innovative that Dr. Sauerbruch had 
been called to the venerable Charite Hospital at the University of Berlin. There Protessor"'] 
August Bier, holder of the senior chair in Surgery, offered him the Second Surgery Ch<Jtir. 
An appointment to a chair in the leading university hospital in the nation's 
would forever mark the recipient as a legitimate national leader in his field. 

The Gersons noticed that all the cases that Sauerbruch had introduced to the --
assembled dignitaries in Berlin were the ones that he and Max had worked o ::.. 
together in Munich. Despite Sauerbruch's promise "as an honorable man," his idea - - _ 
of sharing the credit was to mention in an inconspicuous quotation in the newspa,-
per article that he had taken the method over from a Dr. Gerson in Bielefeld. 
Regardless, Dr. Gerson as modest as ever, was pleased that the treatment he aa~J"' 
originated was now receiving such attention from an internationally prcnnicOeJdt~ 
newspaper: now the public could learn about the importance of using a special ther:-
apeutic diet in the treatment of tuberculosis. _ _ 

The medical reporter of the Vossisdi~ ZGitung, Dr. Wolfang von Weisl cabled Dr.~-~ 
Gerson the next day. He had see in the headlines a perfect example of one of his pet _ 
peeves - theft of scientific ideas and methods. To explore the subject further, he -
requested a meeting with Dr. Gerson the next day in Munich. Both Max and _ 
Gretchen met with Weisl to work out the details of an article in response to the 
Sauerbruch announcement.-The resulting article appeared the next Sunday, witli 
headlines just as large as those trumpeting the Sauerbruch announcement. Max anQ~~ 
Gretchen cut their vacation short, and immediately returned to Bielefeld, antici~>at~ 
ing a great flurry of activity. They were not disappointed. 

From that day on, there would be no more peace at the Gerson home. Because-=-.,. 
the medical consulting rooms were part of the family home, the newly famous doc--
tor had no escape. No sooner would the telephone be placed on its cradle than it 
would ring again, insistently and incessantly. Telegrams and letters arrived by the< 
bushel-baskets full. Besides the sick patients that besieged Gerson's door, consulting= 
and employment offers arrived from tuberculosis sanatoriums, sometimes severallJ.J-~'·--· 
a week. Each of these had to be carefully considered. 

As Charlotte Gerson remembers that period in her family's life, "We had a coc1K 
and a maid doing the work, since mother was tremendously busy with huge quan~ · 
titles of mail that arrived daily, as many as two to three hundred pieces. It was so"
extensive that she had to hire a secretary to help handle it all. She had little time any ~
longer to devote to taking care of us girls. There was a great deal of talk and writing . -
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in Europe about Gerson and the Gerson therapy. One day a letter actually arrived 
from TUrkey that was addressed only to "Dr. Gerson, Bide." 

A number of the letters and telegrams were invitations for Dr. Gerson to lec
ture. One of the offers came from Dmtscfit Rundfwtk (German Broadcasting). Would 
Dr. Gerson come to Berlin to do a 45-minute lecture on the radio? At first, Max felt 
uneasy. Getting on the radio seemed too close to advertising one's practice, and he 
didn't want to violate any ethical rules for physicians. The station assured him that 
other doctors had lectured on the medical-information program, so there was no 
problem in that regard. So he accepted, recognizing that a radio talk would be an 
excellent way to educate listeners about the importance of excellent nutrition in 
avoiding or overcoming illness. 

The station normally had a policy requiring a script of the proposed lecture to 
be given to the station manager three weeks before the broadcast. This practice was 
new to Max, since he had never before used a prepared script; instead, he could 
speak easily and coherently about whatever medical topic was on the agenda, with
out referring to either notes or a script. He had a lot of material to cover in the forth
coming radio talk. Nonetheless, he submitted a script to Deutsche Rundfunk, and all 
was set for the broadcast. The title was "Die Entstefiung und Begmendung der Diaethefinndlung 
der 'MerKolose" (The Development and Basis of the Dietary 1i:eatment of TUberculosis). 

Five days before Gerson was scheduled to go on the air, a telegram arrived from 
Berlin. "IN THE INTEREST OF MEDICINE, I MUST REQUEST THAT YOU DECLINE 
THE LECTURE. SAUERBRUCH." Dr. Gerson was indignant. What on Earth could 
Sauerbruch mean? How could a 45-minute radio lecture threaten the "interest" of 
medicine? He dedded that Sauerbruch's request was utter nonsense. Nonetheless, he 
telephoned Dr. Frank, the head physician of the radio show, who totally agreed with 
Gerson, saying there was no reason at all for withdrawing from the program. On the 
contrary, the public had already shown extraordinary interest in this corning broad
cast. Also, at such a late date he would have had great difficulty filling three-quarters 
of an hour. Gerson cabled Sauerbruch with his decision to go ahead with the address. 

The day before the lecture, another telegram arrived, saying: "IF THE LECTURE 
IS NOT CANCELLED, I MUST WITHDRAW MY COLLABORATION. SAUER· 
BRUCH." This did not seem to be much of a threat, however, since by now Gerson 
had seen the dubious value of collaborating with Professor Sauerbruch. 

Gretchen replied to the cable herself. "DR. GERSON HAS ALREADY DEPART· 
ED FROM BIELEFELD TO GIVE THE LECTURE IN BERLIN." In fact, Max and 
Gretchen were going together. 

When the Gersons arrived in Berlin, they met with Dr. Frank to go over the 
various arrangements and contractual obligations of each party. Frank was very 
upset. Apparently Sauerbruch had called him the evening before, to notify him 
that Gerson would not be doing the lecture. Wanting to clear up the matter, Frank 
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told Gerson that he would call Sauerbruch again, since the two doctors knew eac:h 
other. ~="~ 

Late in the evening, Dr. Frank called Max at his hotel. He told him that, of-:. 
course, Sauerbruch had conceded that Gerson would do the broadcast, but said 
that he wanted to see Gerson in the morning, before he went on the radio. 

By this time, Gretchen was livid at the perfidy of Gerson's former collaborator 
in the work with tuberculosis patients at the university hospital in Munich. She 
argued strongly against going to see Sauerbruch the next day. "He knows where 
find you, Max. Let him come liere. After the shoddy way that he has treated you, 
can't just summon you to his offices! He violated his agreement to share credit. He:,'$ 

has tried every trick he knows to keep you off the radio. He is a snake." 
"Gretchen, please. Professor Sauerbruch is a very important man, and can't just 

be dismissed. He may not be terribly useful to me no~ but he could be very danger;
ous if he is ignored. I understand your anger, but I will just stop over to his offices 
tomorrow to see what he wants." 

"What he wants, Max, is to keep you off the air. He does not want you to }i.I:;Ot:o 

the credit you deserve for your own treatment. He wants to steal it." 
"That won't happen, Scfiiitzcnen. I promise you that I.will do the broadcast torr1or~ 

row. Come with me to the Charite tomorrow. Be my support." 
At n o'clock the next morning, the Gersons went to Prof. Sauerbruch's ne,~

offices at the venerable Charite Hospital. This famous institution, a complex of tw.o 
dozen ivy-covered brick buildings on the bmk of the River Spree, had been found
ed over two hundred years earlier as a free hospital for the treatment of those who 

= could not otherwise afford medical care. As most of the soldiers of that era we:re~ 
drawn from the ranks of the poor, the facility originally doubled as a military hos~, 

pita!. Having a facility of this type was an old tradition in Europe as there "'""""' 
Charite hospitals in many European cities. Few, however, held the 'reputation 
Berlin's, where the Charite had become the teaching hospital of the University 
Berlin. 

Sauerbruch's waiting room was full, but when Dr. Gerson identified himself,""' '··
was immediately ushered into Sauerbruch's office. Gretchen remained in the wail 
ing room, where she could hear Sauerbruch's agitated and angry voice through the 
office door. "Gerson, you must under no circumstances talk about lung tuberculfr' 
sis! In Berlin alone there are over 250 physicians who earn a living from the practice 
of pneumothorax. You would be destroying their livelihood. It is unthinkable, and 
forbid it." Gretchen knew that the pneumothorax procedure often used at the timr~ 
in treating pulmonary .tuberculosis involved collapsing the diseased lung by . 
cially introducing air within the thorax, with the purpose of allowing the raw edges_ 
of the lung with tubercular cavities, or Kavtrnen, to come together and heal. Max has 
told her, however, that unfortunately the technique was generally unsuccessful! 
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since the cavities were still filled with tubercle bacilli. But it was all that surgeons to 
offer at the time, so it was used anyway. 

"Professor Sauerbruch," Gretchen heard her husband calmly replying, "research 
and sdentific knowledge is honest and unarguable. Can you possibly be suggesting 
that we should 1wt help thousands of sick people and perhaps rid the entire country 
of tubercle bacillus carriers ... just so that these physicians can earn a living?" 

"Gerson, you realize, of course, that I can make life very difficult for you in the 
future. I will not tolerate your going on the air this evening. I shall not allow it!" 

As for Max's own experience in Sauerbruch's inner sanctum~ he watched the 
surgeon's face tum a deep shade of purple as he kept pounding a fist on his heavy 
oaken desk. And as he pounded, Sauerbruch's fist landed repeatedly on a manu
script that lay in the center of his desk blotter. 

"Professor, I am sorry that you are so upset about this," Max said. "But even you 
cannot stop me. I have promised the radio station, Dr. Frank, my wife Gretchen and 
a lot of other people that I would give this lecture, and I fully intend to do just that. 
Now, that is settled. Is there anything interesting in that manuscript you have been 
punishing for the past ten minutes?" 

After some embarrassed mumbling, Sauerbruch finally admitted that he wished 
to give the broadcast himself. Having recognized how important the adclfess was, he 
had prepared his own manuscript for the lecture. The script lay on the desk in front 
of him. Also lying on Sauerbruch's desk, Gerson saw, was a copy of Mcin Kampf (My 
Struggle}. Adolf Hitler's political memoir and blueprint for future action was gaining 
popularity in Germany in the late 1920s. At the next opportunity, Sauerbruch down
played Gerson's contribution in a scholarly article and said that much more study this 
method was needed. 

Sometime later, Sauerbruch met Gerson at a medical congress in Cologne, where 
he apologized for his behavior in Berlin regarding the radio broadcast, and offered 
Gerson his hand in friendship. This personal apology was, of course, not published in 
any medical journal - or anywhere else. 

Dr. Gerson gave the radio talk, as scheduled. His address was broadcast on the 
original station as well as 24 other stations throughout Germany with links to Deutsche 
Rundfunk. Not only did he discuss the importance of correct nutrition in preventing 
and curing diseases, Dr. Gerson also expressed his developing point of view about 
medical practice. His ideas appeared contrary to the direction that modem medical 
specialists were taking. Instead, he honored the physician's roots in the ancient or clas
sical role of effecting cures by regarding and treating a patient's body as an organism 
whose various parts, including the mind, were interconnected and integrated: 

So far as medicine is concerned, a sign of our times is growing specializa
tion. Each spedalist is more or less exclusively active in the techniques of his 
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own special field, his diagnoses or his therapy. Everywhere the thinking lea<l.s 
away from giving attention to the body as a whole. Slowly, however, out 
itself, the art of healing is changing. The new research in the areas of inner 
secretions, the nervous system's regulation of the internal organs, the metab1:J£ 
!ism of minerals and their interactions, presses firmly toward a new cor1cer>t 
The totality of functions and their dependence on each other must be unc1e1 
stood in the healthy as well as sick body. The meaning of a sick organ and t>vF·ri 

the deficient secretion of an internal gland must be subordinated and JOirle·o 
together in a perspective on the entire system and all its activities. We again 
to honor the remarkable assumption of Hippocrates (460-375 B.C.): "Ev1erythili.j 
in an organism is a flowing together, in one single, harmonious coc)peratiion 
Everything is directed to the totality; each little item is designed to fit tOSl~ettreic 
with every other one- everything is present in the combined activity." 

: . :· 

This philosophical.position, expressed in Germany as Ganzfteit, or wttole:ne:ss;·jf!i/~ 
equivalent to Jan Christiaan Smuts' concurrent proposal of liolism, which regard~( 

systems on all levels of pianetary existence, large and sman, whether living or:ino!; 
ganic, material or immaterial, as integrated within themselves ~md yet .interr~la!t~ 
with others. Notable thinkers of that period, ~uch as Alfred North 
J.K Haldane, had similar perspectives. So had Rudolf Steiner, the late 19tJ:l-~e:Qq=If 
Austrian· philosopher-educator who had. taken s~Ch .an interest in organic :·f ,,..m;r; 

meth~ds and had. also founded the Waldorf Schools, ;;_;hlch encouraged ind.i viC:lr 
ism and creativity in students on all levels. 

The unifying concept of Ganzlieit would retumlater in Dr. Gerson's life l;fi)~ 
an important role in his attitude toward · the practice. of dinicaf · 
expressed it several decades later in an English word, totality. This point of view.so!~j 
evolved into what is now. called fwlistic. medicine. . · . 

Tfie Jewisfi Question 
. . 

W hen Max Gerson had noticed the copy of Mein Kampf in . 
he should have considered its presence there as prophetic. During 

era, Dr. Ferdinaz:td Saueibruch's position as one of the leading surgeons .iii 
brought him into the highest circles9f the political elite, yet when Ma:x . . 
him; Sauerbruch was not pro·Hitler or a National Socialist. 4tter; considered 6. ~idj 
Nazi Germany's "leading lights" in medicine, Sauerbruch was said to have 
ed in medical experiments on inmates of the concentration camp at Dachau, · 
in his 1951 autobiography, bas War Mein I.eiien (translated editions, Master Surgwn 
U.S.A. and A Surgwil's Life in U.K. followed in 1953), he slides smoothly over the, 
underside of his practice during the war years. 
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Max took little if any interest in politics, but by then his Jewish friends had told 
him about Adolf Hitler's book, first published in 1925. They probably drew his atten
tion to such ranting passages as this one, in which the author declared that the 
generic "Jew" was not inherently a nomad, but was-

... always only a parasite in the body of other peoples. That thereby he some
times leaves his previous living quarters is not connected with his intention, but 
is the simple logic of his being thrown out from time to time by the host nation 
he abuses. But his spreading is the typical symptom of all parasites; he always 
looks for a new feeding soil for his race. 

But this has nothing to do with nomadism for the reason that the Jew does 
not think of leaving a territory he occupies, but he remains where he is sitting, 
and that means so 'sedentary' that he may be expelled only with force and with 
great difficulty. His spreading to ever new countries takes place only in the 
moment when certain conditions for his existence are apparent there; without 
that he would (like the nomad) change his previous residence. He is and 
remains the typical parasite, a sponger who, like a harmful bacillus, spreads out 
more and more if only a favorable medium invites him to do so. But the effect 
of his existence resembles also that of parasites; where he appears th~ host peo
ple die out sooner or later. 

As both humanist and medical man, Max Gerson must have regarded this sort 
of thinlting as the ravings of a madman. How could sensible people, which most 
German surely were, ever take such vicious thinking to heart? In time, however, he 
began to realize that quite a number of non-Jewish "Aryans" obviously delighted in 
Hitler's description of this uniform Jew as "a real blood-sucker which attaches itself 
to the body of the unfortunate people and which cannot be removed until the man· 
archs themselves again need money and in person tap the blood that he has sucked 
in." The monarchs had been eliminated at the end of the Great War, and now Hitler 
obviously believed it was time to eliminate Jews. This Austrian-hom agitator, released 
from prison, where he had written the book that was becoming the Nazi party's blue
print and bible, had resettled in Munich and was preparing to expand his own polit· 
ical territory by declaring the German right to Leliensraum - to occupy lands stretch
ing beyond the nation's borders. 

A Sanatorium for Foxes 

On one of his beloved mountain vacations, this time in Thfuingen in the Harz 
Mountains, Max was taking his daily walk through the woods when he 

chanced upon a fox farm. The owner was pleased to show him his setup, which con
sisted of a large, circular pen built around a smaller pen. The foxes were kept in the 
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outer pen; rabbits stayed in the inner one. 
"What is the purpose of this arrangement?" asked Max. 
"The foxes need exercise," replied the owner, "and, as you can see, they are_:-

constantly trying to chase the rabbits. This keeps them active, and the exerdse and~ · 
fresh air gives them the shiny coats that bring top prices." 

"They certainly look healthy." 
"Yes, they are. But would you believe that they all had tuberculosis when I-

"" acquired them?" ·'<_,. • • 

"Thberculosis?" The word had, of course, piqued Gerson's interest. '"But thes~' 
foxes don't seem at all sick!" ',~-

"Ah, that is my secret for success, sir. In captivity, foxes often develop tuberc~-
losis. This destroys the value of their fur, and the breeder must dispose of the ani~ 
mal. A few years ago, I heard about a certain doctor in Bielefeld, Dr. Gerson, wbQ . 
cures skin tuberculosis, and I thought, 'Why not foxes?' So I tried a little experh 
ment. I got seven sick foxes, all with tuberculosis, and fed them only naturallV~~-~"". 

grown food, rich in the minerals from good earth. Six of the seven recovered, "_..."! 

their coats regained their thick and shiny appearance. Now I advertise to buy to:x:~: 
with tuberculosis, which are naturally quite inexpensive. I feed them good . _
and later sell them at premium prices, since their coats are so handsome. I have 
tell you, sir, I am making a fortune doing this. It was just like this Dr. Gerson said! He 
is becoming quite famous, you know." 

"I am quite flattered, sir," Max said, "as I am the Gerson that you speak of. But 
I had no idea that my diet could be used in such a clever and enterprising way." ~ 

"You? You are Dr. Gerson?" the man exclaimed. "But I am honored! Please, wont 
~ 

you come into the house for some coffee? I have many questions that you could p~~ 
haps answer for me." 

The two men spent the rest of the afternoon deep in conversation about 
treatment of tuberculosis, the importance of having whole foods grown in soil 
contains particular minerals, and the growing interest in restoring traditional a~rri.:.il 

cultural practices. This movement, rejecting synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, 
would later become known as organic farming. --~= 

When Gerson finally had to leave, the farmer took out a beautiful and quit€: . . 

valuable pelt and gave it to him. "Please, Dr. Gerson, as a small token of appreciatiom 
for my prosperity and your excellent advice, I would like you to have one of ~y 
finest silver fox furs." 

"Thank you very much," Gerson said, handing it back to his host. 
really appreciate the offer, I simply can't accept." 

When he returned to Thiiringen, Gretchen was naturally curious about the 
·"'-"" 

unusual length of his walk. She had grown somewhat concerned when Max hadn't. 
returned by his usual time. He related the story of the fox farm to her. 
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"A beautiful silver fox fur? And you turned it down? Do you know what that is 
h M }" wort , ax. 
"Acfr, Gretchen!" Max replied defensively. "I know. But I had just spent the 

whole afternoon watching these beautiful creatures happily chasing their captive 
rabbits. I could not constantly see the skin of one of them without seeing the ani· 
mal itself in my mind. It would have made me very uncomfortable." 

Gretchen didn't quite forgive Max for turning down that gift, and within the 
month, the grateful fox farmer sent Gretchen a fur piece made from three of his 
prime pelts. 

The incident at the fox farm had once again demonstrated to Gerson the 
importance of the minerals in food, minerals that could only come from the soil. He 
was becoming more and more convinced that tuberculosis was a problem that 
might somehow be connected with food coming from deficient soil. 

Treating R/Uumatoid Art/iritis 

f1 noteworthy case of Dr. Gerson in this period was that of Lilli Steinhaus, the 
.L~wife of a prominent cigar distributor in the neighboring town of Giitersloh. 
Fritz Steinhaus, who also wrote delightful books in the local dialect, had previously 
discussed his wife's condition with Max. Lilli's condition was grave, as she had been 
under treatment for almost two years for another disease (besides tuberculosis) con
sidered "incurable" - acute rheumatoid arthritis. Steinhaus was in despair, as his wife's 
condition continued to deteriorate inexorably. Here again was a disease that Dr. 
Gerson had not yet attempted to treat. He had seen arthritic swellings and joints heal 
before, but only incidentally to his treatment of tuberculosis or migraine. Acute 
rheumatoid arthritis was a much more serious ailment. 

By the time Gerson arranged to see Lilli Steinhaus, her joints were all but frozen, 
making her as stiff as a board. Neck, shoulders, hips, arms and legs were nearly immo
bile, and she was in extreme pain. Her jaws were unusable so that she could barely 
eat. She had become totally apathetic, not caring if she lived or died, since living was 
such torture. A woman friend was taking care of her. 

At first, Gerson was reluctant to take on the case, but Fritz would not give up. 
He pleaded with Gerson to at least try to help his suffering wife. Eventually, Gerson 
relented and agreed to treat the arthritic woman. He cautioned her and her hus
band, however, that he could not possibly guarantee positive results with this dis
ease, With which he had no prior experience. 

This case presented unique problems that Dr. Gerson had not dealt with before. 
Lilli's rigid jaws made the administration of a dietary treatment nearly impossible. 
Another problem was that the patient was totally immobile and apathetic- unable 
to help with her own therapy. Everything would have to be done for her. Dr. Gerson 
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realized that this patient required more than food. 1\vo or three times a day, 
would massage the swollen and locked joints all over her body. In the early stages of · 
the treatment, she could not stand more than a few minutes of contact, but 
ally the massages got extended to several minutes at a time. The sessions were ""''"''. 
strenuous: on the patient's part due to the extreme pain involved in touching ""v 
joint; on the physician's, due to the effort expended in such intensive caregiving. 
the end of each session, both were covered in perspiration. 

At first, Lilli could only accept fluids fed to her in very small amounts, since P~7Pn7 
movement, every swallow, was painful. Gradually, the patient's condition imjprov~( 

so much that she could begin to eat and drink normally. From then on, she 
maintained the prescribed dietary regime. The massages and the diet together we1re 
having an effect. .Although the treatments took several months, both patient an(j 
physician had enough energy and will to continue. After four months of nearly daUli 
care, the swellings in Lilli's joints had nearly completely receded, and she was . 
stand by herself. Her family was delighted that she could participate in Christmas 
tivities) for the first time in some years. The treatment continued, with the f. <~~ 
providing support and encouragement. After several more months, as "1-'''u)': 

arriving in Westphalia, Lilli realized that full movement had been restored to 
joints. _ 

Fritz Steinhaus was well known in the region as an occasional po·et.and ra(.Q 
teur whose his stories were much sought after. Naturally, the happy event --~ .. , 
wife's recovery from an agonizingly painful "incurable" disease became a -·~~le 
topic of conversation in his circle. Nobody else had yet cured rheumatoid -.rrfwH·i 

a disease that 70 years later is still considered incurable, though continuous.; ritgff~ 
dose treatment with corticosteroid drugs may alleviate it somewhat in a tra1J~~t 
that poses risks of serious damage to other parts of the body. Mrs. Steinha!lS Ji~~~ 
another 40 years in excellent health. · 

First Experiences witfi Cancer 

0. ccasionally Dr. Gerson made.house calls to patients were unable to come. . · .. · 
office. Often he rode his bicycle, since he did not drive his own car. . . 

later he told the story of this memorable occasion in 1928 . 
. . 

. One day I was called to see a lady. I asked her what was wrong with .;.;-~ 
but on the telephone she didn't want to tell me. So I went there, a little uul" 

of town. Then I asked her, "What's wrong?" . 
she told me she ~as operated on in a big clinic nearby and they tound\; 

cancer o{ the bjle duct. I saw the operation scar. She was running a high fev;ei 
was jaundiced. J told her, "Sorry, I can do nothing for you. I don't know how . . . . ' 
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neat cancer. I have not seen results, espedally in such an advanced case where 
there is no longer the possibility of operation." 

So, she said, "No, doctor, I called you because I saw the results in your treat
ment of tuberculosis and arthritis in various cases. Now, here is a pad and you 
write down a treatment. On that table over there, there is a book, and in that 
book, you will be good enough to read to me aloud the chapter called "The 
Healing of Cancer." It was a big book of about 1200 pages on folk medicine and 
in the middle there was that chapter. I started to read. That book was edited by 
three schoolteachers and one physician. None of them practiced medicine, so 
they put together that book. I read that chapter. In it there was something 
about Hippocrates who gave these patients a special soup. I should like to tell 
you, we use that soup at the present time! That soup from that book, out of the 
practice of Hippocrates - 550 years before Christ! He was the greatest physician 
at that time, and I even think the greatest physician of all time. He had the idea 
that the patient has to be detoxified with the soup and with enemas and so on. 

I read and read, but finally I told the lady, "Look, because of my tubercu
losis treatment physicians are opposed to me. Therefore, I'd like not to treat 
you." Again she insisted. "I'll give you in writing that you are not responsible for 
the outcome of the treatment, and that I insisted that you do so." So with that 
signed statement, I thought, all right, let's try. 1 

I wrote down the treatment. It was almost the same which I used for tuber
culosis patients which I had worked out and used at the University Clinic in 
Munich with Professor Sauerbruch. After the work at the University Clinic the 
treatment had been established and had been found effective. I thought that 
maybe it would be effective in cancer too. It is always written in scientific books 
that tuberculosis and cancer are both degenerative diseases where the body has 
to be detoxified. But this latter thought was written only by Hippocrates. 

I tried-and the patient was cured! Six months later she was up and around 
in the best condition. Then she sent me two other cancer cases. One of her fam
ily with a stomach cancer where it had been found during an attempted opera· 
tion that there were metastasized glands around the stomach -also cured! And 
I had to cure then, against my will, a third case. I expected to have still more 
opposition from the medical profession. The third case was also a stomach cancer 
- it was also cured. Three cases were tried and all three cases were cured! 

I have to tell you that up to this day, I don't know how this happened, how 
I stumbled into that, how this was achieved. At that time I always said that I did
n't know why they were cured. I didn't know enough about cancer and it was 
such a difficult problem to go into. But once it was in my head and in my hands 
and in my heart, I could no longer separate myself from that problem. ("The 
Cure of Advanced Cancer by Diet Therapy: A Summary of 30 Years of Clinical 
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Experimentation," given at Jensen health ranch in Escondido, California, in 1956, . 
printed by the Gerson Institute as an addendum to A Cancer Tnerapy) 

When Max Gerson told this story, he usually left out a crucial part of it, wnJ,cn'; 
he.of course shared with his wife and later, with his daughters. He had been 1111..nu· 

taring the woman's progress for some six weeks when, on one of his house '-=~ 
Gerson finally met Mr. Schmidt. The man was a painter, a cold and hard man who'; 
was often away on business trips. Despite his wife's spectacular progress, Scbmi1jt 
was very hostile to Gerson. While Gerson was examining his patient, her husban·c 
could not restrain himself from making several harsh and ugly anti-Semitic ren1ar~~$~ 
Mrs. Schmidt was horrified, and tried to divert her husband from .his dis;lstrou's 
course, buuo no avail. When it became clear that his presence was unwelcome, 
Gerson rose, turned to the couple, and said, "I am sorry, sir, but.I refuse to have-···'·' 
thing to do with you. I will not return to this' house, ever. Good day, Mr. · 
Schmidt!" , 

. He regretted having to leave, because he would have liked to observe theY-·, ~.c: 
come of the case that had been progressing so well until then: When she was •uu 

recovered, Mrs. Schmidt came to see him at his office, and at first he could·scarcellY: 
recognize the woman he had first visited when she. was totally bedridden;' 
remained well as long as Gerson could follow up on her case, for several more 
She returned to Gerson's office each Christm'as with small gifts from her garden . . 
she brought her doctor out of gratitude for saving her life.· 

Gerson had cured all three of his first three cancer cases, including one wit:li m. reJ 
metastases·- a remarkable acllievement. Though an isolated instance, here was-au"""g 
er degenerative disease that -yielded to his dietary therapy. Apparently, the bodvfl 
the ability to restore its own equilibrium and heal even the most serious 
was only given the correct materials with which to work. Much of what Max Gerst: 
had learned in his medical school training.and from the sdentific literature he rea1:Lsi:1 
carefully had stressed the concept of "one·disease, one treatment." Yet he had· . 
seen many degenerative diseases cured by his one, simple dietary therapy. 

Having read that recipe for: Hippocrates' vegetable soup in Deutscft.en GwHidf1~, 

(German Healtft), he had adapted it for his own diet. Here .is Dr. Gerson's versio_1:1:t{ 
his ·printed diet form, he prescribed an open-ended '~About . glasses a d;fy•rZ 
since the total number and amount would be variable, dep~nding on the pat:terlt~ 
overall condition and circumstance. 

Fo.r 1 pers~n us~ a 2-quart pot·, use the following vegetables, 
then cover with water: 

1 medium celery knob, if not in season, 
substitute 3·4 stalks Df branch celery (pascal celery is preferable) 



1 medium parsley root 
2 small leeks (substitute 2 small onions) 
2 medium onions 
littlt parsley only 
1h lbs. tomatoes or more 
1lb. potatoes 

Do NOT peel any of these vegetables; just wash and scrub them well and 
cut them coarsely; cook them slowly for 3 hours, then put through food mill in 
small portions; scarcely any fibers should be left. Vary the amount of water used 
for cooking according to taste and desired consistency. Let soup cool off before 
storing. 

Keep well covered in refrigerator NO LONGER than 2 days; wann up as 
much as needed each time. 

These first three cancer cases that Max Gerson treated successfully in Bielefeld 
would be just the beginning of his exploration of the possibility of curing many 
forms of cancer through dietary means. And what other diseases might his diet also 
ameliorate? The potential for exploration and experimentation tantalized him. 

f 
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Moving Onward 
(1929-1932) 

Dr. Gerson on 'lrial 

Dr. Max Gerson continued to experience favorable results in his own practice · 
curing'i?.a.tients of tuberculosis and other degenerative or infectious diseases; · 

his renown spread thioughout E~ope as 'his techniques were properly applied'
other physicians wheri treating TB. Not unreasonably, then, Max began harboring ·· 
hope that his surprisingly successful dietary approach to treating the diseased bociv:::: 
whether for lupus vulgaris alone, various other forms of tuberculosis· or for many difl~ 
ent disorders - might someday earn him the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Me:dicii:l~ 

Therefore it came as a shock that not everyone was impressed with his acooiJ.ii 
plishments, especially in the city" he lived in. Jealousy of Max Gerso~'s growing ·ta:rri~ 
had seemingly reached a fever pitch in Westphalia, among certain Bielefeld ph)rsicii;ri'ls 

In her memoir of her husband's life and medical career, Gretchen Gerson 
the story this way. On a lovely day in the early spring of 1929 a letter addressed to 
Max Gerson arrived from the Westphalian Medical Association. It contained a st.ii](l'f 
mons requiring his appearance, three weeks hence, at the organization's ne;wc1uar,( 
ters in Munster, to answer charges of irregular medical practice. A doctor in Bietete1d 
representing many of his colleagues, had lodged a professional ethics cornpl;aiflt 
against Gerson: he was accused of practicing medicine outside his declared sp<~ci~tft 

Max was astonished at the hostile and accusatory tone of the summons :>ldl.q 

ment. The only goal he had ever pursued was the health of his patients: Gre~tctieh~ 
was terrified that the physicians' collective resentment against' her husband's way .. · .. 
conducting his practice had actually resulted in legal proceedings. She urged LV. ~P-A' 
to get an attorney to assemble documentation to.prepare his case. After all, if · 
were found guilty, he could be fined, have his license suspended or revoked, r-vP'n' 

be imprisoned. But Max calmly declined to engage a lawyer to handle his detense,'fJl 
since he had done nothing wrong. 
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Three days before Dr. Gerson had to board a train for Munster, the Munufl 
Medical Joumal arrived in the mail. Professor Albert Jesionek of the University of 
Giessen, who ran a special lupus ward in that town, had contributed an article to this 
latest issue. A dermatology specialist who pioneered the use of light therapy in 
treating skin disorders, he reported that some while earlier he had read a provoca
tive article describing the successful treatment of lupus by administering the special 
diet initially devised by Max Gerson. Dr. Jesionek had decided to use this dietary 
method on some of his own patients. His just-published article described the favor
able results. When Gerson boarded the train for Munster, he took nothing with him 
except for this latest issue of the Muniffi Medical Joumai. 

As Dr. Gerson entered the meeting room of the Westphalian Medical Associa· 
tion, a panel of no less than nine physicians motioned for him to sit in a chair situ
ated somewhat below the dais, giving them a height advantage as well as their over· 
whelming numerical superiority. The chairman of the disciplinary panel began the 
de facto trial. "Dr. Gerson, you have been accused of a gross breach of medical 
ethics," he said. "As a specialist, you are only permitted to treat diseases specified on 
your nameplate, and none other. Your shingle unequivocally states your specialties 
as 'Internal and Nerve Diseases.' Yet you have openly and blatantly treated skin dis
eases for some years. This violation of yours goes against all the rules and regulations 
of the Westphalian Medical Association. If this complaint is proven, ' you face cen· 
sure and possible revocation of your medical license. Moreover, you have even pro· 
vided the board with clear evidence of your unethical behavior by publishing an arti· 
de in a medical journal that specifically states that you treat lupus vulgaris, a skin dis
ease that is within the special province of dermatology, and even giving details about 
your methods. Do you have a defense for this behavior?" 

Sitting calmly in the witness chair, Dr. Gerson had been absorbing the disap
proving glares of the panel. He now stood and drew himself up to his full six-foot 
height. His voice was calm and self-assured. "Gentlemen," he began, "I see you have 
done your research thoroughly, so 1 cannot, nor would I, deny that I have been treat
ing lupus vulgaris. It would be foolish to attempt to deny that lupus is not a skin disease, 
for it is quite clearly that. However, you have not mentioned the contents of the arti· 

de I wrote, which demonstrates that I have cured this disease, not just treated it. 
"Medical literature available today in Germany states that lupus is considered 

an 'incurable' disease. Less than 25 years ago, the Nobel Prize was awarded to Dr. 
Niels Rydberg Finsen, a respected Danish physician, who treated lupus vulgaris with 
concentrated light at his Medical Light Institute in Copenhagen,. Since the disease is 
still considered 'incurable,' this treatment obviously did not solve the problem. Yet 
he was given the highest honor that can be bestowed on a physician in recognition 
of his advances. 

"Only two years later, the same committee saw fit to honor Dr. Robert Koch 
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similarly with the Nobel Prize for identifying in 1882 the myco6actaium bacillus that 
causes lupus vulgaris and other tuberculosis conditions, and for devising the test that 
provides today's physidans with the means to diagnose exposure to the disease eas
ily and accurately, and monitor. the progression of the disease, even though they can
not cure it. 

"Today I stand before this panel accused of unethical medical behavior for hav
ing succeeded where so many others have failed before me. I am fully aware of the 
consequences of being found guilty by the Association, yet I have no fear of your 
verdict. On the contrary, I would consider it a great honor to be punished or even 
imprisoned for being the first physician to find a successful treatment for lupus vul· 
garis - a disease that has remained incurable for over two thousand years despite 
the most aggressive and inventive attacks from physicians the world over. 

"If perhaps you think that my work and the various published papers based on 
applications of my therapy are frauds, you might be interested in considering this 
recent follow-up article by Professor Albert Jesionek of the University of Giessen in 
the recent Munidi Mtdical Journal. He has confirmed the results of my dietary treat
ment on patients in his own lupus vulgaris sanatorium, thus showing again that the 
therapy is reproducible." 

Dr. Gerson now handed the chairman his copy of the Journal, folded open to Dr. 
Jesionek's article, "On the Dietary Treatment of Skin Tuberculosis." The board was 
not expecting such calm in the face of an accusation that could not be denied, cmd 
which could well end this particular doctor's medical career. Physicians brought 
before the disciplinary board were normally in fear for their professional existence. 
Muttering in confusion, the board members looked at each other. 

The chairman glanced at the Journal article briefly. Then he read aloud to the 
others the first paragraph in it "Under treatment by the Gerson-Sauerbruch
Herrmannsdorfer Diet, tuberculosis diseases of the skin, specifically including 
lupus, disappear and heal. This fact cannot be argued. However, how does the dis
appearance and healing occur?" 

The room was silent. "A footnote says that this article is based on a lecture that 
Professor Jesionek gave at the Medical Group in Giessen in February of this year/' 
the chairman said gruffly. "We will need some time to consider this new informa
tion. This meeting is adjourned for two hours. Please be so kind as to return to this 
room at that time, where the hearing will proceed." He banged his gavel, and the 
board retired to a private office. . 

As Max turned to leave the room, he overheard' one of the spectators, a 
Westphalian country doctor, say to his neighbor, "If we punish Dr. Gerson, reason 
becomes nonsense." 

The atmosphere was noticeably different when the meeting was again called to 
order. The nine panel members seemed more relaxed; some were even smiling. 
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Again the chairman spoke, this time with warm courtesy. "Dr. Gerson, the 
Association congratulates you for your outstanding success in treating lupus vulgaris. 
we encourage you to continue this aspect of your practice and the excellent 
research associated with it. The article you gave us leaves no question as to your high 
degree of integrity and truthfulness. You will have no further difficulty from the 
westphalian Medical Association regarding medical specialty .... The hearing is 
adjourned." 

When Dr. Gerson returned to his home in Bielefeld, his step was a little lighter, 
his spirits brimming with new confidence. His worried wife and little family were 
greeted with the good news of his total exoneration. Before he opened his office the 
next day, he removed the plaque announdng his spedalty as a physician who dealt 
primarily with diseases of the nervous system and internal organs. Dr. Gerson never 
again advertised a spedalty to the world. He had become a general practitioner -
a front-line physidan who receives and treats patients presenting with a wide vari· 

ety of health problems. 

Tfic Sanatorium Wilfidmsfliifie 

Despite his honorable exoneration by the Westphalian Medical Association, 
Max Gerson had grown wholly weary of dealing with the envy and dislike of 

the Bielefeld practitioners. After 10 years of mostly unpleasant relations, he felt that 
changes in both scenery and professional associations were essential. So he began 
seeking a new place to pursue his medical work and locate his family. 

Among the various facilities offered for Gerson's consideration was the 
Sanatorium Wilhelmsh6he. This 150-bed facility was located in the Wilhelmshohe hills 
on the western outskirts of Kassel, a garrison town on the Fulda River in Northern 
Hesse. The town was in the mountainous country south of Bielefeld - 100 miles 'as 
the crow flies,' but for ground travel the route was far longer and quite circuitous, over 
narrow and winding roads through mountain passes. Kassel had been the home of the 
Brothers Grimm of fairytale fame and the of the Hessian mercenaries used by the 
British in their attempt to put down the American Revolution. Max agreed to take 
over a section of the sanatorium, to be called "Dr. Gerson's Diet Sanatorium." \ 
Additionally, a local physician, Dr. Keding, who was favorably inclined toward 
Gerson's approach, saw to it that 25 beds were made available to him as a staff physi· 
clan in the tuberculosis department at I..andeskrankenhaus, the State Hospital in 
Kassel. 

The Wilhelmshohe district took its name from the mountain just to the west of 
the city of Kassel, whose name appropriately derived from the latin word castrum, 
meaning "stronghold." The sanatorium was located at the edge of the forested 
ridge, on which sat the castles and monuments of the local hereditary rulers of 
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Hesse, with the Ha6iclitswald (Hawk Forest) just across the street. This forest likely 
played a large role in Max Gerson's choice of this facility, as he always found relax- . 
ation in the woods. Ludwig Hartman, an enterprising fellow married to Gretchen's 
sister Gertrude, not only had initially set up this connection, but also found a house' ·. 
in town for both the Gerson family and his own. This attractive house stood alone .· 
in the midst of fields, with a wide-open view of Wilhelmshbhe Mountain, not ____ " 
from the large boulevard with a trolley line that conveniently went one way up 
the sanatorium and the Wilhelmshbhe castle, the other to the downtown area. l'he!·;; 

Gersons occupied the ground floor, where Max and Gretchen had their bectro<)m. 
The Hartman family lived on the second floor. On the third floor were rooms for rn ... 

three Gerson girls and a maid, as well as the girls' Oma. Their grandmother - L V.><L.(I. .-'" 

mother Ulricke - had now joined the family. A neighborhood convenience stm:~ 
was located in a portion of the basement of the large house. 

, The three Gerson girls - now ages 12, :p. and 8 - were enrolled in two ~cnooJ: 
While Hanni and Trudy attended the local gymnasium, young Lotte went to the new 
Waldorfschule downtown, a short streetcar ride away from the house. The 

School's educational approach, addressing the whole child as an in_d · ,hivi1i0d1su<)al~>h, ·;·;~· · i: 
derived from the late Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner, a holistic pi 
education .that closely paralleled Gerson's evolving approach to medicine and~~-'"'"'!-' 
and became popular worldwide during the 196os,and 1970s. 

The family never had cats or dogs, because Gretchen would always attract 
flea on a furry· pet, but they had a beautiful room filled with plants, the ·. · 
which held a collection of canaries the girls loved. On sunny days Gretchen .. w.cJW 
give the birds air by putting them out on the adjoining porch. One evening .>w .. 

got to bring them in and the local cats killed them, but she didn't have the. he·a rt;t~ 
tell the girls what had really happened. She gave up on keeping birds as pets; . · · . 
· Because their mother was often so busy helping Max with professional ma1tt~J 

- bills, writing articles, a great deal .of correspondence - while also managing _,~~~:~ 
family home, the Gerson ·girls appreciated the ready accessibility of their · < · 

grandmother. Many years later Charlotte Gerson vividly remembered her: . ·. .•· .· · 

When Oma lived with us, she did a lot of work, sewed, crocheted, maae;; 
carpet after a complex pattern, mended socks. and kept busy doing om.er.)J~ 
ful things. In general, her presence in the household was a pleasant ad<titif~Q 
But she was very strict about keeping the Jewish Shabbat and therefore ."''"' 
work then, but instead would read and say her prayers. My parents were al_· m~q;~·~ 

wholly secular, but they did insist that we three girls get religious t.r aining~~ 
Shabbat school. 

My grandmother always kept a "kosher" kitchen and never mixed me:;at' 
and mlik. products or the cookware containing them, so she was able to 

. . . . ... 
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with us because we were vegetarian and had no meat in the household. 
However, a dietary problem always emerged during Passover. Grandma would 
then cook her own food for herself, using special pots and dishes. Because she 
found it wasteful and unreasonable, my mother got rather uncomfortable and 
angry when Oma followed a standard Orthodox Judaism practice at Passover 
time. This involves throwing out the dishware used for the past year and using 
a special new set, which will then be used during the next year. Like many reli
gious traditions, this one had a basis in health practices. It derives from the old 
desert days of using porous plates and bowls, which soaked up food juices; a 
year was about the limit for hygienic usability. Also during that time of Passover 
when Grandma was fixing her own minimal food, she lost weight, and 
Gretchen worried about this. 

Another issue that bothered Mother was how Max was always so involved 
and concerned with his patients and their problems that he paid little attention 
to his mother. She was a very wise and caring lady, who had saved Max's life sev
eral times when he was younger. Grandma didn't complain about his inatten
tion to her, but she must have been hurt. Only when Gretchen sometimes 
reminded him to do so did he look toward his mother when he left the house 
and tell her goodbye. : 

' The comforts of a close family was especially appreciated in Kassel. Little Charlotte 
had soon noticed that the Hessians were not as friendly as the Westphalians - quite 
a statement, considering the well-worn adage, "Before you call a Westphalian your 
friend, you must share a bushel of salt with him." Which takes a lot of meals- even 
if non-Gerson diet ones! 

The sanatorium opened in September 1929. Starting a new enterprise of this 
magnitude proved an enormous task. Hospital staff needed to be retrained to 
administer Dr. Gerson's therapy, and the kitchen staff had to learn new food prepa
ration techniques to prepare the Gerson diet. Dr. Gerson required that, for their 
own protection, nurses in the clinics where tubercular patients were being treated 
should eat the same food as the patients. In other tuberculosis wards in Germany, 
nurses were customarily rotated to other wards every three months, in the hope 
that the shorter exposure would help protect them, but nurses became infected, 
nevertheless. In Dr. Gerson's wards nurses neva contracted tuberculosis, even 
though they were not rotated out of the wards - surely the best testimony possi
ble to the immune-enhancing properties of the Gerson diet. 

With a large number of patients concentrated in one facility, all receiving the 
same diet, people were able to compare notes about some strange effects that they 
experienced. Every day, each patient on the dietary therapy received six eight
ounce glasses of carrot and apple juice, plus a glass of orange juice. Some of the 
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patients began to notice that their skin color was gradually taking on the color of car
rots. Naturally, patients worried about their apparent "jaundice"-until Dr. Gerson 
explained that this was perfectly normal. He explained that when canaries were fed 
a piece or two of carrot daily, in a few weeks their yellow feathers turned complete
ly carrot-colored. This manifestation is known today as carotenemia. Physidans rou
tinely caution patients that drinking "too much" carrot juice will result in the condi
tion - "which might be dangerous." But besides the skin coloration, there are no 
other symptoms or any adverse effects of this 'condition' associated with ingesting 
certain vegetables containing the benefictal phytochemicals known as ca"rotenoids. 
Another natural dye caused consternation and alarm until it, too, was explained. 
This was the harmless tendency of the patients' stools to turn red when red beets 
were added to the juice or accompanied the meals; also their urine turned pinkish. 
When the patients understood that this rather peculiar manifestation did not come 
from internal bleeding and began expecting this to happen, there was no further 
concern. 

One day, the kitchen staff called Dr. Gerson into the juice-preparation area. The 
freshly pressed carrot and apple juice had completely jelled. His first question was, 
"Is one of the pressing girls having her period today?" When one answered affirma· 
tively, the puzzle was solved. From then on, the standard practice was to have men 
do the juicing. Gerson perhaps never explicitly explained the reason for this odd 
chemical occurrence, which must have been due to a volatile hormonal secreti.on or . . 

pheromone that somehow, wafting through the air or possibly carried through skin 
contact with the produce, activated enzymes in the juice so that it became gela
tinized. 

The new Diet Sanatorium was soon filled, mostly with tuberculosis and migraine 
patients. Max threw himself into the task with his characteristic energy, receiving 
tremendous satisfaction from the evident progress that his patients rriade. But no 
matter how tireless he was in his work, he saw that he would be unable to SUJ?ervise 
each case as closely as he was accustomed to do in Bielefeld. This was a great source 
of concern and regret to "Diet Gerson," whose personal rapport with patients had 
proved so valuable. This hands-on approach was a vital consideration wher:i other 
physicians attempted to replicate Gerson's results; not only did they tend to.'modi· 
fy his specifications and allow patients to do so, some lacked Dr. Gerson's healing 
manner or 'presence'. 

No Smoking! 

D r. Gerson was puzzled by one of the migraine patients in the sanatorium. The 
wife of a doctor in Budapest, she had been in residence there for weeks, but 

was experiencing no positive results from the regimen. It was a mystery to Dr. Gerson 
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that her headaches did not yield quickly to his therapy, as they did for all the other 
patients he treated. Day after day, her migraines continued. 

The problem was solved, however, when he unexpectedly walked into her 
room one day. He found her smoking- totally against hospital rules, and in direct 
contravention to the therapy he was using to help her. 

"Frau Szabo," he said, his blue eyes turning steely, "you know there can be no 
smoking in the sanatorium. It is strictly forbidden. Put out that cigarette now!" 

"I can't, Dr. Gerson," she pleaded. "I have been smoking for 20 years, and it is 
not that easy to just stop." 

"Put it out. Now! I cannot help you if you continue to smoke." 
Under the doctor's stem gaze, she reluctantly stubbed out her cigarette. Dr. 

Gerson picked up the pack of cigarettes that lay on the bedside table, and crumpled 
it in his hand. '1 am going to tell the nurses to make sure there are no more ciga· 
rettes in this room." 

"Please, Dr. Gerson. I've tried but I simply can't stop. It is too strong a habit. 
Can't you allow me to have just that one little sin?" 

"No, Frau Szabo. I can't, and I won't. If you insist on smoking, I am afraid that I 
will have to discharge you. You are just wasting-your time and ours, and the bed is 
needed for someone who truly wants to get welL It is your choice. If you wish to 
continue with your habit, I shall send a telegram to your husband today and1ask him 
to come for you at once. I will not have you smoking in the sanatorium." 

The wife of a respected physician, she was not used to being treated in this way. 
"Please, Dr. Gerson, wait just a bit before you contact my husband. I will stop, I real
ly will. But give me two days. Please don't send me away!" 

"All right. Two days, then. But you must make your decision by then." 
Gerson checked her again after the two days were up. The woman had stopped 

smoking completely. In two more weeks her migraines had disappeared, sped by the 
weeks of dietary therapy she had already received. 

Struck by the powerful effect of nicotine on the patient's progress, Dr. Gerson 
kept a careful eye on the influence smoking had on his treatment of other diseases 
as well. Less than two years later, in 1931, he published a paper on the subject: 
"Nicotine as a Deterrent Factor in the Treatment of Lupus." \ 

Notable Visitors and Patients 
Q r. Mi~el Hindhede and his wife came from Denmark to Kassei-Wilhelmshohe 

as patients. During the Great War, Dr. Hindhede had supervised the Danish 
national nutritional program and now was the Danish Minister for Nutrition. The 
two doctors spent many hours exchanging s_cientific and medical information - a 
Stimulating and rewarding pastime for both men. Dr. Hindhede had recently 
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become familiar with Dr. Gerson's work, which was becoming well known through· ··· . 
out Europe, thanks not only to Gerson's published papers and his intemationallec- .~ 

tures, but also to the growing number of papers being published by other research · 
physicians about the Gerson diet and its variations in the Sauerbruch and -: · 
Herrmannsdorfer versions. Dr Hindhede and his wife stayed at the sanatorium for .~ 

about four weeks; were both helped by this intensive experience with the Gerson diet, . 
In July 1930 Helene Schweitzer came to Kassel-Wilhelmsh6he with pulmonary~~ 

tuberculosis. She was the wife of the famous German physician-humanitarian · 
before starting a clinic in Central Africa, had been renowned throughout Europe 
a musician, author and theologian. Her health had always been fragile, and _ 
ed stays in Lambarene, Schweitzer's jungle settlement and hospital, bad aggravate~ 
a prior tuberculosis infection, so that it now flared up dangerously. She had returned 
to Europe to be treated again. 

Helene Schweitzer was 43 years old and seriously ill when Max first saw her . .X
rays confirmed that her right lung had one or perhaps two Kavanen - "caverns" Vl@.<. 

holes eaten in the lung by the disease. The left lung also had a large cavern. As 
did with all tuberculosis patients, Gerson put her on the dietary therapy. M.-~ 
Schweitzer's progress, though steady, was slow. She stayed at the sanatorium 
Kassel until the middle of November. By then, the lesions in her right lung weJre-n 
longer visible on X-rays, her left lung was healing, she bad put on some weight, an~ 
her sputum was negative for tuberculosis. 

When she was sent home, Max gave her explicit instructions to stay on the dief 
for another six months to complete the healing process. Yet Helene did not adtlei'~~: 
to the diet, and the tuberculosis recurred. She was re-admitted in serious condition_, 
with a fever and difficulty breathing. Dr. Gerson put her on an even stricter regimi:'t'l~ 
than before, and she recovered in four months, this time permanently. She lived 
almost three decades longer, dying in May 1957 at the age of 70, ap'parently of.co· ~ 
gestive heart failure. Mrs. Schweitzer's case - No. 45: Mrs. H.M.S. - was dis<:uss:e~f;: 
by Max Gerson in his book, Diatlfierapit. dtr LungentuhaKuwse (Diet Therapy for Lung;; 
Thberculosis), published in 1934. ~ 

Attempting to Preserve Juias 
"'f'he Gerson treatinent was difficult enough for patients at the sanatorium, but 
.1 became quite onerous when they were sent home. First, there was the shc,ppin[ 

for, storing of and careful washing of the fresh fruits and vegetables, which were ~"'"' 
posed to originate from growers who did not use pestiddes and synthetic ten:illZers; 
Then, not only did three fresh, salt-free vegetarian meals have to be prepared u='Y• 
plus batches of the slow-cooked Hippocrates soup concocted, but near-constant 

"" juice-making activities were required as well. Six or more glasses of carrot and appk 
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juice had to be pressed daily, to be consumed by the patient as soon after pressing as 
possible. The pressing of the juice, requiring a special machine, was very tedious and 
time-consuming. This process had to be continued day in and day out, seven days a 
week, for the entire course of the treatment, which often lasted many months. 

Since the Gerson diet therapy was gaining quite a following in Germany and 
elsewhere in Europe, a commercial laboratory in Berlin spotted an entrepreneurial 
opportunity by easing these shopping and juice-making tasks. The lab managers 
approached Dr. Gerson with a proposal to develop a means of preserving the juice, 
either by using some chemical additive or by jellying it. The idea of a market source 
for ready-made juices was attractive to Gerson because of its convenience to patients 
undergoing the treatment at home. This would encourage them to adhere to his reg· 
imen. He was also interested in having several different types of juice tested and 
compared for their mineral and vitamin properties, which the company's chemists 
could readily do. A l.ifelong.experimenter, Gerson constantly tinkered with the com· 
position of his juices. For instance, he tried adding different leaves to carrot juice. At 
one point he even tried out nettles. In Kassel Gerson began creating the "green leaf 
juice," later called "green juice," a combination of dark green leafy vegetables that 
eventually became a mainstay in his therapy- one of the prescribed daily juices. 

The Gerson home included a large garage and two extra rooms, which were 
offered to two professional chemists and a female assistant, whom the laboratory in 
Berlin sent to work out a method for preserving the juice. A cage for guinea pigs was 
also installed in the garden tool shed. Each day a quantity of freshly pressed juice 
was brought from the sanatorium kitchen to the small but well-equipped laborato· 
ry. Here the three chemists worked daily with a particular juice, analyzing its con
tents, then adding different preservative substances. They tested the different ver· 
sions out on the guinea pigs, and finally on patients. 

The chem;ically modified juices were given only to patients who were not seri
ously ill and had volunteered for the experiment. Preparation after preparation was 
tried, but none achieved results equal to those routinely observed with the freshly 
pressed juices. Nothing the chemists did resulted in juices that healed the patients 
in the amazing way that the wholly natural juices did. --After three months, the chemists were forced to abandon the effort. "One day 
the chemists, the guinea pigs and all their activities disappeared," Charlotte Gerson 
remembers. But before the chemists left, they gave Gerson their chemical analysis 
of his basic juice. Dr. Gerson took great interest in their analyses, which showed that 
the juice had approximately the same minerals as the healing waters from Bad 
Lippspringe, but at approximately 100 times the concentration. In the early 1930s 

laboratory assays could detect mineral contents but only a few of the vitamins 
(many of which had yet to be identified). Little was known then, too, about other 
microconstituents of plant foods, such as the natural enzymes or the essential and 
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nonessential amino acids that were the "building blocks" of the complex protein 
molecules. Far in the future was the very concept of phytochemicals - those many 
forms of chemical substances in plants that enable the sunlight-dependent process 
of photosynthesis on which all life forms are essentially dependent, and that confer 
protection from predators and diseases, encourage growth and reproduction, fill 
other useful functions ... and also may often help humans because of special nutri
tive or medicinal values. · 

Though this early experiment in preserving his uniquely therapeutic juic~s
failed, it brought home a very important principle to Max Gerson. He had based his 
treatment and philosophy on the notion that beneficial changes in the body's 
metabolism could only be brought about by natural methods. He had originally div 
covered the elements of his treatment by empirical means: that is, if a change~ 
worked, he kept it; if not, he discarded it. Now the chemists had underscored hl~· 
findings with exhaustive experiments that showed that any alteration to the fresh: 
ly pressed living material rendered it nearly useless for healing. They had discovere~ 
nothing that contradicted his already successful methodology, while proving the!l)
selves unable to devise any techniques to make it easier to undertake. 

Publications, Lectures and Notoriety 

In addition to the workload that Max Gerson carried at the sanatorium, he corr;
tinued his academic endeavors, constantly studying the medical literature. Durirl~ 

the period from 1929 to 1932, be contributed many articles to medical journals. Hts 
sobriquet, "Diet Gerson," was becoming so well known, not only in the mediq( 
community but also in the general culture that his name began to surface in cross
word puzzles, and eventually in the definitive Knaur's Encyclopedic Dictionary. 

Dr. Gerson was invited to lecture at the great universities in Germany as well a, ..... 

many major dties of Europe - Amsterdam, Vienna, Dresden, Budapest, Munidi, · 
Berlin, Brunn, Frankfort, Darmstadt, Wiesbaden, Bremen, Hannover, Rostock, Hallej 
Nordemey, Copenhagen, Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim, Upsala, Stockholm ~.Q 
Goeteborg. In Upsala, Dr. Gerson was invited to sign Archbishop Soederblooi!i"'s: 
Golden Book of Sweden; in it his signature followed that of Nunda Eugenio Pacelli-
who would become Pope Pius XII in 1939. -

Gerson's renown drew visiting doctors from tuberculosis clinics all over EuroQe 
and the United States. He was always willing to show them the facility and share hi 

'" methods with them, including the all-important kitchen organization. But pG!t -always were these efforts worthwhile to him or the furtherance of his dietary reg!,; 
men. One physician, visiting from the Harz region, stayed in Kassel-Wilhelmshohe 
for nearly two weeks, examining patients and medical records under Gerson's gui~
ance. When the time came to return to his own clinic, he asked for a well-traindi 

" 
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nurse to be allowed to accompany him to instruct his staff in the operational details 
of administering the Gerson diet. It so happened that such a nurse was indeed avail
able. A well-known Swedish actress had come to the county hospital in Kassel with 
lung tuberculosis. Her progress was excellent, and within three months she was able 
to return to Sweden. She had left her private nurse, Birgid, in Kassel to learn every
thing she could of the food and juice preparation. Intelligent and industrious, she 
volunteered to go with the doctor to the Harz, and Dr. Gerson recommended her 
with enthusiasm. Birgid had been in the Harz clinic for only three weeks when she 
overheard the doctor who had brought her there instruct his head nurse, "See to it 
that within six weeks the patients refuse to eat their meals." Angry and discouraged, 
she quickly returned to Kassel and reported her experience to Gerson. It wasn't the 
first or the last time that Max Gerson's work was sabotaged 

The German state of Prussia's Secretary of Health, Dr. Hirtsiefer, a former patient 
of Gerson, recognized his contributions by appointing him a consultant to the 
Ministry of Health. Although the appointment added further to Dr. Gerson's pres
tige, it also increased his workload, since he now had to attend periodic me€tings of 
the board of directors and review various reports and proposals regarding public"'·· 
health issues. In his capacity as a consultant, Gerson proposed and supervised a novel 
experiment stemming from his lifelong interest in the health of the topsoil. He 
described the experiment much later in his book, A Cancu T(ttrapy (published in 1958): 

While I was a consultant to the Prussian Ministry of Health in Germany dur
ing 1930-33, I had occasion to advise Dr. Hirtsiefer, State Secretary of Health, about 
the deplorable condition of the soil around certain large cities, espedally Essen, 
Dortmund and Dusseldorf. I suggested the use of human manure, mostly wast
ed by canalization in place of chemical fertilizers. This was carried out along with 
the planting of vegetable gardens around these big cities. Composts, i.e., a mix· 
ture of dried manure from humans and animals plus straw and leaves, were used 
to cover these gardens in October and November and were allowed to remain 
through the winter. The soil was then ploughed in the spring; planting was done 
from four to six weeks later. Depending upon the original condition of the soil, it 
took several years or more to develop a fertile topsoil by this method. According 
to ~r. Hirtsiefer, the results were highly satisfactory, in that vegetables fere 
obtained which were greatly superior in both quantity and quality to thos~ pre
viously obtained by the use of commercial chemical fertilizers. It is interesting 
that no human disease was transmitted by this type of fertilizing, due, most prob
ably, first to the compost being exposed to sun, air, freezing and snow through· 
out the winter, and second to the fact that most pathogenic bacteria will not sur
vive long in a healthy soil which normally contains much antibiotic material. 

This is the method of the natural cycle used for over a thousand years by the 
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farmers of the ancient Teutonic or Allemanic Empire, now known as Western~ · 
Europe. ("Significance of the Soil to Human Disease," A Cancer Tlim1py p. 183) 

The 16-year-old nephew of the chairman of the Berlin Doctors' Association, 
Professor Hoffmann, came to Kassel with his mother. The boy was suffering from 
lung tuberculosis; as usual, conventional treatments had been unsuccessful in revers: -
ing the course of his illness. Hoffmann was naturally intensely interested in the cas1;::{ 
and he telephoned the boy's mother twice a week for progress reports - prouau!y; 
expecting the worst. But to his utter amazement, he kept receiving news that 
boy was steadily improving. The patient's fever and expectoration had dinniniShi:::tlf 

and his appetite was returning to that of a normal teenager. His slender frame had 
even regained some weight. Dr. Hoffmann was so astonished at the reports that he 
began regularly to discuss the boy's X-rays with Dr. Gerson over the telephone. -
Finally, Hoffmann could stand it no longer. Doctors then, as now, did not have man}£, 
opportunities to see the healing of a disease considered incurable. He had to wil:he: 
for himself what was going on in the hills of Northern Hesse. Hoffmann arrived 1-U'!•~"" 
Kassel, his attitude one of curiosity and skepticism in equal measures. 

Dr. Gerson greeted his eminent visitor much as he would any visiting phvski~ 
with an open mind. The first order of business was a tour of the sanatorium, to m1'J~ 
the patients. The introduction continued with a presentation of the case 
and X-rays of the patients Hoffmann had just met. The Berlin doctor studied tlie 
plates and records with great incredulity, eventually asking Dr. Gerson if he could
study the materials, alone and undisturbed. Dr. Gerson happily obliged, putting the 
records and the X-ray room at his disposal. 1\vo hours later, Hoffmann emerged 

~ 

from the room, visibly shaken over the awesome results. "I have never seen 
like this, Dr. Gerson," he said, his voice quiet. "Are these cases typical of 
patients here?" . 

"Yes, they are," he answered. "The cases that you have examined are neitll~~· 

much better nor much worse than the usual patients who check into the sanatori~p~~ 
"I can't believe it. The results you are getting are unheard of! I would very mum 

like to bring copies of the materials you showed me to Berlin, where I can havemr 
assistants study and evaluate them. I will be happy to pay for copying the records 
and X-rays, if you would allow me." 

"Certainly, Professor Hoffmann. It would be an honor. I will arrange for th('t 
records administrator to copy the materials for you." 

Hoffmann returned to Berlin, still having difficulty believing what he had see~~ 
He could not possibly relay his findings to the Doctors' Association without sor~ 
corroboration. He would need several unbiased evaluations. When he got back'J0 
Berlin, Hoffmann gave each of his three assistants the X-rays independently, and 
asked them for individually written reports containing specific descriptions on wha_t' 
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they saw. One by one, the reports were given to him; they all contained similar com· 
ments. The assistants had never seen such pre- and post-treatment X-rays and were 
at a Joss to describe the unique healing phenomena that clearly had taken place. 

Nazism Arrives in Kassel 

By the beginning of 1932, the Nazi movement had gained enough followers to 
become truly threatening to anyone not of their political and Aryan race-cham· 

pioning persuasion. People started to be more vocal with their anti-Semitic atti· 
tudes, as young Charlotte recalls: 

In Kassel, when I was about eight years old, there was a girl in my class with 
rather long blond hair. Her name was Hadwiga. She lived very close, just across 
the empty field from our house on Werraweg, and across the Wilhelmshoher 
Allee, in a private house. We often played together-and, for a reason I can't 
remember now, usually at her house, not mine. Her father was an artist. He was 
handicapped, with a hunched back. I remember him as a very dark, angry fig· 
ure. One day, just out of the blue, he demanded that I leave. He set down the 
law: Hadwiga was not to play with me any more ... because I was J~wish . 

• 

Hitler's hatred of Jews, vehemently detailed in Mdn Kampf, was striking a sym
pathetic chord with disgruntled fellow Germans who needed to blame others for 
their own economic hardsliips as well as tl1eir nation's defeat in the Great War. 'We 
are the result of the distress for which the others are responsible," Hitler told a 
Munich gathering in 1933. Furthermore, since German culture historically tended to 
respect and even venerate the military class, Hitler's National Socialist Party had 
shrewdly created the Stunna6teilungen - Storm Troopers or SA. This forceful indepen· 
dent militia, made up of ardent young and energetically chauvinistic hardliners, 
revered their chosen Fiilirer (leader). Hitler's 1932 "Boxheimer Document," published 
in a small provincial newspaper near Kassel, laid out his plans in detail. He advocat· 
ed banishing Jews from all government and academic positions, and appropriating 
all their property and wealth; and announced the doctrine of Amcliluss, projecting 
ilie annexation of Czechoslovakia and other weak nations, then conquest of Poland, 
France, England -and finally Russia. With this accomplished, Hitler would march 
triumphantly to India as a modem-day Alexander the Great. This document was not 
printed in other newspapers, as the pan-Germans did not yet feel strong enough to 
declare their true intentions to the world. 

Few Germans who were not Jewish, whether they were indifferent, unprinci· 
pled or fearful, protested when Hitler called Jews filthy and corrupt parasites. 
~ewspapers and public speakers began to parrot the Nazi contentions: an interna
tional Jewish conspiracy was the cause of Germany's defeat at the hands of the 
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Allies; Jews, the chief source of socioeconomic and political instability in Germany 
and elsewhere in the world, were promoting international communism so that they 
could eventually control all wealth and power everywhere. Anti-Semitism spread tp 

other nations, including the United States. ~ 
Kassel, a right-wing army town, jumped on the Nazi bandwagon early as Hitlers~ ,..-,.. 

party aimed to take over the government. Even in the sanatorium, the mood 
now turned ugly. It did not help that the owner of the sanatorium made his 
of Jews obvious; this enqmraged some employees to shoy.r disrespect for Dr. lieJtsorl.~ 
who, after all, was a Jewish doctor. The cook, one ofthe worst of the· group of au,,,,. 
Semites, was heard to remark to a fellow kitchen worker, ~'Now we'll really put sorr1e1: 
salt into the Jew's food." Even with sanatorium workers who were not anti-Se:rni1tic~~ 
their friends, their families and neighbors put pressure· on them to transgress · 
Gerson's precise dietary and other rules. 

Within the Gersonhousehold itself there was little discussion between paren!s 
and the children aboui'the growing public hatred against Jews. Possibly Max did no1 · 
even talk much with Gret~hen about it either, since.he.still considered anti-Semitis~ 

·~ . . ..,- -~ ~ 

just a constant but ~e-~?.bleannoyance, like a low·g_J:~_qe headache that had to ~ 
endured while doing one's· important work in the world. But as Charlotte Gersem. 
recalls, anti-Semitism was rife in Kassel: . ,, 

Every so often a delivery boy would bringme~chandise to the conveni<mee -store downstairs. And whenever he bicycled away, he would make it a point to 
loudly whistle the ~'Horst Wessel Lied," Hitler's theme song. One of the lines ill 
the song went, " ... und wcnn das Judcn6lut vom Messa flitsst, dann gdit's noclimal so gut!" 
[and when the Jews' -blood drips from the knife, things go twice as well!]. 

•" 

Of course Kassel; being a military town, was generally "Nazi"·inclined 
lier than the rest o'(Germany. The above inciqerit took place Jn April of1~~~: , 
well before we moyed away- before Hitler's t_ot3.J rise to power. 

. " . 

With a strong mili~ tradition and a burgeon~g::Weapons industry on the out· 
skirts of town, Kassel was fertile ground for the Nazi party. 

During these years, Dr. Wolfgang von Weisl resumed his relationship with Max:. 
Gerson. Weisl had initially brought Gerson's name to the fore several years earlier in 

the VossiscFrt Zdtung, after Ferdinand Sauerbruch had taken credit publicly-for 
Gerson's dietary success against tuberculosis. Weisl pad been a medical reporter_ in 
Vienna as well as Berllp, but later, as an ardent ZionisJ, he had moved to Palestine, 
to help with the establishment of a permanent Jewi_sh homeland there. This fewent 
effort was scarcely poi:nJ.lar with the local Arab popu.Jation. There were constail.t 
clashes in the streets between armed or unarmed groups of Arabs and Jews. During 
one of the street brawls; Weisl was stabbed irl the chest with a bayonet and suffered 
a punctured lung. Mrs. Gerson later remarked that the Arabs apparently thought b~ 
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was Lawrence of Arabia. He was treated in a local clinic, but as soon as he had recov
ered sufficiently to travel, he came to Gerson's sanatorium in Kassei-Wilhelmshohe. 
He responded well to treatment, and was soon in robust health. 

Long a proponent of Gerson and his therapy, Weisl began working clos~ly with 
Gerson, as they two co-authored several scientific articles. Later Weisl would 
encourage Gerson to write a book about his dietary therapy. 

On to Berlin 

A t the beginning of February 1932, a timely letter arrived from Berlin from 
Professor Hoffmann with an offer for Dr. Gerson to move to Berlin and take 

over a tuberculosis ward. Hoffmann hoped to prove to the large medical communi; 
ty there, through a demonstration at ,.a special meeting of the Berlin Doctors' 
Association, that the dietary method could cure even the most advanced cases of 
tuberculosis. This new opportunity was. most welcome to Max Gerson, since he 
wished to leave the now-poisonous political atmosphere of Kassel. He traveled to 
Berlin to discuss plans with Professor Hoffmann and his associate, Professor 
Hermann Zondek, who was a tuberculosis specialist and director of the Urban Hos
pital at the University of Berlin. His brother, Dr. Bernhardt Zondek, achieved renown 
as the inventor of the first pregnancy test. It was agreed that Gerson would get a 
separate tuberculosis ward with its own special kitchen for preparing the juices and 
other foods essential to his tl?erapeutic diet. 

As soon as he arrived in Germany's capital city, Dr. Gerson set to work. The first 
thing to be done was setting up the proper clinical environment. He was given a 25-
bed ward at the Urban .Krarlkenhaus (City Hospital) wi.th the essential kitchen 
attached. While Max organized his clinic, he also worked out a protocol with Drs. 
Hoffmann and Zondek for the tuberculosis demonstration they wanted. So much 
methodological doubt had been cast in the past by the therapeutic diet's adversaries 
that nothing could be left open to critidsm. On many occasions, when Gerson had 
presented a cured case, other physicians would just sniff, ''Well, we see cases clear up 
by themselves, too. That's not so unusual. A certain percentage of sick people expe
rience 'spontaneous' cures. Your case was probably just one of them." The fact that 
Gerson's diet produced an extraordinary number of recoveries seemed irrelevant. 
For this demonstration the entire clinical trial would be set up impeccably. Patients 
could only be admitted to the Gerson tuberculosis ward if they brought a written 
statement from their previous physician -or better yet, more than one doctor 
saying that the case was incurable, and that there was no treatment that could influ
ence the downward course of the disease. Each patient was warned, in the strictest 

'""' . of terms, that any atte~pt to smuggle in foods or other forbidden substances, such 
as alcohol or tobacco, would result in i.m.J.:nediate and irrevocable discharge from the 
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unit. Dr. Gerson's gentle manner and kind approach covered a resolve of steel that 
did not often have to be tested. 

Once the Urban ward was set up, Dr Gerson had to find a way to support him
self. He refused compensation for his work at the hospital. His family was still in
Kassel, so he had the further stress of having to live alone in apartment, doing with
out the comforts of the home that Gretchen normally provided him and the lively 
company of his three daughters. A friend in Berlin helped him to gain staff privileges 
at a clinic in Wannsee, suitable for patients with migraines, multiple sclerosis an~ 
other clinical non-infectious conditions. The owner, an elderly physician by the nam_e 
of Dr. Croner, was in semi-retirement, so much of the clinic was available to Gerson~s 
patients. Max also learned that 15 beds in a clinic in Neu·Babelsberg could be occi 

-= pied by his tuberculosis patients. Making the daily rounds among these three gee: 
graphically separated clinics was an additional strain, but he was healthy and eneF 
getic, so handled the-task with no ill effects. if-

Max lived a bachelor's existence for six months while Gretchen took care of tlle 
thousand large and small details involved in moving a family from one city to anot:fr 
er. Schools needed to be arranged for the girls, movers hired to transport fumitur~, 

• 

the house in Kassel-Wilhelmshohe sold and vacated. Gretchen's first order of busi-
ness in Berlin was to find a suitable apartment. Berlin between the World Wars had 
great beauty and grace, _ret its monumental_ar~itecture seemed almost s~cond~ 
to the pastoral effect of 1ts abundant and ub1qmtous large, leafy trees. Berlmers, tlie 
Gersons learned, were nearly obsessive in their love of trees, and during hot or dcy 
spells would carry cans of water from their fourth or fifth floor apartments :t0 
bestow on their favorites. 

Like many residents and visitors, Gretchen much admired the Kurfurstendamm, 
one of Berlin's most fashionable and beautiful streets. This lovely broad avenue stait~ 
ed at the comer of the large Zoo Park and extended far westward, with its broa'tl 
sidewalks passing upscale shops and cafes. It carried motor traffic in both directions, 
and along the forested median strip ran a streetcar line and horse path. The five roJ,_ 
of large trees gave the impression of living in a forest rather than the center of a co:S•
mopolitan capital city in Europe. Gretchen managed to locate a very comfortable 
apartment on the "Ku'damm" only a few blocks from the Zoo Park, in a graceful olEI 
building with wide marble halls, spacious rooms and lovely views over the trees~ 
sidewalks below. Before long, she had the apartment beautifully decorated with t:!je 
many luxurious furnishings they had collected over Max's 2o-year career as a doctor, 
which had provided some material rewards. Charlotte recalled the splendor of th~ 
new home: 

Just around the corner was the Moericke, a famous restaurant and meetiqg 
place of the "rich and famous." In our building a beautiful broad wooden 
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staircase led up to the apartments. The building had an elevator, which was 
a complicated and delicate mechanism that required a special key and the 
operation of gates. The managers were afraid of injury or damage to the 
machinery, so we children were discouraged from using it because they did
n't trust us. 

Our apartment was on the fifth floor. But since the count went from the 
street floor (not first floor, but "Parterre") to the first floor (really the second) and 
so on upwards, it was actually the sixth, so when we didn't have an adult with 
us to run the elevator we had quite a climb to get home. To get down fast, of 
course we often happily slid down the banister-as European kids even nowa
days are apt to do, not overwhelmed by worries about injury and liability, which 
have become a byproduct of American litigiousness. 

Our apartment had many rooms. 1\vo rooms in the front, right beyond 
the entrance door, were set up as Max's consultation rooms, although they 
were rarely used by him to see patients at his home office. He had little time 
for that, because he was so busy traveling all over Berlin between the three 
clinics. He used it mostly as a study, where he could retreat from the usual 
family commotion. There he could concentrate on keeping up with 
research around the world by reading medical journals, or else review 
patient records. ; 

Then came my parrnts' bedroom, the living room and the dining room
all holding gorgeous furnishings. Beyond it was a huge room that could be 
described as a "California room." It easily held our three full-sized beds, desks 
and night tables, as well as a large worktable and a bookcase; it even had a 
sewing-room area with a sewing machine. On the other side of the hallway was 
a large kitchen, with the cook's large room off it. Next came another bedroom 
where my grandmother stayed, and at the end of the hall were a full bathroom 
and a separate toilet stall. Near the attic was a huge laundry room, where 
Gretchen, along with the maid, did the grosse Waesd!l (big wash) every couple of 
weeks. 

Our kitchen still had no refrigerator, and this meant almost daily shopping 
trips, since perishables could not keep for long. In those years domestic chores 
took a great deal more time than they do now, but that was considered just part 
of life and not particularly seen as an inconvenience. Housewives, as Gretchen 
was, just dealt with it. And it helped, of course, when one could afford to have 
servants, so that much of the household work primarily only needed to be 
directed and supervised. 
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Al6ert Sdiweitzer's Visit 

No sooner had the Gerson family gotten settled in Berlin than Max received 
note from Professor Albert Schweitzer. He was visiting the city, and would u"'l.; 

to thank him in person for having cured his wife Helene's pulmonary tub>erc:uJc,si 
He also wanted to meet Dr. Gerson, about whom he had heard so much from 
wife. Dr. Schweitzer would soon be returning to Africa from one of his extensi 
lecture tours through Europe. He supported his hospital at Lambarene in rre11<:!! 
Equatorial Africa on the proceeds of his organ recitals, lectures and putJncancJn,sJ 
Schweitzer, an extraordinary man with doctorates in medicine, philosophy, meom 
gy and music, could write books or speak eloquently on an astounding array of-wlil 
ics. He was also an organ builder. Though possessing a remarkably superlative in(¢1 
lect, Schweitzer aly.rays,maintained an aspect of simple humility that drew pecJpl~ 
of all walks ofJife to him. . . 

Max naturally invi~ed the Schweitze_rs to. come to his_p~w home. Gretchen 
him to be "~ strong, upright man, full of goodn~ss . and energy, who cre,ated 
derful atmosphere around him." Aware oLthe slander that .had plagued Ger:son. 
ing his career, ~chweitzer counseled him: "Gerspn, you must _develop.an el;J~-~~Il 
hide, and let e_verything bounce off it.". He related a recent experience of · .. 
Frankfurt while attending at a medical lecture, where he had ~entioned · · 
work to some colleagues, and had been taken aback when -Professors Holteldet'~jll:: 
Vollard made highly derogatory and uncalled-for remarks about Gerson: SchweJltl 
whose wife's life had been saved by that very work, stood-up and left the ·YI'\r;,n; 

protest. . 
Schweitzer's visit was very co!dial. Thus began a friendship that woulp 

the rest of their lives and involve considerable correspondence. From tun.etc;,t 
Schweitzer,wrote to Gerson to discuss matters relating to diet ancj~stlpp>lennerl~Si 

tain_ that Gerson would respond with .ideas of his _own. For _insJ:anc:e,;:~fl 
Lambarene came this: . 

126 

Herewith something that I think will interest you. You are using coo\ 
oil. But from what source are the valuable materials in the fish livers ·~:--"" 
From the algae! How do the algae' get ·it? They are accumulated'trc,J:D~tt 
water, actiVated by the sun's radiation. On the basis ot this . u.Jndc~rstmdi!'lg 
of ~y friends, a-pharmacist, for many·years now has conducted · • 
order to u'se algae as a replacement for cod liver oli. During the war; . 
the French Health Service: At that time, he was ·able to make good serial. ·~11~ 
iments on horses. Those who received algae recovered [from · . 
faster than those who did not. He credits the good outcome of its acti'rit:li 
oQiy to the organic iodine contained in the algae, but also to the trace . .mil~-~ 
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contained in them. Thus, he prepared medications from algae, easy to take and 
equal to the best activity of cod liver oil, if not exceeding it. You may be inter
ested in getting in contact with this intelligent man. To use algae in place of cod 
liver oil presents a great simplification. At Lambarene we use doses of ground 
algae, which are much more effective than cod liver oil. This also can be applied 
to tropical ulcers. (June 12, 1936) 

As Gerson replied regarding the therapeutic potential in algae: 

Often, the presence of the important substances alone is not sufficient to 

obtain healing. The deposits of minerals in the liver also play a great role. So, it 
is important in order to prepare for the effectiveness to first remove the edema 
from the liver, as well as from the other vital organs, and to supply them with 
the correct minerals. This promotes the natural physiological activities which 
will start the healing. The fact that algae work better than simply vitamin D can 
also be explained by the fact that they are rich in potassium, like all plants. It is 
not needed to add algae to the Gerson dietary treatment, since the vegetable 
juices are already very rich in all the minerals. 

Despite Gerson's reservjtions, Schweitzer's own apparently successful use of 
algae in Africa, following his French pharmacist friend's excellent experimental 
results, did indicate a future opening for the high therapeutic dietary value, in treat
ing various conditions, of what nutritionists and supplement suppliers now com
monly call blue·green algae- which are far more abundant and less costly to obtain 
than cod livers. 

Clinical Trials 

The demonstration ward was achieving results that were fully expected by 
Gerson, but astounding to his pleased colleagues. The collaboration with 

Professors Hoffmann and Zondek was proving highly satisfactory. To check on 
progress, both doctors visited the ward daily-just as Gerson did, of course. X-rays 
wen~ taken of the patients on a monthly basis, and the plates showed that they were 
experiencing good progress. Professor Ferdinand Sauerbruch also took interest in 
this new project, but this time he stayed in the background, while being kept up-to
date on the status of the patients. 

When the experiment had been in operation for about a year, the excellent 
results convinced the three doctors that the treatment was consistently helping pul
monary tuberculosis patients, and therefore should be shown to the medical world. 
Drs. Gerson, Hoffmann and Zondek arranged for a large demonstration in the spring 
of 1933 at the Berlin chapter of the German Medical Assodation. There, Max Gerson 
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was to be acknowledged for more than a decade of research and perseverance in 
treating different forms of tuberculosis. Not only would the demonstration be a 
crown jewel for him, it would also be a springboard lrom which his unique dietary 
therapy could be launched throughout Germany and beyond to the entire world. 
But Max Gerson wasn't fully cognizant that another German and his regime were 
now positioned to impose their own system upon these same geographic entities 
and their inhabitants- not to heal, but to dominate and destroy. 

• 
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Tfie Exile Begins 
(1933-1934) 

Best Proof 

At age 51, Max Gerson was abot:~t to reach the pinnacle of his medical career. The 
demonstration of the efficacy of his treatment for gravely ill pulmonary tuber

culosis patients was scheduled for May 5, 1933- Drs. Gerson, Hoffmann and Zondek 
all agreed that the most important proof of results were the patients' X-rays. In pre
vious demonstrations, Max had not foreseen the need to arm himself in a,dvance by 
having objective, acknowledged authorities examine the "before-and-after" plates 
and attest to their validity. Now there must be no question whatsoever of fraud. In 
too many of Gerson's past demonstrations, physicians had questioned the authen
ticity of the roentgen plates shown to them. "These are from different patients," 
Gerson's detractors would say. "The plates have been retouched" was another com
mon criticism - despite the fact that it is totally impossible to retouch lung X-rays, 
for the high-energy radiation penetrates so many different tissues that the slightest 
pinprick would be glaringly obvious to any trained observer. 

The three doctors discussed extensively this problem of proof. Who was 
unquestionably the most respected authority, to be asked to examine the plates and 
virtually guarantee the authenticity of the X-rays of the healed patients? Four radi
ologists' names were proposed, including Professor Holfelder in Frankfurt am Main, 
often considered the top expert in Germany. But Holfelder's uninformed and high
~y derogatory remarks about Gerson reported by Dr. Schweitzer automatically elim
Inated him as an unbiased evaluator. Finally they decided to approach Professor 
Felix Fleischner at the University of Vienna, widely acknowledged as the most emi· 
nent radiologist in Europe. His word would stand unchallenged by all physidans. 

Dr. Gerson wrote to his friend Dr. Wolfgang von Weisl, now living in Vienna, to 
ask him to approach Professor Fleischner with the request. Two weeks later, the 
response arrived: Fleischner had agreed to examine the X-rays and then authenticate 
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them if they showed truly unusual results. Gerson had no fear on that score. He 
arranged to travel to Vienna on April 1, 1933, to take the X-ray plates to Professor 
Fleischner personally. · 

As Max Gerson took this last step to confirming the validity of his diet therapy, 
his only sorrow was that his beloved mother would not be there to share this occa
sion for honoring his work. Ulricke had died in the middle of February. Max and 
Gretchen were now pondering a remark she had made early in the year, not long 
before her death; at the time nobody in the family had taken it seriously. 

The first month of 1933 had ended in political turmoil. On January 30, the elder, 
ly German president and hero of the Great War, Paul von Hindenburg, weary of con
stant feuds among the political parties and under heavy pressure from the National 
Socialists or Nazis, had named Adolf Hitler as the new Chancellor. The elevation of 

~~ 

Hitler to the most powerful government position sent an immediate shock wave 
through the Jewish community. 

"Does that mean that we will have to leave Germany?" Ulricke Gerson ~ad 
asked her family when learning of Hitler's accession to power. Mercifully, she did 
not live to see the true magnitude of her fearful prediction. , :;FI"" .. :~~:;~'' 

§¢ 
~ 

Boycott Day 

Normally Dr. Gerson traveled in second-class railway cars. European passepger 
carriages are generally divided into compartments, with each compartm'ent 

containing two facing upholstered benches of varying size and degrees of co~. 
First-class compartments were occupied by four people seated on deep plush cush
ions. In second-class, six people sat in somewhat less space and ease, while in third:
class eight travelers were crammed together on utilitarian wooden seats. LY.1«.4i: 

' not concerned with luxury, but he felt that occasion merited the expenditure 
second-class ticket, specifically a window seat because passengers in seats 
window were least likely to be disturbed each time someone entered or lef!: the 
compartment. The evening before his scheduled departure, Gerson checked ,hi_s 
things again for the last time. The X-rays to be authenticated were in his large bfjef;., 
case, his small bag was packed with clothes for a four-day stay in Vienna. The train~ 
tickets were in order and safely stored next to the X-rays. All was ready for thenp:t 
day's journey. . 

Then the telephone rang. Max was not accustomed to receiving telephon~0Uls 
~ 

at night, since his long days usually started very early. It was Hermann Adletf aFl-
attomey married to Gretchen's cousin. Like most attorneys, he was attuned toJ:be 
politics of the city, and since Berlin was the capital of Germany, he was also f~ar 
with national politics. If he himself didn't yet know what was about to happen, bls 
informants supplied the information ahead of time. ~ 
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Hermann seemed agitated. "Max," he began, "I understand that you have some 
plans for tomorrow." He mentioned no specifics, neither the trip nor any reason for 
his call, as it was already widely assumed in Nazi-controlled Berlin that telephone 
conversations were being monitored. 

"Yes, that's right," Gerson replied. 
"Well, listen, Max. This is important. Do it tonight. Don't wait until tomorrow. 

Do you understand? Toniglit!" 
"But Hermann, what difference does it make, tonight or tomorrow morning? 

It's only a few hours difference." 
"Max, I really can't explain. But you probably know why. I have never been 

more serious in my life. 'D:ust me. It is absolutely impuative tfiat you carry out your plans toniglit. 
Do I make myself quite clear?" 

After they broke the connection, Max conveyed Hermann's urgent but cryptic 
message to his wife. He and Cietchen looked at each other. Both well understood why 
Adler could not explain the purpose of his warning, out of concern for a telephone 
tap. Both knew Hermann Adler as a serious man, not given to panic or flights of fancy. 
There must be a very valid reason for him to sound such an alarm. 

Gretchen rushed to get the train schedule from Max's study. There was only 
one more departure that night for Prague and Vienna. If Max hurried, he would just 
be able to make the train. They kissed each other quickly, and Gerson sped out the 
door. He paid a taxi driver a bonus to rush him to the Haupthalinliof before the 10:30 

p.m. departure time. Gerson managed to get to the platform a few minutes before 
the train pulled out of the station. 

The train was already moving as Max searched for a seat. Of course, his nor· 
mally reserved window seat was on the next day's train, and all the window seats in 
the second-class car were taken, so he took the only seat left in the last open com
partment, the one immediately in front of the compartment's door. 

This undesirable seat selection may have saved his life. 
The Berlin-to-Vienna railway trip runs almost due south from Berlin, roughly 

parallel to and a few miles east of the Oder River. When the Oder bears sharply off 
to the east, the tracks continue southward to Dresden, more or less following the 
course of the Neisse River. The Czech frontier is just south of Dresden, about five 
and a half hours of train travel from Berlin. For the first two hours of the trip south· 
ward, Gerson pondered the strange and urgent telephone call from Adler, but could 
find no explanation. Then he fell into a light sleep. 

The train glided to a halt at the border-crossing station, where many times 
Gerson had undergone routine passport control on his way to Prague or Vienna, or 
points beyond. Normally, this procedure was a simple formality. But the drowsy pas
sengers could see that tonight something was drastically different. Though it was 
now four in the morning, the platform was swarming with uniformed Nazi storm 
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troopers, and the trucks that had brought them were pulled up alongside the plat
form. Rifles and side arms were very much in evidence. Yet before the impact of this 
display of force could be made on the travelers, some of the troopers boarded the 
train and fanned out throughout the cars, one to a compartment. 

The trooper assigned to Gerson's compartment brusquely opened the door. 
Since he was seated next to the door, Gerson was the first person the man saw. 
"You!" he said curtly. "Where are you going?" 

"Vienna." 
"Purpose of your trip?" 
''I am a physician and am taking some X-rays to Vienna for certification." 
The trooper was immediately suspicious. "Show me the X-rays," he demanded. 
Extracting the X-rays from his briefcase, Max held them up for the trooper to 

see. His demeanor was calm yet held the same positive quality he showed when talk
ing with other practitioners or with patients themselves. "You see, in this X-ray here 
the patient's lungs have big holes in them caused by tuberculosis," he explained, 
"Yet look at this picture, taken only six months later, where only scars remain. There 
is no more tuberculosis! This cure is so unusual that other physicians continually 
accuse me of fraud. That is why I must see Dr. Fleischner in Vienna: he can· certify 
that these X-rays in my briefcase are taken of the same lungs, in the same patients." 

Gerson's enthusiasm, which fascinated children and adults alike, had mes
merized the trooper, distracting him from his assigned mission. Decicbng~finally 
that this man's X-ray plates were of no apparent interest to the Third ReiCh, the 
young trooper now turned his attention to the next man seated in the compart-
ment. 

"You! Are you a Jew?" 
"Yes, I am." 
"Get off the train." 
"Why? I have done nothing. I must be in Vienna tomorrow." 
"You heard me! Off the train -now!" 

• 
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The frightened man rose trembling from his seat, and turned to get his luggage 
from the rack above his seat. 

"You won't be needing luggage where you're going. Leave it!" e;; ., 
' 

Before the storm trooper withdrew, two more people in the compartment-
who could not very well have denied their ancestry because their passports, proba· 
bly newly issued, identified them as Juden- were rooted out of their seats~ .. Prior to 
that day, Jews rarely denied that they were Jewish, as they assumed they were rela· 
tively safe. After all, they were citizens of Germany-war veterans, successful busi· 
ness people, professionals of all kinds, who could not bring themselves to believe 
that in cultured, scientific-minded, modern Germany they could possibly be in mor· 
tal danger. 
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Max could see that all along the platform people had been dragged from other 
compartments. They stood there, imploring the soldiers to allow them to get their 
possessions. Their pleas fell on the deaf ears of the troopers, who replied instead 
with anti-Semitic abuse. It was apparent that all the Jewish passengers, and only Jews, 
had been pulled from the train. Except for Max Gerson. Max watched the specta· 
de in utter horror as the people on the platform became more agitated. Their vole· 
es grew louder as they indignantly demanded their belongings and asserted their 
rights as German citizens. Without warning, the troopers began using their rifle 
butts to beat the passengers, knocking many of them down. What was he to do? If 
he protested this abuse, he would still be unable to help the hapless people on the 
platform, but would pla~e his own life in jeopardy as well. Inaction at such a time is 
humiliating to one's conscience. Max Gerson forever felt guilty about his escape 
from the fate that faced his fellow Jews on the platform. 

As the train resumed its trip and rolled across the Czech border, Max closed his 
· eyes and wept. He knew that he could not return to Germany. His immediate pri· 

ority was to save his wife and three young daughters from the violence and hatred 
that was growing uncontrollably, like an ugly cancer, in the land of his birth. And, 
like most cancers, its pernicious growth probably could not be stopped. 

Max now realized that he might never again have the opportunity to demon· 
strate to the medical world the value of his dietary treatment. Instead, within a 
hairsbreadth of achieving universal professional acceptance, he had barely escaped 
with his life. As the train hurtled toward Austria, Max realized that he had sudden
ly become an outcast, a refugee, from his homeland. When he was learning some 
Hebrew in childhood, he had found out that the word Gasfrom meant "a stranger 
there" -from this word the surnames Gerson and Gershon were derived. It now 
seemed fitting, for surely he, too, was becoming a stranger, destined to wander in 
countries far from his homeland. 

Max Gerson arrived in Vienna with only a small suitcase and his briefcase with 
patients' X·rays and medical records. He soon found out that within his Nazi organi· 
zation Hitler had secretly declared April1, 1933, to be "Boycott Day." He had ordered 
his Brownshirts to go through commercial districts all over Germany with placards that 
urged loyal Germans to no longer patronize Jewish business establishments. Thus 
encouraged, Nazi thugs beat up any man they saw out in the streets who looked even 
vaguely Jewish. To soothe the world's censorious public opinion, Hitler later tried to 
pass off this attack as an April Fool's Day joke. 

No longer was the visit to Dowtl Fleischner the paramount item on Dr. Gerson's 
agenda. The first thing Max needed to do was to contact Gretchen by telephone 
and tell her to start arranging at once to leave Germany. The Austrian newspapers 

·. · Were full of the brutal events in Germany, so Max knew he need not explain the 
_: urgency of the situation to his wife. He devoutly hoped that she and their daughters 
~ 
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had all escaped any direct harm, but he knew that at least they would have wit;:;;,• 
nessed a frightfully ugly spectacle. Years later, Mrs. Gerson recalled what she ha~ 

< 

beheld on Boycott Day, when looking out upon the scene below their apartment 
windows: 

. 

There was tremendous activity with a great number of trucks carrying urn-
formed Nazis. Their hoods were crossed with the red swastika banners. ~Alii'~>· 

meticulous planning they stopped at every comer in the city. In the front ne~f!t~: 
the driver sat an officer and a trumpet player. The latter blew three times on 
hom and the whole wild chorus, drunk with victory, chanted, "Ctrristia{ls 
defend yourselves. Don't buy from Jewish shops!" and similar shouts. 

Other Nazis had great piles of posters over their arms, and they went 
through the city accompanied by boys proudly carrying a bucket with paste and 
brush. They stuck the posters with their aggressive slogans wherever they saw 
a shop sign or professional shingle with a Jewish name. The atmosphere was rer
rible. With evil beastly pleasure they beat up men of Jewish appearance in 
streets, homes and subway stations. 

When he finally got through to his wife over the. busy telephone lines, . LYi<t;!QI .. ~ 
learned that his family was safe. He told Gretchen that she must join him now
Austria. Then he gave her the names of some of his recovered patients who worRef 
in the relevant government agencies, saying that surely they would help her to obtain 
the visas and travel documents necessary for her and the girls. Many decades later, 
the Gersons' third daughter, Charlotte, remembered that tense and fearsome time: 

When Max unexpectedly left Germany after his frightening border cro~ 
. ""' ing, he would call' regularly. Guardedly-since at that time it was lreacjy 

assumed that phone conversations were tapped- he had given orders ttia1Gi 
follow him to Austria, leaving in the greatest possible hurry. 

This left poor Gretchen, who had three minor children in schools~ _ 
only to apply for and obtain the documents for emigration demanded by th@" 
government, but also to deal somehow with all the contents of the huge 
apartment: the furniture, clothing, linens; exquisite porcelains, crystals-·and 
silver; and of course the grand piano, a Bliitfmer. Also very important, per Max's. 
order, was to pack up his large book and .medical-journal collection. LVJ._u;>~o,; 

of our possessions would have to be left behind us in storage, because our 
ents knew that any permanency in our future residence had ...:"' '" 
become so uncertain. · 

Gretchen spent a great deal of time shuttling from one government office_ to-
another, seeking out the personal contacts that Max had provided. Still, she serne
times had to deal with minor officials who were not favorably inclined towards:a-
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prosperous Jewish family that wanted to emigrate from Germany. Partly to bolster 
her own courage and partly to soften the hearts of the Blllmtm (government bureau
crats), Gretchen brought her youngest daughter along with her. Eleven-year-old 
Lotte - pretty and with a wide, blue-eyed innocence to her appearance - often 
enough elicited the compassionate interest of the offidals. 

It wok Gretchen six weeks to collect the necessary exit documents and make 
all the arrangements for moving the family once again. They left Germany on May 

12
, 1933. Gretchen had arranged for a trusted friend to pack up the whole apartment, 

except for a few articles of clothing they would take along with them. All posses
sions left behind were placed in a large shipping container, to await the Gersons' 
decision on their ultiffij.te and hopefully permanent future residence. The house
hold goods would not rejoin the Gersons until they lived in Paris in 1935. All during 
that time Dr. Gerson's entire medical library was unavailable to him. 

Whether or not Drs. Hoffmann and Zondek continued Dr Gerson's work at the 
Berling clinic is not known. Charlotte Gerson does not know whether her father had 
any correspondence or further clinical research connections with them. They worked 
now in Nazi Germany, and communication by letter, telephone or telegram with 
refugee Jews was neither encouraged nor safe. Probably it would not be consid
ered safe, either, to practice and promote a therapy closely connected with a Jewish 
fugitive. 

Interlude in Palestine 

Fortunately, Dr. Wolfgang von Weisl, who had already collaborated with Gerson 
on several published articles, took Max under his wing as soon as he arrived in 

Vienna. He invited him to stay in his home and assured him that his famtly could join 
him there when they got to the city. He also began introducing Max to various 
Viennese physicians. Gerson wanted to determine whether he might conduct his 
special tuberculosis therapy there, under another doctor's auspices, since his medical 
license would not be valid outside of Germany. And Dr. Gerson kept the appoint
ment with Professor Fleischner. He showed him the X-rays that he had brought to be 
authenticated for the Berlin meeting, even though it was certain that the presenta
tion would never take place. Fleischner, duly impressed with Gerson's results, -, 
promised to support any arrangement he might make for providing treatment in 
Vienna. 

After Gretchen arrived safely in Vienna with the girls, a large issue remained to 
~e settled. During his six weeks in Vienna, Max had gathered enough information 

om the newspapers and friends to believe that Austria would eventually join 
Germany and come under Nazi domination. Both Max and Gretchen realized that 
-~ustria could provide only a temporary solution to their living situation. So what 
' 
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should they do now about the many elegant household furnishings and goods that 
Gretchen had in left Berlin, in the care of the friend who had helped pack them up 
for storage? As an ardent Zionist, Weisl held firmly to the opinion that the only safe 
place for Jews in the long run was Palestine. He convinced his friend that he would 
eventually end up there, so Max directed that the large container with all their 
household goods be sent to Hamburg and then loaded on a ship bound for Palestine. 

Before Gretchen's arrival with the girls, Weisl had made a significant effort to 
help Gerson recover from his depression and the shock of the events of Boycott Day. 
He convinced Max to begin writing an authoritative book on his treatment regi
men, offering to collaborate with him on the manuscript as well as work on seve!!al 
papers. This productive distraction from constant worry seemed to help raise Max's 
spirits. Several months later, with his wife and daughters now settled in Vienna~and 
the tuberculosis book well under way, Gerson decided to travel to Palestine. He trav
eled by train to Trieste, where he received the required vaccinations. Though tbese 
made him temporarily very sick, he boarded the ship to Haifa. Several membefs of 
his family were already settled in Palestine, including his Aunt Betty Abraham, on 
his mother's side of the family. His aunt, a lovely lady who lived in Tel Aviv, y;el
comed Max warmly. Several members of her family lived close by, and her apart
ment had become a social hub. Every afternoon she gave a Knffu Klatscli {coffee 
party) for relatives as well as friends and neighbors. She baked continuously, pro-

~ 

clueing a variety of cakes, pies and cookies to serve to her guests. Max enjoyed 
tremendously these afternoon get-togethers with members of his mother's faii:lliy, 
even though he normally avoided drinking coffee and eating desserts that wereyug
ary and rich with butterfat, as German pastries tended to be. 

Gerson's relatives graciously took him to visit some Jewish settlem~ts. 
Wherever he went, he looked carefully around him and made many lnquilies. 
Despite his idealistic nature, Max had to become a realist now. H'e learned that 
many German-Jewish doctors had already emigrated to Palestine, so there were.fu 
too many physicians for him to be able to build up a practice successful enou~to 
support his family. Many of these emigre doctors had in fact become chicken farm· 
ers, just to make ends meet. Max at length decided - to his deep disappointment 
and that of his maternal relatives - that Palestine simply was not the place forJllm 
to settle permanently. Instead he would return to Vienna, to complete the bool§ he 
was working on, with Weisl's encouragement and assistance, and to seek some way 
of resuming his medical and research work. ," 

Aunt Betty came to the ship to see Max off on the boat heading for Europe. A1ne 
stood on the deck, he was filled with lovely memories of the times spent with his fam· 
ily in this andent land that had once belonged to distant ancestors - and might some
day belong to their descendants. Then he cupped his hands around his mouth and 
shouted down to his aunt waving from the dock below, "Don't drink so much coffee!" 

' ·., -"" 
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Max Gerson's best immediate prospects for practicing medicine still lay in 
Vienna, where at least he had a foothold. But the problem remained of obtaining a 
medical license, since his German one was not valid in Austria - or anywhere else, 
for that matter. Dr. Gerson's professional reputation internationally and Weisl's 
connections in Vienna helped Max establish working relationships with some promi
nent physicians, so that he could at least work as a consultant on cases. Under this 
arrangement, Dr. Gerson was called in to treat some relatives of Austrian Chancellor 
Engelbert Dollfuss, who was so pleased with the results that he personally intervened 
directly with the medical board to obtain a license for Max. In the autumn of 1933, Dr. 
Gerson became the first refugee physician to be granted an Austrian medical license. 

Invitations to lecture abroarl continued to arrive, and Gerson accepted many of 
them. He made it clear that he did not intend ever to return to Germany, even to 
lecture. However, since Max's passport was German, and Germany was making ever 
more belligerent noises, many European border police had become jittery about 
allowing German nationals to cross their borders, including those who declared 
themselves to be refugees. Chancellor Dollfuss himself assured Gerson that, if he 
ever encountered trouble when trying to return across the Austrian border, he 
should telegraph him directly for clearance. This invitation proved useful when Max 
was coming back home from a lecture in Bruenn, Czechoslovakia. An Austrian bor
der guard refused him reentry to Austria and even threatened to arrest him. Max 
cleared up the situation by firmly requesting the captain of the guards to call or wire 
Chancellor Dollfuss immediately and obtain his authorization for reentering the 
country where he now lived. The astonished officer quickly changed his mind about 
detaining or arresting Dr Gerson. 

Tfie Westend Sanatorium 

Max Gerson began to immerse himself again in the medical treatment and 
research he so enjoyed. He had arranged to use the facilities at the Westend 

Sanatorium in Purkersdorf bei Wien for the new patients that he was acquiring, but 
he also saw patients in their own homes. The sanatorium was easy to reach from 
Vienna by the Westha(m rail line. The train continued on to Purkersdorf, from which 
it was easy for people to get to a popular Viennese ski area. Since Westend was the ----. 
medical facility closest to the ski area, many ski-related injuries ended up in its emer
gency room. The constant stream of serious injuries he witnessed caused Gerson to 
forbid his children from participating in the sport, though as a young man he had 
been an avid skier in the Carpathian Mountains near Breslau. 

The Gerson family conveniently was provided with a house on the grounds of 
the sanatorium. Much later, Charlotte Gerson recalled that period in their life 
together there: 

- ---------- _..,......,.........~~------ ---
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The sanatorium was a huge complex of extensive villa-style buildings in a park
like setting. I remember with great pleasure the huge chestnut trees that lined 
the road into the park. But our living quarters, in one of the villas, were now 
very modest compared with those in the past. We had two bedrooms -one 
for the parents, one for the three girls -and a small workroom with desks and 
a table. 

We ate the sanatorium food in the common dining room in the main build
ing, and also had access to the social rooms there. In one room stood a billiard 
table, on which I played many games with a boy somewhat older than I, whose 
parents were co-owners of the sanatorium. (He later became renowned as an 
evolutionary biologist, and for some years Dr. Emile Zuckerkandl was the -pres
ident and director of the Linus Pauling Institute of Science and Medicine in Palo 
Alto, Calif.) 

I often lOoked out the window at the spacious grounds beyond the villas·and 
below the steep, heavily wooded hill, and especially enjoyed seeing the ·deer 
come down close to our house in the wintertime, when they could not easily find 
food. But because of the economic depression and the need for money, theovyn
ers of the sanatorium complex sold some of the wooded area for lumber. So we 
were then treated to the sad spectacle of seeing the beautiful trees being feiled 
and the lower part of the hill being denuded. -

. ,:-":i~ 
i~ 

In the midst of his busy new IJfe, Dr. Gerson had managed to finish the ~bi-
tious Diiittnaapy dtr Lungcntubakulosc (Dietetic Therapy for Lung Thberculosis), .with 
some assistance from Dr. Weisl- a facile medical writer as well as newspaper cc:1um
nist, who was already the author of several published volumes. Despite his clost .pro
fessional association with Max Gerson for several years, Wolfgang von Weisl never 
became a good friend, since Max felt he essentially had a cold demeanor and tough 
character. Later, in fact, he parted company with Weisl, who for his own gain chose 
to bend the terms of an agreement between them to the breaking point. .;;'-

Gerson's book introduced many patient cases and discussed much of the accu
mulated experience that he had planned to present to the Berlin meeting. Published 
by Franz Deuticke of Leipzig and Vienna in 1934, the title page contains not--.only 
Max Gerson's name but also acknowledges "the X-ray findings and a chapter 'about 
X-rays by Dr. Felix Fleischner." "" 

As soon as Gerson's book was in print, he sent a copy to his friend ~pert 
Schweitzer at his clinic in Africa, pointing out that Helene Schweitzer's recovecy was 
included in the book as case study number 45· Dr. Schweitzer was so impressed~ with 
Gerson's book that he made it required reading for any physician who ende~ up 
working with him at Lambarene. Among various praises he wrote about it oveJ: the 
~n~~sone: I ,. 
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I read each day in your Diiitthaapit. I have picked up the book again and am 
enjoying it bit by bit, like a bee sips nectar from a bloom. I find your presenta· 
tion excellent. Your statement of the whole problem is also wonderful. I have 
ordered a copy of the book just to lend it to an Alsatian doctor. 

several of Dr. Gerson's cases in Austria were quite noteworthy- some for their 
influence on his later cancer work, some for their unusual nature. A woman from 
the south of France came to Dr. Gerson's clinic at the sanatorium with her four-year
old grandson, Pierre, since both were suffering from lung tuberculosis. The two 
stayed at the sanatorium for about a month, then returned home to continue the 
treatment, which had worked well for them. 

About a year later, when the boy was ready to begin school, he was given a 
required routine physical examination by the school doctor. Aware of Pierre's histo· 
ry of pulmonary tuberculosis, the physician did the usual test for the bacillus to see 
if the disease was still active. Normally, when patients have been ill with tuberculo
sis, their tuberculin skin test will always register slightly positive, as the tubercle 
bacilli are never fully removed from the body. The only time that people's tubercu
losis tests are completely negative is when their immune systems have been com
pletely overwhelmed and the tubercle bacilli are attacking the vital organs. With a 
tuberculosis sufferer, this phenomenon only occurs in the last few hours. of life. The 

' school physician therefore was very surprised to detect a negative reaction to the 
boy's skin test. Since his experience and education indicated that the child was in 
the end stage of this terrible disease, he immediately sent the boy home and 
informed the family that he would be dead in less than 24 hours. 

The family had been told that the Gerson therapy had cured the child. The 
father immediately called Gerson in Vienna. "Dr. Gerson, we are in shock! We have 
just been informed that Pierre has less than a day to live. How can that be? You sent 
him home and said he was making good progress.'' 

"Calm down, please, Monsieur LeBlanc. Let me just ask you a few simple ques
tions." 

"Certainly, Dr. Gerson. We are just extremely upset. Everything seemed to be 
going so well with Pierre until now. Is there any hope at all?" 

"Of course there is. How is the boy now? Is he active?" / 
"Yes, he appears fine. That is what is so puzzling. He has rosy cheeks and a good 

appetite, just as he should." 
"How about sputum? Does he have any?" 
"No. What are you getting at, Doctor?" 
"In a moment. How about his energy? Is Pierre running about and playing nor

mally?" 

"Yes. He seems quite healthy. What can the problem be?" 
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"Sir, your child is healthier than even I could have imagined. What has hap
pened is that his immune system has taken care of the tuberculosis so thoroughly 
that it has completely eliminated all bacilli from his system. This is unheard of in nor
mal methods of treating the disease. But that is why you sent him and your wife to 
Vienna in the first place, isn't it? You wanted something better." 

Indeed, young Pierre was quite healthy, and of course did not fulfill the school 
doctor's dire prediction of an imminent death. 

Another time, Dr. Gerson was called to treat a Mrs. Lederer for tuberculosis as 
-

an outpatient. Arriving at the residence, he felt overwhelmed by its opulence. The 
stately villa stood in the midst of a vast, manicured park. When the butler ushered -· 
Dr. Gerson into the entryway, the doctor was impressed with the white and pink 
Greek marble floors, the graceful staircases and the fine art that hung on the walls. 
It looked like a magnificent museum. A thoroughbred greyhound with a silver gray 
coat was at Mrs. Lederer's side -as it often would be during Max's regular check
up sessions with its owner. Dr. Gerson became very familiar with the high-strung, 
stunning greyhound, and developed a deep affection for the animal. Upon arriving, 
he always expected to see Prinz bounding around the fenced area in front of the 
villa, sometimes even trying to jump the high fence of his enclosure so as to greet 
him with proper enthusiasm. 

One day, Dr. Gerson didn't see his dog friend as he approached the house, He 
was surprised this time to be met with an empty pen and no barking. "Where is 
Prinz today, Frau Lederer?" he asked his patient. "I missed his greeting." 

"Oh, Dr. Gerson," she began, her eyes beginning to glisten with tears. "He was 
in his pen last week when the postman came. He actually jumped over t~e fence 

< 

this time, but broke his forepaw when he landed on the other side. We had the vet· 
erinarian out to examine the dog, but be told us that the leg wiJ! never heal, so we 
will need to have him destroyed. Of colirse, we are devastated. Prinz is a part of our 
family." 

Gerson, who also loved this graceful and elegant dog, thought for a moment. 
"Perhaps we can save him," he said. "Since the veterinarian says he can't do anything, 
what is there to lose?" 

"Oh, Doctor, if there is anything at all that we can do to help him, please.tell me." . 
"I suggest that we put a splint on the leg, and keep Prinz suspended in a sling, 

so that he cannot put any weight on the injured foot. But give him the same food 
~d juices that you are taking. One small variation is in order: grind up raw liver with 
some carrots so that he gets used to the taste. And let us hope that he, too, will heal 
from my diet!" 

The dog was duly put on almost the same dietary regimen as his mistress. At 
first, he balked at the strange food, but eventually aversion was overcome by hunger 
and thirst, and the dog became accustomed to the new diet. After three weeks, the 
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dog's leg had totally healed, to the everlasting gratitude of the entire family. There 
was only one small aesthetic consequence: Prinz's beautiful silver-gray coat had 
acquired carrot-colored spots running right down the middle of his back. 

On another occasion, the Lederers' young married daughter, who was preg
nant, developed eclampsia and Cushing's syndrome. This notorious hypertensive 
condition in pregnancy threatened the baby's life, and possibly the mother's, too. 
Tests had shown that her blood had abnormally low levels of sodium. Her physicians 
attempted to rectify the deficiency by giving her high intravenous doses of sodium. 
subsequent blood tests showed temporary improvement in the sodium level; but 
then the level would suddenly and inexplicably drop. Urinalysis, moreover, showed 
that the young woman was not eliminating the sodium in her urine. The cramping 
continued. 

Mrs. Lederer, very wprried about the survival of both her daughter and grand
child, finally told Dr. Gerson about what was happening-and asked for his help. 
He immediately discontinued the high sodium supplementation, and prescribed 
high doses of potassium instead. The other physicians were incredulous. The girl 
was suffering from an extreme deficiency in blood sodium, and now Gerson was 
prescribing high levels of its chemical opposite, potassium! They predicted disaster. 
The patient and her mother, however, had faith in Dr. Gerson and stuck with his 
approach. 

Within a few days the young woman's blood sodium level rose to normal levels. 
Her urine tests showed that she was now eliminating great quantities of sodium. 
Soon the cramping stopped, and the pregnancy proceeded normally, to the immense 
gratitude of the Lederer family. 

Patiently, Gerson had explained his reasoning to his shocked Viennese colleagues. 
The sodium that they had been giving their patient had not been eliminated, nor did 
it show up in the serum. It was being stored instead in the cells, where it caused even 
more water retention and higher blood pressure. An imbalance in body fluids due to 
a lack of potassium had caused the cell walls to become porous and let in sodium; it 
began being imported in great doses, along with water. That is why the sodium dis
appeared from the blood serum and why the edema was increasing dangerously. 
Sodium belongs in the serum, he explained, as it is properly an extracellular mineral, 
whereas potassium belongs inside the cells as an intracellular mineral. Gerson's solution, 
therefore, had been to give the woman high doses of potassium - the deficient min· 
era} that the cells urgently required, to restore the intracellular fluid to its correct min· 
eral balance. Thus supplied, cells no longer sequestered sodium and Hp, and instead 
pushed them both back into the bloodstream, where were eliminated in the urine. 

This case underscored Dr. Gerson's growing interest in the electrochemical fac
tor in physiology. Based on current research studies he was reading as well as on his 
own observations of patients' recoveries over the years, he knew that it was crucial 
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to determine the sodium (Na), or negative ion, and potassium (K), or positive 1vu, 

levels in the body, measuring their presence and ratios in different fluids, organs 
systems. Because in those days there was no effective way to test cell chemistry, only 
blood chemistry, this patient's high intracellular sodium level had gone um1oticec:t; 
This ratio or balance issue would be increasingly perceived by Dr. Gerson to be a 
cia! factor in maintaining or regaining health, but not until he practiced in New Y01:F; 
a decade later, did he add potassium supplements to his regular dietary reg;imc~~ 
Instead, his diet featured foods that were rich sources of natural potassium. 
other potassium-group elements, along with eliminating or restricting intake fro!~ 
sodium-group sources. 

During ·his exile in Austria Dr. Gerson resumed his interest in treating '""u' 
since he · had been encouraged by his success with those first three patients_; 
Bielefeld, but he had less ability now to control the outcome.: As he recalled 
later, 'There in Vienna I tried six cases and.in all six cases, no results -.- all •auo,.u 

That was .shocking.' The sanatorium where I :treated my patients was not soj~ 
organized for dietary treatments. They treated other diseases by other metho.ds'; 
didn,.t pay much attention to diet. So, ·I attributed the failures to that'' (from · ·· 
ture given at the Jensen Health Ranch, 1956). Despite this -discouragement, hf"··lirirl 

that in the future he could again use his dietary therapy on cancer patients·::.:~~ 

far better success than in Vienna. 
Moe Erstein, a. wealthy American who had been living in Paris since· ~J:..-.,·~;; 

stock market crash, came to visit Dr.· Gerson in Vienna because he was 
from severe rheumatoid arthritis. He had been hearing about the Gerson therap¥; ~~ 
years, but he had refused to visit him in Germany. He wanted nothing to 
Germans; he thought they were all cheats. But his ·arthritis kept getting 
despite the best efforts of a legion of physicians. Erstein had even gone·as .. 
Egypt to seek relief from a highly regarded doctor there. Now that Dr. Ger.s¢ 
no longer in Germany, he decided to undergo his stringent dietary the1:ap_v 
chance that it might alleviate his pain and disabilities. . 

Erstein brought an entourage with him: his wife and daughter as well ;~s;,g, 

vant. His arthritis had become so severe he could hardly move, dress .hinlsellft< 
without help. Along with the food requirements and ·restrictions Dr GeJ'sor 
scribed, Erstein'sjoints had to be-massaged twice a day-· as in the earlier --v_ .... , 
Steinhaus in Gutersloh. The massage ·sessions were ~xcruciatingly pai:nh).t';t~~Ii 

patient. They were exhausting for Dr. Gerson as well. Seeing this, ... 
Gerson to train a professional masseur to provide"these daily massages, but}••,; ;j~ 
tumed:hirll down. Massaging the swollen joints is not the same as massaging 
tissue, he explained. Arthritic bones and joints are very fragile from de<:·a lciti¢q.J: 
and twice.hefore he had seenprofessionalmassage therapists break bones w· •ful(~ 
saging them. At first, the treatment made little progress. But both patidi1t~ 
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physician persisted, and with the daily massage and healing diet, the swollen and 
immobilized joints slowly began to recover mobility. Erstein stayed at the Westend 
sanatorium for six months; when he returned to Paris, he was restored to health. 

shortly after Moe Erstein returned home, he recommended Dr. Gerson to for
mer French Premier Paul Painleve, who suffered from severe kidney disease. Max 
was summoned to Paris. This journey was not easily undertaken before commercial 
air travel, since the train trip, including passport formalities at the various borders, 
lasted 24 hours in each direction. To get there, Max understandably chose to travel 
through Switzerland, not Germany. The official policy surrounding an ex-Premier 
required that all Painleve's doctors be present for each examination, and that any 
treatment prescribed by Gerson had to be submitted in writing, then signed by the 
attending physician. 

Painleve was suffering badly. His abdomen was swollen and filled with fluid that 
had to be tapped every 10 days. Depressed and in great pain, he could neither walk 
nor lie down, and had great difficulty in breathing. He had poor appetite and was 
not sleeping well. Dr. Gerson examined Painleve thoroughly, then discussed the 
course of treatment with him and with the other physicians present. He gained the 
patient's total confidence. The chef was called in and given detailed instructions 
regarding the diet to be followed -in writing, naturally. As in the case of the preg
nant young Viennese woman, this illustrious patient had serious edema, which in his 
circumstance was caused by cardiorenal dysfunction related to heart failure and 
overmedication. That, among other things, was affecting his kidneys' ability to reg
ulate blood pressure and maintain his electrolytes in the optimal Na/K ratio. 

The next day, Dr. Gerson urgently requested his colleagues on the case not to tap 
the fluid in Painleve's belly again. With the treatment he prescribed, he assured them, 
the fluid would gradually disappear on its own. Moreover, under uo circumstances 
were they to give the patient any pairrnumbing drugs. Because of prior adverse expe
riences in patients of his who were given potent analgesics, Gerson had concluded 
that anyone suffering from a degenerative disease and undertaking his detoxifying, 
nutritionally intense therapy should never be given pain killers, sedatives and other 
drugs, since they were apt to stress an already overtaxed liver and immune system. 

Dr. Gerson then left for Vienna, promising to return in 10 days to check on the 
patient's progress. On his return Paris, Dr. Gerson saw enormous improvement in 

- Painleve. The fluid was largely gone from his abdomen, and he was able to lie down 
and sleep well again. Very pleased with the patient's current prognosis, Dr. Gerson 

. made some minor adjustments in the treatment, and arranged for a return visit in three 
more weeks. When he next came to Paris, the patient was feeling so well that he had 

. :eady resumed his normal activities, but his French physicians had spread the rumor 
·1 at Dr. Gerson had given the cook a secret remedy to slip into the patient's food. 
· Several weeks after Dr. Gerson's last visit to Paris, there was a general election 
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in France in which Jean Painleve, the patient's nephew, was actively involved. In sup
port of his nephew, the popular former Premier had taken part in some of the cam
paign controversies. His health, though not as tenuous as when Gerson had first seen 
him, was not yet ready for the strain he placed on it. One day, to help him overco:nre: 
his constant feelings of illness, Painleve's physicians gave him a shot of morphine. 
The next morning, Dr. Gerson received a telephone call &om Paris: Painleve had fall-_"" 
en into a coma. Before he could leave Vienna, Dr Gerson received the sad news "'<ll_ 

Painleve had died without ever having regained consciousness. In his mind, he Kn1e.w; 
that Painleve's death was caused by the morphine, which was administered aga.Jtnst: 
his absolute prohibition against any drug use. Along with other interesting informa• 
tion about the application of the Gerson diet to various cardiovascular diseases, Dr 
Gerson discussed this case in a paper he published with Dr. Wolfgang von Weisl 
April1935 in the Municft Weekly Medical Joumal: "Fiilussigkeitsreicfte Kalidiiit als Tfterapie 6d 
diormala Insuffizienz" (High Fluid Content Potassium-Diet as Therapy for CarctiorenaL 
Insuffidency). 

Lainzer Hospital 

Professor Noorden, Director of the lainzer Hospital in Vienna, a large facility with 
several hundred beds, offered to put at Dr. Gerson's disposal1o beds at the hos: 

pital and a nurse to care for patients. Gerson took him up on the offer. Noordeo 
wanted to see some of Gerson's original patient files, so Gerson brought along 
era! of his best prior cases to show to him, including that of the Swedish actress who 
had come to the Kassel sanatorium. When Gerson was finished explaining them, he 
was asked to leave the records "for a few days" for further study by the hospital staff. 
When Gerson requested the return of the files, he was given some delaying excuse, 
Several more requests were deflected. Finally, after a week of witnessing her bus:_._""" 
band's frustration, Gretchen herself went to the offices to demand the return of the: 
records. Though usually a gentle and unassuming woman, she had enough, 
Germanic steel in her makeup to convince almost anyone not to trifle with her. The 
files were quickly collected, but when she checked them, the file on the Swedisl:i' 
actress wsa missing. Nobody would accept responsibility for having removed it. 

The arrangement at lainzer Hospital soon proved to be unsuitable for or. 
Gerson. Due to its distance from the Westend sanatorium, it took several hours for -
him to make his rounds there. Since he visited the patients almost every day, ,"""it,..~ 
became a terrible strain-besides which the patients there were not improving a~ · . 
all. Once again, he sent Gretchen to ferret out the reason, since by now his own 
face was well known in the hospital corridors. When she visited the kitchen, she 
discovered that. all the food for the hospital was being prepared in large vats. Then, 
before salt, fat or spices were added, the kitchen staff would ladle some of the tooi:J·~ 
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into smaller pots for Gerson's tuberculosis patients. This resulted in totally unap
petizing and barely edible food. Thberculosis patients usually have poor appetites 
to begin with. The hospital staff was obviously not commltted to helping his 
patients, a problem he had faced twice before - with Dr. Mayer in Saranac Lake, 
and again in the Harz clinic in Germany, which the Swedish actress's nurse had tried 
to help set up. He withdrew from the ward. 

Lotte Contracts Tuberculosis 

In 1934 Charlotte began complaining about a pain in her right knee. At first, Max 
assumed it was growing pains, but became concerned when the pains persisted. 

If both knees had been affected, he would not have been worried, but it was only 
on the right side. 

Max took his daughter to Professor Fleischner, the eminent radiologist at the 
University of Vienna who bad verified the X-rays of his patients and contributed a 24· 
page section to Diet Tlierapy of Lung Tu6erculosis. They took X·rays of Lotte's right knee 
from several angles, then examined the film. Not seeing an abnormality in the struc
tures or any other reason for the pain she was experiencing, they almost shrugged off 
the difficulty again as growing pains. But then Dr. Gerson noticed an almost invisible 
shadow on the image of the bone at the bottom margin of the film. Just to be on the 
safe side, Fleischner took another X-ray six inches farther down her shin. This time, 
the film confirmed their worst fears. There was a hole in the right tibia that measured 
2.5 em high and nearly 2 em wide. Lotte had contracted bone tuberculosis. Before the 
availability of powerful antibiotics, bone tuberculosis could be a death sentence. Max 
immediately put his daughter on the strict dietary therapy. 

Since her father was in daily contact with tuberculosis patients, it was possible 
that Charlotte had contracted the disease from bacilli carried by him. The stress over 
the move from Berlin to Vienna had disrupted the regular dietary regime of the fam· 
ily. Living in residence hotels and eating at restaurants and in the sanatorium's din
ing hall had taken its toll on the growing girl's immune system. Fortunately, by the 
time the diagnosis was made, the Gersons had moved into an apartment of their 
own, where they were able to prepare their own food. Lotte always fixed her own 
juices, using a hand-grinder and press - not an easy task for a u-year-old. Since she 
had lived most of her life eating healthy foods, the treatment took effect rapidly, and 
she was soon well again. 

Nazi Rule Draws Closer 
J\Z ax and Gretchen Gerson were disturbed to watch Nazism making inroads in 

..... Austrian politics and the everyday life around them, but they were not really 
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surprised. By the mid 1930s Nazi sympathizers were carving swastikas in the heels of 
their shoes. Then dipping them in red paint, they walked the streets of Vienna, 
stamping little red swastikas on the pavement. The atmosphere was starting to feeL 
disturbingly like Germany before Boycott Day. Rumors persisted of an AJtScfiluss-a 
lightning-strike invasion and immediate annexation of Austria by Nazi Germany. On 
July 25, 1934, Austrian Nazis tried to speed up the process of unification with 
Germany by invading the Austrian Chancellery. 'laking Chancellor Dollfuss prisoner, 
they attempted to declare a National Socialist government. During the ensuing sup
pression of the abortive coup, the Nazi insurgents murdered Chancellor Dollfuss
Dr. Gerson's benefactor. . 

In early 1935, Max Gerson received a telephone call from an intermediary who 
said that a very important German personage, who was not named, wished to 
undergo his dietary treatment, and requested that Dr. Gerson travel to Passau irnme- · 
diately. Normally, Gerson would have responded with enthusiasm, but then he coc· 
sidered the location. Passau, at the confluence of the Inn and Danube rivers, strad
dles the border between Germany and Austria; in fact, only the Inn River separates 
Germany and Austria at Passau. Gretchen had heard from several sources within the 
German-Jewish refugee community in Vienna the Nazis were using various sub
terfuges to lure Jewish emigres to areas near Germany, where they would be arrest· 
ed and sent to German prison camps or otherwise permanently detained in 
Germany- if they had skills or knowledge perceived to be useful to the ~~zi lead· .· 
ership. Next morning, another call was received: Dr. Gerson was urgently. needed. 
This time, Max politely but firmly declined the invitation. 

Max Gerson and his family sometimes speculated about the identi,ty of this 
eminent would-be patient, figuring that if was not just a trick to take the dcictor cap· 
tive, it may even have been Adolf Hitler himself who wished to confer wjth him, · 
since the FUhrer was known for his ardent health-diet interests and ate largely veg· 
etarian fare. Later on, Hitler ordered that organic farms be established in vili9us con· 
centration camps. There natural foods were grown without the use of chejhical fer· · 
tilizers and pesticides by the inmates-not intended for their own consumption, of 
course, but for the Nazi elite. 

Even young Lotte was becoming aware that a more pervasive malaise '0ls going 
on around her in Vienna. As she commented later about this period in her childhood: 
"In the general depression of the '3os, due to the economic hard times in Austria, a 
great deal of political agitation was started there by both the German and Austrian 
Nazis. During hard times, it is easy to 'sell' the idea that it is time for 'a change.' :MY 
father was becoming quite sure that it would not be safe for him and his family to 
continue to live in Austria in the future.'' Knowing that their haven in Austria was 
definitely imperiled, the Gersons worried over where the next round of events 
would take them. 
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On tfie Move Again 

(1935-1936) 

Settling in Paris 

I n the spring of 1935, Moe Erstein returned to Vienna for a visit, bringing with him 
a young Frenchman, Dr. Gutmann. Erstein soon made his mission clear: he was 

eager to convince Dr. Gerson to move to Paris, since he wanted Gerson nearby as his 
physician and did not want to give up his Parisian residence. Erstein had ~n incentive 
to offer as well. Horace Finali, another grateful Gerson patient who was now presi· 

' 
dent of the Banque de Paris, had purchased a lovely hotel near Paris, and he wanted 
Dr. Gerson to put it to use as a clinic. Each room had its own bath, and there was a 
fine kitchen, plus plenty of space for relaxation and recreation. The plan was to have 
Dr. Gutmann serve as medical director, since Gerson was not a citizen and could not 
officially practice medicine in France unless and until he obtained a medical license 
-which would take time, along with acquiring some knowledge of French. 

With the political situation in Austria deteriorating rapidly, Max Gerson accept· 
ed the offer without delay. The nomadic Gersons pulled up stakes to move to anoth· 
er country, joining many other refugees from Hitler's Germany who found their way 
to France, where they formed emigre communities - as had been done earlier by 
White Russians and other dissenters from Communist Russia, as well as American 
expatriates who relished the bohemian lifestyle for which Paris was renowned. 
. The Hotel du Pare in Ville D' Avray had belonged to a consortium of English 
mvestors that recently had gone bankrupt. The graceful, 35-room hotel was sur· 
rounded by tall trees, lawns and a beautiful garden, an appealing setting for' Dr. 
Gerson and a pleasant atmosphere to promote healing for the patients under his care. 
Gretchen found a comfortable pension de famille near the sanatorium-clinic, and in May 
of 1935 the Gerson family settled into their new environment. Ville D' Avray is on the 
road from Sevres to Versailles, about 10 miles west of Paris, so the city's culture and 
comforts were accessible but not intrusive. Max Gerson especially enjoyed the dose 
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access to the beautiful Bois de Boulogne, where he could indulge his love for · 
woods. Every Sunday afternoon, just as his own father had done, Max made it a nY-:o'<" 

tice to take his family for a long walk outdoors. The children particularly loved 
frequent visits to the exquisite formal gardens of nearby Versailles. There 
explored the palace grounds and visited Le Petit Trianon and other 

As agreed, young Dr. Gutmann was the titular medical director, since 
lacked the requisite French medical license. Because of Gretchen's fluency in J:;"yp, 

communication did not pose a great problem. Mr. Erstein had a large circle of tne.E 
in Paris, and his enthusiastic recommendation of Dr. Gerson as a physiCian soo:n.ti.!, 
the rooms at the sanatorium with both French and English patients. With 
stant close supervision, the patients experienced good results, and the 
enjoyed the overall atmosphere in this new location. 

Cancer and Fats 

I n Paris, Dr. G_erson found himself asked .to treat cancer patients. Three 
Parisian cancer patients were treated at home: one of th~ three cancer patl¢J1t 

not re~pond, a second showed marked improvement, and a third presented · 
problem. Dr. Gerson always found a home-based therapy course more dittl~i 
unreli~ble for patie~ts thari treatment at a sa~atorium because he had . 
telling whether the patient was properly following the therapy; but .a P·J:oblem 

t .·. • . 

more difficult ;.vas having a patient with family members or friends who:.w ·· ·er 
ical practitioners. The third cancer patient in Paris was an Armenian worri~iq§ 
late 5os who had breast cancer. Her brother and two friends were all phJrsi~ia; 
they Insisted on being present at each consultation Dr. Gerson had with .. __ ..... , 
They second-guessed his· directions, objecting to the food, despitethe " .· 
cook made all possible efforts to prepare appetizing and attractive diShes . 
Gerson's diet. According to their experience, they did not believe that ·.thio-' 

diet was sufficient to sustain, much less heal .her. Whe'~ she lost weight · .. 
the initial stages of the diet), they began to demand she be allowed to · ·. 
eggs and meat. Dr. Gerson struggled to keep these foods out of her diet .··. 
suspected certain. substances in them, particularly fats, were har:mt~.il.;t% 
patients . . But he could not hold out· forever against the three family ph,isidaJ 
three weeks of arguments,-Dr. Gerson gave in to the other doctors, auu .all'Q\¥ 
a half egg yolk twi~e a week. Be no~iced thai the effect on i:he breast .'x.' ·ith.:tlfe 

was almost .immediate: it gonedder and looked more aggressive. He irrirl!~fll 
excluded egg yolk f~om the woman's diet, and the .tumor regressed agam 

Several weeks later, the doctors began ·agitating to give the woman ~,..,rr. 
chopped meat. Once again, the tumor re-grew, and once again Dr. Ge·J·r.si ::J:n;; 
reverse course t~ avoid new damage. Then the doctors insisted that he give ... -_. 
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il and when he did so, again the cancer showed signs of advancing. For the third time, 
0 ' Dr. Gerson had to pull the patient back from the family physidans' requests. 

Quite passive throughout all these battles, the patient simply took what she was 
given; she did not complain either about what she wam't being fed. In a few more 
months, the tumor had completely disappeared, and she recovered her health. 

In this notable cancer case in Paris, which inadvertently became an experimen
tal study, Gerson observed the adverse effect of adding fat to the diet of a patient 
too early during the recovery phase. He saw the malignant tumor respond quickly 
to the intake of fat, as if it needed fat to live. Time and time again, as Dr. Gerson 
searched over the years for some kind of fat that might be safe to give to a cancer 
patient, he would see the same phenomenon. 

Prominent Patients 

Among the patients recommended to Dr. Gerson by Moe Erstein were some 
with specific health problems that he felt confident of curing; others just 

appeared to need a 'rest cure' achieved by a stress-free stay at the elegant Hotel du 
Pare while being served simple and nutritious foods and juices that gave their diges
tive tract a needed vegetarian respite from the usual rich gourmet fare heavy with 
meats and fats. f 

Phillipe Jean Bunau-Varilla came to Ville D' Avray with his son for treatment. 
Bunau-Varilla was the engineer who had achieved fame for building the Suez Canal; 
then under Ferdinand DeLesseps he had directed the abortive French attempt to 
build a canal across the Isthmus of Panama in Central America which was plagued 

. by malaria-carrying mosquitos, landslides and volcanic instability-and the loss of 
thousands of workers' lives. Bunau-Varilla later incited the rebellion that separated 
Panama from Colombia and became Panama's first Foreign Minister Plenipotentiary 

- to the United States. Among other patients were Mrs. Mowinckel, wife of the 
-Norwegian Ambassador to France; Marquis Chasselou Labat; Mme. Clemenceau, 
the sister-in-law of the late Georges Clemenceau, who had been Premier of France 

"' during and after the First World War; the German theatrical producer/director 
?rwin Piscator and film actress Marlene Dietrich; American actor Anthony Quinn; 
:,the Russian bass singer Fyodor Chaliapin; and Dr. Max Bircher-Benner of 
Sw_itzerland. Dr. Bircher-Benner ran a famous Swiss clinic that also featured a vege
tarian diet. During the Gersons' sojourn in Paris, their second daughter, Gertrude, 
';as sent to the Bircher-Benner clinic in Zurich to learn clink management. While 
-

1
ere, she ate the food served to patients, which included heavy cream, butter and 

:sa ted£ d f . . -b U 00 s- ar removed mdeed from the Gerson therapy. Trud1 developed acute 
-f: 0 

hs, or furundes, in various places on her body. Only when she resumed her 
at er's diet did her skin clear up. While renowned musician Joseph Szigety was at 
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the sanatorium, he would often practice his violin in his room. The glorious music 
attracted the other patients, who collected in the hallway outside his room to listelf! 
to his playing. He was being treated by Dr. Gerson for an arthritic condition, whiGh 
through the dietary therapy was wholly alleviated. -~ 

A delightful story made the rounds at the sanatorium. Dr. Gerson alternat-ed 
night duty with his assistant, Dr. Gutmann. One night when Gerson was on duty, a 
female patient, an attractive Greek countess, came into his office where he was 
working. She sat on his desk and started to chat. Dr. Gerson, never comfortable wj~!,}~, 
small talk, gently tried to get her to leave, since he was working. • 

"Ah, mon Docteur," the countess said in her most seductive manner, "I am so lone~ 
some. Wouldn't you like to come to my room for a while?" 

Max Gerson understood her suggestion all too well. "But I am a married man/ 
he demurred. The countess found this response so amusing that she often repeatre(l 
the story among her cosmopolitan friends. 

When a Mr. Kraemer came from the Hague with excruciating pain, he brought 
along his sister and brother-in·law. He had consulted many physicians seeking relfef 
from his pain, with no success. Kraemer had been offered an operation, but was tolq;, 
that the problem could be kidney stones, in which case the operation-would proviCle. 
no relief. He declined the operation. As soon as Kraemer arrived at Ville D' Avray. 
Gerson prescribed strict bed rest and put him on the juice of 30 lemons a day, mixed 
with oatmeal. After two days of this treatment, the patient passed his kidney stone~~ 
which his body had broken down into sandy particles. In the absence of J9alll, 
Kraemer's appetite quickly returned, and he was discharged in another week. 

Due to his position as president of the Banque de Paris, Horace Finali, the owner 
of the Hotel du Pare, was involved in many charitable organizations. One of the 
activities he supported was a tuberculosis camp for children in Berck-Plage, on the 
English Channel south of Calais. On a visit to Versailles, Finali told Dr. Gerson abO'ia(
a five-year·old boy with bone tuberculosis and many open, scrofulous wounds all 
over his body. Dr. Gerson agreed to examine the boy. Fortunately, the boy's family 
lived in Paris, near enough to Ville D' Avray for Gerson to treat him at .home. The plll"' 
ents followed the treatment plan carefully. Every day for two weeks they brougli 
the boy with his nurse to Ville D' Avray, until the reactions to the treatment were 
fully under control. Gradually, the boy's wounds dried up, and granulation tis~ue 
began to form. Within three months, all the wounds were covered with scar tisslle. 

Mr . .Finali was elated at the prospect of a way to cure all the children at J:SeJq 
Plage. He encouraged its director and one of the senior doctors to visit Dr. GersQJ(l'~: 
sanatorium for a demonstration. The two physicians duly arrived in Ville D'Avr.~'J 
for a few days' stay. They spent the entire time examining patients, medical records~ 
and X·ray films. They made extensive notes, especially of the kitchen organi:~a~~oq., 
Before they left, they met again with Dr. Gerson to discuss how extensivdJ 
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treatment could be applied in their sanatorium. The discussion ended on a very dis
couraging note. "Dr. Gerson," the director said, "your therapy is most interesting 
and, apparently, quite effective. However, if we heal the tubercular children at the 
camp, what will there be for us to do? We would go out of business!" 

Nothing further was heard from them. Dr. Gerson was always shocked at physi
cians who would put their pocketbooks before the health of their patients. 

War Clouds over France 

France had been so hospitable to the Gersons for nearly a year and a half that Max 
decided to become a French citizen. Through some prominent patients who 

held posts in the French government, he had arranged to have all the papers put 
through for his five family members to acquire French citizenship. But then propa
ganda from Nazi Germany began seeping into the French media, and the latent anti· 
semitism of the French was being revived into open hostility. On three separate occa
sions, the Gersons were required to come to the Prefecture de Police and identify 
themselves- showing the increasing official harassment of Jewish refugees in France. 

Hitler had already succeeded in stirring up widespread persecution of the Jews. 
The Austrian population had been subverted and looked to Hitler for leadership: Max 

_ _ had seen for himself the German-sponsored unrest there. Gathering up lffiore like
~ minded allies, Hitler supported the aggressive dictatorship of Italy's n Dua, Benito 

Mussolini, who had invaded Africa and grabbed Ethiopia as a late-acquired colony. He 
~ would also soon send weapons and troops to Spain, to ensure fascist General Francisco 

Franco's victory over the Loyalist republican forces during that nation's Civil War. In 
-· the summer of 1936, Hitler unilaterally decided to rearm the Rhineland, in direct con

travention of the Treaty of Versailles that had ended the Great War, and sent his troops 
in to reoccupy the Saar. None of the other signatories to the Treaty raised a finger in 
protest, thus encouraging Hitler in his next adventures. 

Hitler's unchecked depredations understandably alarmed the French, who over 
~· the centuries had seen far too many invasions by German armies from the east. In 

late Summer of 1936 Dr. Gutmann was drafted into the French Army, leaving 
Gerson's sanatorium to begin his national military service. The French were caught 

~, up in a frenzy of preparations to deal with the looming German threat. Anything 
~erman was seen as perilous to French defensive integrity. Germans became dis· 

~ tinctly unwelcome. Even Jews who had fled Hitler were still basically regarded as 
~e~mans, thus receiving a double rejection. As the atmosphere began to shift more 
,zldly, the French began to voice their hostility openly, and the watchword became 

~ b Frrutce pour ks Fran~ais!"-France for the French! At the Hotel du Pare, Dr. Gerson 
egan to receive anonymous letters, saying, "Donnez vos jus dt.ligumts aux autm!" -Give 

Your vegetable juices to someone else! 
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When Gutmann returned later from his tour of duty, he no longer 
be involved with the sanatorium at Ville D' Avray. Though other arrangements . · 
have been made to continue the work there, Dr. Gerson saw the writing on the 
It was time to leave France. Max considered the possibility of eventually mm1ig 
ing to the United States. While still in Paris, he transferred some capital asse:ts.:t 
brokerage house in New York City, which would enable the Gersons to enter 
United States without needing either a sponsor or guarantor of financial 
knew that his wife's knowledge of the English language would be very helpt'(] 
him there, since he spoke no English. Also, Gretchen would be able to handle 
to-day affairs of the family while he focused, as always, on the practice of me·d1· 

While awaiting an appropriate time to apply for permanent visas to. · 
America, the Gersons moved in. early autumn .1936, for a time at least, to 
There they could put more distance between them .and the Nazis, as well · · 
the corrosive combination of anti-German and anti-Jewish sentiment a!.lJl:!~JSJ 

French citizenry. 

On to London 

Arriving in rpndon in mid-October.can be a cold and miserable 
the weather gave no $pecial favors for the Gerson family as a gmetir.lf!i 

too, it seemed perpetually cold and damp. The Gersons had rented.a 
St. John's Wood, which was decorated in the typical London style of the . 
had no central heating, and the only relief from the damp chill-winter am~ 
in England, it seemed- was a fireplace in the living room. The family had · . · .. · 
to roasting in front and freezing behind. The other rooms were even worse: 
clammy. The outer bathroom wall had a permanent slit instead of a wir1de 
vide constant ventilation. As Charlotte Gerson recalls her school' days in . 

Since I was 14 years old, of course I was expected to corJtirm~J~ 
· ing. My mother already knew from our experience in France . 

way for children to Jearn a new language vyas to attei1d school, so .. 
me in a British school. As I would be unable to follow the re.:gutar ,-,"""' 
instruction without speaking the language;·the headmaster, Mr. Strc,ni 
in a"Ci~ss of 11-year-olds. ' . 

rhe· class assembled in a large the~ter-style: room with a tall ceiling~~ 
pended high up on' the wall the( schoolmaster kept a thermometer, ww~i!] 
odically consulted. On the rare oceaslons when the mercury in that . . · 
ter' reached 65° F, the teacher irnm~diately threw· open the windows 
damp, co1d:fog into. the "overheated" classroom. Apparently he · · 
British brain simply-couldn't function whenever it became slightly 

. . 
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Each time the Gersons moved, their refugee status became more precarious, 

MaJC'S income more uncertain, their lodgings less spacious and comfortable. Max now 
bad ro present himself at a government office to register his presence and where· 
abouts. The office was overwhelmed with refugees and emigres from various central 
European countries fleeing the Nazi presence. Each time Max went, he had to wait in 

one or another queue for hours, which took him away from his medical work. 
By this time, several of the· patients from the Ville D' Avray sanatorium, includ

ing Moe Erstein, and were very happy to have their doctor living nearby. However, 
since immigrant physicians could not practice medicine in England or open an office 
without a license, but he consulted with his old patients whenever they wished. 
Through one of his former patients, Dr. Gerson was introduced to the Chief Consul
tant at St. George's Hospital in London, who turned out to be very congenial. Soon 
Dr. Gerson was invited to doctors' meetings, as the staff valued the opinions of this 
internationally recognized tuberculosis expert. He was delighted to be treated with 

· respect and deference. His new colleagues suggested that he take a staff position at 
St. George's, but Gretchen urged him to prolong the negotiations, as she did not feel 

~: that they should stay in England much longer. One country after another in which 
· her little family sought refuge had fallen under Nazi hegemony, and she feared the 

small island of Great Britain, separated from the Continent by only a narrow channel, 
would fall, too. 

Although England had no history of organized persecution of its Jewish popu
'· lation, a definite undertone of anti-Semitism was mixed in with its tight social-class 
~· structure. During the mid 1930s, a number of prominent people were openly 
"' expressing admiration for the new German culture. England's Crown Prince Edward 

·. supported Hitler's opposition to Soviet communism. This vocal approval, probably 
· even more than his desire to wed the American divorcee Wallis Simpson, would 

lead to his being forced to abdicate soon after he became the new monarch, fol· 
~. lowing the death of his father, King George V, on January 20, 1936. He reigned as King 

Edward VIII at the time the Gersons moved to England. 
The time had come for Jews to leave Europe-if they could. Gretchen and Max 

[§) were looking for the first opportunity, which might be their best and even only one. 

Anotfter 'Itansition 
A fter several weeks of suffering the dismal London autumn, Dr. Gerson received 
f a telephone call from Lady Greville, nee Grace, a member of the American 
r:ily that owned the W.R. Grace Company, a world power in steamships, energy, 
th oads and other related enterprises, who had been very happy with the results of 
ex.e t~eatment she had received from him while staying at Ville D' Avray. She 

pla~ned that her sister was seriously ill with rheumatoid arthritis. Several doctors 
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at the Abington Hospital in Philadelphia had been treating her, with no success. ~cly 
Greville proposed that Dr Gerson travel to the United States, at her expense, to .con
sult with these doctors. Here was the chance for an escape to America that the 
Gersons were seeking. With Lady-Greville's intercession- she was a personal fqFnCl: 
of the American ambassador in London- a visitor visa as processed for Dr. Gerson 
and he was booked for passage on the French passenger ship the Normand~, leaving 
from Southampton in two days. Max and Gretchen agreed that he would havNo 
go alone while she applied for permanent entry papers for the whole family. lY.iu 
hastily took his leave of the staff at St. George's Hospital and packed his things. · 

1Wo days later, Gretchen and the girls took Max to the London-Southamp~on 
train station. After the three girls kissed their father goodbye, he boarded the:traJlrt ·~ 
and took his seat beside a personable young German, Otto Berndt, who was also sail· 
ing to America on the Nomtandie. This ship was a showcase for French style in 1L. 
ry liners and the fastest ocean liner on the North Atlantic route, having won thecov~ 
eted Blue Ribbon. 

After Max's departure, Gretchen and the girls applied at the American tmt;_assy~ 
in London for immigration visas. Among various requirements, the process 
obtaining police papers from their country of origin that would prove their 
character and verify that they had no police record. This itself was not a simple mat· 
ter, since they were Jewish refugees who had fled from the very regime that now bad; 

to certify their character. They were given physical examinations to ensure that.t!Jey) 
were healthy and not afflicted with any communicable disease which might "'.<!':'' 
ger the citizenry of the United States. Amazingly, the application process wa&tomH 
pleted quickly, and Gretchen and the girls had all their papers together by Dec:em]lfer:; 
15. At that time, the flow of Jewish refugees from Europe to the United States\>?;· l&,j 

rather thin, so it was still possible to immigrate. Later on, when the applications f01'J 

entry increased to a torrent, it became much more difficult,' almost irnJ?os:sibl,tfi"J1o.,: 
obtain such visas. Six weeks after Dr. Gerson had crossed the Atlantic to New Von(} 
Gretchen and the girls were booked for their passage to America. 

Charlotte informed the headmaster of her school that December 10 woulq~Qe: 

her last day there. Calling a meeting of the entire student body on thal' 
Headmaster Strong delivered two weighty announcements: 

Students, you should recall that Queen Victoria, in honor of her bellJ,Vd 
consort Albert, decreed that there is never to be a king of England by rne:-ua. 
of Albert. Therefore, King Edward's brother Albert is hereafter to be kno'W[ 

· one of his middle names, George. That is because our present king is leaviti 
today, to follow the woman of his heart. The king's younger brother now 
assume his throne, as George the Sixth. 

Also leaving us today is Charlotte Gerson. 
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charlotte's departure from school happened to occur on the same day that King 
Edward VIII announced his abdication from the throne of England, so that he might 
rnarry the woman whom the monarchy's rigid nuptial rules had deemed unaccept· 
able to be an English queen, since she was a divorcee. As the Duke of Windsor, in the 
following year he married Mrs. Simpson; together they would spend the rest of their 
lives ln virtual exile. 

Another form of lifetime exile had already begun for Dr. Max Gerson in 
.AIDerica . 

' 

·-
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Dr. Max Gerson, 1911 
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Gretchen Hope and Max Gerson, Wedding Portrait, 1916 
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Captai 
n Max Gerson Medical Corps, Breslau, circa 1916 (front row seated, third from left) 



Trudi, Johanna, Charlotte Gerson, 
Purkersdorf/Vienna, 1934 
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Dr. Albert Schweitzer, Lambarene 
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Helene and Rhena SchweitzerJ 
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Max Gerson (left}, unknown, Otto 
-:Berndt, Johanna Gerson, North 
:Atlantic Crossing, Norma11dit, 1936 

Dr. Max Gerson with friends at his 
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clinic, Wannsee/Berlin, 1932. 
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Dr Max Gerson with young patient, 
Nanuet, New York Clinic, 1949 
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Starting Out in New York 
(1936~ 1941) 

Landing in America 
-

Crossing the Atlantic Ocean on the Normandie gave Max Gerson a time to rei~ 
while pondering what the future might hold for him if he could settle his £amiij 

in the United States, far from the threat of Hitler and the Nazis. During the triJ?* Gerso11 
spent much of his time with the affable young Otto Berndt, a stockbroker an'd a part· 
ner in the Wall Street _fum of Weed, Hall and Berndt. A German emigre:but notfewish, 
he had been living in the United States for several years, and was returning now from 
Germany after visiting relatives. Since Max Gerson spoke very. little English a$ yet, h.@; 

·- - -

was grateful for Berndt's company, for he could eastly converse with him, ana doubt-
less Berndt taught him some basic American lingo to prepare him for y.rhat lay ahead: 
When they arrived in New York City on November 10, 1936, Otto Berndt helped his 
new friend Max Gerson find hotel accommodations and arrange for his first_£>rder o~ 
professional business: making the medical call that had brought him to America. 

The day after his arrival, Dr. Gerson traveled by train to Philadelphia, to ~it Lagy 
Greville's sister at the Abington Memorial Hospital. Her physidans, alerted to Dr. 
Gerson's being brought in as a case consultant, were obviously ill-pleased when he 
came into the hospital: he was not even permitted to see the patient. He trioo 
the next day. This time he was allowed into her room, but not to exam!he her. 
Discouraged at this hosttle reception, Dr. Gerson wrote out his therapy regimen 
rheumatoid arthritis-the patient's diagnosis seemed quite accurate to him-and nrll">·o: 

sented it to the woman's physicians. He also recorded his description of how me 
ing would progress, including his estimate of how long it would be until pa1jeJl~ 
was healed, if the patient followed exactly his recommended course of tre<ltl}':}ent. 
. The other doctors requested a private meeting with Dr. Gerson. In th~:'confeJr.;; 

ence room, he told them, through a translator, that his therapy had worked 
well with similarly afflicted patients of his in Europe - as their patient's sister, 



Greville, well knew. Then the German physician clarified all he could about his spe
cial methods, including massage as well as diet, which would lead to the patient's 
complete recovery. The physicians decided against using such unorthodox treat
ments. Dr. Gerson could see that there was no chance of helping the woman he had 
come all the way from England to heal. He returned to New York in sadness, and 
soon wrote a full report to Lady Greville. He would hear nothing further about the 
patient he had come to America to cure of a painful and disabling ailment. 

Back in New York, Max went about getting settled there. Otto Berndt helped 
him find a hotel with a restaurant. Since Max had eaten a salt-free diet for years, he 
paid the headwaiter of the restaurant an extra tip to make sure that his food would 
be specially prepared, without any salt added. The headwaiter was not very consci
entious, though: Gerson's food was routinely salted -even oversalted, like other 
people's. The language difficulty proved to be a major obstacle in simply accom
plishing various tasks necessary for Max in setting himself up financially. To ease at 
least this important aspect of life, he asked Berndt and his brokerage firm to manage 
the money that he had earlier transferred from Paris to another New York firm. This 
was money he and Gretchen had luckily been able to salvage from Nazi Germany, 
and was added to later from Max's earnings while practicing in Vienna and Paris. 

Max also needed to obtain a medical license as soon as possible. During his time 
in Vienna, he had met several physicians who practiced in New York and they had 
assured him that his German medical license plus his international reputation and 
publications would be more than sufficient credentials in obtaining a license to prac
tice in New York State. But to his great dismay he learned that a new law had taken 
effect on October 15, 1936, three weeks before his arrival. Now all immigrant physi

, clans, no matter how prestigious their backgrounds, had to take the New York State 
Medical Board examinations, just like all new medical-school graduates. So Max 
Gerson would have to learn the English language and American medicine at the 
same time. By now 55 years old, at first he felt overwhelmed by the challenge. 

:::.: It was mid-December when Gretchen and the girls crossed the Atlantic on the 
Nomumdic, in some of the worst weather conditions the ship had ever experienced, 
according to the crew. Most of the adult passengers, severely seasick, spent the voy
~ge in their staterooms-leaving the lavish entertainment facilities empty and avail

~able for the enjoyment of the children and teenagers on board, including the three 
Gerson girls. They had a wonderful time playing games, seeing all the movies and 
da · · ncmg, With no adult interference, as Charlotte recalls: 

. One afternoon, the social room was set up for showing a movie by cover
mg the large dance floor with a big carpet and chairs. The audience, as usual, 
consisted mostly of young people. We were deeply involved in the movie plot 
when suddenly the entire group-carpet, chairs and people- gave a serious 
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lurch forward as the ship rolled on a particularly heavy wave. Though we were 
quickly jolted back into reality, no damage was done. 

On the last day of the trip, since the weather had become still worse and 
the ocean more agitated, the chairs in the dining room were bolted to the floon 
All the plates and glasses on the table were set into a metal frame attached tel 

both sides of the table, which kept them from sliding onto laps or the floor. We
were quite impressed. 

Since the voyage had been slowed due to the bad weather, we arrived in 
New York harbor in the evening - too late for the immigration authorities to 
check the passengers through. Also, because of the late hour and the nasty weath'· 
er outside, we couldn't go up on deck to fully enjoy the sights of arrival. Thus as 
we sailed in, we missed seeing the impressive first view of the immigrants' hu~ 
icon, the Statue of Liberty, and the approach toward the Manhattan skyline Wiili 
its famous skyscrapers. 

Early next morning, before we were up, the ship moved into its dock at the
French Line's 48th Street pier. At this point, with the ship anchored, the pas
sengers had overcome their seasickness, and-the Nonnandie's dining roo~ offered -a huge breakfast, literally from soup to nuts. Next came Customs andthe visa• 
checking -process for immigrants, which elidted nothing memorable. ~ 

·E'k ' 
The Nonnandil docked in New York just before Christmas 1936. As thdamily di~ 

embarked, the wintry weather continued its savage assault, and a freezing-rain was 
falling. Lotte saw her father waiting for them on the pier, and in her eag~mess 
greet him, ran down the steeply sloped gangplank. The walkway was lightly ... u .. •oou 

with ice, and near the bottom of the plank she slipped and fell. She woulli forev~ . .,. 
remember sliding into the United States on her cold, wet rump. ., 

After the family was joyfully reunited, they set off for their new nome, a~ 
Charlotte's recollects: 

Now it was time for us to look around. Regrettably, from the p~er on the 
Hudson River my first impression of New York City was not very fav,qglole. 
elevated streetcar line made terrifying noises and shook the ground whc~e1/el~ 
a train passed along its tracks above us. The streets, dirty and slushy tTOJm 
melting snow, were lined with ugly little shops, diners and bars and afglrded 
view of the downtown skyline. I was particularly fascinated to noticea::g1ll1'lll:ld.~ 
of Negroes around us - walking, working, just living in this city. Straqge to 
before the end of World War II there were few if any black people living 
Europe; the only time I had ever seen one before was in a circus. 

Gretchen was shocked when she took her first look at her husband. Max's 
had broken out in an angry rash, and he told her that the skin was red an~ raw 
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over his body, a condition caused by eating in restaurants. Gretchen set to work at 
once to remedy the situation. She had to get him back on his own strict and health
ful dietary regimen- and quickly. Once Max again began eating the foods so essen
tial to his good health, while avoiding the salt and the foods that were bad for him, 
the nasty skin outbreak disappeared within a week. 

Otto Berndt had already found the family a furnished apartment at 1040 Park 
Avenue, in a very pleasant and upscale neighborhood in Manhattan. The spacious 
apartment was on the ninth floor, "higher than we had ever lived before," and Lotte 
was impressed with its four bedrooms-quite a contrast to the dose quarters the 
family had shared in the past few refugee years in Vienna, Paris and London. "It even 
had a separate pantry next to the kitchen. And the electric refrigerator was some
thing entirely new to us." 

Back in Practice 

Before he could begin studying medicine, Dr. Gerson had to pass an English-pro
ficiency examination. The government of the United States was very generous 

in providing help for immigrants who had succeeded in entering the country. 
English-language classes were given free of charge. When duly enrolled in one, Max 
felt no age discrimination, even though he was in a class with young adults, teenagers 
and six-year-old children. He gamely participated in the group activities, including 
singing songs, learning children's poems and even taking excursions. His favorite -~ 
was to Bear Mountain State Park, a large wooded area on the .Hudson River, north 
·of the city. In three months, he passed the English-proficiency test, and then began 
to study for his medical license. Again, special courses were being given for physi
cians in just his situation. Despite the discomfort of having to study in the high 
~umidity of a New York City summer, he passed the New York State medical exam
ination and received his license to practice medicine in January 1938. He had been 
in the program for almost all of 1937. 
~ Meanwhile, the Gersons' three daughters were making their own adjustments 
to American life, or at least life in New York City. The older girls were 18 and 19, 
beyond the age of compulsory education. 'Ihldy, a gifted seamstress, fond a job at 
:Hattie Carnegie, and later she worked for Lily Dache-both very elegant fashion 
salons. Johanna began taking shorthand classes- which, as it turned out, she would 
never use. Lotte had begun attending the local public school, Julia Richman High 
School. As she recalls: 

My English language skills were rather minimal, though during my stay in 
England I had thought that I had mastered enough of the language to under
Stand it well when spoken. But now I was struggling again, before my ears grew 
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accustomed the very different American form of speaking English. 
Nevertheless, in January of 1937 I started school with the new semester. The 

people in the admissions office were quite familiar with girls arriving from 
Europe; they automatically gave me credit for three years of both German and 
French, since I spoke both fluently. I was put one semester down in English, but 

· was placed in other classes with my age group and managed to ·catch up rather 
quickly, since I was way ahead in all the subjects except for American history. 

My mother's English, learned in England when staying with relatives 
before her marriage, proved very helpful. Unlike Max, she never needed t0~tcike 

English classes. My sisters quickly picked up whatever English they needed-
Trudy at her job and Johanna in secretarial school. q, 

Jf~ 
~-~ 

After a semester, Lotte was placed in a special "country school" group f01 stu-
dents who maintained grades over 90 points. During her two years at JRHS, thfgugh 
her classroom window Lotte often observed a very high building under consttgction 
a block away. Only later did she find out that she was watching the constructionnr the 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Hospital- an institutional cancer research and treatment 
center that would become a significant adversary of her father's own medical ~rk. 

To celebrate his passing i:he New York State's medical board examination; Max 
and Gretchen took a three-week cruise through the Caribbean. Arranged by their 
friend Otto Berndt,' the trip provided a welcome respite before Max laun~d his 
new .American medical practice. After Max rented an office, he began to r<ialize 
that it might be difficult to acquire patients because of the kind of therapy he·cus
tomarily provided. At first he depended on getting referrals from a circle of aca ain· 
tances and from friends of other patients who had been helped by his Uf,lusual 
approach to treating a variety of chronic conditions. Occasionally, he got a patient 
through the doctor with whom he shared an office. But Dr. Gerson ~as findin~that 
diet therapy- probably not just his, but anyone's - somehow seemed moieaiffi· 
cult for Americans than for Europeans. One of his first patients in New Yorl<,.how· 
ever, proved otherwise. ,.. ;,. 

Mrs. Albert Schweitzer came to the United States on a fundraising tour on1\lehalf 
. . , 

of her husband's clinic in Africa. Helene stopped in New York to ask for Dr. Gerson s 
help, hoping that her former physician, who had cured her tuberculosis, Luu. 

cure her daughter's mysterious ailment. From the age of 13, Rhena had sufJ:ere(ifrom 
a strange skin disease that no spedalist as yet had been able to treat successfully; small 
and large ulcerations opened up on her skin and oozed pus for a whil~. Thot 
abscesses eventually dosed, others had by then opened, so there were 
open sores. Over the past four years, the problem had increased in int<~nsity 
by 1938 the ulcers covered her body. Fortunately for this teenager, at least th<:t.e 
no scarring on her face from this intolerable condition. 



Rhena's disease was so rare that the malady had only been described in the 
medical literature four or five times: it had not been named, nor had an etiology 
been proposed, much less a treatment. Dr. Gerson could not diagnose it, either. 
Since the disease process was unknown, it was difficult to tell whether it might be 
infectious. Since Rhena's mother had had tuberculosis for some years in the past, 
thereby exposing her daughter to it, Gerson thought a connection might be possi
ble, though this was definitely not lupus vulgaris. 

Helene Schweitzer temporarily rented an apartment in New York City, where 
she could make sure that her daughter would receive exactly the right foods that 
Dr. Gerson prescribed. Lotte often visited, spending time with Rhena, who was 
about two years older than she was. Gerson relied upon letting Rhena's bodily func
tions do their healing work, once his dietary therapy began to be administered; he 
felt confident that her immune system could take care of the problem if restored to 
full functioning. He put Rhena on the same regimen he used for tuberculosis and 
cancer patients. She had so many lesions that she had to be wrapped in bandages 
from top to toe daily- a time-consuming, painful process. After a few months, how
ever, the disorder disappeared, and now she could take up a normal1near-old's life 
-or as normal as it could be if Dr. Albert Schweitzer was one's father. Rhena even
tually would marry an organ builder, and they had five healthy children. 

Financial Disaster 

One day in June 1938, less than a half-year after obtaining his medicall~~ense, 
Max Gerson called his friend Otto Berndt to ask about an investment. H2\;yas 

told by the desk clerk at the residential hotel where Berndt lived that the stotk· 
broker had shot and killed himself. With a terrible foreboding, Max rushed over to 
the hotel. He remembered that a few months earlier, Berndt had requested a signed 
blank check from him so that he might transfer funds from one account to another. 
And Max, of course, had trusted him implicitly. 

The facts, when Max learned them, confirmed his worst fears about his check's 
disposition. Before his suicide, Berndt had embezzled the funds from accounts that 
he controlled at his brokerage house - including Gerson's. Using his investors' 
money, he had been speculating in stocks. The savings the Gersons had brought from 
~rope were wiped out. Ironically, though, only about a week after Berndt's suidde, 

e market turned around, so he might well have recovered his losses. Much later, it 
~as discovered that Berndt had initially fled Germany because he had embezzled 
Yl ~ds there as well. Apparently, when he was made a member-partner of the New 
or brokerage house, his past record hadn't been thoroughly investigated. 

fin ~ax and Gretchen found themselves in dire personal straits. Now they had no 
anCJal cushion to carry them through the lean times normally associated with 
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starting a new medical practice. They had to survive on what Max could earn .by 
using his brand-new medical license. Added to their stress was the predicament~of 
having three daughters, two already of marriageable age and expecting, in the 
German-Jewish (as well as American) tradition, to have lovely weddings and geJ1er
ous dowries. The youngest almost certainly would expect to go to college. Gretdlen 
sadly wrote to their good friend Albert Schweitzer in Africa about this latest blow 
in their life. Quite unexpectedly, and with the nobility of a true friend, '~Dr. 
Schweitzer immediately wired the Gersons ~500-a princely sum at the time. This 
most welcome assistance helped them cope with their immediate problems. 

The Gersons were forced to ask the landlord of their comfortable Park Avenue 
apartment to release them from their rental contract, since they no longer had fUlilds 
to cover the monthly payments. Fortunately, he did so, and the Gersons moved to a 
much smaller residence just two blocks from Max's office. Since the previous apart
ment had been furnished, they bought secondhand furniture at minimal cost. ..the 
apartment was located at Lexington Avenue and 85th Street, at the boundary! o£ 
"Yorkville," the Gennan section of New York City. Unfortunately, the apartment was 
located directly across the street from the German-American Bund meeting hall, 
where the family again heard a full repertoire of Nazi songs being noisily sung, in dud· 
ing the Horst Wessel Lied. 

Die Falin~ Fiodi dk Reifun fest gesclilossen 
s. A. marscliiert mit ruliig festal! Scliritt 
Kam'radm die Rotfront tmd RlaKtion erscfwssm 
Marscliier'n im Geist in unsmt Reilien mit 

Die Stram frd dm 6raunm Batallionat 
Die Strasse {rei dan Stunna6teillmgsmrum 
Es scnau'n aufs Ha~atkreuz voll Hoffmmg scnon Millionm 
Der Tag filr Frtilidt wtd filr Brat 6rtclit an 

Zum ktzat Mal wird nun Appdl gwlasat 
Zum Kampfe steli'n wir alk scflon 6mit 
Bald flattmt Hitltr-faliltat ii 
her allen Strassen 
Die KJtalitscliaft dauert nur melir ~unc Zdt 

. 

Die Faline Fiocli die Reilien fest gesclilossen 
S. A. marschiert mit ruFiig festan Scnritt 
Kam'raden die Rotfront u11d RlaKtion erscliossen 
Marsdiiu'n im Geist in unsmt Rlifwt mit 
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(Flag high, ranks dosed, 
the S.A. marches with silent solid steps. 
Comrades shot by the Red Front and reactionaries 
march in spirit with us in our ranks. 

The street free for the brown battalion, 
the street free for the Storm rroopers. 
Millions, full of hope, look up at the swastika; 
the day breaks for freedom and for bread. 

For the last time the call will now be blown; 
for the struggle now we all stand ready. 
Soon Hitler-flags will fly over every street; 
slavery will last only a short time longer.) 

Dr. Heinrich F. Wolf, the physician whose office space Max Gerson was sharing, 
was sympathetic about Max's financial situation and did not add to the strain by 
demanding the rent payments predsely on time. He trusted instead that Max would 
eventually pay him-which he did, of course. Within weeks, several wealthy former 
patients cabled Dr. Gerson to request consultations in London, Paris and Nice. 
Though Max had to spend four weeks in traveling and working in Europe, this trip 

' ,..;: proved to be quite lucrative. He returned with enough funds to shore' up their shat-
tered finances. 

And as strange as Dr. Gerson's methods initially seemed to Americans accus-
.- tomed to pills and operations, his practice grew steadily due to his reputation for 

achieving consistently good results with patients who adhered faith£~ to his regi· 
men. Max Gerson usually generated fierce loyalty from his patients, esl}ecially since 
he could usually help them when no other doctors of theirs had beeri able to. His 
manner with patients-firm but not arrogant, compassionate, attentive, "a good lis· 
tener" as well as explainer, gentle and considerate in trying to minimize pain -
worked much in his favor as well, especially in contrast to many other physicians 
who treated patients in a remote, condescending, autocratic style that they believed 
would ensure respect and compliance. Some of Max's early patients were suffering 
from tuberculosis. After benefiting from Dr. Gerson's regimen and on the way to 
~ecovery, they shared their experiences with other patients they knew and natural
y recommended Dr. Gerson. He also treated many other ailments successfully. His 
practice soon became quite busy. 
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A Microscopic Oddity 

The New York City Department of Health encountered a small but baffling prob
lem with some of Dr. Gerson's recovering patients. Thberculosis, a rughly conta· 

gious dlsease, threatened the public health of any densely populated area, and as a 
result TB patients were required by law to report regularly to New York Department 
of Health examiners, who tracked the progress of their disease. When patients began 
to use Gerson's therapy, the microscopic picture of their blood and sputum changed 
in a way that puzzled and alarmed the examiners. 

The normal microscopic slide preparation for tuberculosis tests involves three 
steps that demonstrate the presence and density of tubercle bacilli. The first ~tep is 
to stain the entire sample red with an oil-based dye. Thbercle bacilli have a :waxy 
coating that permits the organism to be dyed red. Then the slide is bleached with 
acid, and stained again with a blue water-based dye. The entire sample becomes 
blue under the microscope, except for the tubercle bacilli. The waxy coating !iihhe 
tubercle bacilli prevents the acid from bleaching the red color out. The bacillus, as 
first demonstrated by Robert Koch, is "acid fast": when only the tubercle bacilli are 
red on a background of blue, they stand out brilliantly in the microscope's fiela. 

The specimens taken from patients undergoing the Gerson treatment, ljowev
er, behaved quite differently. When subjected to microscopic examination after the 
normal preparation of the slides, the active tubercle bacilli had a very unexpected 
appearance. The examiners saw light pink bacilli under their microscopes, ana some 
bacilli that were dyed blue like other cells. The bacilli no longer assumed their.nor· 
mal shapes, either. Instead, they had taken on bizarre and tortured shapes, snowing 
a lack of structural integrity that the examiners had never seen before. ¥!.· 

The New York City Department of Health examiners, not knowing how to inter· 
pret thls odd phenomenon, in their efforts to understand what ·they were seeing 
urgently consulted with Dr. Gerson. He was able to assure them that they wer~e wit· 
nessing true healing, probably for the first time in their lives, and the anomalies indi· 
cated that the patients were healing as expected. Trus was because his patientS' rev!· 
talized immune systems had attacked and dlssolved the waxy coat~g.-of the b:a.blli. 

Most of these patients eventually recovered. In fact, because of their awareness 
of Dr. Gerson's unusually favorable results, the Health Department officials allowed 
his TB patients to resume their working lives three to five months after the 'Wsap
pearance of symptoms, whereas patients of other physicians were not permitted to 
return to jobs for 18 months. The Health Department found this significant. J;~ irl 
an extant, handwritten draft of a proposal to the Russell Sage Foundation for a fund· 
ing grant, specifically to study the methodology and results of the Gerson ~et for 
tuberculosis and compare them with outcomes of conventional TB therapies oEthat 
period, asserts that -
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·. [In] the publication of such findings by the Thberculosis Committee and gener· 
a1 acceptance by the medical profession, this saving of twelve to fifteen months 
working time of tuberculosis patients would mean a vast improvement in living 
conditions. This improvement is exclusive of the fact that any treatment which 
secures such results would also shorten the period of complete recovery by 
sometimes years. Also, recovery might not be achieved at all through other and 
older methods. These economic savings would be equally important, per 
patient, in the case of cancer, arthritis and some other chronic diseases. (from 
Gerson manuscript collection belonging to Charlotte Gerson Straus) 

Treating tuberculosis through dietary means, as Dr. Gerson had done success· 
fully in Europe since the 1920s, seemed during the early 1940s a stepping stone 
toward applying similar tactics to overcoming cancer and other degenerative dis· 
eases in a natural, noninvasive way. However, the introduction at this time of antibi· 
otics in the rapid, easy and cost-effective treatment of tuberculosis, which was a bac· 
terial infection, basically eliminated the possibility of serious consideration by the 
American medical profession. When Max Gerson launched a concerted effort to 
address the curing of cancer by dietary means, he would find both professional 
acceptance and accessibility to funding unwelcoming, to say the least. 

Adding Liver Juice 

In the course of his practice over the years, Dr. Gerson received many patients who 
· were already considered terminal. One reason for this was that til they reached 
the end stage, most physicians tried to influence the course of the disease by trying 
various treatments that might at least extend their patients' li s. However, once 
the disease had progressed to the point where death seemed inevitable, the primary 
physicians would tell patients and their families to "get your affairs in order'' in 
preparation for death. Many cancer patients did just that-and still do today. But 
some refused to give up, and sought out less conventional therapies in the frantic 
hope of securing a few more days or even hours of life. Dr. Gerson was always 
amazed that a simple change in diet was considered so radical that it was the last 
re~ort of the desperate cancer patient, not the first, before mutilating surgery, dam· 
~gmg radiation or potentially toxic medication. He often said, "People are not will· 
mg to change their diets until the knife is at their throats." 
(I One new patient of Dr. Gerson, a 19-year-old woman at Beth David Hospital 
Hater renamed Gotham Hospital), was suffering from the end stages of leukemia. 
her body had deteriorated to the point where her mouth was one big sore. With 

,.,.Der tongue swollen and red and her gums inflamed, she was totally unable to eat. 
r. Gerson, thinking about the problem on his way home, recognized that her liver 
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needed to be supported in a more effective way· than he had been able to accom-' 
p~sh thus far. 

When he arrived back at the apartment, his youngest daughter, Charlotte, was 
there, home from a day at her high school. "Lotte," he said, "I need some liver juice." 

"Liver juice?" she repeated in a questioning tone, puzzled. As a child, she had 
been cured of her tuberculosis by the hourly-consumed pressed fruit and vegetat 
juices. But liver juice was totally new. "Pappa, what do I do? How can I make'livf>·r" 
juice?" · ,. · 

"Please run down to the butcher store and buy me a pound of calf's liver. ~~''ft"
remember, it must be from a young beef animal, a calf. So be sure you tell · .. w~ 
butcher of this. And of course I expect to pay more for it." 

"But why so young?" 
"Well, I am sure you remember that the liver, among many other functions that 

it performs, is the filter device for the bloodstream: So it tends to accumulatetOX: 
ins over the years. The liver from a full-grown cow or steer has accumulated pesti
cides and other problem chemicals over its lifetime. A newborn calf's liver is stUJ~tel:~l 
atively pure and untainted." . r, . . • . 2. .. • i ~~ 

"But when I bring _it home, what will you do with it?" 
"I am going to give:it to a patient who is very, ~ery ill. But first I need for you to 

grind it up and press it for me. Just the way you do the other kinds of juices." lotte 
had now become the family's main juice maker, a job that also entailed the labori-
ous clean-up stage afterwards. _ 

Lotte followed her father's instructions. Bringing the liver from the butcher 
shop, she ran it through the grinder to make it ready. for the next step. She was-v~ 
familiar with the oper<ition of the juicer- a two-stage appliance that had been bUilt 
to Dr. Gerson's specifications by a machine shop il} Manhattan, for about f;u)j~a: 
goodly sum at the time. It consisted of a motor-driven flat blade; about 6 in&'es iP 
diameter, with zigzag cutting edges. The housing·llad an opening in the front, anu 
the vegetables and fruit were fed diagonally into the grinder, which emitted & 
pulp out of a 3- or 4-inch tube. 

After Lotte ground up the fresh liver, she spooned the gooey, brownish pUI!" 
into a muslin filter bag, and inserted into the second stage of the juicer: the press. 
The press portion of the device looked like a winepress, with a stainless steel cylirt· 
drical pail with perforations for the juice to exit. It V!fclS operated by rotating a 9' gr. 
1o-inch wheel at the top that turned a screw press di.ive. The press exerted Olgltl£~ 
sure on the filter a~dpulp, so that the juice would o~''expressed through the .. 
in the cylinder. This time-consuming procedure was jl crude forerunner of the 
operation of today's Norwalk electric grinder and hydraulic press. 

She now began pr~ssing the filter bag with a hand-operated hydraulic jad<. 
no matter how muCh pressure Lotte applied, no juice carne out of the press. She 
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went to her father. "Could you please come to the kitchen? I'm not getting any juice 
from the liver." 

Max saw that the thick, gummy ground liver was not yielding any of its fluids. 
He usually found solutions to any problems that threatened to interfere with carry· 
ing out his innovative plans. "Mix it half and half with ground carrots, and try it 
again," he instructed. 

Lotte processed a pound of fresh carrots through the grinding machine, then 
stirred the viscous ground liver together with the carrot pulp. She put the mixture 
into the press bag, and this time a thick, brown liquid flowed out of the press. 

There were much easier ways to produce juice from solid foods, but Dr. Gerson 
had discovered, after trying out some of the new electrical devices that more readi· 
ly made juices from fruits and vegetables, that the therapeutic effects on patients 
given such juices were ineffectual. After conferring with physidsts and reasoning 
through the various explanations, he better understood why, and concluded that it 
was essential in his therapy to use a two-stage juicer. In a one-stage liquifier or cen· 
trifugal device, a "dynamo" effect is created by the spinning pulp, causing electridty 
(negative ions) to flow through the very conduCtive pulp and juice, virtually killing 
the essential enzymes. The centrifugal juicers cause. an additional problem. They 

' 
extract only s to 10 percent of the minerals and vitamins from the pulp. Furthermore, 
the blades turn so rapidly and the teeth are so small that the abrasion heats the sur· 
face of the vegetable or fruit, damaging the very active oxidation enzymes. Dr. 
Gerson therefore insisted that patients undertaking his therapy use a two-stage 
juicer; subsequent and repeated experimentation have confirmed ·his observation 
that juice prepared in the other kinds of juicers do not u.dua ~ 

As soon as Lotte produced the first glass of juice, Dr. Gerson put it in a jar and 
carried the precious fluid over to the,hospital. When he gave iHo the girl, she was 
able to drink it. To his great jo~ she responded very positively, In the succeeding 
hours, he gave her more. The swelling in her mouth came down so that she was able 
to, drink the other juices. As she started to improve, Dr. Gerson·decided to incorpo· 
rate the extra liver support from the raw liver juice into his program for all cancer 
patients. The raw calf's liver juice proved to be a very valuable addition to the regi· 
men, and remained a part of the dietary therapy for many years after Dr. Gerson's 

- death. Others after him would · find additional or substitute-ways to introduce 
, P~tent and therapeutic enzymes and other substances removed from the livers of 

Young animals into ailing human bodies whose own failing livers lacked them. 
li - Dr. ?erson's therapy also began to incorporate crude liver injections and other 
':.er-denved dietary products. He always attributed the origin of this innovation to the 

~ork. 0~ s~veral.American medical researchers in the early 1930s. Unfortunately, nowa-
8. ys It IS ill adVJsed to use raw liver, even from young animals, in the Gerson therapy, 
lltce too often it contains microorganisms that cause serious food-borne illnesses, as 
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well as toxins coming from prenatal or postnatal exposure. The crude liver injectiOn$, 
however, are still considered safe and therefore are standard. · 

Evolving Family Life 

Max Gerson's 'old world' habits were a constant source of curiosity to . 
daughters, notably his manner of dressing. He showed no interest in 

forming to the American custom of casual attire. In winter, he would wear a . 
coat and scarf, as he had in Europe. In his office in summertime, he could al 
found in his jacket and tie, even on the hottest and most humid days. He 
more think of removing these fonnal articles of clothing in front of patients tham'O 
present himself to them naked. In such oppressive weather, Max might unbend a 
bit and wear short-sleeved, open-necked shirts, at home. His standards extende.<lto 
his daughters, who were forbidden to wear slacks. 

As the Nazi war program accelerated and broke out in most of Euro_8e, tbe . 
finest artists, whether Jewish or not, were fleeing the continent, usually to tak~ 
residence in the United States. When the European emigre artists conve_rg{alil 
New York City, culture-literature, music, the visual arts, ballet and theater.::_Reur,.; 
ished as never before. Max Gerson appreciated this unintended benefit fie>m 
Hitler's assumption of power. He attended concerts and operas whenever hiS Wife 
could lure him away from his medical reading in the evening. Gretchen especially 
loved the opera, so the Gersons had seasons tickets to the Metropolitan Opera,bdt 
often Max's seat was taken by a friend or other family member. . 

The Gerson household was changing. After finishing high school, I.otte.,.fue 
youngest daughter, enrolled at Smith College in Northampton, Massachusett-S~ 
Trudy was still creating beautiful hats for fashion salons. Johanna, the elde-sC~0W 
lived in Philadelphia with her husband, Samuel Cohen, whom she'had married a~~ 
end of 1938, thinking that she would help her family by giving them "one less rpQuili 
to feed." A year later she had one more mouth of her own to feed. This ear1£.mar~ 
riage proved unfortunate and ended in divorce. 

On August 23, 1939, Dr. Gerson was alone at home. Gretchen had gone ro. 
Philadelphia to be with her daughter at the birth, two days earlier, of their first ~d
child, Suzanne. Max had spent a long day seeing patients, but there was still ple,nty 
of daylight, so he decided to take a refreshing walk in Central Park, about four bloCks 
from the Lexington ·Avenue apartment. As he was crossing Fifth Avenue- ~~fl~ 
four-lane, two-way street - on a green light, an old jalopy came hurtling doffi! 
middle of the street and hit Max. Thrown all the way back to the sidewalk) he 
knocked unconsdous. The car careened into another vehicle and finally came r""~ 
halt. The driver was unable to stop because the brakes had failed. 

A police officer was on the scene almost immediately. He grabbed the vt>ll~c 
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driver. "Look, you've killed this man!" he shouted. Leaving the culprit for a moment, 
he stopped a taxicab. With the help of a pedestrian, the policeman slid Max onto 
the floor of the vehicle. "'Jake this man to the morgue," he ordered the shocked 

cabby. 
Mount Sinai Hospital was only a few blocks away, and the cab headed north on 

Fifth Avenue toward the hospital. In the middle of the ride, Max regained con· 
sciousness. He sat up and looked around. 

"Where are you taking me?" he asked the understandably shaken driver. 
''To the morgue." 
"No, don't do that. I'm not dead. Please take me to my apartment." Max gave 

his address. The cabby, relieved, drove Dr. Gerson home. Instead of having a corpse 
in his taxi, he had a passenger who would pay the fare for the trip. 

Gerson never remembered how he got into his fifth floor apartment. He was 
alone in the apartment, in bed, when Trudy returned from work late in the after· 
noon. He was in severe pain, with three cracked ribs and a hairline fracture of his 
right tibia, his whole right side black and blue. Nonetheless, after only three days of 

. rest Gerson became so impatient to get back to work that he could not be kept in 
·bed, and returned to seeing patients. 

Not long after, 'frudy decided to marry Fred Selten, the owner of a fine New York 
City candy shop, the Cosmopolitan Confiserie (which the Gersons' grandchildren 
would later love to visit). The entire family attended the 1940 civil marriage in lower 
Manhattan. The girls all noticed that the justice of th~ peace was chewing gum, and 

.,. braced themselves for the expected explosion. On~ American habit Max Gerson 
could not tolerate was the widespread practice of-d.1.ewing gum. If a patient would 

' come into his office masticating, Dr. Gerson would insist that the patient leave the 
room to discard his wad of chicle, telling him in no uncertain terms, "Seeing someone 

"' chewing gum makes me want to throw up!" Before Gerson could spot the offensive 
behavior, however, the justice had parked the gum in his cheek, where it remained, 

· thankfully undetected, during the ceremony. When the wedding was over, the man 
"" resumed his chewing, but by then, fortunately, Dr. Gerson's attention was drawn else

where. 

Almost immediately after his flight from Germany in 1933, Max had sent money 
fro~ Austria to his relatives in Germany so that they, too, might escape from the 

' Nazis. He often wrote letters to his remaining seven siblings, urging them to flee 
~nnany because of the brutal anti-Semitism he had personally witnessed and he 

~ ew was getting even worse. On more than one occasion, he sent money for tick· 
~ts out of Germany, but to Max's frustration, none of his brothers or sisters took his 

~ C:?erate warnings seriously. ''It's not that bad," they would write back; "Hitler 
-a.r t possibly do the things he said in Mein Kampf. Germans wouldn't allow it. We 

e a cultured and civilized people in this land of Goethe, Schiller and Beethoven." 
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The money that Max sent his family members was spent instead on food or Cld~ 
ing, as their incomes dropped. One by one, his brothers and sisters stopped y,..,,, 

·-"""''"'' ing to his letters as the Nazis gathered them up and they disappeared into Lll\ ... , " 

horror of Hitler's Holocaust. 
A few of Max's siblings' children, however, did manage to get away. In 1938 

older brother Gustav's two boys, by then in their early 20s, emigrated. Hans wer 
Israel, while Gunther left for South America. On the boat, Gtinther met a 
who gave him an introduction to a wealthy coffee plantation owner in Bra:zil~ttii;t 
gested that he look him up and ask for a job. Gunther wasted no ti!rie in aot)rci~i<2 
the man when he got to Bra:zil. 

"Sir," he said, "I have just arrived from Germany, and am looking LU! :.~ 

ment. An acquaintance of yours on the ship said you might have work for .... u" 
hardworking and learn quickly. I would be willing to accept any kind QifJ( 

might have available." :.· 
~'I am sorry that you wasted. your time, young man. I am not in ne!::qfi 

help right now.- But if you leave your name and a placewhereJcan.get in 
you, I will be happy:to call you when a positipnopens up." · 

"Thank you, sir. I appreciate your consideration." Gunther wrote ru~·Jt1a 

contact information on a card, which the man.accepted . 
. As Gunther walked toward the . door, the man looked at the :.c.a i.(l 

moment, young man," he said. "I see your name is Gerson. vvcml(L.·Y.<~-~ 
chance, know a Dr. Max Gerson?" 

"Why, yes, I do. He .is my uncle- my father's brother." 
The plantation owner became very excited. "Dr. Gerson saved 

"Since you are p~rt of his family, you can have a job -here right now. :Ycia~~ 
for me as long as you wish." . 

A long and. happy relationship followed, and Gunther woJrke.ci.}~~ 
plantation for many years. Some. years ago Gunther wrote to Ch<!rlqtte~ 
cousin, and-told her his story. She believes that her father rriay ~~~~ 
about what happened to his nephew. 

In May 1939 Gerson received .a welcome communication. His yop.pg~ 
Hilde Levin, and her .three daughters- Inge, rise and Miriam -ua~.l,.u~J\.: 
on the SS St. Louis of the Hamburg-American Line. They. were boun<i. to:t~! 

928 other Jewish refugees to join her husband, who had .taken .an -earlier 
for the U.S. Like the other refugees, she had received immigration pap,~JjS 
when paying for. her passage .. Because of the long and uncertain wait.t<:J't~ 
for an American entry visa, they realized they had little chance of 
tion" by the Nazis if they remained. All were greatly relieved to 
seemed like their last hope for ·escape. 

·Hilde had been badly shaken by the events of a half. year earlier, ep1tonq~ 
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massive, coordinated attack on Jews throughout the German Reich. The night of 
November 9, 1938, extending into the next day, has come to be known as Kristallnadit 
(Crystal Night) or "The Night of Broken Glass." All over Germany, Austria and other 
Nazi-controlled areas, synagogues, Jewish shops and department stores had their 
windows smashed and contents destroyed. The Levin family finally decided to leave 
a Germany that was being turned into a killing ground for Jews, Communists, men· 
tal defectives, homosexuals, gypsies and other people deemed undesirable. 

The St. Louis left Hamburg on Saturday, May 13, 1939, with passengers eager to 
begin a new life far away from Germany. More than a few passengers had already spent 
time in forced-labor camps (along with over 25,000 other Jews) after Kristallnacht, so 
they had witnessed firsthand the barbarity that would grow ever worse as the Nazis 
applied their "Final Solution" to the problem of the Jews. The refugees' hopes were 
cruelly dashed, as is revealed in detail in the book Tftt Voyage of tfu Damned. After the 
ship had left Europe, Cuba passed a measure making all the Jews' visas invalid, despite 
the fact that each had paid dearly for visas as part of the price of their passage. 
Personal corruption, attempts by shadowy intermediaries to squeeze every last 
penny from the desperate passengers, and actions by Cuba's pro-Fascist President 
Frederico Laredo Bru combined to prevent all but 30 of the passengers from leaving 
the ship. The rest of the refugees were within a few hundred yards of salvation, but 
could not reach land. 1 

Then German Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels 'w an opportunity to use 
the St. Louis as part of his master propaganda plan. He injtructed agents in Cuba to 
stir up anti-Semitism, stressing the vicious nature of the passengers about to disem· 
bark. The thought of nearly a thousand "criminal" Jews suddenly being dumped on 
the small country's resources sealed the refugees' fate. No more passengers were 
allowed to disembark. On June 6, 1939, ten days after the St. Louis had arrived, the 
Cuban navy chased the ship out of the harbor at gunpoint. Appeals were made to 
other Caribbean countries and to the United States government to accept the 
refugees, who faced certain internment and death in Germany's concentration 
camps if forced to return. The pleas for sanctuary were refused. Running out of food 
and water, and under pressure from the Hamburg-American Line, the St. Louis 
turned its bow once more to Europe. The passengers became so desperate that they 
even attempted to seize the ship by inciting a mutiny, but it was quickly put down. 

Through miraculous negotiations, a committee of passengers managed to get sev
eral European countries to each accept some of the refugees: 181 went to Holland, 224 
~~ F~ance, 228 to Great Britain and 214 to Belgium. For most, this meant only a short 
thPneve. As the countries of Europe fell, one by one, to Hider's advancing Wefrnnadit, 

e returned refugees would be collected and shipped east to waiting concentration 
:ps, where most perished. Only those in Britain remained safe, unless they later 

~ ' as many people in England did, in German bombing raids and rocket attacks. 

-..., 
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The rejection of the refugees aboard the SS St. Louis was, for Adolf Hitler, a dear 
signal that no nation would do much of anything to help the Jews, though it was 
dear they were in imminent danger of being slaughtered. Even the President ofthe 
United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt, by adhering to a strict refugee policy, had b~n 
willing to send a shipload of helpless men, women and children to their deaths. fhe 
SS St. Louis incident made a dark blot on the history of the United States. Encouraged 
in his genocidal endeavor, Hitler shifted his extermination program into high g~ 
The rest of the world turned a blind eye, as he had expected. 

Hilde Levin and the three girls were in the group sent to Holland. Put ash01:eat 
Brussels and shipped to Holland, they were immediately placed in a refugee camp 
in Rotterdam. As refugees were not permitted to work in the general economy, 
along with all other displaced persons they were given jobs maintaining the camp. 

Meanwhile, the Gerson family helped Hilde's husband make strenuous attempts 
to complete immigration papers for Hilde and the girls to enter the United States, 
'frying to get certifications of good character from the Nazi government was difficult 
enough, without the extra complication of being shifted from camp to_ camp. Tlie 
family finally landed in another refugee camp, at Westerberg. Their papers were 
nearly completed when Germany invaded Holland, capturing the refugees alreaay 
interned in the camps. After falling in the hands of the Nazis, Hilde and her daugh· 
ters were shipped to the infamous extermination camp at Bergen-Belsen: 

Max's sister Hilde and the three girls miraculously survived malnutrition, 
typhus, tuberculosis and the brutal camp regime at Bergen-Belsen, but two weeks 

• 
before the camp was liberated by American troops, Hilde died. Somehow she had 
managed to keep her daughters alive throughout the entire war. When the camp 
was liberated, the girls, sick with tuberculosis and typhus, were taken inJ5y Swedfsh 
relief workers and nursed back to health. They could then search for their father; 
after locating him in New York City, they joined him there. 'IWo of A:ilde'sjdaught~rs, 
lise and Inge, are now living in Thcson, Arizona. In a note to her cousin Lotte, liSe 
recollects: "Your father was my mother's favorite brother. My mother always 
lowed your father's 'RoliM51' [raw foods diet]. She made sure we ate carrots, cabb<!_g_e, 
etc. and made carrot juice and spinach juice-all these from scratch. Maybe 
kept us alive in the concentration camp for 16 months." 

Though some of Max Gerson's other nieces and nephews escaped to israd, 
United States and South America, none of his siblings survived the Holocaust. M Oll 

of Gretchen Gerson's relatives, sent to a variety of concentration camps aro•W 
Eastern Europe, were also exterminated. Though Gretchen's two brothers dJel!.:! 

the Holocaust, her sister Gertrude and her family immigrated to the United 
after the war. 
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Tfie Military Diet 

Max Gerson was greatly concerned over Hitler's rapid advances after the fall of 
· France, having enslaved almost all of Europe by then. He deeply feared that 

England was in a most precarious position. He expressed this to a friend, Professor 
{rVing Fischer, referring to "My friends the Russians"- because the Russians were 
the only ones effectively fighting Hitler at the time. It appeared that only after the 
United States itself suffered some unantidpated, grievous attack, similar to the 
world War I sinking of the Lusilania and other submarine assaults, would the nation 
join the fight against vicious despotisms. 

The American press began portraying the German soldiers as supermen and the 
German war machine as jnvincible, In response, Dr. Gerson wrote "Feeding the 
Germany Army," an informative article published in early 1942 in the New YorK State 
Medical Journal. Interestingly, he put to good use his knowledge of Nazi Germany's 
~pplication of the findings of nutritional sdence, drawing his insights from various 
research papers and published reports on the physical status of military-service 
recruits in Germany in the years after World War I, and on different facets of an 
optimal diet for different categories of work in terms of need for calories, meat pro· 
tein, fat, carbohydrates, specific vitamins (notably A and D) and minerals. At least 
several people had told Dr. Gerson thar-H~er and a number of his advisors· tried to 
follow the main elements of the Gerson diet-which he took as a backhanded com
pliment. It was clear to Dr. Gerson that for overall health maintenance of their fight
ing forces and food-storage convenience, not for economical reasons, the Nazi 
administrators favored a low-meat consumption and vegetarian-leaning diet. He also 
discussed preferred methods of cooking in order to retain micronutrients. Though 
be pointed out the superior nutritional care the German took of their troops, Dr. 
Gerson also noted some of the dietary weaknesses in the general population, which 
contributed to the large number of unsatisfactory recruits. 

- In writing the paper, Dr. Gerson obviously hoped that his suggestions might per· 
~uade American military dietitians to consider taking a similar nutritional approach 
m designing meals for the armed forces, in what surely would be a future war 
engagement against German "soldiers nourished with the help of this knowledge." 
~she concluded, "One moral remains to be added: it is a terrible tragedy and para· 

ox that the accomplishments of the new technic in the science of nutrition should 
no~ be used Without limitation for the demolition of human life. Far better fields 
cou d be found for putting this progress to work than causing death and destruction." 
and ~ax Gerson:s paper had been written just prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor 
·on 

0 
e declaratton of war against the Axis Powers - Germany, Italy and Japan-

ecember 7, 1941. 
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New Focus on Cancer 
(1941-1944) 

.. 

At Home During the War · 

By the early 1940s, Dr. Max Gerson bad built a very active ~ene.ral practit:~ 
. York City away from the forum of World War II-that giant, violent. 

which in· its formative stages had driven the Ge;son family from 
the .time during the first two years of the war, Max and Gretchen 
seives, havillg moved toward the e~d of 1941 from their Le~ingt~ri 
nicer apartment at 40 W~st sSth Street, just of{ Fifth Avenue. 1J:udy.< :·r;;_~ 
With her husband, SO she could Visit often. . . . . .. .-

By now all three of the Gerson daughters were married. . 
only Irwjn Straus, Lotte's husband, was in the military service, havi.llg . . , . . . ~ ' '-

Army right after Japan's surprise bombing of Pearl Harbor on Delcen1b~t;: 

first he was sent to Texa~ to be trained. as a tank driver, 'but when ,_ · -"
fo~d out that men in this position under. combat conditions had .· ·. 
expectancies, she went at once to Irwin's co~anding officer to> . 
Army make better ~se of her husband's sk,ills as a profession£ .... ~,,:·,, _'if; 
C.O. must have been impressed with the audac.ity of .this very yyutu~W6r 
was 20 years old) with a heavy German acce.nt, for he soon. got f_,r Ltri~ 
Kansas, where he worked as an X-ray technician. Later, because _he ms1 
German, Irwj_n was sent overseas tci participat~ in tpe invasion of E~i ~f21R$t~ 
in "psychological operations." During_ the Battle of the 6ulge, he · . 
spy; sentries, hearing his Ge~an accent, at first decided he was an _ .. . 

f • • • • ... , ~ 

posing as an American G.I. .. 
With her husband away during the war, Lotte came to live wi,W ~·~"' .t' 

their apartment on ssth Street. There;· in May 1943· Dr._ G~rson deli~ .. ·ef~~f~1~:.ili 
grandchild and first grandson, Howard Straus (the author). It was a ho·r ne~Ql 
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Electrodiemis try 

I
n the United States, as in Europe, Dr. Gerson prescribed his nutritional therapy -
a saltless, no-fat, vegetarian diet and hourly juices made from ground and pressed 

fruits and vegetables - to heal serious conditions in patients other physicians con
sidered beyond medical rescue. Over the years Dr. Gerson had been fine-tuning his 
diet by trying out different foods and experimenting with various supplements. 
some of his innovations came from reading he had done or talks he had heard about 
research done by other physidans and health practitioners, as, for example, when he read 
studies of the effects of injections of crude liver extracts in boosting patient vitality - a 
procedure that had originated with some American doctors in the 1930s. He was also 
interested in the possibility that particular vitamins, notably B3 (niacin) and Bw con-

- tributed additional potency to key activities in the body if given in higher doses than 
were available in foods. Dr. Gerson was creating a rationale within his dietary thera

:, py that could be classified as electrochemistry: he had come to believe that much of 
' the body's metabolism, physiology and consequently overall health depended upon 

maintaining the correct balance of positive and negative charges - ions, or elec
trolytes - within cells of body tissue, nerves, muscle, bone marrow and the various 
organs, but also surrounding thrn1!Irrlle blood and other extracellular fluids. The 

.. appropriate amounts and presence in their designated sites of particular minerals 
~ 

-.,., in the body- certain elements and elemental compounds derived from inorganic 
earth materials -determined the appropriate effects of these positive and negative 

= charges. 
Toward the conclusion of his paper "Feeding the German Army," written in 1941, 

Dr. Gerson displayed his continuing belief in the importance of maintaining the right 
~ sodium:potassium (Na:K) ratio in the body, to make sure that the two minerals dom

inated the correct fluids, tissues and organs. 

Keller [Keller, R.: Med. Klin. u: 38 (1934); Die dektrischen Gruppen in Biologie 
und Medizin, Sperber-Verlag, ZUrich, 1938] has developed the classification of 
mineral salts into potassium and sodium groups within the animal and vegetable 
kingdom and found their electrical transformation in "biologic milieu." Of course, 
they are not the only powerful biologic forces, but their great significance for 
practical usefulness has been demonstrated, among others, by the increased effi· 
dency of the soldiers nourished with the help of this knowledge 

~~son referred to the important research work in this area that had been conduct· 
h J.n the early 1930s by Rudolph Keller. Keller's research had fascinated Gerson while 
e ~s in Vienna, where first he began to apply it in his clinical practice there, most 

nota ly when successfully intervening in the case of the pregnant young woman 

\ 
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with life-threatening pre-eclampsia by administering high doses of potassium. (Tod~y. 
of course, health practitioners are far more knowledgeable about and attentiv~to 
balancing the electrolytes in body fluids.) Now Rudolph Keller was living in New:fork 
City. Like Max, he was a transplanted European- but a Czech, and not Jewish. ;;{l:ieir 
professional association became quite dose. They exchanged research information 

"' I 

read each other's papers being prepared for submission to medical and scientific 
journals, and also collaborated on pursuing projects of mutual interest in the.r~ 
of biochemistry, nutrition and health. 

In his paper on the optimal army diet, Dr. Gerson had concentrated on th~-n~ed 
to avoid or treat fatigue brought on by physical exertion or psychological stress fu.fuil. 
itary training and combat by ensuring a diet high in potassium and moderate-in Salt 
and sodium usage. But he was clearly interested in the wider implications of r~ 
lating this Na/K balance, as discussed later in his book, A Cancer Tfierapy: · 

K has to be predominant chiefly within the cells (called, therefore, intraceJ. 
lular) while Na has to stay outside the cells in serum, lymph, connective tissue 
(therefore called extracellular). Later observations led to the opinion that tile 
minerals do not react singly but in groups. As a consequence, Dr. Rudolph Keller 
established the doctrine of two mineral groups, the intracellular (potassi~;~m! or 
anodic group traveling to the anode, and the extracellular (sodium) or cathcidic 
group traveling to the cathode under biological conditions. A further eonse
quence was the discovery that hormones, vitamins and enzymes obey the:._SaJl!le;_, 
rule as the two mineral groups; this means that their function depends UP€!Il 

prevalence of the K-group within the cells of the organs and tissues such as 
liver, muscles, brain, heart, kidney cortex, etc., whereas the Na-group _ 
outside of them. The Na-group is stationed in fluids and tissues: serum, lYJDP~ 
connective tissue, thyroid, bile ducts, etc. Here are also the (;athodic or n~gat 
vitamins and enzymes, of which the main functions, metabolism and stbt~ge, 
are confined to this extracellular group .... 

To the K-group belong about 6o per cent of body tissues and to the4~ar~ 
group 30 per cent; 10 per cent are on the borderline. All of them are kept in 
proper place, probably by means of their electrical potentials. During 
some Na penetrates the potassium tissues, and this is followed by chJ()nae~ 
water, a process which brings on fatigue, a little heaviness or swelling. At 
it is reabsorbed and in the morning it is eliminated in urine, and the person 
refreshed. 

These biological rules are vital for the maintenance of health inasrotlCPt 
defidency, defect or change means sickness. Almost all acute and chronic 
nesses begin with an invasion by Na, chloride and water of the anodic 
causing the so-called edema produced by poisons, infections, trauma, etc. -



If the potassium level becomes low within cells throughout the body, the cap
illary walls begin to leak out protein-laden fluid into intercellular areas; this reduces 
efficient blood flow in transporting oxygen to cells and removing waste products. 
The cells' protective membranes, weakened, become permeable and permit sodi
um, water and chloride to pass through and flood the cells' interiors, to impede 
overall metabolism. The swelling in edema and in.flammation of body tissue, as in 
collagen, muscles and vital organs, are symptomatic of this condition. (pp. 24-25) 

Dr. Gerson suspected that sodium overload and a corresponding potassium defi-
ciency were implicated in a number of degenerative diseases. Some minerals, such as 
sodium, chlorine, iodine and (sometimes) calcium, assumed a negative charge, with 
atoms or molecules taklng on an extra electron or more (anions). Others, such as 

. potassium, magnesium and phosphorus, would lose an electron and then become 
positive ions (cations). In electrochemical cells to which electrolyzed minerals are 

· introduced in solution, anions migrate to the positive pole or anode, whereas cations 
are attracted to the negative pole or cathode. Within the body, however, a similar yet 
opposite electrolytic phenomenon appeared to take place biologically. Negatively 
charged minerals gravitate toward negatively charged organs or tissues, and positive-

-- ly charged minerals move tow'iropositively charged organs or tissues, as if drawn in 
·to reinforce the particular normal polarity of that unit in the body. 

Dr. Gerson's interest in the electrochemistry of metabolism and physiology, per
taining especially to the cause and manifestation of disease, became an integral part 
of his dietary therapy, as he explains in A Cancer Tliaapy: 

The general approach to the treatment of patients with degenerative dis
eases should have as its purpose the overcoming of the biochemical abnormali
ties which are more or less responsible for the development of the disease. I am 
convinced that the problem of chronic disease is not one of biochemistry, chem
istry or the symptoms we observe in and on the body. Rather, it is produced by 
deeper-lying forces which cause "deficiency of energies." Physicians observe bio
logical symptoms and work only with them. The real acting forces behind the 
visible chemical changes are physical energies, expressed by Einstein as the "elec
tro-magnetic field." To a certain degree, this is closely connected with the elec
trical potentials which are lowered in cancer, according to almost all investiga
tors (about 30) and also according to the observations of Dr. Rudolf Keller. (p. 89} 

. If the sodium and chlorine in excessively used table salt had an adverse effect on 
::~people's well-being, as Dr. Gerson had proven by eliminatingsalt from the diet, 

, Parr one restore health by introducing more of some oppositely-charged counter
fun:neral_s, notably potassium, phosphorus and magnesium? And what beneficial 

· - ons m1ght iodine perform, preferentially to having sodium and chlorine lodged 
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in particular positively-charged_ organs, especially·the thyroid .gland? Dr. GeJrSorJ"C1 
seeking a .theoretical basis to .encompass the empirical results be had disc:ov 
while treating seriously ill patients. The diet he was ·perfecting had proven etliica< 
in treating such diverse :disorders .as-migraine headaches, tuberculosis, .dia1bdi~S; 
diovaseular·· disease, .multiple ·sd(;:rosis, ,rheumatpid , arthritis and even . carl€~ 
how? Br. Gerson needed to find·medical·pro{essionals who would take intc~re~;~m 
work and ·he!p .. him. dev~lop it: to the point. that qe cotild publish and pul)liQi 
th~raP,~Utic approach; to make it f!Vailab1~ to physi<:ians through~:mt the Unite!;ii 
~md dsewliere in the world. ' ... > ·: ,. : '.. .. . . .. . ; . ... : -~· 

'. . . . . .-. ~ -· -. . :. . __ , ·.. ,, · . . 
' .. _ . . :.' .. ;; ~-" . ·:. ., . . :-.· . . -·.~ . . ·.-; . . ' 

-'..-c:.. •· ··· •· .· _. ·. :.··· _:··· ·. · ···}· .. .. ;P;of~si~r-Ir0Ao Fisfrl~ ··.,: ~; ;· · .• ·' 
.. '·: . 

'.. i::-;: ·' :::--_:.;. -~ . ·, _: ~ -~.-~.-.,: t .> > . .. .. _ :-~;: " :· ~;;; . . . "> .:·~;· . . :_ 
. ··S ·Q.me1:itp.ei!J)249.-C!ri 94i .Max; Gerson.acqutr.ed·a·l a·; ~-~~~~rt~E~-~~;~~~-~~~~~~ 

. :Jessqr:of ?cor)qni~- <l:~ :Y~~;,P.!li>Zhsit{ · · .· ,:·; .. · n~tcl 
... -" --~ ''-"";.• <'~' :; --.::; ... ~{~·· ~,...;._ . - ··~ · ~ ':} -. .'!·· . ·- ::.· ... •. : . : :. 

Gerson when he .fid.pe9A~s.tqre .l:ii.s'prother's .he;a:ltlji;~ .tl~en. 
ab~ut\illin~ lie.Juig lrom '~i);~~"c;;;sb~ ·how'l"\th,py b~hy~kiari£'11$i 
w~rk: ·~ven thou"gh;he.::~ft~n 'acfu~ved •'o , ,, .... , ,, ("~5it~~ri 
. ·:-:--·- .. · ~ · .. ,.,/:. . .. ; , - ·~'--,:· . ~ ' ;:'(. . . ;·. ' -~ •: ;-,.- -
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rejected from service because of health problems. In the early 19oos, Professor Fisher 
bad assisted physiological chemist Russell Chittenden in conducting important clini
cal studies demonstrating that humans could maintain good health while greatly 
·reducing animal protein in the diet, and during World War I he had published a 
paper on the influence of diet on physical endurance, so crucial for training and com
bat conditions. Fisher knew the potential reparative value of the Gerson diet. "Dr. 
Gerson has had n cases of rejects from the Army," Fisher wrote in his report. ~'Over 
half of them were restored and Dr. Gerson expects all of the others to be. The restora
tions have, I understand, all occurred in a relatively short time. Thus there already 
exists striking evidence that Dr: Gerson could be of use in restoring man-power now 
lost to the armed forces." 

Professor Fisher became Dr. Gerson's advocate, presenting his credentials and 
defending him against his detractors: 

In spite of all opposition . . . Dr. Gerson rose in Germany to the highest 
standing in his profession. His methods were followed in many places, both 
inside and outside Gefrr\any, including Norway and Switzerland. In Switzerland, 
Davos-Platz and St; Moritz-had been great health resortS, chiefly for tuberculo
sis. They are now chiefly sports resorts, and the change was largely due1to Dr. 
Gerson's demonstration that in the cure of tuberculosis, the. most important fac
tor (in addition to rest) is not cl.i.r::Oate but diet.' 

-.. 
When Irving Fisher first met Max Gerson, the doctor had few ·TB patients. 

Realizing that he needed assistance in making connections with New york hospitals 
where he could treat patients by using his special diet, not just for tuberculosis 
(which in this pre-antibiotic period had no sure cure) but other serious and chronic 
diseases as well, Professor Fisher set out to convince representatives of the American 
medical establishment to explore the Gerson diet therapy. For instance,:rrvingFisher 
undertook to persuade physicians of his acquaintance (and he knew many) to visit Dr. 
Gerson's office and learn more about patient outcomes in his practice. Positive 
impressions, if passed on to others, might eliminate the reluctance to accept his 
unusual methods or a downright prejudice against him based on professional hearsay. 
"The medical profession seems peculiarly prone to gossip and to be taken in by gos
sip," the professor remarked. And in another context, he remarked, "The medical 
Pr?fession is not entirely free of rogues. In fact, as is well known, it contains sci many 
quacks and Swindlers, sometimes M.D.s with fake 'cure' for everything, that the aver
a~~ honest physician is always more or less suspicious of his colleagues." As he con
~u~d, "the worst species of a medical rogue is that (of which I have seen several 
P~amens) which has managed through 'medical politics' to attain respectability and 
P~wer in the profession and to capitalize their alleged services to it in the fighting of 
0 

·. er quacks, real or alleged .... 

--.~ 

.. '\ 



Professor Fisher was dismayed that Edgar Mayer's two papers, published a 
decade earlier, had cast such an unfavorable light on the Gerson diet that American 
doctors refrained from using it. Fisher attributed a considerable part of Gerson's 
problems in America to the machinations of an unidentified physician, "Dr. B," who 
like Max had earlier practiced in Germany, where, years before, Dr. Gerson had 
brought a lawsuit against him- and won. After coming to the United States well 
ahead of Dr. Gerson, this man had gained considerable professional power. Rankled 
by the past legal defeat, he succeeded in 'blackballing' Dr. Gerson from obtaining a 
staff position or hospital privileges in New York City. Thus when Dr. Gerson offered 
to try out his treatment on 34 patients confined at "N" Hospital with bilateral tuber
culosis of the kidney- at that time considered a hopeless condition-his help was 
turned down. The refusal was traceable to this physidan's objection, which Fisher 
called "the most revolting experience with medical practice in my forty years of dose 
contact with medicine." Fisher elaborated on this position: 

. 

I cannot imagine any legitimate reason for such an inhuman act. Even if Dr. 
Gerson were the most deep-dyed villain, any friend of humanity would, we 
would suppose, have welcomed the faintest chance not only to:_sa.ve some of 
those 34 lives, but to prove that this "incurable" disease is curable. _; 

That Dr. Gerson's diet has apparently cured such cases has. been amply 
proved for all who are willing to examine proof. I myself, in Dr. G~son's office, 
have seen and talked with a woman who had one kidney removed because of 
tuben:ulosis, after which the other was attacked by the disease. She was, there
fore, even a more hopeless case than if she had had both kidneys diseased in the 
first place. After getting nowhere with any other physidan, sh~ -beard of Dr. 
Gerson and, when I saw her, she had been apparently cured. At this writing, 
which is a year later, Dr. Gerson informs me that she is doing her housework and 
continues to be healthy. 

Professor Fisher took obvious delight in writing about what had happened when 
patients at this hospital, after learning about Dr. Gerson's success in tieatmg tuber• 
culosis, which accommodated charity cases, began defecting to Gerson's practice: 

The medical authorities there have tried, and in many ways, to stop-this exo
dus. If Dr. Gerson had hospital facilities of his own, probably almost aJl the jnillates 
of this hospital would leave if we may judge by what the enthusiast!~ patients say. 
The only things which prevent such an emptying out are the· inability of Dt 
Gerson to handle so many, the inability of many poor patients to diange frorn 
food arid free lodging to meeting food and lodging bills themselves,':Xhey wolillOJ 
not, ~pparently, be greatly restrained by the efforts of the hospital physidaJlS 
persuade them not to go to Dr. Gerson. I could tell some amusing stories 
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these efforts and their futility, if it were possible to do so without mal<ing trouble 
for the patients and for some employees of the hospital. I have personally talked 
confidentially with some of these thoroughly altrulstic people who know, and are 
profoundly sorry for, the terrible mistake to which their superiors have committed 
themselves in not letting Dr. Gerson introduce his methods there, and, instead, 
fighting their use even by Dr. Gerson himself. 

The physicians have, over and over, pled with patients not to go to Dr. Gerson, 
casting aspersions on him and his methods, only to create resentment and lose the 
respect of the patients. They have even requested ex-patients who were satisfied 
with Dr. Gerson's success where the hospital had failed, not to write letters to their 
fellow sufferers at the hospital! They have sent doctors and nurses to the homes of 
their deserters only to find reports that they were doing better than they had done 
at the hospital. In one case, the patient's mother received a N Hospital physician 
with a nurse; but when she learned who they were and what they wanted, she 
became enraged and ordered the physician to leave, crying excitedly, "You made 
my boy a cripple by cutting out his ribs; but Dr. Gerson is curing him of his tuber
culosis. You shan't see hlm,_but the nurse may." The nurse did and was astonished 
at the improvement she saw. 

These physidans have tried to get the cooperation of the New York City 
Department of Health. Some of the Department physicians at first !'fell" for this .. .. 

I 

Thus Dr. Gerson has now over 100 tubercular patients living at home and 
trying to meet the expenses involved in their troubles rather than accept free of 
charge all the facilities of a hospital for rest, etc. 

This is certainly an acid test of Dr. Gerson's diet. For he can give these 
patients only his diet, not rest, not nursing, not freedom from financial worry. V 
[a patient] and many others have not sufficient money to buy all the foods nec
essary or the additional minerals, etc. 

Dr. Gerson charges the poor patients nothing, merely saying if and when 
they get jobs and can afford to pay they may if they choose. Many have gone 
back to work already and are proud to pay what they can. 

To gain support for Dr. Gerson, Professor Fisher had solidted letters from some 
~hysicians who were impressed with his work, despite their awareness of the med
tcal establishment's disapproval of Max Gerson personally, apart from his diet thera
~· Speculating on the reasons for the medical establishment's distrust and dislike of 

ax Gerson, Professor Fisher he enumerated a dozen partial explanations: 

There is a reluctance to let a foreign doctor reach the top. One physician at the 
top said of Gerson, "We'll put these refugees in their places." 
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Dr. Gerson's personality lacks tact. He is so direct, honest and naive 
sometimes offensive. He is incapable of finesse and would be a very pocJr;;p 
cian, medical or other, I have myself painfully witnessed his making 
unconsciously and unnecessarily. 

Gerson is a pioneer and should therefore be expected to get some of. 
reception which most pioneers get. Pioneers simply. cannot at first n .... , 

stood. The gap_ between them and their contemporaries is too rrr.,..,c 

claims seem so fantastic that they are, at first, mistaken for cranks, ch<~l! 
insanepeople. Before this gap is bridged they have to lead a lonely, neg 
even persecuted life. 

Professor Fisher then named various notable physicians, sdentists and a:d~ 
were rejected by their peers or society itself during their lifetimes, then.pt;>tf) 
that elements in Max Gerson's therapeutic diet were b.ased on reSI)eCitecf 

The'ideas for which Dr.' ·Gerson is famous and for which 
. . 

opposed are not, in the main, discoveries of his. His great . 
of studying, sifting, absorbing, and combining the work o( ·. . . 
at Yale, for instance, famous for lowering the protein requirc~~em·~~ 

on that · one string all his life. Gerson owes ·much to c· hit1:entle.f . . . . 
combined Chittenden's low protein ·with low fat, and for goclC!J 
all he knows .as to the individual vitamins.has (recently at Je~s.~);.'?!J~ 
mon knowledge. But he has found that, to be most .e_t tective; 
must be properly combined not only with each other but witli . .. 
latter are still greatly neglected even by those who insist on . 
vitamins and minerals seem to form a chain in which every . ·. -~~"'" 

its strength. Gerson has found how, by proper cooking, to cF·o.,·.~ 

al supply out of vegetables and how to increa~e this supply 
etable juice. . . . . 

Professor Fisher nevertheless recognized Dr Gerson as a pioneer in .1:l1e'~fiir~~ 

tion, which oddly had been ignored a_s a legitimate field of m_e dicai:r~e~~~ 

It must not be forgotten that nutrition.is a very new field, an<_1.'0J1ea 
ly neglected.in the medical schools until recently. Practicallyau~J;:Ifi1 

practicing--are .ill educated on this subject, except in the case 
made special efforts to study it up.since leaving medical school.··J :O:vftl 

have largely confined their study to insulin and vitamins, topic_~ :Whit 
the laboratory. · · · . ' ,. ' 

Ordinary food smacks not of scientific laboratories but ohhe . 
ordinary physician knows little more about the ordinary foods 

. '· ' '"· .. 
' . . . ~ -. . -

.. • ·.· 
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He was taught to prescribe "medicine" (drugs), not food. 
Until recently, laymen like Sylvester Graham, have contributed more toward 

improving eating habits than physidans .... 
[E]ven today the subject [nutrition] is foreign to ordinary medical thought 

and is a ticklish one for the ordinary physician to discuss with his patients. 
They still expect a prescription of pills not of apples. Their food habits they 
regard as their own private concern. 

Recently at a National Research Council Conference it was disclosed that 
workmen in war plants were much more willing to be experimented on by 
drugs than by foods .... 

The curious fact is that most of the knowledge utilized by Dr. Gerson, 
though known by many other physicians, is not utilized by them but is being 
commerdalized by industry, particularly by the "health food stores" who ind· 
dentally have gotten their knowledge from others than Gerson. 

I see the medical profession losing a great opportunity. They realize that an 
improved nutrition is a newly'ava.Hable resource. Yet they do not generally avail 
themselves of it, or do so half-heartedly. They do not take their profession seri· 
ously enough. Modem nutrition offers them an opportunity which they do not 
yet appreciate. ! 

"I am not trying to induce any hero-worship of Dr. Gerson," Professor Fisher claimed. 
"''m trying to help make every physician into an equlvalent. . __ I am seeking to con
vince {people in the medical field] regarding the importance of Dr. Gerson's message 
to the world." Max Gerson needed just such a friend and apostle. 

Resuming Cancer Tlierapy 

Dr. Gerson had been fasdnated with the challenge of treating cancer ever since 
his first three cancer cases in Bielefeld, during the late 192os, had experienced 

full recoveries, but he encountered mostly disappointing results treating this disease 
condition during his later practices in Kassel, Berlin, Vienna and Paris in the 1930s, 
though he could count several patients in France as successes. When some cancer 
patients had followed his dietary regimen, their tumors disappeared without surgi
cal or X-ray intervention; even some seemingly intractable malignancies, including 
metastasized cancers, had yielded to his unique therapeutic approach. But these 
empirical results resisted easy scientific explanations. 

Dr. Gerson began to explore in depth the medical literature about cancer, but he 
~ diss~tisfied with most of the published information in books or medical journals, 
b ng It often confusing, contradictory and pessimistic. Charlotte Gerson remem

ers her father showing her the first sentence in a book written by the most famous 
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stomach cancer specialist in France: "By the time stomach cancer is disc:ov(~rtitl~~ 
too late to overcome the disease." 

Cancer specialists at the time focused narrowly on the site of the turnor;~ 
lular abnormality, neglecting the overarching questions Dr Gerson posed: . . 
the immune system deteriorate so profoundly that it could no longer stop ~"~1 
opment of cancer? Could the process be halted or reversed? Dr. Gerson . 
experiments by the European surgeon Dr. J. L. Alibert in 1808 had shown '"k"·'"". J""' 

very difficult, if not impossible, to induce cancer by inoculating a healthy oetst: 
tumor tissue. Later other researchers theorized that the recipient's imrnui~~j~e 

created a severe inflammation that in the process destroyed the errant ·c.< tfi· g 
and no further damage resulted. The phenomenon of a possible resistartce ·te 
mounted by the immune system in response to an acute infection .. ,.:.:.; 
toward the end of the 19th century in the United .States, after a. yv.uqJ= 

·_o •. ' . c<C 

William B. Coley, while studying records of cancer patients, condud!::d~ 
infections might eradicate neoplastic tumors. He developed an · 
known later as "Coley's toxins," and variants on it have, over the ycdr.~,,. 
some surprising cancer cures. This microbial-injection tactic in treating · 
usually known as mixed bacterial vaccine, or MBV. Dr.·Gerson's OVV]n' ; o]~! 
treating disease showed that patients undergoing his strict dietary .r(·~gm 
begin experjencing a "healing reaction," involving a fever, rapid . · . 
cytes (white blood cells) and an overall feeling of malaise. This ' ... . 
ally proffiising, because it ·indicated that the ii:nmune syste~ had b. (·~·~~~ 
and was now working to destroy potentially harmful cells in the b<x' ly;J;vp~:~ 
were invasive and infectious ones (such as bacteria 'or viruses),' alleige'fi: . . . 
induce detrimental immune reactions, or the body's own cells thatw·, ere1 
and defective, as in cancer . 

. Dr. Gerson now took great interest in reading whatever was.w .. T.i tte1f:; 
immune system, whose complexities were beginning to be · · ' 
enti~ts. He believed that the biochemistry and btophysiology of ".d LL.!~''"' 
nected with immune dysf~nction or failure and with adverse aspecf~ · · 
suspected that liver debility and the sodium/potassium balance-n;i·& fft1t 
with the inception of cancer, thus indicating routes toward its po!;sibJe:1~t: 

Another area of cancer research that intiigued Dr. Gerson wd:> ;;.~;->:£; 
of the blood. For instance, one paper he read had noted that the 
lesterollevel was· in cancer patients prior to surgery, the more 
read this article with a shock of rec~gnition, reCalling the Armeni~ "'. "'' 
with ·breast cancer who had the three physicians in her family. Whe~ .·· · . 
to the demands ofthe other doctors and given her egg yolks, her · · 
started to grow. This process had been repeated: three times pe 
patient to· be given fats, meat and egg yolk, and three times the cancer 
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untJ these food substances were withdrawn. Egg yolk is very high in cholesterol. He 
also remembered Frau Schmidt in Bielefeld, whose anti-Semitic husband had caused 
him to terminate her treatment. Dr. Gerson had been about to give the woman egg 

olk _ just as be did to fatten up his tuberculosis patients, with no ill effects. The fact 
~at he had stopped treating the woman before putting her on egg yolks had proba

bly saved her life! 
Dr Gerson continued to question what caused cancer. Evidence was mounting 

tbat some cancers might be caused by viruses or by some special susceptibility coming 
from defective genes passed from parent to chJd. Then there were already identified 
environmental hazards. Dr. Gerson knew well that people who had worked with 
radioactive substances, such as radium, and with X-rays, especially using minimal pro
tection, were far more likely than the general population to suffer from particular can
cers, such as skin cancer, leukemia and bone sarcoma. He was also aware that epi
demiological studies were proving that the incidence of certain cancers, as of the lungs 
and liver, greatly increased in occup~ that involved sustained or heavy exposures 
to substances such as lead, asbestos, radon gas, benzene and carbon tetrachloride. The 
organ involved in cleansing the body of these toxic substances was the liver. 

Tfie Toxic Liver 

While he explored the medical literature on cancer, Dr. Gerson maintained his 
practice, taking in more and more patients suffering from terminal cancer. A 

number of his patients recovered, but some died earlier than normally would be 
expected in cancer progression- which in itself was baffling. He was administering 
treatment he knew to be healing, yet somehow it had seemingly accelerated their 
demise As Gerson often did in terminal cases, he had autopsies performed. The 
results of these postmortem examinations revealed that the patients had died of 
coma liepatiwm, or hepatic (liver) coma- their livers had simply ceased working. Post
ll1ortem examinations revealed that the livers were not only badly deteriorated, as 
lie had expected from his previous dissections of cancerous cadavers, but they were 
also overwhelmed by an extra load of toxins expelled from the rest of the body. 

Dr. Gerson was aware that the metabolism of cancer cells produces toxic byprod
Ucts, and these are added to the customary noxious substances the body accumulates 
~uring normal metabolism, to detoxify and then eliminate. He recognized that as his 

etary therapy began to stimulate immune function, the cancer cells in tumors were 
~ctually being rapidly killed. Apparently the bodies of patients with cancer had 
. ecome so deficient in essential nutrients that their normal immune system "polic
lllg" fu . 

ll nctlons could no longer prevent the formation and proliferation of abnormal 
~ s. But now, when the micronutrients, minerals and plant enzymes he was giving 
we par 
~ Ients entered the body and bloodstream, the immune system was revived and 
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undesirable chemical imbalances were also being corrected, so that necrotic tumor 
cells and accumulated poisons were released into the bloodstream, where ther 
would be transported to the liver for processing and then expulsion. The liver,ilie 

""" organ with the primary job of cleansing the blood of toxic substances fonne€lim 
metabolism or absorbed during digestion and inhalation, was simply overtaxed hy 
the amount of poison suddenly dumped onto it. Its multiple basic functions came to 
a halt, causing death. . 

Dr. Gerson theorized that these cancer patients' bodies apparently had a farulo(e 
toxic overload than those of the tuberculosis patients because they'had the additi~ 
a! burden of dead tumor masses to eliminate. Probably the very cleanup and eliniina
tion of toxins, then, were overwhelming the liver and causing its collapse. The nntial 
toxic buildup had caused the appearance of cancer, which was actually the d.ise:ase.. 
symptom. But it did not cause the rapid death that Gerson was witnessing. rt..t"'~L 

actually the healing process itself that had killed these patients, as it was procee~ 
too rapidly for an already weakened liver. (Some of the most recent techniques that 
kill tumor tissue, such as direct ozone injection into the tumor and cell-specific cancet 
treatment, have to be slowed or stopped when the patient begins to exhibit tQtk 
symptoms from the rapid absorption of the dead tumor tissue. The problem js that 
these tactics by themselves do not help the liver to detoxify.) 

This removal by the liver of poisons from the body was highly desirable and nec
essary-a process that Gerson did not wish to halt. But he had not.anticipated sueb. :;] 
a volume of toxins or the rapid rate at which the body was trying. to get rid oun~ 
What he was witnessing was not only the breakdown and removal of necrotic can
cer tissue, but also probably the elimination of long-accumulated toxins coming from 
the environment and from food. The challenge now was to find a way to keef?' 
massive self-intoxication buildup from overpowering the liver apd des1:rovin: 
Since he did not want to hinder the vital detoxification process itself, he had to fui~lf 
way to assist the liver in clearing itself of the toxic overload. Otherwise, many 
cancer patients in the future might actually die of the byproducts of their 
process- as seemed to have occurred in some previous cases. This was a major puz· 
zle, since he knew of no medical means of flushing the liver of pois~ms 
enough. 

Tfie Coffee Enema 

One of the habits that Max Gerson had developed over the year~ was to 
small writing tablet and pencil on his bedside table to record Ideas. Oft<:=ll'lJ! 

awoke in the middle of the night with the solution to a particularly vexing oroblq; 
but he would then be unable to remember it in the light of next morning. One 
ing he found the notation "Coffee enema - Gottingen" on his notepad. This ·was.,Ul 
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Uver detoXification method he urgently needed now for his cancer patients. Like so 
many other discoveries of note, this had came part by necessity, part by accident. 

Max recalled how during the Great War, when the Allied Powers were trying to 
deprive Germany of its external sources of war material, they blockaded the Kaiser's 
sea lanes, successfully preventing imported oil, rubber, ores and other vital supplies 
used in conducting the war from reaching German factories. This blockade prevent· 
ed morphine, at the time the most effective and commonly used analgesic, from 
reaching Germany as well. Only a small amount of morphine was available for each 
surgery, but there was not enough to relieve patients of postoperative pain. With 
tens of thousands of battle casualties being operated upon daily, the nurses at the 
front lines and in military hospitals were desperate for any means of relieving the ago
nies of their recuperating charg~s. 

The suffering was so great ~at times nothing seemed too strange to try. In 
some cases, the surgeons ordered enemas for the patients. The most readily available 
and aseptic material available for this purpose was the ever-present coffee that the 
overworked surgeons drank. Now and then a large pot of coffee was left over, and the 
nurses poured the now tepid coffee into the enema buckets. To their amazement, the 
soldiers reported tremendous pain relief from these coffee enemas. Though they had 
no idea of why this procedure helped, the nurses - practical people who wanted 
results, not theories -were grateful that they had at least found sonut(ung to relieve 
their patients' suffering. The technique spread quickly throughout the post·op wards. 
Soon, the coffee enema was the German Army's treatment of choice for reducing 
postoperative pain. 

After the war was over, Professors Meyer and Huebner of the University of 
Gottingen were curious about the analgesic effect of these coffee enemas. They set up 
a series of animal experiments that revealed the connection. When coffee was given 
rectally, the hemorrhoidal vein in the colon absorbed the caffeine in solution and trans
ported it to the liver through the portal venous system. On arriving at the liver, the caf· 
feine stimulated the opening of the bile ducts to increase the flow of bile, which 
removes toxins from the liver and deposits them in the small intestine, for eventual 
elimination in the feces. The unburdened liver is then free to remove more toxins from :e _bloodstream-one of the organ's most crucial normal functions. The toxins, after 
avmg been flushed from the liver into the upper intestinal tract, have some 10 meters 

more to travel before they exit the body. While traversing that long distance, unfortu· 
n~e]y they can be largely reabsorbed by the natural processes of the gut. Therefore, 
w en a patient's large tumor load is being released into the bloodstream, the corre
:~dingly large amount of toxicity present needs to be rapidly moved along and out 
- the feces, to prevent it from being recycled through the liver. 

ifti The German researchers had also discovered that any toxins in the bloodstream 
· tated the nerve endings in the body, especially those in tissues that were damaged. 
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Swelling, cell deterioration and nerve irritation all act together, thus causing 
pain is quite diffuse when the cause is toxicity. Removing the toxins from 
through administering coffee enemas therefore removed the source of 
rather than simply blocking the pain impulses from reaching or registering 
brain, as did most analgesics. Strangely, drinki.ng coffee did not have the ""lJll~ 
cia! effect, and in fact was forbidden in the Gerson diet except under extrao 
circumstances, as when used as a needed stimulant or cathartic. 

Max Gerson had been struck by these findings about coffee enemas wne,~ J 

read the research article some years earlier. Here was a powerful means of·a.i ;~j'f~ 
liver by rapidly flushing out its toxic contents, at the same time 
had first used enemas at Ville D' Avray, where the patients would jocularly · 
nurses who brought them as les pcmrpien (the fire brigade). The enemas · w ~ere 
but not a central part of the tuberculosis therapy. In that period, 
caffeine drops added, not brewed coffee, was used. Now, instead of "'"lll 

drops, he prescribed brewed coffee Since it contained the requisite sub.~ :t-an 
having to be refined and concentrated. This may have made a difference 
of relief or healing. Today, we know that many other beneficial sub:star}.~ 
are not present in the water/caffeine combination. For instance, potasi;fillj 
and-cafestol all play important and therapeutic roles in detoxificatio:q .. ····•·. 

At first, Dr. Gerson administered. two or three enemas daily, v;·,hi·< :h~~w 
problem of hepatic coma; He could see under dose observation,.l_IbM 
effects of the enemas often faded before the next scheduled tre;ltrr.ieb1:;·~ 
ally increased the frequency of enemas for his cancer patients to five·a ,..,.., ... 
four hours, starting at 6 a.m. When he started using them with hiscatJceJr;.JJa 
Gerson found that the coffee enemas assisted considerably in both· .. n·i st" 
toxins accumulating in the liver·and alleviating pain. Sometimes patieriit~ 
enough relief even with an enema every four hours. For these pa1tierits~ 
temporarily ·increased the frequency to every two hours. He ~~~~~;:~[~'~~~ 
patients, espedally those who were absorbing large tumor masses} 
hours of uninterrupted sleep, they were sometimes dazed and · 
morning. It had been too long since their last enema, and theywer:e . 
hepatic: coma. He required these patients to wake in the middle th~~~i 

enema. 
Once Dr. Gerson was convirlced that no harm would come of;".'"-h'-" 

patients to do a treatment whenever they felt toxic-a feeling that th··e· Y~9]~ 
to recognize as irritable, depressed, achey, dopey, slow or lov;r,erlerJ~:w~ 
healing-reaction periods, patients were known to take coffee em!m<!s ·n)4~!9 

for stretches of 24 to 36 hours. at a time: These measures were req1uii(~P.~t 
patients from poisoning themselves with the products of their own heailiri~t<pf 

When even the coffee enemas failed to keep up with the rar,id; 
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toxins into the bloodstream, Dr. Gerson began to use castor oil as well. Castor oil 
also stimulates bile flow, helping the liver to clear its toxic load. He introduced the 
"castor oil day" to the treatment regimen. Every other day, patients in the early 
stages of the treatment were given oral castor oil before their first coffee enema of 
the day. After five hours, when the castor oil had reached the lower intestines, a 
castor oil and coffee enema was given. This one-two punch flushed the intestinal 
tract powerfully and rapidly, removing enormous amounts of toxic mass. By lunch 
time, patients were ravenous, because the digestive enzymes were restored to nor· 
mal levels. An alternative substance often used in enemas in Gerson therapy was, 
and still is, an infusion made from the chamomile herb. 

Dr. Gerson also beganlusing the coffee enema to replace morphine as a pain 
killer. He could see that the~ was a basic contradiction in doing his best to detoxify 
the patient on one hand while giving highly toxic narcotics on the other. From then 
on, he used the coffee enemas as pain relief almost exclusively - with stunning 
effects. Patients who had been on frequent morphine injections were often free of 
pain in a few days, even without the morphine. Because the entire volume of blood 
in the human body is filtered through the liver approximately every three minutes, 
the blood can be quickly cleared of toxins, giving the patient rapid and fundamental 
pain relief by removing the cause of the pain rather than temporarily masking it with 
morphine or other toxic drugs. 1 

Protecting and Regenerating tfte Liver 

With his new understanding of the importance of liver protection, Dr. Gerson 
had a powerful basis from which to treat all degenerative diseases. He real· 

ized that a healthy liver, the seat of all the body's biochemical functions, has vastly 
more capacity than it is normally called upon to use. A partially functioning liver 
can keep a person virtually symptom-free, even if down to 30% of its full capacity. 
If we are born with a fully functioning liver, we can spend years drawing down the 
treasure of our liver's ability to keep us healthy before we notice that there is a 
problem-as happens with some forms of viral hepatitis. Thus, the majority of the 
population blithely ignores the probable ill effects of some of the food they eat 
because there are no imm~diatt effects. The process of liver destruction is slow but 
constant in most people, unless they contract a serious liver infection or ingest a 
rotent poison, such as poisonous mushrooms or a significant amount of the dead· 
Y aflatoxin B in moldy peanuts or grains (which has been proven to initiate liver 
cancer). . 

Rebuilding the liver is less difficult than one might imagine, since liver cells are 
completely regenerated every six weeks. Dr. Gerson calculated that it took between 
~ and 15 generations of new cells to repair and rebuild a severely damaged liver. 

' 
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Thus he calculated that a cancer patient needed to remain on the therapy 12 
times six weeks, 72 weeks, or about a year and a half. (With today's more rnicronu_, 
trient-deficient and toxin-contaminated soil, water and food, and the increased_ use 
of drugs, antibiotics and hormones, Gerson patients now require closer to two years: 
for the same liver healing to take place, longer yet if they have been treated With 
chemotherapy.) That is a long haul, demanding dedication and hard work from 
patients and their families. The progress is not always steady, but comes in fits and 
starts, and it is easy to become discouraged- as many of Dr. Gerson's patients~ 
But he reassured them that perseverance usually paid off in recovery, often even;fQt 
far-advanced cases. It always resulted in a better quality oflife during the treatment; 
even for those patients who ultimately failed to survive. 

In this period Dr. Gerson was also using calf liver juice, crude liver injections anct. 
other substances, such as ledthin, derived from the livers of young animals, to boost 
the detoxifying and immune-enhancing functions of failing livers in patients with 
cancer and other degenerative diseases. (Because of past problems with contaminat
ed raw liver, the use of liver juice has had to be discontinued in Gerson the:rap~fi)~ 
He found that regular doses of niadn (vitamin B3) had a liver-supportive ette~ctf. 

An Organic Diet 

In keeping with his discovery of the need to detoxify and regenerate the liver, Dt 
Gerson returned attention to the quality of the food his patients were consuming.. 

From the earliest years of his medical training, he had been interested in ingJ:edients 
in the normal diet, such as sodium chloride (table salt) or fat, that could have delete
rious effects on their consumers - whether individuals hypersensitive or allergic to 
certain substances, or a general population that favored certain types of foods, H'e 
also was intrigued with the apparent differences in micronutrient cob tent am0ng ~ 
ferent forms of a particular food, especially in produce-fruits and vegetables..:_an~ 
grew concerned about their implications to health. His failed experiments in Kass8, 
when attempting to preserve the therapeutic value of his fresh-pressed juices, ~e 
valuable at least in showing that ingredients crucial to the healing process hadbeen 
transformed, depleted or lost during the process of handling them. Since defictend~ 
can cause a wide range of degenerative diseases, he reasoned that his therapy shOUld 
be effective against many of these ailments. 

Dr. Gerson had long considered the degree to which the different coc>l,cl!;!S 
food-preserving techniques depleted or completely destroyed · ;Jl:l!.:," 

studied the elaborate charts that the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
agencies assembled for the purpose of comparing different types of foods.,_ such-as 
the grains, dairy products, animal flesh (meat, poultry, fish), vegetables ..... ~ 
(including their raw and cooked forms). The charts gave the widely varying t~~; 



values for protein, carbohydrate, fat, mineral and vitamin contents. 
Dr. Gerson also conducted his own tests, working closely with biochemist 

Rudolf Keller, frequently trying new additions to patients' diets so he could observe 
the possible benefits or drawbacks from one or another particular dietary element. 
some substances appeared to be excellent additions; others seemed to be neutral in 
value. And sometimes his observations of patients' negative responses led him to 
conclude that the food should be restricted or even banned from the Gerson thera
peutic diet. Some types of fruits and vegetables were favored over others. Based on 
either his dose observations of patients' responses to them or on· research from 
other sources, Dr. Gerson banned a few vegetables and fruits from his prescribed 

·':c. menus because of observed averse effects on patients' digestion and metabolism 
-mushrooms, dried beans, oybeans, avocados, berries, pineapple, for example. He 
also declared that some frui ·s should be eaten in a stewed form, not raw. To this list 
of prohibited foods, he added alcoholic beverages in any form; coffee and regular 
tea; commercial soda drinks; most spices; chocolate; refined flour and sugar. For per
fectly healthy persons, an occasional indulgence was considered permissible, if not 
desirable, but to be consumed in utter moderation. 

Dr. Gerson insisted that patients and their caregivers should only purchase for use 
food known to be untainted by chemicals, an edict that added to the difficulties of fol
lowing his diet. Max Gerson was a very early advocate of "organic foods," which in 
dties were usually only available in small health-food stores; in the countryside it 
might still be possible to locate produce that had not been sprayed or treated with 
pesticides and fungiddes, or grown using the chemical fertilizers commonly used in 
growing crops. If denatured, processed and refined foods were causing nutritional 
deficiendes, the reason the Gerson diet's fresh juices and plentiful foods helped 
patients was due to their ability to replenish the body's depleted reserves and reacti
vate the immune system and essential organs. But there was also the major problem 
of tox.idty that inevitably came from foods in the modem diet, in which food color-
ing, chemical preservatives, salt and all forms of sodium (as in baking soda and pow
der), artificial sweeteners and other substances are added with little regard for their 
effect, positive or negative, on the human body. 

Thus Dr. Gerson believed that the combination of two adverse factors, nutri
tional deficiency and toxicity, is the root cause of all the diseases that can be cured 
using his dietary and detoxification methods. Many of the foods people generally ate 
~ere not just empty of nutrients, but they had also been severely poisoned during 
t e processing, storage and preserving operations. To maintain or regain their health, 
People had to take extraordinary - indeed revolutionary - measures to reform the 
Way they regularly ate. 

of hi The more D.r. Gerson developed this theme, the more powerful the implications 
s therapeutic approach became. In that postwar time period, much more had 
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become known about the minerals' functions in the body, and about the various 
vitamins and their crucial function as coenzymes or cofactors. Without their con. 
stant presence in tissue and fluids, different enzymes and enzyme systems essential 
in initiating and carrying out a vast number of intricate digestive, physiological and 
metabolic tasks to take place in the body became disabled, defective, even defunct. 
Also, it was apparent that as the body aged, the gastrointestinal tract was less capa. 
ble of absorbing needed micronutrients, and some intricate enzyme-producing sys.. 
terns simply shut down, causing food allergies and intolerances. 

What was not known but had begun to be suspected by nutritional biochemists 
and dietitians was the possibility that plant foods contained some compounds that 
could not be classified as vitamins or minerals, or even active plant enzymes ~,v vhich 
Dr. Gerson believed could be consumed best in freshly pressed juice but also in raw 
plant foods). Over time, discoveries were made of the various "phytochernicals"(spe. 
cial types of biochemical constituents in plant foods such as the bioflavonoids, 
polyphenols, carotenoids, sulforophanes whose identities and biophysical actions 
were exactly analyzed and delineated after Dr. Gerson's time. Abundant research in 
recent years, in laboratories as well as in clinical and epidemiologicaL studles, has 
demonstrated that specific phytochemicals often have potent preventive and cura· 
tive properties in specific health conditions. These compounds exist in·plants not to 
benefit human health, of course, but as defense mechanisms against predators, aids 
in photosynthesis or protection from sunburn, hormones and reproductive induce
ments (as with aromatic or color attractants for pollinators). 

A Case History 

By the mid 1940s Dr. Max Gerson was accumulating an impressive group of recov· 
ering and apparently fully recovered cancer patients. He routinely kept detailed 

files on his patients, making technical notes during and after each contact, obtaining 
reports on their histories directly from physicians, hospitals and labora~J.:ies. In vari· 
ous cancers he ordered X-rays taken before his treatment regimen ·'Was undertaken, 
then at different stages of recovery. Thus he preserved valuable records of the effects 
of his therapy on individual cases. 

Among Dr. Gerson's patients was a woman named Beatrice Sharpe, who live<J":< 
on Long Island in New York. She had undergone a number of cancer treatments 
before she came under his care, but all of them had proved futile and, even 
ing. Her trouble had begun six years earlier, when it was found that s!Je bad a 
cerous tumor on her left breast. It was removed in a mastectomy .Operation 
September at the St. Francis Hospital in Jersey City. The discharge report stated: 

The above named was admitted to this institution 9h9/ 40 for a mass in 
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left breast. An X-ray report was taken 9h9/4o of ribs and dorsal spine: Examina
tion of the ribs and dorsal spine did not reveal any evidence of bone metastases. 

Preoperative diagnosis and Postoperative diagnosis - carcinoma of left 
breast; Hard irregular mass in left breast, left of nipple mid-plane; skin hard over 
the mass - underlying mass attached to the skin. 

Pathological examination - Micro: Sections taken thru the tumor area are 
infiltrated by intact skin. The underlying areolar tissue is fibrous and contains 
numerous groups of small papillary cells which are fairly uniform and somewhat 
hyperchromatic. There is a moderately active scirrhous process throughout the 
breast accompanied by a moderate degree of inflammatory reaction. The 
remainder of the brea~e is similarly fibrous and diffusely infiltrated by 
tumor growth. 

Sections of axillary lymph nodes are enveloped by a diffuse capsule. Most 
of the lympathics are filled with tumor emboli. There is widespread tumor 
metastases throughout. 

Diagnosis: Duct cell carcinoma. Grade IV, scirrhous type with metastases to 
axillary lymph nodes. 

Patient discharged in good condition, 1oh6/ 40; Wound cleaned and well 
healed. 

I 

A year later, the patient experienced a tumor recurrence, and she was sent to the 
Memorial Hospital in New York City for X-ray treatments to subdue the cancerous 
lesions that were appearing elsewhere, which was scarcely unexpected, given the 
prior evidence of metastases. Three series of radiation treatments over several years 
still hadn't solved the problem. As Beatrice recalled at this stage in her treatment, 
"they told me I couldn't take any more treatments, and that was all they could do for 
me. I heard of Dr. Gerson through a chiropractor. He gave me Dr. Gerson's name and 
J thought I had nothing to lose. My head was stiff. I could not move my neck." 

At Dr. Gerson's request, Memorial Hospital forwarded to him this new patient's 
_records of treatment given there: 

,i; 

Admitted: To O.P.D. September 8, 1941. Discharged. 
Diagnosis: Recurrent Inoperable Carcinoma of left breast. 
Remarks: Patient first examined in Breast Clinic on September 8, 1941, at which 
time it was noted that she had no local recurrence but had bulky left supraclav
icular mass. This was treated with radium element pack in September, 1941, 
patient having received 6o,ooo mghrs - 8,ooo mghrs having been given every 
other day, with excellent regression of mass. Node discovered in left cervical 
region in September, 1942. This was also treated with radium element pack for a 
total of 64,000 mghrs with complete regression of disease. 
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Disease remained quiescent until July, 1943, when patient developed mud£ 
skin nodules over left chest wall in region of scar and medial to it. Low voltage 
X-ray therapy given to these regions, patient having received 1,500 r (soo r X)he 
left chest wall anterior and left chest wall lateral. At completion of this cyCle, 
two additional treatments (400 r X 2) were given to left chest wall anterior. 
remained under control until July, 1944, when it was noted coming a~:ive-a~~~· 
as the mass in the cervical area. It was felt that these areas could not be 
because of proximity to previously irradiated skin. 

Dr. Gerson's own treatment record stated: 

On July 24, 1944, the patient was first seen by us. She didn't complain mucli~ 
there was no loss of weight, no pain, she had a good appetite, slept well, bu~lhe 
turning of her head was painful at this time and she was able to lift it witlllliffi
culty. There was at the base of the left sternocleidomastoidaeus a hard tumor in 
the supraclavicular region, attached to the underlying tissue, approxirnately1o x 
10 x 4 ern in size. A smaller irregular hard enlarged gland was felt at th~upper 
end of the left stemocleidomastoidaeus. The skin above and around the tumOT; 
first mentioned was red, very thin and hypersensitive. In the left infrad.awGil~ 
region there were multiple bard skin nodules, the majority as large as spl~eas, 
some a little larger and some a little smaller, as well as a few nodules of~firtilar 
size in the right infraclavicular area. At this time she was started on the rome 
bined low salt, low fat, high potassium diet and liver therapy. 

When seen again after five weeks, the patient reported that the tumor had 
apparently disappeared slowly within three to four weeks. The sma1llet:gaJ1id, 
however, was still present, though it decreased in size markedly in two to~tl:li~ 
months, at which time the patient was able to move her head freely <~P'fl';,w 
out pain. Urine and blood examinations were normal. The patient sta~ed 
she never missed a day's work. Her weight remained stationary between 
u8 pounds, and no fever was observed at any time. 

Physical examination on May 5, 1945 revealed the following: all sw~llfu~o£ 
the hard tumor of the left sternocleidomastoidaeus had disappeared and the 
tumor itself was no longer palpable; all but two of the multiple skin nodofes W 
the infraclavicular area were no longer visible within the two apparently re-ced
ing. The skin was no longer red, but had fine red lines, nor sensitive any long~ 
was movable and thicker. The heart was normal. The lungs did not show atifb;!ess 
nor any abnormality in breathing. The left sternocleido muscle, formerly.as- aid 
as stone, was definitely softer and more easily movable. · 

The patient's general condition remained good. 
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In July of 1946 Beatrice Sharpe volunteered to appear in person before a Senate 
subcommittee and talk about her experiences in receiving cancer treatments from 
Dr. Max Gerson. During her testimony, Dr. Gerson showed contrasting X·rays of her 
thoracic area taken before and after her undertaking his dietary and detoxification 
therapy. When asked by the senators whether she attributed her recovery entirely to 
the treatment that she had received from Dr. Gerson, Mrs. Sharpe simply replied, 
''Oh, absolutely." 

And as Dr. Max Gerson commented at the time about metastatic cases such as 
this one: "It is known in medicine that they cannot be influenced." But with this can· 
cer case and a growing number of others he had certainly showed that his therapy 
could do this very thing: reduce, even eliminate, metastasized cancer cells that had 
grown into tumors. 

Surely the medical co~unity would be interested in that phenomenon, he 
thought. , 

I 
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A Growing Cancer Prac~ic 
(1945-1946) 

Credibility 

By the mid 1940s, Dr. Gerson was gaining a reputation among ·. 
being able to reverse cancer progression; in fact, about 90 percent 

population consisted of people who had been diagnosed with cancer"' . ~-; 
as terminal. Dr. Gerson's patient load grew by word of mouth, ' 
physicians ridiculed and ostracized him due to his "bizarre" 
Gerson later wrote to Albert Schweitzer: "If a cancer patient come~ 
sent home from a large hospital to die, and I heal him after the ~~.11~~~~i 
failed, then disfavor and enmity [from my colleagues] increase." 
cians of repute in Europe, Asia and the United Stat.es had du]plic:ate:d:}]~ 
cess in the dietary treatment of tuberculosis and other diseases 
'3os, publishing their results in the most respected medical J O~rn:~i~.~~~4 
these endorsements had failed to impress most of Dr. Gerson's ~..u··".,., 

Doctors refused to even consider trying out Gerson's techniques ~:~~~ 

despite hundreds of published clinical confirmations of his m~~~~f~t~~~ 
Then when they heard that he was using dietary means, with the " --~~ .. ?, 

tic added, on patients with cancer, this regimen of his seemed even rY.lo~~~~~ 
to them, even laughable or outrageous. ("How do you take y~br '_,-,..; ~ ... 
Black, or with cream or ·sugar?" was a typical sardonic joke ''ao~~{{j,f: 
physicians told their patients when asked for a referral to Dr. Geirso~;:)t~:~~ 
ribly expensive. He charges ~2,ooo for the first visit, and . 
ment" Patients desperate enough to come to Dr. Gerson anyway .· .·· 
their first office visit, involving his taking a detailed history and · . 
examination, cost a moderate }25, or even less. Remaining the same~Jg~ 
doctor he had been during his years as a young physician in German}~~ 
times treated at a considerably reduced price, or even free, patients .. '.il. rli'B. 
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e ·-
afford to pay his basic fee for a consultation, examination or treatment session. And 
he might lend them money or even cover the cost of their transportation to and 
from his office. 

Max Gerson must have been puzzled by this response from his American peers, 
especially since his work had been well-received over a decade ago by European and 
American medical bodies and journals. By this time, be had published several dozen 
articles in the peer-reviewed literature, his first one in 1910; by the late 1920s he had 
written numerous papers and a book about his therapeutic diet. The results of his 
dietary cure for lupus vulgaris and other forms of tuberculosis wei:e confirmed in 
scores of other articles written by other researchers and physicians. A number of 
respectable American medical journals had positively appraised Gerson's methods 
in whole or in part. Most notable -and indeed most amazing of all in light of the 
subsequent behavior of the l9~reigning editor of this medical journal as well as the 
powerful organization behin4 i-t-had been the publication in July 1929 of a favor
able article on the Gerson therapy in Joumal of tfie American Medical Association (JAMA 
for short) - as it name implies, the official voice of the American Medical Assoda
tion (AMA). Dr. Gerson was credited for "the curative value of a base-forming di
etary low in sodium chloride, protein and carbohydrate, and rich in fats and vita· 
mins" for treating tuberculosis: 

I 

Recent studies from Sauerbruch's surgical clinic in Munich urge the 
curative value of a base-forming dietary low in sodium chloride, protein 
and carbohydrate, and rich in fats and vitamins. This regimen, devised 
empirically by Gerson, is particularly worthy of critical consideration, com· 
ing as it does from a clinic which made distinctive contribution to thoracic 
surgery in tuberculosis . . .. 

One of us [E.M.] has been privileged under the auspices of Mr. August 
Heckscher to visit Sauerbruch's and Gerson's clinic and to observe the dietary 
methods applied to their tuberculous patients in pavUion Y at the Munich 
clinic and at Bielefeld, Germany. Definite healing was observed in advanced 
cases of lupus vulgaris on the face and mucous membranes that had previ· 
ously been resistant to all other accepted forms of treatment .... 

This Visit and observation of cases stimulated sufficient interest on our 
part to lead us to subject a group of patients at Saranac Lake (NY) to the diet. 
· · · Thirty patients with far advanced pulmonary tuberculosis were selected 
who had previously undergone all of the accepted therapies for two or 
three years but had failed to respond. Each patient was given a complete 
~tudy, including physical examination, roentgenograms of the lungs and 

"' Intestine, and blood and urine studies before and after the six months peri· 
od of investigation .... 
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The group studied showed a substantial gain in weight which it had been 
impossible to attain by previous procedures. Many of the disturbances, wJuCh 
had persisted on other diets, cleared up rapidly with this regimen. The diet~ 
well tolerated except in two instances. It was effective in diminishing-fatl~e 
and induced a sense of well-being .... Physical and roentgen examination~ of 
the chest showed definite clearing in about one third of the cases. · 

In Tlit Nebraska State Medical Journal, March 1929, Dr. Gerson was likewise aQ<.!fovvJ. 
edged for his treatment: 

It may be stated further that the Gerson diet has become in the LincolnG~eral 
Hospital almost the routine medical management of tuberculosis by members 
of staff. Dr. J. M. Mayhew, chief of staff and head of the Department of rp"'f~tal 
Medidne, and others in the department, report very favorably on jt. 
consensus of opinion is that the Gerson diet distinctly favors irn]provern~it 
tuberculosis. 

Again in the U.S. Veteram' Bureau Medical Bullelfn, January 1930, Dr. Gerson was a~m~viTI· 
edged: 

In this country, C. Emerson of Lincoln, Nebraska, has used the Gerson theyapy 
in a number of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis with very favorable results .... 
Both in the operative and nonoperative cases of pulmonary tuberculosis., this 
dietetic regimen has proven very satisfactory." 

Tlil American Rlview of Tunaculosis, May 1931, reported: 

Considering the fact that 82 percent of our pulmonary cases had far-adv.al}ced 
tuberculosis, with serious complications in many instances, we feel 
beneficial results found justify the further application at the Sau.er15ruCJb· 
Herrmannsdorfer·Gerson diet in the treatment of tuberculosis. 

Then in the Proaedings of tfll Staff Meetings of tlil Mayo Clinic, February 10, 1932: 

It must be .conceded that good clinka1 results have be~n obtained]yl.' dle 
Gerson diet. ~ 

After he had established a successful private practice in America, Dr. G~on 
began writing articles in English that described his techniques and results andm:Ysing 
dietary therapy to treat cancer and diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and tuberd:ilosis, 
heart disease and stroke, submitting them to peer-reviewed medical journals ::tCrDSS 
the country. In 1941 Gerson's "Feeding the German Army" was published in tne NtiD 
York State Journal of Mtdidne, though it had been previously declined by the Journal, ll/ tnt 
American Medical Association, as having insufficient interest for the medical proJ:~ 
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'JWO years later, "Some Aspects of the Problem of Fatigue" appeared in Tlie Medical 
BtCord, New Yorfi. And in 1945 the Rlview of Gastromterolo011 published "Dietary Considera
tions in Malignant Neoplastic Disease" after it, too, had been rejected earlier by 
JAMA· Gerson rightly figured that editors of a journal directed at specialists of the 
digestive apparatus might be more responsive than JAMA. The article was subtitled 
"A Preliminary Report" because clearly Max Gerson was going to have a great deal 
rnore to say about his special therapy. He gave essential information about the Gerson 
diet, as he had modified it for the purpose of treating cancer patients. But before pro
viding details, he wrote in his introduction to physicians: 

It is a fact that many patients with malignancy are treated by surgery and/or 
irradiation for the malignancy without systematic treatment of the patient as a 
whole. Among many thi4gs that can be done for patients with malignancy to 
build them up physically atrd-maintain comparative physical well-being along 
with a good mental outlook is attention to the diet. 

In the consideration of diet various subdivisions may be made: (1) Can the 
origin of cancer be influenced by diet? (2) Can the course of a cancer already 
established be specifically influenced? (3) Can diet influence the patient as a 
whole favorably so that the consequences of malignancy can be sta'{ed off even 
temporarily or so that the patient can be rendered fit for further treatment? 

With the first of these subdivisions we have nothing to say, nor do we feel 
that there is as yet, conclusive evidence on the second in our work, but on the 
third we shall concentrate and give a regime which has proved satisfactory in 
many cases as a supportive measure. 

A modification of the low salt and low fat but high potassium diet origi
nally used about twenty years ago to control skin tuberculosis (Gerson, 
Sauerbruch and others) has come to be known as the Gerson diet. We have now 
used it in a large number of cases of malignancy and a preliminary report is the 
purpose of this communication. 

The tone of Gerson's statements was measured. He did not making claims for per
manently curing patients, though the 10 case history abstracts at the end of the arti
cle provided a promising aspect. He left a door open for questions and rebuttals, or 
at least for further research and clinical application by others, when he stated in his 
summary: 

. In all of these patients, while no actual cure has occurred, nevertheless 
Improvement was manifested not only in general bodily health but also in 
many cases the tumors themselves diminished in size. It is possible, as stated, to 
marshal evidence on both sides of the question of the efficacy of the sodium
poor, potassium-rich diet. Theoretical considerations lead into many directions 
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but there is lacking conclusive evidence which will settle many of the moot· 
questions. ~ 

This communication is therefore offered to again emphasize that (a) inti 
ligent general care of the cancer patient often produces marked amelioration · 
of symptoms and improved general health even to the point of being able~~= 
resume work, and (b) that the high-potassium, low-sodium, fatless diet com
bined with liver therapy tends to inhibit the rate of growth of malignancies and 
in some cases even to cause the individual nodules and metastases to become 
smaller. 

To Gerson's disappointment, however, most articles he had written since hi~ . 
arrival in the United States were rejected by the journals to which they were sub- · 
mitted. The rejection letters were polite but firm: 

New Yor.'i State Journal of Medidne, February 9, 1943: "I regret to inform you that the 
Oournal] is unable to avail itself of your article entitled 'Cancer: A DefideneJ._, 
Disease' for publication." 

Medica! Record, December 7, 1944: "We are returning, herewith, your paper ol} · 
'Dietetic Treatment of Malignant Thmors' as we cannot see our way dear to 
publish it. I would suggest that you send it to one of the journals devoted to the 
subject of cancer, as it is more in their field than in ours." 

Tfie Oliio State Medical Journal, June 18, 1947: "I have enjoyed reading your maJtl~ 
script entitled 'An Outline of the Mineral Metabolism Theory in Matlig11ancie>~ 
Unfortunately, T(u Journal is not designed to present original works of this sort · 
.... Our function is to refresh and bring up-to-date the minds of the phy·sid<~ 
in Ohio in matters already established." 

.· .. 
Despite these rejections, Dr. Gerson persisted in his desire to share his clinit'a!~ii; 

findings. He began sending some articles, written in his native language, to European 
medical journals, where they were published readily. After their publication, he had.· 
the articles translated from German into English and reprinted at his own ext>ell!'ti• 
so that he could send them to physidans in the United States who had inqluir,ed~lbO.Uf.'': 
his work or to ones he believed should be interested in it. In December 1945, 
Gerson sent five copies of the translated papers directly to Dr. Morris Fishbein at 
Journal of tlie American Medical Association. Fishbein never acknowledged receipt of 
articles. He would become Dr. Gerson's most influential adversary in years to collllt•_. 

And despite this tepid response to his articles by the American medical 
ment some doctors were ready to champion Dr. Gerson's work. Heinrich F. 

~ 
M.D., an immigrant himself, shared his Manhattan office with Max Gerson. 
were not just co-tenants. "The friendship was very precious to both of them, p}e;~ 
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and harmonious," Mrs. Gerson recorded in her memoir. In July 1946 Dr Wolf record· 
ed his observations of the effectiveness of Dr. Gerson's treatment his testimony to a 
senate subcommittee investigating Dr. Gerson: 

. 

For the last seven years I have shared the same office with Dr. Max Gerson, 
and in that time I have had the opportunity, not only to observe nearly all the 
cases treated by Dr. Gerson with his diet, but I have used the latter on my own 
patients. 

The results in some chronic skin diseases, in some types of heart diseases and 
in some dangerous cases of high blood pressure, were astonishing. In some of my 
patients the blood pressure that had been up to 170 and 180, went down to 130 per· 
manently, and the ·symptoms of headaches and dizziness disappeared entirely. 

During the last three or four years, since Dr. Gerson paid particular atten· 
tion to the effect of his dietary regimen on benign and malignant tumors, I 
observed practically all of the tumor cases which he treated. I observed and 
supervised their X rays and saw the patients at nearly every visit. 

One of the first cases of malignant tumors was a Mr. Baldry who, after sur· 
gical removal of a mixed tumor of the left side of the neck, developed a 
metastatic tumor of the right lung which was diagnosed by X ray and broncho
scope. During this treatment, the tumor disappeared and there was no recur· 
renee when we last heard from the patient about one year ago. · 

In 1942, I saw one of his patients who had been operated on for cancer of 
the tonsils and subsequently treated by radium and X ray which resulted in an 
X-ray ulcer about two inches in diameter. There were several metastases in the 
glands of the neck. Under the dietary treatment the ulcer healed, and the 

· glands became very much smaller. After a year the patient left New York. Later 
I read in the papers that the patient died, two months ago. 

Since then I have observed many cases of primary and metastatic cancer. I 
"' saw two patients, each with a colostomy which had been performed because 

the cancer had completely obstructed the lumen of the sigmoid and rectum. I 
verified this personally by barium enemas carried out through the colostomy 
opening and the rectum. In one case the colostomy wound dosed, and normal 

~·· passage of the bowels was established. The other patient, treated for about nine 
months, has gained weight. I had no opportunity to re-examine him as far as the 
local condition was concerned. I saw him last three weeks ago. 
b One of my own patients whom I referred to Dr. Gerson because she had 
h een suffenng from cancer of the stomach for half a year is doing well. I saw 

er four weeks ago. 
t One of Dr. Gerson's patients,-~ho, upon a laminectomy, was found to suf· 
er from an inoperable malignant ir}tramedullary glioma tumor, has regained 
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the use of her arm which was paralyzed when I first saw her seven montti 
I saw her last two weeks ago. 

Among his patients I saw four cases of malignant brain tumor, one~·Oti 
metastatic. 1\vo seem to be now perfectly well; both of the others naott .. 
ing eye~ight partly restored; the progress was arrested. 

I saw three women who had been operated on for breast turoor'§; 
nant and verified by biopsy, and who had experienced a recurrence. ·nl.l;:_<!J . 

the metastatic tumors in the lymph glands disappeared, in one of tn'_e ~Q: 
local recurrence. 

There were quite a number of failures also, but they were, in 
due to the fact that Dr. Gerson accepted for treatment patients who 

go_ne that they were absolutely hopeless, even for the most o~~~~:~~· ~·r ~-~,If~ 
I wish to mention that the dietary treatment is. equally e 

tumors. · . 
In one of two cases of goiter, the goiter disappeared. In the otble;fl~ 

shrunk to about'one-third its size. "rn the first-mentioned case, 
malignancy was made in the Memorial Ho;pital, but the me· tt .. too;; . . . . .. 
accepted as reliable. . . . . . .. 

Iri a case of Recklinghausen, the neurofibromas in the face ··. 
disappeared. ·· · · · · · . · · · · ·. · "· · 

In a case of myom~ of the u'terus of the size of a small wat:~.[ijJ~~ 
Qutlined by X-ray films, the tumor has become much smaller . ..• < . . · . . 

This statement is not intended to give exhaustive summary-::.· ~~~~~ 
·work. It is not a copy of his records but a simple report of . Ii 

vations for which I can vouch. . 
I am intentionally refraining from entering into the quc;:sti611.'·9 

retical foundation of this method but only report my persona.lJ>gg 
the facts. · ·· · . 

Experiments witfi Potassium . . . . . . ) . 

Dr. Gerson had often obse_rved that _pa.tients· who had 'cancer; OJr,r_ .~-~ ·~.£ti~ 
ous degenerative disease, show_ed a marked deficiency of . .. 

sues and organs. Sometirries this anomaly was matched by a surplus . 
their serum. High serum potassium; he knew from expe.rience, · 
of potassium 'from its. appropri~te intracellular sites, indicating . . .,_ .. ,., .. 
process. At the same. time, high levels of sodium- potassium's IS_~·n IS~~ 
counterpart ·in the crucial serum/cell mineral balance- had to be· , . 
before the .disease process could be halt~d. . ·: · . 

Since many of Gerson's cancer patients were in the last stages· 
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there was never time to waste. Removal of all sodium from the patient's internal and 
external environment was essential, since the smallest amount of sodium can have 
drastic effects on a patient with cancer. Nutrition is one means of absorbing sodium 
through ingesting salted foods and baked goods made with baking soda (sodium 

· bicarbonate) or baking powder as a leavening agent. But absorption can come, too, 
through the oral cavity, as when using baking·soda toothpaste or gargling with salt 
water; also through skin contact, as when swimming in seawater or having a salt rub. 
A worse sodium ingestion and transdermal-absorption problem comes from sodium 
fluoride, used in the fluoridated water now prevalent in many city water systems 
with the intention of reducing dental cavities in children. This is a rather dubious 
tradeoff since sodium)lnoride is a poison when ingested in high doses or accumu
lated in the body over years of drinking it in water. 

To build up potassium in intracellular storage and counteract any overwhelm
ing presence of sodium in the body, especially in tissues where it was detrimental, 
regularly eating foods rich in potassium, such as apples and potatoes, became crucial 
to the Gerson therapy. The large amounts of fruits and vegetables, particularly in 
juice form, already contained significant amounts of potassium, but the deficiency 
was usually so great that Dr. Gerson felt dietary supplementation was probably 

- essential to restoring the proper sodium-potassium balance. He puzzled over the 
_ . problem of how to increase the levels of cellular potassium safely and quickly. 

As a young medical student, he had witnessed the standard experiment where 
a beating frog's heart was exposed to a high dose of potassium, which sent it into a 
fatal fibrillation. However, it was later determined that the problem came not from 
the potassium but from the chloride ion in potassium chloride, the mineral salt used 
for the experiment. Dr. Gerson certainly did not want to cause cardiac fibrillation in 
his already weakened patients, yet he needed to 'boost the potassium levels rapidly 
to help the healing. He undertook extensive experiments to find a potassium salt or 
combination of salts that would not be harmful to patients. 

Dr. Gerson had learned to be a keen and cautious experimentalist and careful 
clinical observer. He put little stock in arcane and complex theories unless they result
ed in positive results for his patients. His operative philosophy echoed Professor 
Kussmaul: "The result at the sickbed is dedsive." This rule translated into Dr. Gerson's 
method for determining whether a substance was helping or hindering the healing 
:ocess. He gave a patient small trial doses of a substance in question and watched 

e results carefully. If there was no positive result after a short time, the substance 
:auld be discontinued. Even if the result was positive, the substance would be with
~.. awn after a month or two, and the patient carefully observed for any changes in 
'US condi . 
th tJon. Only after he determined that there had been no adverse effects from 
~~~bstan~e would it be reintroduced into the patient's regimen. Doses might be 

' or different substances tried, but always with close observation of the results. 
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Dr. Gerson now carefully used his methodology with different pot:ass.ifui' 
pounds, attempting to find one that would boost the cellular potassium ·I""' 
out causing problems to the patient, particularly cardiac fibrillation. The collar 
he introduced and then rejected are lost to the record, but not the number 
iments. After over 300 experiments, he settled on a combination of oot:ass 
conate, potassium acetate and potassium phosphate (monobasic) in '-'-l LI<lJ 

dissolved in water at an 0.1 molar concentration and added to most of ·. · 
.. 

fruit and vegetable juices. This total dosage might seem like an excessiv~, · 
gerous daily intake of potassium to many physicians drilled in the · 
potassium. In fact, many Gerson therapy patients have accidentally ()W•rc:lti«i 

selves by factors of 10 or more, yet suffered no ill effects. In the 6o y~fa1;~ 
Gerson developed the compound, no patient has suffered ill effects fro1mitlill 
combination .. 

Of course, he avoided any potassium compound that contained· .. t-1 h" 

chlorine, knowing it had been proven the malefactor in the frog ex,t~~~ 
Gerson's ·.combination of three potassium salts contain no chl,oricle 
Gerson lexicon, chlorine as an element or in a compound is to.be s·e ~£1c~£] 
ed, since it has been increasingly recognized as toxic to the body. PN1r 

not realize that it daily enters their bodies in abundance: through .. ,· ...... , 
cially in table salt and chlorinated water in urban water supplies; thli~u.g:J.:! 
and absorption via the skin, when cleaning oneself with chlorinated tap~ 
household bleaches and - far more potently - in entering swjm!]lii 
hot tubs or spas, where chlorine is commonly used as a disinfe;tta1~J;J 
adverse effects on the thyroid gland are considerable; as its u'"'"cLul.ei;· :qi~ 
of iodine, which belong there. 

' 

• 
A New Facility and a New Tfircqt 

Dr. Gerson had physician's hospital privileges at a few 
applying his special dietary and detoxifying therapy properlyi 

impossible in a hospital setting with a standard kitchen. 11:eating n\s~~~ 
an outpatient basis was more effective, for they .could rely on rel<ni:V¥!~~ 
to assist in the produce shopping and the arduous hourly pre~ssiJng''ot:t:h.e~ 
and frequent small, nourishing meals prepared under strict resttriot~Qis 
special cooking methods. In 1945 Gerson-referred patients began :stay·I,Pg~J 
run by Mrs. Margaret Seeley in a classic old townhouse in M<mn:aJ;t11_~ 
between 2nd and 3rd Avenues. Having been a Gerson patient heJ~sel(w!;l~ 
ered from pancreatic cancer, she now provided a valuable !;1"n1ic'e 

believed in the Gerson therapy, understood well its requirements au)-"'' 

operate an excellent kitchen to help others with health afflictions·.''s!'-m 
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atients resided there; others came by her place daily only for their juices and meals. 
p Throughout the Second World War, Gerson mourned the deaths not only of 
the combatants, but even more so of the innocents-who are always the first and 

· most plentiful casualties of war: the children, the mothers and, this time, millions of 
. his fellow Jews who had disappeared into the mass burial pits and ovens at Hitler's 

concentration camps. Max never forgot that he had been perilously close to the 
hatred that killed off Europe's Jewish population, including all his brothers and sis· 
ters and most of the rest of his extended family. But for Max the most shocking 
event of the war did not happen until the combat in Europe had already ended. 

Max's workday tould end before supper with an hour of reading the news
oapc~r. So unconceme<i~as he about money that he often had to ask Gretchen for 

nickel so he could walk down to the newsstand on the comer and buy a paper. 
iRe<ldtrlg the daily news had not always been relaxing, especially during the dark · 
(.~arly days of the war, whe·n blow-by-blow reports of the Nazi victories in Eastern 

the Low Countries, Denmark and Norway, North Africa and France, the 
:Dunki:rl< debacle and the bombardment of Britain dominated the news. But at least 
,H-Pr Pearl Harbor in December of 1941, when the United States brought its industri· 

might to bear and added millions of young soldiers to those of the fe~ remaining 
'~·~"-o, the tide of the war began slowly turning against the Axis powers, tren became 
dec:isively favorable following the D-Day landing at Normandy beach. <;;ennany sur
rtn•den~d on May 8, 1945, ending Europe's iorig nightma.re - temporarily at least, as 

turned out. Allied troops in the Pacific were finally overwhelming the Japanese 
~~mperor's forces. Though Japan fought on, there was little doubt that it would only 

a matter of time before the war ended. · 
On August 9, 1945, Dr. Gerson opened the newspaper and read the headlines. 

~tom Bomb Destroys Hiroshima!" the three-inch high letters shouted. As he read 
£~ne rest of the story, the color drained out of his face. 

Gretchen glanced over at him. Seeing her husband in shock, she became alanned. 
'.'·Wh.,. is wrong, Max? Are you all right?" 

At first, he was too stunned even to speak, but eventually found his voice. 
!f!'>::V\JJ\ at this, Gretchen," Max' said, holding the paper out to her. 'We struggle with 

might to save lives, one at a time. You know only too well how much work it 
i~es to pull even one person back from the brink of death, when we can do it at all . 

. in the past few days, our Army Air Force has dropped two bombs on Japanese 
~nes that together have killed hundreds of thousands of people in the blink of an 

Old women, schoolchildren, babies, factory workers alike: all died in seconds. I 
the necessity of it. But still, it is unthinkable." 

put the paper down, unable to read further. The nuclear age had dawned . 
. --... '\ 

\ 

' ' 
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Progress in Curing Can~er_~ 
(1946-1947) =-

The Cancer Ward at Gotham Hospital 

Throughout his career, in both Europe and America, Max Gerson ma<fe 
ed new friends who became good companions, correspondents, a.dJroccuesj 

and even financial supporters because he had cured them or their relatives 
acquaintances of chronic conditions or life-threatening illnesses. famed YMe eccm-~ 
omist Professor Irving Fisher often solicited support for his friend's t~tear<:b.''~ 
Professor Fisher was on the board of directors of the Robinson ,~ · · -
profit organization founded in 1941 by two industrial corporations, wpich con.-J: 
tributed a portion of their profits to worthy causes. In charge of health eJ:jtlcaiQOtt~! 
Professor Fisher somehow persuaded the foundation's other directors 
ther Dr. Gerson's work. After all, he himself had seen it in action and adinired 

• 

for its simplicity and effectiveness. By 1945 it was known that one of the fi!st a:nt!iW'< 
otic drugs, called streptomycin, was effective in treating tuberculosis cases, an<t 
more were being developed. By then, too, it had become clear tq Irving ~f~her 
Dr. Gerson's recent and amazing success with cancer patients was tlie brelk 
through needed to persuade the medical establishment of the value of die Ger:sOI 
diet cure. 

Fisher wasn't surprised to frequently encounter rude rebuffs to his efforts, as 
knew well from Max's own stories. As he told it: 

\~ 

When the distinguished head of a cancer hospital, after hearing of 
Gerson's work, asked his board, in all seriousness, if they would favor 
dietetic experiments, their response was merely to laugh! One pliy:sictan, 
conversing with Dr. Gerson, said sententiously, "You mustn't think em 
fool as to imagine that what sort of food I put into my stomach will make 
great difference to my health or disease." 

Eating is commonly regarded not as a hygienic procedure but a'S 

• 
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one of the pleasures of life. Seldom are any others than seriously ill people will· 
ing to eat by prescription. And even Dr. Gerson (who has probably written 
rnore such prescriptions and succeeded better in having them followed than 
anv other private physician who ever lived) constantly meets with resistance . 

• 

Too often the patients want to compromise .... 
In short, physicians are almost universally prejudiced in favor of the food 

habits with which they are familiar and prejudiced against the idea that any 
changes such as Dr. Gerson prescribes ... can have any great effect toward cur-
ing hitherto incurable ~seases. · 

But now at least, doubtless thanks to Professor Fisher's unceasing efforts, the 
Robinson Foundation decided to support Dr. Gerson's special cancer research. In 
January of 1946, directors arranged for a 20-bed ward at the Gotham Hospital in 
New York City to be made available to Gerson. Set aside for a group of his cancer 
patients, it would be devoted to what the hospital declared would be a "controlled 
study," involving observation of Gerson's therapy by other physicians on the 
Gotham staff. 

Naturally, this new ward had to have its own kitchen facilities. The hospital man
agement assigned Dr. George Miley as the administrator who would supervise the 
work in this special ward, and also report directly to Dr. Stanley Reimann, Fbe head 
of oncology and pathology. Prior to coming to Gotham Hospital in August of 1945, Dr. 
Miley had been on the staff at the Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital of 
Philadelphia. (Samuel Hahnemann had founded the medical practice of homeopathy 
in Germany in the late 18th century, and Philadelphia became a center of homeo
pathic activity in the United States.) Miley had worked in medical research as clinical 
professor of pharmacology and director of the Blood Irradiation dinic at the latter 
institution. 

Dr. Miley had first met Dr. Gerson in 1943, when he visited his office with Dr. 
Charles Bailey, a well-known chest surgeon. Interested in learning about Gerson's 
diet therapy for tuberculosis, they talked with several of the TB patients who had 
made remarkable recoveries. Miley wrote this to Prof. Fisher two days afterwards: 

As a result of my visit to Dr. Gerson's office I am convinced that Dr. Gerson 
has uncovered the fundamental basic principle which warrants a much more 
thorough and careful investigation than I was able to give the subject in a single 
day: The possibilities of the Gerson diet properly prepared and given are almost 
unlunited in scope. 

. It is my opinion tl1at Dr. Gerson is a man of good character and unques
tionable sincerity and requires the aid of a large medical center, plus an endow
~ent to bring his subject in its proper perspective to the attention of the lead
~~ men of science and medicine in the country. 
-

~----------------~-----
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During this visit, Dr. Gerson had also mentioned the potential use of his diet in 
cancer - "an idea which then seemed rather fantastic to me, but no longer does," 
Dr. Miley said later. 

At the start of the professional association, both Max and Gretchen reg~ded 
Dr. Miley as a shrewd businessman, but not a dedicated medical researchet They 
realized, however, that not everyone has the same interests. Some people gravitate 
towards administration, even though their degrees may be in medicine or sci~qce. 
Every hospital activity needs a manager or supervisor, and Max Gerson of ceurse 
had no desire to oversee the day-to-day operations of the nurses, the kitchen, admis
sions and finances. He readily agreed to Dr. Miley's participation on a coequal Basis. 
Ethical sometimes to the point of punctiliousness, Dr. Gerson did not ask fo_r or 
receive a salary from the Robinson Foundation or Gotham Hospital. Dr. Miley-was 

:It 

already on the hospital payroll, and the hospital itself received funding for the pro-
ject from the Robinson Foundation. 

The Gotham Hospital setup seemed ideal for Dr. Gerson, for he could easil~::,vjsit 
his patients there daily since his apartment was nearby. The patients were geftmg 
good results from the dietary treatment- always Gerson's goal. Furthermore, the 
special ward enabled him to take on some deserving patients who wcre flnantially 
unable to stay at Mrs. Seeley's sanatorium in the East 6os or else could not, forwhat
ever reasons, undergo the special therapy at home. 

Dr. Gerson always kept careful records of his patients, including copies oteirtg
inal medical reports, written by physicians or hospital staff at different sta~ of 
examination and treatments well as laboratory tests and X-rays done prior to histak· 
ing over their care and during the course of his own therapy. Nevertheless, his pri
mary focus was on curing each patient, not on seeing them as individual'cases'Jor 
data collection, with the aim of proving statistically the efficacy of his methodef0gy. 
While such statistical proof has become a major concern in clinical studies formed
ical researchers seeking to qualify for funding in recent years, during the 194os ~§ere 
was not the same rigid insistence on conducting double-blind or other control.stud
ies, in which neither physician nor patient knows whether the treat~ent course is 
in fact being given. Moreover, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to admilllstet 
"placebos" to hide the identity of the Gerson method, and Dr Gerson was not will
ing to withhold his therapy, whether knowingly or unknowingly, from f serjou~ly ill 
patient willing to try it. The Gotham Hospital study appeared to offer the only pos
sible way of judging the merits of the Gerson therapy, by comparing the progressi~n 
of particular types of cancer (as had been done earlier in Europe with"!uberoik>s!s) 
among patients undergoing the regimen with that of others who were still receJV· 
ing different forms of treatment. Objective outcomes could be comp~red, such as 
survival time, shrinkage or disappearance of tumors, absence of pajn, improvelllent 
in test results, remission of disease symptoms or the ability to return to a noo:nallY 
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functioning life, whether this meant being employed at an outside job or resuming 
housework and child care. 

Despite Dr. Gerson's satisfaction with most of the initial results of patient treat· 
rnents at Gotham Hospital using his therapeutic methods, he increasingly felt 
uncomfortable. The atmosphere seemed chilly whenever he was there, reminding 
him of the years of social ostracism in Bielefeld, when his unusual ideas and treat· 
ment practices, coupled with surhrising patient successes, alarmed and annoyed his 
medical colleagues. This atmos~e would soon spread beyond the wards of 
Gotham Hospital to the halls of the United States Senate. 

Senate Hearing~ on Cancer 

Among Dr. Gerson's patients was Samuel Markel of Richmond, Virginia, who 
had suffered from serious osteoarthritis, which had been pronounced incur· 

able, but was healed by the Gerson therapy. In the past, he had lost his wife to can
cer and now saw the promise for treating this disease in the Gerson therapy. A good 
friend of former Virginia Governor Harry F. Byrd, Samuel Markel used his influence 
bring Dr. Gerson's work to the attention of Senator Claude Pepper of Florida, who 
had a special interest in natinal health questions, especially the treatment of cancer. 

In early 1946, Senator Pepper, intrigued by the information that he had received 
from Markel via Governor Byrd, wrote to Dr. Gerson and asked for his permission to 
send two investigators from his Senate office, a doctor and an attorney, to observe his 
practice in New York. Senator Pepper's investigators asked to examine records and 
see X-ray plates and photographs, which Dr. Gerson readily supplied. They asked to 
speak with and examine some of the patients themselves. Because of the amount of 

- negative information about the Gerson therapy they had heard from other physi· 
· dans, they were extraordinarily thorough. After concluding their examinations, they 
-~ had a long meeting with Gerson, so that he might thoroughly explain what they had 

seen and answer any remaining questions. Returning to Washington, they told 
Senator Pepper that they were favorably impressed with Dr. Gerson's work. 

~ Shortly thereafter, Senator daude Pepper (D·Florida) and Congressman Matthew 
Neely (D-West Virginia) introduced a Congressional Bill, S. 1875; sponsored by a sub
committee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, in which Senator Pepper 
was a powerful member, it was intended to "authorize and request the President to 
undertake to mobilize at some convenient place in the United States an adequate 

- ~umber of the world's outstanding experts, and coordinate and utilize their services 
~ a supreme endeavor to discover means of curing and preventing cancer." The bill, 
• Passed by both the Senate and the House of Representatives, would appropriate 
tloo mill· " Jon to fund this proposed canter research center. 

Apparently, Senator Pepper intended that a considerable portion of the cancer 
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center's interest would be on exploring the use of Dr. Max Gerson's nu1tritioniil-' 
approach for both preventing and treating cancer. Hearings on S. 1875 were sch<il-ii 
uled for July 1-3, 1946, and Dr. Gerson was invited to testify about his methods. H~ 
understood that several physicians would precede him, to lay the groundwork for his: 
presentation by discussing the growing medical problem of cancer within the natfon,-

By now, Max Gerson was in his mid 6os- retirement age. Yet he still hadoSo 
much work to accomplish. He was hopeful that by participating in the presentations 
in favor of S. 1875 he would be far better positioned to change the way can~~· -
patients received treatment, not just in the United States but around the world. He 
carefully gathered the records of 10 of his best cancer cases as he wished to use til~ --
in demonstrating his methods and their favorable outcomes. He wrote a concluqmg -
commentary about them and arranged to have the document printed so that it coUld 
be distributed to the various subcommittee members and other interested persons, 
(This was long before the convenient invention of the photocopier machlrie,) 
Moreover, he invited five of these recovering patients to come to Washington, .D.C., 
and arranged for their stay there at his own expense. 

On the First of July in 1946, seated in the gallery ·above the Senate chambers;.;__ 
waiting to be called to testify on behalf of S. 1875; were Dr. Max Gerson, ~s. 
Gerson, Samuel Markel, Dr. George Miley from Gotham Hospital, and five Gerson 
patients. After Gerson made his presentation, he planned to introduce his pati~nts 
to the Pepper-Neely subcommittee members, who could then talk with them ~t
sonally. They would be the first cured or recovering cancer patients ever prese:nted 
to the United States Senate. 

A few other physidans and other cancer-research treatment spokesmen had been -
scheduled to testify before Dr. Gerson. They described in detail the number and~
of biomedical researchers, operating rooms, laboratories and state-of-the-art equi~ .•:: · 

_,. > 

ment needed for the proposed cancer research and treatment center....:.: with t:he,req: -
uisite budgets involved. Most of them also read and then submitted documents · 
intended for scrutiny by the legislators and their aides, intended for ultimate publica
tion by the Government Printing Office as permanent records of the hearing event._ 
There were frequent rhetorical comparisons between the recently ended war With 
the Axis foes and this new medical battlefront. As a spokesman for the American 
Cancer Sodety declaimed: "When it comes to war against a particular disease, differ; 
ent tactics are essential. Total strength must be massed, surely and quickly. I think 
men in charge should be free to 'get there first with the mostest.' That's the way ·ow:~ 
military material was assembled to fight World War II: Imagine the cor1fus.ioti''~ 
inadequacy of planning production for war except on the principle of 'Where CaD;~'"L''" 
with a nod of course to the costs, get what is needed as quickly as possible?' -atfO,;· 
thus save the most men from death and end the war quickly." Parallels were draWil 
between the wartime's urgent development of nuclear weapons in the 
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project, which had cost two billion dollars and succeeded in dropping two atomic 
bombs on Japan, and this new attack upon the dread disease called cancer. After all, 
the amount being requested by Senate Bill1875, one hundred million dollars, was a 
mere drop in the bucket of government expenditures. But what triumphant victories 
it should bring to suffering Americans. 

By the end of the first day, Gerson had not yet been called. The next day Dr. 
cornelius Rhoads came torth...tQ give his testimony. Rhoads could be said to repre
sent a considerable portion of the medical-science community because he was dual 
director of New York City's Sloan-Kettering Institute and the Memorial Hospital
the first dedicated to cancer research, and the second to its treatment - as well as 
professor of pathology at Cornell University Medical College. He had been delegat
ed by the National Research Council to deliver its extensive report based on the 
results of a survey of hundreds of noted researchers and of select panels of experts 
in different areas of biomedical research, who had been assembled to discuss the 
frontiers of cancer research. These members of the growing cancer establishment 
included charitable organizations such as the American Cancer Society and the 
National Cancer Foundation; the generous Rockefeller Foundation (the petroleum
revenue endowed Croesus that was taking such interest in developing chemotoxins 
for killing cancer cells, and provided ample operating funds to the well-endowed 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York); and many corporations inter
ested in supplying cancer-treatment needs that were creating and manufacturing a 
wide variety of pharmaceutical drugs, including injectable radioactive isotopes, or 
high-technology medical hardware, such as radiological equipment. There were also 
the off-campus research grants emanating from the National cancer Institute, which 
had become a large, semi-autonomous division within the rapidly growing, federally 
regulated and generously funded National Institutes of Health (NIH). 

But Dr. Rhoads sounded more interested in professional teamwork than in get
ting much money for his own endeavors: 

Unfortunately the factor of money has been so overemphasized that many 
have come to believe that it is the only important one. We tend to forget that 
money without the qualified and devoted scientific men and women, working 
in a proper organization, is worse than useless. Without personnel, equipment 
and policy based on scientific experience, only bitter disillusionment can result 
from an effort as extensive as the one proposed. 

Recall that there exist at this moment upward of soo,ooo individuals who 
actually have cancer, and think of those who are near and dear to them who are 
awaiting with vital interest the course of this bill. I do not believe that we can 
dismiss these responsibilities ligh~ly . 

. , 
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That afternoon Senator Pepper interrupted the proceedings to request that Dt. 
Gerson and his patients be heard. Max Gerson and his patients filed up to the wit
ness table in the hearing room. The testimony began with a statement from Sarnu~ 
Markel: 

. 

My only interest in this matter is a humanitarian one, having lost my wife With: 
this dreaded disease, and I feel that the least I can do is to add my voice and 
such funds as I am able to the eradication of cancer, and I have therefore' given 
freely to various campaigns for research . . .. 

I can readily understand that when results so fantastic [as Dr. Gers~n's] ate 
obtained that such claims can hardly be believable. My quarrel with these gen
tlemen is the fact that they will immediately say such things are impossible, of 
the doctor is a fake, without even stopping to inquire what is being done. I have 
had the same experience with my own doctors, who merely throw up their -
hands and say that anyone claiming to cure cancer is a fake .... 

The very fact that the patients treated by Dr. Gerson are living today wh~n -
they were destined to die three or four years ago, according to the statements 
of these good doctors who treated them, I say is a sensational result aad the; 
least that can be said for it is that Dr. Gerson has accomplished someth1ng that 
no one else in the medical profession has accomplished with respect to the
treatment of cancer, so far as I am able to ascertain. 

I would hate to think that the antipathy to Dr. Gerson would be:"in an~ 
manner associated with the fact that his treatments are dietary and are not sur· 
gical. He does not use surgery or recommend surgery, as I understand it, uiJles~ 
there may be some remote cases. Therefore, if this treatment is effective, as ~ 
believe it to be, the public would be relieved of millions of dollars of surgicat 
fees, and I repeat, I would hate to think that such possibilities shouldincense 
any of our surgeons, who after all are presumed to be humanitad~ns as well. Dr~ 
Gerson has no doubt made enemies as the result of his dietary therapy, where· 
in he does not permit patients to smoke or to drink intoxicating liquer-s or to. 
consume canned goods and other items which could materially affect tt_ade iP 
that respect if it became universal, and of course it was not designedi.for pr. 
Gerson to "make friends" but rather to treat cancer as the result of the many· 
years of his experience. -r· 

I think this new approach is very important since apparently cancer' 
research and the cancer research dollar has been traveling for many, yeaJI
down the .same avenue of conventional orthodox research, and apparently 
those good scientists are unwilling to look at or give credence to anything~ 
new. In any event, the discoveries of Dr. Gerson should be carried furtfier, asJ 
in my humble opinion, he has unlocked the door to an avenue ofappreach ro 
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this problem from which a solution will be found. 
To my mind it is of outstanding importance that facilities be provided in 

some manner, so that Dr. Gerson may train other doctors in his technique and 
that hundreds of thousands may be treated rather than the limited number that 
he is able to personally attend. It would be a calamity if anything happened to 
Dr. Gerson with no one left to carry on in this particular field, and I hope that 
the committee will see to it that in the development of cancer research, dietary --therapy will have an important part. ... 

I want to say at the outset that I am here in favor of S. 1875. At first I was 
constrained to oppose that bill like a lot of other people. There was a general 
apathy ... a feeling that after so or more years, millions and millions of dollars 
spent, with the helpless feeling upon the part of these victims, that out of it 
grew nothing that they could lean on, not even a hope, and that it would just 
be another hundred million dollars down the same rat hole, at the cost of thou
sands of dollars per "rat." I feel, however, that we ought to do something. 

The only assurance that I would like to see is that the commission, as con
stituted, would be absolutely independent, that it would be willing to do a job 
of research as the name implies- every avenue of research that lends promise 
of a solution to this problem. There should not be a closed corporation or a gen· 
tleman's club where nothing would be heard from it. 

We have present here cancer victims, citizens of the United States, and I do 
not know who would have a greater right, Mr. Chairman, to express their opin
ion about the expenditures of public money for this purpose than those people. 
As far as I know, they are in favor of this bill, but I feel truly that research ought 
to be what it implies. 

Since we have been here so people have died of cancer, while we are in this 
hearing. Money, as stated here, means nothing. We spent billions to destroy 
people, and probably we can spend a few hundred million dollars for the recap
ture of life. That is what this bill is designed to do, if it will do it; but I am not 
in favor, Mr. Chairman, of making the commission the tail to any existing kite. 
Let them decide what they want to do. Let them adopt their own rules. All they 
need to be is honest scientists and honest Americans. 

Now, what bothered me was, as I said before, millions are being spent for 
research. We are still researching with animals, while here, an unassuming sci
entist in New York - and I hope the medical profession will pardon me for 
Using the word "cure" - is curing cancer today. 

Now I understand that a patient must have been free of a recurrence of dis
ease for five years before an ethical doctor would be permitted to say the patient 
was "cured." Well, fortunately, nobody can take my license away, because I am 
an ordinary layman. I am not a scientist, I am not a doctor-and I will not cloud 
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the results on account of six months: I say when the patient has lived 41/2 years 
longer than the time allotted by reputable doctors, I am willing to say he was 
cured. At least, he has not been buried when he was designed to be by the hos
pitals that sent him home to die, Mr. Chairman. They were told that they could 
not live but a few months. That is four years ago. Something bas been done for 
them. It has not been surgery. It bas not been radium. It has not been X-ray
and those are the only three things, if my information is correct, that the millions 
of dollars had been spent upon. I say, if there is another avenue, a nutritional 
avenue-which this is-or anything else which gives promise of the cure for 
cancer, these research artists at least should be willing to condescend to look at 
it, Mr. Chairman. In this case there have been outstanding scientists, I am told, 
who have been told of this, and they do not even want to look at it. I do_not ask 
them to admit that it is true. At least take a look. 

. . 
Senator Pepper then began questioning Dr. Gerson and his patients. Dr. Gerson 

was reasoned, precise and straightforward in his testimony. He didn't try-to build 
castles in the sky regarding how many researchers he needed or how m~y millions 
of dollars were necessary. To substantiate what he was saying, he gave.e:acb of the 
committee members a pamphlet entitled "Dietary Considerations h~Malignant 

Neoplastic Disease" and his specially printed document entitled "Case=History of 
Ten Cancer Patients: Clinical Observations, Theoretical Considerations, and 
Summary." And he provided an overall description of his therapy and the:rationale 
behind it: ·-~ 

.~ 

~'\- ·~:~~";>:.. 

The dietetic treatment, which has for many years been knoWP ,as the 
"Gerson diet," was developed first to relieve my own severe migrain~-condition. 
Then it was successfully applied to patients with allergic conditions sl!€b ~s asth
ma, as well as diseases of the intestinal tract and the liver-pancreas apparatus. 
By chance a patient with lupus vulgaris (skin tuberculosis) was cured folloWing the 
use of the diet. After this success the dietetic treatment was used frUill other 
kinds of tuberculosis - bones, kidneys, eyes, lungs, and so forth: .itJ'too, was 
highly favorable in many other chronic diseases, such as arthritis, heart disease, 
chronic sinusitis, chronic ulcers, including colitis, high blood pressure,"psoriasis, 
sclerosis multiplex, and so forth. The most striking results were s~en in the 
restoration of various kinds of liver and gall bladder diseases which coj.ild not be 

;>.'< 

influenced by other methods up to the present. _'"':,."' 
The great number of chronic diseases which responded to' ~<faietetic 

treatment showed clearly that the human body lost part of its resis~nce and 
healing power, as it left the way of natural nutrition for generations .. , 

The fundamental damage starts with the use of artificial fertilizer for vegeta· 
bles and fruits as well as for fodder. Thus, the chemically transformed ·v~getarian 
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and meat nourishment, increasing through generations, transfonns the organs 
and functions of the human body in the wrong direction. 

Another basic defect lies in the waste of excrements of the cities. Instead of 
returning the natural manure to the fruit·bearing soil, it is led into the rivers, 
killing underwater life. The natural cycle is interrupted and mankind has to suffer 
dearly for the yolation. Life in forest and wilderness should teach us the lesson. 

But we-can regain the lost defense and healing power if we return as close 
as possible to the laws of nature as they are created. Highly concentrated for 
speedy reaction, they are laid down in the dietetic treatment .... 

As Dr. Gerson continued, he cited the results of his clinical studies: 

The treatment is ineffective in cases with less than 10 lymphocytes in the 
differential blood count; wh~n the phosphorus cannot be brought back into the 
red blood cells and other tissues; it is also ineffective in patients with advanced 
liver damage, and, of course, in those who are in extremis. 

Since the end of January, 1946, I treat my patients in a hospital in New York, 
a number of them without charge, and never refuse any patients, irrespective 
of their condition, in order to see what this treatment can do for them. Up to 
the present all practical and research work in cancer, as well as other chronic 
diseases, including tuberculosis, was financed by myself, and I will not ask for 
money here. This limits the progress of the method. 

My experience leads me to believe that the liver is the center of the 
restoration process in those patients who improve strikingly. If the liver is too 
far destroyed, then the treatment cannot be effective. 

Aware of the imperfection of this as well as any other theory, I shall try, 
nevertheless, to explain the end results of the Gerson diet. It is condensed in 
three surpassing components: 

(1) The elimination of toxins and poisons and returning of the displaced 
"extracellular" Na [sodium] group, connected with toxins, poisons, edema, destruc· 
tive inflammation from the tissues, tumors, and organs where it does not 
belong, into the serum and tissues where it belongs- gall bladder with the bile 
ducts, connective tissue, thyroid, stomach mucosa, kidney medulla, tumors, and 
so forth. 

(2) Bringing back the lost intracellular K (potassium] group combined with vit
amins, enzymes, fennents, sugar, and so forth, into the tissues and organs where it 
belongs: liver, muscles, heart, brain, kidney cortex, and so forth; on this basis, 
iodine, ineffective before, is made effective, continuously added in new amounts. 

(3) Restoring the differentiation, tonus, tension, oxidation, and so forth, by 
activated iodine, where there wcl~ before growing tumors and metastases with 
dedifferentiation, loss of tension, o~idation, loss of resistance, and healing power. 
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As the senators first questioned Dr. Gerson and then interviewed his five 
patients, documents showed that all five patients had been diagnosed as "terminal" 
before coming to Gerson. They now willingly and ably spoke freely with the sena
tors about their treatment. The five patients accompanying Dr. Gerson to the hear
ing were young Alice Hirsch, who had recovered from an inoperable spinal cord 
tumor diagnosed three years earlier, when she was 14 years old, which bad destroyed 
her ability to walk, but now she was walking again; Mrs. Beatrice Sharpe, who bad 
bad metastatic breast cancer that doctors considered terminal (see Chapter 12); Mrs. 
Anna Hanna, a colon cancer patient with a colostomy, whose extreme "abdominal 
problems were now resolved; Mrs. Katherine Fleming, well after a severe bout with 
lymphatic sarcoma and myeloma; and George Gimson, a longshoreman from New 
Jersey, who bad come to Gerson's office in late 1945 with a growth at the base of his 
skull that was growing into his brain. Each of the five patients in tum talked about 
their bouts with cancer and their experience with Dr. Gerson's curative treatment. 
This is bow the ensuing dialogue with Mr. Gimson was recorded in the published 
transcript of the hearing: 

. 
SENATOR PEPPER: Let us take the next case, here. What is your name? , ·., 
MR. GIMSON: George Gimson. 
SENATOR PEPPER: Where do you live? 
MR. GIMSON: 729 Thirty-second Street, Union City, NJ. 
SENATOR PEPPER: Dr. Gerson, tell us about Mr. Gimson. 

.~ 

DR. GERSON: Mr. Gimson came with a big tumor that was arrested. He was operated 
first when he was a soldier and was in camp. : - ~-

, 

MR. GIMSON: Fort Riley, Kansas. -, 
DR. GERSON: And then they operated, but they could not remove the basal cell carci· 

noma, because it was grown up into the skull, so they sent him. for deep X-ray 
therapy to ... to Fitzsimmons Hospital, at Denver, Colo., for deep X-ray thera· 
py, but there they decided that deep X-ray therapy is very dang~ous to the 
brain, and the specialists there refused. · "~~" 

MR. Gh'v.!SON: They did not give me any treatment at all, so they discharged me. 
DR. GERSON: They discharged him and sent him out and told him, "Sorrf, we can't do 

anything!" Then it grew further, and the whole face was swollen. His left eye 
was entirely closed, he could see very little with the right one. 

MR. G!MSON: This one is still swollen. You can see the crack. 
DR. GERSON: And I sent the case also to Professor Howe, the neurologist, and he saw 

it was growing into the brain, and caused all these disturba~ces; ·and I have 
some X-rays and all other things, there, but I do not know whether to put them 
on the table. · 

SENATOR PEPPER: He came to you, and you treated him? 
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DR. GERSON: Yes. 
sENATOR PEPPER: And you applied your diet? 

"' DR. GERSON: Yes. 
sENATOR PEPPER: And did you give him any liver injections? 
DR. GERSON: Yes, daily, at home. I think his wife gave them to him. 

MR. GIMSON: Yes;~~ right. ... 
sENATOR PEPPER: Now, Mr. Gimson, you tell us about the case. What was your condi

tion, and what treatment did you get from the Army? When did you go to Dr. 
Gerson, and what did he do? And what relief have you had? 

MR. GIMSON: I went to Fort Riley, Kansas, and I had something like an ingrown hair, 
you might say, on my neck. I went down to the hospital, and the doctor, the 
major, looked at me, and he told me, "Have it off- it wouldn't take long" and 
1 could be back with the ·troop, and I wouldn't lose any time, I would be back 
in a day or two. 

SENATOR PEPPER: HoW long Were you off? 
MR. GIMSON: I was off 41/2 or 5 months. '!Wo days I had marching - to keep us busy, 

out of trouble. Then I went to the hospital. Down there they told me I would 
be back with the troop in two or three days. I went down and had the opera
tion the next mornlng, and I wound up in bed, and I could not move my head 
or anything- pulled away over on the side. They came in for inspection. This 
captain came in one morning and told me it was about time I had my head 
straightened out. I told him I could not move my head, because from the oper· 
ation it pulled me all over on the side, so he just straightened it up, and he 
opened it all up again; and when he ripped it open like that, I told him, "I can't 
feel anything; I can't hear anything," so he looked at me, and he checked me, 
and he gave me an examination; then he told me, "We are going to send you," 
he says, "to Fitzsimmons, Denver, Hospital." I asked him, "Why should I go 
there? Why couldn't I go east? He said, "Well, we haven't got the right equip· 
ment here for what your trouble is, so we are going to send you out there." 

SENATOR PEPPER; Where were you? 

MR.. GIMSo N: I was in the regional hospital in Kansas; and from Kansas they shipped me 
out to Denver, Colo., to Fitzsimmons, and when I went to Fitzsimmons they 
gave me an examination and took a hypodermic needle and stuck me in the 
head with it to see if my feeling was there, so I did not have any feeling whatso· 
ever, and they were going to give me this deep X-ray therapy, and they did not 
give me any. I put in for a Christmas furlough, and that was refused to me, so 
then they gave me a discharge-the following week, and when I came home the 
tumor was coming up. Half my white shirt is all worn on one side from where 
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this tumor swelled up behind my ear, where the scar was. It had started to come · 
up again, so I went to the Red Cross about it, and I told them I could not ~Ie.ep 
at nights, and I had pains; I could not even do a day's work. I would have tO-qt,t!t 
as soon as I put any pressure on myself; so she sent me down to Lyons, N.f.; so r 
went down there, and they told me they had lost all my papers and records, r 
guess they did not want to tell me what was wrong; so they told me the oiity 
thing they could do for me was to send me to the Bronx, N.Y., and get a .sp@Qk 
men; so I asked them, "You mean a specimen by operation?" He says, '1(i~ "1 

' 
says, "there is no more operating on me," and I refused all operation, so I~e:~~ ~ 
home, and my wife told me I was going over to see Dr. Gerson. 

DR. GERSON: Why did you refuse an operation? 

MR. GIMSON: Well, they did not do me any good the first time, and my condition-was 
worse; so I went over to Dr. Gerson, and he gave me this book, and that is wnaf 
I am to do. There is no more tumor. 

SEN!JOR PEPPER: Now, tell us this. Did you stay in the hospital for any length of time? 

MR. GIMSON: No. 
DR. GERSON: That was before the hospital [cancer ward at Gotham] was est;ibll:~~e!~:; 

SENATOR PEPPER: He gave you this book, to tell you what to eat and what not t~ :@~1'?: 
MR. GIMSON: Yes; what to eat and what to drink and everything. 

SEN!JOR PEPPER: And you went by this diet? 
MR. GIMSON: Whatever is in that book, that is what I took. 

SEN!JOR PEPPER: And you followed strictly, this diet? 
MR. GIMSON: 100 percent. I gave away my last pack of cigarettes just before I went UR 

to his office, and from that day to this, I never smoked a cigarette. 
SENATOR PEPPER: You quit smoking? ' 

MR. GIMSON: I quit smoking, and drinking, too. Last night I was best man at my brodi
er's wedding, and I couldn't even drink. 

SEN!JOR PEPPER: How long, now, did you take this diet before you began to notice WJ 
improvement in your condition? 

MR. GIMSON: Well, I would say about, oh, a month, two months, a month andca half 
to six weeks. 

SENATOR PEPPER: You took no medicine, or had no other treatment? 
MR. G!MSON: No. Liver injections. Everything I am supposed to take and eat, e'S/efi.· 

thing is right there (referring to the little book). 
DR. GERSON: Here is the medication book. 
SEN!JOR PEPPER: So you are satisfied the treatment Dr. Gerson gave you has beell 

responsible for the improvement in your condition? 
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MR. GfMSON: Every bit of it. 

sENATOR PEPPER: AJI right. Thank you. 
MR. MARKEL: May I ask Dr. Miley to talk about this case? 

SENATOR PEPPER: Dr. Miley. 
Dlt MILEY: I saw this patient when he had already recovered to a great extent. I saw 

him after he ba~been under the treatment three or four months. I have been 
watching hi.rn, seeing him once a month since. There is no sign of recurrence, 
certainly, and this particular patient has had a lapse, establishing it as a basal car-
cinoma, which is sometimes inimical to other treatments, but usually when it 
involves the bone as it did in this case it has gone pretty far. He had actual bone 
involvement, and apparently there are no signs of that at present. 

sENATOR PEPPER: Was the tumor that he had what we call a real tumor? 

oR. MILEY: Yes, it was a tumor,· starting with a hair follicle . 
. , SENATOR PEPPER: Was it malignant? 

--~ 

OR. MILEY: Yes .... 
sENATOR PEPPER: Thank you, Mr. Gimson. We appreciate your coming. 

{George Gimson's clinical record appears as Mr. G. G., Case No. 35 in Max 
Gerson's A Cancer Tlierapy: Rtsults of Fifly Cases [1958]. I first met an active and robust 
Mr. Gimson in San Diego in 1981. When I again contacted Gimson in New Jersey in 
1993, he was suffering from heart disease; he had returned to smoking and eating 
meat after his recovery from "terminal" cancer in 1946, some 47 years earlier. Mr. 
Gimson died shortly thereafter.) 

As Dr. Gerson's own testimony period was winding down, Senator Pepper posed 
more questions: 

SENATOR PEPPER: How many people have you treated for cancer who have favor· 
ably responded to your treatment, would you say? 

DR GERSON: I might say 30 percent, but all the most hopeless cases. When we get 
skin cancers, or beginning cancers, they are easy to treat! Even skin cancer 
growing into the bones as basal cell carcinoma, which are known in medical sci
ence that they cannot be influenced -as Mr. Gimson's whose X·rays show how 
far it had grown into the skull. Professor Howe was very much influenced when 
he saw this. This was growing through the bones, and now what is left is only a 
scar .... 
5ENA:roR PEPPER: Let me ask you, Doctor, do you favor the appropriation of pub
he money? 

DR. GERSON: I would be for it - not for myself, personally, but for research. 
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SENATOR PEPPER: I do not mean for yourself. Do you favor generally the objc:fcf11 
of this bill? 
DR. GERSON: All physicians must have money for research. The most iml)~ 'l-3.;,.~· 

thing in medicine is research. I am in favor of the bill, of course. 

At the Senate subcommittee hearing on July 2, 1946, Dr. George Miley nu•..11' 

fied in a very positive vein about his impressions of Dr. Gerson and his ,., .... ,..,.., 
Gotham Hospital. "In the last four years I have found Dr. Max Gerson to 
est and ethical practitioner of medicine, interested in bettering metho·ds~:of 

ment, as the result of many years of clinical study of the effects of diet 
disease processes," he said. "Since January, i946, we have extended 1" .'-· lll}_~~-~~~XfJ 
Gerson, for a controlled study. and observation of his work by ph·vsic:iarts; 
are, in my opinion, most encouraging." He eve~ presented several "lt>f.fi~~ t.""••· 
received from other physicians bearing witness to the efficacy of Gersoi~!.~:ti; 

Dr. Miley also gave a fairly detailed description of the Gersori·.·r.!il"'~ 
Gersori himself had not done. And he summarized the major acj.v'arit~~ 
dietary approach·to cancer treatment. 

It is reasonable to assume that the closer one's diet is to ~· -•h tr~<~_~'tl 

with fresh fruit from the tre.es .and fresh vegetables directly fro.tif~l 
. the nearer one is to normal health. . . 

Primary biochemical investigations by Dr. Rudolph Keller in dice~]~~ 
use of the diet is soon followed by certain definite electr1? .. < :P:extfi!E~ 
notably shifts toward normal or markedly unbalanced sodiup1~,). ~gjj~ 
phosphorus ratios in the blood serum and the body tissues. Dr. 
of his investigation of the diet, believes'that this type of ele~ct_.r_c )t)i~i!li~ 
tion can very well change the entire metabolism of the body,iri ezaif(:~ 

A preliminary paper by Dr. Gerson describes the diet ind~t;:rU: 

cases of cancer in which it appeared that the Gerson, dietary x,_e :gi.Q:iffi 
influenced the course and symptoms of the disease. This nevy. 
cancer problem is of fundamental importance because it i~'tn. ·e,1 
method which treats cancer as. a systemic dfsease, that is, a· .. · ·· · ··""'·v:~h',-"' 15® ; 
chemistry of the whole body. Heretofore, all efforts to ·treat .<;:: ·aQe<~t 
based upon the theory that eradication of the cancer Q:ro•wtib:'rili!S. 
formed by surgery, X-ray, or .radium without regard for._abntornna! 
istry which ·permits the growth to occur. The reason that"'s· ~ _trgefY~~ 
radium have not been a real success in the treatment of cancer l"~"t~ 
primarily a·dlsease of abn6r~al body. chemistry, chemistry' wniCn 
by organs far distant from the site of the cancer. The Gerson dieta~~~ 
an encouraging attempt to return such abnormal body ch(~rO-· i st~v~tc';f 
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There are certain definite problems to be overcome before any type of 
treatment of cancer can be considered partially or wholly successful, problems 
which are not solved by ybrgery, radium, or X-ray. 

A survey made of.-tancer cases in Pennsylvania over a long period of time 
showed that those who received no treatment lived longer than those who 
received surgery, radium, or X-ray! The exceptions were those patients who had 
received electrosurgery- in other words, the surgery with an electrical knife 
- and lived approximately as long as those who received no treatment what
soever. The survey also showed that following the use of radium and X-ray, 
much more harm than good was done to the average cancer patient. This is a 
conclusion which is not generally accepted and is highly controversial among 
leachng cancer workers. It would appear that none of the routine measures 
employed today to combat cancer is as effective as their proponents would 
have us believe. 

We have made two new approaches to the solution of the chief problems 
which have to do with the cancer patient, itself. In other words, we are trying 
to do the best we can for all types of cancer patients or propose something 
which can be studied over a long time, of some significance. 

(1) The abolition of pain has been possible only by the use of narcotics, 
which are deleterious to any patient's general health when administerea over a 
long period of time. This problem, in my opinion, has been solved more by the 
Gerson met than by any other method today. We have observed marked relief 
of pain in approximately 90 percent of the patients who started the treatment 
With severe types of pain due to cancer. 

(2) The further spread of cancer processes has been apparently retarded by 
the use of the Gerson dietary regimen. 

(3) A reduction in the size of the original malignant growth has been 
observed to occur in certain instances following the use of the Gerson diet. 

(4) The reduction of metastases or secondarily disseminated cancers from 
the original growth has been observed in certain patients where there was an 
apparent disappearance of metastatic nodules. 

(5) The control of acute pyrogenic (pus-forming) infections in areas eroded 
by cancer, which is one of the chief causes of death in a cancer patient. These 
so-called secondary infections are eliminated by the treatment itself and by 
mild medication. 

(6) The acute toxic symptoms, such as nausea and vomiting, which are 
c~mmonly observed in a considerable number of cancer patients may be alle
VIated by mild medication. 

(7) Hemorrhage due to eroslqn by cancer masses is a frequent cause of 
death. Its control is only possible if there is no spread from an original cancer or 
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there is a reduction in the original tumor or its metastases. To date the 
diet is of value in the control of hemorrhage only to the extent to ~~:~~~= 
its directly the encroachment of cancer masses upon important blood 

(8) General debility, and especially loss of weight, have been tre1::UfPc~ 
overcome by the Gerson dietary regimen. As a result, many formerly 
ed patients were able to do normal work again .... The diet, altl10U.gl};'JJ 
in animal protein, seems to be followed at first by a temporary loss _· 
which is usually due to loss of fluid due to the restriction of salt. I thiJJkL!Jf 
free diet plays a big part in the reduction of jell around cancer rna· sse~i-~tl: 
rather well-known fincbng, and it is one of the many things which . . · 
has used, which is known to influence such swelling. 

(9) The maintenance of the morale of the cancer patient i~ ·-ciPtFi 
-importance at all times. When any one or any combination of -.. h.,,;;" 

mentioned eight problems are solved for the incbvidual cancer pa:J~I~! 
her morale is enormously improved .SO that the practical-· so,lut.fO~~-« 
more of these problems must be accomplished wherever p- ossibl«~Te 
whether the patient is considered a hopeless case of cancer OJ·JJ· .~;~~:;< 
humane way to look at that. , .. 

There _have been many approaches to determine the .utu 

From clinical observation_s on cancer patients, the Gerson die:~~~~ 
example, provides a mos~ promising lead. In order to profit h:qJ~ 
edge, an enormous amount of collateral biochemistry ruulS'tt'~P,~&(::~ 

intensively on both cancer patients and cancer animals by coJn~e,t~ 
who are equipped with science's most up-to-date tools for s- 1 JC);lls~IDI 
sent, there are no special cancer hospitals doing this highly. sp~~cJ<\lft§ 
biology and biochemistry to any appreciable degree, 
encouraged to do this fundamental work in close relation 
the well-known and _often not too successful routine treat~ne_~~t~c[t~ 
surgery, radium, and X-ray. . . -~:· . 

The history of medicine is filled with tragic errors w;~i:~;~~if~ 
time to elapse between the time of discqvery o£ a basic 
al mecbcal application of the .cbscovery for the gqod of manl<.I•oa;-

It is obvious that the many potentialities inherent in the -~- ;~n;~~ .. ~ 
imen for cancer patients shoul~ ge-explored and exploited t_,<)'•tfle:tl)J 
for the common good. In order that this new and highly _ . ;t,;::;~~i':h 
to the problem of cancer cure and prevention be utilizedon_a · 
nificant scale by,both laboratory and clinical workers ali~~e, .1;tiffkie:Qt;tp 
be made available for this work .... Therefore, it is my qrefully -- · -
ion that in view of the success so far and the excellent future .,·-,. "" 
Gerson dietary regimen, it would be unthinkable not to give.ma]jov:qf}J 
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to these new avenues of approach to the cancer problem in the research pro· 
, gram contemplated by bill S. 1875. 

Eloquent and exp~ as Dr. George Miley was in his testimony in favor of Dr 
Gerson, he was also seeking funds from the federal government for the Robinson 
Foundation and the Gotham Hospital. 

Press Conference 

A
s the final witness of the day, Senator Pepper called on Raymond Gram Swing 
_ who was recognized by everyone, he said, as "one of our distinguished radio 

commentators in this country." Mr. Swing obliged the assembled group with his sup· 
port of the bill and his support of Dr. Gerson: " I think this bill is one of the most 
encouraging expressions of intelligent democracy. I hope that it gets the full approval 
of congress. It has an inspired work to do, and I want to say in particular that before 
I carne here today I have seen some of the cancer patients of Dr. Gerson, and I believe 
that research along these lines is so necessary and so hopeful that I am delighted that 
you, Senator, have had the heart and the courage to bring the doctor here, and some 
of his patients; and I thank you for it." Mr. Swing had been treated by Dr Gerson for 
a cardiovascular condition, intermittent claudication causing leg pain, not for cancer, 

I 
b':Jt he had become quite familiar with Gerson's work with the disease. When 
Raymond Swing wrote his autobiography, Good Evening: A Professional Monoir, he 
described of his initial association with Max Gerson: 

It was in 1946 that my health began to fail, not precipitately, but sufficient
ly to force me to cut down my work. I had trouble with circulation in my legs 
and was subject to severe cramps, which sometimes set in after I had walked as 
far as fifty feet. I received first-class medical care and went under prolonged 
treatments, but the condition did not improve .... It was after a long siege of 
ineffective treatments that my attention was attracted to a German refugee 
physician, Dr. Max Gerson, who undertook the treatment of a number of major 
illnesses by a stem protein-vegetarian dietary regime. Dr. Gerson had had the 
dietary supervision of the postwar [WWI] Prussian army and was also a friend 
of Dr. Albert Schweitzer .... 

I responded to the treatment. My cramps ceased within six weeks after I 
went on the Gerson diet. I continued faithfully to follow the regime for nine 
months, and became well enough to count on doing three months of lecturing. 
I hoped to earn enough income by lecturing for two or three months a year to 
forgo broadcasting altogether and so spare myself its exacting requirements. 
(pp. 250· 251) '\ 

·~, •. 
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Senator Pepper then directed Dr. Gerson and his entourage to the pre:ssn)~ 
where he had called a news conference, fully expecting an electrified press 1..uu 

question Gerson at length. The story that could be told was a blockbuster: 
known "cures" for advanced cancer ever presented to members of the United 
Senate. This news would be front-page material for any reporter. Gerson .· 
healed patients eagerly went to tell their story to the assembled reporters, Kl101 

that this would make a tremendous impact. ' 
Others not so pleased with the Gerson testimony realized the impact ... _.,,a., 

a press conference would have on the print and broadcast media. Lobbyist~ 
organization.s that would be most fipancially hurt by a· therapy such as ' 
quickly spread the word among the press corps that immediately folllow•ing 
ing there would be a lavish open house for reporters, with plenty of tocl,d 
open, uhlimited bar: How many ~ould resist ~uch a distracting inv•italtiOI:J?, 

When Gerson and the five pati~nts he had presented ~ntered 
room: th~y expected an .excited crush of questions. The ro-o~ was . 
one reporter, who seerped rather indifferent to the information that h_. < 1d 
sented. He a.sked·a few· perfunctory que~tions, then left in a few .... 

. -
article that he later wrote about the hearings themselves was neutral. 

The only favorable p~blic-news attention .that would be given •. 
presentation to the Senate subcommittee canie a day later from ~aclib .. 
tor Raymond Gram Swing. ·He happened kllowthe virtues of . · · ·. 
py, since he himself was a patient of his who had been successfully t_r ~"~--,.-~ 

The repercussions from Swing's state~ents on his nationally , S] {.Agl!~~~ 
program underscored the probability that the American medical est:~bfi 
the pharmaceutical industry were indeed organizing a fierce but '"'E•~· 
er opposition to a single physician and his remarkable ability to care l...d..l:J'\'s; 

essary, they would even fight against Senate .Bill1875 to prevent Dr. 
py from gaining recognition. . , 

' . . 

.. . 
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Mounting Opposition 
(1946-1947) 

·' The Firing of Raymo~1d Gram Swing 

On the 3rd of July, 1946, a strong call for the cancer establishment to research and 
make use of the astounding curative properties in Dr. Max Gerson's dietary 

--:; therapy was voiced over a nationally syndicated radio program. Based in New York 
•' 

at WOR, Raymond Gram Swing was a popular news commentator heard in the 
"""'. evening over the ABC (American Broadcasting Company) network f"ho had 

resumed his radio job at the end of the Second World War after having served his 
nation as a war correspondent. Radio programs like his complemented printed news 
in newspapers and newsmagazines as the public's main source of current-events 
knowledge - until largely replaced by the widespread introduction of television in 

% the late 1940s and early 1950s. They also' often provided not only in-depth analyses 
of recent happenings in the nation and world, but also reports on important sden· 
tific and medical discoveries. When he attended the Senate subcommittee hearings 
on the Pepper-Neely Bill, S. 1875, in Washington, D.C., Swing spoke on behalf of Dr. 
Gerson on July 2, and the next day took his message to the nation in a report on the 
proceedings: 

I hope I have my values right if, instead of talking tonight about the agree· 
ment reached on Trieste by the Foreign Minister in Paris, or the continuing crisis 
of the OPA [Office of Price Administration] in Washington, or President numan's 
signing the Hobbs antiracketeering bill, I talk about a remarkable hearing before 
a Senate subcommittee in Washington yesterday on cancer and the need for can· 
cer research in new fields. 

Let me first say that I well appreciate that one of the basic virtues of the 
modern medical profession is its conservatism. For without the most scrupulous 
conservatism in the statement arld application of medical knowledge, there can 
be no confidence in the integrity of medical science. But for the very reason 
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that the practice of medicine must be conservative, medical science must be 
bold and unceasingly challenging. Otherwise, medical scienc~ will not progress 
as it can and must, and will lose its integrity. 

A bill is before Congress, the Pepper-Neely bill, to appropriate a hundred 
million dollars for cancer research under Federal control. It proposes that the 
government go in for cancer research with something like the zeal and bigness 
with which it went for the release of atomic energy, turning the job over to the 
scientists with resources generous enough to solve the problem. Tllls alone 
would make a good theme for a broadcast, just as an example of the use a great 
democracy can make of its intelligence and wealth. But the subject has been 
made peculiarly gripping by unprecedented happenings yesterday before the 
subcommittee which is holding hearings on this bill, and of which Senator 
Pepper is chairman. He invited as a witness a refugee scientist, now a resident 
of New York, Dr. Max Gerson, and Dr. Gerson placed on the stand, in qUick suc
cession, five patients. They were chosen to represent the principal pr€Yailing 
types of cancer, and in each instance they showed that the Gerson treatment 
had demonstrated what is conservatively called "favorable effect on t[i~co.urse 

' " '.,.,.. 

of the disease." That in itself is remarkable, but it js all the more so Qecause Dr. 
Gerson's treatment consists mainly of a diet which he has evolved after a life
time of research and experimentation. To say that Dr. Gerson has b~n curing 
cancer by a dietary treatment is medically impermissible, for the reason that 
there must be five years without recurrence before such a statement is-allowed. 
Dr. Gerson has cured tuberculosis and other illnesses with his diet, out ·he has . . ~ ~ 

only been working on cancer for four and a half years. >·~ 
Let me say right away that I am not discussing this Gerson diet ala Gancer 

cure-all. It has produced remarkable results. It also has the failures in itsrec;ords, 
wlllch anything as yet unperfected is bound to show. It is not something that 
offers release from the most rigorous and conservative medical observance in its 
acceptance and application. whenever something new and promising comes up 
in medicine, the temptation of the outsider and even some physidm; tsto run 
to glowing superlatives and expect too much from it. But anything that offers 
even a possibility of treating successfully at least some of the 40o,ooq existing 
cancer cases in this country is stirring news, no matter how conservatively it is 
formulated. s 

There would be no Pepper-Neely bill to appropriate hoo,ooo,oooJor}:ancer 
research if the existing research were coping with the need. '•;p 

I have spoken about this carefully and abstractly, which is to lose some of the 
shock and delight of the experience yesterday at the hearing of the Pepper 
Committee. It is one thing to talk abstractly about chemistry and diet and vita
mins and other factors in medical science. It is another to see, as the Committee 

• 
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yesterday saw, a seventeen-year-old girl, who had suffered from a tumor at the 
base of the brail)i which was inoperable, and which had paralyzed her. Yesterday, 
she walked wiq{out assistance to the witness chair, and told dearly about her case 
and her treatm~nt. There was a sturdy man, who had been a sergeant in the army, 
who had suffered from a malignant tumor, also at the base of the brain, which 
had been operated on but needed deep X-ray treatment, and this he could not 
receive because of the danger to the brain. Yesterday he was the picture of health 
as he testified, and quite naturally he was proud of his remarkable recovery. There 
was a woman who had suffered from cancer of the breast, which had spread. 
Yesterday she was well and testified with poise and confidence. A few cases show
ing such improvement cannot, of themselves, affect the outlook of the medical 
profession. But they are attested facts and not flukes, and as such they have to be 
accounted for. And there are many, many more cases which could have been 
cited. It would seem to be the business of medical research to leap on such facts 
and carry every hopeful indication to a final, conservative conclusion. 

So the advocates of the Pepper-Neely bill can argue that unless we learn 
now how to deal successfully with cancer, many millions of persons now living 
in this country are condemned to die from cancer. A hundred million dollars is 
little more than a token payment for America to make to avert such a sweep of 
death, and they can then point to the Gerson dietary approach as a most 
promising field for research. Already it has aChieved results which, while rela
tively few, are astounding and challenging. 

Dr. Gerson was an eminent if controversial figure in pre-Hitler Germany. He 
was bound to be controversial because he was challenging established practice 
in healing illnesses such as tuberculosis by diet. He has been assistant to Forster, 
the great neurologist of Breslau, and for years assistant to Sauerbruch, one of 
the great physicians on the Continent. The Sauerbruch-Gerson diet for skin 
tuberculosis is well-known to European medicine and the account of it is part 
of accepted medical literature. Dr. Gerson told the Pepper Committee that he 
had first come upon his dietary therapy in trying to cure himself of migraine 
headaches. Later he treated others, among them a man with skin tuberculosis 
as well. Dr. Gerson was an acknowledged dietary authority in Weimar, 
Germany, and was responsible for the German army of his time being placed on 
dehydrated rather than canned foods. 

Apparently innocuous, this broadcast provoked many threatening letters from dis
gruntled physicians, which Mr. Swing passed on to Dr. Gerson to read. Here is an 

. ~cerpt from one telling sample, written by a Dr. William Seaman Bainbridge of New 
~York City, which appears to be part of a'Concerted campaign to discredit both Swing 
and Gerson: \ 
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I was one of thousands who listen to your radio broadcasts by wbli< 
have gained an enviable reputation. Such a reputation brings with -it 
responsibility. I believe that in your broadcast of Wednesday July 3, 1940Y!:;>o~ 
not live up to that responsibility. 

As one who had been actively at work in the cancer field both at no~ 
abroad, who created and for a number of years directed the resc~ar<:h:,c 

ment of one of our large hospitals, whose book on the subject is ~~~~H~lilbl! 
six languages, I am dismayed by your broadcast, a copy of which I hav·e 
me .... 

In various centers over .the world millions of dollars are being 
countless animals and human beings are giving their lives, all .in a .,u.u 

solve: the mystery that is called cancer. Until the solution is reacbc~ct;:;coJ 
tious doctors and surgeons must utilize every accepted present-da'l( tr 
help their patients suffering with the disease. We try to give them 
courage and faith in our desire and efforts to cure them: As I ,,.,.,,,,,If 

cast I do not find one iota of good.,--only misery-that can result f~@1l 
cast doubt and distrust upon the medical profession, you give-a vflro 

quotation, you condemn to a hopeless future thousands of un:tor1turiia:t~~~~~ 
The claims of the medical profession are based on available stat:istiii:$-ir; 
. the prevention and cure of-a multitude of cases of malignant · t..:~i'~ 

time by the employment of means now at our disposal. All 
push the claims of one man with a theory not yet proved. 

Frankly, I do not believe that you had a moral right to discuss' 
fraught with danger of· which it is apparent you know abs:oluttely-: ; -Rt'r.l 

demonstrated by the statements and sentiments you expressed:.,~- · 
I feel duty bound to write to you because already some of my 

whom I have operated for cancer, and who have every chance to 
expressed their fear and mental ·suffering since·hearing your bro.a:d~a~~~ 
· A copy of this letter is being sent to Mr. Mark Woods,. Pre· s!(IJ~nt 

American Broadcasting Company. · , 
. . 

. JWo weeks after the broadcast, the ABC networ~ fired Raymond 
a st~nning display of cens(>rship by commercial interests, for . ., .. .. 
companies, pressured by various professional associations, ncit~ed netwojrl£ 
tives that unless measures were taken to counteract the effect of Swing~S:~it<J1 
advertising contracts would be jeopardized. Millions of dollars bu<igete,qlft~ 
maceutical, tobacco, alcohol and food commercials over.-its 
could be withdrawn. The entire episode indicates the depth of the 
an entrenched medical ·establishment determined to threaten Dr. Max~ 
practice and damage his reputation because of his highly promising the:rap,Y,. 

. . . . . .•. ~ 



Ravmond Swing had told Gerson that physicians themselves had complained to 
' hirn "that Gerson will break our heads and bones, will finish off our research work, 

so that we will have to go into an entirely different field." To his great credit, Swing 
refused ro knuckle under when the network management insisted that unless he 
retracted his favorable words about Gerson's work and submitted future statements 
to their scrutiny and censorship, he would never be permitted to speak again over 
the radio. He, like the doctor he admired, had great personal integrity and courage. 
Raymond Swing maintained a cordial relationship with Max Gerson and sometimes 
he referred patients to him, the most notable one being Johnny Gunther (whose 
story is told in Chapter 16). Swing also was on the board of directors of the Madison 
Foundation (see Chapter 17). 

Defeating S. 1875 

Four congressmen who were also doctors now launched a massive and well-fund· 
ed lobbying effort to block Bill S. 1875, which had passed from the Senate sub

committee for consideration in the House of Representatives. Behind them, .vocal 
and standing solidly, were the American Medical Association and its influential jour
nal, as well as numerous state and local medical societies. Many of these professional 
organizations received financial handouts or substantial advertising revenues from 
the medical-equipment and pharmaceutical industries; they urged their members to 
take immediate action and call or mail in instructions to their legislators in Congress 
and the Senate to cast their votes against the passage of what had now become 
known as the "Cancer Bill." 

On July 29, Senator Claude Pepper described the gist of S. 1875 on the Senate 
floor itself: 

This is the so-called cancer bill. The bill authorizes the President to assemble 
experts from all over the world and to follow the course that he deems best in 
correlating public and private research in the United States in an effort to dis· 
cover the cause and find the cure for cancer, and to correlate and to coordinate 
research in that field among the nations of the world. 

When Senators reflect that 175,000 men, women and children in the United 
States, according to past history, will die this year of cancer, I think I am justified 
in saying that if it is felt that the bill should require further consideration than 
it is now possible, I shall give notice that I will move at the earliest opportunity 
to bring the bill before the attention of the Senate. 

b Senator Pepper by then was feeling deflated about any possibility of getting 
~0~_hoped-for appropriations b'll passed through both of the nation's legislative 

tes. He knew that the House of Representatives had already tabled it because of 
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insufficient support (though actually only several votes short of acceptance) 
considering the bill "on its merits." The senators then agreed to "pass the bill over~~ 
that is, they decided to skip over it when they got to its place on the Senate ·. · 
dar for formal consideration. The senators, too, had been courted by the 
adversaries. So, for all intents and purposes, the Pepper-Neely Bill was de;J.d: ,/:Pbcr&~' 
bill enjoys a unique distinction: S. 1875 is probably the only big-money aDt:,rot: 
tion for medical research that the American Medical Association has ever lou~alGI 
against. A renewed great 'War on Cancer', to be launched with considerablect; 
fare by the U.S. government and President Richard M. Nixon in 1971, had to .. ,..;'; ~" 
the wings for a quarter of a century. :And this war, involving fierce cornpi~tlt 
among researchers and physicians throughout the land for federal, foLmd~fii 
association and corporate funds, plods on while cancer mortality sta1t!stlcs.t 

:,..·.~7-

ever higher. After expenditures of over a trillion dollars, after three deca<; ·~'l"io'lt< 

focused effort, the medical establishment is no closer to a true cure for or 
means of preventing cancer. 

An effective treatment for cancer that combines nutritional and ctet:9X] 

tactics, requiring effort and compliance from patients and their car~~gh1erst-~ 
to have no appeal to most people -especially when their physicians au_v. 

against undertaking. it, if they are even alerted to this. possible alternative,. · 
doctors have more "state of the art" (i.e., far costlier as well as darnaf~infrl.:i.ilt~: 
treatment modes to offer - a~d most of them are at least partially cmrer.e 
health-insurance policies. Apparently a majority of Americans believe tha1t:obh~ 
ceutical and technological medicine will be the source of a cancer cure: '-:'~'tli~ 
come from a pharmaceutical drug, an operation, a shot or some 
nology derived from molecular biology-not from food. 

Yet significantly and ironically, the, the American Cancer Society and f'hP'·N 

Cancer Institute both recommend diets similar to Dr. Gerson's for cartcer·pte 
if not f~r treatment. These stres~ the desirability of co~sid~rable daily o_ ::msu:m 
fresh fruits and vegetables and whole grains, and recommend lirrtitu1g·tbs;fEt:~ 

and animal proteins.' Salt, . refined flour and sugar are also to b~e e~-~t:e~iv~~i]lj~l 
Furthermore,. clinical research projects are being undertaken to Ct ~- . ,,,._ ,._. 
dietary factors may be able to'~alt carice~'progression. For exarripk a ,, . 
usmg die,tary measures to tr~at prostat~ canceipatients is being .. . 
Dean brnish (famous for pres<;ribil1g a strict dief for preventmg or' ameHc~~~~ 
diovascular disease) jomtly with Memqrial Sloan:Kettering Cancer Cd:iter 
medical schoel at University of Califomia.:..san Francisco. 
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Cliemotlierapy 
r he medic~Yestablishment's investment in defeating S. 1875 and preventing any 
. funding for the Gerson therapy paid off financially, however. Funds were soon 

being directed to cancer research involving chemotherapy as the most desirable 
new tactic. The pharmaceutical industry by the late 1940s it was busily developing a 
vast array of new toxic drugs designed to destroy cancer cells-its destructive wake 
also killing or maiming normal cells as well as burdening the already compromised 
liver with deadly substances. Chemotherapy also utilizes expensive diagnostic and 
treatment hardware; the medical-pharmaceutical-equipment manufacturing com
plex has thrived over the intervening half-century. Cancer today is a hoo billion 
annual industry in the United States alone. No matter that the revenue comes at the 
annual toll of over a million cancer diagnoses made and some 6oo,ooo deaths. 

Physicians who treated cancerous conditions in patients traditionally attempted 
to remove tumors by cutting them out- through surgery. When a growth seemed 
self-contained and on visual inspection had not invaded surrounding tissue, it was 
easier to regard it as a 'clean' removal, in which the surgeons 'got it all'. Over time, 
however, the tumor often reappeared, because perhaps only a few abnormal cells on 
the periphery of the tumor had remained, to start a rampant growth anew. Or can-
cerous growths might appear elsewhere in the body, with their cells, when histolog
ically examined, resembling those at the original site, thus indicating that abnormal 
cells had migrated into the bloodstream or lymph and moved to tissues elsewhere in 
the body, lodging in other places, such as vulnerable organs like the liver and lungs. 

Increasingly in the early half of the 2oth century radioactive materials and X· 
radiation had been used to kill cancerous tumors, always risking bums of surround
ing tissue, radiation sickness from overexposure (similar to occurred with victims of 
the atomic bombs dropped on Japan, or in nuclear accidents in laboratories) or, over 
a long period, mutations in body cells that might lead to other forms of cancer. 

While Max Gerson was trying to persuade the medical establishment to look at 
the results of his new dietary therapy for cancer patients, a new treatment possibil
ity was being introduced: chemical agents designed to target cancer cells so as to dis
rupt and kill them. The first notable use was of "mustard" - basically nitrogen-mus· 
tard gas, the same poisonous gas that had been used to such blinding, skin-burning 
and lung-destroying effect during World War I by both sides of the combat. 
Fonunately, it was not used during World War II because the Allies and Axis powers 

~c all respected the international agreement, made in 1926 for humanitarian reasons, to 
prohibit the use of poisonous gas in warfare. Still, lethal gas had continued to be 
~eveloped further- manufactured and held in readiness by the United States Army 
JUSt in case it was needed to retahl!te for a violation by the enemy. 

Thus a considerable supply of nitrogen-mustard gas had come a war surplus 
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item; it was readily available and inexpensive as a raw material for making 
chemotherapeutic agents, chiefly dichlorodiethyl sulfide. Eventually it evc>lV.e:d: 
some much-used chemotherapeutic agents, such as s·FU. (For many years, ~h~··'c 

can Cancer Society owned so% of the royalties to 5·FU- a financial linkage that 
help explain its promotion for widespread use by oncologists.) 

This research came about not by sheer happenstance. During World \IV"" 
Cornelius P. Rhoads (who earlier had conducted grossly unethical ~:-:c 
ments using full-body radiation and chemical agents proving that both cott!E 
cancer in humans) had been in charge of three large U.S. Army cnt~micaJ; 

and Atomic Warfare laboratories, so had access to the knowledge 
through his old sources: In his report made at the July 2, 1946, Senate 
hearing where Dr. Gerson gave his testimony, Dr. Rhoads presented 
background, research rationale· and treatment potential for this 
revealed -by the Panel on the Clinical Physiology of the .Blood and JJJV\; 

Organs: ' 
" 

During the war, under a heary veil of s~cr~cy, extensive nve~tjg; 
the bioch.emicai and biophysical·. properties of a seri.es of p.1 ::>iscmqu§.;~[§t~~j!; 
known as nitrogen-mustard gases. were condu~ted under ·· 
Chemical Warfare Serv~~e of the Army. It was found that '!~n···~::::-.. ;r~~~~ 
acteristic,of these substances is their ability to destroy. the white 

• • • ' -. ·" ··•' I< 

the blood and the lymphoid tissues of the animal body. This · · 
ed their cautious use in human diseases of the bl~od and l .. y"ry'. \Ph!?i<~' 

· , . . . , . . . " ' -

which there is an overgrowth of the cells concerned. A series · 
ducted experiments' indicated that under some drcumstaric~~.~:8. ~ 
mustard compounds, _though not curative, may be a usefu,l :a_~~~~ 
treatment - heretofore standard therapy in the amelioratioi( 
ibe potentialities from th~ point of view .of the.clinicai . ' • . . 
StanCeS haVe nOt been fully explored and this panel ~tll,Un. C Jeit;ik~thPl 

. • .' . . . . ·· ; . . ' .. ' 

investigation, with especial inquiry into the fundamental ~efh~~n!S)~ 
. ·· ··- .. , 

actions in man. . 

One could expect frcimthis statement delivered by the most .D'(.)Wel'tl 
the ·domain of oncology that other ·uses in cancer ·treatm·ent -for ·tile~s~,at 

. . 

toxic substances, gaseous or liquid or radioactive,: would soon be .evis.ep 
In 1952, Dr. Rhoads woUld become the director of the'newly 

two renowned clinical and research· entities: the Memorial Hospital 
Ketteririg Cancer Research Institute, to be knoWn as the Memorial 
Cancer Cent~r. Forfour decades MSKCC has been a major recipient of JUJ.·~ 
Rockefeller Foundation, the National Institutes of Health and the Nation.:~ 
Institute, as well as vast subsidies from the international pharrriaceuticalindiJstt' 

• 
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/ 
innumerable grants fror foundations that support cancer research. During his tenure 
there, Rhoads virtually controlled the direction of U.S. cancer research through his 
normous influence over funding until he died in 1959 . . e 

As a young physician Cornelius Rhoads had spent 1926 as a patient at the 
Trudeau Institute at Saranac Lake, New York, where he was being treated for pul
monary tuberculosis which he had contracted as a surgical resident at a hospital in 

Boston. It was in the summer of 1927 that the Trudeau Institute's Dr. Mayer visited 
Dr. Gerson in Bielefeld to study his regimen, so probably Dr. Rhoads at the time was 
aware of the tuberculosis-curing work of the then-eminent Dr. Max Gerson. Rhoads 
went on to establish U.S. Army Biological Warfare facilities in Maryland, Utah and 
Panama. He then became involved with the recently revealed radiation experi
ments that had been performed on prisoners, hospital patients and soldiers during 
the Second World War, and was appointed to serve on the U.S. Atomic Energy 
commission (AEC). Then in the 195os, from his position at MSKCC, Rhoads engaged 

. in large-scale full-body, deep-radiation experiments. During his tenure at Memorial 
.. Hospital and Sloan-Kettering, Dr. Rhoads boasted that he would be the one to cure 
. . cancer. A zealous proponent of chemotherapy, through his positions of great influ

.. . ence he ruthlessly tried to crush any"therapy that appeared to be a viable competi-
· . . tor, such as Royal Rife's and Max Gerson's. And his associates, impressed o,r cowed 

· by his power, followed his lead. 1 
' 

Journal of tfie American Medical A?sociation 
Rhoads as not the only powerful physician in the medical establishment who 

_. impeded spread of the knowledge of Dr. Gerson's therapy. Dr. Morris Fishbein, 
for 25 years editor-in-chief of the Journal of the American Medical Association 

· .· UAMA) composed an editorial against Dr. Gerson that was scheduled for publica
ii;tlon in the issue dated November 16, 1946. Max first heard of this editorial from a 
.. and was deeply_c.o.pcemed. On November 15, he sent off a telegram message 

· to Fishbein implying a threat of legal action: 

HAS JUST BEEN REPORTED TO ME THAT YOU CONTEMPLATE PUBLICATION 
AN ARTICLE IN WHICH MY WORK IS DISCUSSED. YOU ARE HEREBY 

~AD\TTI:fD THAT IF YOU PUBLISH ANY FALSE DEROGATORY OR MISLEADING 
CONCERNING ME OR MY WORK I SHALL HOLD YOU FULLY 

~iPOJ\ISIBJ~E FOR ALL CONSEQUENCES. 

receiving this admonitory wire, the JAMA editorial board decided to stop the 
pre1;ses. Below a copy of the message in his telegram, Gerson subsequently wrote a 

. . :~ 
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In consequence of this warning the first page (645) of the EDITORIALs: 
Gerson's Cancer Treatment, has been left unprinted, blank, in the rest of the 
editions, not passed the press yet. . 
Edition: November 16, 1946. Volume 132 No 11. 

Only a portion of the printed journals going out to subscribers contained the 
defamatory article, but the copy Dr. Gerson received featured the editorial: 

= 
~ 

Some years ago a technic called the Gerson-Sauerbruch-Hermannsdorfer . 
diet was claimed to be a notable advance in the treatment of tu~erculosis. 
Gerson proposed, by the use of these diets, to change the nature ofJ he soU in 
which the tubercle bacillus lives .... The good results in many types of tuber- .. 
culosis reported by Gerson were apparently not susceptible to duplication by 
most other observers. . . . .: 

For .several years now The JOURNAL has been receiving reguests•Irom peQ..; . 
ple all over the United States for information about Dr. Max Gerson, who is said 
to be using a dietary and salt controlled method for treating cancer _patients at 

~ 

the Gotham Hospital in New York. The JOURNAL on several occasions request-
ed Dr. Gerson to supply information as to the details of his method oftteatrnent 
but has thus far received no satisfactory reply .... 

In the last session of Congress hearings were held on a bill to appropriate 
hoo,ooo,ooo of federal money for research on cancer. Dr. Gerson is s~fd to have 
presented 5 of his patients to these public hearings. Fortunately for.,cthe Ameri· 
can people, this presentation received little, if any, newspaper publfGi~. How
ever, Raymond Swing, radio commentator, in a broadcast over A.B.C.JUly 3, 19.¢. 
told the world that the Gerson cancer treatment was producing r~markable 
results. People who sent for a copy of the broadcast were referred to Dr. George 
Wiley [sic] at the Gotham Hospital. · 

Now there has come to hand through a prospective patient o§,Dr. Max 
Gerson a schedule of diets alleged to be beneficial in such cases. T~e patient 
was a man aged 83, with cancer of the stomach and multiple metastases, whom 
Dr. Gerson had never seen. Nevertheless he provided a complete cliet;for a peri· 
od of four weeks, given in minute detail. ~ ~ 

Fishbein then detailed the main features of the Gerson diet for cancer patiwts (both 
the forbidden and prescribed foods and condiments), plus the various supplements 
and injections: ~ 

Basis of the diet was a spedal soup, of which the unfortunate victiro is su~ 
posed to take 1 quart a day .... The formula says that there should b~no 
medication because it can be harmful and dangerous, and it warns 
against the use of anesthesia, because it says that the body become~ 

• 



hypersensitive through this diet and the usual anesthesia might become fatal. 
As part of the routine, Dr. Gerson insists that a patient have at least one copi· 
ous bowel movement a day, preferably two, and he has provided a formula for 
an enema to secure this activity. 

Fishbein concluded: 

Indeed, [the Gerson Therapy] admits lack of any actual cure, claiming only 
that patients seemed improved in health and that some tumors were delayed 
in growth or became smaller. ("Gerson's Cancer 'freatment," M. Fishbein, J. Am. 

Med. Assn., 132:n:645) 

Another way for Fishbein to cast suspicion upon the Gerson therapy was to 
question the motivation of Dr. Gerson's sponsor, the Robinson Foundation. Fishbein 
located its origins in a nonprofit, charitable organization set up in conjunction with 
the operation of several industrial corporations - apparently, he implied, as a way 
of evading the payment of income tax for profits made from the conduct of a busi
ness enterprise. He did not point out that huge medical-research donors such as the 
Rockefeller Foundation were somewhat similarly devised. 
. Outraged at Fishbein's attack, Max Gerson immediately began drafting different 
versions of a letter of protest (copies of which are extant). Assisted, it seems, by sev
eral other people (perhaps Drs. Wolf and Dr. Keller), be composed a series of remarks 
for possible inclusion in his letter of rebuttal to the JAMA editorial. One of the sec
tions that he left out of the final version was this one, which notably shows that 
Gerson scarcely claimed, whether privately or publicly, to have total success in treat
ing cancerous cases, as his detractors obviously accused him of doing when making 
him out to be a charlatan or quack: 

.. 
-~ 

The statement that I treat my patients without seeing them is a lie: the pub
lidty of my methods and the periodicals I chose for them is my business alone, 
the soup of Hippocrates is a ridiculous mistake to ascribe it to me. But all these 
things are not the decisive point of the discussion. Of interest for the reader is 
only: Is my method an improvement or not? My adversaries know quite well 
that my results are better than those of the orthodox methods and the tactics to 
Criticize the soup or my method of publicity are attempts to evade the real 
point. 

Which are the results of my treatment? At the time of my last publication 
1 had in malignant tumor cases 30% good successes, no palpable tumors, no 
complaints, further 40 percent were better with less pains without morphium 
and 30% were failures. At present the favorable and painless cases are each bet
ter by 10% and the failures are reduced to 20%. With tuberculosis patients the 
success is better. 

~-------------------------------------M_o_w_!trn~g~O~p~p_os_lU_on __ 24~3 



I do not claim to have special cures for tumors and other chronic diseases. 
Perhaps I am on the right track to raise the resistance power of weak people and 
that my results are a little better than those of the orthodox method. This fact 
is very well known to my adversaries. The small but incontestable success arous
es a bitter opposition in certain circles of the organized X ray trade and among 
a certain category of surgeons whose motives I cannot guess. 

Of course I am prepared to submit to all controls which anybody could 
demand to show my patients and their improvement. 

The final version of the letter, cool and factual, was sent off to Fishbein on 
November 22. Dr. Gerson pointed out examples of European physicians' successes 
with his dietary treatment of tuberculosis. He said that his records showed that "the 
one and only request made" by JAMA for information, sent in October of 1944, was 
answered by stating that no information was available at that time because it had 
not been published yet. In the following year, the journal had been sent several 
reprints of Gerson's article, "Dietary Considerations in Neoplastic Disease," which 
recently appeared in Review of Gastroenterology. As for the "special soup," Gerson 
commented that the editorial had failed to note "that the soup is hardly a new idea 
but was first prescribed by Hippocrates"- the patron saint of physicians." A.s he con· 
tinued: 

In regard to the allegation that a patient was given dietary instructions 
without my having seen him I can say that our records show dietary instruc· 
tions were sent only after a request has been made for the details :~f the treat· 
ment by a physician. Correspondence from the Gotham Hospital:Stressed the 
fact that the treatment could only be given after the patient's diagnosis and 
condition was definitely established and then only under the caie of a physi· 
cian. The details in such instances were sent directly to the family physician if 
requested. This was done originally because so little information-wasavailable 
on the dietary regime for cancer patients, and has now been mo~tly cliscon· 
tinued. :¥-~ 

The clinician wants to know finally if the method helps the cancer patient 
or not. It is my personal opinion from long experience that it definitely does. A 
startling and favorable reversal of the course and symptoms of advanced malig· 
nant neoplastic disease including patients with metastases, folloWing the iosti· 
tution of the dietary regime, has been observed in too many indiViduals to dis· 
regard the method now. · ~, "< 

Time alone will tell the complete story and let me express the hope that 
most criticism in the future will be more constructive than destructive. 

Max Gerson obviously wanted his letter to be printed in a forthcoming issue of 

' 
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the journal, perhaps as an indirect apology for this assault on his reputation, but, not 
surprisingly, this did not happen. On January 16, 1947, Dr. Gerson wrote again to Dr. 
Fishbein again: 

Inasmuch as I have not heard from you further concerning the letter writ
ten by me Nov. 22nd and confirmed by your office Nov. 27th, in regard to your 
editorial on the Gerson dietary regime in cancer patients, I wish to call your 
attention to this letter, since you may not have seen it personally. 

In justice to your readers, myself and to your position of a journal of high 
standing - and your position takes it for granted that you are interested in 
doing justice - the publication of my answer without further delay would 
seem essential, so that both viewpoints may be presented. 

There is no indication that Dr. Fishbein ever deigned to reply. Max Gerson's letter 
never appeared in the Journal of tfit Amaican Medical Association. Dr. Morris Fishbein was 
among Gerson's most virulent critics. He occupied the best possible position to 
influence the American medical establishment, whether for good or for bad. 

The Gotfiam Study Ends 

Despite these attacks on the Gerson therapy from the medical ·'profession, 
Raymond Swing's broadcast had made so favorable an impression on the lis

tening public that ABC received a deluge of letters from cancer sufferers desperate 
to get in touch with Dr Gerson. WABC in New York referred all inquiries not to Dr. 
Gerson directly but to a Dr. Wiley [sic} at Gotham, a 'typographical error', since the 
doctor they really meant was Dr. George Miley. However, Dr. Miley was very unlike
ly by then to supply information, let alone encouragement. His attitude had 
changed noticeably since the Senate hearings, where he had spoken so favorably 
and at length about Dr. Gerson and his therapy. From the time of the Washington 
hearings onward, Dr. Miley seemed to make a career of undermining Gerson's ther
apy - as Max Gerson would unhappily discover. 

Gerson began to question the wisdom of continuing on with the Gotham 
Hospital experiment when he realized that he was not seeing the kind of patient 
results to which he had been accustomed in past. When he asked patients about 
~he quality of their care and the foods and special drinks served to them, he real
Ized that Dr. Miley was no longer ensuring that the staff, either nurses or kitchen 
staff, followed his therapy to the letter. Since a striking change in Miley's attitude 
S~rted right after their return from the Senate hearings, Max could only surmise 
t at _someone, an individual working for some organization, had 'gotten' to Miley, 
~aking it clear that any further positive association with Gerson would affect his 
c~eer negatively. For a time, Max tried to work around the awkward problem of 
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Miley's withdrawn support of his ward at Gotham Hospital, since at the time he 
had no other facility into which to put patients for closely supervised therapy. But 
he could not effectively fight the constant opposition and sabotage of his therapy, 
especially since it put his .patients at risk. 

The JAMA attack on Gerson's dietary therapy in mid November of 1946 had 
also put under suspicious scrutiny his association with the Robinson Foul14ation, 
tainting both their names. Gerson's threat of legal action had succeeded in ~etting 
the main part of the editorial removed from at least some of the issues distributed. 
Nevertheless, the Gotham Hospital administrators and physicians would hav~ been 
fully aware of ~he damaging editorial and regarded any continuing connect~n to be 
detrimental to their reputation. Very early in 1947, Dr. Gerson told the oeard of 
directors of the Robinson Foundation that the attempt to treat patients at Gotham 
Hospital had failed, due to obstruction by the hospital and its staff physic~ans. His 
dose ally within the foundation, Professor Irving Fisher, died not long afte~at the 
age of 78. The Gerson cancer ward dosed down. Max then busied himself Wii:h new 
plans for publicizing his work since the normal scientific channels of publication, 
making such information available to the medical profession, were now slfut tight 

@f 

now to Gerson. 
When Max Gerson was living in Europe, medical schools and universities, med· 

ical gatherings and conventions had vied for him to lecture at their institutions, but 
few invitations to speak had ever be.en extended to him in the United Statts. One 
event in the late 1940s in which he participated as an honored speaker wasa:~ympo

sium on "The Jew and Health," sponsored by the Jewish Forum Assodation. In:his talk 
on "The Jewish Physician throughout the Ages," Dr. Gerson combined his knewledge 
of the history of medicine with his acquaintance with Judaic lore, indudlpg the 
Jewish sacred books and their prescribed (and proscribed) dietary practi~es. The 
address was fuJJ of scholarly information that would be provocative and evep. inspi· 
rational to Jews whose careers were, or someday might be, connected wi!fi-health 
care. As he commented, 

The classical book about dietetics of the Middle Ages was written by Isaak ben 
Salomon Israeli, who lived in Egypt about 850 C.E. In Oxford ana: other 

. . -~ 

medieval universities, his book on 1ever was ·included in the medical clfrricu· 
lum .... When the Popes worried about their own person or their own dlet, they 
preferred to take Jewish physicians, as they were of the opinion that Jewish 
medicine and especially the Jewish diet was superior to the Italian diets,of that 
time, with its excess of condiments, salt and meat. In the Middle Agf>#, and 
even centuries later, it was the general custom of the rich people to eat great 
quantities of meat and to drink heavy wine and a variety of liquors. Tbci[ewish 
physicians, following the doctrine of the Bible and the 'Thlrnud, in the rn~ were 

• 
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dietitians and propagandists for moderation in meat and alcohol. This doctrine 
gave them a great number of laws of cleanliness, moderation and prescriptions 
on how to live a healthy life and to increase health and to live long. 

rn America, Dr. Gerson had long been accustomed to presenting cases and dis
cussing them under fire, obligated to prove to some investigators from the county 
rnedical society that what he was doing with patients was quite effective in many 
cases, even ones that initially had been declared hopeless. Shortly after severing his 
connection with Gotham Hospital, Gerson arranged to rent a conference room at a 
convenient New York City venue. On February 5, 1947, Gerson sent the following 
invitation to two dozen physicians prominent in treating cancer cases: 

Dear Doctor: 
An informal demonstration will be held on Thesday, February 18th at 3:oo 

o'clock at the Hotel Carlyle, Madison Avenue and 76th St. in the Victorian Suite, 
2nd floor - for the purpose of viewing some cancer patients who are under my 
care. 

You are hereby cordially invited to attend this demonstration which will be 
followed by an open discussion. 

Sincerely yours, 
Max Gerson, M.D. 

Here are excerpts from typical responses to Gerson's invitation from his col-
leagues: 

Fram H. M. Zimmerman, M.D., Ciiief, La6. Division, Mantefiorc Haspital for Cftronic 
Diseases: "Unfortunately, a prior appointment will prevent my being present at 
this demonstration." 

From Dr. Alex L. Louria, Brooklyn, N.Y.: '1 regret that your invitation to attend your 
demonstration ~-t the Hotel Carlyle came too late for me to avail myself of the 
opportunity." 

From Stanley P. Rlimamt, M.D., Director, Rlsearcft Institute, Tlie Lankenau Hospital, 
Pliiladelplita: "Very sorry but I'll not be able to be in New York on February 18th." 

From Sanuul Standard, M.D., New York City: "I am sorry that a previously arranged 
meeting of the Committee on the Study of Hospital Internships and Residencies 
will make it impossible for me to attend your meeting." 

From Cornelius P. Rfwads, M.D., Director, Memorial Hospital for tfu Trtatment of Canw and 
Allied Diseases, New York City: "[I] wish you to know that I shall be unable to attend 
your demonstration on February 18th." 
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Only one physician out of the 20 specially invited came to see a demonstration 
of several healed or recovering cancer patients, but Dr. Gerson still managed to 

bring in enough interested participants to partially fill the room. One of the 
patients presented that day was young Johnny Gunther, whose treatment would 
become the subject of a bestselling memoir written by his father, Deo.tft Be Not Proud, 
an American classic. 
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Jolinny Guntlier's Tragedy 
(1946-1947) 

. Gerson's Heterodoxy 

During 1946, John Gunther, the best-selling author of Imide Europe, was already hard 
at work on his next book, Inside U.S.A. At the same time he was intensively 

researching various cancer treatments in order to find some therapy to save, or even 
just extend, the life of his brilliant and beloved 16-year-old son. Johnny G~,ffither had 
glioblastoma, a brain tumor said by physicians and medical literature to be invariably 
fatal. Gunther once bad an unshakable faith in the medical "team" of the best-known 
and most famous surgeons and oncologists in the country he had assembled to treat 
Johnny. He had followed their methods and recommendations to the letter, sparing 
no effort or expense to save his son, but all to no avail - the boy was failing fast and 
so was his father's faith in the cancer establishment. 

Johnny had been undergoing conventional treatment for five months, includ
ing surgery, X-ray therapy, even direct injection of nitrogen-mustard gas, or dichloro
diethyl sulfide. None of the conventional therapies had any beneficial effect on 
Johnny, nor did these experimental injections. Eventually Gunther was told that his 
son was not going to survive, but he refused to give up. Along with other treatment 
possibilities, he had begun checking into Dr. Gerson and his therapy, which his good 
friend Raymond Swing was strongly recommending, as Gunther explained in his 
memoir, Deatli Be Not Proud: 

Early in the summer Raymond Swing told me astonishing stories about a doc
tor named Max Gerson who had achieved remarkable arrestations of cancer and 
other illnesses by a therapy based on diet. Gerson was, and is, a perfectly authentic 
M.D., but unorthodox. He had been attacked by the Joll.11fal of tlie American Medical 
Assoaa/iQn and others of the massive vested interests in medicine; Swing himself had 
been under bitter critidsm for a broadcast describing and praising highly Gerson's 
Philosophy and methods of dietary cure. My own first reaction was skeptical .... 
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Jolinny Gunther's Tragedy 
(1946-1947) 

. Gerson's Heterodoxy 

During 1946, John Gunther, the best-selling author of lH5ide Europe, was already hard 
at work on his next book, Inside U.S.A. At the same time he was intensively 

researching various cancer treatments in order to find some therapy to save, or even 
just extend, the life of his brilliant and beloved 16-year-old son. Johnny G~nther had 
glioblastoma, a brain tumor said by physicians and medical literature to be invariably 
fatal. Gunther once had an unshakable faith in the medical"tearn" of the best-known 
and most famous surgeons and oncologists in the country he had assembled to treat 
Johnny. He had followed their methods and recommendations to the letter, sparing 
no effort or expense to save his son, but all to no avail- the boy was failing fast and 
so was his father's faith in the cancer establishment. 

Johnny had been undergoing conventional treatment for five months, includ
ing surgery, X-ray therapy, even direct injection of nitrogen-mustard gas, or dichloro
diethyl sulfide. None of the conventional therapies had any beneficial effect on 
Johnny, nor did these experimental injections. Eventually Gunther was told that his 
son was not going to survive, but he refused to give up. Along with other treatment 
possibilities, he had begun checking into Dr. Gerson and his therapy, which his good 
friend Raymond Swing was strongly recommending, as Gunther explained in his 
memoir, Deatli Be Not Proud: 

Early in the summer Raymond Swing told me astonishing stories about a doc
tor named Max Gerson who had achieved remarkable arrestations of cancer and 
other illnesses by a therapy based on diet. Gerson was, and is, a perfectly authentic 
M.D., but unorthodox. He had been attacked by the Journal of lfit American Medical 
AssoeiatiOit and others of the massive vested interests in medicine; Swing himself had 
been under bitter critidsm for a broadcast describing and praising highly Gerson's 
Philosophy and methods of dietary cure. My own first reaction was skeptical .... 
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Then I learned that Gerson had long experience actually in brain tumor cases, hav
ing been associated for years with a famous German neurosurgeon, Foerster, in a 
tumor clinic at Breslau before the war. l went to see Gerson. He showed me his 
records of tumors - even gliomas - apparently cured. But l was still doubtful 
because it seemed to me inconceivable that anything so serious as a glioma could 
be cleared up by anything so simple as a diet. He impressed me greatly as._a human 
being, however. This was a man full of idiosyncrasy but also one who knew mum, 
who had suffered much, and who had a sublime faith in his own ideas. (pp 65-66~ 

Gunther and Johnny's mother, Frances Gunther Oohn's ex-wife), now began to-
consider Dr. Gerson's method. They discussed this possibility with their family ph~t
clan, Dr. 'fraeger, who had misgivings, as Gunther recalls: 

. 
-~ 

At first he violently opposed the Gerson claims, but then he swung over on 
the ground that, after all, Johnny was deteriorating very fast and in any case the 

· diet could do no harm. I stayed at Madison [Frances' home in centra11ilew York 
¢' 

state, where Johnny was living] one weekend and Frances went into New York, 
visited Gerson herself, and looked over his nursing home. She was ifnp!iessc;_d, 
too. We made a sudden decision over the telephone. We had 'tried ortbodo~, 
both static and advanced, and so now we would give hetero~oxy a 5}lance. if 
only we could stave Death off a little longer! .And- once more_:_ fuere was 
absolutely nothing to lose. 

On September 7, 1946, during a heat wave, Johnny Gunther entered"the nurs
ing home run by Margaret Seeley and Johanna Cohn, Gerson's oldest }nd now
divorced daughter-beginning a "new long chapter in his indomitable stdiggle;' to 
cite his father's words. A decade later, Max Gerson vividly remembered this patient: 

., . ~ 

Johnny was a wonderful boy. When he was 14 years old' he developed a 
brain tumor. He was operated on as a decompression procedure, in which stir
geons took some bone from the skull so that the tumor could'expand outside. 
When he first carne to me, a large mass was there outside of his skUll. He was 
very weak and bleeding from the skin, gums, etcetera. I put him on my dieL. 
(from MG's talk with Long John Nebel, 1957) . 

And Johnny's father later described the boy's early days at Mrs. Seelfy's smaU 
sanatorium in the townhouse in Manhattan's East 6os: ~ 

Gerson's sanatorium, operated by his daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Seeley, 1/ia$ 

run with the utmost loving care. l cannot possibly pay tribute enoug? to tvm_. 

Seeley and to Miss Gerson for what they did for Johnny. Also I saw, mpnth a~~ 
month, a number of Gerson's cases. One patient, it happened, was an acquaJ.ll· 
tance of mine of twenty years' standing whom I altogether trusted;Jf did nQ! 

• 
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know whet er or not Gerson could cure, or even check, a malignant glioblas
toma. I did learn beyond reasonable doubt that his diet did effect other cures. 
Gerson himself, zealot that he is, has never claimed that his diet will "cure any
thing,'' as his enemies sometimes charge. But some of his results have been 
astonishing. 

One of our doctors (hostile to Gerson at first) said one evening that 
September, "If this thing works, we can chuck millions of dollars worth of 
equipment in the river, and get rid of cancer by cooking carrots in a pot. 

And according to Gunther, the effectiveness of the Gerson therapy in treating 
his son made this projection valid: 

Those September days were grim at first. Johnny lay there pale and panti
ng with misery. His blood count slipped lower and lower, and great bruises 
appeared on his arms and chest, caused by breakdown of the capillaries. We 
had been warned that the blood would go very low, and perhaps we were need
lessly alarmed - it might well have come back of itself. But anyway we were 
worried sick. One doctor told us that the reason he had seemed so casual when 
Johnny entered the Gerson nursing home was his conviction that he couldn't 
possibly outlast the week anyway. In particular what is known as the polymor
phonuclear count of Johnny's blood (I will not go into the technical details) was 
staggeringly low- down to 3 per cent, and the red cells showed a profound ane
mia. One specialist told us later that he has never known of a recovery with such 
a blood condition. 

Within a week, Johnny was feeling, not worse, but much better! The blood 
count rose steadily, the bruises were absorbed with extraordinary speed, the 
wound in the bulge healed, and, miracle of miracles, the bump on the skull was 
going down! 

Traeger had walked down the street with me to meet Gerson. He was deeply 
pessimistic. He said, 'We'll move Johnny to a hospital and try massive transfusions 
- nothing else can save him." The two doctors retired into the kitchen , and 
came out after half an hour. Then Traeger looked Johnny over slowly and said, 
"Never mind about the transfusions. Let's do it Gerson's way for another twenty· 
four hours." 

First, Gerson took Johnny off penicillin. This we thought to be a very grave 
risk, but, he insisted, penicillin could irritate a tumor. Second, he refused to per
mit any transfusions or other emergency measures whatsoever. What a terrible 
chance we thought he was taking! Third, he demanded that for some weeks at 
least Johnny should have rest, absolute rest, nothing but rest, rest, rest. 

The Gerson diet is saltless and fatless, and for a long time proteins are 
excluded or held to an extreme minimum. The theory behind this is simple 
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enough. Give nature opportunity, and nature herself will heal. It is the silliest 
thing in the world to attempt to arrest cancer of the tongue, say, by cutting of£ 
the tongue. What the physician should strive for, if he gets a case in time, is to 
change the metabolism of the body so that the cancer (or another affliction) 
dies of itself. The whole theory is erected on the basis that the chemistry of the 
body can be so altered as to eliminate disease. Perhaps this may -s9und fa,r. 
fetched. But that diet, any special diet, can markedly influence bodily behavior 
is, of course, well known. Consider inversely how a milligram or so of a poiSO
nous substance, like potassium cyanide, can almost instantly kill a bo~y, 

How Gerson decided what foods helped to create new healthy cells, as the 
diseased cells sloughed off, is not altogether clear to me. At any rat~ the first 
principle is to make the diet potassium-rich and sodium-free. Gerso_n took the 
line that the body spends an absurdly disproportionate share of its ~ilergy get
ting rid of waste, and that therefore, when the body is ill, it will be ·much freer ~ 
to combat illness and build healthy cells if the amount of waste is drastically cut 
down. Hence, as a patient enters upon the Gerson diet, not only do~s he sub
sist largely on specially prepared fruit juices and fresh vegetables_~tliat bum 
down to a minimum··of ash, but he has enema after enema - in th~ ]eginning 
as many as four or five a day, till the system is totally washed out an<l cleansed. 

Gunther detailed the dietary regimen imposed on his adolescent son: :-; . 
' .. 

This is what Johnny had to eat during the next months. For breakfast, a pint 
of fruit juice, oatmeal, an apple-carrot mash, and a special soup ma<le of fresh 
vegetables-parsley root, celery knob, leek, tomatoes. This soup [ Ge_~0n's basic 

-~ -
"Hippocrates Soup"] he continued to take at intervals throughout thetCiay, until 
he had a quart or a quart and a half. For lunch, heaping portions of cooked veg: 
etables, a salad, fresh fruit, the soup and mash, and a baked potato. For dinner; 
the same. Later he was permitted pot cheese, skimmed-milk, and drj,_pumpet
nickel. Nothing canned. Nothing seasoned, smoked, or frozen. Abov~ all noth
ing salted. No meat, eggs, or fish. No cream, butter, or other fats. ~o sugar 
except honey and maple sugar. No candy, sausages, ice cream, pickJ~§, spices, 
preserved foods, white flour, condiments, cakes, or any of the multitu~~ ef small 
things a child loves. Very little water. All the vegetables had to be coo]<ed with 
no added water or steam, after being washed, not scraped, and witliout using 
pressure cookers or anything with aluminum, and the fruits had to be:~queezed 

~--. 

in a nonmetallic squeezer. Back to nature! - · ~"' _ 
Do not think this was starvation. Some patients gain rather than lose on the 

Gerson diet. The meals are enormous in size and, as Mrs. Seeley prepared them, · 
exquisitely composed. Then to compensate for the lack of minerals_there are 
injections of crude liver extract every day, and multitudinous pills. These were 
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assembled in a glass dish every morning, in various colors to denote what min· 
erals and vitamins they contained - thirty or more in all. Johnny took niacin, 
liver powder, lubile (dried powdered bile), vitamins A and D, iron, dicalcium 
phosphate with viosterol, and lugol. Iodine - in a precisely calculated amount 
- is essential to the cure. 

Johnny's attitude to all this-he was a youngster with a vigorous, healthy 
appetite- can readily be imagined. He loathed the diet, but he held onto it with 
the utmost scrupulous fidelity. Carefully he checked off in his notebook the pills 
he took each day. Once the reason for the thing was explained to him, he faith
fully accepted it. The jokes and protests he made were to let off steam, or pro
vide wry humor to the occasion. One evening I asked him if he wanted some· 
thing, and he replied instantly, "A dose of bichloride of mercury." Once he said 
that the husks of vegetable in the Gerson soup were deliberately left there as 
"abrasive to scour out the stomach" and he announced that he had discovered a 
cure for tapeworm. "Put the patient on the Gerson diet and the tapeworm will 
evacuate itself in despair." 

Johnny's blood and urine tests improved slowly, to the utter disbelief of the 
physicians who had sent him home to die. They had expected him to. expire on 
Gerson's watch, both absolving them of responsibility and giving them more ammu
nition against Gerson. 

Despite his extreme relief over the positive improvement in his son's condition 
under Dr. Gerson's care, John Gunther still listened to nay-saying physicians, who 
tried to persuade him that the other treatments that Johnny had undergone and suf
fered through, such as radiation and mustard-gas injection, finally were influencing 
the shrinkage of the brain tumor. But it was clear that they were unwilling to take 
responsibility for taking Johnny off the diet, either. 

Although Johnny's tumor was shrinking and he was clearly much improved, sev
eral weeks into the treatment Johnny began to feel unwell. He was running a fever 
and could not keep. up with the schoolwork that he had been determined to pursue 
even in his sickbed. Dr. Gerson was certain that the tumor tissue was being killed and 
turned into pus, whereas the other physicians were just as convinced that the fever 
indicated an infection that had to be stopped before it could spread. Here was a crit
ical juncture. Dr. Gerson was adamant that the healing process should be left to its 
natural course, whereas the many other physicians that Gunther had hired insisted 
on an operation, in spite of Gerson's protests that even anesthesia could kill the boy. 

Dr. Gerson had often seen the process that Johnny was going through. Part of 
the healing that occurs in cancer entails an inflammation. This is the body's means 
~f destroying tumor tissue - a healthy sign. Fluid from inflammatory processes -
Jnvol · vmg various facets of the complex immune system, such as macrophages, 
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lymphocytes and complement- kills tumor tissue; what is left is pus, containing the 
dead cancer cells and leukocytes. Often the lesion erupts on its own, draining the 
necrotic fluid externally. In other cases, the body will absorb and eliminate the dead. 

~ 

cells by its own means, primarily through the intestinal tract. In the Gerson therapYJ: ·· 
frequent and regular coffee enemas become a major aid. 

Nonetheless, Johnny was taken to the Harkness Pavilion at the Medical Center. 
The surgeon compromised only on the type of anesthesia he used, agreeing not to · 
use a general anesthetic but to numb the cranial site simply by freezing it. Whil~ 
Johnny was being prepared for the operation, the lump opened spontaneously, ~ -
Dr. Gerson had predicted, and the surgeon drained more than a cup of pus from an=:' 
abscess that extended nearly two inches into Johnny's brain. The pus was subjected· 
to over 100 cultures, during which Johnny's other physicians attempted to find evF 
dence of infection. The fluid that had been drained from Johnny's head was ste1:il~1'~ 
with no sign of infectious material or viable cancer cells. Despite this confirmation 
of previous Dr. Gerson's assertions, John Gunther credited the surgeon, Dr. Mounr, 
with the improvement made by the removal of the pus from Johnny's brain. 

An extant carbon copy of a note that Dr. Gerson sent to Raymond Gram Swin§l 
on November 21 mentions this episode: 

Johnny made very good progress in the last several days. About ten days 
ago the tumor started again to transform itself into a kind of abscess formation, _ 
caused not by infections but by the decaying of dead tissue. When it brok . 
through, all this matter was eliminated and the tumor became -reduced and is
shrinking now. Dr. 'fraeger is very much pleased with this course. His mental 
capacity after this improved immediately. -

Reversal of Fortune 4 

~ 

rphen carne another crisis: Johnny began experiencing a type of eczema, possiblY' 
.l caused by the massive doses of penicillin he had received in preparation for fus 

surgery. This particular kind of rash was usually succe.ssfully treated by giving a pit~~ 
itary hormone extract. Dr. Gerson objected, knowing that it was extremely dange]t 
ous to give hormone therapy to carJcer patients. As he later wrote in his book, N 
Cancu Tfiaapy: 

-

In the development of the therapy 15 years ago, I had several' ... setbad<S; 
the worst was the loss of 25 patients out of 31 who were just a few months syrnp; 
tom-free and to whom I had administered the opposite sex hormones to give 
them strength- in accordance with the initial findings of Dr. Charles Huggins. 
The first five patients felt so much better within a few weeks, and this misled 
me. (p. 210) 

• 
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From this experience Dr. Gerson had learned to resist the impulse to relieve a 

local or temporary problem by using some drug known to be problematic, only to 
cause a far greater problem in the future. The other physicians, however, had no 
such constraint. They continued to press Dr. Gerson to give Johnny the hormone 
regularly prescribed for eczema sufferers. Additionally, it was suspected that Johnny 
might have Frohlich's syndrome, caused by a hormonal dysfunction, in which some 
adolescent boys' testicles remain underdeveloped and their muscles may be weak. 

Dr. Gerson finally gave in to the pressure of the other physicians. With great 
misgivings, he gave Johnny the pituitary hormone. Sure enough, Johnny's eczema 
improved rapidly; moreover, his tumor was almost completely disappearing. Then, 
since his recovery appeared to be going well, Johnny went off the Gerson diet to 
some degree; he began eating meat and other "forbidden" foods containing fat and 
salt. Everybody involved was patting himself on the back. Even Dr. Gerson felt so 
confident of the outcome of his treatment that he persuaded Johnny to allow him
self to be introduced, and his case discussed, at the patient-demonstration program 
he gave at the Hotel Carlisle on February 18,1947. 

Then the reversal in Johnny's condition began, as Dr. Gerson had feared might 
happen. This time, the tumor returned with a vengeance, and quickly grew out of 

' the skull again. An operation performed as a last-ditch effort to help Johnny showed 
that his brain was filled with tendrils of cancer, like the roots of crabgrass. There was 
no hope of excising it. 

Dr. Gerson was greatly disturbed by this tum of events, as he reflected in his 
book: 

This disaster threw me into a deep depression. I almost lost the strength to 
continue this cancer work, as the worst blow of all was the loss of my young 
hopeful friend Oohnny Gunther] who was treated by more than fifteen cancer 
authorities and given up with a prognosis for a few weeks. However, after a 
recovery withineight months, I agreed to let him have some sex hormones. Six 
weeks later the brain tumor regrew, histologically an astrocytoma. He was 
returned to the former treatment and died. (p. 211) 

Johnny Gunther's death carne on June 30, 1947. Ever afterwards, Max Gerson 
would become emotional whenever the subject of Johnny Gunther was brought up. 
As he told a group of listeners years later: 

I will tell you why this poor boy died. He had a terrible brain tumor grow
ing out of the skull, larger than my fist. I cured that. It's written in the book 
[DeatfJ Be Not Proud]. But later than that, the boy had an eczema and this eczema 
was of special type which can usually be cured by giving the anterior lobe pitu· 
itary extract, a hormone. The family doctor, Dr. Traeger, said, "Why don't you 
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give it to him?" But I told him that -this is a terrible risk and I don't like 
such a risk with the life of that boy: When we give the pituitary, like maJny;;2_~1~j 
hormones we may kill. But finally I gave in and it was my fault. And for 
time after that I couldn't sleep nights. I gave him the hormone and the- · · 
regrew. 

I can add to that, that more than 12 years ago now, there appeared 
de by a professor in Chicago that cancer patients benefit from actrninis.tt~~ 
of contrary (sex) hormones. I gave it first to three patients, then to tiv<~"li 
reacted well for the first two to three months. Then I gave it to 25 m<::>re: ~~~i' 
all reacted well for three to four months, but after five mond!S ··u. ,, .. v"' 
downhill. I lost 25 of my best cancer cases. Only six I could save again. . . 
the disaster from the hormone treatment. The Gunther boy was anc>t!re:.f~ 
ter. That was not necessaJry. I want to reemphasize that we must nQ~~WJ 
-cancer patient "a little something" for temporary relief. I learnedth<:lt:-it~}'S\{ 
way. (from "The Cure of Advanced Cancer by-Diet Therapy: A suiruj)~l~ 
Years of Clinical Experimentation," talk given in Escondido in 10~<).;<.0 . 

. 

A Tall Told to tfie ·world ·. 

John Gunther's memoir of his brilliant son's valiant s~uggle w .. it·.h--g. ;li,·o···l )lil:1ito;pa~ 
Be Not Proud, was published in February 1949, less than two year~ ·.,tti'> ,Tr-~lir 

death. A sizable portion of the. book is ·devoted to the treatment 

from pr. Gerson. Gunther's friend, Raymond Swing, who had r~~~:~~~~~ 
Gerson to begin with, l~ter told D~: Gerson that Gunther qa4 written 
complfrnentary words md passages about ~is treatment of Johnny,' but . ;;; R~~ 
Cass Canfield of ·Harper & Row, was concerned about the effect that · p·J·r~~~)! 
have on prospective medical Writers _who would be warned aWf.Y ff'om ·tt· i~~ 
md on already-published writers who might abmdon the house for , . 
cal: Management also feared potential lawsuits. On the adv_Jc< . _ ,;!· ?M.! 
three attorneys, as well as out of his own trepidation, Canfield ex~ised rr· 1_a tt1-4 
remarks that John Gunther had written concerning the Gerson cancert.ti~. ~~;~ 
John Gunther felt deeply grateful to Dr. Gerson, and was convinced ofrnP . 

. ; ::= 

of his therapy. The Gersons were told by Raymond Swing that · · ·. 
to donate the proceeds from the book's publication to Dr. Gerson, for the. ' 
expmding his research and treatment capabilities, but his publisher alsp_. 
idea, insisting instead that a portion of the book-sales 'royalties go to the :· _~,~~~, 

. . . . ~· ··. . 
Cancer Society. . · . ' 

In his memoir Good .Evin.ing, publi~hed in 1964, Swing briefly m~~ti;~~~~ 
entire drama, without revealing his own key role in Johnny's story or 
belief at that time in the efficacy of the Gerson therapy: 
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[Gerson's] primary, and indeed obsessive, interest was to prove that cancer 

could be controlled and cured through his special dietary treatment. A good 
many of his cancer patients undoubtedly benefited for a time. John Gunther's 
son, who died of a brain tumor, and about whom he wrote his deeply moving 
Deatfr Be Not Proud, was a Gerson patient for some time and actually improved to 
the point that he could go back to his preparatory school and graduate, though 
his physicians refused to attribute the improvement to the Gerson treatment. 
(pp 250·251) 

For years, Deatli Be Not Proud has been required reading for many high-school stu
dents in English literature classes. It is a deeply touching story of a father's desper
ate love for his brilliant son, the various attempts he made to save the boy's life, and 
his grief at the terrible loss both he and Johnny's mother suffered. The book also 
includes Frances Gunther's account of the ordeal and her eloquent tribute to the 
stalwart Johnny, who often managed to be good humored, even ebullient during_his 
severe illness. The book was made into a television spedal, shown on February 4, 
1975, as an ABC-TV Movie of the Week. Dr. Gerson appears only briefly. Some 
Gerson family members held their breath as the Max Gerson character came on the 
scene. Accustomed over the years to inddences of scurrilous treatment of his repu
tation, they fully expected a portrayal of a two-headed monster. In fact, Dr. Gerson 
was portrayed in a rather neutral way-neither as a brilliant physician, nor as a rav
ing quack, but as the serious, quiet, dedicated man that he was . 
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Tfie Work Goes On 
(1947-1951) 

Tlie Madison Foundation 

F or the 10 years after he had first opened his medical practice in New York Cigrib 
1937, Dr. Max Gerson had rented three rooms for his offices from Dr; He~m 

Wolf at Madison Avenue and 6oth Street. An older-vintage office building, it_ljf~ 
rattling old elevator that transported his patients to and from its upper floorscwhen
ever they visited him. The two physicians had become good friends, but in earl~:iQ47, 
Dr. Wolf needed the rooms for his own expanding practice. With regret he told~ax 
that he would have to find some space of his own. Fortunately, it happened that his 
friend, Samuel A. Markel, had been looking for some material way to help the emra
ordinary physician who had earlier rescued him from a painful osteoarthritic _condi· 
tion. Markel had been responsible for initiating the contact with Senator P-epR_er, 
leading to the Senate Subcommittee hearings in the previous year. ~ 

Sam Markel organized a group of Dr. Gerson's former patients who want~O 
promote his work with cancer and other diseases. Aware of Dr. Gerson's incrCasip 
dissatisfaction with the Gotham Hospital arrangement through the Robinson 
Foundation, they had formed a new nonprofit, charitable organization, then.xol· 
lected a sum of money sufficient to purchase a building in Manhattan for Ge~son's 
clinical and research use. The five-story brownstone building was located at ll.~t 
74th Street, between Fifth Avenue and Madison Avenue. Thus the Madison 

0 ~ 

Foundation for Biochemical Research, Inc. began. ;._.. 
The building acquired by the foundation had enough rooms to provide s1natfr 

rium facilities for 15 to 20 patients, depending on how the rooms were corifigi¥~~ 
~ · ... ~ 

There was space too for doctors' offices, examination rooms and meeting roo~s. :!fl 
the basement a laboratory would be installed, so that Dr. Gerson could have his tests 
processed on the premises. The building would also feature X-ray equipmentHor 
taking roentgenograms necessary for diagnosis and monitoring tumor changes~ _ 

,~ 



} 
However, in the midst of the Madison Foundation's bustling preparations for 

the new medical facility, a serious oversight was committed in the planning stage. 
The directors had neglected to check into the zoning regulations for the neighbor
hood- which, it turned out, forbade the building's use for housing patients. This 
setback wasn't fatal because the building could still house all the other facilities 
needed in treating outpatients. In the meantime, he investigated the possibility of 
setting up a Gerson-therapy sanatorium outside of New York City. 

Dr. Gerson was surprised and perhaps even shocked when he learned that the 
Madison Foundation board of directors had selected Dr. George Miley as the med
ical director and thus his "collaborator" in providing medical services. However, he 
probably made no objection to this at the time. Dr. Gerson was doubtless pleased 
that a colleague and friend of his, the prominent biochemical researcher Rudolph 
Keller, was now connected .with the Madison Foundation. So was Mrs. Margaret 
seeley, whose home had been converted into a small dty-based sanatorium and din
ing facility for Gerson patients. Mrs. Seeley even served on the board of directors 
and had an officer's rank as secretary of the organization. 

In spite of any misgivings Dr. Gerson might have had in dealing with Dr. Miley 
in administrative and supervisory functions, his practice initially thrived at the 
Madison Foundation location. The space for medical offices was ample. The conve-

• 
nient on-site laboratory with its expert personnel provided quick test results, and 
the X-ray lab, run by Dr. Deutschberger, a radiologist brought in by Dr. Miley, could 
conduct thorough the organ- and pone-scanning examinations that were especially 
important in cancer and osteoarthritis cases. Income for these services, which were 
available to outside physicians and clinics as well, helped sustain the foundation's 
other projects. 

West Point Farms --r 

For patients who needed to receive round-the-dock, residential treatment, Dr. 
Gerson needed a sanatorium larger and more focused than the Seeleys' room

and-board facility. Mrs. Seeley's house in the middle of Manhattan was operated 
more as a way-station for outpatients to get soup, food and juices while they were 
doing the therapy or consulting Dr. Gerson in New York. It was not a particularly 
restful environment for recuperating patients. 

After hearing the bad news denying inpatient residence within the Madison 
Foundation building, Mr. and Mrs. Appison came to the rescue. Like Sam Markel 
and Margaret Seeley, they were former patients of Dr, Gerson. Now they offered 
him the use of their large stone farmhouse as a sanatorium. This 5o-acre property 
Was comprised of a large farmhouse, open fields, and woods, as well as well as 
pigsties, chicken coops, and apple orchards. Called West Point Farms, the property 
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was located in Central Valley, less than 10 miles west of the Hudson River town of 
Mohegan Lake. The farmhouse could accommodate up to 30 patients, without any 
fear of violating the zoning code. The large stone house commanded a sweeping 
view of wide lawns and wooded paths, with apple orchards stretching beyond the 
stone walls .. Across the valley were the tank-practice grounds used by cadets of the 
nearby West Point Military Reservation. On a pleasant summer day, patients could 
sit out on lawn chairs and watch the tanks maneuvering on the opposite hillside, as 
if in a giant amphitheater. 

Another unusual feature of this sanatorium was the working pig farm on the 
property. The pigs, fed the huge volumes of organic waste materials from the 
kitchens, grew fat and healthy. What was ultimately done with the pigs was not .JDr. 
Gerson's concern, but they were certainly not slaughtered and consumed on the 
property. There only vegetarian fare was served, in accordance with the early, inten
sive-therapy phases of the Gerson diet. The house had a large kitchen with an addi
tional crudal advantage - since both the Appisons were former Gerson patients, 
they were experienced in the food preparation and juicing required by the therapy. 
They could be counted on to feed the patients properly. The large dining area was 

' ~ :..: - . 

a long covered porch which ran the length of the building, and the living room dou-
bled as a recreation room for reading and card playing. Here, too, on weekend after· 
noons Dr. Gerson gave his "chats" and patient presentations. Now Gerson patients 
could be lodged in the bucolic atmosphere of Central Valley. The facility was espe· 
cially suited for those who were very sick and required specialized 24-hoo/ care dur· 
ing the initial period of intensive treatment, which usually lasted for a minimum of 
a month but sometimes required a much longer stay. · ·~ · 

This farm was close enough to New York City to be readily accessible to Dr. 
Gerson on weekends - about 55 miles from his office. The drive took about an hour 
and a quarter to an hour and a half. To get there, his patients bad fo arrange for per· 
sonal transportation. Dr. Gerson normally went there every weekend, and his wife 
went with him. A regular taxi service picked them up and then brought them back 
home on those weekends when nobody else could provide a ride. On.tbeir week· 
ends at Central Valley, Max and Gretchen took long walks in the woods behind the 
large farmhouse, often accompanied by one or more of their visiting grandchildren. 
Just as be had done years earlier with his own children, now on excursions with his 
young grandchildren Max pointed out the interesting life processes of the forest. 

Gerson sometimes invited other patients, especially if they were. particularly 
interesting people, to take walks with him. However, since the cancer patients were 
required to have total rest, using whatever energy they had for the healing process, 
he discouraged them from walking at all until they were almost back to noriDal 
good health. 

At West Point Farms, Dr. Gerson took considerable care to educate his patients 
• 
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about his therapy and its results. He held patient demonstrations, eagerly antidpat
ed weekly chats that took place after lunch or dinner on weekends when he was 
there. Having chosen three or four of the resident patients to be his subjects, or wel
coming the presence of recovered patients as visitors, he would give brief case his
tories, which included discussing their improvements since they began treatment 
with him. It was a happy time for doctor, participants and onlookers. Patients who 
had been on the therapy for some weeks were eager to be on display, since they 
were proud of the progress they had made. And patients just starting the regimen 
were naturally encouraged by this evidence of improvement and renewed well
being. 

Physicians often visited the sanatorium. Most apparently hoped to see confir
mation of the negative views published in JAMA or mentioned elsewhere, as when 
promulgated by the American Cancer Society with their newly issued "Unproven 
Therapies" list. They would attend the demonstrations of healing patients, then usu
ally leave without any comment at all, their expectations of charlatanism disap
pointed. However, on occasion, some young doctor, impressed with what he had 
seen and heard, would approach Dr. Gerson and ask to be trained in his method. 
Ever desirous of imparting his long-garnered treatment wisdom, Dr. Gerson wanted 
nothing more than a chance to mentor others, so he would eagerly begin to instruct 
the physician in his empirically derived protocols. But these learning' experiences 
usually ended within a very few weeks as these physicians began to feel uncom
fortable about veering away from orthodoxy. Some erstwhile proteges told Dr. 
Gerson of being threatened with ostracism by the medical establishment; they 
could not risk their careers by associating with him any longer. 

Tfie AMA Crusade against Dr. Gerson 

I n January 1949, Jftt Journal of tfit Amuican Malia!! Association and its editor-in-chief, Dr. 
Morris Fishbein, resumed their crusade against Dr. Gerson. An article within the 

January 8 issue, in the section "Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry: Report of the 
Council," displayed the title CANCER AND THE NEED FOR FACTS, and under the 
subheading "Frauds and Fables," covered the topic of "Dietary 'Treatment,"' citing 
the work of Dr. Max Gerson: 

Another 'treatment' for cancer involving dietary restrictions is that of a Dr. 
Max B. Gerson of New York City, who has been reported by Tfie JOURNAL to 
be using a dietary and salt-controlled method that is said to be supported by a 
Robinson Foundation for cancer research located at 14 Wall Street, New York. 
Tfte JOURNAL pointed out [referring in a footnote to its November 15, 1946 edi· 
torial] that Gerson had been previously connected with a diet method falsely 
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. proposed as an advance in tile treatment of tuberculosis and that the res.t!(! 
"foundation!' for caricer WC}S actually·financed .by two business enterp'rise 
The detailed-"diet" proposed by Gerson consisted essentially in restrictioJn'Q] 
foods other: than uncarmed fresh fruits and-yegetables and oatmeal and tqrJD.-~ 
the use, of.aluminum utensilnnd pressure· cookers in preparation ·oftoo,~a; 

: the. use of such items. as salt, p.pices, ·sodium bicarbonate, alcohol .and .tob1al 
His ~~treatment" .also 'included the internal .administration of iodine, liv~~ri 

•. - . 

. ·· . a_nd various vitamins (apparently to S!Jpplement a diet lacking in ess<~Qti~J 
teins~and fat) :and the use ofan.enerna, formula.to'produce copio'us.daUy;;q~ 

· movement.s. The diet was said to make. the body highly. hn)en;ensiti1ve -. . -. . ~= 
. ·ordinary,anesthesia migbt;be fatal, a eonjectlire that-is, wholly unto.ur!~~<tt. 
· apparently designed tp appeal to the ·can.cery ict.imalready fearful ·of 
... ;operation ~hich might offer· the only·effecti~e·.meaq.s for eradicatio.n 
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policies and health providers, cancer patients usually lack the ability to pursue any 
but the "approved" treatments. In effect, all but the more affluent people are cut 
off from those therapies the AMA wishes to suppress, unless determined individu
als are willing to pursue particular ones at their own expense, which usually they 
can ill afford to do. The therapy remains on this virtual blacklist today, though the 
list has been renamed "Alternative and Complementary Therapies," with a 
euphemistic nod toward the increasing'interest in unorthodox treatments shown by 
Americans during the 1990s. 

Missing Files 

A lthough Samuel Markel had made tremendous efforts on the behalf of the 
Madison Foundation and Dr. Gerson, he was not alwaysfree to oversee oper

ations or defend the Ge~son therapy ~ecause he was engaged in his own business 
enterprises. Dr. George Miley, in his role as medical director, supervised the day-to
day operation of the medical facility itself, and his command over its whole scope 
kept increasing. Dr. Miley persuaded the board of directors to appoint a group of . 
physicians to serve as a "Medical ReView Board." Paid for their participation in this 
deliberative body, the members were empowered to evaluate all medital docu
ments and results of patient treatment provided by the Madison Foundation. The 
influence of this review b.oard on Dr. Gerson's research became troublesome. Max 
began to complain to his family and friends that he_could no lo~ger get a single med
ical test done, and that Dr. Miley bloCked every move he made - interfering with 
every peripheral activity of the practice, from needed tests to professional coopera-
tion, from publication to secretarial hdp. · · 

In 1950 Dr. Gerson was working on a report to be published by the Madison 
Foundation, about some of his most important recent case histories. He began to 
notice that the fold~Js .Qn these patients, kept in his unlocked offices, were not in 
his file cabinets. A( first he thought they were only temporarily gone-borrowed 
for some reason. Now the documentation seemed permanently removed: details of 
laboratory test results, records of past treatment, X-rays, follow-ups, everything. 

When he asked his secretary about these missing patient files, she said she 
Would try to locate them. She instead reported this problem to Dr. Miley's secretary, 
who in tum informed Dr. Gerson that the files were the legal property of the foun
dation and that he could not have them back. No matter what was said, Dr. Gerson 
knew that the patients' medical records did not rightly belong to the foundation. 
They may have belonged to the patient, or to physicians who had prepared them, 
but never to the foundation itself. 
· When he scolded his own secretary for having permitted the files to be removed 

· and then demanded their return, she became intransigent and ·hostile. After he fired 
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her on the spot for insubordination, Dr. Miley rehired her the next day. Max now real
ized that the amicable "collaboration" between the two physicians that Sarnual 
Markel had intended, was over. Gerson could see well enough that the Madison 
Foundation was no longer, by any stretch of the imagination, a vehicle for enco~ag
ing his medical work. He immediately tendered his resignation from the organization. 

Since Dr. Miley still held onto Dr. Gerson's case history files, he wrote to the 
New York Academy of Medicine to complain and to appeal for their help in retrkv
ing these very important patient records. The Academy in tum passed Dr. Gerson's 
letter on to the Medical Society of the County of New York, whose presiding coun
cilor, Reed B. Dawson, wrote to him: . 

I confirm herewith receipt of your letter and copy of the letter of May yth 
addressed to the Academy of Medicine. 

In your letter, you request an official judgement (or declaration) from the 
Medical Society of the County of New York about the right of ownership of cer
tain X-ray plates which are described in your letter. 

Although I am not permitted by my contract with my employers to" give an 
official opinion, except to the officials and Censors of the committee, the 
Comitia Minora, I believe that I can unofficially express that, as far as I know, 
there has been no precedent decision on the ownership of X-rays. ·eases in 

-· 
other courts, Michigan, Massachusetts, Ohio, seem to indicate that.,Jilms or 
plates belong to the radiologists, technicians or to the person who ma8.e the X· 
rays. The precedent case on the matter was McGarry vs. J.A. M~cer Co. 
(Michigan) 26.2 N.W. 296. The decision of the Supreme Court in this cas~.is very 
well supported and I would be surprised if the N.Y. Court did not follow it. 

I am sure that your lawyer is quite familiar with McGarry and ottier cases 
of this kind, and that he will give you good advice about the,.X-rays you men· 
tion in your lett~r. 

A casualty of Dr. Gerson's rupture with the Madison Foundation was his once· 
good relationship with Margaret Seeley, one of its directors and officers;. Now her 
Manhattan nursing home would no longer be available to Gerson's patients. 

In some respects the worst harm ever done to Dr. Gerson's reputati9n came 
when Dr. Miley and his colleagues on the review board at the Madison Foundation 
cancelled plans to send out an impressive selection of Gerson's favorable case histo· 
ries (his original project) to a large list of medical establishment-connectedinstitu· 
tions and publications across the United States, and instead substituted a report stat· 
ing that the Medical Review Board had determined that no significant improve· 
ments had occurred in patients who had received the Gerson therapy thiough the 
Madison Foundation. Any Gerson detractor, then or later, could use this widely cir· 
culated letter to discredit the Gerson therapy. 
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Several years after this incident, Max Gerson was still rankled about it. As he 
wrote in a letter to his good friend Henry Schaefer-Simmem : 

The greatest damage against my work was done by that criminal Dr. Miley 
when he succeeded to get out of the Evaluation Committee of the Foundation 
a paper stating that they could not find that I had results in any case. That state
ment signed by the secretary of the Madison Foundation, Mrs. Seeley, was sent 
all over the country, to universities, medical colleges, scientific research labora
tories, archives, etc., and wherever they thought they could wipe out my work 
once and for all. It was a funny occasion when they did it because just a half a 
year before that Dr. Miley [s]elected out of 30 cured cancer cases six for publi
cation. These cases were accepted for publication by a friend of Dr. Rudolph 
Keller and the president of the Foundation, Markel, ordered that 3,ooo copies 
be printed and sent to the above mentioned places. The reprints were 

• 

destroyed or disappeared and instead of that he sent the statement of the 
Evaluation Committee. I think you would have to know these facts as they may 
not be so vivid in your memory and one or another may refer to them. I think 
you will now be able to clear this question up. 

' • 

Almost certainly the nasty internal politics within the Madison Foundation as 
I 

well as the negative external publicity connected with Gerson's therapeutic meth-
ods in this acrimonious 1949-50 period caused the once loyal Raymond Swing, who 
initially had been pleased to serve on the Madison Foundation's board of directors, 
to pull away from his previous close association with his former physician. As some
one still much in the public eye through his lectures and writings, Swing doubtless 
realized that he could not afford to sully his reputation by defending further some
one who was again being widely portrayed as a charlatan by the American Medical 
Association and ·its dose ally, the American Cancer Society. He ended his memoir 
mention of his as§.OCiation with Max Gerson by saying: 

As to Dr. Gerson, I regret that he later came into disagreement with his medical 
assodates in New York by claiming actual cancer cures in cases in which orthodox 
medical controls had been neglected, perhaps largely through his impatience. I 
shall always thankfully acknowledge my debt to him as a physician, but I had to 
disassociate myself from any assurance by him that he could cure cancer. (p. 251) 

The Madison Foundation collapsed as a viable entity not long after Max Gerson's 
departure. But Max Gerson's own work went on. As he told Henry Schaefer
Simmem: 

I had to work harder last-year to make good all inferences and disasters I had 
from the Madison Foundation, Miley and Seeley, but I was glad to overcome all 
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as a large bookshelf with many volumes. The floor was covered by a real Persian 
rug. 

The family's living room was next to Max's office, so shared a wall with it. A 
prime place in the room was occupied by the medium-sized grand piano made by 
Bluthner of Leipzig. Like most of their original European possessions, this wedding 
gift from Gretchen's parents had traveled with the family furniture in a large ship
ping container, sent from Berlin to Palestine to Paris- finally ending up in New York. 
Gretchen treasured the piano and often played it. However, since it was right next 
to the consultation office, she refrained from playing while her husband was seeing 
patients. · 

From the 1940s through the mid 1950s, the three Gerson daughters were not 
much involved direcdy with their father's medical practice. Busy with their own 
adult lives, they were often unaware of his challenges, including his difficulties with 
the Robinson and Madison foundations, the periodic attacks on his practice by med, 
ical associations, his ongoing feud with the AMA and by the American Cancer 
Society, and his frustrations over rejected papers he had submitted for publication. 
In his later years, though, his two older daughters would have important roles in hi~ - . 
work, while his third daughter was destined to perpetuate his therapy after his death. 

The oldest daughter, Johanna Cohn, had come back from Philadelphia to her 
parents' home in 1944 after a divorce, bringing with her a five-year-old daughtet:, 
Suzanne. For several years in the late '40s, Johanna had worked with Mrs. Seeley in 
providing the· Gerson diet therapy to patients at the nursing home, and her second 
wedding, to Arnold Oberlander, even took place at the Seeleys' house. Johanna then 
moved with her new husband to Hamburg, Germany, where Arnold worked in his 
father's business. In the next few years she would have two more children;:-Michael 
and Paula, before returning to the New York area. 

After her wartime marriage, Gertrude (always called Trudy), had left her work 
in millinery desigg_.and-sales to·help her husband, Fred Selten, run his upscale candy 
store, Cosmopolitan Ccinfiserie, in the East sos, as well as a second candy store that 
shipped gifts of candy and other "goodies" to U.S. Armed Forces personnel during 
the war years. In 1949 the couple's only child, Peter, was born. . 

As for Charlotte, or Lotte, she and her infant son Howard spent the later war 
years living with her parents while her husband, Irwin Straus, served in the Army. In 
1947 the Strauses' second child, Margaret (Peggy), arrived. In 1949 Lotte worked for 
two months at the West Point Farms sanatorium; there she did hands-on care of 
patients, made the rounds with her father on weekends, shopped and generally 
helped run the place. This was her first intensive experience in Gerson clinic man
agement. The Strauses then started their own business, an import brokerage office 
that dealt with raw materials shipped from foreign lands. 

In September of 1950, I went to live with my grandparents at their Park Avenue 
. : ' 
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apartment so that I could attend school in their neighborhood. Much in agreement 
with her father's liking for the Waldorf education methods, my mother now enrolled_ 
me in the private Rudolf Steiner School, but the school was too far from her own 
home on Long Island for daily cornrnuting. At first I went home to my parents only 
weekends and during school vacations, except for those times when I accompanie~
my grandparents on their weekly trip to West Point Farms. I attended the Rudolf
Steiner School through high school, except for a brief period spent in another schoq1, 
and continued to live with my grandparents during the week, until old enough,~ .' 
travel to school on my own, usually taking the long trip via the subway. Inevitabl~ 
Max and Gretchen significantly influenced my evolution throughout boyhood. Sl:x: ' 
years my junior, my cousin Peter Selten followed a similar schedule of spending til~ 
week at our grandparents' home while attending the same Waldorf school. My, 
cousin Suzie Oberlander also occasionally boarded with our grandparents. 

One of the things that I knew for certain by age 9 or 10 was that if you got C<g!~ 
cer, you went on my Grandpa's diet and got well. There was never was a que~s_ti~>Qt1 
about it, because I saw these people, spent time with them, attended the weet<e~p(jl 
presentations, ate with them. I grew up on the Hippocrates soup, carrot juice, t>vti\r 

for a time the liver juice for my anemia. At supper we gathered around ' 
eating mostly the foods that would have been served at the clinic. Occasionally n~£~ 
some meat, but not often. The problems came when we had to eat sourgrass or ten:~ 
nel, one of the occasional dreaded meals that all the kids hated. We would sit tlleJ;e~ 
for hours, not being allowed to get up from the table until it was bedtime. If weba~ 
n't finished it by then, well, we would just get it for breakfast. It didn't take tQo 
many of those lessons before we learned there was no compromising witlb""OYL_, 
grandparents. Not a total vegetarian, my grandfather loved fish, and ate it prc,galarJ~ 
twice a month. Since he didn't trust his own sense of smell, which had been 
aged by the iodine poisoning in Breslau, Gretchen had to make sure the fish 
fresh and edible. Once a week he would eat a patty of the very finest steak tait;UW· 
- freshly and finely gJ;Ound raw beef combined with raw onion. 

My grandfather was a very quiet man, only really coming out of his thoughts 
when we were in the woods - he loved the woods -and he could explain nature 
to us. The cycle of birth, life, death -recycling of the dead materials to give biit;b 
again. But he was not a very warm or personal man. My grandmother occasionally 
had issues with him and would yell at him. When she used the name "Marcus~':,£? 
address him, we knew there was trouble. There was a lot of love for the children: ltl 
the house -but the kind of German love where the kids are seen and not he~,d. 
We were expected to be disciplined and to be hard-working (mostly on sch&&~ ·· 
work). We did dishes, but mostly had the time to ourselves. .. 

My grandmother often read us German children's stories, many of them fairlY, 
violent or bloody. Struwwdpeta was one of them. It was about a kid who doesn't allo1' 

• 
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his hair or fingernails to be cut, and won't eat his soup ("Icli me meine Suppe nidit! Nein! 
Mdtte Suppe m icli nicnt!") Eventually he gets so skinny with long hair and nails that the 
tailor comes with huge shears and cuts off his thumbs. The illustration of this scene? 
The boy with blood spurting from his amputated thumbs. She seemed to love these 
stories. Our grandmother occasionally dragged us to the Metropolitan Opera, which 
was an ordeal. It seemed like a lot of fat people yelling at each other for hours. But 
Gretchen played the piano like an angel. During her daily exercises, I would lie 
underneath the Bluthner baby grand piano, getting the full impact of Mozart, 
chopin and Schubert directly from the instrument's sounding board, a foot from my 
nose. A large part of my love of classical music comes from that experience of let
ting the sound just pour onto me. 

Gretchen was shy, reticent, and it took a long time for her to warm up to peo
ple. This is apparently a Westphalian trait; they are proud to say "before you can call 
a Westphalian [the familiar] du, you have to share a peck of salt with them." She was 
very strong, very capable, educated and multilingual, and was able to do what need
ed to be done. But she worried a lot about money and business. Since her husband 
usually was almost wholly lacking in giving attention to those areas vital to family 
survival, the total responsibility fell upon her shoulders. She was not trained in any 
aspect of business and finance, so always worried that she was inadequate. Other 
reasons caused her to get into anxious states. She had lost most of her/family to the 
Holocaust, and during the war years one never knew which side would ultimately 
prevail. It was very clear to her what would happen to our family if the Nazis and 
their confederates won the war - a situation that looked eminently possible during 
the early part of the war, what with the Nazis marching all over Europe and Africa, 
and the Japanese attacking American territory in Hawaii, as well as controlling the 
entire western Pacific. There were also, of course, the near-constant attacks against 
her husband throughout his professional life. Though Max could shrug these attacks 
off, Gretchen was both frightened and angered by them. 

Although he may never have said so-certainly not in our earshot-Max Gerson 
was comforted by his wife Gretchen and family of children and grandchildren living 
With him from time to time. 



.~· 1 "'"--"' ,<::::,> 

Heal.tfi Ecology 
(1949-1952) . 

........ 

. D~ . Scfiweitzer ahd 11Jpe 2 Diahetes 

B~ the late 19·4~s _and early 1950s the sc~ence of ecology,. focusing on ·., .. ·. 
t1ons among hvmg creatures and their connection~ With. the p~~-~:~~~~~~ 

ment around them, was beginning to gain atte.ption f~om ·resear~h~rs, ·· · 
and members of the lay public concerned ·ab,out human and· planetaryuo· qu, 

groWing number of people no ' longer felt that ·ail wa·s welf"in the · :·· 
whose mostly pristine or at least renewable existence had largdy heeni·;~ ;~ 
granted. Mortal ·challenges to 'na~ure, traceable to centuries of .' · . 
incursions, were intensified as new forms of human invention, industry .. d ··.·u u. 

spread· across the planet. As if under some new .insidious attack, specit;~ .. ;. ~.:...-;;;r;;: 
and plants were diminishing, disappearing, dying out, far more rapidly .· · · · 
past·. Eve~ humans were being affected - cievelopin.g baffling ne,;, · _ · . 

.. .:· ' ·.• · · : ~ ... 
dege~er~tive diseases, while cardiovascular disease and cancer rate~ wl''ri 

alarmmgly-· even as: or perhaps partially because; the · · ··• 
geomehic~lly in mostcountries. '.. . . . . .- . · 

But Dr. Max'Gerson had been interes.ted in such issues for a long u· J Ul~, :Q"'.& 

had a physici;n friend of his who ran a ~li~ic in a remote part of West ).J.~jL<:t •.. 
spring of 1949 Dr. Gerson got a call from Dr. Albert Schweitzer, ·his old u~~:;;w't:~ 
admirer. Schweitzer, then 75 years old, said that he would be coming.to tHe~:( 
States, for the first time (and, it turned out; the only time), to accept an1.D. 2~ 
doctorate from the University of Chicago a.nd to participate in a ' 
bration- arranged by the University's president, Robert M. Hutchins-. 
of the great German writer Goethe, to be held at Aspen, Colorado. He naf~:R~~ 
be in New York City twi.ce during this trip, at the beginning and at the .. e·J i d;: 
hoped to see again the esteemed physician who much earlier had curedhis··v ilite 

tuberculosis and then his daughter of a baffling skin ailment. ·. 
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There was another reason for Dr. Schweitzer's desire to meet with Max. He now 
requested absolute confidentiality about what he wished to tell him. Assured of that, 
he said that he had recently discovered that he was suffering from diabetes. He had 
lived a 1ong, full and active life, which had placed enormous strain on his mind and 
body. But now diabetes was starting to rob him of his energy. Unable to work effec· 
cively, Schweitzer hoped that Max might provide advice about changing his diet in a 
way that would permit him to regain his strength and also avoid using regular insulin 
injections - which would be a nuisance, especially when at his clinic at Lambarene. 
He had discreetly consulted a few diabetes specialists in Europe, who bad put him on 
a special diet. But his health was still deteriorating, and he was concerned that he 
might not be able to continue his humanitarian medical work in the middle of Africa. 

Many people at that stage in life might have just lightened up their work load 
altogether, especially if satisfied with some record of accomplishment, though only a 
fraction of the one Schweitzer had amassed over the years. He had doctorates in sev· 
eral diverse fields - theology, music, philosophy and medicine - and was an 
acknowledged leader in them all. Not only was he a physician who worked for much 
of his life at the jungle missionary clinic he established in French Equatorial Africa, 
but as an accomplished organist he raised money for the clinic by giving organ con· 
certs throughout Europe. Schweitzer had a reputation for not wishing to play on 
organs in less than excellent shape. Before he played a concert, he would 'often give 
the organ an overhaul, as he was also an organ builder. One of the world's leading 
authorities on Johann Sebastian Bach, he wrote learned books on this giant compos· 
er of the Baroque period. Also a clergyman and theologian, he wrote books on the 
life of Christ and other religious themes. In his spare time, he wrote books on philos· 
ophy, built the organ in his hometown of Gunsbach in the Alsace·Lorraine and taught 
Sunday school. 

Dr. Schweitzer knew that the Gerson therapy worked in part by correcting the 
body's metabolism 7 which meant that it might ameliorate his diabetes as well. Dr. 
Gerson told Schweitzer over the telephone that age-onset diabetes could usually be 
healed through his therapeutic techniques. He had already had ample experience 
with patients suffering from type 2 diabetes, whether by itself or in conjunction 
With other degenerative diseases, both in his European clinics and more recently in 
his American practice, to know that it responded rapidly and predictably to his 
nutritional therapy. Thus assured, Albert said he would set aside a time to see Max 
during his busy schedule. He was going to have a series of visitors come to see him 
privately at the apartment of Dr. Ross, where he would be staying - away from the 
usual fanfare that surrounded him in public places. So when Max came to visit him 
there, they could spend some time alone together, to confer about the dietary 
changes that Gerson knew were crucial in controlling diabetes. 

When the two German-born doctors finally got together, Dr. Gerson examined 
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his old friend and studied the results of various tests taken earlier of his bodily fluids, 
especially for glucose levels and the presence of natural insulin. He concluded, rn
German, "You do seem to have a simple case of type 2 diabetes, Albert." Since Dr. 
Schweitzer's bloodstream contained adequate amounts of insulin, his problem appar
ently came from his body cells' inability to properly assimilate and metabolize it. 

"Yes, Max," he agreed. "And I know that type 2 diabetes should respond readi
ly to treatment. But though I asked several different European physicians for help, 
they were unable to offer me any form of dietary treatment that seems to work we~ 
enough. I have been following the advice that they gave me: to avoid eating carboh~ 
drates and sugar, and to eat plenty of protein. Still, the diabetes keeps getting worse" 
regardless of what I do." 

"What kind of protein have you been eating?" 
"Well, whatever animal proteins are available to me, wherever I a.m. These are

much more restricted, of course, at I.ambarene than in Europe. The usual ones: 
pork, chicken, goat, fish, eggs -and beef when I can get it. And I am forbidden to ·~ 
eat fruits, bread and potatoes, because of their high carbohydrate contents." 

"My good friend, please don't be alarmed, but you should do almost the opc,o: 
site/' Then Max explained his understanding of diabetes to Schweitzer. "The ·'"'"''~~ 

lem with the conventional approach to treatment, staying with a protein-rich 
is that animal protein is also high in animal fat, which worsms the problem instead · 
easing it. You must bring your entire metabolism back into balance. The best way to 
do that is to take food and drink juices that are easy to digest, as opposed to animal 
fat and protein, which are not. Also, of course, your diet should contain carbohy.: 
drates that are complex rather than simple-cutting down on the intake of ahy 
foods that rapidly convert to glucose during digestion, before entering the blood
stream. 'Ii'y to drink vegetable juices far more than fruit juices, because there will 

• less sugar in them, and for the same reason eat far more vegetables than fruit. Otlrerf; 
wise, there is little difference between the diet I gave Helene and Rhena and 
one you should be following." 

Max handed his new patient a printed booklet containing his basic diet-therii€, 
py regimen. "Other than the diabetes, you are in good shape for your age, and that 
should help to give you a full recovery," he commented. 

"Do you think, then, that I will be able eventually to stop using insulin? It hadn't 
done much for rpe, and it is a real inconvenience." 

"Just maintain a close watch on your blood picture, Albert," Max now assur~G
him. "And if you want to keep your condition a secret from everyone around ycit;!, 
and therefore the world at large, do the glucose tests yourself. I know you haven~t 
forgotten how to do that simple procedure, so don't tum them over to your assis
tants. If you follow the diet plan as closely as possible, after a while you may never 
need to take insulin injections. And soon, I think, you will be able to resume your: 

• 
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regular duties at Lambarene, without anyone having noticed that anything was 
amiss with your state of health." 

Albert Schwe!)Jer began following Max Gerson's dietary instructions as best he 
could. Whenliefater returned to Lambarene, he felt ready again to undertake the 
challenges of running a clinic in the middle of an African jungle, as well as the 
inevitable travel of his busy life connected with lecturing and fundraising activities 
in Europe. A highly private and stoic man, he kept his diabetes-prone condition a 
secret from everyone, managing to keep it under control through very careful eat· 
ing. Even his daughter Rhena did not learn he had suffered from type 2 diabetes 
until ro years after his very discreet consultation with Dr. Max Gerson in New York. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, then, in all Schweitzer's writings, including letters, and in 
biographies of him, no mention has yet been found of this diabetic episode or of his 
consultation with Max Gerson in New York City in 1949. Apparently only a few 
members of the Gerson family ever knew of this event, and they scarcely broadcast 
it to others, then or later. And knowing that any letter he wrote to anyone, includ
ing Dr. Gerson, was apt to be read by others, Schweitzer avoided discussing the mat
ter in their subsequent correspondence. 

Three years after his trip to America, Dr. Albert Schweitzer was awarded the 
1952 Nobel Peace Prize for his years of humanitarian work in Africa. He lived and 
worked productively until his death in 1965 at age 90 - a full15 years after he had 
come to Dr. Gerson, to get his advice about treating diabetes by following his diet· 
therapy principles. 

Recent research by Nathan Pritikin has confirmed Gerson's dietary approach by 
showing that in type 2 diabetes the body cannot use available insulin because the 
insulin receptors on muscle and other tissue cells become blocked by cholesterol, 
thus preventing the insulin molecules from activating special portals that allow gJu. 
cose to enter the cell, where blood sugar is normally metabolized. This insulin-resis
tant form of diabetes, therefofe, may be due to excessive dietary fat intake and fat 
metabolism, not insulin shortage as such. The conventional diet prescribed to dia· 
betics is rich in protein. Unfortunately, meat protein comes mostly in 'foods con
taining very high levels of fat and cholesterol, exacerbating the underlying problem. 
Patients deteriorate further as their arterial vessels clog with cholesterol and block 
circulation, causing neuropathy and even gangrene of the extremities as well as loss 
of energy, eyesight, kidney function and eventually life itself. 

'!ype 2 diabetes patients are, nevertheless, still using insulin and other phanna· 
ceuticals, indicating that Pritikin's findings have been widely ignored -certainly not 
Put much into practice. After all, glucose-level test kits and drugs for diabetics are a 
lucrative business. And many type 2 diabetics, like other people afflicted with degen· 
erauve diseases, are unwilling to give up their "comfort foods," if a drug can be taken 
that promises to offset their detrimental effects. 
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The American diet, high in meat protein, fat and simple carbohydrates -
notably refined sugar and white flour and other foods with a high glycemic index 
- is ideal for inducing diabetes. Fast-food fare typifies public consumption. Com
bining this faulty diet with a sedentary lifestyle lacking regular exercise has created 
a virtual epidemic. Sixteen million Americans have been diagnosed with diabetes, 
with more than 90 percent of them having type 2; another 5 million have it and 
don't know it. By the time many people receive a diagnosis, permanent damage to 
their health has already taken place. (Ntwswa.E, September 4, 2ooo) 

External Meta6olism and tfie ((Diseases of Civilization" 

During his early years of practice in Bielefeld, Max had decided that the practice 
of healing could not consist of a collection of specialists with distinctly sepa

rate domains-just as the human organism is not simply the sum of an individual's 
body parts. Medical specialization tends to lead real healers away from the goal of 
restoring total health, because physicians focus on one particular disease symptom 
with the goal of eradicating its apparent single cause. This viewpoint is akin to exam
ining a tree or a set of leaves and then deciding that one can now understand the 
composition and function of an entire forest, though ignoring its complex.;totality. 

Like Dr. Schweitzer, Max Gerson showed concern for all living cre(!tures and 
their good health-plants and animals, as well as human beings. He realized that all 
life was ultimately interconnected, and that changing some aspects of the environ· 
ment, the living conditions, of one kind of creature might well affect the·h~alth of 
others, whether at that time or in a distant future. He regarded the body and mind, 
too, as a totality, a sum of many intricate parts that ideally should exist·:and work 
together in harmony. Thus his approach to treating each individual who came to 

him in a state of ill health involved restoring, if possible, the integrity aJ!d integra· 
tion of all the body's functions, right down to the cells carrying out the metabolism 
that converts food into energy-therefore into life itself. A patient's strqng faith in 
the body's innate healing powers, along with confidence in the healer,'woi.Ild also 
factor into the ultimate result. 

And like Dr. Schweitzer, Dr. Gerson was deeply concerned about fucreasing 
environmental degradation. Both men took great interest in the adverse effects of 
modem foods, new agricultural practices and dietary habits, especially in their 
apparent effects on the African natives at Schweitzer's remote outpost in-tbe world. 

A basic principle evident to Dr. Gerson was that the human organism bad 
evolved over many millions of years by drawing its basic sustenance from. the plants 
that grew out of the soil. Without plants, there could be no animal or human life. 
All minerals, enzymes, vitamins, proteins, fats and carbohydrates that our bodies 
need for metabolism - that continuous, crucial energy· and growth-generating 

• 
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rnechanism that functions on the cellular level - essentially derive from the soil, 
through the medium of plant growth. Even the carnivores, exclusive meat eaters, 

. consume creatures that 9lem~elves are herbivores, who feed o~ p.lants. Thus, all the 
cornplex protems founcf in ammals are actually plant-based; the1r sJmpler forms, such 
as amino acids and peptides, are generated in plants when photosynthesis in leaves, 
using energy from sunlight and the carbon dioxide and nitrogen in air, combine with 
the minerals and water that the roots absorb from the soil. Plants also create vitamins, 
enzymes and an astounding array of spedal biological chemicals (now called pliyto· 
cfianical5) that are vital or helpful contributors to animal and human health. 

Dr. Gerson examined this human dependency on soil and plants in several essays 
be wrote. "The Significance of the Content of the Soil to Human Disease" would later 
be included within his book, A cancer Tliaapy. 

The familiar expression "mother earth" is justified. When we take from 
and rob the earth we disturb the natural equilibrium and harmony, producing 
sickness of the soil, sickness of the plants and fruits (the common nutrition), and 
finally sickness of both animals and human beings. 

As a physician who has spent much of his life investigating the nutritional 
aspects of disease, I have often had occasion to observe a definite connection 
between dietary deficiencies and diseases, and between dietary deficiencies 

I 

and a sick or poor quality soil. 
The relationship between soil and plants on the one hand and animal and 

human nutrition on the other is to me a fascinating subject. This relationship is 
a natural cycle in which one may distinguish two great parts: 

I. The first part, which may be called "external metabolism," is comprised of the 
following: 

(a) Plants and their fruits. 
(b) Composition of the {c)ifi'n which they grow - this being the real basis 

of all nutrition. 
(c) Transportation, storage and preparation of these foodstuffs. 

n. The second part, known as "internal metabolism," consists of all the bio
chemical transformations that take place when such foodstuffs enter the animal 
body and support the nutrition and growth of its cells and tissues. 

When foodstuffs are ingested, their metabolism is influenced directly by the 
biochemical changes of the individual body and indirectly !;>y the condition of the 
soil from which they came. The type of metabolic change thus-directly affects the 
nutrition and growth of the body tissues. There is an external and an internal 
metabolism upon which all life depends; both are closely and inextricably con· 
nected With each other; furthermore, the reserves of both are not inexhaustible. 
(pp, 175·176) 
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Dr. Gerson regarded the soil as the foundation and thus explanation for ... ,..-.: 
health and sickness. Since our daily food may be termed an essential part u~:-.v. 

external metabolism, the health of the.soil that it derives from, directly or 1uut~o;:; 
ly, is inseparably connected with our internal metabolism and human health. In ·•··•_·, .... , 
Soil, Food and Metabolic Disturbances Basically Responsible for 
Development?," his second article on the subject, he wrote: 

[M]odern man treats the all important soil, which produces the 
our bodily exfstence, plunderingly at the present and without aqy tonethl:imf! 
for the future. All too often man forgets to give back to this berlevcJleiit~cli): .,.,..,, 
what she so readily produces for lavish harvest-s. What the deJ:en:sele:~s'" 

. . . 

robbed of, it cannot give to the plants. Thus deficiencies, which are_n. ot~' 

detected and are difficult to correct, originate in the soil, and are pas:~ed~fr 
the soil to the plant and from 'plant to man and animal.-

In iny .opinion, the well-being of man and the prevention of dis.~~% 
closely connected with the handling and maintenance 'of the 
condition of the soil and its natural flora. Our body has, of .cotirsief':r; 
Wheri the reabsorption system in the intestinal -tract functions 
liver ·can well combine, store and reactivate foodstuffs, so. thalt'bi:id:V~:U~n 
remains small and can, over a longer period of time, endure, wH:h01utt:n 
toms of disease. In many cases, the clinical symptoms only be<:orrieB 
when the reserves are used up. 

·But only few people have completely healthy and perfectly.-~~~.SJ~ti 

body-systems at present. Therefore, we should tum our full at~:~~~~~~~:a~ 
with its biological conditions and its flora, s ince it should be . 
"e:Xternal metabolic apparatus." This is the basis or the furnishmg .. <~. ! ~~u' 
internal metabolism which supports and governs all the functiQns 
and rules over its well-being or inclination to disease to a gr~at>'e··; [t"l~~l 
1955, The Gerson Foundation for Cancer Treatment, Inc.)' · . 

. >. ' 

As was his habit, Max Gerson spent _inost of his so-called leisy.re .t_il . rii~i5i 

research literature, making.special note of such findings as these in A Cane.<! 

It seems thai: cattle fodder Is supervised ·more carefully ·than. n.1 urn~! 
tion. There are interesting e.iperlrrients made on rats,. . .. ~Fi;l~m 
ing: When rats . are feeding from organicatly ··grown soil, .they" . . 
healthy ·organs through many generations. Other groups ofrats, . · ·· .· 
nary food. in the Unit~d Stat~s and Britain, developed, withi~· one . . 
all the degenerative diseases and pathology known' to human :. ·. 

. .. . . .· -· 

Prevention Maga_zine, April1957.) 
Rats feeding on large quantities of organically grown substances . 
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found to have better fur, to be more peaceful among themselves and less 
aggressive towards other anil:rtals_,_Qther experiments showed that rats suscep· 
tible to cancer showed a decline of incidence of cancer when given proper 
nutrition from the time of their birth. (p. 146) 

Max Gerson, as a European transplanted to the New World, took notice of the 
stiU-ample lands that were barely settled, and especially not converted yet into 
urban and suburban sprawl. Yet in the vast agricultural acreage in different regions 
of the United States, he saw trouble for soil that had once been fertile when covered 
by meadows or forests or prairie grass: 

There exist abundant supplies of nearly all natural resources in the United 
States and especially of soil. Enough injury to the soil has taken place to indicate 
a pressing need for adjustments of agricultural people to the soil upon which 
they live. Since there are many soils these relationship are too complicated to 
be resolved by a few simple slogans or programs. (p. 148) 

During the 1950s, Max Gerson would make frequent pronouncements about 
the connections between human health and soil biochemistry. Since he worked 
increasingly with cancer patients, he was especially convinced that foodstuffs lack· 
ing particular minerals, vitamins and other micronutrients predisposed people to 

' conditions of deficiency that led ultimately to cancer. A weakened immune system 
and a damaged liver could not fend off microbes, toxins and abnormal cell devel· 
opment. He also recognized the essential function of trace minerals (not just the 
nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium, or N·P·K, the three-mineral formulas that typify 
commercial fertilizers), and understood the importance of the soil's living organ· 
isms, such as the nitrogen-fixing bacteria and earthworms, both of which were 
harmed, even destroyed, by harsh chemical fertiliz~s. 

In these and other ways Max Gerson was adciihg a physician's voice to a grow· 
ing chorus of Americans, most notably the popular novelist Louis Bromfield, who 
achieved additional renown as the popular publicist of natural-farming methods at 
his Malabar Farm in Ohio; and J.I. Rodale, the prime promoter of organic farming in 
commercial agriculture and home gardening. Their philosophic antecedent had 
been Sir Albert Howard, the British agricultural scientist who in the 1930s wholly 
rejected the new "agrichemical" technology, recommending a universal return to 
natural farming and introducing the concept of composting organic materials for 
recycling back into the soil. In the early 1940s, Rodale founded the successful Rodale 
Institute, whose activities involved experimental farming on acreage in western 
P~nnsylvania. He also launched the company that specializes in publishing maga· 
zmes and books devoted to nature-based or "organic" or "regenerative" living and 
health, a company that continues to be directed by his descendants. In the 1950s Dr. 
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Gerson would jndependently-jpin the growjng vanguard of people who werel!c 
to be .called environmentalists,-ecologists, nutritionahherapists, health ac.tivj~Jt~ 
and holistie health practitioners. . -.- - ' · 

· In the training years for his medical career, Max Gerson had taken a Keen-; 
est in pathology, the medical science·that detects diseases and injuries by .· 
tbeir -~ahife~tatiqns in ussu~s_cibot~ living'apg d~c~ased pe;sons. He had: .• · 
tidpated in autopsies of people W.h(),had died inexplicabJy or _from . ·. . ' .. 
c~nditions; and. or;wlio'm_pai:h6lqgi~al st~die~·were then dbbe. The ~ _·· _..,",.., 

_,.- . ' . :~ ~ - ;~;. ~ - y::~· ~- ,_ ._ ·-- ~ ,:.· ; ~~ ,· ~ . . -,;; - _.;__ :~ .,.- ~-- . :~· .; -. ;:_ ' ' -, 
for.t_his sort of investigafiori paJ:t:iculailfstrucJ< fum. _Rather than ·having ~"'"·'-""' 
ance of healthy_ heartmuscle,· these h~d-the .ap:pe.ar~ii~e of.spft or9wri' . ~ ·.··• 
he (jssugied:these.pearisw.ere fioni yery e!dedy:people :anq:·y.>as ·• · · ·_ 
er;th~t .the ayero,g~ ~ge,eJ;the:saoavers wa~ irf!he mic({os·. How-could . 
reiativd~_youngp¢"bpi~d~teriorat_e th~t- badly ~t .so. e_~iy ag_ ige? .. ~'ill~~ 

. ine~~i)y more_ cciffirp_on~and:all·P.eivasi:v:e cause th~n ~.efechv~-pl-!tri~_9n, 
inhab,i~anssof.:I<Irge ?hisi. : ·~J-~-:· · ,·.·<-" :::::· : •. :_· ;, , . ~ i :. ;: '"'': ~- ·;~ <-' 
· _. Fq~ pr: ·¥ax.G~rson the_gro\V.iPg ·. · ·· ·- ··. ,and .ae!>H 

dis~as~s~~ais~ff~~ly'piyste~r9~s'q<" · •• . · 
->;;;.·•;,."- ~;..c.. ~ • • ...... . • • . • ,., ... . _•- -~ .•. · ... ·. . ' 

Qe~~I)y,/4~ :bad"warz.lecf.pd:u?le aoo'tn. . . . 
-.. - ·· : • • ~ · - - _.. ..... >;._ • 1-t • • • • • , .. __ ' -~ • • ' ~ -·.: ~- - --,:<- , .. ,;:;...-' 

~prttult~~,an~J~psl tes_9rot9_gj~ ~n~:t.!f~ .s_ ~. ~RS!~rn:I1\,1!J,~itt$1:5B';~ 
.coimeaed 'it-. x:;efsori-had'eipressed'concem";;.~;~~ pleople 

..-.. . ~ ,,...~~ • ...... ":' ..... ,.; ••• ~ .. :t-_.; ,;:,-,r: ·· • ·4 ·-·. - ~:~, . -...." --'i- -~ - -.-~_,.- ........ .--

~~an~ :ID: ~itieS, 'l.~ :J?re§,e(Ve~foQ'dsf~fs ·a.na. ·· '"'·. · 

· ~~~~t~~e~~~:t~;;;~rt1·H:· ie. ob:sen. re<:~ ~~~~{~!1b~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,. ' >·~' M< ••, • • ' • . • • " •' < . . . • . . < . • . < • 

practice:'J)uf also y.ras~iiw~re ·-o~ · pi:oble:rn · · . • _ 
. anlepld~fuiol()gihr:Studiei' ijis" opinion -~s'~onfirm_~_d ~hleri;~v¢7'~i~11 

" •/ · - · !.· -~S-~~ ' .· ' .;~~ ·-Y ·. ,.._,• • _, ,_;, _ • ;.._ . ' · ~(; _, ~<.•.,._ • . . '~·· .. . 

Schyveitzet Wro!~ or. tq1d him qrres:,!l~ .or .·. . .. , hi~~~~!~~~~ 
din.!s ~bgut ~he . d,e:gen.c:r~}iy~ ,(Ji~e~§~'§ ... · · ... r. _--.~ ····_e·· l ~~ri1~f>f3~.:~,riri_~g 
natives:had abandoned theif"b:aditioiiaJ fi:esh; . ~:-;·t'~;;~}? 
< .. :br: schv,;Eitze~~s5 pri2ti~e -for' j'e1ih~d:- a~a1Jt 
in~~cii§·~, p~rasif~s <;pp 1ep!,~~&ruts~ ~u(Y~he'~ ilis: ri e!.-~t-ttatibnt· ~tl£'~d. :~Q~.J~~~ 
ic drew'· ViSitOrS ·· arid 'new, settlers· tO Lallbarene, a 'Vi~(Orc)frs• 

• • ,.:-c.·~ - ~r/ • , , __ ·-<. • ·,~ ,C;,·~',: ./~' ,. -:f~ : '>; ·• '•._ R;~ -~'. :/ _ . • • r ···~ .. ~/~ . ·"~' : · . ,, . .-.: :. -_. • 

'proces'sed .foods arrive(fas well. ln 19j0, he.hqd W1'lt~en .M~~ a·t )OUt:) 
' . , _, . , .·· -:.0 --~· ;• ,., ,_ _.-;:; .... . - _ ' _ . ~::-" · - ·- -:- ----:-:--- . --:-~- - -- . . .... ... . _ • -• . • - ' 

mati~)p~i~e.r;t' at his. ?i?i~~!-o*~§S,!~.~q~ llht~g~teg;HJe po_~%~Jt~ 
processing could h;J.ve 6nliving_org~niism~ .. ,· · . . ' : .. :: ' ' . 

;,•::J: • -~ :-;> :'. _,-- ~~:-.- :·- ..... _:t:'"~ ... _ -~;/'':.. ~_;~ :.. ;:~~~~-1~-~~ >~·: ::.-. ·. - ~:.--: : , :- ·\ <'-· :-.-;_ - ~ -~-" ~: .•• 

. . ' Ap ·int_erestirig S~OIY;:one:•of our~mission"aiies .ha<d_. :t_W!q;y.ow1g_ll(~R~ 
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now seeing diseases largely ~~wn in the past. In his 1954 Lelia from Lam6arene, the 
newsletter that Schweitzer sent out to friends, supporters and contributors all over 
the world, he wrote: 

I have to point out a happening in the modem civilization of the 
Hospital something which happened on March 27th of this year. On this day 
we had to perform the first appendicitis operation on a native of this region. 
How it turned out that this so frequent sickness of white people did not 
occur cannot be convincingly explained. Probably its still exceptional occur
rence is reducible to a change in the nutrition. Many natives, especially · 
those who are living in large communities do not now live the same way as 
formerly- they lived almost entirely on fruits and vegetables, bananas, cas
sava, ignam, taro, sweet potatoes and other fruits. They now begin to live 
on condensed milk, canned butter, meat-and-fish-preserves and bread .... 

The date of the appearance of cancer, another disease of civilization, 
cannot be traced in our region with the same certainty as that of appen
dicitis. We cann9_t state decisively that formei:ly there was no cancer -at all, . . 
because the microscopic examinations of all teSted tumors, revealing their · 
real nature, has only been in existence here for a few years. Based u~on my 
own experience, going back to 1913, I can say, if cancer occurred at all it was 
very rare, but that it became more frequent since. However, it is not spread 
as much as among the white races of Europe and America. 

It is obvious to connect the fact of increase of cancer with the increased 
use of salt by the natives. In former years there was only available the little 
salt extracted from the ocean, which came up to the Hinterland. There was 

. l 
a very limited traffic only. The salt had to be· transf~d by the dealers of 
the tribes living at the coast to those tribes living next to them upstream. · • 
Then European salt was shipped in small sacks of a few pounds. Still, at the 
time of my arrival in Lambarene salt was so precious that it prevailed as the 
most valuable and the most general type of remuneration. Whoever had to 
make a trip on the river or travel along the paths of the virgin woods did not · 
take along money but salt (and also tobacco leaves imported from America), 
thus trading bananas and cassavas for his oarsmen or carriers. By and by the 
consumption of salt increased. Still today it is much less used among the col
ored than among the whites. The patients fed by us in our hospital receive 
a few grams a month and are satisfied with this small amount. · 

So it is possible that the formerly very seldom and still infrequent 
occurrence of cancer in this country is connected with the very little con
sumption of salt and the still rare use of it. Curiously enough, we did not 
have any cancer cases in our hospital. 



It should be mentioned that the infectious diseases among the whites grad
ually [appeared here]. It remains questionable if tuberculosis was spread for
merly as much as now, even if it occurred at all times. According to my obser
vation, it became more frequent after the First World War. (from typescript of 
translation hand-corrected by Max Gerson) 

The connection made by Schweitzer between the rise of cancer incidence and the 
increase of salt usage was, of course, especially intriguing to Dr. Gerson, since he had 
long considered salt detrimental in the diet, especially with ailing persons. He, too, 
was also seeing a much greater number and variety of what Schweitzer called "dis
eases of civilization" in his patients in the New York City area. 

Dr. Gerson, like Dr. Scweitzer, also recognized a "pre-cancerous" era when this 
disease was not rampant: -

Our modem civilization has brought about such widespread changes in our 
nutrition that some cancer authors speak about a so-called pre-cancerous con
dition. I fed it must be expressed more generally as a pre-mor6id cond_ition. For 
our task it is important to know that we have no longer a natural nutri220; there-
fore, the therapy is more difficult. (p. 133) -~ 

-=-·-

Agriculture had been the basis of civilization, because its surpluses, .;; storable 
crops, enabled people to evolve from a tribal existence, in which most -tJ!Pe and 
effort went into searching for food, to a system of production in which specialists 

~ 

could begin developing crafts, trades and learned professions. Through fue millen· 
nia, in different parts of the world, civilizations were constructed, eaclfenabling 
multiplying advances in technology, along with the arts and sciences,~induding 
medicine. By the mid 2oth century astonishing accomplishments were-'made by -humans, accelerating further developments which, among other things, tended to 
insulate and protect them from uncertainties and dangers in the naturaL Y,orld. 

Dr. Gerson looked at the underside of such advances as they affecte~ the food 
supply and public health. He usually traced a patient's deteriorating hea!Qt back to 

disturbances in the immune system and malfunctions in the digestive tra9:~ primar· 
ily the liver: :;.;-

-"'~ 

There, the damage is done by a permanent daily poisoning brought about 
by our modem civilization. This starts with the soil which is denattfralized by 
artificial fertilizers and depletion~ thus gradually reducing the topSSJ~, In addi· 
tion, the soil is pois~ned by sprays with DDT and other poisons. A~-: a conse· 
quence, our nutrition is damaged by a decrease in the important K [pe~assiurnl
group content of fruit and vegetables grown on such poisoned soil. Eurthet· 
more, the food substances are damaged as they are refined, bottled~._.qleacbed, 
powered, frozen, smoked, salted, canned, and colored with artificial--colorinS· 



carrots are sold in cellopha~ags after having been treated for better preser
vation. Other foods contain damaging preservatives; finally, cattle and chickens 
are fed or injected with stilbestrol to accumulate more weight and be quickly 
"ready for market." 

Denatured and demineralized soil produces food less capable of sustaining life 
and health. But the interference only starts there. The food industry receiving the 
poisoned and deficient fruit, vegetables and meat then subjects them to processing 
plants to be further damaged by cooking, canning, freezing, bottling, smoking and 
otherwise manipulating the raw material. To simulate a tasty food experience, flavor 
enhancers, most notably sodium compounds, especially salt, are added. Chemical 
emulsifiers of many kinds solidify or attempt to replicate the original textures of 
foodstuffs. Food coloring restores the food's appearance, which suffers badly during 
processing, and preservatives are added to prevent food spoilage during the long 
storage periods to which it may be subjected. These and other food additives have 
been approved by the Federal Drug Administration. The result is food virtually 
devoid of the vitamins, minerals and enzymes needed to sustain our health but 
which contains hundreds of substances that are poisonous in doses not much larger 
than we are getting. 

After briefly reviewing the history of the technique of food canning and other 
forms of preservation, Dr. Gerson looked toward the future and asserted: 

The canned food industry has grown into an important factor in our mod
em civilization. Thus, the nutrition and feeding of famil~ has been put on a 
mass production basis. The cans stay in the foreground and the mistakes in that 
respect, no matter how insignificant they may appear, become an ever-increas
ing calamity in our present day society. 

Max Gerson was not known for making political pronouncements, whether 
about specifics or in generalities. But in the following statement, while offering his 
opinions about soil misuse, and beyond it the whole future of food production and 
human health, he showed a highly positive belief in the power of an active citizen
ry Within a democracy. If educated and well informed, people could effect neces
sary changes by reversing the decisions and procedures of special interests, whether 
these were "experts" in science and technology or government bureaucrats. 

Soil science has a contribution to make toward the future, but certainly not 
by itself. Since science itself has become so specialized, it is difficult to see sct
ence as a whole and its relationship to politics, art, business, and agriculture. 
More and more, modem education seems to make people specialists - mem
bers of a group of clique - and leads them away from the masses, &om real 
democracy. The kind of science that is super-specialized cannot lead people to 



better relationships with each other and the land, nor can so-called "pure" sci
ence, which is too cold or too snobbish to face the real problems. Some see a 
danger that farmers as well as other people may turn their problems over to 
some special group, some spedal bureaucracy, rather than to think out the prob
lefl!S for themselves and make their dedsions by the democratic method. (p 147) 

9 , •• , 

Max Gerson was clearly not the only person in the United who fretted over the 
effects of defident, toxic and contaminated soil and food on health. His preoccu
pation with how various environmental factors affected human health is demon
strated in the titles of a few of the books and other publications that he was read
ing, and obviously valuing, during the late 1940s and: 5os: Studil5 i~t Deficiency Diseam by 
Robert McCarrtson (1945); Wliat Price Civilizatio~t? by Charles Eliot Perkins (1946); Tlit 
Living Soil by E.B. Balfour (1948); Our Plundued Planet by Fairfield Osborn (1948); Road to 
Survival by William Vogt (1948); Nutrition and Physi£al Dtfjmuation by Weston A. Price 
(1949); Dtfjmuation Rl{Jatuation by Melvin E. Page (1951); Organi£ Gardating byJ. I. Rodale 
(1955); Our Daily Poison by Leonard Wickenden (1955); Hungu Signr fn Crops: A 
Symposium, American Society.of Agronomy. J?r .. <;erson cited all thes~ -!itles in a 
chapter on""Directions for General Nutrition" in his book A Cancer: Tlierapy., - . . . 

. Chemical Pollution 
I( w hen we interfere with the transfer of nutrients from the soil to our hungry 

bodies, we do so at o~ peril," Dr. Gerson warned. Likewise, w~en livestock 
' ; . ~ 

and poultry are fed or injectedowith antibiotics and hormones, and if fi~h are raised 
in waters poisoned by heavy metals, pestiddes or other chemicals, w~ -can expect 
consequences, perhaps dire ones over time, to our own well-being if we consume 
a.nirnal products- not just meats and seafood, but also milk, mil!< products and 
eggs. The tendency of toxins to bind with fats increases the risk of eating and then 
storing chemicals that may cause cancer or other degenerative conditiO;fS. 

Dr. Gerson had seen human interference with-natural foods inq;_e~se rapidly, 
from the tirne:in his childhood when he had watched earthworms fleemg chemicals 
added to the soil. Artifidal fertilizer adversely altered topsoil chemistry, resulting in 
loss of the plants' natural resistance to diseases and pests. The scientific-response to 
these problems was the application of more and more fungicides and p.estiddes to 

the plants, killing both pests and beneficial organisms: In particular, duii!_lg the years 
.-- , - ., Y: 

after World War II, the comparatively cheap an~~ COJ;)Venient-to-app}y.DDT was 
becoming the standard pestidde for all-purpose use around the planet, ~ost wide· 
ly in eradicating the mosquitoes that carried malaria. Dr. Gerson read reports on ill· 
ViVO laboratory experiments that implicated it in ultimate health COnsequenGeS to 

humans, as well as to the biosphere of animals. In his book on cancer, lie would cite 
such reseaich: - _ 

• 



In experiments oi the Federal Foo~d Drug Administration with insecti
cides "five days after feeding showed the insecticides in the gizzard, the liver 
and the kidney, the tissues of the heart and brain and sciatic nerve fiber." 

With larger doses, FDA scientists have also shown that it is possible to store 
many times the amount in the body-fat that would be acutely fatal intra
venously in a single dose. Since DDT mobilizes from the body fat into the blood 
stream, the intravenous dose is the logical comparative one. Cumulative intox
ication from extremely small amounts in food can thus be as dangerous as 
direct exposure to much larger amounts . 

. 

Studies had proven repeatedly that certain known poisons, including heavy met-
als, accumulate over time, especially in liver and fat tissue. A number of chemical 

"'' compounds, or particular elements in widespread usage, such as lead, mercury and 
chlorine, were already identified as presenting problems that affected the reticu
loendothelial (or immune) system and liver function; they also might be implicated 

"" in causing cancer and other degenerative disease. Additionally, chemicals that may 
seem relatively innocuous or are declared harmless by the food industry can build up 

• to dangerous levels, or else combine with other Chemicals to creat~ potenfintemal 
toxins or carcinogenic substances. Moreover, it may take years for adverse effects to 

~ appear. By then who is to say wpat actually caused the h~lth problem . .!\wareness 
~ would soon grow about the possible harm of ubiquitous substances such as asbestos, 

lead in gasoline and cleaning fluids, and the chemicals "outgassed" from household 
_"" furnishings and construction materials. As if symptomatic of a major breakdown in 
~ public health due to overexposure to a flood of environmental chemicals:.Oo..the 

increase were extreme and chronic allergic or hyperintolerant reactions to various 
~ foods, rubber goods and microscopic allergens such as pollen, mites and darider. 

When Dr. Gerson considered to the defects of people's diets and the problems 
"' posed by elements in the "exte).llal metabolism" of contemporary Civilization- the 
""" pollution of water and air by industrial processes, solvents, household chemicals, 

paints, adhesives and a host of other chemicals - he was amazed at the reasonably 
x healthy status of most people. · ·,_ · 

Environmental medicine was in its early stages, as physicians and biomedical 
researchers began to acknowledge the phenomenon of multiple chemical sensitivity 
-another unwelcome, degenerative byproduct of civilization that required a new 
diagnostic framework. Dr. Gerson realized from his own reactions to synthetic sub
~tances that many things with strong smells had a toxic effect, such as gasoline, dis
Infectants, solvents, carpet backing, paint, formaldehyde and a host of other volatile 

- s~bstances. His patients, as they recovered from illnesses py undergoing detoxifica-
tion, found that they had become so sensitive to these items that they literally could 
not remain in the same room with someone with perfume, scented skin cream or 



hair spray, orwith smokers, even when they weren't smoking. Then, as now, 
hard to determine whether people's particular reactions to ingested or inhale<j; 
stances or skin contact involved allergies or came from an acquired-multiple~ J~~i~ 
cal sensitivity; fo(.ofteri the symptoms and effects were the same. Some · 01 

damaged immune· systems have.-become· so unduly sensitive to· almos! .evt>.Ji:VI 

arou9d ~h-efl?. th~nhey need to live in/a stetge-envirorunent. , 
. During. this same period in the ·+9sos, a research. biologist and: authOI:/ 
C;us~n, had be~n butlding-a.strong c~se agaiost the)ndiscri,rninate use'of n. l.. ~ ~~~ 
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ror~ Times on "Biological Effects of Atomic Radiatiop,'' based on a presentation to the 
National Academy of Sciences in June of 1956. As he commented: 

"-.. 
The committee concluded in agreement with geneticists that radiation, no 

matter how small the dose, shortens life in some degree .... Exposure to radi
ation should be held down to 10 roentgens for the first 30 years of a person's life. 
A roentgen is a unit for measuring the harmful gamma ray from medical and 
dental x-ray equipment, nuclear weapons eXplosions and from natural causes 
like cosmic rays and natural radium .... 

Radiation causes mutation or harmful changes in the genes or germ cells of 
the reproductive organs. Damage manifests itself in the shortening of the life 
span, reduces ability to produce children, and sometimes, but not often, pro· 
duces deformed or freakish children.' . 

Even if the mutation is·in one gene, there is some hannful effect that muta
tion will go on through every generation until the line that bears it becomes 
extinct. (pp. 85-86)' ·· · 

During the 1950s the most adamant protests came over the involuntary expo· 
sure of the public to radiation through the reckless, uncontrolled nuclear testing 
being carried out by the various world powers engaged in the Cold War b.etween 

i 

~ , capitalism and commurusm. They were intent upon developing bigger antl better 
:...- weapons, and more of them than their opponents. People everywhere were being 

exposed to some degree of radioactive fallout, no matter how distant they were . 
"'"" from the testing sites. As atomic bombs, then hydrogen bombs, were exploded in 

above-ground tests, radioactive particles entered the atmosphere, to be carried by 
~ wind and clouds to places both near and far. When these particles fell to earth, peo-
- ple breathed them in, and they also touched the skin. the soil received them, plants 
_ that grew on them and the animals that fed upon these plants were contafi,linare'Ci;'x 

eventually moving up the food chain through unnaturally ionized elements such as 
_ carbon-14 and strontium-90. Radioactive isotopes were present in the milk that chil-

dren drank, coming from cows that had consumed irradiated fodder. 
-~ 
""'" Max Gerson's concerned voice joined that of others who, like him, worked 

both inside and outside of the "establishment" of their professions, whose organiza
tions and leaders attempted to enforce conformity, complacency and silence upon 
~heir memberships- and all too often used the financial support of profit-protect-
mg corporations to influence the press and legislators in creating the illusion of con
sensus and political correctness. 

The Witch-hunt against outspoken sdentists who protested against the govern
ment and corporate behavior was particularly evident in the attacks on Dr. Linus 
Pauling, who had received the 1953 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. By the mid 1950s, Pauling 
Was devoting half his time to peace efforts, especially to educating the public as to the 



health dangers in the above-ground and atmospheric weapons tests, which would 
inevitably increase birth defects and incidences of cancer worldwide. He circulated 
an international petition that called for the cessation of nuclear testing. Presented to 
the United Nations in 1958, ultimately it was signed by some 13,ooo sdentists -
including Max Gerson's friend Dr. Albert Schweitzer, whom Pauling had visited the 
year before in Lambarene, especially to discuss the world's nuclear problems. Dr. 
Pauling was joined by other courageous and outspoken individuals and by activist 
organizations such as Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy and Physidans for Sodal 
Responsibility. 

Max Gerson would not live to see Pauling's efforts acknowledged by his being 
given the Nobel Peace Prize for 1962 - belatedly awarded in 1963 on the very day that 
the international Limited Nuclear Test Ban 'll:eaty went into effect. Nor did he live to 
witness Professor Pauling's work as the champion of the alternative health movement 
through his advocacy of nutritional treatment of common diseases, from the com
mon cold to cancer, in such publications as Vitamin C and tJU Common Cold and Vitamin 
C d Cancer. That same year, biologist Rachel Carson published her epochal Silmt SprinfJ, 
but alas, Carson's potent pen was permanently halted in the following y.ear by her 
death from cancer. After a previous surgery, her physician had deliberately-withheld 
from her the information that the tumor was malignant, believing- as so many doc· 
tors did then - that patients, especially females, would suffer extreme distress. 

Tfie New Nutrition 
.;-

The many citations in the technical papers Max Gerson drafted in thls period, 
whether or not they ever were published, indicate that the physidan was atten

tive to work being done by nutritional biochemists and research dietitians. New sci· 
entific journals were originated to accommodate their findings, ·theori~ and rec· 
ommendations. In the 1950s came a surge of public interest in the subjecto£applied 
nutrition, not just for the healing of disease but for its prevention, he;1lt.h, mainte· 
nance and extending the life span. During this era, nutritionists began f0influence 
the food-buying and cooking habits of at least a portion of the population.-Nutrition 
studies were published not just in various Department of Agriculture and_ dietetics 
journals, but also were read, interpreted and explained to lay peopl~. Notable 
among the healthy-diet popularizers were Adelle Davis, author of the books Itt'S 
CooK It Riglit and ut's Eat Riglit to Keep Fit, and Carlton Fredericks, with his regular radio 
program and publications. Their basic dietary prindples were in accord \ir.rlth many 
of Max Gerson's assertions, though they did not prohibit salt and milk, for example. 
They based their recommendations on an impressive array of research findings in 
medicine and biochemistry and on statistical studies coming from the new field of 
nutritional epidemiology. During this period, small health· food stores in urban areas, 

• 



which stocked organically grown foods, whole grai~ products and vitamin supple
ments, were established on a trial basis. A powerfu~utritional-therapy influence 
upon the American public also came from the health magazine Prevention, published 
by the Rodale enterprise, along with its companion publication Organic Gardening. 

By the mid 1950s, Max Gerson began to realize that his best hope for helping 
people with cancer and other diseases would not come by persuading physicians 
about the merits of his dietary therapy, but through contacting the public itself, 
directly or indirectly. Thus Prevention magazine became an important vehicle for him 
in conveying his curative messages to a number of American households. A number 
of his new cancer patients came to him because they or some friend or family mem
ber had read something by or about Max Gerson in Preventiolt. 

Although frustrated and upset by being stonewalled by the medical establish
ment, Max Gerson tended to be philosophic in his understanding of the intransi
gence in science and medicine to accept new theories - and, in his case, demon
strable mults, as he wrote in A Canur Tftaapy: 

As soon as one of Nature's secrets is uncovered, apprehension and skepti
cism appear. 

The history of medicine is filled with tragic errors which allowed such a 
long time to elapse between the time of discovery of a basic princip,le and the 
actual medical application of the discovery for the good of mankind. (p. 59) 

He hoped that people themselves - as inevitable food consumers - would 
come to their senses before it would be too late: 

I fear that it will not be possible, at least in the near future, to repair all the 
damage that modem agriculture and civilization have brought to our lives. I 
believe it is essential that people unite, in the old conservative manner, for the 
humanitarian purpose of producing nutrition for their families and fyJ:Ur:\_ gen
erations as natural and umefined as possible. 

The coming years will make it more and more imperative that organically 
grown fruit and vegetables will be, and must be, used for protection against 
degenerative diseases, the prevention of cancer, and more so in the treatment 
of cancer. It will not be long before the entire population will have to decide 
whether we all die of cancer or whether we will have enough wisdom, courage 
and will power to change fundamentally all our living and nutritional condi
tions. (pp. 3.4) 

In this concern and orientation, Gerson revealed himself to be a domestic tra
,., ditionalist. He was far more in tune with the emerging "back to the land" lifestyle 

rno:ement of the Hippies, with their throwback agricultural communes, whole
gram, home-baked breads and health-food products, than he would have been with 



the succeeding generation, with its notably fast-paced, success-oriented, 
consuming and glitzy urban lifestyle amidst the high-tech, biotech, "dot-com" 
places. In the last two decades of the 2oth century and the entry years into the:"'Y~ 

era, there would be little time for shopping and preparing foods in the preiR~\fj 
Gerson way in family homes where both parents worked full time or uvc:rq t 

whether out of choice or economic necessity. In this context, Dr. Ge:rsoJo's ,ffiil 
nial vision seems remote, sadly: · , 

. 
We will again need real housewives, not eager to save kitchen ·nm 

homemakers who will devote their lives to the benefit of all, 
of developing and maintaining a healthy family. Babies would no . . 

by a formula but would have the natural mother's milk; they WOIWO .I! 

without being afflicted with a fatal disease such as leukemia, and withot 
. mentally retarded~ both ~onditions which are i~creasing rapidly ·a~ rw. ·.<~ 

For the future of coming geriei:ations, I thlnk it is high time tQa-:,t,;,,:;,·i· ~ii 
our agriculture and food preservation methods. Otherwise, we 
increase our institutions for mental patients .yearly, and we will se.~e~·~· ;t· ;~ii 
overcrowded with degenerative diseases even more rapfdly and ir Jril";'i 
bers than the hospitals themselves can be enlarged. Seventy years d.l$~~~1~ 
was unknown in the United States. Fifty years ago, lung cancer vya:~ ,~~., 
·observed in clinics and autopsies that every case was worthy of ·~· l ·lUll''-''d. 

today- what a change for the worse. ( p. 4) 

Perhaps only when someone becomes seriously ill with cancer or·-sami 
intractable disease, which conventional medicine has thus far failed 
de~perate ;person consider undergoing the Gerson diet as a last-ditch S. ~ te~~ 
earlier as a basic' preventative measure, it could have been carried ' . . 

· If. --~ 

stringent form, and with more guaranteed positive outcome. . .· · · ·. 
. . . . ' " 

Viewed on a much wider scale, however, it is. apparent that ,u.•uau 

and the regimes that govern them, snould recognize that tO C:U~IUl 

vival they must pay close attention to their public's he4Ith- both p~~:f~S~ 
tal, from "womb to tomb." This meansnot only educating each D' 

proper nutrition, from early childhood on; but also making it p,ossible . 
to be able to acce.ss the foods necessary· for achieving good health. A 
diet should not be a cure, affordable.only to the affluent class; it .s .. t.to. lild :,q,~ 
m~n birthright. · . · · · ·' 



______ .. 

- ~·1 '~ 

Wfiole Body Medicine 
. (1953-1954) 

Totality or ((Holism" in Science and Medicine 

Max Gerson's determination now either to prevent cancer or to overcome its 
..J.lethal presence in people already suffering from it revived his earlier interest, 

while still living in Germany, in Ga11zfittt - or totality. Possibly Max's talk with Albert 
Schweitzer during his 1949 stay in New York had inspired him to take a philosophi
cal look at his dietary and detoxification therapy . Indeed, sometimes he e~lained 

' the effectiveness of the therapy an almost nonmaterialistic and mystical way. 

If we approach the cancer problem from a more practical viewpoint- the 
clinical side - based on the concept of totality, we learn two things: firstly, we 
have to live near nature, according to our natural development. Secondly, sci
ence cannot help us to solve the deep, underlying cause of cancer .... 

Albert Schweitzer recognized the greatness of the "awe for life" [reverence 
for life] or the need to have the deepest respect for everything that is alive (Die 
Elirfurcfit vonn Wm). The living being, whether.large or small, plant or animal! is 
m every respect perfectly created or developed, in all its functions and in~its 
parts, best in its totality. 

Everybody respects and needs science, research, and laboratory work, but 
their conclusions should not be overestimated. Particularly, the direction of 
therapeutic action should always be based on the idea of the body as an entity, 
which has to be supported and restored in its silent perfection. 

It is urmecessary to understand the whole life in its minute biological particles 
and effect - but it is necessary that, for the problem of therapy, the entire sick 
human organism be attacked in its totality, espedally in degenerative diseases. It 
would be a great mistake to apply the therapy only as far as we understand the 
~orresponding biological reactions or as far as they can be proven in animal exper
Iments. In particular, in degenerative diseases and in cancer, we should not apply 



a symptomatic treatment or only one that we can fully understand; we 
treatment that will comprise the whole body as far as we know or can im<tg 
These thoughts were well known by the physicians of Greece and Ron1~;%: 

ancient physicians knew that there are no sicknesses but only sick human n·.f •tt 

. .. The best pharmacologists realize how difficult it is to understand the actte 
the pharmaca and often must use practical or clinical experience. 

Modem technology has almost unlimited po_ssibilities but it cantnOIG£~ 
fer these accqmplishments into the biology of th~ hu.man being. (pp. 

Max Gerson was firmly grounded in medical science, but believed ma1:,w< 
route to effective treatment was to look at the individual body as a wnole,,~~f! 

ty of intricate parts, which was situated in the human context of society~~-~~! 
the biosphere, and also within the universe of matter and spirit. He tra<:eq 
cept of totality back to both the legendary Greek physician Hippo<:rates <ltQ!':\·~ ... : 
century Swiss alchemist and physician Paracelsus . . About ·Faracelsus, . 
could sound almost impassioned, to the extent that he would. de~rote:i:]lffJ 

chapter in A Cancer Tlierapy to presenting his .particular (and sonnetirrt<3~t;!~~9! 
physiological and .dietary ideas: · 

E~errwhere in his writings it can be perceived how he'"''"'' 
everything irito the finest partide (atoms) and find a~ in:1ter·1 pre't~P!~ 
aS if he WO~ld like a penet~ating pOWer tO enable him .tO l00k iiitO lU~Jilp~JJd~.~ 
scopically. The layman only sees the surface; the physician 
alize the inside and the hidden facts which combine to form the 
less of whether it is a piece of wood or bone. Marvelous are his IO.e:a~:±:a~ 
chemical reactions and his passionate love for all chemical .. oq:urJr-~1_1.~~ 
he.applied to the reactions of the body long before his time. 
develop everythiJ1g from its origin. In t~~t he always observd .~hn~C::-~Q!i}~ 

. heaven, the earth and the microcosm; it.is similar with healing; .lVla,J; 

be comprehended through a macrocosm; not through .himself a1u~ 

knowledge about this harmony perfects the physician. 
· This short condensation .does not take a critical stand in the hist1Q.!'; 

towards the statements of Paracelsus as measured against _the :knOWile<ilJg~ 
time. It merely seeks to. show how-stimulating his writings are a· I :l·.c ttll~ 

. · .. ·'- -~ . 

of ideas which shines through everywhere, how intense his urge _ .... ",_._ •. .,.. 
·connections or at ·least to intimate them in his. passionate way and:.!J.l11,1 ~lli~f.l.l:~ 
in accordance with the eternal laws in nature outside of the body anqt:;.t 

·laws ruling inside the microcosm. (p. 53) 

Max Gerson's use of the word totality to characterize his own apJ):9agQ~ 
ment dosely resembles what is widely_ known now a~ holistic medicitne.. 



using this particular term in a more general sense, whether for medicine or other 
professional pursuits, he was scarcely alone. 

Tfie. Spiritual Dimension 

O
ver the years Max Gerson made a number of loyal and strongly supportive 
friends who understood his absorption in his work. Some of these friends were 

also German-speaking exiles; others were Americans. Some were researchers, like 
medical biochemist Rudolf Keller, and medical technicians, such as the radiologist 
Dr. Heinrich, people with whom he worked on a steady basis - professionals who 
not only respected his work, but were awed by it, since no other physicians they 
dealt with were getting such extraordinary results. One of Max's best friends was 
Dr. Stanley P. Reimann of Philadelphia's I.ankenau Hospital Research Institute, who 
sometimes referred patients to him. 

Other friends began as his patients. Surely one of the most important friend
ships made during Max's American years was Henry Schaefer-Simmem, an art pro
fessor on the faculty of the University of California-Berkeley. Like Max, he was a 
German; he had escaped the Gestapo in Frankfurt and emigrated to the United 
States. In fact, Max had heard of him while still in Europe. Henry, who was a tall, 
heavy-set man, combined the vocations of art creator, educator and psychologist. He 
stressed the importance of cultivating visual imagination and expression in children 
to encourage the development of a creative spirit and humanitarian outlook, ensur
ing that they would grow into well-rounded adults. Besides being an inspirational 
innovator in art education, the professor was also an early advocate of using chil
dren's art work both to diagnose emotional disturbances and to work through trau
mas of many kinds. 

The transcontinental friendship began in this way: While Schaefer-Sirnmevn ... "" 
was visiting New York during the early 1940s, he suffered several heart attacks dur-
ing the course of a week. He was 45 years old at the time. On his first visit with Dr. 
Gerson, he had blue lips and minimum circulation. Right away Max learned that 
this new patient of his was a ferocious, five-packs-a-day smoker and that his diet 
was scarcely salubrious. Dr. Gerson proceeded to educate him about his lifestyle 
principles. Obviously, the cardiovascular crisis indicated that his overall health was 
seriously deteriorating. If Schaefer-Simmern wished to recover permanently from 
his presenting condition, he would have to make radical changes in his diet and 
other habits, particularly requiring giving up smoking and indulging in fat-rich 
foods. 

Dr. Gerson might have explained to Schaefer-Sirnmem the background for his 
treatment approach in this way: 



.• it is important to realize that in ourc-body all the innermost pr<:>ee:ssej?J] 
together,-depend on each other, and. will be .deranged with each ucu" ·1 

eases. That is the reason why all of. them together have to be attacked "·"'~'-£ 
ing purposes at the base ,and in combination.·My clinical experiences 
that this is the surest. way to" the success o.f:i therapy. · . · .. . • 

. scha~fei:siinmem stoppecfsrn.~kng m~plitdy 'on :m~ very day H'-; ,'-'J 

Ger~on and agreed t~ follow tb~ strict dietary regimen iinposed~ Dr.. . ,, . 
for'him to siliJat :thf·ho~e;ofa d~~to~ friend,\~here5~ine;(>thh/pat_i,e~t~. ·.· 
lo(lged, partly .to' enable them. i:o .f6!li:iw c:ers6n'.s ther'apeuhddie,t.' . . .· 
weeks, :Heury-~s .se:nc)l.fs heart ·condition· haa. ill proved enougb'fo~:hirri ·to. 

. ±~o~gh r.ie~r?never re~~meiirhi:Jking~· l1is. d~sire _fo~ hi;·01d. . .·. 
r~tt~S P~V~! J~ft<4lllf~ ~rbgl t)m,e,.to ·tizne.he WPUJJ . '. . .U:flll~ f'iorr'> 

hold-it bety}ee:n.nls tips·. His wife, wfigfuhe ... , . . .. • . S'~ 
~iege, . gave yp }ier. oW.n -smoking ·h~bit tf. , __ 1a.co. ojii·r:r· · ·iQdafe\W.Jti:i.,) 
_.,, · ' . , , ~ :{:' •,. ,; -;-;· ;;/· ..... t> f ,.~·':" .. J~~ • . • ·. ~-~- ~- • ' . .. . ... , _.. ~ - - _, < ·-

opeyed G~rs.O.n's .qi~tarf iristructions Jor the::test:'of · Jife;,be liyeqif<)ti.a.l?l 
". -~. _ .. - -· --:' ' ;..-.~~t -~·:_ ,··--·{ ;_ .... .... __ >·'-'· . _ .. ; _. . -, ·-~.;- . . · ." -.·,- . ----~~ ,-- •.. ._ ·.:.. ' 

m§fe qecad_es,.:oli,t4v!n.g JEs goqq fiie~d_Ma:K.J>y 11~'ltlY. b.y,eqty year$}'@ 
~. _ ,,. .. , .. . - . : • ·-· · - .., - . ".'- -'-. _.,...- ._ . _ · <'r . -- - \~ ., ~ - •<_ ·.. _-. • • .~, . . · · -"" ' : -

; _ -,_~ --~~ d~se).ol~.s§f~g fr;i~~dsfuJ.:i"de'(~~~J?ed .~!~:thls[Bl'?f~~s~~: 1~.,~- ~ ~~;~~ 
l:)..er riiexrioi( of .h~i hy,sbarid; 'PJ:ob.a[Jly frori) .the start of their 'as_s ·c'>fi~:~~ 
:::: .• .• ::. - . :'-:(' · i;: :-_ ;~ • •. ,. -:-~~; ,-~- -~-~ .. ~~..,·;: -;; ···: --.::.~- -~;;~;:-co;::-: : · · ·-;.;_ ·;"':' __ ,, , _-,., f"':/..:-:~ ·:.·. --·. ~- ">-- . ~ 

ahd.patiei:lt r er;:bgnized. a'·siinila'rity in th:dr basiC thinKing abouttbt~llt 
•.,_ < - ~, -.:._,::. ·':">·;.· -;..., ·:.:; . ... .;: ., "~,: ._-.-.--.:" ·:~> ·.' ·<":;!::_ f.:~ :~ · ._ · -, :..,.•>; ·_;.r.?'~ ~.-::· .... ~· ,f,. ., · _. ·. 

mer{I1lus~)1~ve:,dJ~fUSS~d, ¥1, thc;:li riat!ve'·q~ffi:l~' fnariy;9f ,,- .· 
··. • • ' ~ ' --~ _ •• _ --. c , · · • _,_-_.,. . -.• o-- - ~ • ' , ·' · .· ·" , . _ -•_ , - • ., -." _ ~ . : - ·.· •.- .'4 :-;;:, .. ;; • ._-. -- '!' -• ' ' 

welL~(tv1:ax•s; ;iljdthjs conv.ergerice'o.f ifleaS'was doubtless tne 
; .! - ... , · . >'.:.""·",.. • . ':\:-f' •. -'>;. · ';.:: _-,-.:~·-:;- .- · .- ~ -; - ~-- · ·.-,~::-- _ ' · • -~; -.. -:~ ~- . .... . ~ -" • ; 

frlenq~}jip;:At th}s tiri)e, Benrf "s:s" was V,orking on his . · .. 
,_., .. .... , ... _4"...,."\_ • .,.~.--_ --:;;. - ~"''·· · --~- <· • • . - . - ~ • ·• ~ ._ ... ~ - -.· . . t".--- ··~ ' . • ~; . _:,.. ·-~ · . ·;,¥ .· . • ,.. ,, . ""' 

Aifiv~ilf;.Y,hich wo~d- be publishedJ~fi95o. Tow~rd the . .. . . 
..... ,, ._,,j, -~ .. ~ ' ., ..• _-. . ' -. : ;,•- .·:-"•. _}_.--,, . -~---- - ~· "; ~ .· •.· _.· _. 

caneertllirdpy, ·pu_blished· eight .y¢ars.later) MilX }rient1on~~ .Her· iryrsH: 
• . •:• ~ ,_., ••• •. , . .. . ,._ -} -·.· ,~-- • ''"" . __ , ._,, • -· .;~ , . .-.·.:;;.· •. >--• . :.-·{,·:;.''· :-- .· · f • • • ' . .,,, ,_ ;,·~,,:,·2 

from·it in tJ:le seconcrcllaptei, entitled "The 'Co_ncept of Totality~J)ecJ§iv 
: • .. • • ' --i.," ·. · :. - :>-c ,_; , .'-.-~ .- • • • · / ; • - ~ .·· :· .. , •.• ·' • • ·~. -~ 

, and Qth.~r Degenerative· D.iseases:; . . . . 
j · - , _,._ .... .... ... -~ - ' · ..• , . • •• • -~ · - ., ... 

··· ·' · :wrus·b'O:ok H~ritY s<:haefer~sirri'rrlert)'a• ~ )Pll~:a 
o(art)kd·p~y§~bl~b. o,~t M'~};;rsqp' '· ~ ,• 
. ·: -, · It is no~ ~nJy,.in. bioi~~ \Vhere:,th~-idea,oLtotallty ·~s .Lv···, uc *"~~"' 
, · · entity:of the ni tura.lprocesses; it is also the ~te in:~_i::t;'If.r ·p· : hilcts.ot 
· · ·' , iri physics, c'v<ih~re.the .most learned seholars .. found;tqe <orii;:eJr;Jt 
· · .. in:;>, their ,-fidd~' plJ~search .. ancl :work., l ;·w01.ild-·like ·r.o,, ril~R~:~?~!~ 
· · -Drumond?s,philosophica.l·Work·Natum!.Law in':tttt->S~'irituranf1vnrll1:1 
''· .. · it is,·expresse~ in:his wp.rds:: ~The copfi~uity.,ofili~:,:plly$.is:al,::.:C;fra 
,._ , .tuat~ ·This m~ans'the:~coherence .oLthe,p,hys:icaJl{inor:ganl,~A:":oj~~~~t 

transform~d-, b~sk<!»Yv'intQ ;th~ ~rg_~hic world-·of piants: and. · 'a. n4D~ 
.th-ere: are electri~ai pote!ftials,outstabdirig·m tO.~ life of. the . . 

•,-- ·-. ·-~ - .. . v .• • • ·.;. -... . ·;-.., ' •• • ·c• -· ·t · • . - : ·. • · ·.._ · • ' • • • . . · · -. ' 

tually 3:ccumulated in:th.e -.ner'Voi.is system; w9~chis . , .. · 
••. -c' .,. . · .: -~- . • ;.. _..,...,-, • -,~;-:-~ - ·-.· ·. -·--. . • • ' - ~-~ . -~ - • _, . • .• •, • . • 

organ" ~apable of creatlng'pro"giess and gi~a.t accomplishments.,· .... ·· 
.. 



In physics, Albert Einstein's first great work was Rllattvity of Spaa and Time. At 
first the theory was considered fantastic. Later it was generally accepted. 
Einstein's advanced studies dealt with a transformation of light and the photo· 
electric effect. Finally, his "transformation theory" attempted to include gravi· 
ty, magnetism, and elec;tridty into one basic physical system, which he called 
the Unified Field View- most difficult to prove. 

In art, as an example of this concept, is the work of Schaefer-Simmern, who 
took the application of art out of the narrow limitations of the old rational prin· 
ciples and demonstrated that art is a "creative power," inherent in our brain 
functions, developing according to ·the body's growth, mental, emotional and 
intellectual maturity. Schaefer·Simmern said that "The creative potentialities of 
men and in women, in business and the professions, are always present as an 
entity," united with all other powers of the body. Schaefer-Simmern used art to 
"unfold the inherent artistic ability in the education of children," since it may 
become the decisive factor in the groundwork of a culture that rests on the ere· 
ative nature of man. (p. 13) 

. 

""~ When Max Gerson cited Henry Drumond's words when considering totai!ty in 
. ' bis book A Canw Tlierapy, he was apparently recognizing the existence of "spiritual" 

aspects in the body itself, its connection with physical and mental health, creativity 
, I 

'"..;g· and healing. In scientific or medical terrr1s, Max ~ay have partly attributed tbis spiri· 
· . tual element to electrochemical pathways through brain cclls and neurons, or to 

genetic or endocrine factors at work or at play. Nevertheless, his willingness to 
i _acknowledge this special ingredient in his conceptpf totality places him ·early and very 

· strongly within the revivified philosophical camp c)f Jiolism (or wholism, as it is some
times spelled) in ecology and particularly in medicine1 about to be taken up in the lat· 

~ .. ter half of the mid-2oth century, and iri time finding a medical explanation in the 
~- provocative new research-based, multidisctplinary field of psychoneuroimmunology./ - -
. As certainly many CAM (complementary and alternative) physidans and othe 
: health practitioners now believe, much of true healing in individual patJents appears 

,a. to have a spiritual component. This may come from an absolute trust -in the practi· 
-- tioner, from a strong religious faith in some "higher power" or from an extremely 

..;_positive mindset about outcome, possibly invigorated by special he;iling·directed 
~ psychotherapy. Thus it is possible that Dr. Gerson's extraordinary personal success in 

effecting cures in seemingly hopeless cases may have partially derived from a unique 
- -aspect in his character that gave extra potency to his therapeutic methods. 

b When the Gersons began taking vacations in California, they sometimes were 
a le to see Schaefer-Simmern and his wife, who also occasionally came to New York 

. City for professional and social visits . 
. Max often wrote to his California friend to share both his triumphs and frus

trations, as in this note sent in 1946: 



. Confidential:.I now have.greatly improved 5 brain tumors [cases] a· 1. ~li-1~ 

intramedullary spinal cord tumor which I myself considered almost uuJ:•.u 

[112/46] . ' . . . . '·'· 

. . ,_, '•' . . 

. . . . -

0r'thi~· 1~tter written in 1948: 
. -.~.; , ~-~ ,. :: ·'-.. > 

... . ' ; .. . .•. 

! ' · - • 

Somt; of my articles _\'Jere refusedAll1t I am nqt depre.ssed and I Jmg 
· . it go~s:The :r~sults•ini:he treatment of caricerare:so far developed"-'~""' 

. such a ·gf~~t ~ount of improy_ed pa_tients that it.vyou1dJill_a ·book, .. 
. ·one· up:to now could. demonstrat~. The,re.· are _ri1a11y .mpre results· 

, : they;[the .. patients] do: not ~o_rUe'back,;partly~o,save .rponey and n-:>YTil 

· .. I b.a~e.~o. 9rk to follo~,u'p all·tbese cases·or t~.go;. to. t~_es~-patients al'l.i:ir 
. they .;IT~,J-7/7 I 48] ' . ~ 5 ·; <"· , .:·, · .- · , . ,, . :· · .• .. :· ·- . ···~ : :· 
- ::., j:·.~, -. " . .. ;. - ,:· .,s~.::- .~ :t:~ - - ~:-~ {-~, .. · ;. : ~ .. ~=, -;;_· · '-~~ J , - ·~ , ,., ';" .. ·_ · - ~ ;·~ .-:~:. :-· . . 

,. :. 1n'theJoll6W!rigye~i, Max-comiri~nted·ig._a:no~¢; ; ·.·· .. 
_:;: ~ <~-: : --~ - --~-~ -- -~--.:~: ~ · 4-~~- . . , _ __:-~:~(</·~· . . ~~·~ ;:--:-~ ·;r ·.- .~ c;?\ >~~ :•--"' :_~; -';;;_{::~ · :' - -~~~~> - :~~~' . -: -_: -.. . > ·:: -

.. ; ·; · ~h,eri I i~ad y~.s~erday iq, t4e'last iss,u~ohbe-New.E_.:ngtaJ_ 1.d lYf:e<eti, 
· . tpat'physiciaqs·t~i'nk.th~i bhi)gmg down;the. blgod,pressure 
. ¢mg'close to:a''mira~Je, J)~arhe_d for ·ffi~ fiiSJ~tiirie·ipmyllfe Wh::n;JJ:~Jl~ 
._ . ' '._ '-~- .,,,"';.. .;·:; : ..... ....--~ ¥'~' _-.,._, _ ... . :~ - . . : .. _ ,,,,._ :;";··:· -.. -• . ··- -,;;. "' -'~~-· ---· ·,· ··:- ..... .;;s:,. ~~ - -.: .- ~ - ::..-~; - -. 

, ·, ~§ Slj~~t ppysi~fis .,':Xh.ep]~~y ti?dj~1t9.i~t"caBcai~q he_lp)p~d· iq£(~ 

·,,.;_ ''~d x;o _;e~,rs aft~r:·~l;;t~;~s~n :r~~o~;d;t~ .b~:~,;.}~:, :· : :, :.,, . . · · 
- . . . ,· · ._ 

~. ,·, /' . · ~• '"> _ - ~ -~>7 : · ~~··- ,~~~ · ·., ;; ~ .. _. -"' :."':· r :~;._ ¥M; •;.• .;; __ ~<!':: • . :-/ ;~; • •. J<, ~ 

" • •c .:·~· May 1'1:@. Y9U th~tthe wond~rfitl 'advice you . 
~ ,~-.<1 / ----~~ ·; ·· :• <. -~- . ..- ·. - :• - • • - : .. . - .- . ... • ..,.. . . ' ,,,; ~ • • •,:--. _ • . w ., , ._._ . ·. . . ' . . ·' • 

.. . by· fu)fsdt { leamed tliat 'oilly'persis~tence-will bifng. ' 

:_ ·" ~-~~! · ~:~a.tl},~: ·p~r.si~!~~§e·ri(t~· b~:.v~0.':~.~~! ,~~~'·, · ··_-~ -~--'. ~.,.~e.;~- - ~.-~ ~- l~J.~~ 
. ' such -ah outstanding fielq as cancer-and rriangqandesare, ,, . •• • ... 
· .. ,~,.-. ··.:)"~v.v-hav~Jb'ina?Y. ¥6~'~$~f~lfr~~4J1~~hjchr"·' · ' ' ••····· · · 
:'' .. v.j~g' i~ays, oi~psies::·itc~, !hit I10 longer 'can\inytljirig :roycm) 
·:',.· ·. •. • , :?o . ~ ~ >C . , . ' ' - -~ .. -~ , ";- ";. , ." ' . < • ;r . " ·. · -' -

.. , . ai:icr['ceh~fnty J ih_'fpy i:reatinent: [z/31/sil · ;. ~· ". . ' 
:·.;.'; _ (-~ ~~~~1:,;_';~ ' .#5 ?:;~:~"7~.;}\~;. -:...: _:.:•."-<~ .•.. : • ·:;_~:::~>~ ·~:-.... r~-' . ::-:· :;t": t..,: · ~2< '•t-; j . '[}: .j 
. . -~ - ... - . '. 

:.· · ':;Then in .another thr.ee yea~s: : , , · . . ;_ ,, : · . · . , 
. . . . ·. . ' . 

'-; ·• - . • ri~' •.- .;;.:. ~.; • >' ·:.--; // :,; _ ' • ; • • : , :: ,, · -, • ' .;. __ • • -~ -·~ • .· ' ,;:';~ _ • 

? ., _ ·' Q~e thing I ¢ill tell you is that·the iesult:i,i,n !he·p~st.mo!Jtp:~~~ 

· tfi.~f: ~e~~hing, ~a ";9~c~er,:·:~8 ._go$~ .that.' ffuyseif~-,~ ·,ery.~qfi~ 
. wheth~r iuch;a >t~1fig'l~,reany P()SSibfe'' 9t~4f~he~:it:~: I ·is·~ ·P· nly"'a~iip~~ 

. ' ~ -~ ·- · · ,.,. . • . . .· - ~ ..... . •· - _.· ~--. . .. _. ,. -., · ,;;:. ... . . . :.,- -

'utmosf t0.'be·as· objective :~spossibli'fri -rpy yvritijigs . 
• ~: · .. . , -,:.v- '' " ''2.':.:' ,.,., ._ . . ...... ~ . . :'- ' .,.._.· . . 'h ·· · ; :- ·"'·' _· ... ... ·-· · ; .~~ r-·--.-~ · 

. kllow'that oojectivity{is'the mbsHn)pprW).t par.~of~riy . 

, , cas: ·1~~~~;~:~~ffC&~l~e?.~~~~~~h·~l;~~~{~~i~n.illea~· ·}rt;'~h~;;1.J@· r~~ 
.; -:<-' :;;:: <· .,. ;.--·. ' · -_-,:., .. .,;? •• - . ···· .,y':' , __ ,-·' ' : ::.- :~ ... ""·~ ;:C. • ~.;: ~~:--- . -f.;;._:.{~,· ;.:>-'-_ ~( ..... --- . 

· exti::aoraihary'resulfs: ,: •· ' "; . · ·, . ; , , . ' .. ·:·-c·· ,,. . :•:· , ;, .. . · 
· :. ··' : ;Th~~tr6'Ubi~'~!tlf$tii~ rriedichlprdf~s~i6n 'is t.hat it: . . . 

·- . . -~")( ~~-- - ---· · .. _ _ __ .-- ... . _ _ , ___ . ,·, 

·' ~c~~r,sfigg· ~~(~~;pbisft~;e _fact~ . ~~t; :-mo.r.e: ~r:.~e.~-s~:~p }aye,·:' · · . • . 
m<::ome·of the· surgeon) X'ray.man ;and hospitals. ['4/27/54] · - < >·. , 

. · .. -- '.- . -· . ~-l' ; .-.. · ~~- - ,;.,;f _ .. ~ :_;;__, ,._· -•. · . , •'' " 
·, ., _. ' • 



"S·S always thought the world of Gerson, believed him to be a great man and 
admired him without reservation," Charlotte Gerson has commented. "He tried to 
help my father as much as he could in setting up contacts with legislators and indus
try leaders who might take interest in promoting his therapeutic methods, especial· 

• II ly in cunng cancer. . 
For example, in 1953 the UC-Berkeley-based Henry Schaefer·Simmem wrote a 

Jetter to Henry Kaiser, whom he knew was much ·involved, in his nearby Oakland 
butlding, in creating a new model for improving public healthcare delivery in a non· 
profit health maintenance. organization (HMO), as well as in establishing a medical 
research-funding foundation. After introducing himself as a former patient of Dr. 
Gerson's who was in "closest contact with him and liis work," S·S broached the sub· 
ject of Gerson's important medical innovation: 

. 

His results with the cure of Q.9Cer, I mear the cure an~. not only t4e treat· 
ment, is so beyond the grasp of the offidal medical profession that most physi· 
clans do not know what to do with it. According to statistics, there are eleven 
hundred cancer operations datly in-New York dty. You can well imagine what the 
attitude of those surgeons is who know of ·Dr. Gerson's treatment ·Without 
surgery. In spite of the fact that Dr. Gerson's sanatorium in Nanuet, Ne;w York, is 
full of patients from all over the country and Europe, in spite of the fact that 
many physicians must recognize that their own ,patients who were given up by 
them, returned home. being in norinal conditions, the fight against Dr. "Gerson 
goes on with all possible and impossible means. And yet, this man's inner believe 
[sic] and extraordinary faith in the meaning of his life as a helper for mankind is 
not affected by all these attacts [sic]. However, ~s his work must finally be,eXtend· 
ed to the degree that mankind may have the benefit from it, I tum to y~u. 

I know enough of you that you are a man who has made the assumed 
impossible possible, a man who has no fears and ~n unlimited courage. You have 
the means and the facilities, the hospitals and the physicians who are well rble 
to bring Dr. Gerson's noble work into full action. I even believe that 1 am a \ool 
in the hand of fate to direct your attention to that task which may be the great· 
est task you ever can fulfill. And so, I beg you whole-heartedly to do what is in 
your power to make this task possible as you did with so many other problems. 
If it would be possible for you to send one of your leading physicians to New 
York to study Dr. Gerson's treatment and observe the results with his patients 
you would get the necessary evidence for your.further actions. 

I pray that fate may give you that deep insight in the unmeasurable tasks 
which you can realize as a helper of mankind. [7ho/53] 

While S·S was trying to contact H~nry Kaiser, Max Gerson on the other coast 
att · · ernpted to get the former Senator Claude Pepper, a friend of Kaiser's, to resume 



interest in .his-cancer therapy. He wrote him, reminding him .of the 1946 Seniat1 
committee-hearing and askingfor a letter of recommendation to Kaiser; 
ious statements he made were these: · . . ·· · · . . 

. . ·i s you kno~~t fi:om [the] hist~ry of i~~ehtions arid'especially that . 
cine how mwy difficulties al)d hindranc~s a new sol)ltion of an esse;riti~ 

' ~--- -- ~· - _ . .. " . _ ... - _,._,; . . : ... _.· . ~ .. - ·- ·-.. ,• .; ,.. . . 
_l_em ~as· to eric'ounter, you will'ub'derstand how many personal att~ti:ks 

.. . mi?af [ sk]~pp'osltiori'~ l[ha~eJhad to 'gd'thlough:--:· ::. . ' ::· . ... . . 
·' - ~- • . _, . -. _-·.-· • . : ••. ·; • .. ;: • • , , -' ';·: :-.-· · <- · :'•:, ' - ,• , . -·· ·· -' · ~ . ;_ ·,~· -

. The A.Iperican 1yieclical AssodaiiQn . is stilt oppO"sed to my" . . . 
: -.: --~:·;;· · : . -;_. ~~ -- ~--- -~' ·- -~· ·{~ -··· .. .. - __ .. . . .. ~ .... -~ - - ~: · -';· _< ., •. , · · ... . ~.-.~ ;_-.. . ,,_,;"'?':!' 
. re~ders it_iilip()SSible for me topublfsh·any article, __ a n~bei pf _. 

' , • • · · y · ~ -f-~'" · - . . . .. • ,,· • • ,, - . .. •' • -- · · · -· , ... .. - ..• , - ~ - - ~-'been' .fettimed. · .· · ' , .. · ·· ., ' · < · · · .: · · · :·- <,.. · ··: _, . 
.. /; ·:·--.-••• •• ·_.' ·j·.·.·_::!. _ ..... _· ••• '!-'> ·'.'. (' ... ·.·· .. . : . . · ::_.!._-_,_ .... ·.-y ... ~:..:·· .• -, ·· - · • >';: -'-'; .>:·-: . ,, ·-· 

. • . . ,,, ' . ' ; . .' ... --~ -_,· ;' :_ . .. . :; ,.; . :-::. 

.. 't~:~lt~f~~~tf~~-~~,!%t~~~ar;~t~~t~ to~roli~~e-i _ 
Foi!liliat~~ly, ,. "' . . , p _ 

Wiclow to ilie.Gerson 
- ·. · .. ,. ; . . _ . • ~~::~·. · :···->..·· ·. ' _: · 

QW1);ll~tt~~fsto lY.Iax"Gei:son h3ve·stirVivedfMax . . 
H~ruy hid ·ct.Pi~d:s~~t¥.par~'~phs tp.(\t 

. . . . . '- fi;'~ book I) I(~ c.- o' ! d1.ifei1j; H11J.ri_OI( 
. ' ' ··~ ,. '' . · .. ;. · "':i~\ :; - .~: ··. --:; . ? ,· 

lli;liver:;it)Y-'Pre •. _.s_s in) 94o; :'\P~~ potto~ h·~~- . i in·scr~bed 

·ec -: ~;'')nihe' ape~o~~h ~0~~~4 pealing ftod~; .·w~~ar~ ho J6pg~r -p:r}:· :§!:q;,y 
·· th·e i!lh~merable. singk'phenomena' in- ~disease;-.we -knoW: · -•· .. 
__ ·.. Qa -aie~pot the-essenti~l~ of dise~se .. More-andxoore 
-· ·. that the- essential-element of-. disease is ,tn<~·S_tlOC.l<:'(()Jtle rli<ohrrbapi~ 

. ' . ' regulat~a: f~nctibn~ng 'bf the: organism~ by. :a~--~-~-; ~~;~~~~~:t~~\~~~~~[f 
\ : qu~stio'fl, tne~only g~al of-the physi~iab.istb nrn-fTjfi ,p"t'~IP 

~ . -;;; ·; ;•. ;~ - '1 • .• • ' ' • •• , . _.-. ·, -. • 

·· sibility'ofexisting-41· spit~ bf his:dded .. :To " 
' gle ·sy~pto'fu. iP.t~rrn-s ·o( · ·· ·· · . · • · ·_ · .. i:he 

. : . th6 paher){(page 6 )·· :,' : . ',J'·~t . -{,"' .· ' • : . ;:: .;:,_, ,: r. •i . ,, . 

· . If the o~ganisrn i~-4 whble:ancd :eaci{' ~:~2tibn_::~f:Jt_·f_JiJ_ . j·< :tici:ri-·~:~~j!~ 
" .. the_·wh'ole,1then i~ 'the,analyti( ~·xperrr.nenti whi.ch-'}solates. u· te;'§(,p·r l':i\ 

,. -,.- -:" ', ' / ·• -<- •-.'-.-.. ·. :-· . ·.- .-- . • -; ._· . . 

Studi,es tfiem;<thec pt.Qp~rties;-and~fuJK:tions; 0f .a.ny part. ~US.t, . 
·- • -. _. "'· ' • -) .-. _. l.; • • ~- ~ • • . . : · ~' ;. :-·, · - _, : - - - ~ · • • ·.• :"!· ." . .. ' 

their.'isolatioh 'from. the' whole . of the :organism: Thus t_hey . . 
.,<, ' ....... -~- ~- -~ .... ,..., • •" ..-:>• ·" .... " - - .;~· -· • , , ·• ' ~!-':-- _... ...... . '<I 

~· .;~- func~ni&f.the"se > ":ari£ ili norrnai'life. ( ,.~, -e io r· ~- . _·_:. :·'· r. ·' .. ·:_':: .· · .. ... . .. - .... - ~ - .--.... _ ._.-· , p ;; _ ._ .. , ... ..,. P_ g_. -~ - · .. -. ... ~· - · -· . .. , . . , .. _ ._ .... __ .,_,,, 
-"· . -... .• .:": ;<:.\ . .-~-~~-~:·•: · · .·<~·:~:"' ;· ·~-. - · .... -:.~ - ~.:~:.::•: . ·\~_- . . ~"' . (.~ ~·-:· ... {. _.'··· ~ ;~ ~ .. :·.:"-... . . ~ · · :.: _:.1.:; ' " 

~- '. . ; 



During the 1950s Max Gerson was exploring both verbally and in his treatment 
of patients the domain of totality in medicine as it applied to cancer. Inevitably he 
questioned the whole basis and rationale of orthodox allopathic medicine and its 
focus on addressing the symptoms of disease, not the cause: 

. . 

Medical science has broken the totality of natural laws in the human body 
to little pieces. It has studied and re~studied single proc~sses and overestimat~d 
them. The symptoms of a disease became the main problem for research and 
clinical work. The medical theory of the old and middle ages to combine· all 
parts in a body to a biological entity was pushed aside almost involuntarily, and 
finally became very far removed from our thinking. How such thinking of total
ity will help us to find the-cause ofcancer can best be seen in p~actical exam
ples - not arurnal experiments-in the nutritional field of peoples who do not 
get cancer, and, on the other hand, of those who get lt in greater or increasing 
amounts .... 

Everybody\vould ask, ·"What should we do with the idea of totality in the 
practice of cancer treatment?" My thinking is that all organs and their cells 
depend mostly on nutrition. It is essential for their function, regeneration and 
division to maintain the life of the whole body at the same time. Therefore, we 
should start with the restoration of the intestinal tract and its anexa, especially 

:- ·-· } 

the liver and the pancreas. It should not be forgotten· that almost all diseases 
start with intoXification. Thus, the detoxification has to be effected as the first 
therapeutic application to revive the most essential functions of the body. This 
entails the elimination oftoxins and poisons, the restoration and refilling of the 
essential organs with minerals, vitamins, hormones and oxidizing enzymes. All 
these together build the important basis for the stimulating of the healing 
power. This way we can bring the healing power to function in a short whil~ by 
restoring the intestinal tract with the help of a special nutrition and some med
ication. (from unpublished article, "The Problem of Cancer Based Upon the Law 
of Totality," c. 1956) . r 
Luckily for Max Gerson, in the early 1950s he was offered the opportunity to 

· present to a large group of physicians his ideas about totality in medicine and how 
' they were applied in his clinical practice. 

- ,:- Triumpfiant Return to Europe 
~~ 

-Q r. Max Gerson was invited to lecture and demonstrate his nutritional cancer 
. therapy before the International Congress for Totality-'freatment in Malignant 

, . ~Iseases, which would take place at Berchtesgaden, Germany, in October 1952. Max 
"' ad not set foot in Germany since his nearly accidental escape from the new Nazi 



' . 

regime almost 20 years earlier. Though hewas not especially eager to retum 
homeland, .he was curious about the- changes that had taken place :there .. .LV.··••,u 

must, have seemed almost a. lifetime, since the intervening years spann.~:g; 
.Holocaust, .World Wadi,· the early years . of the Cold War between • Eastet~~!}l; 

vveste!Jl .Europe (syfnbolize9 by the conteptious c:livisi()ll within the, city . 
and west ·G~~any's: extraordinary postwar i:e~onstni~i:ion: . . . . . . . .. 
w.~s f~her-bq~her,e4,by. _#}e 3l.ss~ciaFi~~ b~tw~~n:.~er~~esgad~n a·J·J·c Ifi.<jolJ~1;li 
who h~g liyed:tbef.e" .§~fdre_his takeoverpf:~h~ S?er!D~n ~oyempie~t; ":l. T Vi "lt·rp .. 

.Hitlei~qa<;l, kept a t4¥.et .there, called.:'Eagle's_ Nest," .tc{ whidl he_r,.e :tfeate<:IJ.O 
· ~4t'c~~y, ~~~ an, was the place &oriiv/fti~ cer~on hac! . . 

Wid¢ ~ppr9ha~qn a'tid fa.!Ile,, hit pub~i:.~ti~ll} . afl,d su~cess ' i· tlpngs 
krl9wn'~~ce;~_i~g iri. W:~;;Ui1~ted sci"t~s~8L;1fue!ica.,-4lso~ l;i2 ~lrposs~ ····:·s . • ,. ~ ~: 
P,~?f~~ioqaJ;~myi?~~~~-~~e .. ~~.::~~e~~~ ~o;_gl~e . a. -~r~~in!a..~t,q~}t._~e -~··. ~ 
(Totillty·Medidn~) conference after oemg·spedaJiy urged to do -so.oy'Dr: 
thta~¢pr'9f:a ~oqk:he mudl adipfr~? : ·. ·· · :tt1e.t,~~9g·M·1~ing .. ;l:!Q[Qf~t;P96plt~ 
1n ilie· Eiillai~f~s. ii~J?h Bi~clrer . was' ~ .young~r- relativ:e 
~~gg ,~$·f~ft'.ph~l9irii·,!~~{protrt~t~,a,J.eg_~~~rian , · ·, . 
l);~ta~ ·o~~~s~h~aJWfli\J.?t~~st ~~real ~e~~t'-14e~~{ ·_._ .. tb't~~)~)2os·~ei~!~~~~l!l 
B!!~~:~~npftr.:~J§i.c irizu~_~,§~~~er~an~:fam~u~~ o_, ,V~l?~!:ogs,ts~~ 
it.1s ~lJl ~.~~#iste~ce, 111: i9?5.'fr!ld)i-G~rs§p h~~ :~tq~ed '~c . 
cl.1iiiaqliif Y:,l}ile:·h:er. ·paie~ts.·~ved;~n ~s:.'ABli Qr~ · . "'· 

• • -~. ' - -~- ' • • • ,.. ... . . _ , • . . _ , ,_. • - ~ • . · '< ' ... .. . ._ .. . , . - · •• _ _ , . ' . ' 

traveled-to Dr. Gerson's' Hotel-difPirc sariatdtfurh in Paris to :c::>bseiV'e 
· 't;. •• ,. ~~:·-:¢: -~..,. . .. -..: ' " . . ~-. . -. -:_ . -·- -~-·:" - ~-- ~'"· -.~ 

. ~ ··¥~f.ao!;>e~~~po0i'~§li"che9 -andr~P_or~d wh~n~Ra1i>h~ .. ! ~Jp,~;~jt~ 
~~til§ .giv~~~p Ns ,OVJD ,speakiqg slot. if ·nes.~sjarfio a.s to . 
Tg~~ .~psuf~q _Ger~~b \~~~-:he ;¥oill~ b~ §~t'?4 ~ith 
~enption: l:>ound fqbe ·proyocati:ve, Wolllc!.. lie},.ieU . . 
~~ ·· --~- ~ · - _ ,. -. _ .. - .', ''·~ . __. -· "' • · • -;.-,.:~ · -. --.--"· • .,.,.,'""':'". ,•. ' · c.,-- · ·._:>'- -." · - . 

Ther~ _vy~$.:;~n a_dditio!1al personal· induce!il~nf4ist.e ~- ~~~~~l~~!s~~j~~~ 
§fVi~',s?iierepce:,~s i?i~g Jo.take l[la~e:_?n ·his yeJY . f!~ 
better way .t~. cel~brate1h.e completion of hi~ 71st year.9f. . 
. M~x· Gerson tr~veled 'acr.ciss the Atlantic ~n an oceanlinerjti~t~9 
airpl~ne~ Bis::eldest 'd-;ugh~ef, Jol)an~a~Qh~~lan&i: ,.,:- · ·, . · · . 
havi~g.:r~tume4.iro.m livi~g:in .c;~nD~y,,~~~{liei· ·. · ' · 
Gretchen. Gersqn.,-:wh<),_normally <!C<:<?nip~riied · ·.· _ . 
not to __ -go.,Jinc~ ~h~.~~- s~bject ~t~ - s·e~sTci<Ties<~n~falso was _.i~- Uiffi~g~:~~~ 
grandchildren, furtberrn<;>r..e~ ,. she· .. ~s uhable , Yse~ ··!c\f<;irgiv~ · G~;ro}:~x 

• · '#, ; - :::;'"' · · 1 - • • · • • • • • - • • ~~ t:~c ~- - . -,; .. ; · ".:_ :~' ,.:. -~-- .·: ;. ' .. . · •· · .. · 
.Holocaust . .Both Geisons:;had be.come: American dti.Zens hi 

. :- -.';..\-' .;· - ~ -•"':;· -2" .::: :~ · ~ . ;· -.-.: -~ . ,:-.. . ~- ,~:';'_ · ·: ~ ' · -. - .;: .:~'.''. ;,; ~,;-. · ;; 

wished:to:trunk,of tbemsel:ve§·prtnjarily,asGerffian~. Cbai:lotte . 
had ~itn~s,s~_dan:d,e~p~~p~e.a diFesi:ly the ~l1ti-s¥ruris,~J~pei. bi~:ll~c;~ 
irr.:Austrj'!/ ?'elf understands this: ~biding_ fed~g,,of:revJJlsi_on.on'""'"' ce:r"lm 

Jew(i~d~dip$ b~r mother: ·c/'' · · /> " .. ' · ·. , · · ' ··' ··' ' • , ·.. •'"''!'Be~ 
. . . :. . . . .,_ . 

. ·. . 



I 

I can speak for myself. I have been invited three times to speak in Ger:many, 
twice for the Waldthausen Verlag, which published a re-translated version of 
my father's book into German. I did go, but always left as quickly as possible and 
was glad to be gone - even after all these years! I can sometimes see, perhaps 
in some railway employee in uniform, a possible concentration camp guard and 
everything that implies. Once, driving down the Autobahn, we passed a sign for 
an exit leading to the town of Dachau. It made me sick. 

Though Max had once been forced to flee Nazi Germany, his arrival by steamship at 
Hamburg now made front-page headline news, With newspapers prominently not· 

_ ing the return to Germany of the physician who had found the cure for lupus vulgaris. 
over 200 physicians from various European nations would attend the three-day 

conference. Dr. Gerson's p~~sentation was scheduled for the afternoon of the third 
, day. Despite Max's long al)sence from Europe, many of the physicians attending the 

conference remembered h!s sobriquet, "Diet Gerson." Never short of material to 
demonstrate the results of his dietary and detoxification regimen, Max had brought 
many X-rays, slides and charts. His presentation was received with wonderful enthu-

"' siasm. As he later happily reported to his friend Henry Schaefer-Simmem·about the 
conference and meetings: , . 

; 
. <':· .<. ·.._z f I 

At first the' top scientists there were naturally very critically inclined, and 
they sent the best roentgenologist to thoroughly verify my original X-ray plates. 
However, the mood soon changed, a~d there was great enthusiasm for every
thing that I could tell them of my experience, particularly in Berchtesgaden. 
When I had to stop after two hours, I was asked topresent the therapy in as 
much detail as possible later. I did it at 8 o'clock in the evening. The hall was 
overflowing. Many colleagues had to ~tand, and I finally had to stop_ answering 
the numerous questions and requests for scientific explanations at 12 o'clock. A 
great number of colleagues want to come here in order to observ~ and learn 
the therapy. (M.G. TO H.S-S, January 6, 1953, translated by Charlotte'.Gerson) 

But at Berchtesgaden the doctors were not yet finished with Dr. Gerson. The 
"" next day, many of them showed up at his hotel, wishing to talk with him further. Dr. 

Josef Isseis, a German physician who was particularly intent upon learning more, took 
copious notes and stayed to ask detailed questions as long as Dr. Gerson would 
answer them. There was good reason for .rssels' intense persistence. He wanted to 
understand Gerson's ideas and results so that he might ·adopt them for use at the First 
~ational Clinic for the Internal Treatment of Cancer that he had founded a year ear
her at Rottach-Egem on the.Tegemsee, in Upper Bavaria in Germany. There he would 
elaborate on features in Gerson's methods, developing his own variation of the 
metabolic therapy he had so admired at Berchtesgaden. As in Dr. Gerson'.s practice, 



95 percent of Dr. Isseis' patients were "terminal" cases; and like Gerson, he ShC>VI 
unquestionably positive results. His clinic grew and prospered. But in time uc~, 
would encounter problems within his profession because of this very succes 
dietary treatment of cancer and other grave diseases. 

Deeply touched by the honor and respect that he had been paid in 
ticularly after being so long rejected, slandered and attacked in the 
Max Gerson later told his friend Henry: 

• 

After the tremendous success in Berchtesgaden my inhibitions._ · • 
plexes or call them what you will, completely disappeared. Several · . 
told me that I did not have any idea how great my achievements ·•. · 
did hot need to be at all modest. .. · . 

. 

Dr. E. Wil~agen, a physician attending the Totality medical .. corlf;~t~ 
Berchtesgaden, wrote ·in the Hamburger Ahmdhllitt _about Dr. Gerson's .pr~~ij 
of the IDaln elements of his therapy an,d itS positive outcomes ·:.VI r .. i.1 thi~pj 
Translated into English, the . article was later published in an . · 

. . .~ 

Nature's Patfi. As Dr. Wildhagen recoun~ed the event: 

The talk by Dr. Gerson, which was followed by a very aniJ:nateqhdi 
~as the highlight of the conference. Result: Dr. Gersor1•s Diet means'''e_ ~~~i ;;-~..,, 
for cancer sufferers. 

pr. Gerson, who will be 71 years old· today, reported . a_ • Jvu 

hopeless cases. These concerned poor unfortunates, whom theh·,..~t 

in the .:United States could not help any fliit:her: These sick peopleu_ ·, 1U t-lt>flo, 

home to die. First of all, it required a particular kind of courage to. . 
• • . , ~ ~ ,-:,':i •• -:-; 

treatment. . .. · . · • 
' ; . 

There was, for example, a woman who ·had undergo~ seveh-~o6@t 

and who was many dozen times subjected to X-rays and ~- . •.'t.'~~-gt:i"f? 
end she weighed bu~ 's71bs. and was deathly tired whe~ she' . 
had cancer metastases in the lungs and at the left chest: This wad . 

·.:.'".7:' 

year. Since then she has returned to life. Nothing to speak of has r.e ~.m 
the cancer nodules; · 

There is 'John Heeter of Akron, Ohio, who already had the d. re_ .:ad~~7~ 
tases, the implantations of cancer. The operating surgeond•).t mt.•ed~~Q.~@.~ 
on the surface of the liver, the largest one the size of a fist. Toljav-.h'e . ,, 

he has gained weight ·and he feels well. 

Another patient had cancer of the esophagus. The e~~>;r~~g~~:~~~:~ 
so narrow that he c-ould swallow water only if administered :in. 
Today after eleven weeks he can eat vegetables and bread. . 

Other cases, 20 in all out of'4o, which Dr. Gerson had in mind, wf're"rer 



on, these cases having been supplied with all the clinical, X-ray and microscopic 
data supplied by American experts and hospitals. Nearly 200 sufferers have so far 
been treated with surprisingly quick and far-reaching results. 

Dr. Wildhagen then attempted to explain some of Gerson's main theories 
regarding the genesis and growth of cancerous lesions as well as his dietary and 
detoxifying therapeutic methods: 

With many of the patients the success was so surprisingly rapid that the 
absorption of the cancer tumor had a dangerous effect, because the body was 
inundated by the poisons of the cancerous. tissues. Therefore, important sup
plemental factors were necessary ... to relieve the liver, which is overburdened 
in the removing of poisons from the body. The restoration of the liver function 
is the principal task of therapy. Of great importance is the preparation of the 
meals. Only natural foods - best if from naturally fertilized soil- are used. 
(Initial translation in typescript uncredited) 

At the end of his article, the physician-reporter told how during intermission he 
had asked several well-known scientists about their opinion of Max Gerson. He 
quoted Professor Kollath, an early advocate of natural living: "There is undoubted
ly something very good in this, with further development here and there. Every
thing should be done to get Dr. Gerson to stay here in Germany." 

It had been difficult enough for Max Gerson to return to Germany, if just for a 
few days. He was unlikely to be persuaded to remain there- even though, had he 
done so, he doubtless would have been treated with far more respect for his work 
than he had received from his medical colleagues in the United States for a decade 
and a half now. There Dr. Gerson's work, scarcely admired within the medical pro
fession, was known to comparatively few people. 

But Max was not going to forget that most Germans' acceptance of and 
involvement in Nazism had destroyed his earlier chance for professional success in 
Europe, forcing him and his family into a difficult exile, in which they uprooted 
themselves from Berlin to move from Vienna to Paris to London, until finally set
tling permanently in New York. So he did not travel anywhere in Germany other 
than Berchtesgaden. Since he no longer had pleasant associations with Bielefeld, 
Kassel and Berlin, he did not wish to return to any of them for nostalgic purposes. 
As for his birthplace, Wongrowitz in Posen, it was now within Poland and behind 
the nearly impenetrable Iron Curtain. Besides, all his relatives had departed long 
ago; any Jewish acquaintances remaining there after World War I would have left 
later or else ended up in Nazi death camps. · 
h Fro_m Berchtesgaden, Dr. Gerson continued on to Zurich, Switzerland, where 

· e Was mv1ted to address the staff at the University Clinic. In private meetings with 



the staff, Professor Schintz, considered perhaps the foremost cancer spe:cialil 
Europe, inspected Gerson's X-rays and case histories. After thorough ex<unilna:ti1 
the professor said, "Dr. Gerson, your colleagues in the United States must 
proud that you discovered the cure for cancer there. And this is a certainly -,-.. -.
let there be no doubt about it." 

After 15 years of unwarranted abuse at the hands of the American m.;et 
establishment, this appreciation coming from Dr. Gersoq's European ... uu,.._a~;u~:;> 
received like nourishment by a starving man. As Max wrote to Henry: 

I have always believed that it must be possible to help all tn~J!§ 
patients who have been given up and sent home to die. Naturally th~~~~ 

· such belief in medicine, particularly with these "hopeless and termir1a1J 
The theory is not much trouble for me. I have deiiv~d it from my 
gre;ltest of my ability: ~~d <always try to stand' soilclly on, "the' facts. 
theoretici~ns were. very satisfied with (my presentation j in Be1·ch1:~Sf~~:~ 
in Zurich. Professor Dr. weiT1er Kollath, one of ou;best thixlkeJrs; 
Freiburg iin Breisgau, insCribed his new nutiition book to me ••n.u c<l~' 
tion: "Presented in the.memory of his lecture in Berchtesgaden 
tude for his teaChings: 'Incurable is curable;'" The Hippokrates 
immediately asked me for a -cancer book. (from letter cited abc>vel-~~j 

It is probable that Dr. Gerson's participation in the conference in 
led to the invitation to contribute a chapter iri F. Johannes Scala's · 
Diiitetix mii RaqJtanfidn.g, published in ·Vienna in 1954. In his <:hapter,_ . 
Malignant Diseases (Cancer)," Dr. Gerson made a series of provocativ<;'~";:;~~ 

. ;. ' ·.:· ~· ' 

That one can change the cells of the body with chemical sut>stanc:e:s ·~~)>t 

dously that they show an uncontrolled ability to grow, and that u·. '~A~~ 
characteristics are inherited from generation to generation, seems .-
the greatest wonders of nat'ure. (p. 125) - · -
' ' 

I do not believe ... that it is possible to assign a single ca\-lse to. ~ .. fc. )·i ;·{; ~~ 
of malignant tumors because there are too mariy biological p 

factors. To find the general foundation 'is a ~ufficient basis for.tt. _l_iJ n).<];p.g~ 
apy. (p. 128) 

-; . 

Malignant degeneration of cancer cells cannot be reversed: Th~ · '-< ~~:ot 
killed. However, with those that have degenerated in the clinical_-s·e· :n~~~-:9J1 
begun to degenerate: that [condition] is reversible, and can-be reverse~( 

In a body with normal metabolism no cancer develops or growi,>o! 
tissue canmain~ain therein its'Iiving conditions. (p. 138) _· ' : ' ' ' 

. ' ' . . . > '"':'< 
' 



The liver only loses its resistance to cancer metastases after it has lost a sub
stantial portion of its potassium. The human liver contains approximately 
30 percent of all the body's potassium, while the muscles house 50 percent 
of this important mineral. (p. 134) 

Liver Investigations 

The organ in the human body most fascinating to Max Gerson was the liver; he 
regarded it as occupying the central position in achieving and maintaining 

totality in health. It contained the primary detoxifying mechanisms that enabled the 
body to nullify and expel toxins of many kinds. It stored glucose and several vita· 
mins for future need. It aided in the complete digestion of foods and the recycling 
or elimination of waste products. Some of its functions were connected to the 
immune system in a partnership crucial to health, such as preparing the immune sys· 
tern's complex complement cascade that destroys invasive organisms and abnormal 
cells. Alone among the body's organs, it could regenerate itself if only a portion of 
it remained intact. But the liver had vulnerabilities. It was the body part most sub
ject to damage from poisons in the environment and in foods. Certain infectious dis
eases, such as various forms of hepatitis, could weaken and even permanently injure 
it. Cells issuing from primary cancerous tumors often initially metastasized to the 
liver. Moreover, the liver was bound to be eventually affected, perhaps badly dis· 
abled, by a defective or micronutrient-deficient diet. 

No wonder, then, that Max Gerson devoted so much attention to protecting, 
improving and restoring essential hepatic functions. Sometimes when he talked or 
wrote about the liver, he tended toward eloquence: 

Most of our life is built upon the activation and maintenance of the living 
processes. These are based on the mineral metabolism and function of the liver 
-which acts like the chlorophyll in plants - accepting ions from the sun and 
transforming them as "life begets life." What Nature does in that wonderful, 
subtle form by transformations and combinations with these ions we cannot imi· 
tate biologically. (ACT, p. 96) 

Dr. Gerson regarded the liver as the crucial organ for combating an incipient cancer
ous condition and the organ to restore in his cancer therapy, for if its functions could 
not be reactivated, the patient was eventually doomed. Metastases from other areas 
of the body often lodged first in the liver, especially tumors located in the gastroin
testinal tract, since the portal vein, conducting the bloodstream issuing from the 
Walls of the colon, went directly there; it brought not just a new influx of nutrients 
t~ be metabolized, but also a variety of ingested toxic substances to be dealt with. By 
t e time a tumor is discovered elsewhere, the liver itself may already have been 



invaded by metastases, with its essential duties compromised. Yet because the 6r~llr 
is so hardworking and durable, it can carry on for some while before faltering: · .,. = 

The liver weighs seven to ten pounds [sic] and has a functional capacity far 
in excess of ordinary needs. Before the functional reserves are used up, it is ~ery 
difficult to detect a deterioration of liver function. The liver is a dynamic, ac;.tive 
organ, and has manifold functions. Most of these are intimately associated~ and 
correlated with the activities of the other organs: It is impossible to test k~~er" 
by a single function, even by several, to find the degree of hepatic deterio~yjen.,_ 

That is the reason why the initial development of cancer remains hidd~n."t'or 
such a long time; this interval may be called the "pre-cancerous or pre-sYI!l~
matic period." If a person gets nervous, feels weaker, has less energy and Igses, 
weight during that time, no physician can make a specific diagnosis as a a!}lcer 
test does not exist and there is no early specific symptom complex. Phy:siG)an 
and patient have to wait until a tumor is far enough developed in one or 
another area of the body to show local symptoms or signs which can uu-1uuger 

be overlooked clinically. (p. 36) 

Max Gerson constantly read reports of laboratory and clinical epideinioWro 
studies, keeping file folders full of clippings, handwritten notes, carbon copies of~Qj;it 

munications and retyped copies of interesting observations and conclusions, wmCh 
he drew on for illustrations in his articles: 

The Bantu population in South Africa has twenty percent primary liver;can
cers. Their diet is of a very low standard, consisting chiefly of cheap car6ehy~ 
drates, maize and mealy meals. Relatively seldom they have fermented 

.. -~J 

milk. Meat is eaten only at ceremonies. 1\vo physicians, Drs. Gilbert and 
placed rats on the diet of the Bantus with the result that in almost all aniJrnaJI~ hl~~ 
liver was affected and twenty percent cirrhosis developed later. 

When an extract of the Bantu liver was painted on the backs of mice, 
or malignant tumors developed. (from unpublished article, "The ProblWl of 
Cancer Based upon the Law of Totality," c. 1956) 

Dr. Gerson had long believed that a healthy liver could overcome cancer, bur he 
lacked the experimental proof to bolster his contention. For years, he had proceed
ed on this assumption and had fortified ailing patients' liver functions throu~1et 
and supplements, with good results. Still, he was very aware that it was anjls.sUIP~ 
tion. It was virtually impossible to find a healthy liver in a cancerous body: aft~~ 
the whole assumption that he was trying to prove precluded that possibility; jf ne 
was right, a healthy liver would have done away with the cancer, so there would:f>e 
no disease present upon which to experiment. r. 

Finally, he came up with an idea. If the bloodstream of a healthy body could be 
• 



coupled with that of a body sick with cancerous tumors, a healthy liver would now 
be functioning within the linked system to handle the disease. Dr. Gerson arranged 
to have an animal laboratory perform this experiment with rats, but it was difficult 
to execute. When the rats' bloodstreams were finally linked, the animals would 
have to be completely immobilized to prevent the delicate vessels from being torn 
apart. In addition, the area where the vessels were extracted and connected had to 
be kept shaved for accessibility and sterility. The skilled technicians at the laborato· 
ry, however, managed to carry out the experiment as Gerson had specified. 

Within weeks, the healthy rat's liver had significantly reduced the tumors in the 
cancerous rat. However, the experiment could not be continued, as the hair began to 
regrow at the connection site, irritating it and causing the rats to bite and scratch at the 
delicate vessels. The rats had to be destroyed, but not before they proved Dr. Gerson's 
contention that a healthy liver was able to reverse cancerous tumors. Furthermore, at 
autopsy they found no evidence of metastatic cancerous growths within the healthy rat. 

Dr. Gerson continued his work with human patients -his theory now a fact. 
Word of the results of the experiment had filtered out of the laboratory to the 

_ patient population at his office clinic and sanatorium. The husband of one of the 
-· cancer patients approached Dr. Gerson with an unusual request: he wanted to con· 

nect his bloodstream with that of his wife so that his healthy liver could help her 
body recover. He had already found that their blood types were identical. Though 
his experiment with the rats had succeeded, Dr. Gerson declined the man's request. 
That the animals had been destroyed was secondary. The experimental procedure 

_,., would require the two people to be completely immobilized for weeks-which the 
-~ doctor declared a totally unacceptable state of affairs. Instead, the woman was 

placed on the usual Gerson cancer-therapy regimen, with good results. 

Tlie New Sanatorium at Nanuet 

For several years Max Gerson had been well pleased with both the accommoda
tions and the beautiful rural setting at West Point Farms, the Central Valley sana

torium that the Appisons had made available to his patients. Dr. Gerson was achiev
__, ing astoundingly good results with many of his cancer patients. Then around 1952 

something happened that soured his working relationship between the proprietors. 
~though h~ was most surely dismayed by this disturbing turn of events, he spent 
t~le or no t1me venting his feelings or trying to determine what or who had caused 

thts problem. Other members of his family and his friends were apt to be more con
~ ~~need of a possible conspiracy within the American medical establishment against 

lin and his work. 

1 
When it became obvious that West Point Farms was no longer a hospitable 

P ace for patients who needed round-the-dock attentions from a competent and 



knowledgeable staff, Dr. Gerson once again began looking for a new facility. In a let. 
ter written in early 1953 to his friend Henry "S-S", Max told how he was preparing to 
open a new sanatorium sometime in the spring. This time he would own the 
ty, where he could welcome, not only his patients, but also the European-physiCians 
who had asked to see his regimen in practice. The Gersons found an ideal.setting for 
the new sanatorium in a town called Nanuet, about five miles west of the~ Hudson 
River, at the 'Iappan Zee, between Nyack and Spring Valley. It was aroul_ld 30 u1u1::s 

and 45 minutes from the Gersons' residence on Park Avenue. Thoughqocated in 
New York state, it was usually accessed from Manhattan via roads goipg fur,ou~ 

New Jersey. As Charlotte Gerson described the prop~rty purchased by her parents: 
. r~ 

• • ..:..0· ~-

T~e,property was on, a quiet street, about.a mile or so north fr~~tfi~ maiin 
road between Nyack and Suffern. The £acUity itself was a rather spra:wling struc· 
ture which probably had originated as a farmhouse and then beeh added to 
over tlie years. Basically it consisted of three interconnected buildings. The 
biggest one, with the main entrance, had three stories and beautiful, large 
rooms; the other buUding was smaller, with two stories. The ~Q structures 
were conx:ected by a long catwalk, which alS'o' had smallish patient ,rooms on 
one sicle: 'All the bedroom~ had baths, which. bf .course was essefftla1 for the 

- - ' - _f ,;;(""~ 

detoxification therapy. In the main house wer~ -a huge kitchen~ a-good-sized 
pantry converted into the~juice room and a spacious common_ area where 
Gerson would hold his demonstrations. Since this was the staff b~dquarters, 
there were also some smaller office rooms used for such things as bookkeeping 
and dispensing stored m<::dications. TI:udy, who, pasically ran the . wa1torillllll, 
lived ill this staff area, too: with her son Peter. ' -

A large rainbow-shaped driveway led up to the place. The buildtiigs were sur· 
round~d by large lawns and beautiful tall oak and other trees, offering many 
shady places for patients to sit. My father loved the trees, of co~. On warm 
Sundays Howard and I, often v.isiting there on Sundays, might be founa up in one 
of the ''blood beech trees,"'having climbed up .to sit on one of the sa-onger mid· 
dle branches to test our Wits with the Sunday New'YorK Times' crossw9_'r'a pUZzle. 

The Gersons came tc; Nanuet every wee~end, going up on Enday after· 
noon and returning hom-e on Sunday afternoon to their Park Av(llue-apart· 
ment/office. WhUe my father made the rounds with his patients there and 
his customary talks and pati~nt presentations, my mother often devoted herself 
to accounting tasks and cqe!l<iflg over the supplies of foods and ineoications. 

Usyally two nurses w~~e on staff to cady ;ut Dr. Gerson's d~e'_ctlons dur· 
ing his absence. Since young doctors who wishe-d to work with hirD _were regu· 
lady discouraged from doing so, he was almost always on his own, '¥-thout any 
trained assistant physidaris. · . 

• 



This time, Max Gerson had dectded to keep the management of his sanatorium 
within the family, since he apparently could no longer rely on erstwhile benefactors 
Jike the Seeleys and the Appisons. Now Trudy Gerson Selten would preside at 
oakland Manor Cancer Clinic, as the facility was officially called. Her mother's pres
ence there on weekends often gave her a needed break from superintending the 
day·to·day operations. Local people were hired and specially trained to work with 
Gerson therapy patients. In fact, it often proved better to employ persons without 
any or much formal medical-service training. Licensed nurses, for instance, were 
inclined to resist or argue with aspects of the treatment, based on their own educa
tion and experience-within the medical establishment. 

A reporter for the Maywood, New Jersey newspaper, Our Town, wrote a long 
article about Joe Panebianco, a man who had miraculously recovered from terminal 
cancer after undergoing treatment from Dr. Max Gerson. Since Panebianco had ini
tially stayed at Nanuet, the reporter decided to visit the sanatorium. As he described 
his time there: 

The writer of this article visited Gerson's home in Nanuet and was intense
ly impressed by, what he observed. A normaf·number of patients y.ras there: 
approximately a dozen. Each had a fascinating story to tell of hope, in most 
cases a remarJQble·recovery. · .. 

• 
There was a gentleman from California, given up to die with cancer of the 

bone, who was preparing to return home after a month's treatment, a changed 
person. There was a young West Virginia mother of three, who had rebelled 
against a 10th operation for tumors, and had. come to Gerson. In less than a 
week she had found new hope, had experienced the disappearance of a large 
tumor. In speaking to this woman, we were left without a doubt was to t!Je 
genuineness of what had taken place. ·· . 

The home was a strange place, tenanted,by people on the brink of death 
(for, unfortunately, most of Dr. Gerson's patients are those of last resort, most
ly terminal cases) and yet there was hope in their faces. It was a serious place, 
but there was a positive glimmer of restrained happiness. 

The saddest note of all was the fact that Dr. Gerson himself was [so) elder
ly a person that one wondered (even as you spoke to the dedicated physician) 
who would follow in his footsteps. His treatment has not been accepted by the 
general medical world and yet it has proven itself so many, many times that it 
must be recognized and perhaps, in the future, it will. (article quoted in S.J. 
Haught's "Censured for Curing Cancer," p. 35) 

th Dr. Gerson always tried to maintain contact with patients who lived outside of 
e New York area beyond the purview of his immediate care. He would ask them to 

get blood and other tests every several weeks, as he might then need to adjust the 



medications and dietary instructions in response to these results. If they were .,-,;-..' 
distant, patients would sometimes return to New York to be reexamined. 
sidered, it was not an optimal way to continue follow-up patient tre;1tm1ep~ 
tracking, but it was the best that one physician with a widely dispersed patienl5E 
ulation could handle. One such patient was Bill Schickel whose case is told __ . ..,~-, 
Tfraapy: William (Bill) Schickel: Case No. 18 ("Mr. W. S., age- 32, married, tm~~~ 
dren"). _ 

In May of 1951 Bill Schickel felt a mass on the right side of his aoac,me:q. 
perfonned soon afterward, probably was initially expected to involve 
of an inflamed appendix-a routine appendectomy. But the operation tiirl 
to be far more complicated. After the incision, surgeons found and ren19V• 
enlarged retroperitoneal glands along with the fibrotic appendix. 
fering from large cell lymphosarcoma, over the f~llowing months the . 
given radiation treatments and spleen extract injections, and he .· 
But more and diffused tumors began appearing in his abdomen an~!''.gp 

Now there wa~ also a pain in his lower back, and he developed a hYn;,r-

Clearly, the cancer had metastasized. . ·~· 
Bill Schickd's physicians 'gave him a prognosis of two to • .. 

m~nths of life. Instead, he decided to consult with Dr. Max Gerso .. ;n"'~·t_'~ 
City, even though he lived hundreds of m,iles away, in Cincinnatj:. ~ ' · · .. 
later, in 1999, he recalled that difficult period in his life: ,. -';. · 

- ~· . . . . 

My wife had read some mention about Dr. Max Gerson aJ_ :ld'fliscy 
cancer, probably in Prevention . magazine.-She and her tarr1il: <iJP~~~m 
always interested in nutrition, so Dr. Gerson's fonn of treatn:le~itp 
sense to her. Besides, I had no alternatives by then. So we just"out 
young children in the car and drove all the way from uniOi:IO~DJ 
where we could stay at a friend'.s .apartment. . . •; "' ·-··'"~''' 

By the time I saw Dr. Gerson in March of 1952 I .was"-rirettv'~i@ 

["Patient was nonnal, was calm . outside but inwardly emoti,Qn~lA{~ 
excitable," was Dr. Gerson's observation after he had carefully 

. My first impression of Dr: Gerson was of a stately, 
considerate and honest. He asked me a lot ·of questions and 1uuJ~<:cr, 
all the medical records I had brought with me. - ·· 

He didn't build my hopes upr lJ.ke some doctors might. But _ . · 
I had a 30 percent chance, and was very cautious about saying . 
course appealed to me, because 30 is -sure better than zero. . -; . •. 

He gave me two choices; go to his sanatorium in upstate}-le'f,·.t"!!: 
there for -some weeks; .or do clle=therapy myself. Money was t_il S}it·i 
werit: for the home· treatment. Dr. Gerson gave me a little ·· 



exact instructions about what to eat, what not to eat and how to do everything, 
which I was told to follow to the letter. He also ran a lot of laboratory tests while 
I was there. 

Then I returned home with all those instructions about the diet and so 
forth. Every so often I was supposed to get various tests and X-rays done in a lab, 
and the results were to be sent to him in New York. At the same time I should 
send the yellow booklet along so that he could adjust the diet. 

For a while I got worse. I had to stay in bed -and couldn't work. Dr. Gerson 
had warned me that might happen before my body started to heal. And, sure 
enough, within a few weeks I started to feel better. 

In September of 1953 I took the bus back to New York because Dr. Gerson said 
he wanted to examine me again. The X-rays taken then showed only some scar 
tissue in my lungs. He found only three small hard glands left in my abdomen, 
and assured me that they'd go away if I stayed on the diet for some while longer. 
It wasn't too difficult, because the whole family had started eating that way, too. 

That was the time I didn't have enough funds to get back to Ohio. When 
he found out about this, he actually lent me the money for the bus fare! (from 
HS's interview, 1999) . 

; 

Dr. Gerson's conclusions about "W.S." in A Cancer Tnerapy: Results of 50 Cases were these: 
! 

Since this treatment started, patient remained free of any recurrence or 
other discomfort after the restoration of his body in about 6 to 8 months. Since 
that time he felt better than ever before and was working full time and with 
good results. He himself and his family stayed on the diet most of the time as 
many other families do .... 

Last report, July 29, 195r "I have been feeling really very well ever since I 
stopped sending in my treatment book and have been carrying on a full pro
gram of work." 

Unfortunately, most members of the American medical profession were either 
unwilling to talk directly to a number of "terminal" Gerson patients who fully 
recovered, as Bill Shickel did, or else unable to read about them because of a long· 
standing prohibition of publication of 'case histories' in respected medical journals. 



·~··20 .~- . 

Tfie Politics o Cancer 
(1955-1957) 

'. 

Tlie National Cancer Institute 
yn 1952 Charlotte ~nd Irwi~ Strau~ plam)ed a short. vatation .trip f()f:''tl l!:!;-C 

lbetween two national holidays: Lmcoln's and Washmgton's birthdays. 
long befofe the two days W'ere combined in "President's Day/' a single ~-S.· ·i~- i a~!! 
veniently taking place on a flexible Monday so as to create a tlm~_e :-da1 w~e!Ri 

They would. drive down the coast, from -New York to Virginia, and· visi~ .. . 
country residences of two U.S. presidents, George Washington 
Jefferson. They looked forward to a relaxing time. They w~uldn't h~ve 

' ~· . . ' ... . 

dren, Peggy and Howard, then 'five and nine years old, scjuabblingin· u1c: .. uaL.1 

since Grimdmother Gretchen had volunteered to look after them. · .. ; . . .· . 

Since their route toward Monticello wot.ild pass almost d'ir:ectlV~'tJl 
. ·~'.,; ,. 

Betllesda, Maryland, lrwjn got tile idea tllat tlley could take copies of son(ie':! 
father-in-l;rw's patient records to tile National Cancer Institute • ""· .•. ' the"fldli~l:} 
emment's primary center, established Witllin the ~i:ructure of tlle'N;:itional, 
of Healtll (NIH) during the 1940s for initiating, performing . and trac~~~ 
research nationally and internationally. They would-tum the folders .bv.e~r·:pe~s.~~}~~ 
a reasonably senior person after providing a ·verbal introduction to 
work. Agreeing to tllis new tactic in trying to interest the people at1];J.e_: NCU:t@ 
work, Max carefully prepared tile documents, along with·a cover lette~: .•.• . ··· ... · 

Lotte and Irwin arrived at the Institute close to 5 p.m. on Friday ·aft(fri 
They were almost surprised to find a senior official still in his office. Dr.. · 
F. Kaiser, Chief of the Cancer Control Bureau, graciously agreed·to,_;s_c c; I 

. . . . .. . ,.,. " " 

impromptu visitors, despite the lateness ofthe hour. After introducing ~h). ~~~ 
Lotte told Kaiser about Dr. Gerson and his work with cancer, including his . • ·. 
leled results. Then she handed him the five case histories that her father ,n;'·aa.-s• 
ed to submit to the NCI. 



Kaiser flipped open the first case file. It was that of Gertrude Hartmann, 
Gretchen's sister. Their mother had developed breast cancer in the late 1920s, ulti· 
rnately with fatal results. Then in 1945, Gertrude, at exactly the same age, had simi· 
Jar symptoms. The lab report indicated that the positive biopsy results on cells in tis· 
sue removed from her breast were not absolutely certain. But wishing to take no 
chances, Gertrude had undergone the Gerson treatment for cancer, and now, seven 
years later, was alive and well. (She lived for many more years, dying at age 86.) 

With visible relief, Dr. Kaiser said, "This one probably wasn't even cancer," as 
charlotte recalls. Kaiser became distinctly uncomfortable as he examined the sec· 
ond file. It contained thoroughly documented biopsy results, not from a laboratory 
under Gerson's control, but from Memorial Hospital. The case records showed dear· 
ly that the cancer had been cured by the Gerson therapy. The other three files 
showed similar results: diagnoses and biopsies from different leading cancer special· 
ists and treatment centers in the country, including their written prognoses of 
weeks or months until death; and yet the patient was now evidently totally recov
ered and had been alive for five years or more- the medical profession's own clef· 
inition of certainty of a cure. 

Kaiser was silent for a long time as he pored over the files, Charlotte recalls. 
Finally, he looked up at his visitors. "Well," he said, "sometimes these European 
refugees come to America and simply want to make a splash. So they go ahead and 
cure cancer." Lotte and Irwin were absolutely stunned by this extraordinary state· 
ment from an official of the national institute dedicated to finding the cure for can· 
cer. Dr. Kaiser had just acknowledged that Dr. Gerson had cured cancer, while at the 
same time he treated this achievement flippantly. 

Finally Irwin spoke. "Dr. Kaiser, we should make it clear to you that Dr. Gerson 
is not asking for any money from NCI. He has a deep distrust of government fund· 
ing because he thinks that it slows progress. He always expects to pay for his own 
research, although several nonprofit organizations have occasionally helped to sup· 
port his studies. He is only asking that the NCI give this extraordinary data careful 
examination. We think that, considering what we have placed in your hands, fur· 
ther study into the therapy by researchers at your Institute is certainly warranted. 
You did say yourself that apparently he actually cured cancer." 

Kaiser seemed reluctant to speak but finally he said, "Of course, five cases aren't 
enough to make any kind of decision. We will need at least 25 more cases to really 
evaluate the treatment." As Charlotte explains, Kaiser assumed that it was impossi· 
ble for this lone physician, with no outside funding, to have that many cured cancer 
patients. 

Although they were not received as heroes for bringing evidence of a cure for 
cancer to the NCI, Charlotte and Irwin believed they had placed the data in the right 
hands. All Dr. Gerson had to do now was to provide the 25 additional cases, so that his 



therapy would finally be properly examined. This, after all, was what Max had hoped' 
for when the Senate Subcommittee hearings took place in 1946, six years earli<tl, 

With renewed optimlsm, Dr. Gerson carefully selected 25 more cases to submit 
to NCI scrutiny. He pr~pared the histories meticulously, selecting only t4ose for 
which he had positive proofs of malignant disease, whose prognoses were f~r brief 
terminal periods, and who were alive more than five years afterward, shQ'¢'fng n~i 
sign of cancer. _He included the most complete documentation possible, intludirlg
case outlines, medical charts, biopsies, before-and-after X-rays, photographs and test 
results.,- done by reliable and respected medical centers and labdratories. Then he 
sent them all off to the National Cancer Institute, a few weeks after Lotte and 

-Irwin's visit. :~ 

Patiently, Dr. Gerson waited for some response. Three months elapsed, then six~ 
Nine months later, there still was no word from the NCI. Finally he wrote aJstter to . 

~· ,.,""-'" 

the NCI inquiring about the results of ilieir investigation of these cases. Several more 
months passed .before a reply arrived: ,:'1\venty-five cases is really not enough for th~ 
:NCI to make a positive and definitive statement on the efficacy of a therapy. liii order 
to do that, we will need a hundred more cases." Sorely disappoint~d once·again, 
"Gerson declined. Now, whenever the National Cancer Institute rec¢ived an',inquiry; 
about Dr. Gerson's therapy, they responded, "Dr. Gerson was asked to submit cases for 
investigation, but refused to do so."-The American. Medical AssoGiation ;;and the 
American Cancer Sod~ty respbnded similarly. NCI did not return the-case re~ords or 
ever acknowledge that they had read them. Ye;u:s later; when Gar Hih'!enbrand at the. 

. ·~ ~ 

Gerson Institute tried to use the Freedom of Information Act to extract these records 
from the NCI, they said that files were routinely destroyed after five or six ye;u:s. In a· 

. . 
somewhat similar situation and using the same act, a few years ag6 Pedro 2\ponte _ 
Vazquez, author of Cranial dt UJt Encuhrimiart.o, tried to retrieve from the Army records 
of C.P. Rhoads'-atomic, biological and :chemical experiments on hu'man subj~cts. f:Je 
was told that: (a) the records ~ere not available because they routinely destroy old 
records, and (b) it would be too difficult anyway to find any such information in th~ 
huge warehouses full of old r~cords. : ' . 

Another disappointment for Max Gerson came ;_in 1953,· when !he Co~.¥merce 
·committee of the House of Representatives .conducted hearings on: the subject of 
special funding of innovative cancer therapies. He had been approached3nitially"" 
about his willingness to testify, and he responded affiimatively, hoping to give a pre;. 
sentation similar to the one he had done in front of the Senate subcommittee in 
1946, but in the end. he was not invited to attend the hearings. ·'~ 

By ·the mid 1950s Dr. Gerson was absolutely convinced that some sort of con· 
spiracy had been form~)l agai.llst him years before. Although he might app~ para· 
noid in his suspidons, there were ample reasons for this feeling. A publisner of a
respected medical journal once called Dr. Gerson to say that he wished he could . 



publish an article he had submitted because it was tremendously interesting, but 
that he had been warned by other subscribing physicians that if he ever published 
an article by Dr. Gerson, his journal would be boycotted by these physician&. When 
he had offered to hold lectures for other physicians, he had been shunned. When 
radio broadcasters like Reaymond Swing praised his work, they were chastised or 
fired. When he himself was interviewed on the radio, he was severely censured. At 
times he even suspected that some of his recovering patients had been subjected to 
some drug or procedure by other healthcare personnel in order to reflect poorly on 
his therapy. 

Possibly if Dr. Gerson had been able to devote himself to publishing in lesser 
American medical journals, such as those connected with the different regional 
medical societies, he might have gotten more of his papers published. He could also 
have submitted papers to n~w professional journals devoted to various aspects of 
biomedical res.earch and to nutritional biochemistry, which might have responded . 
differently than the editors of mainstream physician journals. 

Nevertheless, Dr. Gerson did resume publishing papers in European medical 
journals that were peer-reviewed- the criterion for scientific acceptability. It was 
still easier for him to write in German. than in English. Papers accepted with alacrity 
in Europe could eventually be translated, distributed and possibly even republished 
in the United States. His European reputation may have prompted Prtvmtion maga-

. . 
zine to publish "The Gerson Jreatment for Cancer'' in the August 1955 issue. If not 
recognized by scholarly j~'urnals, Dr. Gerson was p~aised by this holistic health mag
azine: 

One out of four! That is this year's prediction for cancer incidence by the 
American Cancer Sod~ty. One out of every four Americans will get cancer. The 
last report was "one out of every five." Will it be "one out of every tln:ee" five 
years from now? And in the next decade "one out of every two"? 

Max Gerson, M.D. of New York City, believes that cancer can be·p~evented 
and cured. His life is a living testimony to that belief, for Dr. Gerson cures cancer 
by diet. This is a dangerous, heretical thing to say in present-day America, but 
from the evidence that we have studied there seems to be no doubt that Dr . . 
Gerson cures cancer. Advanced cases. So-called "terminal" cases. What about 
early cases-patients who have malignant growths but have not had surgery, X· 
ray or radium treatments? We are told that these cancers disappear under Dr. 
Gerson's treatment just about as easily and as speedily as <l bad case of sniffles 
might. 

The author of this article defended the Gerson therapy against the charge that 
the preparation of foods and juices was too complex and labor intensive: 

~ . . 



'Iiue, it is a difficult diet to follow, from the practical point of view. 
etables and fruits must be raw, as fresh as possible and is ittoo much 
a cancer patient to follow the diet at home? 

Some patients have found that it is. But think a moment. We are t~il}

a diet that cures cancer. Could anything be too much trouble for that? · 
living in a land and a time where housewives spend uncounted 
rolling and cutting out cookies, baking pies, decorating cakes with:;,(;f;>J~ 

icing, making fancy sandwiches, cutting curls ·into radishes, stuffing celf'l" 

so forth. Is it possihle tliat following a diet to cure cancer could 6e too mud! trou6le? 

The author did not hesitate to declare his or her belief in the ettJtca<:v. . . 

Gerson diet after talking with the doctor and interviewing some of his ~--~ E'if! 
the Nanuet sanatorium; · ·· 

Meeting Dr. Gerson helps you to understand how:the long pati~!J·~~ 
research, disappointment and. courage in the face of .disap~>oirltrrleiltt'ei 
man and make him strong. ·or. Gerson's presence is electric. He sp~~ 
warmly, brilliantly. His many European years as an honored· mellJL?;~t 

medital profession there qualify him to speak in words so> ~~~~~~ttJ;~~ 
man could understand them. Instead, he-waves ills arm a1 
.says, "Here are my patients, Ask them. Get their stories. Thlk 

We did. And we .Came away convinced that Dr. Gerson is 
a way little short of miraculous. We were reassured as well that tilt 
want to prevent cancer are on the right track. It is interesting to ·:n. l oi~&~! ·hA-r 

degenerative diseases succumb to the diet treatment, just as '-... ' 111'-'Cl ,~'-:' >'-' 
Tall§ng t;o people like this makes you feel humble, · · 

Thlking to Dr. Gerson and ills staff about his treatffient ·is .a· . 
treatment is living proof of our belief that the most trjlpo~r . 
good health is the right food grown )n the right soil. And 
ies that have not had this kind of food. Not in a matter of:da'vS or,'!i'v . . 

after years of nutritional abuse. 

This article ended with an urgent plea for readers to demand ans:wers.;t 
ious organizations and people to these provocative questions: . 

· · whether or not someon~ ne~r you has cancer, the finest .tm1tg1~!tfl! 
reader can .do to help along· this gciod cause is to write tothe · .. 
Association, to the American Cancer Society, ·to your local . . 
magazines you read, to" your newspaper telling them all about the-e_. ;etj 
ment and asking wfiy, WHY is this treatment not taught in mediCal'!!_,!.. :LJ~ 
wfiy is it not · investigated by the American :Cancer Society and .the:1,.. _.~~.:-, i!P:r. 

Medical Association? 



Several other articles in Prwmtion helped to publicize Max Gerson's promising 
cancer treatment widely; and in April1957, Dr. Gerson wrote an informative article 
at the magazine's request, "Can Cancer Be Prevented?" 

Probably the best nationwide publicity that Dr. Gerson ever received came 
when he published the article "Can Cancer Be Prevented?" in Prevention, the best
known popular publication promoting a healthful lifestyle. His message was in 
accord with what J. I. Rodale, the magazine's publisher and editor-in-chief, was 
already telling the American public: that chemicals used in agriculture were very 
harmful to humans, that organic farming and gardening were healthy practices, and 
that, for the sake of their children's health and the future of the nation, Americans 
needed to change the way they ate and lived. As Dr. Gerson write in his article: 
"Modern civilization first damages the soil by artificial fertilizers, sprayings, etc., cor
respondingly our nutrition is denaturalized and partly poisoned (see Wickenden, 
Our Daily Polson and other authors), while our bodies are adapted, through millions 
of generations, to the natural food. 

He then articulated for the public the 'theory' of cancer he had been develop
ing over the past decade: 

Where there is no modem civilization, there is no cancer .... 
The question of whether cancer can be prevented has to be generally 

answered as "no." To really wipe out cancer, it would be necessary to change 
our agriculture by avoiding artificial fertilizers and all types of sprays. In addi
tion, it would be necessary to change the ways of preservation and distribution 
of foods and to avoid depriving them of their natural, vital values. That means: 
not to can, bottle, refine, or subject food to other damaging methods. I think 
that only some individuals will be able to accomplish the difficult task of avoid
ing or reducing to a minimum all methods which modem civilization has 
brought upon us. On the other hand, great revolutionary transformations 
would be necessary, pressed by the strongest demand of a great part of the pop
ulation to accomplish this vital task for the well-being of our future offspring. 

As long as all the historical observations and those of our present time 
remain "paper warnings" only, we cannot speak about prevention of cancer. 
Such paper warnings, even given in the strongest and most convincing way, did 
not save old Persia, the ancient Egyptian people, the culture of Greece, and the 
people of the Roman Empire (Roma etema). All these and many more had to 
go down after "their modem civilization" ruined the simple habits of life and 
nutrition, but increased degenerative diseases. 

In the United States, our upward rise went quicker than in all other ancient 
countries, and degenerative diseases with cancer and mental sicknesses have 
increased much faster too. In the last years degenerative diseases appear in our 



babies and children, especially in the form of leukemias. It is an illusion that 
clinical attempt to detect early symptoms means prevention of cane@!', 
Prevention is possible only if we know the cause of cancer. In my opinion ft is -
based upon the degeneration of the liver and I repeat: the beginning degenci-- ~ 
ative changes in the liver do not show any symptoms for a long period. For that 
reason, the removal of one or several cancer symptoms (growths) by operation, 
or X-rays or radium does not remove the underlying cause, therefore the 

• 
tumors regrow sooner or later. . . . . 

The treatment (a combined totality regime) has to make go'od what ~d(l.,,· ~~ .~ ."" 
ern civilization and~ other methods and occurrences have ruined before, m file 
liver and whole digestive tract. (from Prevention magazine, April1957) 

Dr. Gerson summarized his regimen for diet and supplements, and afterwar~ 
provided four unpublished cases that "show the effectiveness of this method." 

We have no idea liow many people read this article and changed their diet 
accordingly, but by now, Dr. Gerson had gained a reputation, albeit a somewhat sub= 
terranean one, as a physician With a an amazing abilityto cure people afflicted Willi 
seemingly hopeless cancerous conditions. Increasingty, __ these patients came 
from other states as popUlar magazines like Preventum articles spread the word . . 

During this periQd, Max Gerson turned his attention to writing a comprehet¥
sive book on his therapy. 

Max worked hard on this manuscript, spending almost all his waking hours 
apart from his medical practice on writing. His customary procedure was to write 
some notes, then dictate the text to his secretary, Mrs. White, who would then tran
scribe it, chapter by chapter, into typescript form. She also helped him assemble 5q, 
of his best cases for a case history section. Mrs. White had been With Dr, Gerson f.oi' 
about five years, since he left the Madison Foundatign. , ;, 

Considering his~ relatively uncompromising apprbach to life and to diet1 M~ -
Gerson had an uncharacteristic weakness. In the late afternoon, he suffered fiom~ . 
low energy-a combination of low blood sugar and lethargy, further compounded 
by his advanced age. To combat this daily droopiness while continuing his deman<F 
ing work, he began taking a cup of coffee in the afternoon, which supplied both caf: 
feine as a quick stimulus and added sugar for glumse. If this single cup of coffee: -each day that Dr. Gerson depended on could be called an "addiction," it was a -very _ 
minor one indeed. Mrs. White routinely prepared and brought him his coffee, - -

In 1955 Gerson Vl(~sju.~st short of completing the, book manuscript when h~ f-ell · 
mysteriously ill. Though he was 74 years old, until then he had been in robU:sthealW'" 
never taking so much as a day off due to illness. Now he felt extremely weary :and 
weak and suffered from recurrent diarrhea. He canceled his patient appointnrents 
and stayed around the apartment. He could not determine what this mysterioUS, 

• 



debilitating problem was, but of course used his own painstaking methods to regain 
his ability to function. He had always drunk freshly pressed juices; now he drank 
even more. Yet, surprisingly, he did not take any coffee enemas, though his body, 

· particularly his liver, would have benefited from being detoxified. (According to his 
daughter Charlotte, to her knowledge Dr. Gerson never gave himself a coffee enema 
during his entire life-a clear case of "Do as l say, not as I do" - or, in this case, "as 
I don't do.") 

A few weeks later, when Max finally returned to his office to put the finishing 
touches on his book, he discovered that his notes and the entire typescript of the 
book he was working on had been removed from his desk-apparently stolen. The 
book containing the distillation of his life's work was gone, as were the case histories 
he compiled. Mrs. White disclaimed knowledge of the whereabouts of any of the 
materials. For Max, this felt like a repetition, but with far worse consequences for 
him, of his previous experiences with the Madison Foundation when his patient 
files were taken from him .. He dismissed Mrs. White immediately, holding her 
responsible for the theft of his materials. 

Since no backup carbon copies of the book manuscript had been made for safe 
storage elsewhere. Max faced the prospect of havjng to start -his entire book from 
the beginning. He worked on it during the next two years, amid numeroris other 
calls upon his time and energy. ' 

Max Gerson, his family members and friends c.oncluded that Mrs. Whi~e appar
ently had been influenced by Dr. George Miley in an effort to derail Gerson. In 1955 
- the same year as his illness and the manuscript theft -Dr. Gerson had hired a 
public relations specialist, Cyril Maire, hoping that Maire's expertise would help to 
overcome the AMA's refusal to allow him to publish his work. Max shared files, X
rays and results with him; but Maire not only failed to produce any positive results, 
but actively participated in undermining Gerson's work. An intriguing section of a 
letter written by Max in July 1955 to his friend Henry Schaefer-Sirnmem indicates his 
perception of this conspiracy: 

You will be interested to know that we had to dismiss Mr. Cyril Maire. He 
did not accomplish anything. I spent so much time with him, gave him the best 
pictures and reports, put all together to be give to Mr. Moran [perhaps con
nected with the AMA], but he did not do it and I could not get [them] back 
from him. Finally, we. heard that he worked together with Dr. Miley and Mrs. 
Seeley who are, as you know, my archenemies and most probably paid by the 
AMA. They also succeeded in bringing my former secretary, who was here five 
years, on their side, so that she worked in my office as their spy, notifying them 
about all cancer patients, here in New York and abroad. That was another bad 
experience with human beings. Maire told everyone that be worked for 



humanitarian purposes, but got fsoo.oo a month personally from me. In reality, 
he worked only for other companies actively. 

He made, also, as we know from several friends, including Mr. Mowinkcl, 
derogatory statements about my person, mostly not about my cancer work. ... 

The most difficult and inhuman part of the attacks directed against me is 
that the physicians fall in with this policy and take my best and furthest•x:,ec:;overed 
patients away, bring them into the hospitals and let th~m die there. In this way, I 
continually lose about 25-30% of my best cases. This happens particul<)Ily bere, in 
the New York and New Jersey area, as far as they can be controllea thx:,ough their 
"farnily physidans." They know every case I treat or continue to treat in Nanuet, 
of course, since I need the patients' prior surgery and biopsy report_~.-~ 

- ;~ : . . . .,.. * 
Max G~rson and his family often considered other behind-the-scepes figures 

might be responsible for preventing his work from gaining any recognition within 
the medical community. As Max wrote in a 1954 letter to his friend Albert 
Schweitzer: 

My:_ main opponent is. C. P. Rhoads, director of Sloan Ketteli~ hospital 
• . d 

here. He'controls the AMa:,and Academy of :t4edicine since he also eootrols 
millions of dollars annually from cancer collections, etc. "" 

Those who would like to befriend me are saying quite openly tllat they are 
not allowed and cannot do so. They are sorry that they cannot heleme-or else 
they would lose their position and hospital privileges and laboratoti;es. 1 have 

= -
long given up hope of any.kind of recognition. Nevertheless, I continue on my 

• • . • ' ~ ... . "' < ~ 

straighJforward path. (10il/54; translated from the German by Charlo.tte Gerson) 
" ~- -

The questionable political motives and ethical behavior of the establisned can· 
cer research and treatment facilities in the 1950s has been exposed by Bafgh W. Moss 
in his book Tlil Ctmar Industry. Dr. Max Gerson was a deddedly anti-establishment 
and even threatening figure in this "industry." 

Gerson's New Foundation 
-

A round ~e time of the stolen book manuscript, some of Max Gerso.n.,s former 
patients -and ardent supporters dedded to start a new organipition, the 

Foundation:for Cancer 1ieatment. The foundation intended to raise fuiids for Dr. 
Gerson's continuing medical reseanch and for enabling low-income patien~,t0 receive 
a full course of therapy at the Nmuet sanatorium or t0 supplement theifincomes so 
as to pay forjuidng supplies and supplements during home-based treatment. Another 
main function was educational: to acquaint both health professionals and the public 
with Dr. Gerson's work. Initially, 'the offidal address was Dr. Gerson's apa~rtment on .. 



Park Avenue. Foremost among those who agreed to serve as directors of the founda
tion was Dr. Albert Schweitzer, who could only furnish nominal assistance by lending 
credibility through his excellent name. 

A concerted effort now seemed to be made by other people to connect Dr. 
Gerson and his work with the lay public. For instance, engagements were set up for 
him to talk directly to business persons, as in a luncheon program for over 200 atten
dees given in December 1955 at the Hotel Martinique in Manhattan. If Max Gerson 
could not persuade the medical profession to pay attention to the results of his ther
apy, he could at least give lectures about his success in treating cancer to intelligent 
and concerned persons in other professions. 

When Johanna Oberlander, the Gersons' oldest daughter, began serving as the 
administrator of this new foundation, it started ope~ating out of her home in Kew 
Gardens. She fielded telepho~e inquiries and answered letters about Dr. Gerson's 
work, and referred people to his office, to make appointments to see him. She wrote 
newsletter-style articles about Dr. Gerson's work and about other therapies, such as 
that of Dr. Isseis in Germany, which utilized many techniques of the Gerson thera
py. She arranged to duplicate or print some Gerson.papers that hadn't been accept· 
ed by reputable American medical journals, and arranged for some German ones to 
be translated, for distribution to interested people .. Also, for patients' convenience, 
she handled sales of the Gerson-recommended K & K juicer at h5o, dose to the 
wholesale price, earning only a small profit for the foundation. During this same 
period her sister 'Itudy was running the Gerson sanatorium at Nanuet. 

In 1956 Dr. Gerson corresponded with a philanthropist in Chicago'.interested in 
knowing more about his ~ancer therapy. Dr. Gersbri responded with i ~omprehen
sive description of his "theory;, of cancer before making a an implicit elea for fund
ing the Nanuet sanatorium: · 

According to my experiences I developed the following theory: cancer is 
one of the degenerative diseases, the visible or hidden malignant formations are 
symptoms only, regardless of their origin. I do not treat the pathqlogy of the 
symptoms but their underlying cause, which I found to have severa1 pathologi· 
cal changes in the whole metabolism, especially, the liver. This conception 
brings us back to the old~ doctrine of the law of totality in the body - effec
tive in both health and sickness. 

The practice of the treatment is too complex to be described here in a let· 
ter. Part of it you may find in former articles and in the article "Cancer, a 
Problem of Metabolism·.'; · 

Of the cancer cases that come to my clinic 95% are so called te'rminal cases, 
sent home to die after operations and other conservative treatments in the best 
renowned cancer hospitals had been futile. The majority of these given-up cases 



have improvements fast and lasting results, if the intestinal apparatus =•"f 
essential organs especially the liver are not too far destroyed directly by too , . 
metastases, or indirectly damaged by toxins, poisons and also long series ""w-" 
cobalt, etc. Results are poor in leukemia, specially after many blood traJaSt\!~f~ 
I see the best results in the most malignant cases, when the whole bO(lV;l~ 
quickly detoxified with the help of the liver and that organ reactivated. 

In the last ten years I have been investigated 5 times as a me:mb!er 
• 

A.M.A. by the best experts of the A.M.A. The result was that they ,...,.,,.·il., 

do anything against my favorable successes but they·still are VIi. •ithJhol<ifns 
publications and demonstrations. This is the reason why I like to ;..,,,;t~;).ygl: 

visit my cancer clinic without any physician who is connected with 
and dependent on their rules and accepted therapeutic methods.. , 

At present .! have in the cancer clinic in Nanuet, N.Y.: 23 beds, · . 
physician, M.D., two nurses, one specially arranged· die{ kitchen anc~<i~ 

equipped room for the· preparation of juices. What is ·needd1e~d~::t ·~~~:l~~~~~~ 
for .about 50 to 6o beds, a modem laboratory, an X-ray ta 
tion only; nodor treatment, and organic gardening facilities 
time and hothouse for wintertime.· I don't know what these projects 
but let us estimate t650)5o,ooo. There are large enough groun<1S~!J)~~~ 
planted with wonderfuhrees. . . . .. 

I ·~hank you so much for your well .known benevolent int(~r.es~J£~ 
humanitarian problem and my cancer work in particular. 

. .. . ' 

Amoqg the patients wh; stayed at the N~uet sariat6rium. was~~ Ur\1.] 

named Eddie Braun. Forty-three years later he recounted to. me some,...'• ·hi<·. 

ences with Dr:- Gerson and his therapy. Ed Bra~ is Case #u, "E. B.," iri I); 
. ~ · . 

. In 1956 I was in big trouble with cancer. I was a young guy, 
... married, with a couple of small childien. The cancer prob~bly .. 

I was in the Army over 10 years ear.lier; during. the Second ~orJd •. vc .... 

been stationed at Los Alamos, New Mexico, where the scientists· ·. 
those first atomic bombs. We were sent in to check everything .at . 
after that first test bomb was detonated. In.those days they didn't 
at all about the dang~rs of being exposed· to ~adioa~tive falloht: . .. ·· · ··· 

. ~yway, the disease process started with a canc~rous· tumor · . 
The surgeons removed that,. but then tumors deve!oped in other . . . 
on my penis; a couple of inCheSlong, it was wrapped around it. N?:·· 

· cer means "crab." It got so I could barely urinate. So they_ did some · : • .. 
·. but it didn't help muCh.'Then they tried deep X-ray treatment:'! was . . • . . 

. . . . 

cooked, like you wouldn't believe. . 
. The doctors thoo wanted to do still more surgery. In the hospital.lh~!Y; 



.. 

me sedatives and prepped me for the operation. But they also took some X-rays, 
and these showed that the cancer had metastasized to both lungs. So the oper
ation got cancelled. The prognosis? - Hopeless. I was sent home to die. But 
they said they'd give me morphine to make it easier on me. They also told me 
to take care of personal things, like a will, insurance and so on, right away ... 
because I'd probably go within six weeks. So it was pretty tight. 

Well, my wife's sister had read about Dr. Gerson and his cancer therapy in 
Pnvmtiolt magazine. Though I was reluctant to do it, my wife and other people 
were pushing me to give it a try. After all, I had nothing to lose. So I left 
Wisconsin for New York in March or April of '56. First I called up Dr. Gerson, 
talked with him and set up appointment to see him at his office on Park Avenue. 
When I got there, Dr. Gerson looked me over and took my medical history. Then 
he said he thought he could help me. Nobody had said that before. I had a tem
pered belief that he could, too. I was grasping at straws. 

My doctors back home of course had been unhappy about my going away 
like that. They warned me, "Hold on to your wallet!" I was very concerned about 
whether we could afford the treatment. I can't remember offhand how much 
that first office visit cost. It was very reasonable, maybe five dollars. Overall, too, . 
the price per week for staying at Nanuet was very fair. So I decided to' do it. 

That day I had to get &om the city to Nanuet on my own. It was my first 
time in New York, so I felt a bit overwhelmed by the circuitous route involved. 
I took a cab to the Port Authority, then caught a bus, and so on. I got to the sana
torium about suppertime, and immediately started on the therapy. I stayed 
there for a month. 

At Nanuet, I was guite impressed by how many people were really being 
helped - though of course there were those who couldn't be helped. Then 
there was the man who had to sneak around to smoke his forbidden dgarettes. 

When Dr. Gerson came up to Nanuet on the weekends, after a meal the 
patients would gather in the sitting room, right next to the dining room. He 
would talk to us for an hour or more. It was really interesting -and encourag
ing, because he would give weekly presentations of patients who were recov
ering or already recovered, and had come back for a checkup or a visit. To 
demonstrate the results of his regime, he'd point out the changes from their 
original conditions. 

He'd do little things that showed he was a kindly man, like doing doc· 
taring even with the people who worked there, the nurses and attendants 
- taking care of their aches and pains. Yet there was something else about 
him, too. I won't use the word arrogant to describe him, but he had a 
demeanor that was single-minded. He was going to help people with cancer, 
and no one was going to tell him that the way he did it wasn't the right 



thing, the best thing, for everyone to do. 
After a few weeks, one day when I was urinating some blood cano,L -..cw 

with the urine. The tumor was no longer hard and began dissolving. ' "'··!,> 
peared almost totally within days, so I could urinate normally. After a 
returned to New York, taking a bus with several other patients. We 
X-rays taken by some man that Dr. Gerson used all the time because 
were better than anyone else's; he said he was "an artist." Well, my '-U'-''-F 

looked great. In one lung that had had u metastases, they were reduce~d; 
to four; the other one was totally cleared. I could tell that I could breath~~ 
better already, so I was pretty happy. 

I went home arid stayed on the therapy for about two years. 
X-rays showed that the tumors in my lungs had turned into scar nssue;,!1-J,"'""llo 
a couple of years more before nothing showed up anymore. 

I've been totally healthy ever since coming back here trmn-JSfe' 
now 76 years old. And Hived to raise our three children. · .. ·, _ 

Tfie W ien&rger Bill 

M ax Gerson rarely traveled farther away .from New York City · · 
ums nearby, but now and then he went to some .other cities for· · 

poses. For instance, · in Pasadena, California, in 19.53 he gave a 
Development and Treatment" at a meeting ofthe American Ae<tdeJt:hYji~ 

Nutrition, and even presented some of his recov~red patients in :ad<jiti;~~~~ 
ing X-ray and other documentary evidence of cures. At one Jec1tun~. -1 1es:_t1~t 
his therapy, well accepted. in Europe, as the standard treatment for·s· t =~~~(g 

the immune system of weak patients- "from the simplest of pm;t9~?;~~~1~ 
tal patients to Adolf Hitler." Max Gerson took a certain grotesque 1-'l.lYl"' 

that the Nazi leader and some of his chief advisors had-followed.the·G)f.~~ 
also traveled to Pittsburgh-for the controversial fluoridation he<liir:lgs .tl}e~~i)tl 
prisingly, he was adamantly opposed to water fluoridation for 
whether or not the citizens themselves had voted for it. He was 
about the health effects of using chlorine to disinfect public water suJ='PH!~~ 
chemicals, he believed, would damage: people's health invariious>' W<ltys ·i):V~~ 

. Dr. Gerson attended a major trial in California concerningJhe po]:iutar;:~ 
rious "Hoxsey Family Formula" based·ori an old remedy lon·g used 
farming family in self-administered cancer treatments. A number ,.;r,nPrihl); 

ing some politicians and even a few physicians, claimed that the:yllad,:S.ei~mJ~ 
healed by the combination this formula, ·a combination of herbs. such·-as~r;~ 
and prickly ash bark with .,the pharmacological substance potassium -i0(ij! 
internal tonic, or in an external paste, with bloodroot, antimony 



chloride. At the least, the Hoxsey formula was harmless compared to the drastic 
measures that conventional medicine usually employed in treating cancer. 

The Hoxsey formula was one of the cancer treatments discussed at the volatile 
j1earings conducted in San Francisco in early May of 1958 by members of the California 
legislature in an effort to revise and revive the "anti-cancer-quack" Weinberger Bill. 
some high-powered witnesses from the medical establishment attended, including 
Dr. Cornelius Rhoads from the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Institute and Dr. Raymond 
Kaiser from the National Cancer Institute, as well as representatives of the American 
Medical Association and the Food and Drug Administration. At the three-day hearing 
offidals debated with supporters the highly controversial issues regarding the efficacy 
of various different "alternative" methods currently claimed as treatments for cancer. 
Detractors, which included most of the medical establishment, wanted iliem legally 
banned from the public marketplace, including advertising. They also intended to dis
bar licensed physicians from utilizing them with cancer patients. 

A prime hearing target was Harry M. Hoxsey's well-known herbal nostrum, 
though Hoxsey did not attend the hearings to defend his treatment. Another close
ly examined cancer cure was the secret chemical formula called Krebiozen, invent· 
ed and manufactured by the Durovic brothers of Yugolavia. This formula was vali
dated in person at the hearing by a reputable Chicago physician, Professor Ahdrew 
C. Ivy, whose advocacy was destroying his high standing in the medical community. 
Dr. Gerson was well aware of certain parallels between these cases and his own sit· 
uation, yet there was a notable difference in his dietary and detoxification treat
ment regimen: he sold no profit-making substances or devices, and indeed provid
ed access to information so that cancer patients might undertake it on their own. 

Although the Weinberger Bill had initially met defeat, it was later passed in 1959 
in an amended form, largely due to public attention to the San Francisco hearings, 
where the orthodox medical men - not unexpectedly - won the day. As Maurice 
Natenberg, who attended the San Francisco hearings, wrote soon afterwards in his 
admonitory book Tlie Cauw Blackout: 

The original Weinberger bill had been defeated, but its proponents had 
refused to let it die. This bill is highly important to every dtizen, not only in Cali
fornia but in the entire United States, for it may augur a revolutionary attempt to 
dictate the trends of events in the treatment of cancer and eventually of all oilier 
diseases. Not only the life and health of everyone may be involved, but the pro
fessional destinies of thousands of practitioners and investigators are also in the 
balance. When certain approaches to ilie treatment of a disease are authorized 
and all oiliers become illegal, every mode of treatment and every avenue of inves
tigation will be narrowly restricted. (p. 1) 



. Other stateuo.on f?llowed suit, banning ·all cancer treatments '""'··,."!' 
meet the,approval of the American Medic91 Association and.its .sub,orClina.~_~,f~ 

al organizations. The sale across.state lines of SOfi?.e of these. treatments, even~c. 
information about ways to. treat cancer, also. became illegal, to be . · . " 
U.S. Post Office.and the FDA. T.he:.use of unapproved cancer tre<ltJ. meJnts:·bf1t 

' - . ' 

physicians and. other healt~ practitioners also"becaine subject to ·raidsJ •. ~ y~ 

which:induded the permapent: co.hfiscation of-equipment, supplies .·<w<1[.J.'€~<!< 
This: circums.t~m.ce .persists. tg t his day,' and .d~fmitely affects the.· al J.ili1:y,;.f~f'] 
treatment: center using the G.e~son Therapy. - · . . · , . ~ - . 

,. . . ' ~ 

; : . .;:· .:;; . . ·.- .•: :::· . . ' ; ' 

•. 

... · · '"' · .. :-·, .' ·- : · · ·:Mai'Gers01£ arRtst ; -,-:: 
-·· :.· . : . . ;,-;:::.:.; .:"- · ~- .:..; __ ·~ _ -:··~: ·· <~>-· -·;.,;. ·-::·, ~- · .. ..:~ "> . • '"';:.:;;,. '• -;.- ~ .. - ~; -~ _, ._.( ,~:i ' .{. . . . . ,,:.;:·-;. : 

M. ·aJc,fin~? :pr~tchen. trlecJ_to .. take•at~least,twd-'Va.eatiqris e:v.~ry. vctm'<<:i~ 
'v."Jnter ma 'N_anner;ctun~te to g1ve·therp relieUrqJQ. .·· '-"$',; 

sop;,another in>the-su~mer·to _:es0a.pe. Jor;~ iirpe xhe gpp.t,~ssJvelJ-· u~.:~_.5 
weather. Jn-;w.intertime ihey .YS!lally s.pent£w:o .or thr:ee,_weeks'Jn.' 

. . . . . . ;, . . .-,.__ -

Theip)lmrpeitirne vacation~ too¥' place fl;o_rri; l~te,4ugtist .il)to· 
allergy·prond;re_tchen coulc:( aVoid the. ctcy's' wors6haycfever ·pe~·I~~~; 
stayed 'Wit!lfrien:d~:irtNew;jiampsliir~, y.rhere. gw-< ~t.dp0llerj_W.<rsj 

·th~ later i950S.;.J he --Gers-ons -beg~ri ~pe.ndin_g ·t·t teirJ~te,: lntui:r~:r~'!' 
· BemaidJen.sen~s. Happy Valley:Hea,lth_:&anch)n Escopdigo; Cat:lt~~ 
San,J>i@.gq,)Qcat~d:in. .a beautif~l v_allej surr.ounded by,the_rolling;_'.~t-u..t· 

ered· hills that -~haracterize ce-ntraL and· southern . . -
· G.erson~s · t~lief; .ragweed w~s- abseot. : '~It ; as: dms_lde_red· ~,s_a~rc1:M~~ 
cbme to, tojeam how to live -a more natur-al life/', was how~ Dr. 
h-e· ·alth·s·p·a· ; :~ '. . .. . -· : .· · . · ·· ·_ ··· · ••·· ·" - . ~:, ; - · ··· . •. , .... :::· . -- . --·."-, - · - ' · • • ... ,_.~- -~-:-•. _,.. -. . -:: .. , .. ,., •• ,. · .- ~ - ·- ,--,...• _ ......... ·.<:· --.-.:>;-;•., ' ' ·, 

; . ~inn.ar.cf Je~s~n, :_a ~censed"d~irqpr,ac~or: nqt :a -~e~d~_<;al. ' . 
W;ell kn_6_w~ for his~vy.qrk in) ridol9gy; a ·_ . · ·· 
~ye's iriSJQ-·deterroine. a· pa.tiept's heflth Status. apda~· ;~- ·~- rd;,;~rf~~~~~ 
come to N.ew . . . vJsit the . Ql.'J .C ''-.!'.: 
. . . ~- ~-:.•··i~-> . ' 

~~~J;~zi~R1Y;e.~. ~~ •... '~uss:e·.-~~-~~~~g~~~::I~'~a~ n.~~~o'b!Y;~~¥~~%&g~~~~~~J,~~ 
. an?;~~tni~t~ii~~ s_< :>_11 ),-~. 1i.c.J:I~ .. ~il~~:~; ~!;~,~wa~Uri.t:ef~ste:g~ ·:jJ?~,t:eigt~~g~g~~fj 
illnesses. and aid not .\0'1 QJU.J .QJr,:.attt~m.i:it 

_ ,: }9~!Y~np~fr. e .:a_ ·~ ·~f-~~ -'~1a?~", 
£quld:ge.f-th§,special·:~a· ~Hn~e p1rgan1ic V(~get:axiap 
fhe ran<:h -w~s socialij!~;~v~~i!h 
:.; ... :.-:_;::, . . -'· . ~:.. ' '- -·- - ~ 

niitt~q · . . Jensen.:M<pc . . 
dreds of attlsti~ .photograpJ;ls .. of flowers:}hai .. · . · . •. 

. · .. · . ' ::". -.·. . . · ·-·. .. . ' : , · .· . . . ,' 

ho1,1se-_ .. all takep_hyJ enS@n;·:yvho w.as a_talented P~Qtograph~r. Ov~· ~(· [a 
'/ . . . . - . . . . . . . . 



Iacer, Bernard Jensen- by then in his early 90s, the author of numerous books and 
che recipient of many international honors - recalled the Gersons' visits: 

Dr. Max Gerson and his wife came to the ranch two times that I know of, 
and probably a third as a short visit. They had a very amiable relationship and 
seemed to have gotten along very well while staying here. He had come to the 
health ranch because he needed a rest and wa~ted to get away from his work 
for a while. He was also interested in having some good nutritious food. In fact, 
one of his first statements when he picked strawberries out of our garden was 
that he didn't get any allergies from them, which he usually did. He was quite 
adamant about getting foods with no sprays. 

Dr. Gerson ·was very enthusiastic about the ranch and how it was operated. 
It had been founded to teach others how to live and then go home and do the 
right thing, espedaily in the art of nutrition. It operated year round. People 
could come wi-thout seeing a doctor; however, many doctors referred patients 
to the ranch. I,was the doctor on staff and oversaw everything, from growing 
the foods to supervision of treatments. In fact, fgrew as much as 3,ooo pounds 
of carrots a menth just for vegetabJe juices for my _patients. 

Dr. Gerson-~ashger to build up his ow11 health while he was here. ,We di.d 
not go into his· health problems. He looked as if he needed some rest. He com-

' . plained a bit about being tired. But he didn't. want my advice particularly. He 
was pretty well set on what he should do for himself. We tried in every way pos
sible to get the specific foods he wanted prepared for himself. 

He was in harmony with our surroundings and we spent some hours talk
ing about our philosophies and the methods we used to treat our patients. He 
was an assertive person with very definite and individual ideas. But he also 
could listen to other people's opinions and experiences. Our association natu
rally grew into a friendship because I was so much in harmony with his theory 
and practice of healing, -

Although at Escondido Dr. Gerson was on vacation from his medical work, he 
sometimes was visited socially by ever-grateful former patients of his. Occasionally he 
also gave rather informal talks to residents at the Jensen Ranch .. When he lectured on 
"The Cure of Advanced Cancer by Diet Therapy: A Summary of 30 Years of Clinical 
Experimentation," histalk was tape-recorded. A transcription of this talk shows how 
Max could readily explain the origin of his special cancer therapy to Jay people, with
out using abstruse medical jargon. In his narrative. he first told of his initial successes 
and failures in treating a few cancer patients while he was still in Europe, notably his 
first three cases in Bielefeld, all of them successful, followed mostly by discouraging 
results. Then he took up the story upon his arrival in America: 



... I had no idea what i:ancer was. If somebody asked me about the the,o_l]; 
what it: was I was doing, I had to answer, .'Tdon't really kr1ow.my_self.J1. : .. • · 

Some time later I tarr1e to this country. I couldn't get the ·cancer .. . ... . ..... -· ' . -· 

and the cure of the first three cases OUt of my mind.Jkept UU111'J111'\ 

be.P.o;sfhie, it would be a ~rime notto do it." B~t itmsn't.so 'easy. ~:;t~~~~~ 
here, I haii:m clinic;.I didn't even have a license to·practice · . 
·hadtakerl IJl~':exa?lS ancl could'fa~e-patients: I: had t~treat the~'at 

· · th~t was Ward work. _The patie.nts' didn't like to ·obey 'the diet, to do --'~''""'"'' 
· . . · Theywere ·accust_omecl.to·'.s~~e klt~he~ ti!ne and not t6 wo~kharcl • 

. . . -, ' .. . " . . . - ., . . . -. . . . . .. . ·. -. . ' 

. . the juices necessary for the treatment as it. had been worked out: ~ : 
. All the ·~at~rial waMhere,· no.tliing 'was -r~st. B~t: it 'ctid.n't 
·' .: -'foJ.I~d out through a physic,j~t -that in thdliq~efier; ili the .. c'e'':n.ter, 
--,; .. tt;ve'!~lecti:idty\u)d -ill the flu{d'th~te is negatl~e ' . :· . .. ·Tliils .el~Rll 
-~ --. ; ._. ,-;~ . • -·: _. - •- .~•'. ; -~ . • ~.-- . · . - ·V';', ·-~ ·' : · - -..- • . _,-: • ··.•• ·::· ' .' 

,, tl:ie ·oxidiZirig~e11iyzpes7&rd thafis .. also true for ·tli~ ·ce- ~ri- tiih 
• " . · , ~. .. •. • •' .": • -~- · >4 ·, -;: • ...-, -_ . , •• . _.. ~ • __ , .,, .. "'., .". _ .. , ' 

· · 6thenpparatus .. :. : : .:. ~- · . - · .•.. .. · ' . : · .. -~ :.'" ·':· •• ·· 
·:.:\_>_ The p;ti~~t~'-.'roust_~ThiRk. ; ··rot~ of'tl:ic;s~ .)ulces. T. ~=; ,o.;, 

. , ' --. . .-.. . -._.- .,;,:. . : " . ,, - . ._,... ..... .... ·_' .- " · .. ,_-;- . _;: . 

· ..... Hipp.ocrates ·soup: r- sani.t gointo.:-ag ihe:§e_titi1s ~ . -
.. · -- e{1ough~fcirthat:;·Buf:Veiy irnportantfbi? · · . . . 
•,_-;. ··_.. : ~-- ·. ''1·-. ·-:·; .--'- ~ -- -. _;~- .>• -_-.. - ' ·' :7~ .. . -.. _ · :~: . ' _ •. · :.~ -; ·· . :-.•.:,-

. ' thar-fine'.ddciilficadonc-·as' .suggested in the book ·-··}· ji£P9~~~~i'~ 
. • • _,• : •;-c .;(.' ; t~·-~ "~' ~•< ·· -~ ?: ·'"::;,~<~}::.~· " ,{Jc ·,;~~ - ; •.S ,...:'"<·..-: :~ . ~.-...._ .-· 
. · :Jmportant_part: · .· .. ···· ·, ;;,. '' -~~ y : ·· .. • • • • •• · 

. -.. ..· .'<' ~:~· ·'- _ _. ... . ' - ' · · .,-." ;;.-.' . • ~-·:·-: :· . - - . ·.- : ,. - . • ., -.. ~ , . . } • 

. · ·• . ':,- ~~J:l~Y/'I?h~p a ~link: '!pe ·p~ti~f}}S sawth~talso t_J,h_ ~ ~ - :_rn_ ,_ to_t~:;a11~~t 
. . . _, __ .~ ,., ___ ~· . . _.·. ··-· ., • . " ., ·_ • ·- . ··: ;.- --. _.- < · .• .. . • . :. " . . ,,_, , 

. . · and-even' sotjie -t_enni~at~as~s;'velj.;f<i(adv~·nb~d .. . . . .... --, J u;;t;:~!~ 
. . _. ·- · . · ···-· ~- _- -· " .. - .. , .. ,, ; .-.; .. , .' - ,., 

. ... brought !Jle-incire and-n:10ie·_cifthese terminal c.ases; I · 'ffni~ 
" ;.;., __ - ·· · . . ,., ... , . . . , - • • . .,.- • . • • . • ,. • ,_/..'> . . • 

. . · die .one'side, the'knif~ ofthe'.AMA'was-afmy th!o,at;'anct 
·'< i:~imi~al- cases:':ll r h~d· n()t~ ~~ved' then\,:·my _dib'fc·w: ;6'1 · hl~nav~~T:J?~~~ 

'-; <-: ' i- •7 . • ;{f- • ·- • ' '"• •. ,.;,:;> • -; -•_ C; -. • '<· ' •r• , _• _; /o • . • 

·. ~house;' Spme of;ilie cases were brb!Jgbt on stretchers . 
. ,, coullncho.ng~r eat.ii{ ~a;·~.;ery; very dJfi~tif(}sof;l-re;ally 

• • .;:';< ,:!3;:. · c~r · - , ;; .~.,.; _ ; · • :~ . , . • - -·-{. . ;• -~,1< - ~ y,:C' 

.treatfu.ent that touH·help these .far -advanced ·ca'ses. · ~ga!!!U~"'"''; 
, On i:h.e need of:where to put the.empha;is: rea'&ing an~~~~~!1~f~~ 

. ·.• that:an· the scieritists-treat,-the .. s~pt~ms. These, J ·;d· ~~ur~-~~:t~;f~~ 
' . . :rhere:must be something-basi!2 b,dmid th(tm:: . as}o be: 
<:; are s·ymp.t9ms ~ the:bra:mrothers.in :rhe.!ur,lgsJ~n . 

; · ">ih the liver. J:here mus( bes.Qmethlng ba:sit, o(. eJ~e.thts,ls 
· .:; · _ ·- · Alieady, tlu:ouglf...r~w ~wot~:Wi.th tul;l~r2u1~sis;·;J;learQed: . . 

'· ,,.and in' all other)~eg~neratlve dis·easesi :oO:e~ust hqt>tr~q:f · • · · 
; ·> .: body:~the whole b.ody _·;.has to he treated: But that'is;~asily • .· 
.·· .. d.o:it? Lit!!eBy:~hl_e,l.~ame'to tht conslusi9~·~pat'!Re. ··. . . -~ 
/ . body is'the· drg~stiv~··~racK Fotall,bur -iritake"to: be pr6perly··d· igestelj};~J:i 

~;- 6th~t: organs.·pf .the. qig~~ti\le .tract-to·fJ.mction 'tight ~·a. ~- ' t··~~J~~i~;~~~~ 
.· /: the:erid.product 2 2fld at the same-time eli~inate:aJ.l the 

. -;. -. . .,.·.- ·: .• . 
• , ;~ ' 



the toxins and poisons must be eliminated so that nothing will accumulate in 
our system. I thought that this was the most important thing in the tuberculosis 
treatment. It must be the same in all the other degenerative diseases, too. And 
still, up to the present, I am convinced that cancer does not need a "specific" 
treatment. 

Cancer is a so-called degenerative disease, and all the degenerative diseases 
have to be treated so that the whole body at fiist is detoxified. In my tubercu· 
losis work ... I saw that the liver plays the important role. It eliminates the tox· 
ins from the body, prepares them so they can enter into the bile ducts, and can 
thus be eliminated with the bile; that is not an easy job. In addition, the liver 
helps to prepare the stomach juice with the help of the visceral nervous system. 
The liver helps to prepare the pancreas, trypsin, pepsin, lipase, the digestive 
enzymes-all that is regular with the help of the visceral nervous system. The 
liver has many, many more very important functions. One of them is the reac· 
tivation of the oxidizing enzymes .... It is very important to note that oxidizing 
enzymes are at a low level of function in cancer patients. 

Now let us anticipate the theory. During these years the idea occ:urred to 
me that there are two components in cancer .which are of particular irnpor· 
tance. One is the whole body, the general component. The other is a local one, 
the symptom. The treatment has to be applied to the general component. 
When we are able to bring this into balance, the local one disappears. What is 
the general component and what does the trea~ment have to do to bring it into 
balance. I should like to devote this evening mostly to that questioQ. . ~. 

Dr. Gerson went on to explain the elements of the therapy: the juices and the 
saldess, fadess and vegetarian diet; the use of coffee enemas in detox.ification; the 
addition of certain supplements- notably potassium, thyroid, iodine drops in Lugol's 
solution, certain digestive enzymes and raw calves' liver juice. He even presented two 
recovering patients of his, a young boy who earlier had suffered severe leuke.mia and 
a man who had had metastatic prostate cancer. Then· he answered questions from his 
audience, including this well-info~ed one: "What metabolic tests do you do before 
and after to further prove recovery systematically aS well as clinically?'' · 

I examine in all these cases the urine, the complete blood count, basal 
metabolism or protein-bound iodine, and potassium in serum and tissue. To see 
how the liver functions, I found it best to examine the end product of the pro· 
tein metabolism, urea nitrogen and uric acid. When these are normal and stay 
normal, then I assume that the patient is all right. But potassium in serum does 
not give a characteristic picture and makes it difficult to judge. The patient can 
be cured yet the serum potassium still shows low because the tissues take it 
away. 



The final question put to Dr. Gerson that evening was, ''How can we 
cancer?" His response was cautionary, simplistic in its solution - .and, as ml!~t. 

expected, adamant: 

Cancer must b'e prevented by preventing damage to the liver. 
measure of prevention is not to eat the damaged, dead, poisoned too!£[~ 
we bring into our bodies. Every day, day by day, we polson our bodies. . . 
people still have a better liver and resistance from the food they had wm~rl 

' 
were young. The younger I>eople get worse and the babies,_ now tM;s~ 

generation on canned baby foods, are still worse. They get l?uk~1ni,~~~~~~~ 
all, eat as much as you can of raw food, keep the potassium level 
some iodine. 

Still, in spjte .of the highly positive relationships that Dr. Gerson torme1ct~ 
nary people -::- such as his patients and their families, and other person~ 
wished to learn how best to maintain or regain good health - the do1~i 
nized medicine in the United States had been slammed shut agains~ hlsj~~ 
remained so.· That is . why Max Gerson would sometimes compose pblit@~ 
soliciting letters such as this one, written in 1956 to a patient's datJghit(l_r,; 

I am glad that your 9ad came home in s~ch an exC:ellenF .· 
physical condition. I am pleased that they continue the _tre;atirterit 
him entirely .. ; . · 

.. I thi~k that it would be advisable that you writ~ of your o~n ·dLLIUl. 

your Senators and Congressmen to tell them that it is a crime.fo · 
·such an effective cancer treatment and-that the .AMA do not- .··. 
Gerson to publish his papers or let more people be informed a· l ).0t1 

treatment. Write the stoty in your own words~ and tell them,the~Y:i!i'A 
something against this crime. [letter to Mrs. Becker, May 28, 1956] 

. . 

· Max Gerson's continuing fight with ·the medical _ _ 
wanted to hide his successes .and squelch his voice, was .not about 
year after he wrote . that letter, if would get eye~ worse.In .. his 
Schaefer-Simmem Max Gerson continued t~ convey his great ap~>· r ·~eda,tjQ);i£; 
friend's frequent efforts in his behalf in trying to promote his carlCeJrth~r~gy;~ 
reports on his interactions with medical.assodates :- including times ,w_'il~Ef?J 
in judgment of his practice, as when the Medical Sodety of the County . .o· J fit., 
repeatedly subjected him to profess~onal inquisitions. He had leamed:ct:'{e:,t:;~~ 
how best to conduct these grueling sessions. However, the grim reality u_1 ,, lllO 

tion situation was confirmed. by physician informants: 



I thank you whole-heartedly for your wonderful letter and even more for 
all our deep devotion and great activity for my work. 

If you think that I am scolding at physicians you are mistaken. I was very 
polite and friendly when the investigators were here. After the fourth investi· 
gation the N.Y. Medical Society even thanked me for my readiness and correct 
handling of all cases, and friendliness to the other colleagues. 

Also at the fifth investigation I refrained from saying anything against their 
thinking and feeling, showed only my results and answered their questions. If 
they were of another opinion, I did not contradict in order to avoid any sharp 
discussions. You are right, the opposition can only be broken down with results. 

In the last two weeks two physicians told me that the more results I show 
the greater will be the opposition to let me demonstrate or publish. 

Still, Dr. Gerson, who inherently was optimistic, was getting such positive 
results in many patients that he had good reason occasionally to share with Henry 
of his high hopes for the future. Best of all was when another physician expressed 
the desire to work with him in furthering his cancer therapy - which never, alas, 
got realized or lasted for long: 

I discussed the matter recently with Dr. L.W. Tomarkin of Spring Valley, 
who was until a few years ago the president of the International Cancer 
Committee. I know him from Germany where we once had dinner together at 
Sauerbruch's home. He now admires my work after I showed him a few 
patients in Nanuet and will come immediately into the Foundation and devote 
all his working power and time to bring my cancer treatment through, some
thing which has been a great desire all his life. He knows all the big leading can· 
cer workers and will give us all the advice in which way we can best break 
through resistance and let the public know my results. 

There are many more good features here in the making which are too early 
to report but it will be very favorable for us in the future. 

We should not forget that the difficulty of applying this treatment and 
keeping it up, is to many physicians and patients a great hindrance to start and 
continue it. [ 2/.)fssl 



'~21,~ 

Tfie Perils o Publicity 
(1957-1958) 

The ''Long .John" Radio Show 

B:~cause so many of his patients now came to him because they 
him, directly or indirectly, from ·. publications. like . Prevention 

. ~~ -

Gerson began to realize that the best.way to spread the information ap~).~:tt: 
cer therapy was not to keep trying to convince physicians of it.s err:tca(;y 
demon~trations and publications in re.spected medical journals, but t.c) ~g1~i 
directly to the public. These people might then begin insistin.g th<kz_ -~ l~~~~] 
tors learn about Gerson's methods so that they could supervise their api~Mq~ 
they refused to 'do so, their patients might well go to someone else: ~::-'""~ 
even travel a great distance to see Dr. Gerson himself. 

Dr. Max"Gerson was invited to serve as a panelist on the "Long 
show on January 15; 1957. The WOR radio program customarily wenr . .· 
midnight. The invitation had come _about because an active -.• , 
Foundation for Cancer Treatment, Joe.Ne~ark-himself a __ 
(case #25 in .A Cancer Tfiaapy)-knew' that Nebel, a highly popular New'Y9r!k:I'.~ 
show host, regularly interviewed physicians on his late·n!ght prog;am: l.Q ·<!rr<~.l:!i'1kcl; 
format, they discussed h~alth matters th.at ~oncer:ned tlje pu~lic. . ' ''· ,, 

That night the host and his guests were scheduled to talkabout d. ~(£~t 
elective surgery. Joining Dr. Gerson.on the panel were Jim Donnelly,a· ~· :p~1:~rn 
Long John guest, and Joe Neumark. Mrs .. Gerson accompanied he~ .· · . .. 
studio but sat on the sidelines, not participating in the talk. . . 
who are interested, this panel discussion Was audiotaped, and two tape·e<t.ss~l 
available from the Gerson Institute. 

Introdudng Dr. Gerson, ~ng Joh~ ran briefly through his medical 
then asked a few questions on the subject that the discussion was 
excessive use of surgery. Dr. Gerson's responses were based on his ob~;enra.ti;\3~ 

Jl! ·. 



experiences in the area of his greatest recent expertise - namely, cancer. It soon 
became dear that Dr. Gerson thought many surgeries for cancer, with the exception 
of those that could immediately resolve life-threatening situations (such as intestinal 
blocks or abscesses), were not only unnecessary, but did not have the desired effect of 
eradicating the cancer. He quoted several medical authorities, surgeons with years of 
experience in the surgical treatment of tumors, who had come to the conclusion that 
they had achieved little during their long careers to solve the problem of cancer. Dr. 
Gerson also cited a physician in a recent article in JAMA who had stated that statistics 
showed an increase in the inddence of cancer, while the problem of hopeless cases 
may remain for many years to come, because sdence is pessimistic about finding a 
cancer cure soon, despite costly research work in experimental chemotherapy. How
ever, Dr. Gerson said that he didn't agree either with this pessimism or with the direc
tion that medical research and treatment had taken in the past 200 years, all over the 
world, with millions of dollars already spent on the attempt to treat cancer where it 
appears in the body. 

Dr. Gerson then launched his first intense monologue of the evening, occasion
ally interrupted by a leading question or provocative comment from his host. As 
medical practitioners and researchers generally do, Dr. Gerson employed the lan
guage of combat when describing his particular "war on cancer," staying in the 
attack mode while waxing eloquent on several of his favorite subjects; totality and 
the human liver. A number of the things Gerson said or quoted antidpated passages 
in the ambitious book he was currently completing, A Omca Tfiaapy. 

We should not attack the symptom by itself, locally. Cancer is a so-called 
degenerative disease. In all degenerative diseases, not only in,cancer, like in 
chronic arthritis, hardening of arteries, even in cardiopathy, muscular dystrophy, 
diabetes, tuberculosis to a certain degree - in all these degenerative diseases 
we have to attack the whole body. 

And I would say there is a law of totality in the whole body, not only in 
mathematics, physics, art and philosophy, but also that is effective in human 
beings, in biology. We have therefore to attack the whole body. A few promi
nent physicians have had that idea. But they didn't know exactly how to attack 
the whole body to get at the symptoms. In my endeavor to do this in the past 
30 years in tuberculosis and other degenerative diseases I found finally that we 
can attack that problem, also cancer finally, by attacking the whole metabolism. 

And something more: the whole metabolism is to the highest degree con
centrated on our liver. To explain that problem it would be first necessary to say 
something consistent with the life problem: cancer is consistent with the life 
problem. What is it, what does it mean for the human being? look, in plants 
life is maintained through the chlorophyll and the rays of the sun and the split 



atoms; it is the only substance in the living world which is able to take uu -r 

split atom and transform it into living substances for the plant. 
Now where do we have in our body such an organ that can ma.intaiJ;ti)j 

We have it in our liver. The liver is the organ in our body that can ac:.~va~:.i~ 
reactivate our oxid.izing enzymes. And that means maintain our life. That 
most important part of the function of our liver. The liver is to a certain 
a filter of the whole metabolism. It is also a storage place. The liver activatl~S: 
metabolism. Everything is activated, ionized, to some cfegre~. We canp_~t 
potassium, our most important mineral in the body, if it is not .,·rtin..,,-;o.·. 

ized: not K-39 but K-41. That is the active mineral in our body - icmiz:ed:~'tf~;~ 
· sium. In cancer, K-41 is terribly reduced. . . . ' 

. We know that now. But what could we do to bring this about? .'N""~ 
help our liver. The best authorities in our country say that the most a·· a1 rn 
organ in the.cancer body, in the tumor;bearing body, is the liver. It ,·,, .,,., 
and cannot reactivate the oxidizing enzymes normally. Wheri this 
when the intracellular OX!dizing mechanism in the body is daJmagect: 
.cer can ·grow. That is known since 1930 with the wonderful work of · . ' 

What can we do' now? Give therapy to reestablish the function . 
The therapy has to reestablish the function of the liver. I found ' ' 
last 10 years that if we are able to restore the function of the ii{et, V: __ Ft<ilil: 
cancer,' even ·in far advanced cases. But if that is not possible am. r':rr.' for~~-~ 
sorry, the patient is licked. And we can't help it. " · 

Clearly fascinated, Long John now began ·asking Dr. Gerson closely, . ·. 
claim that he had gotten "favorable results'~- with terminal cancer .pat:te'iit~tfit!t 
his dietary and detoxifying methods. The round-table discussion·quiicklyJ:)i~~ 
interview between Long John Nebel and Max Gerson, with Mr.· Doptji~UY: 
out of the conversation. At first, Nebel sounded like the model of 
skeptical broadcast journalist, asking sharp questions, then ~uLuJuJug\ili<:r~~ 
Yet Dr. Gerson had documentation for all of his statements. Some even pejr:tJ 

panel member Joe Neumark. . .-
' 

LJN (Long johh 'Nebel): D·r. Gerson, if you really hav~ a solution for · . ·::_.· ""'~t 
am not 'saying you do, I am not a medical mar} - but .if you do, ··;. rh<I"lR1,~t 
AMA publishing yourwor~? . · 

MG (Max Gerson): l don'_t .know why . . 
' 

L)N: Well, if they think that you are -. ·and I don't want to use too strong 
-a-fake, why don't they throw you out? . 

MG: Now, look here. f have been investigated five times by the Me:OlCal 
the County of New York. But I bring them patients the investigators me·m~~;;" 

.;. 



sent home to die. Here, I say, this person you sent home to die, cured! Another, 
you sent home to die, also cured! They can do nothing. I have the proof. 

LJN: Well, what were the results of the investigation? 
MG: I don't know. They will not release them to me or to anyone else. 

LJN: I don't understand. Why don't you publish your findings? 
MG: I have tried many times to publish in this country, but nobody will publish any 

of my articles. I sent the same articles to scientific journals in Europe, and they 
are accepted and published with great thanks! When I was invited to lecture at 
the University of Zurich in 1952, I brought with me X-rays and records, biopsies 
performed in the great medical centers of the United States, Mayo, Sloan
Kettering, proving the patients had cancer. The most eminent and acknowl
edged cancer specialist there said, 'Dr. Gerson, your colleagues in the United 
States must be very proud that you have found a cure for cancer. And nobody 
can claim that it is not a cure.' But here I cannot get a single paper published. 

LJN: Do they acknowledge your treatment in Europe, then, Dr. Gerson? I mean, is it 
a standard treatment there? 

MG: Some doctors do. Most do not. But at least it is accepted as a valid treatment. 

While Long John probed Dr. Gerson's opinions, the discussion covered many 
subjects connected with cancer and its treatment. For instance, the radio host men
tioned a Life magazine article about the controversy over Hoxsey's supposed cancer 
cure. Dr. Gerson remarked that he had read his book and saw that "most of his cases . . 
are not scientifically presented enough," whereas he himself showed clinical reports, 
biopsies, X-rays done in the best hospitals. He was even able to cure some people who 
had been operated on five, seven or u times. And when Nebel asked whether some 
of these operations might have brought about the actual cures, Dr. Gerson countered 
with specific examples of patients who had been brought to him in a variety of 
dreadful conditions, after being given up by other physicians; yet, arbazingly, they 
recovered after undergoing his therapy. 

Dr. Gerson also introduced his long-standing opinion that the use of salt and 
processed foods was increasing the occurrence of cancer and other degenerative 
diseases, citing some of Dr. Schweitzer's observations about Africa, then the exam
ple of the long-lived Hunzas in the Himalayas, "who don't permit £pod grown in any 
other country to be brought in." No poisons, sprays or fertilizers either. Modern 
medicine, through vaccinations, antibiotics and other means, had diminished infec
tious diseases, infant mortality and the death rates after operations, increasing over
alllife expectancy, "but other diseases only increase, such as mental diseases," Dr. 
Gerson asserted. Many modem psychiatrists have decided that degenerative brain 
disorders are caused by "changes in our whole metabolism, so they are now tackling 



the problem from that point." Again, Dr. ·Gerson remarked how cancer·, 
increasing. Seventy years-ago leukemia w;ts unknown; now eve.n many babies·h"" 

The Long John Nebel show was no~ally a caU-in talk program; but fqr .. · 
cussion, Long.John.had-dec:ide·d that there would be no on-.air calls. None~t,hi;J 
calls st~rted p~uring in. ) ho':Jgh, callers wer~ not p~t di~ectly ori ·the ' ·. · 
questions were passed lntolhe studio by the staff.,.br. Gerson dfd his · .· 
pe'ople'~s .questioA-s· in a:thmightfGI and mode~tw£y, making no d;tims that · 

. ·-. . . -· . . _.: -·"'·. ·-, _··· ·-';:· . -.... ·- ·.. . ,.. . ~ . ·'· .. ,. 

not supp.oiVwith either cases or documentation; brie caller pointed out 
• • • • ,.. . . ·.·_ - . • ..... . :- • ~ o"· • /< . • ;; 

were c:ancer cases in Europe 2ooyears, earlier, before. there··were · · 
bleadi~d flour; syrithetit p~6ducts ... Dr.' .Gerson con~urred,' saying that: 
iride~-d ex)~t:edJoi tb()~sancls ·~f years;·:~ith d~scriptions of .it i.n Anden"t.' ,_.."", 

• , .'' ; _ •.;.:• • •;.: . ·.. . - • -.,- . .;; " '· • · . • • ;,._ I' • . ~ ~' • ·, • • . , .'v ' . ·; . '' ,;-, . ' • 

canc~r has~ never ·od::urred. anywhere to the_. present degree .. _He· said th;at 
O•' -; : , .:;. • ·"'.;;:-., :'1- .~ _ - . -~~ • -:•· • • _, · _·-:;,.. , • · .'-··,~, -~. • ' •.; ~~- ·;.. _- _-. : -- -•~_.. . .'r ... - .• :~, . 

initi<l:ted by. e1cposure' to some to~in,Jnfectioh, injury o{radi~tion; or' be 
• -. --- -<:-· -- • '< . ·. :,•_ : ~ - '" . _,. ·-~·- t · · .. . ·. . - ... , _ .. _, ....,... .· ' - ·. ·.- ·_.•: 

b.y 'a ge_netidactor. qancer. collld. even be producd:l .witQih lO. qays ···. ., •. · 
painting :some.~oal~tar. stibstaflt~ :~-~th~ :skin of: · :c- .· . . . J~ . .· . . ·· . • . . 

i'oo tei.;ocl"years agd tliere·wete fuai:)yp.bisoil:s ~hafeame on hlnnkn_·bei.ln .. gs;:"3,r 
were liv~r-dis~ases a:long time ago:,·when they ha,d 'a spedaltyp£:a· fp·~~i,q~ 
cancer devdSped '! "-~ ..,:. ·:,, ·' :;:t. :· ·' ~'-": · '~ ,. ' - · '<'\ . · · 

,·: V.Vh.eE"t~~ ,m~n b;e_gan discu~sing t4e, .·• _.,., , u!>J?}~t<?E: 
mg; ~ouJd,.-SI~s.e cah·~~r, ·I?r:~ Getson expr~,ss~qth~ ·. •. . ... ' 

• . '. • ·A '-' ~ -- ·.• - ~ ·- , · ·.. • . . ~ .• ·. ·. : . .,._ · . · .. _:, . ·:_ - · -~ . .· • _, _- .; 

es~,eci,~Y,)?f,£1g~~tte~_-woUldri'f pr_?'9tit:6~caricer;:~l:lt it~as a~·~( ~)·r!{~~r~ 
mg: "Pa~ient$ acqun.ulate many, other poisons:-tob'. ·And heavy 
. . · . .. ~· --t .. :~: - ... "'t· · · . ·· ·"·· -~:.... "· · ;; ~ . ' }~t . , :..: .• -=t .-- .:-- .-

c~~,er-tfi~~n,onsp'lok~:rs .. .•. l .~ri? :~f th~,()Pi.IJi?.n·th~~ ~atlcso~ R· ~- 1.£~;~$:9 
by ~~ accum]lJ,il~ion ofmafiy .. diffeient t)rpes.ofJ?.oison. T~b~lcc9 is -===' 

·· :-· ·. . · · -· · ._-• .,. ,~ ~-" -~'"' . _., _ . ., ., . .• ..- __ , . .-- ,.-.,.. • • ·"'· - · __ , .-. .·. _-- · ~·· .,. ~ ·c- -- - ~-· 

gredjeais ago'there were merc;:ury and oilier i:oxlns, meaf aijd 
-~ _,'t:·:,! df"'t ~- . ~j;c':"'$~ · .. •. _--~~ ,.;.-?' ·' •• .. • . ~ . :-:<' · • . c~· .. ;;;. ... :-~;;_:,~·~:~:;{';::' . . 

~o:.s~~~~~~~d-~~k~d-f.h.ether;to.day:~ ;~?§~~£roc_s~s!?g .rpl~~ -bS--~~;~J;G~ 
pci.tep1taLf>§!tor1ing, he'pr9.ygk~g ~ ~!,rgng'fi~~pori-~l froiP. t){ Ger:sori:' ·, 

. --· · : :-' ~ - :~ ":~?)';· ~ · · ,< . · . .-J . : ·--;~; . · ·~ . . ·.;:: ~~'-..~ ·: -::,.·'".-... . . ~ ~ ·~":;~:~.':;~-: · . . (££-~. ·: ~. ~;. -::' _;v 

· · ... ··. ·. When we-refine the food and make cannedf.Ood{Jivt:.sups:~a~ .. &~~~ 
,, ·:, out ci~utrition. Otir.body;,n~eds:living s~bstali.c;:es:J.:v:r' inerahff:~ntJiiJJ!~~~ 

. aliye-Jr(ours,bp~y: ~p.d· kepj,aHy~.:- {;ye1 . • · r.lo.t,ha\ie s .'-~~iii~!f~~ 
· ~- pro~issedfOods·: Ool:Jood.·must be .. . ·. • .. . ip . 

: . : ali~e}-Not alLfo,o'd m~s~ .b.~¥.~¥e, :bu;t_,~ _great p¢.' VVnenJwas·· ., .... ",,.,· ,.,-:r.-; 
:. in'(}erffiany, ~ci~9er Was-a.iare disease;~ts.aw:-it:·m pdopl6so · ·• .· 
·• . . - -_. -. • ' ~ ··-·~ ' .. . , . . -, _ ... _. - -•. - 7~· . - ~ ... ~- . •. - . .· ._-•. 

· · • But-here .ar~:canterca:Se$ .at_ 2~; 28,'3I;·41.years-old: bider people 
,.,. w-~:_ev~rd:iave·.ffi6re. -, - ,,,;,_ )"·i. ., , ._:, · ~; ~~§r. , -' -' · ·• .·: " '~'·> : · · 

. ; .:. ~~~~.;~~· :,,;,~. - · -·~·<· · .. ~ :t~~~ -- ~\. · : :'· ·~ . -~~l:-~~- ::-~-... ~ ... · .... - ~<;,}' .. _.;'· . . •• . •. ; - -· ·~, ~:· . . ·' ~:-,':7 · 1{~~~'~i9:~~ 
. -- Nebel remarked thatDr. :~rso!i;:at.ys years_of age, lool<ede: 
:.~ .. · ~~ ;_ .. ; ·~ - - -::~~~;,;;~--..·.·" .·;· ::.;.. ··· "'; · . _ •• · ;_··· •. ,· -:::. . . . -.. :::<:Z '· ·· -:,_. ··~ · ·:~~~-·· ~->. :, ·-, '-"~ .. !.: ~~ -: · .• · 

~dded,tha;t~~.r~/'%~.re pe2pJ~ ~h~ £.~f .. d·t~::~e U.?) ears .. ?l~ a;~-~- ~~~;f~~~~;~~[Jl~ 
drank <i'bottl<i 'of wfuske:fa'd<fj: Dr. C~rson cori:iri:lented that 1 v, 

' ·~ . 
' . . . . . . 

. ·• . 
' .. ' .-... 



with a hardy constitution and had a poor health history as a young man, he was ini

tially prompted to make his therapeutic discoveries just to maintain his own well-being: 

Some people have such a strong body, such good liver and intestinal tract 
function, that even with smoking and drinking you can't ruin them too much. 
No, I didn't have them. When I was a young student and got jaundice, I was 
given up; my mother saved me with plenty of enemas detoxifying the body and 
a strict diet. And later, I had plenty of migraine headaches and skin diseases. 
The migraines were inherited from my mother's side, for four generations. I 
have through the disease inherited a weak liver; I was forced to work with good 
nutrition. I learned most of all on own body. 

When Nebel probed Dr. Gerson's relationship with the AMA, Dr. Gerson 
recounted the incident when the Journal of tfie Amaicim Medical AssocUrtion had print-ed 
a section of the January 8, 1947 issue discussing the Gerson therapy among cancer 
"frauds and fables" - a discussion that was deleted in the final printed issue when 
Dr. Gerson that was Gerson sent a telegram to the AMA through a lawyer, threat
ening a lawsuit, and,those pages .were omitted from the final printed issue: 

LJN: If they thought-you were a fraud, why are you allowed to practice medicine?. 
MG: They could not prove it, even though they didn't accept my treatment. -
LJN: If they don't take away your license to practice medicine, then in my humble 

opinion you're not a fraud. · ·· 

Dr. Gerson also recounted his presentation of patients to die Senate subcom
mittee in 1946 that was investigating possibilities in cancer research and treatment 
for the purpose of securing future government funding: -

. 

MG: I showed them cases that proved that my treatment did it. Raymond Swing is a 
well-known commentator. He came there. He wanted to see what I could do. 
Many physicians told him, "That Gerson will break our head and bones, would 
finish our research work. We are lost. We would have to go into an entirely dif-. . 

ferent career." He gave on the radio a wonderful speech abciut my treatment. 
What was the consequence? The radio station told him they would not let him 
talk again. They warned that all would be against him, not be permitted to 
speak at all on radio. I tell you only what I know. A well-known cancer man 
under request of AMA wrote to Raymond Swing; he gave me the letter. And 
he did not give in. . · 

LJN: Does anyone have a job for a promising young radio host named Long John 
Nebel? Because after tonight, I may be out looking for a job. 

But Nebel ~ounded less glib and more agitated as Dr. Gerson laid the blan;te 



for degenerative diseases on the industries that processed and refined toodS'l:~Y 
produced tobacco, alcohol, drugs, artificial fertilizers and other chemicals. ~--... 
Gerson backed up his trenchant statements with documentation from saent 
ic articles. Nebel realized that Gerson was pointing an accusing finger at 
industrial sponsors who paid the bills at WOR "Your own statements," Netl•el 
remarked, "not too many programs would permit you to make them. I'm l'lnt" 

preventing you from making them, not putting my finger up to your mo'Ut!');J{} 
shush you and ask you to be quiet. Do you really feel that drug 
are so badly hit in the pocket that they can't stand it?" 

As this topic of discussion came to a close, Nebel asked how Dr. Gerson plaJnne:d 
promulgate his message. Dr. Gerson pointed to his book A Cancer Tfzaapy,~ ill~ 
almost completed: 

LJN: What are you doing now? You are sold on this; believe in this. What are you 
going to try to do to try to get it accepted by the American medical profess~on1 
You don't look like the kind of man who's going to give up on this. 

MG: No. How could I, when I have seen such wonderful results? Impossible, -c~~"
write the cancer book, and in it I will bring in as many cases as pm>siblle:'"Se.'l}~ 
home to die. Every physician here in the country can read. I will have it ~ 
Ia ted into many languages. All over it can be tea d. The treatment will ~be 
described in the book in the best way I can, even in all details, so that nob®dy 
can say that I keep something away. Of course I work with large experience; 
and every physidan would have to acquire such experience and to see how:we 
can purify the whole body. We give the patient plenty of enemas: we use co~ 

·~ 

fee enemas. We use also in some cases, especially in cases when it is difficult'~ 
detoxify the whole body and especially the liver- c " 

• 
LJN (interrupts to caution MG): Please do not state over the air what your treatrn~'t 

is. Many people who are listening may try the treatment. I think you will agr:fe 
with me that they should have some competent physician with them. · 

MG: Oh yes, they need the help of a physician. 

LJN: Don't describe it in too much detail. 
MG: The treatment will be so described that nobody can say I keep something 

from the medical profession and even from the people. This is my 
desire and all of my endeavor will go in that way, so that all physicians - c"""" 
the world will know it and (this is the) purpose on which the 
founded. To give that treatment to all physicians who want it and to all pecr(iV 

who can urge their physicians to apply it. 
" 

LJN: Associated with a hospital? 
MG: I have my own, bealuse here in the hospital they didn't do it. It is too ditl~gi~t 



to put it in a large hospital. Hospitals would have to be reformed to bring in such 
a treatment where the patients get fresh vegetable juices (and this will tell 
something more about the treatment) from morning to night. It is not an easy 
job, that treatment. Espedally to give fresh calves' liver juice. Calves' liver has 
to be bought from a slaughterhouse; it must be fresh. No other livers will do it; 
we tried but had no results. And it has to be prepared in a special way. 

The midnight hour that usually marked the end of the Long John Nebel show 
came and went, with no letup in the call volume. Long John decided just to stay on 
the air. When it became two o'clock in the morning, he finally decided to end the 
program. Nebel concluded the long session with a disclaimer statement, repeating 
that the opinions expressed on the program did not necessarily reflect those of 
"Yours Truly" or of the radio station. And- "Do not go out on your own to accept 
or reject theories brought out by Dr. Gerson. 1al.k to your own physician. Get more 
information about the subject from Dr. Gerson, do Long John, WOR. Requests will 
be turned over to Dr. Gerson and the foundation." Earlier in the show, Nebel had 
offered similar words of caution, mixed with respect for Dr. Gerson: 

Max Gerson has nothing to sell: no special powders, a magic flower, noth· 
ing grown in a basement to sell at a price. This doctor who is 75 years of age 
wants to give information to others in his profession, but up to the present time 
they are reluctant to accept. There's more to it than that they don't believe in it. 
I'm not a medical expert myself. People listening can make their own decision. 
But I will say this: You should remember the name-Or. Max Gerson. I hope that 
no member of your family is suffering from cancer. If ... talk to your own physi
cian. Send a letter to Dr. Max Gerson, c/o Long John, WOR, New York 18. 

When he ushered Dr. Gerson out of the studio, Nebel asked if he would return 
the next night to answer some of the questions that he had been able to handle dur
ing this interview. Dr. Gerson happily accepted. But the next afternoon, as he was 
gathering materials for the evening's radio program, he received a telephone call 
from WOR canceling this invitation. Apparently, the station's largest sponsors -
food processors, tobacco companies, beer producers, manufacturers of over-the
counter remedies and chemical-manufacturing companies - had called WOR to 
censure Dr. Gerson. Censorship action by big advertising interests on the news 
media has been repeated, of course, many times over the years in innumerable sit
uations. Commercially sponsored media, then as now, are almost wholly dependent 
on the revenues of their biggest advertisers, who use this power to quash stories that 
they perceive as inimical to their promotional and profit-eammg interests. 



Anotlia Trial Summons 

In the autumn of 1957, almost a year after he appeared on the Long J 
talk-radio program, Dr. Max Gerson received a summons by the lVH_u,._at .~l 

of the County of New York. Inevitably, it reminded him of the severely word~~~ 
mons sent to him long ago by the Westphalian Medical Associa,tion when 
practicing in Bielefeld: 

• 
You are hereby directed to appear before the '!hal · CoJ_mrlitt(~.e 

Comitia Minora of The Medical Society of the County of New York u.~•'M 
day of November, 1957, at four o'clock in the afternoon, at the o_ :rnoe·~ 
Medical Society of the County of New York, Room 52, in the J:\~;a~ 

Medicine Building, No. 2 East 103rd Street, Borough of Manhattan, <::iS~~~~ 
and Sta~e of New York, and at the time and place appointed 
answer to the annexed cha~ges, ei~er in Wrltingo; _~~rbally. Yourtailure:sto~ 
this summons without a: satisfactory excuse shall constitute-case . 

Attached was a document specifying the Medical Society's particti~a 
against Dr. Gerson: 

The undersigned,: FRANK H. PETERS, M.D., Secretary ·of · . .. 
The Medical Society of the County of New York, having been dire~d@a' 
by said· censors acting upon information received and obtained hv:,·t.n 

sources other than written charges, whiCh in the opinion of a majtill~~ 
Censors, · justifies · the preferment of these charges, hereby pn!fer 
charges against Max Gerson, M .D., pursuant to Article 4 of Ch;:ipti~r,:~IJl 

. . . 

bylaws of The Medical Society of the County of New York arid all!='~ 

upon information and belief, as follows: , .. ·~ 
FIRST: Max Gerson, M. Q., is, and at all times hereinafterm~!:r~~ 

a duly licensed physician and a· member of The Medical ty €;oilil 
of New York. . . _ , . ·•·.:,; ~g~ 

SECOND: On the morning of Tuesday, January 15, 1957, Ot:."".,_· 
. Wednesday, Ja11uary 16, 1957, at.or about one thirty o'cloc~ of s~i~tfrfq 
radio program was broadcast over radio station WOR, New 
known as· the·;'Long Johri;, program. Such progral:n is. a . , 
~hiCh the individuai known as ·,;Long John" acts ~s mast.erof ~-..~~n 
from time to time interViews guests on this program. . . . .. 

. THIRD: Dr. Ma~ Gerson.appeared as a guest on said Long. . ·• 
broadqsr .over s'tation WOR as aforesaid Tuesday, January . · ··c;_':l L01 

Wednesday, January 16, 1957. . . . 
FOURTH: In the course of such broadcast statements were utaLuc; 

~ 



Gerson was graduated from medical school in Freiburg, Germany, that he was 
licensed to practice medicine in the State of New York and that he was a mem· 
ber of The Medical Society of the County of New York. 

FIFTH: Dr. Gerson explained on said broadcast his theory of the causes of 
cancer and a development of a cure by Dr. Gerson for cancer. 

SIXTH: Dr. Gerson, in the course of said broadcast, enumerated cases 
which have been given up as hopeless victims of cancer by the rest of the pro· 
fession which he had cured by his treatment. 

SEVENTH: Dr. Gerson, in the course of said broadcast, stated that he had 
cured Dr. Albert Schweitzer's wife and daughter. 

EIGHTH: Said broadcast over station WOR was made primarily to the laity. 
It was not made under any accredited medical auspices or with the advice or 
consent of this Society or of the The Medical Society of the State of New York. 

NINTH: Said broadcast was arranged with radio station WOR and/or the 
individual known as John Long [sic] by the Foundation for Cancer Treatment 
which Foundation is built around Dr. Gerson's treatment for cancer. The 
avowed purpose of the Foundation for Cancer Treatment is [sic] arranging said 
broadcast was to obtain contributions to the Foundation which in tum would 
defray in whole or in part the cost of treatment of cancer patients by Dr. 
Gerson. , 

TENTH: As a further result of said broadcast, Dr. Gerson received several 
inquiries from prospective patients. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully submitted that Max Gerson, M.D. has vio· 
lated and set at naught the provisions of Sections 4 and 5 of the Principles of 
Professional Conduct of The Medical Society of the State of New York and of 
Section 5 of Appendix One of the By-laws of The Medical Society of the County 
of New York, each binding upon the members of The Medical Society of the 
County of New York and upon Max Gerson, M.D., as such member, and there· 
fore said Max Gerson, M.D., should suffer discipline, as provided by the 
Constitution and By-laws of The Medical Society of the County of New York. 

At the direction of the Censors, 
Frank H. Peters 
Secretary of the Censors 

Although these statements themselves were certainly true, the actions they 
referred to violated nothing. Dr. Gerson had not arranged for the radio program, nor 
had he solicited business on the program that might be construed as advertising -
at that time against the profession's rules of proper conduct. Certainly the resulting 
inquiries to the radio station regarding how to get in touch with Dr. Gerson were nei· 
ther solicited nor invited by him. He was simply attempting to share his knowledge 



with the world, since the medical profession during his entire American · · 
career had blocked all other avenues. 

Dr Gerson's act speaking up in public had now given cause emmg,n_~IP! 
Medical Society of the County of New York to "discipline" him by 
membership. Quite sensibly yet irately, Dr. Gerson returned the letter to tne:-soc 
along with a notice of his resignation of membership. He receive~ cu\. . roll,OJi 

response, sent on February 27, 1958: 
. 

Under date of February 17, 1958, I sent to you by regist~red · mii-J;t~,~ 
receipt requested, formal notification of the action taken by thei>f~ 
Minora on February 10, 1958, suspending you from the rights and P.···~,~~~~ 
membership in the Society for a period of two years. You saw fit · 
accept my letter, which was then returned to me with notice of ""'''"· .. . . . . 
from lhe_Post Office Department. A copy of my letter· is enclosed, · 

. Receipt is ackno~ledged of letter signed by you on . · . . 
which you purport to.resign from membership-in this Society. . . 

Please be advised that your resignation· cannot beaccepted by . 
nor can it become effective without acceptance under the · · 
Articles1o and n of Chapter [sic] of the By-Laws. These two 
substance that a member in good standing but not a member ::.:.;:..c: 

ing may resign from the Society; that any member· who· is 
not be considered a member.in good standi.ng of this Society; ··~~~~~. 
written charges shall have been preferred against a member, h~· Js·'<le~J 
remain: under Charges until final decision on such charges and 
therefrom shall have been made. · 

As you will note from the enclosed copy of letter sent to yo~ · ...•. "'·~ 
17, 1958, the time granted to you to appeal from the decision Qf tlk rr.>'>'· 

Minora' will expire on March 3rd next. Upon your failure to ta_k ·e· ~ · sti<:lJ~f!il!: 
you will then have the status of a member of this . Society s.t IS.\]pend~.~t2! 

·. 
rights and privileges of his membership. In such event, you woUld """r 
side'red a member in good standing. · 

. . . . ·';':. ' 

Dr. Gerson was not even allowed to resign his mem.bership in thi.s ~ ..... ..,,. 
logic defies reason. 

· Tfie Case of Gail Allen Brogue · 

Despite these. harassments from the Medical Society of the Coun_~y,'o<f ···''"':§C 
Dr. Gers~m continued to give special · care to his patients. In 1999 1'.~1<' 

length with Gail Allen Bogue about her experiences as a young-patieg~ cit?J3 
Gerson in 1957. She we4:omed the opportunity to recall that difficult p· 1 eno.qz 



What better cause is there to talk about in the entire world? The Gerson 
therapy is an answer to what everybody fears will happen to their body - not 
just cancer, but other degenerative diseases. It's so obvious and so simple, but 
we've really been indoctrinated in the American medical way of thinking. 
Societies with no doctors available to them rely on things like grandparents' wis
dom, common sense and herbs. But here in this country the treatments we're 
given "follow the money." 

I'm frustrated almost every time I try to explain to people that they should 
try the Gerson treatment on themselves or someone they know who's really 
sick with something. I've found that the ones who are the most "schooled" are 
actually the most close-minded. But it makes sense to simple people who live 
close to nature, and to farmers or anyone who works with animals. They under
stand because on a day-to-day basis they see the connection between food or 
diet and health. 

I was around seven years old when I first met Dr. Gerson. That must have 
been in late 1957. But he wasn't the first doctor I had seen. This is how it came 
about: I had been fooling around with my sister and somehow my left leg got 
hit. The pain in my ankle was excruciating. My mother took me to the hospital, 
and after they did some tests the doctors told ·her I had bone cancer-giant· 
cell sarcoma of the left tibia. The head of surgery said they'd just take it out. So 
I went into surgery the next day. When I woke up, the whole top of my leg and 
the hip were all packed in. They had removed an enormous amount of my left 
hip. It hurt a lot and I was really upset. "Couldn't you have just told me what 
you were going to do to me?" I asked the surgeon. "You didn't need to know," 
he said. He hadn't bothered to tell Mother, either. 

After a few days I went home. Six weeks went by, and I came back for the 
follow-up X-rays. We learned that some of cancer had started to return. The 
only thing the doctor told Mother to do was to see that I stayed very still. 
Which wasn't too hard to do because it hurt just to lie there, let alone move 
around any. We waited another six weeks before the next visit. The doctor now 
looked out at Mom and said to her: "She needs another operation right away." 
She asked, "What are you going to do?" 'We're going to amputate the leg at 
the hip." "But if she didn't do well after the first operation, how's she supposed 
to do after the second one?" "Well, probably not well at all. But it will be an eas
ier death than if you just let it go." And I was right there when he said it! 

Mother knew something about empowerment -that believing in some
thing helps you get better and that people should have choices about what hap· 
pens with their own bodies. So she turned to me and asked, "What do you think 
we should do?" And I said, "If I'm going to die, I want to die in one piece." Then 
she said firmly to the doctor, 'We'll just go home and pray about this. She's not 



going to die." ·Andthe doctor told her, "If you don't go ahead with this,;··w · O:u 
-a murderer/'. This, .after he had-already said I was.going.to-dieh · , .·. 

I'll tell you how we first found. out about Dr. Gerson; We lived-in·.<1"f 
New Jersey, on an out-of-the-way street. One day a salesman came ov.;~~e.i 

product ·called Gre~n Life, .made ·from, wheatgrasupwuts grown en_c: Q.r1 

. soil; they were .ground. up ·into a powder that .yciu.mixed with waJter.:~Wl 
found out from Mother about my condition, he handed her a jar a't 1c·l~~~ 

it to her; It'V{illryclg.': Then he told ,rpot:her about ~- Dr. Max ~erson 
whom he'd heard· about/ who _was· ctiring people with: cancer. . ·• · 

. Mom called an9. njade an ~PP()intmegt. · ;_{ ·. " . · . . .; :. . :: 
. · · .·we learped. that 'Dr. Gerson·was a yery. exacting ·p.ersori, .u,~:.,l!J.<>s 

. went jh_ · If:h~;told ·y~u ~9 ~o; d~:ck, yo~'d -b~tter h~: thereat i;' · u··u .1..1,'< 

. . hadn'Lgottep' m~jnto his;offke ·~nt!ho:39 (Or S.O. When' we :Str~)l@ 
• • ; ·:' ' ·:.: -.'. · ·~·-· , •, . •. :.<:' .••• ., •• ... "' .• • . ., ... , 

Gerson liy~rally took rny ~.<?ther .9Y the· ~~r, ·sqgo~ Pis .finger 
, -''V'{hen I.telky01:Esom~.t~ing·; you·must·doit:abs9Jutely.': 'Dr,_· 
. • ed apict-~reofthe·tiJm.~r befoi~' it shrank; ari,d t~~-man\vh·o ·w·· 2&10;~ 
.. . r'!y~ h,~4_. C9f!1(!·.there it-9; . .. , _- .-. };; · ·.,, .; '.: ;~ .:-~:,Jr..·t . .. . ~ '?•_·.-:·._::.._,. ,ff 

... .. ·:. IktoidiMotb~rqe.was:pr~tty,sure,;heco~d belp .. nie.- -B·.hl.J - ~wj 
· ;: . , waritea rum~to exp)afP. .fuS.rrie¢cids to ~hei; he,:sajd? ;I -~ . . . 
. , · everYthihg t6~e~ecyb<5~~ .You 'must dC{ as ·r say~':;;:_::-IJl,,O:.q ·\:l~StlOI1q~~ 

• • • ) • . o o -~ · ' o • • ~ ·~·A · • ~ .~~-·~ , , •, • ' 

His-~confiderit, ,authoritarian.J:hannerAinpressed Moilier to_ -th"·"-"'"' 
-/ 2o~~e; .his saymg h~:P.~ob~b}y cbllld ~aye rrii -lif~~ ,she truste~~&b~ftj~ 

: ... -quesi:io~ed)l:gam -~hatever he s~d or did; rin ~ure she:was . . 
. '- ' gerit caregivers th~t-L?r;_ q~rson~~ver met' in-his'work with.i>~ti.§~t~1 

., Dr':Ghson m'nt~d m~ to st.:ay.at·t:hesariat<JrhmiinJtilat1u.~:t:''f~ 
· ' My-p'!_r~p~ ·-wer.~ ve~y .. poor •. M.Y dad ~ai~ ~o. ~y.; Byt rtly:_mo~;~i~fg 
. we're,not goingto"d()-!his.:Sheieally •. . . . .· ' . •. .. · . ,_ . . 
./ "~y ~f~;: So they_:Il)9~g.ige:dtbei~ .-hoUS(!/ an<k~~Ip·, - . ·. ...;.:t~-li~ 
'' . <ll)d~i:d all tli( friends; she'd ever h;1d;say'ing;' . . • . this· .ll UJ..\ -10 IG' IL 

. · Whateveryou cah.send ri9w, -· ·· · · · . ~ - ' 
.• do .it. bin chtld~s -lif~ is at-stake;~' . ' . <. ; ' ·.·;. 

; · .. · · . . Thdirsiday.:Lwas-at N~nuet· Dr.: Ger;_on cam~ around 
.: a:thi4; brownisglooking.liquid in it .-He iooked:a.t:me and · 

thi~ .'bo it quidsly, anditoiv._Putthe-leman in;your·:.r ~j-~~- ~- ; ~i~~~t~~l~~ 
so badt.So that is ·how yo_u wilL ~dit, ,Every -d~y~<Th~n 

. .. .:•~ .... ~ . -.~ . . ~.:. :· : .- --- - --./.·.-~ .. _ 

. away.Jt w.a~ theraw-.liver-juice fu.at~wasso irripor,tantin his.Jbe~raj)~ 

, .. ·· ··:·S~m~thnes:i~Y..ebeard~J!)epple:s~y.t~at bi; . ·:rs.c m_(Ebutd >-!~[~~~ 
.• _ I • .'o; • 1-" ' ,r . . • • • 

>_ . ··eyes. There inay_h(!-sometbing t<;> this:J've·takemco!frses in';i:daloJ9~~ 
- ·~:. · interestjrlg·.:for' me. tO}eipetllber tbose_-.ey~es (>f_bis::>Tl. leV.~W'e.tl'6d~(tp4J 

, unclouded; eV-en ·th9P.g~ he,was,inhis late 70s· by then. :Ypti'cmucf:sey~! 
. ·: . ~ ' ' . -



l. 

part on top of the irises' color. As a child, I trusted those eyes of his. His gaze 
was unwavering- usually calm and kindly, yet somehow penetrating. 

Another thing I remember about Nanuet was when they brought a woman 
in on a stretcher. They were giving her juices and enemas every hour, and Dr. 
Gerson was always going in to check on her. "What is going on?" I asked some· 
one. "They're trying to keep her from dying; she's so close to it." And she actu· 
ally did survive and get better. 

After two w~eks I left Nanuet and went home. I wasn't in pain anymore, 
and soon I could ·even run around. I had no more trouble taking the liver juice, 
but the castor oil floating on top of black coffee gave me trouble. And I also 
fussed about the needles with the injections. Everything else, I just did it. 
Because I knew that was how I would be able to live. 

It's very hard to do the Gerson therapy vyi.thout good help.&om other peo
ple. I am still amazed that my mom could have done it. Dr. Gerson had warned 
her that she would be physically .unable to do it. After all, she had three other 
children besides me. "It takes one person to do the therapy itself, and it takes 
another person to do the shopping., all the kitch~n work and other assistance,'~ 
he said. And yet my mother man~ged to do it all, I don't kno'.'{ how. I remem
ber that whenever she stood still, like when she was washing the dishes, she'd 
fall asleep. I once asked her, "How can you do all this?" She told me, "Well, you 
go to bed at night and you pray, and the next morning you just start out again 
and just keep praying. Then night time comes and you're closer to where you, 
want to be. You just don't stop." ·. -

Initially I visited Dr. Gerson for check-ups every month, then every six 
weeks, then about every two months. After I had been going t() see Dr. Gerson 
for about a year, I was doing fabulously well. There was no sign at all of the can
cer; it had just disappeared. We were eager to share this outcom~ with that first 
doctor, thinking he would be delighted. We went in and showed him the latest 
X-rays and he examined my leg briefly. Then he said to us: "This result is just a 
fluke, a one-in-a-million thing. If she really is better, it is only because of the X
ray therapy we gave her." But the only radiation I had actually had all this time 
was three sets of X-rays: ones with him at pre-op, then with Dr. Gerson at six 
months, and finally at 12 months! 

I guess that's what most doctors say when people who have been helped 
by the Gerson therapy come back later, maybe after two years, and are quite 
well. "Sure," they said, "we gave you all that chemo first, before all that weird 
diet stuff." Or they gave radiation or surgery. And you say, "No, no - it's 
because of what I did ... something else!" And then they say, "Get out of my 
office. I don't want to hear any more." Because what you've just done is demon
strate how wrong everything .is that they've learned at such expense and effort, 



and that now sustains them in their medical practice. In effect, you're shoWing 
them that it's tflly who are the real murderers. 

Still, if doctors have goodwill, they'll listen to you and open their minds-a bit. 
I'm now 50 years old, so it's well over 40 years since I got treated by Dr. Gerson. 
And I'm noticing that more doctors than ever before seem to be using alternative 
ways of treating cancer and other diseases. Or at least they're willing to h.irr-and 
think about them. People can read much more about these therapies, too,~ in .so 
many places. Which wasn't at all possible back then when I was so sick. 

But here's the near-tragic part of my story about being a patienf of Dr. 
Gerson's when I was a child. After staying in the program for about a year and 
a half, I was doing so well that he said I'd be finished by the end of tWIJ y~ars. 
But then Dr. Gerson passed away before the two years were over, and the!!&.::Was 
no doctor who would pick up his practice and patients. We lost our supply of 
the nutritional supplements and supplies we needed: the potassimwmiadn, 
iodine, raw liver extract, needles and so on. My mother continued domg what 
we had been doing with the juices and the rest of the diet, but without an those 
other things. So there was a gradual deterioration. I began getting skk again. -.... ~ 

My leg began to swell and hurt, and we were very worried about a~ec!!)!rence 
of the bone cancer. , · · 

The new problem may have come partly from a psychological blow. 
Because Dr. Gerson bad provided the answer to curing me. And we know much 
more now about how important your belief system is in supplying tffi!t won· 
derful quality called hope. So after he died, for a while we lost a lot of our hope. 

Mother didn't want to take me to a regular physician again and go.frough 
the standard sort of treatment that hadn't helped me earlier. But fin9.}ly we 
found another doctor, Dr. Vallan, who was able and willing to help us tiy sup
plying those things for the therapy. We also had Dr. Gersorr's book as i~de, 
of course. And so I got better again. I stayed on the Gerson programfo.r <Ltotal 

of seven years. The cancer never came back. And when I grew up, ~ gJ~t -mar· 
ried and bad two chUdren. I also kept both my legs. The very fact that L+s:a!ive 

' ::;;:;:~ 

at all was because of Dr. Gerson. ',,~~" 



-. 
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Censured or Curing Cancer 
(1957-1958) 

Tfle National Enquirer's Expose 
T n February 1958 Max Gerson was anticipating the publication, at long last, of his 
,.. book, A Ca11cu Tf~trapy . This same month, S.J. Haught, a reporter with the National 
Enquirer, read a lengthy letter that had come into the newspaper's office from a 
woman who claimed to have been cured of cancer by a Dr. Max Gerson. The letter, 
"To Whom It May Concern," had a dual purpose: its author hoped that the Enquirtr 
would publish the story of Dr. Gerson and his unorthodox cancer treatment; and, 
on a more practical note, she desperately sought financial assistance, since she and 
her husband lacked funds to continue the Gerson dietary therapy for the required 
additional year. She said she had already applied for support from the various chari· 
table and government agencies that helped cancer patients unable to pay the costs 
of their therapy, but her plea for assistance was rejected by the organizations 
because they did not approve of Dr. Gerson's approach. 

Though Haught was accustomed to all manner of odd and even crazy letters, 
this woman's letter struck him with its sincerity and pathos. Its author, he decided, 
had been bilked of all she had by a cancer quack, who then turned her out on the 
streets to die. Haught found that the letter kept disturbing him. The woman was still 
alive -long after the time she was supposed to die. He finally went to his editor for 
permission to explore the case further in preparation for the article he intended to 
Write, "The Unveiling of a Quack." 

An experienced and thorough reporter, Haught first wrote to the American 
Medical Association requesting their opinion of Dr. Gerson's cancer treatment. He 
Was certain that they would be only too happy to help him unmask this fraud in 
their role as protector of the American public from medical miscreants. The letter 
?e received in return was more puzzling to him than the letter that had sparked his 
mvestigation. After some brief biographical information on Dr. Gerson, the AMA's 
letter continued: 



We have been informed that he has been suspended from member·shi 
his local medical society for a period of two years, beginning March 4, ~~"'"'"~ 
specific charge was his use of a radio interview to discuss his work in the{'tff 
ment of cancer. 

We have had record of Dr. Gerson and his diet treatment for variOp,S'; 
eases for a considerable period of time. We commented on Dr. Gerson, · 

.. 
reluctance to reveal the details of his treatment, in an editorial in Tfie 
Nov. 16, 1946. We are sorry we do pot have tear sheets. or reprints , ,,:;:;!,; 

Therein it was pointed out that although Dr. Gerson had been reque~>te(i~ta 
so, he had failed or refused to acquaint the medical profession with tbe~ 
of his treatment. 

The letter was signed by Oliver Field, Director of the AMA's Bureau of 
The reporter's eye quickly caught the apparent dis~repancy. If a 

been ·"unwilling" to reveal the details of his treatment to the Ul'-U.l'-cu 

why would he go on a talk show for several hours to talk about this s·a me:t.1 
Wouldn't that public exposure put him in jeopardy, especially if he uau 

to hide? · 
· When going through Gerson's files, Haught read a response to · · · . · · 

the AMA had written ·on July 28, 1949, which seemed to be the beclrock.Ic~ . . 

nization's,claim to inquirers, such as Haught, that Gersonwithheldi_n lforifi: 

We have no knowledge of · any report published in u'~·~~~~:~'~ 
describi~g the medication or the course ~f treatment sponsore .. ~d~fi<~~~ 
do we know of any other investigators who use his method~.\, 
invited by this Association to give information on these items, _bu.t; spot~ 
never done so. · . · 

For a man bent on keeping his curative therapy a "secret;" br .. .C: ;erif.Oif 
lished a surprising number of articles and books. Haught had seen . 
des himself. He also saw other evidence cif Dr. Gerson's willingness, even 

. " 
to share his knowledge ~nd experience with other physicians; and to a,· effi15ng 
his work so that it might be fairly judged by them. . -"Y:~ 

For instance, four years earlier; on May 3, 1954, Dr. Gerson bad wtitb 
Samuel Klein, Special Committee chairman of the Medical Society·of. .. · 
New York. The letter showed Gerson's polit~ response to yet anoth1ee~rs~~[M~ 
It also expressed his desire to present some of his patients to the vc 
mittee and then publish a report about these cases in the society's iowrnaJ 

In answer to your letter ofAp~il 15, I am enclosing a photostatic ¢oi?~ 
letter of May 28,' 1953, which will speak for itself. 

As to the complaints mentioned, of which I would like to 



wish to say that the records in my office can be looked into by the Committee. 
As I have always stated to the medical profession and any investigating 

body, I am eager to interest them in the results of my cancer treatment; there
fore, I highly appreciate your desire to see the real proof, the records and the 
X-rays of these results. 

The questions posed in your aforementioned letter are answered in one of 
my most recent publications, a reprint of which is enclosed. Also enclosed is my 
treatment book. The treatment I am using is described therein, and a more 
detailed description will be found in a subsequent article now in the process of 
printing. 

I would like to have some assurance that after my presentation before your 
special subcommittee I will be given an opportunity to make a demonstration 
of these cases before the entire medical society and that these cases will be pub
lished in the Nav Yark Statt Medical Journal. I am obviously not seeking to suppress 
it to the attention of the medical profession. 

I feel that I am justified by the facts in making these reasonable suggestions, 
as the success of my cases has never been disproven by renowned cancer experts, 
here and elsewhere. Even after the most searching examinations I have not been 
successful in having them published in the American medical journals so that 
they could be brought to the attention and before the sdentific critic of the 
entire profession. 

Following is a brief review of my demonstrations: 
In July, 1946, by invitation, I demonstrated some cases in Washington, D.C., 

before the United States Senate subcommittee holding hearings on the Pepper
Neely bill. 

In February, 1947, at the request of the Medical Society of the County of 
New York, I presented fourteen cases before Doctors Hanford and 1\vembly, 
and about thirty other invited physicians. 

Again on invitation I published some articles and demonstrated twenty 
cases out of forty cases prepared at the Cancer Congress in Berchtesgaden, 
Germany, October, 1952. Thereafter I was invited to demonstrate a number of 
cases in the University Clinic in Zurich, Switzerland. 

In 1953, I complied with a request of the censors to show films and records 
to Dr. Edward Tolstoi, one of the censors of the County Medical Society. The 
only tangible result of this cooperation was the letter from Dr. W. Laurence 
Whittemore, Chairman of the Board of Censors, expressing Dr. Tolstoi's appre
ciation of (my) courtesy and frankness in discussing with him (my) methods of 
treatment. See enclosed photostat. If desired I will gladly submit a review of the 
published articles of my cancer work. 

In view of the foregoing I feel it not unreasonable to expect that you and 



your associates on the special subcommittee after examining and evaluating my 
cases, should be inclined in the interest of truth and medical progress to rec
ommend that I be granted the opportunity of a demonstration before the 
whole society and publication in the official journals. 

In closing, I wish to express my profound gratitude for your reassurance of 
the complete objectivity of the society and its subcommittee. 

Certainly when confronting adversarial attitudes toward his work, Dr. Gerson's 
manner was courteous, calm and confident. He had also learned that finally in the 
United States the correct politics among peers could play an enormously expedient 
role in simply being able to practice medicine - especially when one was a maverick. 

S.J. Haught next asked the American Cancer .Society about Dr. Gerson. A 
preprinted sheet provided some historical and biographical notes, ending With the 
statement: "The American Cancer Sodety can find no acceptable evidence that the 
treatment proposed by Dr. Max Gerson produces any objective benefit in the treat
ment of cancer." The ACS letter had referred to an article in the January 8, 1949 issue 
of Journal of tfle Amaiam Medical A5sodation. Haught looked up the infamous JAMA arti· 
de, "Frauds and Fables." Haught could see why, because of its strange arid unortho
dox methods, the Gerson therapy would be looked on with disfavor by:fhe medical 
establishment. But why then, he asked, wouldn't the medical authorities take some 
remedial action if the treatment didn't work and was downright charlatanism? 

The reporter then wrote to the Medical Society of the County of New York, ask
ing if they approved or disapproved of Gerson's cancer treatment. The ~eply wqs less 

·' . ~ .:-.;.. 

than satisfactory: ,·.. "' 

It is not within the province of the Medical Sodety of the County of New York 
to pass on the efficacy or adequacy of any doctor's treatment of his own 
patients. 

Doctor Gerson is a member of this Society but is presently upder suspen· 
sion from the rights and privileges of membership as a result of personal pub· 
licity. 

Haught found this answer strange. On the one hand, the Society would not 
utterly condemn Gerson, who was a member. On the other, they made sure that 
Haught knew he was under a cloud. · 

Haught next phoned the woman who had written the letter askipg for help 
during her recovery from ~ancer. She related the story of her ordeal: Sbe told hirn 
about how she was sent home to die, after the doctors and hospital had done what 
they could. They gave her the prognosis of death within two to six months, at most. , 
No specialist or surgeon was willing to touch her further. "With this kind of turnor, 

~ . 



they said, "you go quickly." She had then heard about Dr. Max Gerson. After five 
days on his dietary therapy, her large tumor had shrunk to the size of a golf ball, and 
within two months it was gone. Now, over six months later, she was virtually recov· 
ered, back to doing her housework and taking care of her daughter on weekends. 
But the food still required in maintaining Gerson's strict diet was costing her almost 
as much as her husband could earn - }SO a week. 

She had applied to the Red Cross, the American Cancer Society, the Welfare 
Department and every charitable organization she could think of - all in vain. As soon 
as they heard that she was seeing Dr. Gerson, the door was finnly closed in her face. 
Even her own minister had turned her down. "I guess society wants me to die of can· 
cer," she told Haught. "They would rather I died than to be cured d1e 'wrong' way!" 

Questions were building in Haught's mind as he contacted Dr. Gerson's office 
to set up an interview. His first two attempts to see the doctor were unsuccessful, 
as Max's secretary told him that the doctor was "busy with patients." Sure, Haught 
reasoned, this weasel would be terrified of the power of the press. Or else he would 
try to smooth-talk him into believing some ridiculous story. He described his 
thoughts prior to his first meeting with Gerson in his book Cmsured for Curing Canw: 
Tfie American Experience of Dr. Max Gerson: 

i 

A quack, I felt, would do one of two things. He would refuse to see me, or 
he would do just the opposite - roll out the royal rug of welcome and charm 
me with stories of the wonderful things he had been doing with cancer, hoping 
that I would return to my office and write a glowing account of his accom
plishments. 

Mentally, I had Dr. Gerson pictured as a dark, ferret-faced man - the kind 
of cancer quack you see on television - who had a "good thing" going for him 
and was terrified that the press wanted a word with him about one of his 
patients. Naturally, he wouldn't want me prying into his affairs. 

Then a surprise: Dr. Gerson's secretary called Haught back with an appointment 
time. Haught now faced the man "whom the power of the press would squash like 
a bug." He could see at once that his mental image of him had been wrong: 

He was an old man! But he was tall and spare, with blue eyes and white 
hair, and spoke with a German accent. He was neither eager nor reluctant to 
answer my questions. As a matter of fact, I asked very few questions. It was he 
who did most of the talking. Very early in our discussion I got the impression 
that Dr. Gerson had been all through this before. Not once, but many times. But 
kindly and patiently he endured my comments, many of which, I'm afraid, 
were not well founded. Dr. Gerson was willing to go along with me -up to a 
point. Then he exploded. "Can't you understand that this type of cancer has 



never been cured?" he yelled. "That never in the history of medicine h.,~-· 
patient been cured! That she is well now and working. Here, here -.vA' 

rays. I will explain them to you!" 
Later the n-year old doctor smiled. "They do not like for me to '-U' ' 

cer," he said. "They say it is not possible. I say it is possible, and I do it!" 

Haught now asked why Gerson had not revealed the details of his tre;atri 
the American Medical Association. In response, Gerson showed him manY?i 
rejection letters he had received from medical journals for pap~rs h.e had su~iini~ 
to them. If the AMA and other medical groups had wanted to learn niex 
would have published his papers. Furthermore, they could now read_ his . 
published book, A Cancer Therapy, a copy of which Gerson showed na•ugr.t_L 

The r~poitdr began wondering to himself: . . . 

Why the need for a new method unless :_unless he belie_:veci:in.:itt~ 
Max Gerson looked to me like a man who believed what he w.as.·sayitjf§t 
shy, a little awkward because the English words did not come 
a man of obvious dedication and integrity. I doubt if. a quack 
ed at me like that! He would have been too anxious to make-a go.c>p)i~ 
on a reporter. 

The story that I had already written in my mlnd about Dr. G_e .. r sotr 
ing apart. 

"Five times," Dr. Gerson told him, "they sent a committee here .Lu,,u.~ 

my methods, the Medical Society of the County of New York. I. lLu . 

patients, X-rays, records, everything." 
"And what were the results of those investigations?" 
"I do not know,'' Max replied. "They have never revealed thetn.': 
Haught was very disturbed by this staterrierit. If these cornpc;:teJnt "'"'-" 

really did thorough investigations of this physician when looking fq! ·· c 

he was engaged in unethical Of illegal 'practices, and then found • .. ·C ' 

would have informed Dr. Gerson himself about their findings, as well ·!J···~ ~- ~ 
If they had· any reason to believe that he was a quack, why would the§ ;-];":ri 

to continue committing his fraudulent treatments? Was it not their .. ·oc.-.. •. 

the public by rescinding his license to practice and removing him frorri t_._l t1a:i 
the medical profession? · 

Or could it be possible that these examiners had actually .· .. 
over Dr. Gerson's.records and gathering visual-and anecdotal evidence 
from patients themselves, how-effective the Gerson therapy actually\>;. r_a: sJ;;~~~ 

ing failed to prove that Gerson was a quack - quite the contrary!-. 
didn't want to trumpet the opposite evidence of true healing by giving it'{liit~ ... 



in a written statement that Dr. Gerson might use to his advantage. Hence, though 
there had been five investigations of Max Gerson over the years, no report had ever 
been given to Dr. Gerson himself. 

But, Haught reasoned, if they had actually found that Gerson's therapy had any 
value at all against this terrible and thus far incurable disease, cancer, would it not be 
equally incumbent upon them to publish the information far and wide? The secrecy 
that surrounded this matter grated on the newspaperman's nerves, especially when 
the doctor told him that he had recently been suspended from the Medical Society, 
ostensibly for having appeared on the Long John Nebel radio show on WOR. He found 
it curious, he said, that many other physicians had also been featured on Long John's 
program, but none had been suspended or disciplined in any way. 

Haught now knew he had to see the results of the five investigations of Gerson 
that performed by physician-members of the Medical Society of the County of New 
York. The reportS, he was sure, would answer many of the as yet unanswered ques
tions, including the biggest one: Why weren't their investigators' findings revealed? 

As he chased down various byways on the Gerson story, S.J. Haught, using the 
National Enquirer letterhead, wrote to the Medical Society of the County of New York: 

We have not yet published a story concerning Dr. Max Gerson because 
every organization we have contacted says it does not pass on the e~ficacy of a 
doctor's treatment. They further explain that there are channels through which 
a doctor can go to present any new treatment, and that Dr. Gerson has not 
done this. 

From the Foundation for Cancer Treatment I learn that Dr. Gerson has 
repeatedly tried to go through these proper channels, and each time has been 
rebuffed. His articles have been rejected, and apparently he has no other way 
to tum. I understand that a committee of doctors from your society has inves
tigated Dr. Gerson on a number of occasions - seen X-rays, examined patients, 
etc. -and that none of these findings has ever been made public. 

We have no feelings one way or the other concerning Dr. Gerson's treat
ment except that of public responsibility. Is there any way we can be advised of 
the nature of your findings? 

The reply from the Medical Society of the County of New York was reason
able. They informed Haught that due to the privileged nature of the information 
and to protect the physician, he would have to get written permission from Dr. 
Gerson to have the results of the investigations released to him. He soon secured 
the doctor's okay in writing. Haught was very excited. Soon he would get those 
reports, and then could wrap up the story. He was mistaken. The reply from the 
Society was brief: 



This office has received a letter from Doctor Max Gerson, M.D., authoriz. 
ing us to release to you the results of our investigations. 

The results are that Doctor Max Gerson was suspended from the rights and 
privileges of membership, as a result of personal publicity. 

Haught had initially been told that the suspension was the result of personal 
publicity because of Gerson's appearance on the Long John Nebel radio show, but 
now the Society was telling him that the investigations spanning a period of over u 
years were the reason for the suspension. He tried a different tack: 

I assume that you have changed your mind and do not intend to release 
the information to me as you promised. I did not need an authorization from 
Dr. Gerson to learn from you that he has been suspended; you told me that the 
first time I wrote to you about him. Then, however, you told me he had been 
suspended because of unfavorable publicity. Now you tell me it was a result of 
your findings. If you will not send me the results of your investigation, can you 
not send them to Dr. Gerson himself? 

Their answer to Haught's note was less than cordial: 
·;;;;_ 

. ' 

We received from Doctor Gerson a letter giving you the atith~rization to 
receive from us the results of the several investigations referred to in your let· 
ter. You will note that we are authorized through this letter by Doctor Gerson 
to give you the results of the several investigations. This we have don.e . 

• ,. 

As Haught acknowledged later: } ;~. 

Their reply was to embark me on the strangest, most frustr~tipg story of 
my life ... the story of a man who by absolute record had cured people of can· 
cer, including children, and his incredibly coillageous and lonely fight against 
the forces of organized medicine. 

~. , .. ·;,. 
S.J. Haught was seriously doubting his initial assessment of Dr. Gerson as an 

unscrupulous quack, but even more disturbing to him now was the way this doctor 
was being treated by the medical profession. Evidently the stonewalling was due to 
the reluctance of the established authorities to provide information. But was this 
because they were protecting a member from damage by the press ... or because 
.... ? The mystery remained. 

. . ; if ... .:O 

While reading the JAMA editorial on "Gerson's Cancer 'freatment" from 
November 1946, Haught came across a reference to Dr. Gerson's testimony before 
the Senate hearings earlier that same year. He was impressed that Dr. Gerson had 
been so honored - evidently the first time in history that any physician had been 

; 



invited to present patients at a formal Senate hearing. He was puzzled, however, at 
rhe total lack of any reference in the contemporary press to this testimony. The sub· 
committee's report, 227 pages long, had never received public airing, either. Haught 
resolved to obtain a copy of the published report, informing Dr. Gerson that he 
would be contacting the appropriate agencies in Washington. 

"They will not send it to you," Gerson stated with firm conviction. 
"Of course they will," Haught protested. "I'm a newspaper reporter." 
But his estimation of the power of the pres~ was brought into sharp perspective 

when he attempted to retrieve the report. Medical-industry lobbyists had appar· 
ently managed to suppress even an official report of the United States Senate. Both 
the Superintendent of Documents and a senator's office informed him that no more 
copies remained. Eventually, with Mrs. Gerson's help, Haught was able to locate a 
copy. When he realized the importance of Gerson's testimony during the hearings, 
he was shocked at the length of time -a dozen years- that had elapsed with 
absolutely no action taken by the cancer-research establishment, particularly the 
National Cancer Institute, to explore the effectiveness of the Gerson therapy. 

During the process of researching this story, S.J. Haught became a great admirer 
of Dr. Gerson. The two men were quite friendly. Haught was convinced that Dr. 
Gerson was a genuine healer and that he was not hiding his therapy from1the med
ical profession's scrutiny. He had examined copies of the dozens of articles by Gerson, 
both published and unpublished, written over the course of 30 years, plus three books 
and a cl1apter in a fourth. He had seen a list of lectures that Dr. Gerson had given at 
major universities in Europe. There were hundreds of case records. Scores of letters 
expressing the deep gratitude of patients and their families - evidence of how many 
lives this physician had saved. 

When Haught first proposed an article or series of articles about a fraudulent 
cancer cure based on a weird diet, his editor at the National Enquirer approved that 
story, but as he investigated Dr. Gerson's work, the story became a crusading piece. 
Haught championed Dr. Gerson and questioned the medical establishment. Haught 
was not surprised when his editor withdrew the article from that weekly tabloid 
whim, then as now, is infamous for sensationalist, yellow journalism. Undeterred, 
S.J. Haught later published the story as a book, though not without difficulty. 



A Healer's Passage 
(1958-1959) 

Academic Honors 

During 1957, Max Gerson received a letter from the University of Vienna offer
ing him the Chair in the Department of Nutritional Medicine. Although he felt 

honored by this prestigious offer so appropriate to his background, j p:omplish
ments and interests, he declined it for several reasons. At the advanc~R.'age of 75, 
with his energy and health declining, Max did not wish to uproot himself and his 
wife in a return move to Europe, abandoning his current patients and the medical 
practice he had begun in New York City almost 20 years earlier. His threeSJaughters 
and his six grandchildren would doubtless remain in the United States,_cmd he and 
Gretchen wished to be close to them all. In addition, Max felt that th~':-:austrians 
had not yet-confronted, much less renounced, their nation's history-bf~Nazi sym
pathy. He did not relish a return to a country with a history of anti-Se~ti.Sm. 

The atmosphere in the United States, however, was not much mpre hospitable, 
though for vastly different reasons. In June 1957 Gerson wrote a letter of cOn.dolence 
to Albert Schweitzer, on hearing the news of the death of his patieht and Dr. 
Schweitzer's wife, Helene. He then vented some of his grievances against the all-pow· 

. . ~· 

erful medical establishment in America, at the same time acknowledging a -growing 
number of advocates who believed in the value of his therapy, whether or-not they 
dared to advocate it publicly or professionally: 

My dear Dr. Schweitzer, _ 
We were very saddened when we heard this week that your dear wife is 

no longer with us. We all admired her simple, wise, unassuming in_anner. she 
devoted herself to your work with all her energy. She bore each burden-and her 
long illness without complaint! 

She deserved her eternal rest and will be always in our loving thoughts. 
As I wrote you in JPY last letter, I would like to thank you agairi for your 



supportive words. It will probably interest you that there is a great and increas
ing opposition here to an effective cancer treatment. Physicians in America, 
particularly the leading policy makers, are predominantly "dollar-minded" 
(money- driven). The so-called AMA, American Medical Association, will not 
allow facts to be decisive. 

The public is very angry about this, but can't do much since the general 
press is entirely dependent on the AMA. 

The decent physicians have to toe the line in order to maintain their hos
pital affiliation. A number of physicians have come to me as patients. The first 
thing they say is, "Please don't use my name because if it were known that I 
came to you, I would be thrown out of my position at the hospital." 

A number of open-minded celebrities have gotten together to publicize 
the suppressed truth. Miss Gloria Swanson, a popular and well-known movie 
actress, is one of these celebrities. 

She is in Europe at the moment, and wants to visit you sometime in the 
next few weeks. She asked us for an introduction to you. She wants to have a 
look at your great humanitarian achievements. 

My cancer book is well under way, and will hopefully be done in late . .. autumn. · 
All of our best wishes for your continuing good health and well-being. 
Your devoted friend, 

Gerson 

A Cancer Tfierapy 

In his mid 70s, Max Gerson set out to recreate his definitive book on cancer, 
undaunted by the mysterious disappearance of the first draft two years earlier in 

1955. Though Max knew it would be difficult to rewrite the book, given his age and 
his still rather weakened condition, he was determined to do so, dedicated to this 
mission of providing healing information to others. A Canur Tf~tmpy: Rtmlts of Fifty 
Casts would be his ultimate "show and tell" in publication form as he first explained 
his theory of cancer then provided 50 case studies. Thus the title and the two part 
structure of the book. "All tiie explanations in tfiis 6oofo. a6out t(!l (!laling of cmrar as well as other 
prt.wrtatiom would 6e not mudi more tfian words, if we were not able to danonstrate tiie corresponding 
clinical facts of real fiea!ings. But after tfiese facts are acfiieved, tfiese conceptions are explanations for our 
clinical observations." (p. 133) 

Part I (A Cancer Therapy) is a collection of a large number of his opinions and 
conjectures, based on his scientific observations, clinical experiences and reading. 
Extant handwritten and typescript drafts indicate that some of the 33 chapters in Part 



. . 
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I (about 250 pages) had probably originated as articles he had drafted for s~. 1bn:tis 
medical or sdentific journals. Other chapters seemto have been Wri.tten.wbteri; 
seized:by some inspiration or line of thought be. was .pursuing at the time1 
quent· footnoted references to scientific ?.ndmedical papers and mclriograph1iit·: 
thus re!J.dS somewhat like a n:tiscellany, though the first draft of-th~ book 
been more logitall;istructU:red. The 33 chapter 'titles, given in sequ~nce he!:e£~!6~ 
wide variety of subjects he uqdertook .t9 dis1=uss, teqmical, theor~tical. and plfa' 
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introduces the underlying theme of the book and indeed his whole practice of med
icine: 

The harmony in the metabolism of all internal organs and systems must be 
maintained; it reflects the eternal mystery of life, expressed in our health and 
continuance .... The onset of metabolic disturbance constitutes the beginning 
of disease. (p. s) 

Chapter 2 is an elaboration of his concept of-totality, his integrated view of the 
body's organs, systeins and functions, as it applies ·to c;mcer and other degenera~ive 
diseases. Although the term "holistic" as alternative or complementary medical con
cept was not yet in use -among physicians, Dr. Gerson finds similar terms for his pur
poses. (All italicized words here are Dr. Gerson's.) 

[T]he biological fact [is] that not one factor alone or a combination of single fac
tors is decisive, but what is decisive is how they influence the w(wll6ody, mind and 
soul in t(teir mtirety. 

To the great complexity of the biologicalfurictions of the body belongs.also 
its capacity of adapt~li011: A healthy body can adapt itself to different types of fl\Jtri
tion. It reabsorbs the necessary minerals, · vitamins and enzymes as ~e know 
from experiments to determine the time for the clinical appearance of one or 
another vitamin defidency. A sick body has lost this capacity. The deficiencies 
cannot be restored as long as the essential organs are poisoned. That is true in 
cancer also, as demonstrated by clinical obserVations. 

Cancer, the great killer, will be prevent~d and can be cured if we learn to 
understand the eternal laws of totality in nature and in our body. Both are com
bined and have to be united in an effective·treatment for cancer; in that way 
we can learn to cure cancer in a higher propcir~ion, even of advanced cases. The 
limitations of the totality of functions of the whole body, however, also. come 
into action here .. The totality of functions is lost if one or anotfru vital organ is too 
far destroyed. (p. 18) 

In Chapter V, "The Theory," Dr. Gerson further defines this notion: 

My theory is not presented to give a general sdentific explanation of the 
cancer problem, nor to compare it with the many existing theories and expla
nations. It is supposed to be a guide which helps physicians to apply the treat· 
ment properly. The theory was derived from clinical observations during which 
was recorded what was most characteristic of the disease and what seemed to 
be most decisive in the course of the treatment. In short, it is this: What is 
essential is not the growth itself or the visible symptoms; it is the damage of the 
whole metabolism, including the loss of defense, immunity and healing power. 



It cannot be explained with nor recognized by one or another cause alone. 
In my opinion, cancer is not a problem of defidencies in hormones, Vita

mins and enzymes. It is not a problem of allergies or infections with a virus or 
any other known or unknown microorganism. It is not a poisoning through 
some special intermedial metabolic substance or any other substance coming 
from an outside, so-called -carcinogenic substance. All these cari be partial 

~ 

causative agents in man, contributing elements, called secondary infections, 
etc. C-ancer is not a single cellular problem; it is an accumulation of numerous 
damaging factors combined in deteriorating the whole metabolisrq, after the 
liver has been progressively impaired in its functions. Therefore, one has to sep
arate two basic components in cancer: a gener~l one and a local one. The gen
eral component is mostly a very slow, prog;-essing, imperceptible -symptom 
caused· by poisoning of ·the liver and simultaneously an impaimient of the 
whole intestinal tract, later producing appeara~ces of vitally important conse
quences all over the body. The process in the pre-stage of cance~ has not been 
proven clinically .... In the poisoning of the liver, clinical symptoms are not 

• • :=;..;::-

noticeable for a long period_ of time, even for many years. . . . · ,.,.?-:· 
-.-_. - - ~· : · ~, · ·~ . . .- a'.& 

The local component is caused, in my opinion, by abnormhl:"c~lls, imma-
ture cells, formerly damage~ cells, transitional~ells when they ~)>ack or are 
forceq to fall back into a type of embryonic llfe,_ because they are nq longer sup
ported sufficiently by the activated (ionized) minerals of the potassium group 

= 
and a sufficient amount of reactivated mddizing enzymes simultaneously unit· 
ed with the normal regulations of hormones, vitamins and the impylse of a nor· 
mal fiinC:tioning visceral nervous system. Fimillfthe functions of slfli1::titaneous, .... .... - -~ ' -~ 

reticular1ymph cell tissue and reticulo-endotlielial system [the immu_ne system] 
are diininished in function and defense power. (pp. 35-37) ~~ 

A lifetime of study underpinned this theory of .cancer. Max Gerso_n~s reasoning 
was derive.d from his knowledge of human physiology, nutritional biochemistry and 

. ~ 

electroc~emistry, but his wisdom was fully empirical and his method~_y:ochastic -
he tried vaHous kinds of treatment, then tried to: figure out why they. were benefi· 
cial or detrimental. And so he"developed the Gerson diet and detoxifi~ations regi· 
mens. During the ensuing decades considerably · more has been learned about 
human physiology, biophysics "and biochemistry, il;nmunology, genetics,-_!Dolecular 
biology and other aspects of medical science that confirm or disprove ~-number of 
Dr. Gerson's postulations. Regardless of whether his theories proved righter wrong, 

· many of his patients benefited greatly from this form of treatment. Ev~f["wben Dr. 
Gerson's patients died because· the damage to certain vital organs, partiCularly the 
liver, eventually proved irreversible, they usually lived longer and suffered less than 
when undergoing the standard treatments offered·by the medical establishment. 



Rewriting A Cancer Tfrerapy: Rlsults of 50 Cases took nearly a year. In order to secure 
the time needed to complete this work, Max took a leave of absence in 1957 from 
tending his patients, both at his New York office and at the Nanuet sanatorium, and 
spent some weeks at the home of a doctor friend in Florida. Periodically, Max 
wrote to his good friend Henry "S-S" (Shaefer-Simmem) about his progress on the 
book, as wdl as his hopes for its effect on his reputation. 

The ocular reports for the brain tumor cases, as far as they are decisive and 
necessari" will be written by Professor Ray Franklin, professor of ophthalmolo-. 
gy at Columbia University, The X-ray reports are all written by Professor Ziegler, 
who is one of the foremost authorities in this field. 

The most important and ultimate proof for all cases is the fact that almost 
all of them were operated once or even several times. We will publish all their 
surgery reports and clinical findings. No serious physician will dare to bring up 
any valid objection against these. I shall keep the clinical section as precise·and 
short as possible in order not to tire physicians or lay persons with it. 

When lay persons or physicians call the Academy of Medicine here, they 
are always to)4_that I am not an authority an~-that my reports cannot be, trust
ed. This will finally have to stop. In spite of this, my small clinic is over:loaded so . . 
that I can only accept some of the applicants. 

Not surprisingly, given that medical doctors sat on the board of directors or edi
torial boards of major book publishers, Max Gerson had difficulty finding a publish
er, as he explained to "S-S": 

Three of the best publishers have rejected my book again, because first of 
all cancer books are not good business; nob~dy wants to read about hopes, .. ~- . 

promises and results of bioassays any more! th~ great majority of people are fed 
up with that: They want to see facts and fon.n their own judgments from them. 

I omitted all judgments and enumerations of cancer theories, and try as far 
as possible to present the scientific foundation for my philosophy. Also, as far as 
I can, to present scientific proof for my ideas. That is not a simple project 
because, even when one reaches the basics of the cancer problem, everything 
is still more or less contradictory or unknown or misunderstood . 

. 

Max had hoped that Albert Schweitzer would write an introduction to the 
book, but to his gre·at disappointment his old friend declined: 

. 

I am not a medical authority but only a modest Horse and Buggy doctor in 
the African backwoods. No scientific work was published during all the years of 
my practice here. 

Only an authority in the cancer field should be able to express a judgment 



about your significant work. You know how I always was and still am interested 
in your clinical achievements and what significance I attribute to them, but only 
as a scholar, not as an authority. 

Your book does not need any introduction. The facts will speak for them
selves. The time is over when people believe in introductions. The reader does 
not want any recommendation but wants to judge by the unbiased facts. 

Eventually, Max Gerson did find a publisher. Whittier Books, in New York, 
agreed at least to issue his book, but only after being assured by· the_ author that he 
would cover all its production costs. A Cancer Tlierapy: Rtsults of Fifty Cases was pub
lished in the spring of 1958. It was clothbound and had 402 pages. The second part 
of the book, containing the'(;ase'histories, was amply illustrated with. "pefore and 

. . ~--

after" X-rays and revelatory photographs of patients' original and heal_ed cancerous 
growths 9n skin, organs, bones. ,. 

No promotional events were scheduled for the book by its publisher, for the pub
lisher acted here only as a Printer. Now his daughters Trudi and Johanna( through the 
Gerson FoUI)dation for Cancer 'D:eatment, assume~ an active role in P,ublipzmg and 
marketiJ:lg;the book. They worked on the sales and distribution of theii-'!~ther's book, 
to such good effect that the fust edition of 3,ooo copies \vas nearly sold oq even before 
it appeared. Most of the initial buyers were former patients and their a~quaintances. 

Revi~w copies were sent out to various medical journals, but not surprisingly, it 
received sparse notices. One appeared in the New. Yorx State Joumal of M&litfue, written - . 
by E. Mendelson. _ ~-

F ::.. --

. .It is Gerson's theory that there is no cancer in a normal.med~olism, that a 
disturbed metabolism frequently results from the modem proe<~~ipg of food 
products, and that it is possible by the use of the rather extreme and restricted 
diet which he has developed to improve the body metabolism, -and;: in this way, 
help the body combat the abnormal cancer metabolism. The deyeJopment of 
this theory, I must admit, has confused this reviewer. . ' --~-

, ,·..;· . • """"'-<::9- -

Some of the end results reported in the8e 50 cases are defi_nitely startling, 
parti·c~larly the relatively long-term alleviation mentioned in sevEral cases of .. 
melanosarcoma and cardnoma of the cervix. . ·~ 

This book may be read because of its unusual approach to the therapy of 
inoperable malignancy. The author has promised to document at l~as_t 400 more 
cases treated by his diet.'X:ertainly it would s~em that this is nec~ssary to con· 
vince·a skeptical medical"profession. " ; "':~-

·._'_:.? :-;- -~ ,, - ' 

Newly energized, Dr. Gerson had plans to write a second book featuling more 
of his best cases -a full hundred of them - as he stated in A Cmrcu Tliuapy. However, 
he would hot live to do so. 



Flax Oil 
\ A 7 hile Max Gerson was preoccupied with writing his book, less time and ener· 

1 V gy was given to running the sanatorium in Nanuet. In the spring of 1958, when 
A Cmrw Tflaapy was about to be published, Trudy, who had been managing the facil
ity for five years, proposed closing it down, and her father agreed. Because his book 
was now available, explaining his theory of cancer, describing the Gerson diet and 
detoxifying procedures, and providing the scienti.fic or medical reasons for these 
treatments, it became feasible to turn over more responsibility to .patients them-.. 
selves and their caregivers. And since A Canca Tfterapy was partly a textbook, it 
relieved Dr. Gerson somewhat of that ever-pressing desire to pass his wisdom on to 
a younger generation of physicians. 

Nevertheless, Dr. Gerson's inquiring mind did not rest An inveterate researcher, 
he remained on the lookout for other promising micronutrients and food constituents 
to introduce into his basic dietary therapy so as to test their efficacy. His choices were 
usually determined by some prior research-based evidence of their possible value;. . 

Dr. Gerson hag long searched for a substance pe could give his patients to Sl)pply , 
the essential fatcy ad9s (EFAs) that were not available in the constituents of fruits,·y~g
etables and greens)n his diet therapy. He experimented with various kinds pf oil, 
including safflower, sunflower, olive, almond and pther nut oils, com oil anq even fil.W, 

unsalted butter. Each oil was cautiously administered to patients, invariably those 
who had had easily visible tumors, such as breast, lymph nodes, melanoma -yet 9IllY 
in cases where the tumors bad already disappeared or dried up. Each time the addi
tion of oils or butter caused tumor recurrences. Dr. Gerson reluctantly concluded that 
all fats and oils needed to be excluded from the cancer patient's diet for at least 18 
months He had put that cautionary note into his book in emphatic, bold print. 

Shortly after A Cancer Tfterapy was completed· and printed, Max carne across the 
work of Johanna Budwig, Ph.D., a German nutritional researcher who was recorn· 
mending the use of .flaxseed oil in therapeutic diets. For more than a half-centtiry 
Dr. Bud wig had researched the healing benefits of particular fats, especially flaxseed 
oil, and the dangers in consuming saturated fats. She is said to have revolutionized 
medical thinking about the relationship between fat metabolism and cancer. Dr. 
Budwig was nominated at least seven times for the Nobel Prize. Among her books 
are Flax Oil as a Tnte Aid Agaimt Artftritis Heart Infarction, Cancer and Otfler Diseases and Tfte 
Oil Protein Diet Coox6ooti. 

Dr. Gerson was intrigued by this research, especially flaxseed oil was probably 
the only edible oil and fat that he had not tried in all his clinical experiments in 
adding EFAs in his patients' diets. He immediately tried flaxseed.oil cautiously on a 
few patients. When it did not cause new tumor growth, he tried it on patients who 
still had tumors, and the tumors did not increase. In fact, Dr. Gerson observed that 



they actually shrank faster than those in patients not given the oil. As he 
friend Henry Schaefer-Simmem in November of 1958: "The results with the · 
patients•given flaxseed oil have devdoped further, to my great ·satisfactic)!i"""'·"-' 
are faster and much more far-reaching." . · .. 

. M~ feldike· kiclting himself for not having thought of flaxseed oil bet<o.te1 
all, flax· oil had.been a main produ"cfof his·· father's oil·press iriWcingJrovr.ritz:n 
. . · · ~ -
watch~d the <:)il be1n~ ;squee_ied: out frD:rri. · th:e: tiny b~own seeds ·saw·d 
fibrous stalks in the·highly u.seftil fla~ plant .had be~n r~moyed for contv~~~i~] hi-~' 
!men -thread f~rfabfi.cs._ The.s_eeds were'sold ~jther fo.r gressi~g in~o-lim:ee(~(i-~~ 
industrial and· 'commercial uses· at mills like B~ma~d Gerso'n's; cir H. ·,.,., \X~;~';f~ 
h~u~ewfy~~ fodoo.~ 'use: Most home kltshenshad . smell oil pr~ss · 
pro~~qion; ~nd tt Vl,la~ oft~n used to prepare a . . . . .·· ·' oil for 
v~g~~pt~s: The'd4·'al~: _nof iend its_eif well tci~sto'fage a§·a ··Kit·Chen-g.iad.e; 
quick,ly'became''mlituzed ort,ancid. No_rwas it go'·<~·cr_ -w. hei-fh~~at~~q 
-, : --~w4;?.t>r. ¢e,fs?ri' fo'?k~-~ furtbe{,Intq-t!J§~h.. _io_ 9_ ~-e·~m~caljp'i:!:ice-s~:~_ft:li.~t~ 

ipg e!?c~ :as: a ~e~ult ·of ing~styng fl~)C~~~-<Loil; ·h~ .. · ,_ .. 
poft~vita_rn)n_-A (in :theJ~rrn ~fbda P-toten.e)'toJpe · · ~-~ w . 
ipg a_nd~~ltp;iri~ting··~scular-pl~que,_ tl1u;·;irnproyJrfg:Ci.~cfu~ti_dp' · 
also; slipplie.'d .·the ess~ntial fattY._ adds·s(). lmp9.l!ant -~~:~~b,~~*~ 

'fuov1&:t!i~t' tqe~ _oils s.dnstltutip:g flaxse~d~f()ii" ~te_ . . . ·. acic1sj~~~ 
'(traris~fla'ttY~a¢ids,': ·and ~re the- ~ame :"om'ega''l.fuc~_ors~'that nav·e: ~~-pa~w~i 
at.tenti~n:in. fish oil(Lindleic, liholenlc arid ofeic _a.t ias c ' 

flaxoll. Flaxf.e~ds and flax oil, i~clu~dirig' caps~I<~s foi ~ie a's · i;upplem~~J,11~; 
w{Cldy av~ilable;~especiilly in: health stcires.y:. • · '- " -·. · ·:·· · · ·· •·· 
~·· ..•. · · , - ~., :· ,;• .. ' . -·.·. · 

- #" · - · ,::_··: -{ • : . ':- ·i;';.~. . -~,· •:;_ . . ~~ - · '· . ~ ... ;;•, ~ ·. c -

. . 
· ·-- -·, ··· ··:. . __ "· --"·; ._-·_ Hq~eC.oniij1e .. : ·t .. ··; · _: ':_ .--

.. , ,._ .. ' - . , ..... ' - ~ . :• -·In _mid·sept€rnber i95·8-Max returned trom' i'l,ate-sunimer · ... 
: neaJth {anCh in California. Ori thls tJ.ipMa.J[nad~a2cepteCl ·rhP' 

fri~ndsto:visit arl inter~sting nai:ur-al .cave·not.faifrom-.Es~ondidb, 
pr.cived to' be inj~~c:nis to hishealth::Whe~-h'ereturri.edito'Ne.w .J: .. _or:k J:ie'citct) 
rejuvenated, as Charloi:te Gerson rec~_s:-- ./ ' .· :>'.{?' :· ··"': :,,' 0 

. '. - . . . . .. ._, -
. :..:.:t .,;.-~:.- ;-~;_;~J<- ' ~ . ,--:. . " . . }>:<~~ <q.; ' ::.;. ~ -- _. . -~-;: . ~?·\···· 

, ,, My first indication th~t •- · · . . 
,- . . :.·. : - .. _. - + ' · ···~> · ··-. _::- "··-~: . ·-' .. ,, ___ ' .;: ... , _: .- /: ·"·. -·· 
·arrive (It theN~\.IiYorkaitP.or_t_. s,hould.fia.ve . . .. . . 

: - .. ~ ;' . •-. . .. , .. , .. . _.. . :·- ·-· . ·.:. ·- ::•/. ~- ~-·· ' >' ·'-... - -_. _.:. . . 

. - vac.~H2n, ~.~ ~S;\ls!:l~JYAfg -~9~~£l.ce:f!U9g.hRIJ,:le.:_ Ir.lste. ~a. ct_ , ~, e;""t,~ .. )C)~5.,'~>. }~~ 
fac;e'wa~ thin;'.'hls:s~fi{'salJcrw;·h!s ~~yes,sUn,keri, wit}l bleckcircles, ... .. 

• -_, - ; • . • • -·--~ - --· ~- - ~ __ ,..:. _ - --~· ';' -- · ._ : · -. : · ,..-, • :." ·.. ... ' • • .; • • _-.; ... - --.- ·- .·--~-«· _., . ., . •.·. - -· ' 

, . · ~J-It be n.~ver-:fqmp~~~~;.§~E~r.saict~ytbJn$ ~b~mti19t .t,e :~. J lW.g 
·_ ·: ~-01}~0-[YF he £O,gtinue:q -his -~$glli~; 9ff~ce .horn:s/ s~e~jp_g_ . _· ,-. 
. . . about iliree monthdater/ in December, that· he. had a: mental lap;;~f2Jtl~ 

.. ·:· : ;j -: ·;· _, _ ..... . ~ .• -. . . .:.. • · · -· • •-' · · • . .> . · - ... ' · " ,_ • 

. . 



know where he was, wasn't coherent. Since the episode passed Without apparent 
further-problems, it was-cliswunted, and he continued to work. However,-he was 
tired, more than usually weary before the end of the day. And he was beginning 
to have breathing problems. 

Dr. Gerson was self-treating his condition, but'wa:s getting no better. Just after 
Christmas he was adihitt.ed to Mt Sinai H8spha! for .two weeks. His care was not all 
that beneficial, as G;etchen explained in a letter ·to Henry Schaefer-Sfromein: 

· · . J~: .:: -·· ~ : · ·t .. 

··The physician there has a reputation for being very capable, but he·r(!fuses 
to treat [_a patient~ at home. And you know what to expect from the hospital: 
for one, M·ax was'given meat-daily and fish. Jui<::es, soup and enemas_ I .brought 
him tWice daiJy, as. agreed.cB.ut itjs, of course;_difficult for a.physidan to ·_allow 
himself to' be treated by a therapy whichhe·would·not have allowed.fcir:bis own 
patients; So; this doctorw~S. .terminated and-Max returned:'home. He· was-well 
rested,hhrstill spends much tirneLbed: H.e had worked ·himself to total exhaus- . 
tion a!]d' didn:to:Iisten :to any .warhings. So, he·.self-treated -for about-2-3 weeks 
without·,.me&cal help. 'lt·didn'.t'work. There was :no diagnosis up -to -now ffop1 
any of the 6-goctors .. ;.· Atthis :time; he has a little: appetite but.he. is,.9f course, 
very w~kand.Jeeling d6Wn.-H~Js,con~tantly.lying down.inhis hosp.itM.·bed and 

.... . . -·· :f • 

has a night nurse Jor u hours. ·our cl.J.ilc)ren are 'touching and spend :annuch 
time here asi:hJii other duties penilit :.· .· . :- ./ ·. <' .:·' >._;:'\j.: . :'f'. , .. . 

'.: ·•,•:r : ; • •: ;/:". •;; _• :. • .' • • .· . • j .:. . • . • • >' , .,_/:~ ::~~~: .. ~>:; _,·,• 

The rest in the hospipfhe}ped.him tq recover pis strengt9 S.Pp:J.~~PtSJ though. 
From his bed at home, Max· dictated in German his own letter to])j'S" good fnerid 

. .. :·~ :. -/~,' . ~ •' . i/ ' ':- . '~.- . 

Henry "S-S": · . ·. -: ·-· 

Yesterd~y_I retu;~~d ho~efrom .t~eiho~pital: N.fy worn~£ ~ ,, ,~hop:1 -I now 
call my .Amazons ·- had a violent fight,_with.rne 'to. get me ~o::the hqspltal on 
the recorrimendatiori"of the cons.ulting physician. Hoyv.ever I finally:hadp~ ·obey 
the Amazons. . · ,. . . · · ' . , · .. - , . : · ·. ·. . 

After ·a. cold, double bronchoprieu~onia set Jn;: which was's,oon ehminated. 
It went faster at ho_rn.e than in the hospital, w.here it took 10 day~ to return to 
therapy that I had begun. at horne. Now, however tar; agai~ very much better. 

Next week, I'll see the most urgent.cases 'inlthell'I p1an to spend a few 
weeks in Florida. (1/6/59; tr_anslated by.Ch~rlotre ·Cerson) . 

. 

While recuperating, M~x received an invitation to promote his work in the 
Soviet Union, which' posed an ·attendari_t ~Hi_err.upa, giv~ri the difficult Cold War polit
ical scene throughout· the 1950s, a·s_h~ explained to "S·S": 

. . . . .. . . ' 
About .2 :.Veeks. ago, a -Russ1an physician who is e~ployed here with the 

United Nations, and his wife-who works in Russia in a cancer institute, were 



here for the second time. The wife speaks fluent German, French, English and 
Russian, is intelligent and active. She was highly pregnant and the baby was 
probably born in the meantime. At the end of our conversation they askedcm~ 
to write an article for a Russian medical journal, in German or in English. Th~ 
will place it in the journal with my name. 

My wife is strictly opposed, and my daughters have different opinions. tam 
still considering it. Here the atmosphere against me is very negative; yet, on the
other hand, I must consider that I have been given the opportunity to an i~ 
grant to work and build a lucrative practice. s, it is possible that my passing" en 
to the Russians the answer to the cancer problem to give to manland couldne 
interpreted as a trick or stab in the back against the local [medical] circles. They 
could also brand me a "communist" and cause me still more problems that l:iave 
not had a great effect on me so far. 

The history of medicine shows that it has always been like that and I do not 
believe that people have improved or have become more humanitarian. If~ 
Russians take the material from the book by themselves and publicize it, noth~ 
ing can be said against it; it can't be avoided. The Russians already knowJnilt' . 
further progress has been made and has been added to the German e&tima~ 

May I ask you to consider the problem carefully and give me your opiniou. 

Max also received less promising information about the spread of knowledge 
of this cancer therapy in a letter from a Fresno, California-based physician: 

Dear Dr. Gerson: 
I am talang the liberty to send you a copy of a recently published pamQbkt 

entitled "Unproven Cancer Treatment Methods," put out by the Cancer Com-
mission of the California Medical Association. - ~ ·. 

Since your name appears on page eight, I believe you will oe intereste~ · _ 
seeing the pamphlet. 

It is a shame that organized medicine cannot see the good in many new 
methods, and pursue them for their merit with an open and unbiased mind. 

With best regards, 
Clement A. Tavares, M.D. (1l29l59) 

Not surprisingly, the booklet's brief description of the Gerson treatment methad 
quoted the Conclusions of the Bureau of Investigation, American Medical Asso~ 
tion: "It is of the opinion of the Bureau that the Gerson method of treating canc~rl~ 
of no curative value." What surely cheered the seriously ailing Max Gerson, how~~ · 
er, was this evidence of physician, unknown to him, who practiced in a medium-size3 _, 
city clear across America, was concerned enough about this issue to contact Dr. 
Gerson directly. 



Plans to travel to Florida and any decision concerning publishing an article or 
excerpt from his book in a Soviet medical journal were, sadly, deferred because of 
further ill health. Max couldn't understand why he continued to be ill-this went 
far beyond any manifestations of the normal "aging" process. He tried to discover the 
source, suspecting that something in his environment was causing an abnormal sensi
tivity reaction. He asked that a 24-hour urine test be taken, to see if he and any confer
ring physicians could determine the cause of his health problem. When the test results 
were finally given to him, they showed that he was suffering from arsenic poisoning. 

At first, this was completely baffling since he had never experienced any signif
icant exposure to arsenic in his food or environment. Then Max began to suspect 
that someone may have poisoned him. Whatever the source of the arsenic, there was 
nothing anyone could do anything about it now. Arsenic, an almost tasteless and low
cost cumulative poison, had damaged the cells in his liver, lungs and other tissues so 
slowly and imperceptibly, except for his increasing weariness, that he hadn't noticed 
the effect. Curiously, arsenic was an element that the alchemist Paracelsus, whom 
Gerson much admired, had particularly favored, using it in minuscule amounts in 
combination with other basic substances -some, like arsenic, well known to be toxic 
in larger doses. 

As his lungs deteriorated, Max began to have more difficulty breathing. When 
he became agitated, his doctor gave him Valium - which calmed him, though it 
caused gastrointestinal problems. Compounding the effects of arsenic poisoning 
was an infection Max had contracted while touring the cave in Calfomia on his last 
vacation, as Charlotte Gerson explains while recalling that difficult period in the 
Gerson family's life: 

After my father came home from the hospital in January of 1959, he even 
returned to seeing patients for a limited number of hours. (After all, his office was 
just next door to the apartment, so he didn't have to travel anywhere.) But he was 
getting weaker, wearier, needed more rest. Pretty soon, he had little appetite and 
frequent episodes of diarrheas, which weakened him more. Toward the end of the 
month, he had to spend almost all of his time in bed, so was unable to see patients. 

By this time, every day before going to our own office, I would stop by the 
apartment at 815 Park Avenue to see him. One terrible day, when he was trying 
to show me that his breathing was quite all right, he expanded his barrel chest 
-but he was not breathing! No air went in, it was just a muscle exercise. I was 
shocked. 

Too weak to walk, he was taken in a wheelchair to a radiologist's office in 
his building to have a chest X-ray made. When he saw this X-ray picture, he 
expressed his own death sentence: "With those lungs, I cannot live. The second 
book will not be finished." 



More tests were made and a new, little-known virus was found. It had been 
described in the medical literature only a short time before: an organism that 
lived in bat droppings and could be contracted by breathing the dust in moist 
caves. So he had brought the infection back with him from his Escondido vaca
tion. No wonder we thought he looked so worn out and ill! 

My father saw in the X-rays the terrible damage caused by the virus. The 
disease had literally eaten holes in his lungs. He directed me to get a specific 
book from his office, for he wanted to look up antiviral agents that might help 
him. He tried, but found nothing, so gave up. Another shock, and now fright. 

Max Gerson soon after died, attended to the end by his loving farni.ly, as 
Charlotte continues: 

The next few weeks were just a whirl of pain for us all as his weakness 
increased and his condition worsened. Finally, during the first week of March, 
his body, specifically his lungs, gave out. He was placed into an oxygen tent. I 
remember seeing him, semi-conscious, pearls of sweat on his brow, struggling 
to breathe. He was no longer talking. And then, on March 8th, he stopp~d strug
gling, stopped breathing. 

I was there in the apartment when the men came to take his body away. A 
huge black void opened. My mother was there, crying. She was not in good 
condition herself; her heart was acting up. I remembered that his last words to 
me had been, "Thke care of Mother." I reassured him, "Yes, we are all here." (But 
as it turned out, before my mother died, both of my sisters - her two older 
daughters -preceded her.) · 

Then came the arrangements, the announcements, the funeral. The sons-in
law took over some of these sad duties. My father's body was resting at a funer
al home in the East 6os. I was struck with one detail. The room' next to the one 
where my father's body was lying, in his closed coffin, was overflowing with vis
itors who were paying their respects to some high official in the N~ir York City 
Police Department. But few mourners came to my father's room ..:.apart from 
all the family, of course. They were mostly patients who had heard of his death. 
Here was this genius who had shown the way to healing "incurable" diseases for 
all humanity, but he was virtually unknown in his own community. 

The death certificate stated that the cause of Dr. Gerson's death was chronic 
pneumonia. No autopsy was performed. But a final professional insult came from 
the physician who had done Dr. Gerson's chest X-rays. While the plates dearly 
showed holes in his lungs caused by the viral invasion, this doctor claimed, without 
the benefit of evidence from either a biopsy or an autopsy, that the X-rays he had 
taken proved that Max Gerson died of lung cancer. 



In Memoriam 
~ nondenominational funeral service for Max Gerson was conducted two days 
'\.after his death, on March 10, at the Universal Chapel in New York City - not 

at a synagogue, since he was a secular Jew. The eulogy was spoken by a minister, the 
Rev. Dr. Erwin Seale, who had been a friend of Max (and was thanked by him for ills 
help with the cancer book): 

Dr. Gerson was unostentatious. He was not given to effusiveness or display. 
He was humbly dedicated and deeply devoted to the healing art. He gave him· 
self unstintingly to his practice and to the alleviation of pain and misery. He was 
a conscientious Jew, but he was a universal soul. He never concerned hlrnself 
with creeds and classifications. People in trouble were his great care. So many 
grateful patients will praise him forever for their health. They will hear of ills 
death with tremendous shock and sadness. Others who do not yet know how 
much they are indebted to him for the extension of human knowledge, will 
one day praise him with all their hearts. As with all original discoverers, he was 
ahead of his time and time must pass for ills great work to be fully appreciated. 
I myself not only admired him; I loved him. . . . . 
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Life must go on and ills work must go on even as his spirit goes on. We all 
must nerve ourselves to complete the dear unfinished tasks of his and therein 
he may comfort us. 

As Charlotte recalls some details of the funeral, though her grief understand-
ably has left the memories sketchy: 

I can hardly remember the details of the funeral, except that a Reverend Seale 
(who was not Jewish) spoke some consoling words before the trip to the Kew 
Gardens Cemetery. There, the soil was still frozen hard, so it had been difficult 
to dig the grave into which his body was lowered. 

I could only thlnk that he was surely deserving of ills rest after ills many years 
of exhausting work. But, of course, he hadn't wanted to rest at all: he wanted to 
finish ills second book, about another hundred recovered people, returned to life 
from terminal cancer. He had not actually started writing it, but had already 
made a list of the cases in his collection of patients that he wanted to publish. 

Dr. Max Gerson was mourned by hundreds of his cured patients and many oth· 
ers who were aware of his unacknowledged contributions to medical science. 
Significantly, some of the condolence letters sent to Mrs. Gerson came from physi· 
cians -showing that not all doctors, by any means, had joined "organized medicine" 
in America to oppose the Gerson therapy. For instance, Dr. Maurice H. Kowan, a 
physician and surgeon who practiced in Los Angeles, wrote: 



One of my patients ... told me a few days ago of the sudden passing of Ma~. 
I was broken hearted and really did not know what to do. I felt that I wouldll.ke ~ 

to write you a note, expressing my deepest sympathy as well as my great appte
ciation for having known such a wonderful man. 

He spent his entire life trying to help others and finally, in my opinion, 
found a solution to this dreadful disease called cancer. As all courageous explor-
ers he received the hatred of those who pose as leaders of the medical profes
sion, but in reality are interested only in the economics of their profession -~~, 
apparently do everything in their power to destroy anyone who would pr1ve: , 
their position wrong. ~ -

Mrs. Gerson received this note from former Senator daude Pepper of Florida: ·-

Your announcement of the passing of Dr. Gerson grieves me very much.! 
shall always remember his appearance before my committee holding hearings 
upon my bill to appropriate One Hundred Million Dollars to remain availa·ble 
until spent for research into the cause and cure of cancer. 

Dr. Gerson dedicated his life to the mastery of this scourge of cancer and 
all should honor his great work. .~ 

And then there were telegrams from patients who had grown close to Mrs. 
Gerson's husband, such as this one: 

Dear Mrs. Gerson, 
A little while ago your husband wrote me that he would like to see m~ 

again and that I should let him know when I would be in Europe. Gladly I maCie 
a note of this, for I, too, had the desire to sit down again wit him quietly.-., . ..c:utu. 

now he has passed away! . 
I was moved that you sent me a cable as if I belonged to the family. · 

take part in the loss you suffer you know; and that I mourn a friend in th~ 
departed, whom I counted among my closest, you also know. I owe him suCh 
gratitude for all that he did for my wife. Without him, she would have diea 



when our child was small. How gratefully she always thought of him! 
But in the hour when I received the news of his death, I also thought about 

what he has meant to the world. I see in him one of the most eminent medical 
geniuses in the history of medicine. He possessed something elemental. Out of 
deepest thought about the nature of disease and the process of healing, he 
came to walk along new paths with great success. Unfortunately, he could not 
engage in scientific research or teach; and he was greatly impeded by adverse 
political conditions. In ordinary times he would have be~n able to expound his 
ideas for many years as professor at one of the important German universities; 
would have taught pupils who could carry on his research and teachings; would 
have found recognition and encouragement .... All this was denied him. 

His was the hard lot of searching and working as an uprooted immigrant to 
be challenged and to stand as a fighter. We who knew and understood him 
admired him for working his way out of discouragement again and again, and 
for undertaking to conquer the obstacles. 

Many of his basic ideas have been adopted without having his name con
nected with them. Yet he has achieved more than seemed possible under these 
adverse circumstances. He leaves a legacy which commands attention and 
which will assure him his due place. Those he cured will now attest tg'the truth 
of his ideas. I hope that he also gained some pupils in the New World who will 
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dothisfurhim. · 1 

We who knew and valued him mo}lffi him already today as a medical 
genius who walked among us and as a r:nan who was destined_ to be a fighter 
who proved himself in this adverse fate. 

With loving thoughts, your devoted 

Albert Schweitzer 
·. 

On May 12, 1959 -two months after his death - the New York Academy of 
Sciences invited Dr. Gerson to become a member of this prestigious organization. 
When they received no reply, the following letter arrived, addressed to Dr. Max 
Gerson: 

On May 12, 1959, our Executive Director, Eunice Thomas Miner, extended 
to you an invitation to membership in the Academy. We have had no reply from 
you and are interested in learning what your decision has been. 

May we hear from you regarding this matter? If you have decided to 
become a member, we shall be glad to present your name to the Council at its 
next meeting. 

Dr. Max Gerson had at last been accepted into the American medical establishment. 



'~ 2 """'it''~ 
Dr, Gerson's Legacy 

(1959- ) 

Family Matters . . . 

W hen Max Gerson's deteriorating health made it obvious that he would never 
return to practice, his secretary returned all files to his patients. Then only a 

few months after his death, his widow gave up the large apartment on P_¥k Avenue, 
since she had no need for the attached office and other extra room;, Her three 
daughters helped her pack the furnishings and books collected over a loni, rich life
time and helped her move into a smaller apartment on the comer of Third Avenue 
and pnd Street. 

That summer, Mrs. Gerson decided to revisit Europe, as she had not been back 
since the family's flight from the Nazis, though Max had been back once, to speak 
at the 1952 holistic conference at Berchtesgaden. Besides meeting with~ ;orne scat· 
tered relatives and friends, Gretchen wanted to visit Dr. Schweitzer, who was in 
Europe at the time. She solved the problem of being very shy and. somewhat anxi· 
ety-prone by inviting me, her grandson, then 16 years old, to accompany her. The 
trip included time in Hamburg, Hanover, Gretchen's home town of Verl, Gutersloh, 
Freiburg im Breisgau, Paris, Guns bach (Schweitzer's European horrie . in Alsace· 
Lorraine), Donaueschingen and Lugano, Switzerland. My proficiency in G~rman and 
French improved significantly during this time, as Gretchen depended on me to 
deal with the various interactions necessary for such a trip. 

I remember visiting the Thyssen villa in Lugano with her, a very beautiful and 
well-stocked art museum. She noted to me that, though the villa and art:were quite 
beautiful, the Tpyssens had been a big and early .supporter of the Nazis ('fhyssen 
Steel). I know that she was very aware of the Nazi presence that ho.vered like a 
ghost. After all, it was only 14 years after the end of the war and the Holocaust. 

We visited grandmother's home town Verl, in Westphalia, where old friends 
and some distant relatives still lived; all her close relatives had been exterminated or 



else managed to escape. The aftermaths of the war and of the Holocaust were still 
very much present. Grandmother pointed out the Hope house, her parents' house 
where she grew up. Down the street there is a Holocaust museum commemorating 
the Jewish families of Verl ... and a small stone marker in the memory of the Hopes 
has been erected behind the store. When I visited these relatives again in 1967 they 
told me that, although they were Catholic and only one-eighth Jewish, their bam 
had been fired and painted with swastikas and the legend "Jew Wester-Ebbingbaus" 
- their surname. The oldest son, Putti, had spent 10 years in a Russian POW camp, 
had just returned four years before our first visit in 1959. 

We paid a visit to Mrs. Steinhaus, the woman in Gutersloh whose rheumatoid 
arthritis Max Gerson had cured in the late 1920s and spent a pleasant day at Freiburg 
iJn Breisgau with Herrmann Luft of Hyperion Verlag, the publisher of the German edi
tion of A Canar Tfiaapy. From there, we went to see Dr. Schweitzer in Gunsbach. As 
might be expected, that experience left a deep impression on me. Dr. Schweitzer 
invited us for lunch and to spend the day with him. He provided a very simple farmer's 
lunch of potatoes, sauerkraut and ham. At the table, besides Dr. Schweitzer, his secre
tary, and us were two Swiss farmers, one of whom had been named Albert Schweitzer 
after the great man, and now wanted to meet his namesake, as well as a harpsichordist 
named Wanda Landowska, who is credited with repopularizing the harpsich'ord in the 
2oth century. 

Schweitzer had engaged a car to drive him after lunch to the next town, where 
he had a meeting and where we were staying. As we were standing there waiting 
for the car, Dr. Schweitzer engaged me in conversation, brief and simple due to my 
deficient German and his lack of English. But he clearly wanted to know if I planned 
to go into medicine, like my grandfather. I'm afraid he was a bit disappointed by my 
answer. As we drove out of Gunsbach, a tiny little village, and across the fields, 
about a mile out of town a dirt road crossed the two-lane country road we were on 
and disappeared into the fields on either side. A signpost had been erected at the 
intersection, large enough for the legend "Rue Albert Schweitzer." Dr. Schweitzer 
plucked my sleeve to get my attention. "look," he beamed, "they named a street 
after me." The man's humility and goodness were powerful, even for a callow 16-
year·old. 

Max Gerson had never really been much of a companion for his wife. They 
never went together to movies, rarely to the Metropolitan Opera or the New York 
Philharmonic, and almost never socialized with other couples. Gretchen had devel
oped a fair degree of independence, with a network of a few friends whom she 
would visit weekly. After her husband's death she rarely felt lonely. 

One thing became plain. She had not enjoyed the severe dietary restrictions 
that her husband's health sensitivities and belief system had demanded of her cui
sine. After her husband's death, she felt she had no reason to continue to deprive 



herself of certain culinary pleasures. Born and raised as she had been in Westphalia 
' these included a liking for beer and for ham and other delicacies, but before very 

long, she began having her own health problems. The first of these was arthriti!! 

joints, which on her hands interfered with her daily piano practice. I had always 
enjoyed my grandmother's piano music, but now, before she could comfortably -
play, my grandmother needed a half hour of massage to loosen up her finger and 
wrist joints - a task that I was happy to perform. 

Their daughter Johanna continued working at the Foundation for Cancer 
Treatment, where she had been largely responsible for selling out the first printing 
of A Canar Tfi~rapy - 3,ooo copies altogether - before her father's death. A second 
printing was ordered, with the production costs again wholly paid for by Mu
Gerson, not the publisher. Johanna also became involved in trying to find replace
ment physicians for her father's patients. She managed to find a doctor to monitor: 
the conditions and prescribe medications for those in the New York City area. M 
Charlotte Gerson recalls, "In 1960 Dr. Lance Vallan, a doctor who lived on EastJ9th 
Street, in my sister's neighborhood, took over some of our fathers patients and got 
their files. His work with them was considerably supported by Johanna, who hefue& 
patients by giving explicit directions for doing the Gerson therapy, obtaining ili~
special medications for them, purchasing the right juicer, etc." Dr. Vallan himself, 
though, was scarcely a model for the Gerson lifestyle. He was an extremely bea~ 
smoker, He had a huge ashtray on his desk, easily 8 inches square, usually brim full . 
of cigarette butts. Only about two or three years later Vallan suffered a gall bladden 
attack and had surgery; following the surgery, when he was already up, he had a fatal 
hemorrhage. 

In the mid 196os Mrs. Gerson had to endure the illnesses and deaths of her two
oldest daughters, when they were only in their late 40s - first Trudy, then Johanli).a. 
Neither had adhered to their father's dietary principles when they Became adults, in, · 

part because their husbands refused to consume such Spartan fare. Despite h~ 
father's warnings about the health consequences, 'Iiudy bad smoked cigarette.s fgr 
some time before giving up the habit. Only a few months after she remarried In 
1964, Trudy experienced a relatively common side effect of the high-dose birth carr< 
trol pills she was taking. She suffered a blood dot, which caused a stroke, followe<ft 
by her death. 

Johanna had never been in robust good health, even as a child. In the 196os, not 
long after Trudy's death, she was diagnosed with colon cancer. She went to Austtiil, 
where a doctor treated her using the Gerson therapy; Having failed to get better, SO€ 
died in 1967 near Vienna - the first city of the Gerson family's exile after fleeing 
from Berlin in 1933. 

Fortunately, the Gersons' youngest daughter remained in excellent health. 
Charlotte has carried on her father's work in her own inimitable way. Lotte P'!!.? 



followed the guidelines of her father's therapy to the extent that she could, given 
a husband who insisted upon meat at every meal. (In 1966 she and Irwin Straus 
were divorced.) If she strayed far from the regimen, she would get migraine head
aches, an undesirable and avoidable consequence. 

Charlotte often tended to her mother's needs - a responsibility previously shared 
with her sisters. As Gretchen grew older, the frigid East Coast wintertime became 
harder for her to endure, with its icy sidewalks particularly difficult for her to navigate 
safely. Her lifelong hay fever worsened; moreover, the polluted air in New York City 
made it difficult for her to breathe. Her dietary changes had resulted in a heart attack, 
then in a stroke. In 1969, following the stroke, Charlotte persuaded her mother to 
move to a retirement home in Monterey, on the central California coast, where the 
moderate year-round weather and the cleaner air would be far more agreeable. An 
extra inducement was that I lived nearby, so could often visit with her and take her 
onouti~. . 

On May 10, 1971, Mrs. Gerson died in her sleep, a week before her 79th birthday. 
It was a sudden death caused by a stroke. For her age, she had been in relatively 
good health. Only the day before she had celebrated Mother's Day in a happy 
reunion with several of her grandchildren. 

f -
Tlie Gerson Institute 
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Max Gerson's therapy did not perish after his death in 1959. His continuing lega
l.cy as a healer is in good part attributable to the many years of dedicated work 

done by his third daughter, Charlotte, as she explains . 
. 

The survival of the Gerson therapy was up to me. The first thing I decided 
was that A Canar Tlierapy would have to remain in print. Since the Long Island 
vitamin-distribution company which had reprinted the book earlier was unwill
ing to republish (they had been threatened by the FDA), I arranged to have 
),Ooo copies printed and stored. But having the books was of little use; I had to 
find a way to distribute them. 

In the meantime, several groups had emerged that pushed freedom of 
choice in medicine, especially publicizing various nontoxic cancer treatments. 
One of these was the IACVF (International Association of Cancer Victims and 
Friends), in San Diego. They developed several chapters, of which the Los 
Angeles one and the New York one split off. The L.A. one is now known as The 
Cancer Control Society, headed by Lorraine Rosenthal, and· is active and quite 
effective. The New York chapter is headed by Ruth Sackman (now in her 8os); 
they call themselves ACT, or Alternative Cancer Treatments. 



There were numerous chapters of those groups, and I made myself avail
able to lecture at meetings: for instance, in Long Island, Manhattan, Detroit 
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Chicago, Florida, San Diego, Los Angeles. And of course I sold books there 
when I lectured. Patients started to clamor for a place to get the Gerson 
Therapy. 

Eventually, a few doctors became interested in setting up clinics. The first 
one was in Los Angeles, but the doctor bowed out within a few weeks, no 
doubt under extreme pressure from his professional peers,. so I had to dose. 
Next I had a clinic in South Bend, Indiana, but there the doctor was harassed 
and quit in six months. (She later died under extremely suspicious circum
stances, probably a murder victim.) 

Finally, <1 doctor named Tom Siaw planned to start a hospital in Tijuana that 
would use the Gerson therapy. He had deduced from his wide reading that nutri
tion was one of the major keys in the healing of degenerative diseases. He contact· 
ed Charlotte Gerson and Nonnan Fritz. -

In 1977, 18 years after her father's death, Charlotte Gerson Straus dedded to 
launch a nonprofit organization that would enable her to publiciz( the Gerson 
Therapy. She had been urged to do so by Norman Fritz, who already had. valuable 
experience with International Association of Cancer Victims and Friends (IACVF). 
The Gerson Institute was founded in 1977 and received its nonprofit status in the fol
lowing year. Charlotte acted as president from its founding to 1998. Norman Fritz 
served as co-founder and vice-president. Fritz was also president of the_San Diego 
IACVF - now called International Association of Cancer Victors and Friends. Vice . -· 
president of the Gerson Institute for nearly 20 years, he is now presid~nt of the 
Cancer Control Society in Los Angeles. 

The nonprofit organization's principal missions were to educate peopleabout the 
Gerson therapy, to train practitioners in providing it and to provide supportive assis· 
tance to individuals and groups who desired to practice the Gerson diet and lifestyle 
principles. The Gerson Institute started its existence and continued in Bqnita, Califor· 
nia, halfway between San Diego and the Mexican border, but has since·moved its 
offices to San Diego. The Institute set up a Gerson clinic across the u:s: border in 
Mexico. There it was possible to treat people for cancer in unorthodox ways that 
were regarded as illegal and indeed criminal by the American medical establish· 
ment, beyond the reach of persecution not only by national, state and local medical 
societies, but also confiscatory raids and arrests by the police, the FDA,, the FBI and 
even the U.S. Postmaster General. 

The original Gerson clinic was located in an old motel called l.a Gloria between 
Tijuana and Playas de Tijuana. Many of the physidans and facility owners with 
whom the Gerson Institute and staff bad to work over the years were ethicallY 



questionable, to say the least. But Charlotte Gerson and the Institute did the best 
they could, keeping it as clean as possible, building a reputation for quality, integri· 
tV and demonstrable results that other, less ethical operators try to trade on to this 
• 

day. One day, a disgruntled employee set the offices on fire, destroying many of the 
medical records of years of treatment. The facility then moved to a motel closer to 
the beach called Del Sol. 

When Charlotte was still supervising the Gerson clinic at the Del Sol Hospital in 
Tijuana, she was surprised by the arrival there one day of Dr. Joseph Issels. At the age 
of 82, he had high blood pressure, extremely high cholesterol and a severely arthrit· 
ic hip. He had given up his practice in Germany, and wanted to recover from these 
debilitating conditions. Gratifyingly, he responded quickly and left the clinic much 
improved. 

Tfie Trial of Dr. Josepfi Issels 
T n the two decades following Max Gerson's death, physicians made occasional 
.l attempts to utilize his dietary and detoxifying approach to treating diseases, espe
cially cancer. These usually involved modifications ofthe diet and other aspects of 
treatment (such as the .coffee enema). The earliest, most ambitious and be~t known 
of these experiments with the Gerson therapy was done by Dr. Joseph Is~ds. 

One of the attendees at the 1952 Totality conference in Germany that Dr. 
Gerson attended, Dr. Issels had been so impressed with Gerson's presentation of his 
methods and results that he wanted to try them at the First National Clinic for the 

. . 
Internal Treatment of Cancer, which he had founded in the previous year at Rottach-
Egern in Upper Bavaria, Germany. Dr. Issels gradually elaborated·on facets of Dr. 
Gerson's approach, developing his own variation of the metabolic therapy he had so 
admired at Berchtesgaden. As in Dr. Gerson's practice, 95 percent of his patients 
were "terminal" cases, and, again like Dr. Gerson, he showed unquestionably posi
tive results overall. His clinic grew and prospered. 

Then on September 15, 1960, Dr. Issels was arrested for fraud and manslaughter. 
The charge of fraud was based on the allegation that he had promised cures to dying 
patients so as to get them to check into his clinic for the "outrageous" cost of 
DM1,yoo (U.S. f425) per month, which included treatment, room and board. He was 
also charged with manslaughter because the district attorney was able to produce 
three cases of patients who had died but might have lived longer, he said, if ortho
dox treatments had been used before or instead of the Issels therapy. 

Professor Dr. Schulten, one of the most respected medical experts in Europe, 
claimed that only a world medical congress could render final judgment about the 
results and utility of lssels' methods. Consequently, the judge barred any evidence 
concerning the effectiveness of the methods that Issels used, thereby denying it a 



public airing. Other startling evidence emerged, however. A dentist formerly on 
Isseis' staff at the clinic admitted that he had been paid DM1o,ooo {U.S. h,soo) by an 
unnamed interest group to collect material that could prove damaging to Isseis. 
These documents were eventually used to initiate the lawsuit. 

The trial took place in Munich in the summer of 1961 and lasted almost seven 
weeks. Every newspaper, tabloid and magazine in Europe and many other countries, 
except for the United States, reported on this criminal court proceeding. The issue 
on trial was a most explosive one in medicine: Can a doctor explore new ways of 
treating terminal cancer patients other than those prescribed by orthodox medi
cine?. The German press daily carried detailed descriptions of the action, offered 
editorials and elicited letters to the editor from the public. The letters, which arrived 
from people in all walks of life and in all socioeconomic levels, expressed almost 
unanimous objection to the trumped-up charges against Isseis. Many condemned 
the fact that a court of law could assume jurisdiction over an area of sdencethat had 
not yet yielded its ultimate secrets. 

The results of the trial were inconclusive. Charges of fraud were dropped, but 
Isseis was sentenced to one year in prison for manslaughter, a sentence that was 
immediately suspended. Isseis appealed the sentence at once, because ~t least one 
of the witnesses for the prosecution had committed perjury. Though Isseis was 
imprisoned until his appeal was heard, the conviction was eventually overturned 
due to the perjured testimony of one of the prosecution's key witnesses. 

Tfie Gerson Therapy TrademarK 
·. 

Shortly after Dr. Isseis' visit, the Gerson hospital moved into a new six-story facili
ty, now named CHIPSA {Centro Hospitalario Intemationale del Pacifico, S.A.). 

Cooperation with the Gerson Institute became strained as Charlotte tried to keep 
the treatment as close as possible to Gerson's, whereas the physician-owners kept 
trying to introduce their own ideas and modifications, often at the patients' 
expense, both monetarily and recovery-wise. The rift eventually le<;i to ,a split, with 
the Gerson Institute no longer sending patients to CHIPSA. Instead, an arrangement 
was made with the Meridien Hospital in Tijuana to set up a special Gerson ward. 

The separation from the Gerson Institute and Charlotte Gerson's supervision 
obviously created a crisis for the CHIPSA people, who had little credib-ility of their 
own. They hired Gar Hildenbrand, who had recently left the Gerson Institute under 
a cloud to help them market their services. Hildenbrand's coup was to convince Dr. 
Isseis, now 87, to come to Mexico, lend his name and reputation to CHIPSA, and 
begin providing what they claimed was the "Gerson-Issels" therapy. Isseis died less 
than two years later. 

The split between the Gerson Institute and CHIPSA caused the Institute to 



decide to apply for a trademark on the term "The Gerson Therapy," but CHIPSA 
trademarked the name in Mexico, where the first applicant usually gets the trade
mark. The legal battle over the trademark continues, both in Mexico and the United 
States. 

The Gerson Healing Newsletter, circulated by the Gerson Institute to interest
ed persons, was started by Gar Hildenbrand when he was the Institute's executive 
director. After Hildenbrand's departure, I assumed editorship of the newsletter, and 
Tfte Gerson HealiHB Newsletter evolved into its current bimonthly 12-page format. Its 
main features are articles relevant to Gerson Therapy, from the dangers of soy or 
root canals or Ritalin® to common mistakes or questions about the therapy. Gerson 
patients' recovery stories are also recounted, of course. Announcements of lectures 
and conventions of interest are posted. People automatically receive the newsletter 
for a year after their stay at the Gerson clinic. Naturally, other subscribers interested 
in or involved with the Gerson Therapy are welcomed through the Gerson Insti
tute's website. 

In 1993, when the Internet was mainly a curi.osity for computer-savvy hobbyists, 
I saw the opportunity to distribute Gerson Therapy information electronically with
out the constant threat of censorship from the advertising-addicted c:onunercial 
media. In my capacity as a member of the Institute's board of directo/s, I recom
mended an Internet site. The site soon became a primary means1of reaching 
patients from around the world and a primary resource for patients undergoing 
treatment. Today, the site contains patient histories, photographs, newsletter arti
cles, history, resource listings and historical information, as well as information about 
the regime and the authorized provider hospital. 

Tlie Gerson Healing Cente"' Sedona 

In late 1996, the Gerson Institute's board of directors decided that, due to changes 
--in the social, legal and medical climate in the United States, it was time to open 
another Gerson Therapy clinic in this country. The clinic could not be in located 
California since laws instituted there make the provision of such a therapy a felony, 
and the state vigorously prosecutes offenders. The California Medical Association 
has a body that judges the medical competency of physicians, with the power to 
cancel medical licenses if necessary. This power is often used to intimidate alterna
tive and complementary physicians, but seldom to discipline truly incompetent 
physicians. 

Arizona's laws seemed the most hospitable at the time, the main attraction 
being that MDs, naturopaths (NOs) and chiropractors (DCs) eaCh had their own state 
boards, so that the MDs could not block the establishment and operation of a 
Gerson clinic. No treatment or medication that was illegal in the U.S. would be used. 



A supporter promised financial backing up to h5o,ooo, and the Gerson physicians at 

the Meridien Hospital in Mexico agreed to consult weekly at Sedona. I went of£ t"O 
Arizona with a check to start the venture. Half of an underutilized nursing home _ 
was procured, with the advantage that it already had the necessary licensure, under;, 
which the new clinic could easily operate. 

The story of the Gerson Healing Center is an amazing one. The staff came 
miraculously out of the woodwork, ecstatic that they could finally do what their 
hearts had always told them to do. Some even commuted up .to two hours from.
Phoenix and flagstaff. The Gerson Institute sent patients to us. A physidan and 
nursing staff were trained. The patients did very well. 

Although the financial backing was always late and less than promised, the ope(
ation also went well until the "dirty tricks" department of the opposition kicked in. 

The medical doctor we had hired, who was operating under his naturopath's license, 
started to tum on us. Television interviews and stories were never aired. H~th insur
ance companies refused to cover our treatments, placing inordinate strain on th~ . 
already financially drained cancer patients. In the end, the owner of the n~sing facil
ity diverted most of our financing, such that we could no longer sustain the facility. 
Sadly, the Gerson Healing Center went bankrupt just 15 months after its opening. 

Hospital Oasis de Espaqnza 
o;_ 

A t this tirne, only the Hospital Oasis de Esperanza, owned and managed by the 
well-known medical family of Dr. Emesto Contreras provides the h~ghly effec

tive, scientifically proven treatment Dr. Gerson intended for cancer patiertts. 
This Gerson clinic exists for the purposes of providing the com{:rehensive 

Gerson therapy and concurrently instructing patients and their accompanying care
givers in how to continue the therapy regimen at home. Over the past quarter of a, 
century, Charlotte Gerson and her staff at the Gerson Institute have !abated to main
tain the quality and integrity of the name Gerson at each of the clinics that she has 
helped to initiate. She has taken personal pride in the operation of the kitchens, the' "' 
training of the physicians and nurses, and the patients' instruction, since they will 
have to continue the therapy when they return home. Her efforts have established 
the Gerson name as one with the highest levels of integrity and effectiven~ss among 
alternative therapy centers. 

Unfortunately, other practitioners with less idealism have represented them
selves as providing the Gerson therapy while providing either a badly diluted Of 

unwisely altered treatment regimen, often at the expense of the health and well
being of patients who trusted the name Gerson without checking into the bona 
fides of the clinic they were entering. · 

Besides this clinic, the Gerson therapy has been administered with outstanding 



results in sanatoriums and hospitals in Manhattan, Nanuet and Spring Valley, New 
York; Los Angeles, California; and South Bend, Indiana. In recent years, the Gerson 
Institute has offered a practitioner course that has trained health care professionals 
from all over the world in the methods of administering the Gerson therapy to 
patients with all manner of degenerative diseases. At the Gerson clinics supervised 
by Charlotte Gerson, dozens of degenerative diseases besides cancer have been suc
cessfully treated over the years, including all four of the top killers in the United 
States - heart attack, cancer, stroke and diabetes - and even conditions that have 
defied diagnosis and have no names. Drug addiction yields easily, quickly and pain
lessly to this therapy. Long-festering wounds heal quickly and cleanly, chronic pain 
disappears in hours, painful conditions like rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia 
can be reversed and the patient relieved using Dr. Gerson's methods. 

Tlie Gerson Books 

For some years after Dr. Gerson's death in 1959, people who undertook the 
Gerson therapy on their own had to rely on acquiring the essential information 

from his book, A canca Tfierapy, which he had written for more the guidance of 
physicians than for use by patients. Fortunately, the book is accessible e~en for the 
medically unsophisticated and subsequent appendices have made it evbn more so. 

The first changes made to A Camer Tlierapy were the additions of Appendices I 
and II in about 1975. Appendix I is an essay by Charlotte Gerson, "Restoring the 
Healing Mechanism in Other Chronic Diseases," which attempts to ·overcome the 
limitations caused by the title, "A Cancer Therapy," and recognize the Gerson ther
apy as effective for other disease conditions. Her essay also speaks of dietary modi
fications for different diseases, offering instructions for putting together a less inten· 
sive diet for non-malignant diseases and a maintenance diet after the end of the 
intense therapy period. Appendix II is a transcript of a lecture given by Dr. Gerson 
in Escondido in 1956, "The Cure of Advanced Cancer by Diet Therapy: .A Summary 
of 30 Years of Clinical Experimentation." (Freeman Cope publisheo this item in 
Pliysiological Cliemistry and Pliysics, just before his death.) Appendix III, added in 1989, 
contained an explanation of the omission of liver juice in the current therapy, titled 
"Contemporary Concerns in Raw Liver Juice Therapy." Further changes explained 
changes in the diet necessitated by the omission of the liver juice, such as the addi
tion of Coenzyme Q-10. Flaxseed oil was added to supply EFAs, or essential fatty 
acids. Over the years the cover has been redesigned and updated several times. X
rays were digitally enhanced in the mid 1990s. 

Over 35o,ooo copies of Gerson's book have been printed, in five languages, 
including German, Japanese, Rumanian and Korean translations. Over 90 percent of 
the books are in English. All publications of the English-language editions have been 



done by either Charlotte Gerson or by the Gerson Institute. The initial Germanc{a0. 

guage edition, available for years but not wholly reflective of the original English \!er. 
sion written by Max Gerson, was published by Hyperion Verlag in Freiburg. irn 
Breisgau, Germany. A few years ago, a new and complete German translation ~ 
issued by Waldthausen Verlag in Ritterhude bei Bremen, Germany. The Japanese~fli. 

tion was printed by Thkuma Shoten, Tokyo. A sixth edition of the English version is 
scheduled for future publication. _ 

The first book about Dr. Gerson, an expanded version of S.J: Haught's profil~"Of 
the man and his therapy for a feature article in the National Enquirer, has endur&;l. a 
somewhat checkered publishing history. The National Enquirer declined to Print 
Haught's positive appraisal of Dr. Gerson's character and his therapy, which was 
deddedly critical of the medical establishment's mistreatment of Dr. Gerson. der 
Dr Gerson died, S.J. Haught dedded to develop his article into a book, but d~ite 
his diligent efforts, no mainstream house wanted to publish it. He finally succe~ed 
in getting it issued by the London Press, in 1962, under the provocative title, Hai Dr. 
Gmon a Thte canca Cure? 

Apparently this publisher was a paperback house that specialized in pornogra
phy and fetishes. When Norman Fritz started to correspond with them about the 
copyright, be started getting mail advertising these books, with S.J. Haught's booK at 

the bottom of the list! The publisher later changed his own name, several times. The 
copyright reverted to Haught because he was never paid royalties, and he sold~e 
copyright to the Gerson Institute in 1983. The directors of the Institute didn't think 
that the original title was very snappy, but any change needed to stay within British 
law. In England, where many Gerson patients and prospects live, one can't exen 
imply that there is a cancer cure without running afoul of the law. As long as-the 
title was phrased as a question or imperative, rather than a statement, the title WaS 
"legal." Hence the new title of Haught's book became Cancer..:... Tliink Cura61el 'tlit 
Gmon Tfiaapy. When former Gerson Institute director Gar Hildenbrand reissued the 
book in 1991, having added some comments as well as pictures to it, it was retitled, 
Censured for Curing Cancer: Tfie Americau Experimce of Dr. Max Gersan. 

This book is still in print, available from the Gerson Institute. The original ciili' 
lisher once claimed that the number of copies sold was in excess of 2oo,ooo, in 1z:or 
14 printings, but there was never any substantiation for these numbers. S. J. Haugpr, 
by the way, is a pseudonym. Having seen for himself what happened to people ~ho 
openly gave their names in support of Dr. Gerson and his therapy, the repo~ 
decided not to identify himself when publishing the book, initially or in subsequent 
editions. He still fears being known as the author of the Gerson book. The pow~.of 
the opposition is awesome. 

A very different book was written by Beata Bishop about the Gerson tlfer:a· 
py. The Hungarian-hom author took up residence in England after World WaiJI, 

g 



eventually becoming a psychotherapist and BBC documentary scriptwriter. A Time 
to Heal, published in Great Britain in 1985, summarized her experience in over
coming metastatic melanoma - one of the most intractable of cancer conditions 
- by undergoing treatment using the Gerson therapy, after surgery proved futile 
in halting the disease. She read A Cancer Tfierapy, conferred with Charlotte Gerson's 
daughter in London, Margaret Straus Dego, and lined up two physicians open to 
alternative cancer treatment modes who were willing to monitor her condition. 
Then Bishop traveled to Tijuana, Mexico, for a two-month stay at the Gerson din· 
ic there, and afterwards returned to London and faithfully continued the difficult 
dietary regimen, despite numerous obstacles, for the requisite year and a half. 

Beata Bishop, now a woman in her early 7os, is alive and well, without a recur
rence of cancer and still sticking to the modified Gerson diet. The caption "Triumph . . 

over cancer . . . The therapy of the future" accompanies the author's photo on the 
book's dust cover. As she maintains, 

My basic tenets are unchanged. I know that dietary therapy works. I 

believe that there will be no real breakthrough in the treatment of the killer dis
eases of civilisation until food is recognised as the most basic vital key to hea1th, 
the womb-to-tomb factor that determines are well-being, energy level, resis-, 
tance to disease, state of mind, behaviour, rate of ageing and life~pan . .In the 
light of what is already known about the impact of nutrition, it seems crazy to 
try and tackle chronic degenerative diseases without ana.Iysing minutely 
patients' eating habits - and knowing how to correct them. Yet that is hap
pening today. The doctors' only excuse is ignorance. Nutrition is barely touched 
upon in medical training. 

I suspect that medicine's corporate indifference to diet springs from the 
probably unformulated macho view that diet equals food equals. kitchen equals . . 

woman's work, and that makes it inferior by definition and unworthy of scien-
tific interests. In other words, food is yet another feminine value that has been 
degraded and banished from its proper place by our overweeningly masculine 
order. Now it must be restored. Doctors will have to learn how to use diet as a 
tool of prevention and healing, if only to keep up with their better-educated 
patients and with the growing number of non-medical practitioners who 
already use dietary therapy successfully. 

Once they have broken through the barrier of their own indifference, doctors 
may realise that nutrition is too important to be left to the profit-centred process
ing industry, and that the heavily advertised junk foods that flood the market actu
ally create an overfed but undernourished population. Perhaps they will begin to 
question the use of countless chemical additives whose cumulative effects are 
unknown, and denounce the dreadful meals served in so many hospitals, schools 



and old people~s homes. Some doctors might even consider the rev·o!uttionat 
sibility of treating addiction and rehabilitating the old through.correct 

.. two topic;ll areas that need urgent exploration. Enlightened doctors wouldl;,lfcr 
great deal -to ·· do. ·They might even stop liVing on· junk foods .the:ms1e!v_e 

· -- improve-their health.' . · .:' · .. c- · · · . . , . • ~- . 

· . From where I sit today, all tha~ seems a dizzily ambitious scenario. "' 
.if it carne true tomorrow, our health problems would only be.eased, · 

· for we would still be up against a poisoned ecosystem which isjn 
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Ralph W. Moss in Tfie Omca Industry (a new, updated edition of "the classic expose of 
the cancer industry," published in 1996, of Tfie Canca Syndron", which originally 
appeared in 198o); Maurice Natenberg in Tlic Canca Blackout (published in 1959 and 
later reprinted); and a chapter by Katherine Smith on "Dr. Max Gerson's Nutritional 
Therapy for Cancer and Other Diseases" in Suppressed Inventions d Otlia Discovaits, a vol
ume edited by Jonathan Eisen, which includes chapters on several other controver
sial cancer therapies (Avery Publishing Group, New York, 1999). 

The Gerson therapy is the oldest, best documented, scientifically based and 
proven of the holistic therapies. Virtually every book or publication that catalogs 
diet and health, particularly with respect to cancer, touches on the Gerson therapy 
or its principles - although acknowledgment of that fact often is not given by 
authors or editors, who may not even be acquainted with Dr. Gerson's work. Most 
diet-based cancer therapies are based directly or indirectly on the Gerson diet, most 
notably is the Kelley treatn1ent, advocated and offered by Dr. Nicholas Gonzales. 

Dr. Gerson's Reputation 

In the 198os Dr. Patricia Spain Ward, one of the most eminent medical qistorians in 
the United States, -was commissioned by . the U.S. Congressional Office . of 

Technology Assessment (OI'A) to evaluate alternative methods of cancer manage
ment. After reviewing all rdevant literature pertaining to Dr. Gerson's work, she 
wrote a report on the "History of the Gerson Therapy," citing the proven value of 
this treatment regimen and describing the unjust attacks by the medical establish
ment on Max Gerson . However, the OTA administrative staff suppressed the circu
lation of the report to OTA advisors, an action which was vigorously protested -by 
Gerson therapy advocates before the cause wa:s· taken up by Senator Charles 
Grassley of the Teclmology Assessment Board, who helped to force the belated pub
lication of the report in 1988. 

Dr. Ward's rep.ort on the "History of the Gerson Therapy" provides a telling 
coda to the story of Max Gerson's life and career as it parallels the development of 
complementary and alternative medical treatments for serious disease conditions 
like cancer. As Dr. Ward begins her report: 

It is one of the least edifying facts of recent American medical history that 
the profession's leadership so long rejected as quackish the idea that nutrition 
affects health OAMA 1946, 1949, 19n; Shimkin, 1976). Ignoring both the empir
ical dietary wisdom that pervaded western medicine from the pre-Christian 
Hippocratic era until the late nineteenth century and a persuasive body of 
modern research in nutritional biochemistry, the politically minded spokes
men of organized medicine in the U.S. remained long committed to surgery 



and radiation as the sole acceptable treatments for cancer. This commi~nt 
persisted, even after sound epidemiological data showed that early detection 
and removal of malignant tumors did not "cure" most kinds of cancer (Crile, 
1956; updated by Cairns, 1985). 

The historical record shows that progress lagged especially in cancer 
immunotherapy-including nutrition and hyperthermia-because power -over 
professional affiliation and publication (and hence over practice and research) 
rested with men who were neither scholars nor practitioners nor resear&ers 
themselves, and who were often unequipped to grasp the rapidly evolving 
complexities of the sciences underlying mid-2oth-century medicine. ,.. 

Nowhere is this maladaption of professional structure to medicine's Gbang
ing scientific context more tragically illustrated than in the American experi
ence of Max B. Gerson (1881-1959), founder of the best-known nutritional treat
ment for cancer of the pre-macrobiotic era. A scholar's scholar and -a superlative 
observer of clinical phenomena, Gerson was a product of the German merucal 
education which Americans in the late 19th and early 20th centuries considered 
so superior to our own that all who could afford it went to Germany to perfect 
their training (Bonner, 1963). As a medical graduate of the University of Freiburg 
in 1909, Gerson imbibed all of the latest in scientific medicine, with the empha
sis on specificity which bacteriology had brought into western medical thQqght 
in the preceding decades. Gerson subsequently worked with leading German 
specialists in internal medicine, in physiological chemistry, and in neurofogy 
(U.S; Congress, 1946, 98). . . . -

Trained in the theories of specific disease causation and treatment that ... 
began to dominate western medicine-for the first time in history-as bacterio-
logical discoveries multiplied in the late 19th century, Gerson was at first urieasy 
about using a single therapy in such seemingly disparate conditions. But he was 
committed to the primacy of clinical evidence, which he liked to express in 
Kussmaul's dictum: "The result at the sick-bed is decisive" (quoted in Gerson, 
1958, 212). In later years, after research began to provide explanations for 
Gerson's clinical observations, he quoted Churchill on the mistaken course of 
action he had thus avoided: "Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most 
pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing had happened" (Gerson, :t958, 
212). Gerson persisted. 

After detailing Gerson's professional qualifications, summarizing his woflc in 
treating tuberculosis through dietary measures and describing his gradual involve· 
ment with cancer patients, Dr. Ward expounds upon the scientific underpi~ngs 

.?;: 

of the rationale for the Gerson therapy: "" 
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Gerson constantly sought explanations for his observations in the sdentific 
literature, where he read widely in several languages (Gerson, 1958). In 1954, in 
Cancer, a Problem of Metabolism, he credited J. Maisin (1923) and B. Fischer
Wasels (1929) with advancing physiological explanations of general predisposi
tion toward tumor formation and abandoning the theory of cancer causation by 
local irritation. For the next few decades (according to Gerson's account of the 
evolution of cancer concepts) there was a tendency to interpret cancer in terms 
of constitution and diathesis, as was done with diabetes, gout and tuberculosis. 
It was Caspari (Nutrition and Cancer, 1938) who turned to metabolic explanation 
of the kind Gerson ultimately favored (Gerson, 1954, 1). He devoted an entire 
chapter of his book to a review of efforts, largely by German researchers, to alter 
metabolism by diet (Gerson, 1958, 89-104). He found special appeal in Otto 
Warburg, The Metabolism of Tumors, (London, 1930), in G. von Bergmann's 
Funktionelle Pathologie (Berlin, 1932), and in Frederick Hoffman's massive com
pilation, Cancer and Diet (Baltimore, 1937). 

Gradually, out of his bedside experience and his reading, he formed a uni
tary theory of degenerative disease (including cancer) which rested on one of 
the oldest and most pervasive concepts in the history of medidne: the vis med
icatrix naturae or healing power of nature (Neuburger, 1926 and 1944; Warner, 
1978). Endlessly seeking out the latest researches and theories in physiology, bio
chemistry, and-increasingly-immunology, Gerson rapidly integrated these mas
sive bodies of new detail into the larger framework of what he called "the physi
cian within", that is, the natural powers of resistance, which we today call the 
immune system. 

Gerson believed that cancer changes the body's normal sodium/potassium 
balance, already disturbed by modem diet. Thus his therapy used foods low in 
sodium (no salt added), high in potassium, and rich in vitamins A and C and oxi
dizing enzymes. He excluded fats and dairy products for the first four to six 
weeks, considering them dangerously burdensome to the digestion in the 
extremely sick patients who usually came to him only after having exhausted 
conventional measures. Above all it was essential for patients to eliminate 
excess sodium, which Gerson believed responsible for altering cellular electro
chemistry in favor of cancerous growth. 

Dr. Ward notes that various investigations had confirmed some of Dr. Gerson's 
tenets since his death in 1959: 

There is now a great deal of research suggesting possible mechanisms for 
the efficacy of Gerson's high potassium/low sodium diet. As he suspected and 
we now know, hypokalemia often accompanies cancer of the colon, and alter
ations in electrical and mineral states occur often in cancer patients (Newelt 



1981, 87). Cone has·futnished experimental proof of a correlation ht"t1(}Jf>A 

level ·of electrical potential across somati~ cell ·membranes and .the nt"P•n' 

mitotic activity ( Cone,-1971 Va finding supported by:Zs;-Nagy and his 
in studies· so humari thyroid: cancer (Zs.-Nagy,·1983). Ling's ass,oci;:tticm/ind!;i~ 
hypo'thesis is ·ba·sed on.Jaboratorr studies which show that ~damaged· .... "'~., 
tially ·return to-their ncitmal'coilfiguration in' high· poltass:iurnfl<JW,··S0<Jiu(ij 

· ronmerits (Ling, :·1943), perhaps -explaining the :remarkable tissue ·reo,air-" 
:Gerson ·sometinies~sawiri hisf~rmerly debilitated patients (C:cif>e, 1018i~::: 

. . suggested that intraceliular sodiuil'l) md potassium levels may .ftirriish ~~.~~~! 
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. · <-~Like yon ·.-Bergmarin,- ·Gerson· believ~d .~that · :~<eyeiy 

v ::_, powet o( the body::·d&pends ·on the .~apacity of.thd)odpo·" . · 
;;r-'aJlergki.inflammatiqn'· ~-.a 'trUth }eng rtcegn1zed by_s_j ·1rgt~oi1S;" 
· , forgott.e~ by:me'diqiriedilring th~ · . . · GeJ:seill5tl111 
· ity: to. produ¢e ··infla:rrimat-iori 'k,as-: 'the &ci~ive'plfri.:qfthe.;:boclv's>;w< 

·healing poWer"~- (G·~rson, i958, 12ii8): -""< :ir;-2~D: •:.-~~ i .. ,;;<<• ,, -

n D~; .W'a~B' gave dedibility, too; t0_·the. etfi6cy:-o£ the:c;u~lpl€:~s~g}{'~-~ 
regress~ve "flare~ ups;~ br hea!ing.~_eaGti~ns that'Or: Gersp~Yb~!;,t~:~;;~~~~ 
d~stroytng . . . . ' . . why . ·. . r· ~ ;e;>·"· ·etf.b~?g;,p 
• • -~ . .?· -· . ~ ~ : ,~·· ·,.- ~ :- ~- - ' ' . ~(,Th 

~1~~~~~~~~titrien~tsf:.' ~~~:f!!~:P.oihf 
.-; '$: "\ ''\;,.::;; -~;_:'7'-· ~;.- .. ~;···-:;-_.·>:<' 

made. sense: . ··.: ·•' . ~--" . . · 
: • .,:<-~~ ~ c•· ;,>~ ; .,.;-,-~-:::'• " ' ~ . • ... ~-:.,: .• : 
.:., ·< ;.; • ·~- • .. · ·:· . ·' 



Noting that fluid from a normal inflammation metabolism kills cancer cells, 
but that blood serum does not, von Bergmann concluded that a cancer metab
olism occurs when the body can no longer produce this healing inflammatory 
reaction (Gerson, 1958, 120-121): Gerson agreed, but in contrast to von Bergmann 
and most of his. contemporaries, Gerson believed it was often possible for the 
physician to help restore the vital power of inflammation, even in anergic 
patients with advanced cancer. If cancer was a degenerative disease caused by 
the cumulative effect of inadequate nutrition with foods grown in soils deplet
ed by artificial fertilizers and poisoned by toxic insecticides and herbicides, doc
tors must respond by replenishing the entire human organism. For a condition 
that represented an ultimate failure of equilibrium in a poisoned metabolism, 
removal of tumors by surgery or radiation was merely superficial, symptomatic 
treatment. "Medicine," Gerson ·said, "must be able to adapt its therapeutic 
methods to the' damages of the processes of.our modem civilization" (Gerson, 
1958, 199). 

Gerson set about doing this by altering the basic diet he had used earlier in 
other conditions. Through meticulous observation of his patients in New %ork 
(where he passed state boards·in 1939), he perfected a regimen of detoxication 
and diet requiring a high degree of compliance by the patient, heroic devotion 
by the patient's family, and close attention and frequent adjustment by the 
physician. His therapy aimed to detoxify the body and restore its healing appa
ratus, especially the liver, the visceral nervous system, and 'tlle reticulo-mes-

. enchymal system. · 
Gerson first encountered the idea of detoxication in cancer in the version 

of Hippocratic regimen which he read with his first cancer patient in Bielefeld 
in 1928 (Gerson, 1958, 404). After losing several cancer patients to hepatic coma 
rather than to' direct effects of the disease (Gerson, 1958, 19l:), he realized that 
"The digestive tract is very much poisoned in cancer''. The liver and pancreas 
failed to function: "nothing is active" (Gersori, 1958, 407). To stimulate the liver, 
he began to use coffee enemas, which O.A. Meyer of Goettingen had found 
effective in opening the bile ducts in animals and which American surgeons in 
that period were using in acute adrenal insufficiency and in shock from -post
operative hemorrhage and bleeding peptic ulcer (Beeson, 1980, 90, .96; 
Rothstein, 1987, 124). As he watched the progress of his patients, he found that 
he could accelerate detoxication by giving coffee enemas more frequently, 
with the addition of castor oil, by mouth and by rectum (Gerson, 1958, 81). 

Although Gerson used caffeine enemas primarily to facilitate excretion of 
toxic wastes, especially from necrosing tumors, we now realize that these ene
mas also promoted the absorption of vitamin A, a process requiring the action 
of bile acids (Simone, 1943, 64). Thus the enemas that brought ridicule from 



Gerson's enemies actually enabled his patients to use the enormous amounts of 
vitamin A which his diet provided (recently estimated at about 1oo,ooo ill daily: 
see Seifter, 1988). Vitamin A, in tum, plays a vital role in immune function, per
haps by causing the helper cells to induce the production of interleukin-2, or by 
causing killer cell precursors to activate cytotoxic mechanisms, or by causing sup-
pressor T cells to eliminate down regulation (Keu.sch, 1983, 330-331). --::f 

Gerson also found that caffeine enemas greatly reduce pain, a,particular 
boon in his regimen, which avoids the use of opiates and othe! painkillfug drugs 
that might overtax the liver at a time when its limited capacity is needed for 
immune functions and for eliminating the toxic products of tumor br~down. 

.• . -

Dr. Ward explains why Dr. Gerson added some 'new' vitamins and mlllerals to 
' . . .· . . ,. ...... 

the Gerson diet: ' ~ -~ ,. 

One of these was niacin, which he believed would help restore proeer intra
cellular potential, raise depleted liver stores of glyq)gen and potassium_, and aid 

~= 

in protein metabolism (Gerson, 1958, 32, 99-100, 209). [It also opens capil!.aries and 
therefore promotes circulation.] Another was iodine, which Gerson in~tially used 
only in cases of low metabolic rates. When he found that "The best'tange of 

. .~ 

healing power" was a BMR of ·+ 6 to + 8 (monitored by organic iodip:~-irr·blood 

serum), and that iodine seemed to counteract the neoplastic effect ofnonnones, 
he incorporated iodine into the basic regimen, at first in the form ef thyroid 
extract, later as inorganic Lugol's solution (iodine plus potassium iodide) 
(Gerson,..1958, 32, 409; U.S. Congress, 1946, 114). Several researchers h4v¥ llowed 
that thyroid raises natural res)stance to infection' by augmenting th~{iower of . ·. .~ 

reticuloendothelial cells and by increasing antibody formation - thus supporting 
Gerson's hunch that iodine was a dedsive factor in the normal differenl:iatien of 
cells (Lurie, 1960; Thorbecke, 1962 ). · ·-· 

Dr. Ward's report also challenges the 1949 JAMA article that had at~Cked the 
= 

Gerson diet~rytherapy as highly_questionable. : ~ 
X;···· .• ~ • • • • • ;... 

Although the AMA Coundl on Pharmacy and Chemistry labeied,~s a "false 
notion" the idea that diet can -affect cancer, recent researchers have found that 
"nutritional status plays a critical role in immunological defense mechanisms at 
a number of important levels" (Keusch, 1983, 345) and that nutritioi1al factors 
"can have profound influences on ... the development and manifes?tions of 
cancers" as well as other dise~ses (Good, 1982, 85). fn "The CancerosdJj_c Effect 
of Vegetarian Diets" (1983), Sigi.lcl describes as the ideal way to stren~en bod· 
ily defenses against neoplastic cells a diet similar·-to Gerson's: high in ·ea.rbohy· 

. -
drates and vegetables, low in protein. 



Then, one-by one, Dr. Ward touches upon salient incidents in the long succession of 
Dr. Gerson's problems with the medical .establishment, which appeared'to begin 
after his first publication, .in 1945: · , · . ·. ·. •· , 

... . D~spite the Iact that he. had no inpatie.nt facility 'untii·i946 .. : Gerson man
age( through his tnfi~ing. ~rk ·Aveo.~e practi~e and, an a'ffiliation at Go~ham 

. . .. .. . .. ' ' -<·· '. < • • •• •• •• . ' ' 

Hospipl, to amass enough da~a to publish a preliminary report in 1945. He pre-
sent~dhi§rather remqr}<ible casd1istork~ rp.oc]estly, SOI.Jd~d}ng tl)a't h~slid nqt 
yet have ~noi.igh evic!eric~ to say whetlierdief could eitKe~ i~fluence the origin 
of CaJ:)c.eu~r .~lt~r t4e ~ourse. of an es~a[)fish~d. tLUilO!:He' claur~d only .that the. 
diet, . w~ch .he de'scribed, in. consi9erahle detail, could Javorably affec~ . the 

-: ··"' ·-:~ .. . . . •. ,·-. . • · ~. ' . ; ... . · .. · ' .:. -.. _- ·.-· ·::. .. . ;.- . . -~ - ·- <' 

·patient's. gener~l .conditi9ti, staving off the consequences ·of )naligriancy and 
· ._ . _.,. , . . ... "' ;.c ·, · • ... . { ~ ._ .,· • • • -~- ::. - - ~- --, • -~~ - .-... ~ .• .. ..._ .$• ,.- ... ... • ·-·_. · ., .:/ .. _. 

nial9rig· fUj:ther treatment possible (Gerson, i945} . . . ,- -. . 
'C;e;;on :may : ·ha~e -stru~k an' E1h blishffient ri~rv~· with' his st~tement th~t 

'' :· .... ~ -';'::-. ~;::' ~ - :<;.~ .; • ~ " ~• ';' : • . ~. ~ "•:,: ~. . ", ·~· • ".• >: " ' " . · . ·~~. ··: . •"(<i;;.• •,, •,•, .:; •-' : • r: 

.111'!PY-phyJ!.c_!#.ls .use· s~rgery .~nWor radl~tign ''y.ii_tho~(systematts: treati:ijent of . . ,.__, .. , _. ,_ .. .. , --._. . - .-;;. - ,. ' • -- -~ . . • . . ' .. '-' ._.( .... .. , .-_ ... _.. ' ·- ,. - -~-_,. 

tne:·pati_ei},t as a\y:h§le';:( G.erson, 19,45, <p9 ). But' it s~ems mori likely that jt was 
,.,,•'-;, - -~ ~"- . __ .; .- ·--: - :.~ ;· . • -- -... ~- --,- ~, __ , __ ._. __ .,. --• . .-:. , . . _., . ·. -.• _. :-.-.-;!:. ·;. ··. _._ : . .-·-- .·· 

his gro~ing ~U,scess iJ:! P!e.~Ece,:9.r' perh~p~even his opposj_tion tq fobac_co,that 
0 

. · · •., ,..; , 0 ,. , . ~ - . , . ' " ··• • ' , ·>: 0 00 • 4 ~ O , O - 0 -~ • o M,~# ,-. -· -~; 0 _ .;.- " ' 

firs(iliew) h,e 'wra.tb"c{organized il:)edtcine. (~hilip . Morris was then Jl\..t0A's 
.. .; . -- ~· . _ ....... _, . - ~ - ,, -:"" ·; __ '· .• ""~- "•). > •• :.: _·.· _! _ - -~....- ·. · - -~ - • / }~~ , . -; ~--: · · , 

m~jo~j~,urce ,O.flC!,~~t~i.s!n.& .r~~~.~~e: _§,f¢ ROpy, ~939.': ~82:~4~· :, .,: . ~:)~;~·., ·, 
. . . ~2.any;:c.~se th~. 4MA~Id not opeglyagac~ qer~q~\un~Q No~em'be_r}946, a 

-~-""''"" ' .· . " •• - .,: "-<···,-· ~- ' •• . ;:.~ . ~ . ~·· ;-• .., ... ,~, .. __ - -~ .... _. ,.-. ·.'·.-,·. ~ -· ....... -::· • .;. -:· ;• -l --~- -~ -·· · .. _;- . 

few mo~~sNterh~,t~stif;iedjU'~~P.P81J~6'fa Senat~ ~i}! t~ ~P.p~oi,5[i~~7)fQ.6 mil
lion to bi:ipg together the yior1d's' outst?nding cancer qperts in: order to co or: 
dina:t~ ji se¥cl1.; for t,~e. preve~tior{ at!d~d1re cifc~nter. 41tb;:ab~gs5]:i~fciff 

• _: . .. - ·/~ · ~ - ;. •. • .... . . .., _ ," • /\, .,, .. ' ·~ · . • ,. • , , • . ·_ .. ,__. ~-<.~ ~~ ('-..:,. . -··· ,. .. ~_,. 

senator claude .f>eppe_r's :su.b':Cimunittee in Jcly''1946, Ger§ot).; demonstrated 
·~, • . · • _- • ... . _- " • " _' " • • . r o ";, • " -;:~< " , '.;o -"'- ~\ · .~-~ ·· •: . -:' ~ ; - - , c, , <'\ " ::::::::.~:<~~- '•,;"" "'·,C'• " • ~. • 

recoverea patients\¥ho had.:so'i:rie t6 biffi.ifter c6nyentiona.J irl~tqq~s co~ld no 
' • • -~ • . ... __ • • • .., . •7 __ , _ ~ ... -: v ·-.: '·" ,( ... , ·.>.' - - " 

longer.help. Dr. ·George Miley, IIl.eqicalqire_ctor of the 85-b~d .. Gotham:I::Iospitat 
· ·-~ ,/ _____ , ;..- · ~ ·· .. · . .. . _-_.. •.: ....... . _,. __ ("·-....· .. ~ ..... -- .--;:. :._; .";.· · - -· - -!;./5.-'}' _-:::-_ ·-:' '- ~: -._ ·-:-

where gerson had-treated· patient_s since Janl!mr,)946~ gav~Ai~qg s_u_pporting 
• , _-.•• •• ._ , .. _,.~ · :;. -: ·. • . .. . - ·. .. -,v • . ., .;,.· . • , •. •• • . _.·,_ • - ~·· .-•• < .. ::..':".·· .-··· · .<· -~ 

medical testiinoriy (Q.S.' ~ongi:ess_.~ 1949). '· .· ... .. · · , _ :, · . . .' :,, . , · · · .. 
' •• . • :, -;~:--- _, ; · · - .·_·· · • .-- .. ~.:.- 0/ -~ ; ·. · - • . • • -_ _ , .. , , '• _, -. - . : ... :~ : _ -• . . · :;.. -~- .. -· . • •• -~- _.;,- • \ '" · • 

. In a surly editorial respqilse;·JAMA:said it was/ 'fortunaten that this Senate 
app~ara~c~\ec~ived iittl~ ·n~wsJ>'apei:pul5lictty; t&'e AMA'~~as".a~aily .6utraged 
that 'Gerson's ~ppearanceJiad ·b~cotl1~ · tb~ ·s~bj.ect of ~- 'favof?ble\ adio, com: 
mentary, .J:>roadcast natiol}\yide byABC's .ga§mondG!.ah1' Swing"('o.s. _Cohgress, 
1946;31-35;'JA0A,· 1946). the).~· e.<fi~or..ihl foc~i~d on'·~ers~n, even"th.ough it .. . . . ... ...., •. ..·' . ·,_· ,, -... .... •' ·- . . . . . _._ : . 
was not Gerson but a laywitness, imiriuneto AMA retaliation; who had ·called 

• • • • • ; ..• • • ·;,· • . ·;·- • . · . :; " -!:'\ • · ·· ~:.- ..... . " · ·· ·- .• ·:..··: .. - -·_- ," _; • • • 

Gerson's suq::esses "miracles" .and ·urged .toe Sena:t6rs .to sec !ire theiifuture can· 
cer cb;nmission.a.ga:inst ~ontrol by , any e~~tjilg medic.al o.rga~i~atio~ . (u.s. 
Congi:e~s, i946; 96,97) .. . · . - . . . · ·· · , · · · · . · '. . .. . · · 

Jt ,Yas n.ot Ger~on, but Dr. Mildy, who told the Senators'that ·a f~ng-term 
surVey _by ; a weli-kilown ·~nd ·respe~ted physician showed ·thai:· those who 

, -- ' . .· ' . .. ~- . . / 

' receiveq 'n6 . cancer 'treatmept lived l<;>.ilger; than tqos~ w~o· r~ceived surge'ry; 
. ,. . . .. ,·. . ~:·· . ' ... c. .-.~ ' . .. 



radiation or X·ray .. (U.S. Congress, 1946, 117). Perhaps because Miley · 
Northwe.stem medical graduate, an established physician licensed in •v"u. : 

and a fellow of the AMA and state ·and county societies ~of · 
· New York, Morris Fishbein· did ~ot at~ack him personally .. Instead/·he Jip:;i'l~ 
• • • • • • • >' • • ~ • • • "/ , 

}i.imsdf to iritimat!Oris of fiscal impropriety iJ:l ~h~ ·Ro_ · · · · · ' 

.. owned Miley:s Goi:hafl? Hospital; and tO: the' scindalous: 
. ~- " ~· ·- · . . ..... ..... . • -· -.- .. _- -.. ,- . ' · :• · · -.·.-·' 

director ofthe section "Pn_ health educatjo):l of thJs' Foiindation 
m()t~g },a:h:une'st~b]jshfi s~mewhaf que~tioriable method of treatir)g~.q 

' ·---~- • ·· - · - ., • • + . • ·' · _, . ~ . , • • ,I ~- - ' -

was notiri tV:tD>t-~11/btft a Yale Univer~it"J professor 9f economics! . 
• ·' • .-. ~ , < · • • • ./, , . _ _._. - . •"- ·.·• . • • - ., . . • ' , _r 

-.. :.: ·. Comp~red. to Miley's · testim'i)py, :9erson's ~as innocent;· · •. ·· 
. ' • :-.·. ' ;. ,,_~-.. ,,. __ , . ·.. -; _.. - ~-. •: • • . . • . -, >" ··.--.. ~:-. __ , . ·. - ~ -· --· _, 

the h1~J~P?~ 'of tb~ pati~~t~;he h;o.\lgbt~W !llnl .~nd gl) the lifdy ·rr· -~~9J!itl 
.wliereb.y .his diet 'causb.i ti.ifuor iegressio'n and· . Only, !~!jcter~ 
- ... - ' . ·' · "",:· v :'\. . ·_;, - · ~. ..-.: . . ·. . '·.· . . . .· : •, 

.. f!om Sene tor. Pepper _ did.''S~rson,·-~tate . that" a . tnc>se: 
. sr9~e,q_ ·a~}ayorable. 'r~spons~ . ~g:s: .. coilgr~_ss/ · · 
. ~ev9recrt,V.o~pages:!o .. illi4~nlilnini Gers61H. iE_.:t~~~ty ·_Of.~MN,::r9~9J~ 

· -.... · ·-_, --·-· __ , ___ · -·.... · -~· · ;-.. ., · Fli~2!~~~1fs§:~1~r,;{ry;~ec~ . rio'=-iesil:ainfwliere Gersoft>-was .conceinea; · 
- ,.-: ~· .·-;: '":::~."--' . . - ~ : ~...-- ,,, ·_. ~ - .'"· . ~· - . --~ : .. ,~~.....;.''f. '-·~ "1-" · ·~~ 

: :. that• successes ·with die· Gersori-Sauerbruch H~rtnapl1s~'e!R;r,: 
· -;>"-~;~- f_ lt~;(;.- ·;&'~ · . . :-. · -; - _ •>.~<~;,.- · : ·'- ' • . :. .. ,- · 1 . . ''~..::: : ~~:~-- ' ' .. _ ·._ - --~ - , -- · 

• ently·n9t.susceptib}e of aup.Ii-~a,~iob ·by lpOSf ot4:er_. . S .. : ·(<_J· ti~~;~l~ 

;, :d~~q-t9~J;S~f-~o!{b~d ~~Y.:-~al 't~es ?~~se4 to'¥lipply;the 
.. :··'of th~' dje(.·.(fiishbeiir saiCl-he d:n.i:Id'pfovide them in:tms· 
• -~--"~-· :::,. ,;.~t-:. -$,__ ~ · ~···· ~~·- -,...-;·-· "". ·.-. .· ,;._:-~ _~ :-:- _ ·· ::. :. · : -~ ·.;'::/: ·-:.'?':-.'.:· ::.~ ., 

"tlier:eJias co !De \{:>pand..t:llrough ·a:Prosp~.~iVe_p.at_i{nr:Pf . . . 
, . _, ; , • ' --·· · ·"'-' •· - ··-~~·- . • _._, - ,_..-.- •• ·_.• •• · . ·· · " , .. -;:. • . • ·._ • ...-.:~ •• - ~ - ;. - ' o-· -~-"-; -~- - .' 

. · ~.!le Jo(hi_~Jr_~~tmei:l!:) Fishb~iri e!_riphas1ied;~ __ w.!thout · ··~ ~ ·_ · .· 
. tion· :aJ?ol{t_~~~- u~~ pi other., mediC:"?hc)h.s, dpe'eiaQy . . . 

. . . _ i?r9duc~d~_da,flgerously· _strong iea~tion's · in. the h~ig~tened _:au~~!gi~is. ~~f~ 
_ m9st'i_espons.ive p~tients: . · · >· -': · · .· · '•.. ·· '"' · · 
'. · · ·-'Fishbeill"fttempt~d 'to tie -togeth~r this ~-· • .:.~-.:.. 

..,- :..• . ~ . / <'" ~ ,. •• ~ 

· Gers.on arrd··ag~lnst · ieseaicn' supported bJi. ta.y-~ct.9rppnasect~m~'B~!] ~:~';C 
_ ~i?ns_ )Vj~h_j~}~ .. a._~_cu~tomeq_ m~§t~ry'.'?I·Wrlli<:!nd§:'::rh.~ ·· · ·· · . 

. ipclugirig_.the fin~ndalb~ckit~g/the·pr_om6!(on':;md die .. 

.. -·- --- - . ~-- ~ ' .. . ' . . _... -.- ,.. . . .- .., ··:· -. . . - ~ .-- . .. :.~ - :'\ .~·~ . . 

· · dou.b( and.suspldon'-'-UAMA i9.46 646). , · :", ~·'· .t·"- ... · .:;::.,- ·· ' 
. ... -----._,-~ - --~-:_ .· · " .. . . .. _. -• . . ..,; _ .. .. - ._, .>··- ._.--"' - s; '· -., ... · -~. j • .-..... .--~ . - - ·. . --~ - - . _- - _- - . - . 

·-, ~ Tl:!r9uw.n9·fciiJ!t of~ his :s>Wil,_~~rsqn _Wtf:s,~~t~~~·~;~;~~~~~~~i~~{i~ 
~ . · news:mi947,'when Jolill''Glinthe~:in:'b~at~ ~~ N . . ·. 

·· : · · ~~fet\ili~g. tp~Jif~. ·C.:r:{;~t~~:i .. ~s-~f(~uriilg_ th~boy'-s'; UJ_ l@:i~a'ttly 
·squggl~ ~V.,ith)ra~ti can6e_r.;-;.~~gll1ning :.~h,<it-_:Saffi.e. ye~r~ the . 
M·eaicai ~oC.iety ti:aged five"~'liiV.~s~igatiqns":ofG:ers9n ~~ ···· 

' . . · · .. .---·•.· ;.· · ·-:-·· . . - .... - . • , . · ";- - - . 

,, _ed ·hiiri fu~ "a~~vert.~~ipg'';pis_;,t,'_se<:re_t":.il?:stnoj1s~ · '":·; .- ·_·-·:. -.~:? · 

. .. .. ·.· .. • .. .., . fit th~~J>oinf q~rsc;>p!s J~fE'toEK~n a:_ ... ' . ·-~- ) "1···,·_,_, '-¥. ~.J;·, ;~~~ Pepiper~1 
' . rri'e.t 'defe;!(and, witfi.it;J he' hope:foi coordiria_ted , . . 

•.:; restr~Int~ ag~inst\nt.e'Stig~fio·ris 'ofahything,other than "establistied rriei:I\91 
. . . . . ' 

. .-, _ ·- . 
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1949 the AMA Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry, in a report entitl~d "Cancer 
and the Need for Facts", rehashed material .from the earlier editorial, adding that 
the Gerson. diet was "lacking in essential protein and .fat" and that Gerson's con
cern about the dangers of anesthesia. was '~.wholly unfounded and .apparently 
design,ed to appeal·to.the cancer Victim ilieadyJea~l Bf a surgi2tl operation 
which ·might offer the only effective means for eradication of the disease." 
·Without benefit of. either a literature, search ·or ·new :clinical or laboratory 
researcht the Councillabeleo as a ':false notion" the.idea that-"diet has any spe- . 
cific jnfluen~e on the. origin or progress of cancer." They concluded. that "There. 
is no scientific eyidence whatsoever to,indicate .that modifications. in the dietary 
intake of food or· other nutritional .essentials are of any specific value-~ip the. con-· 

;.- -. ·~ - -.-• -- ~- · --· · --- ' ,. ' ; .- . . -. - ., . ~ . .. · ·- .-. 

tiel of-c.ancer'; {counCil: on -Pharmacy ~nd Chenustfy, '1949796). Gerson lost his · 
·Fl. - . ' • • •. -., ' ... :- :.C ·_. ._, '; · ·: · - ~ . -·. . , . . :- • ~-, _ ·~: • •• -- -.-, ' • 

· nospital. affiliation ~.cl found:that _yb_ung~dOCtQrS ·who Wanted· to a$,5iSt 'hiin'and 
. . ~ · ... · . .- ---~ ~- . .. . . . ..-,~- --_· ,;.. . .. .. _ _ ,,_._ ,(' _., . . . -;;. - - .;... . . .... _; - . :;. --.--. .- -.,.._· -·· ' 

leahtfrom'_bjn{ couldt1ot do so,lor fear of incut:rin~f S_oci~t}i disciplme~: He was' 
. ····):~:;:.:, --~ -:-: .:•:, '_;:' ~"" -f ' < ;:-.,_' . . : •· ' ·. - ··"··· .. > .; ._:. '':' - ~ .. ~, . ¥ • . ::·~ ' • :._;. - · ': ' . . . "', , ::>, -. 

deiD,sd 0alpf£s.~ce-~ifl~':rr.¥lce, bec~~~e· l?-ls thsrapy''was, hof ((~ccepted practiCe" 
(Moss;i''$o,l · 8; Natenber· , i '. ' ~-~1"6\ ··'' < · '·· · ·· ·· -·· · .~ .. . , 
•:: , . ..;:C•-:.$':9: ·;;.._ -~-; 7• .·. • 'v~''" ~;_' :: _-·!;c;:g . ::: 9~2 3 .,/ ~ _ }'_• ··' ... · ·.·- : ; • ···: .· · :~.>---: ·. ; ~< ;::·-:: , / •• 

.' '10: the e~ily .fifties qei::,s.on· sul:nriitted five cas~ histories'to ilie :N,CI1 request-
• _. .~ . ·. ,· . . --..,: ">;>-<" ~ .~ . ,-.. , ·: -:· ·· · · • . _,_- . • . ·.,,_ .·Z • . ·-· ,_. • • · • ,.,. .•· -... •• • :-~· ~· · ::·. ' . · '" • ·::-.· 

irig·'ap.:. q'fficia} in_\!:d;tig~~i(jn. He ''\Vas Jold that they would ·need 25 cas~s, .wl:iid1 
:·.~:_~ -~' • .•• ,..: A:: .-·¢ . . ' ·. • . . • .. , • ':-·· - .·~- .. · ; • •. •. ,. • • ._- •::_, .·. • -.-.•. -~_1 •, ,, ·:'··:· · 

he promptly:supplied~ W.ith full documentation. Mor:e than) year Jate( !he NCI 
•.· ~- >'-. _. • -~;..-.. . .- · ·• .. - . - - • ,.._ ' :- -.-< ,,. :...- . '/ "": · .. .. . .... :: ~- :,;. ·. - ~ • .... :-.r: ---~~ · '- ·• . . . .. 

demahded '115 case histoiies/ sayhlg tpat the ~5- tney lja}fpreviouslf r:equd fe'd 
~ ·~/-.... ',:;. ,;- • <, .. -.':~,:; - • ·.: .. , .; .;;--,;: -,- .~ . > "<C• -~·-:':",.;:.•' ' : · . 0 --; , ' • ' ; • ~- '.•/'•< . · .. ' :,(_:). ·,;..:f:' ' • '- .• c:,-

were '!n~ufficienfto justify- m:v~stigat~9n. · ~ · . ·· . . · .,. ·· ·:; . ·· l,--:~,, · , · 
;-., •.- . ' . . . ·' -· ' .. ·.:- . _ ..... _ _., . .. ·""". -· . . - . · .~· .-,: · .. ·. . . .... . ,..... ..-. ' · . . -' - ' ....... ~ ... ;;·: . ·. . .. 
According .to a !981 pub4ca.ti6if 'df the Gerscm Institufe,-_headed )?y·his 
.-:, . . · .: ·_.;" .··• .; _, .. . . <· . . - --:·;-<:.-.... . - ;,;-.· ._.. ·,c ·.... ·-~ ""' ··"··. .. . :~ .,. .: . .:.-,_ . . - ~:-.- .~ .'-;3,--,~· ... , . .• - ~ • ~ 

daughter, Cn~lbtte Gersi:m, a manuscript for a book he was:Whfiog about his 
,, · -· . ....... • .......... _,_,,y ... . ~ ~:.- ..... ~._ •;-·- • • ' .· ,., •. <'"..¢'· .• -~ · • • • ...... . - .• • 

ther~PY. {ljs~ppea_re?. fr9fl1'hi~_-me~_iri .19.sf(Healit}g, 19.8:( 19).,4J'tn~~~g~~qf75; is'o~ 
lated from meg}pil~oll~af;yes .. a.n1 un~~ble to.find as~istantf,:9~rson,:Jno~rtool(· 

; . ·. .; · • ·<- ... • . . · · :· . -· _. .... -~·- · . ' / -•. • • . ~-~-' .· .• ~ • · -. . · -.~ • , _ ~.- .. - , '.. -.. • • ;~ 

the work of rewiiting the entire maritfscrjpt iri order to shq'fr"t}iat there Is ill) 
effective\r~a:tme.nt of d 'ricer, e~e.I1. iti ·aJ~an'~eci:~ases" (Ger~anS95~, 3): rtw~~ 
published iWi958, _as a c~ricer _Therapy;· Result~ of Fifty ca~~t.;Gersop 'died '~f. 
pneumonia the follO'wing year, fi.efore fij)ishing-a second·v~ltime; His -i~ea$ have. 
gain eo wide distribution :through su.b~eqqent eal'tkms of bis·~Book :(1975,',1977, 
and 1986 ); through a 196i ·publkat.ion called: Has [)r. Max: Gersqn aJ'rue Cancer . 
Cure? [since .renamed :censu~eo for CJ;~.r~g Canc~r: The :Affi~'ncan Experience· 
of Dr, MaX Gei:sO~J, wh!cil:had.r.eportedly s.old rridre th~n.25o,ooo copies by 1980 
(Moss, 1980,.178); .and through the publications and·physician-tra.{Jiing programs 
of the. Gerson ·rrlstitute in B.onita; Califorrua, and the·Ho.spital·d.e Baja-California. 

In 19B~/a reformed JAMA. .carried a . cqrillnentary called . "The / Grand 
Conspiracy·, Ag~in.st the· (3ancer Cure'' by William Regelson of the Depa,rt:ment 
of Medicine of.the Medi'caJ· College_ of Virginia. Surveying :a series,of "iliappro· 
priate judgments [that] nave resulted in injury to good observations,"·. Regelson 
said, "Vye.may shortly. hav~ tci.ask.if Ge~~ori'slow~sodium diet:, wJth Its biiaire . ' . . 

. .• ' 



.. 

coffee enemas.and thyr:0id supplementation, was an-approach that altered: 
mitotic regulating··effect of intracellular sodium for occasionat clinical 
those patients-with t he stamina to =survive it" (Regelson, 198<,1; 338). 
· · Disregarding such suggestions and .resting its case instead on th(: . cl:a.ffj1i.~ 

· · . the NG:I had. ''found no .convincJ.n.g evidence of .effectiveness" ..... J[ 

: · . on en C~rson cases: some forty·years earlier,· th,e An:lerican Cancer, 
.r987 stated that fJhe .Gerson ~ethod of cancer treatinenfis not .tor1siQ,c 

··.· proven me;gwo£ c::_ancer -treatment,,'and on the basis,of available ir_lb-;>nJ)~ 
· the:·In;titute·do.es not:believe thatf.urtQer evaluation of this:the~a:py.is · 

. . ' . . . 

-~ ·at this titpe" (Arrieri.can CancerSociety,_Feb).'uary ) i1987). , , 
. . . ' 

. : · .pr·::Ward~"cJ~~~s)~r-:~~~Po.6 hi·:M~g't}~pi~g ~\tl_ i_ ~ :o~cmg;oirtg fc~c:~r~~t~i~ 
pfogr¥#tnit}at~d'fh.19~41n· ~t.istf!a' tpat Y:,as ~esting; . ao~>elY rba!fctled 

• • :.J;:, ~.~ .,. "' ) ._, • • ' '•• ' ·~·· • r _. ,-,.~. • ~ .t:"''• • 

a§. coiiit.()l~'::a: nioaified fortj:l: of G<;rson's t11erapy.';,_ 1 li .. ,LY.J.dl~ G:ers6fi':s'·vic~W:tl 
--. '; · .. -- -.-..-... ;:::::::, -~ .. :.-.. -.:_ --:~--~:.:~ ~ -;.· . .. -- . . -~; · -·> . . -:.- ~:~t' _ -. - - ---~ -

·ems,.p!llltJ~2JrRqqrus -'m?:9lfiedj ~fe~lT~,f((S.~ch ,as· ·riia,tin, 19.Bm~ and .. li 
and-.tBe~l~slU:>fdetoxifiEat'ion' pr.ogrirns '(as' with_ · .. .. 

. quali.f!~q :~f~~\117~ :Y.st;}~f!eH§~r, y~~Fs, __ .· · ·s·-~·f,~· ·\S. ~?J?J 
num,P:et~.CtJ}e;9..~-rs:p_nP.atlerit~:>Fo~. s~,zp~ _ ~-- .. ~~-~]- ~,~- '~irf[~:~~;&~!~~ 
·sP.~!l~ i~.dtldpg·p~ip ~n~ ¢.1P!¢vgrg :m~eralrgiial(ty of. ---~ . 

~-.-. ;;.' · ~.. -< '/ ~- ... -.'!'~ .. ,,<~,. .. ·- ~ _. __ , .. '>': .• · - - : - - -~----· ~·-·.; .. -,.~·:' • • -: ... .:::~ :... -.; .. i -···r if-~ s't,:.::·:-_;·-:; i~-~-fi j~~lrat:iv.~t:s~:iJ~@i is al}_ilp,Qy ~f bgt~ _!i_is~oryand 'geqg~~phy that tlier · . 
. .•.. _ .. ..,, --~- ; ·_ -. .. .. . ~ ~ --- · . . • _ .•.. , . , -,.- .• -_ •. •> . .. 

Geisonts' thera-py should take place"':at: • tli~· han~Kc:)f~suJrgeiJt1s~ 
~~- • ~..:::· - - ~~- ~ - • -~. • _...,:; -.<.·~ - ...... .::: '<' 'J.~- ;; . ;~ -·- ~!;';-: ;; -_ • ,, •• " 

~?rl,?·whlc!J:(;~is?n fl~;d ~~ :~ F~V!is9 re~ugee half a:; . . . . 
~pil~}pt)o'~~tJt~paipE}~ thos·~J rr<seem~9 able . gr,_s~~~~e, . .are 
i~g iri"p'iftlentf~it~ seve~e daJ?agf to.the 1iyer, .th~ cir~~an 
~~coyejy.;, Aith?ui.fi 'br.,'waid ·latlien~~d'the la~k.' . . .. .. • on .. . · 
'Amen~an .medicaVestablishmerif in a' truly ob)ective, s<:ientJfic·· i1 ~~~!~ 
-¥~ :cfrscif.i'r~iri~2~~ tr'~~im_eiJ(m~th~di'i~ ·~ ,~1~~;1 se~li?g, sh~ 's; 
A~st~ian sttidf~ '> •• .:· , · '. " ' "' . ---·5:·. . · .. ·. ' .. · '7 ""' • '" ." ····""'""''" 
.;-:.... · ?f'.;:. ,,;.).; c; -~ \ ~>=:• . ~-::~·}.';:. .. , >; . ·~ :-:-, · :-:.::; ~/;;'.:.... -:~; ; .. -~ •;_':: _·: · .)-~- -~i• . ··~i.;~~:i(,., · ~~- .·: ;~ ·:c',• ';~: 

.·::T~ting;isUJ1Je~ay; however, ,outside ohhe U;S: Si.nceJ··· 9!~4-!J.l)' noc:lifil~~ 
· ,, ·. Gerso.ils'-cilerapy·has peen. in.use .at the ·seC:pnd D.~partifient.of 

,[L<lnd.e~~]rank~.nhaus in Gr<!z: Au~tria;, Omittlrig ~Vcer~juice anti..ili:aot1;'>i '"'""n 
, raid orilyi_ti~bypothyiot.d patient.s;,and l@iting · · .· ·· 

· · .• ·. Peter :L.ecbner,~<f.pd .his ~olleagu~s, :all ·. · · '· havet·~ 1eei1~-te: 
·; .. :· .. Gers0n rm!tl:lod as·ap 2djunc·:t· ;:o·f- 'te·:ti· l~Wifth,,~be:m~ltW~raJiY,C)t I:<~~~~i~R~~~~j~ 
.· ope+~tive:<;:ancerpaJients/inale · . . . :raxlgil1g~jn_ :agie,£rr·ooi:r.l2 

; . :resenting many different fQ_rms',qftaB¢~r. By~'Jiairing ~ach p' ath~nt~wl)~ji~ 
·, - i_ng tq-,~se· the::9i ison m~thod ~(91?).:Wim)ne ·· < _, . •• · . • 

·• . . · chdse.n9t. ~o-t!¥ at: (l':JGP)-an&ob~~i:vkg:~the cQrripara,t\ve.,progress .a· Ltl::\.e:6!2i~~ 
:.· ; in;th.e~two>greJ:ips :~~~er- :i ;:fo&-year :periddj ~fhr;i~i: aili;t his~--~ ·:qllea~(u~:~: 
· app~oxima.~ed ~·a' ~ontr0lled: study; of ·adinittedly;l~peife.ct .:str11cture. (.~[8 

. . 



1987). Their findings show that the Gerson therapy made a notable difference in 
several forms of cancer. 

In 1990, Drs. Lechner and Kronberger published a follow-up report, "Experience 
with the Use of Dietary Therapy in Surgical Oncology," in Mtullll Ernadinmgsmedizin 
(Thpi!al Nutritional Medicine), where they concluded: 

It can be seen that the patients treated with the adjuvant nutritional ther
apy are in a better general condition, with less risk of complications, and they 
also tolerate radiation and chemotherapy better _than patients who do not fol
low the diet. To what extent nutritional therapy yields benefits with regard to 
the basic disease process and to life expectation will have to be established over 
a long period of time by studying a larger number of patients. 

This long-term Austrian study being conducted by surgeons involved the use of 
radiation and chemotherapy following surgery- all modes of treatment that Max 
Gerson opposed,. except for the use of surgery under certain essential conditions. 
The patients in· this study who had enrolled in the special-diet program apparently 
remained in better condition, despite the darri.age being done to them bythestan-
dard slash/burri/p.oison tactics. . . , .. .: ·'· 

I . 

Properly conducting a clinical trial of the Gerson therapy on cancer patients 
would be very costly indeed as well as time-consuming. Trials would:have to take 
place in a highly supervised residential clinical setting for a period of at least a year 
and a half in order to determine its effectiveness-in bringing about significant remis
sions that possibly might lead to cures (five-year survivals without cancer recur
rence). It would not be possible to employ double-blind clinical trials, since anyone 
undergoing or administering the Gerson therapy would be aware of it. Nevertheless, 
in some clinical situations an effort has been ina de to use matched contr.ols: that is, 
patients with comparable conditions who chose not to follow the Gerson restric
tions and instead undergo the suggested standard treatment for particular types of 
cancer. Similarly, comparisons have occasionally been made between Gerson cancer 
patients and comparable patients undertaking other forms of treatment or not 
receiving any treatment at all, in terms of pain levels, progression or regression of 
tumors, overall mood and outcome (including survival time). 

Despite the difficulty of conducting statiStifal studies of Gerson patient out
comes, some studies have been done. Probably the most notable one was done by 
Gar Hildenbrand on melanoma, which indicated that the Gerson therapy was.con
siderably more effective on metastatic melanoma than the conventional treat
ments. In advanced disease stages that are preponderantly fatal when no treatment 
or standard treatment (surgery, chemotherapy, radiation) is given, the Gerson 
patients did markedly better. The Hildenbrand melanoma study, published. in the 



peer-reviewed journal Alternative Tlierapies in Healtli and Medicine_ (September .J.I.JI.J ... 

five-year survival-rates as a measure of efficacy. In early stage I aod.II melan(JrilliJ:tl 
Gerson th~rapy was as ~ffective ap znOf.e conV~l'}~i~:mal therapies, bt1t in 
mor~ ~fficult 'sta~es t~e. Gers6nth-erapy Fe~ults _beg~ ioputsbip . . •. . 
ods. "in· stage· III: melanoma; 82'per:cent qf _th~ · patierts ·were ~live aB:et five 
opposed to 41 percent for conventional medicilie', and.in stage IV- . . . . 
waswiddy spread or m'etastasized to internal organs-39 percent of Gerson· p~tj~ 
were' a}ive~after fi\l:e .yeal'~, compared·,with onLy .6 percent-of-those who na(l' 
treated by the· most successful"standard ·methods ... Interestingly, no pat:ier!t~ 
mdanomtabove~the ·neck:had .survived ·five or .more years .. . . . ·. · · . · 
·" .· L*e' Di. ·ward's ·report; th~se Jes)llts ca~ hoJ0nge~ be ignored by; the . 

. . /": . • . . • ! ' • . • • . • · -

CO~tp:)ity. As ·s.J. ~Haught §p~culat.ed: .>· ,: .· .'·· ·:: , · ·. · • ,,~ '' . · -~, · · 
• ; :f' • . ; _ . .-..... - :· . _ ~ • . - , _. • -~ 

J _,; · ··' The history ~f J:l!edi~¢.~· is a,stocy of.alniosfir,tc. : re.:d_. ible>.s t.L tpidliry,·,a~i!!J 
··:·' }of. -~l~pst.;incretUble . geniils .:and .. · p.~rse'{.eranc6~;N_~arly .. every· s_}J igle 
. •··• nta~ly<~very ·si~gl~:d,iscovery;.~~s-~et ~th:·suth furi~us oppo'sitipn:by;;~~~-~~ 
.···,,·,teal fr~t~ni!ty.-that •. one'<wond~rS. h'ow\meificiri'e~has'ad·v,·i·r 'lc· ed ... a~~·a'lli 

.. : ~ d.eqdes, ~~tn~thnei'centlifies wer~· -allowed to elaps~. ~~:W.~'~,~: ~sc:%~~ 
·· .. , approval; and -millions of live~·were lost because- obt. Me:dkal'tlion 
,,:;;, heen imprisoqe.d; ei~~utecitho_oQM'd, ·and dri:v.enjnsarjeJorJheir i~ii~ 
;, -nam~s·:~re~now·the,""narnes of heroest'and.eyery·schoolhoy kn.t )W!i'lhetn 
, :. < · Does-pr; Gerson.;s.name helong 'pp the .·llst?'"'; ::",,'" . -~,., .... ~· ·'/. •, ~,~~;f.:" 
"· • · .· , • Tolho,iro'yv, Will ,.the , ;,~rid .say.; of"hlri);<:.'fH.e·wa_s ;a·{~!O>l :whol;: ,c )ffe~C!-~t 

where. there;\Vas, no:hope: al}d life. when -thei;e· was::nd·Jife to 'giv<~ ?t~y~ri 
. ~, ... ·:brwill-they say,i 'He wuld look at the eviderite'planted in the·:unJiV-er 

,< ~ from it:&erive~new :concept, and:'a g(eater:¢lng th;~~this no -mil:rd~~:al1.l 
.-· . ·:··- -:~ : . . ., . . • .• . ' "-

. :~ p·lJ's'h· "·· ':''-.:"'~; . <~~ -... . ·:~: -.. :- : . . ,-~~ , .. , •"' :: ,~•,.>:,~~ ·. ·-~·: ·. . . ~~:· . 
• . ' . . • . ;,);. v ' .._ " • - • :'.:.0 _;,:.1.... . . ,_ ·: - · :.- · ~·-., .. . -;·. ~ -· · · ... ' · . . ·.' , , ... ... ~ - . .-

•.· .•.. ·. ·;_~·'···.·.. .·_.· . . '._ .... · .••• ;~ · ... . .- . , .. ~ - , . . ·, . ·. 
~ - . ·:_c _. _ '<:.F ' ' •\ • ;,. ~ .; h '' ;.; -: '' ~c, . . ~-- · ·~ -- '.;., ·:;,./)'> .•}'·~. 

-.•. :''· :-- · ·. ~-~-: · ~: ~-~:· ~<I'fie. Fy~yr.e of, tfu: ·Ge~sQit~_Si'R~hrftu~ :-:: · 
; "· ; .. ·: :.." ;. :. _. · ... >: . --~ ... ·: ,. ·' . . . .. ·.. / . . :: : . ·: -:~::_r, . ..'' . .. • 

s-in~e. M<ix. Ger~~·r·~:·9eath .. iq. _1§5_9,. ?e~~?er~dve· (lis€ases: -~~ve ; . 

lifetim.e, and s.omeone ~ose-to · · 
• ·' _., , .--· --.• ~ -: ~-' ,.~ · i ... . ·-, ' • . - .. ,. . . • • .. ·. -. ' .. __ 

cardiovasculkdisease,ior sm.ne · . 
. : . -:, ... ; ;/ ~ · · ~~ ·-· :<.· :?:.- :. . •• ·-- : . . - •· . -

ingly :.prope' to ,cancer, · d.ia,betes,' drug;·a·< j_< 1iction "~nd:~~?f?.esit)rp;:ati_c!~·at 
, ;- -!.'· ·:.·.· • -~ . - • • · ~~ ' ,~.-- .;.:·-: ~· . ·<- .. - ~ ' 

ages. )~.i;ltibjoti_¢'~, ~e ·woriSler· .. qrugs. of .. tnt> pos.t VJ.cJ.~l~i'~Vvar,~JF~ta 

. oveni.~~d--!~\ne~idne ~~'n<;l~in fOod:;: ~~:'?-.P ;Prl. ,_.~..,u~~ar~~~:.!!i~t::if;~k~;~b~~~~~~ 

. whi51},~\il.~\v~re:~~ei.P;.o~e~e~ _,,e:'":~· .r. •~- -~:~ Q8Jtonge);.~e: (:s;q,~t!il~e·_go··,9f 
stibstahc..c::s .. We ;ha:Ve:become an. pec)p!(~ :aJ:~ ;a:_(idi(;t:'~§ 

. :. ·.! .z=~: .;.; . . : ~:\·: ··,..,.:- '·· .... :>:, .. _ ,·~~-/ : . • 
on. e :pr:IDore ~ dilig~, .~ai:!gingJ~~m pre~s·cr'iptiQnt· <irjtd"<?ver-tti~:~:oll,n t e:r .. 

. ,. . . ., ·, · - :Y·_ -.; ' .: .. • _-. ,-,.__ • ·" .. -· ... ...... _. 

-lants '·and''recreational' drugs .:::::..:.cotltee; a!o::>ne>l, . . .. . . ' ' -

. . -.-.. . 



heroin; Obesity has assumed epidemic proportions, to the point that half the popu
lation in the Uriited States is overweight and one in five people grossly so. ·ChroniC 
pain-and non-healing wound clinics -are thriving. Previously· unknown diseases· are 
surfacing: HIV I AIDS, hantavirus, :Legionnaires' disease, Lyme disease;' .chronic 
fatigue syndrome and hepatitis C, am'ong others: ·public health nightmares like Ebola 
and Marburg viruses are poised to spread tln:oughot.it the world. Even tuberctJ.losis, 
once nearly,eradicated.in the United:States; 'is _spreading r-apidly again in, strain~ that 

. . ~· . 

are:resistanfto-most-antibiotics. Thbetc.ulosis was one of the first diseases that Dr. ·-
Gerson was able to .cure.-. ·there is no way for tubercle.badlli to develop a:resistance 
to a strong hwnanjinmune systenL A·· :' ' . ; ·. - ·. · · .: . · .. > > . . · ; 

· As Dr. Gerson·-rei:ogriized,·at the root ofthese disorders is a single. but complex 
factor: the.nature.o£" our food supply. Bianiegoes not sci.muth to the inonshous vol, 
ume 0~ C:alories. taken: in::d?ilY (largefy fibm"fa:ts~·and .sugar), .hut to · the. pa.Licity of 

. . . . . - . . . -~ . ~ 

nutritional value' arid. the 'presence. 9f,toxins)n what .people. consume. Man,made, 
often carctnogehic chemicils, undesirable hormon-es and iuitibiotics'a:re il1trq_9uced 
at _all.-:p_oint.s along. the'fo<:rd pro.duction· _line;··fro.m·soil. and.water -thro~gh ~he"feed 
lot ancl proce~sihg~pl_~rits: to·superriiarkef 'sbelf. ·-rn the developing wor_I~; p.~ople's 
extreme vumerability.t(:rirueCtious disea~is is de£initely.'linked-to.grpss lri~hutritloh 

~ -- ..... ' . . . . . ., . _... . • ' • . . -·._ . ' j -

and thetchangeciyer '-frbm -·wholesonie}weij~balanced- na,tive -foO:d) b't4e J11gh:tech 
diet of the· so:call-e'd dC::veLo~ed -world 0>y,. ~ :· >' · · . . ·. <,. _,_. . ,,~\}[:" .. _··: ·: -~;.~:,, ·· 

' • • • . ~-· ' C - · . , ..,. • i · • ·~ · <,• -· -~~ -,.-;., r ··· ~ ·-~~ , 

· As·:a soci~ty we are:~xtrem~ly:ioncefl}e_il:aboured~cating otir~cli.44refl; mak: 
• · --.. • • • • • -·;..} ·· ·< • 

ing sure that_.they dn·:cap(lbly read, wiite,. do arithmetic -~nd op~rale t omput(::rs: 
-. . • ·. ;.; .;;._ • . . • ... - ' • -:---- ~~ .>:_ ·· .~;: . •. . __ -. _ 

However" ·our obligation' ttl teadf the:rn,th~ very· rudiments of nuttition,;.sb·as to 
ensure their ·.~ture well-heing,:is woefuijy;'i1eglectecLWe fail n9.t~Jli~t.in· providing 
them with healthy food (including . prenat<!ily)~'but al~o-·in serving as }ole ·modds in· 
the purchase, preparai:idri and .. cqnstimP.tion,of food· . . As a chlture: we have also 
become corrimercially programmed~ tci··believe-ithat eating Big Macs arid.drinking 
soda pop are desirable human habits/ . ';-; ·' · · • '· · ·. · · . '"::>' .· ~;,_: · · .... · ". 

However/ a: substantial miriorlty .. of us :have become so:·diss.atfsf!ed .with .the. 
perentiially_ empty pronouncements of-the 'established medical quthorities that wt;. 

have shown. ourselves increasingly-willing -to. ~ntrust· QUI health· care ' tO compJ_e: 
mentary and' alternative· meqical· (CAM) pra·ctitioners,, despite the direst waming_s 
of many pbysiciaps;:The grO\ying popularity·of .unorthodox. or alternative medicine 
was highlighted in' a 1999 study in the Journal' of tnt Anierican Medical AssoCiation show
ing that"<j2.1 percent of Americans. go beyond the traditionai med!cal .establishinent 
for treatmen't; a· so percentincrease:sinc.e :1990.: In 1999; Ainbicans spent b7 .billion 
on altemitive .medicine corisul~ations/treatments and medi<;atiens.:·while these 
expenditures were largely out~of-pocket because such treatments -are no.t'Covered 
by health··insurance·polides,>soi:ne insurance co_mpanies .and .HMOs·:(health main~ 
tenance o_rganizations) ·have begun·: to. recognize the competitive·.advatltage_ of 

·.;_ .·' . 



offering certain select CAM benefits, such as cruropractic, to their subscriber
members. Experiments by medical insurance carriers in trus area have shown a lO· 

fold short-term and up to a 2o-fold long-term return on investment when nutri· 
tiona! methods are used as health management tools rather than relying solely on 
drugs and surgery, ~ , 

Special research programs focusing on unorthodox treatment methods are now 
being set up in medical and health science centers. The majority of American med
ical schools have instituted courses in alternative medical practices - botanical or 
herbal medicine, homeopathy, traditional Chinese medicine, acupuncture and acu
pressure, mind/body medicine, hydrotherapy, detoxification and nutritionalthera
py. And resean::h is pointing toward the effectiveness of the methods Dr, ·Gerson 
pioneered years ago - and for wruch he was so vicious1y attacked. Rep~it~-after 
report announces that substances found in fresh fruits and vegetables act to Qfevem 
cancer. The same authorities now recognize that environmental toxins irritate, lfnot 
cause, cancer conditions. , 

. . 

While the Dr. Gerson's therapy may not be a panacea,. tllls medical proggm has 
been shown oyer the past 6o years to cure (yes, curt) serious degenerative,d~seases, 

·"" ..... _..... . . . ~ ... ·'"' 
relieve chroni~ pain and promote· healing. The amount of suffering that ~~mid be 
immediately alleviated by the Widespread adrnini~tration of this treatinent is 
immense, even without considering the prtvottive benefits of the Gerson-dfet and 
detoxificationiegirne. One of the most controversial aspects of the Gerson"therapy, 
the coffee enema may yet prove to be one of the most effective contributi0ns ever 
made to the therapy of degenerative diseases. There is ·no other means ~.g,wn of 
detoxifying th~~liver so poWerfully or so quickly. There is little danger of 'bi erdose 
or toxic reaction. The cost is pennies per dose. The pain relief aspects alohe.'should 

~-=- -;:: 
make it a standard treatment for cancer and migraine. · -

By treating the degenerative diseases that threaten us, Dr. Gerson showed his 
understanding of the origins of disease and health, Cancer and most of the .other 
degenerative diseases have at their roots the deficiency and toxicity of our·E:9ntem· 
porary food supply. This results in a.progressive degener.ation of the body'sa]ility to 
fight off abnormal cells or other conditions, and leads e\rentually to cancer or:one of 
the other dread diseases. More than one in three people in the United States will at 
some time suffer from cancer. This percentage is rising, not falling, despite~echno· 
logical advancements in medical treatments. · ·-

Treating a degenerative disease at the site of the symp~om with surgery, f.~diation 
0( chemotherapy, as is the current,medical practice, is n6 more useful than·in_Bpping 
the floor during a rainstorm withol.lt fixing the gaping hole in the roof. Until m~&cine 
changes its basic direction, there can be no overall restoration of the body's ;1bility to 
respond to disease and heal itself. If we were to judge only by their methods of 
approaching illness, allopathic physidans would appear to believe that disease is 



i 
i 
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caused by an excess of body parts and a defidency of drugs. 
Dr. Gerson conducted his medical practice and his research according to 

Kussmaul's dictum, "The result at the sickbed is dedsive." Dr. Gerson arrived at his 
conclusions by observing what worked for his patients, not what worked for corpo
rate sponsors. Although he was rigorous in his search for a scientific explanation for 
the effectiveness of his therapy, he never jeopardized the well-bein.g of any patient 
in a double-blind or otherwise controlled study for fear that a patient might suffer 
unduly or die prematurely without undergoing-the Gerson therapY! The ongoing 
suppression of information about the Gerson therapy by the government and med
ical authorities betrays a deep insecurity that people would choose this. Jow cost, low 
tech, and-low profit method of treatment if theyhad the data. In fact; that is what 

. . .. ;,;· .·,:· . ;; .. ·. :· 

is now h~ppening. The avail~~)lity of information about the Gerson therapy on the 
Intemethas helped to defeat efforts to censor Dr.;Gerson's discoveries and censure . . . 

the man, as has the growing cbrps of cured patients who have become_ vocal advo-
cates for the therapy. Longevity and good health lend these former patients aedi
btlity unmatched by the statements of the medical and pharmaceutical industries. 

Dr. q~rson has left us gift'heyond measure - a therapy that works to cure and 
·--·· · ....: ~ ' . - - ~ - ~ 

prevent q~generative diseaS~$;" tnat improves . overall health and perfofu~.'ance, that 
"" . --~ -,;.-..: '" ,.. ·. 

works as_an anti-aging regime, that improves mental-acuity, that stopS'heart attacks 
and strokes; and that boosts ~he function of the immune system ::_all the while -reducing our medical bills. Dr. Gerson has left us ·the knowledge and the methods 
needed for each one of us to take charge of our own health. Beyond the mechanics - . 

of the therapy itself, Dr. Gerson has left us a profo~nd holistic understanding of the 
connection between our ext~mal metabolism: the~ Earth, and our internal metabo-

...... • ::-..."' >" 

lism, the Body. If a large proportion of the popUlation were to adopt his dietary 
methods, our agricultural industry could feed the planet while producing more top
soil than it consumed, providing our children and their children with a fertile land 
and sustainable agriculture for the foreseeable future. In the age of high technolog
ical achievement, our health is, ironically, a matter of returning to nature and using 
common sense. At least in the matter of degenerative disease, technology js the pro6-
lau, not the solution, as Max Gerson first discovered as a child when he watched 
earthworms flee from artificially to organically fertilized soil in his grandmother's 
potato patch. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote in a eulogy for his good friend, "Dr. Max Gerson 
is one of the most eminent geniuses in the history of medicine. He has achieved 
more than seemed possible under adverse conditions. Many of his basic ideas have 
been adopted without having his name connected with them. He leaves a legacy 
which comrnands attention and which will assure him his due place. Those whom 
he has cured will attest to the truth of his ideas." 



Gretchen_and Max Gerson, 1958 
• , 
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